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Summary
This thesis is primarily concerned with two inter related fields of study: firstly, how 
composers responded textually (rather than musically) to the first Book of Common 
Prayer (1549), and the continuing influence of that Book on musical settings up to (and 
in some cases beyond) the Commonwealth, and secondly, how music was integrated 
into the wider ceremonial with which the services of the first Prayer Book might have 
been conducted. Its subject matter, construction and methodology are bom out of a 
conviction that music is always part of a particular cultural and social milieu and only 
when considered within that context can it fully be understood. This is particularly true 
of church music, which has as its raison d'être performance within the liturgy.
The first part of the thesis begins with a comparison of the texts usually included in the 
musical service as they are found in the different issues of the first Prayer Book, and 
then collated with the texts of the second and subsequent Books. It is suggested that two 
distinct versions of the first Book can be identified, one associated with the publisher 
Grafton and the other with Whitchurche; the former seems to have enjoyed a greater 
measure of authority since it derived from the King’s Primer and is considerably closer 
to the second and subsequent Books than Whitchurche’s version.
Musical sources in which Edwardine settings of service music have predominantly 
survived are identified and the texts of the 175 services they contain (whether Edwar­
dine or not) are examined in detail; the results are set out in an extended appendix. It is 
found that distinctive clauses derived from the first Prayer Book continued to be set up 
to (and in some cases after) the Commonwealth, that entirely unauthorised textual 
variants were ubiquitous, and that musical settings frequently anticipated changes to be 
made in subsequent Books. Composers seem to have relied for their texts as much upon 
memory and other exemplars as upon the Prayer Books themselves, copyists were 
inconsistent in their "correction" of texts, and authority seems to have been uncon­
cerned to police the texts sung except in the Communion ordinary items where greater 
orthodoxy is found.
The second part of the thesis examines the provision and role of music in the ceremo­
nial context of the first Prayer Book services. The survival of church music and of 
choirs is discussed; it is suggested that both could flourish where encouraged in cathe­
drals, great establishments and London churches, but that in provincial churches there 
is virtually no evidence for musical activity during much of the reign.
It is shown that when priests came to celebrate the new services they had several tradi­
tions on which to call for guidance in ceremonial matters: on their experience of the 
Mass, on liturgical changes made between 1536 and 1548, on exemplary Edwardine 
services and on writings setting out the Protestant ideal. The crucial matter of the 
replacement of altars by tables and their reorientation leads to a conclusion that by late 
1550 or during 1551 celebrations using the ceremonial of the Mass were well-nigh 
impossible.
A ceremonial analysis of the discrete sections of the Communion service follows, and it 
is shown how that service could legitimately have been celebrated in several different 
ways from the traditionally Catholic to the austerely Protestant. The role of music in 
the service is considered, and methods by which the priest’s chants were adapted to 
vernacular use is shown from examples in three noted first Prayer Books (two hitherto 
unpublished) and in Merbecke. The conclusions reached are tested in two reconstruc­
tions of the Communion service; these have been recorded on video tape and are inclu­
ded as part of the thesis.
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Domine Deus, agimus tibi gratias pro benefactoribus nostris, quorum beneficiis hie 
ad pietatem & studia literarum alimur: rogantes, ut nos his donis ad tuam gloriam 
recte utentes, una cum illis ad resurrectionis gloriam immortalem perducamur. Per 
Christum Dominum nostrum. Amen. 1
No research project is undertaken in isolation: not only does the researcher stand on the 
shoulders of those who have gone before, but inevitably he will have received advice, 
help and encouragement from a host of individuals, all of whom it would be impossible 
to name. I therefore begin by extending to these otherwise anonymous benefactors my 
very real gratitude.
This research was funded by a scholarship made available by the Department of Music 
in the University of Surrey; without their generosity it could not have been brought to 
fruition. I wish here to record my indebtedness to my benefactors and to Dr. Thomas 
Messenger for his confidence in arranging the scholarship. I must also register my 
gratitude to the administrative staff of the Department for their unfailing efficiency and 
friendliness; in particular, I must thank Pauline Johnson and again Dr. Messenger for 
their personal support and encouragement in the final stages leading up to submission.
To have one excellent supervisor is fortunate; to have two looks like extravagance. This 
research has been overseen by Dr. Owen Rees of the Department of Music, University 
of Surrey (now a fellow of the Queen’s College, Oxford) and by Revd. David Selwyn 
of the Department of Theology and Religious Studies, University of Wales, Lampeter. 
These men, acknowledged authorities in their own fields (and enviably well-informed 
in each other’s) guided every stage of the thesis, painstakingly examined, commented 
on and corrected drafts, and by their generosity with time, a constant flow of ideas and 
support during difficulty they enabled me to bring the study an end. The extent of my 
admiration and gratitude is difficult to express in words. Following submission and the 
viva voce examination, my external examiner Professor John Harper went out of his 
way to oversee and guide the writing of the revisions.
Throughout the course of the research I have also been fortunate in receiving advice 
and help from many scholars. During what seemed like an endless and at times hope­
less round of applications for a place and for funding, Professors Paul Doe and Nick
1. From translations of the (first) Prayer Book prepared by Alexander Aless (1551) and Walter Haddon (1560).
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Sandon (themselves supervisors of earlier research) uncomplainingly provided a stream 
of references and encouragement without which nothing would have got off the ground. 
In both the initial planning and afterwards I benefited from the generosity of David 
Chadd, Professor David Fallows, Dr. Alan Ford, John Hardacre, Dr. Pat Hughes, Dr. 
Fiona Kisbee, Dr. Diarmaid MacCulloch (whose timely suggestion concerning the 
value of churchwardens’ accounts opened up one of the most fruitful sources of evi­
dence, and who also most kindly gave me access to pre-publication drafts of his bio­
graphy of Cranmer and of Stainor’s Chronicle), Dr. John Milsom (who also brought a 
hitherto unknown noted first Prayer Book to my attention), Andrew Nethsingha, 
Michael Procter, Richard Turbet (who put his unrivalled knowledge as a music biblio­
grapher at my disposal, and who arranged for the publication of an article in Brio), 
Revd. Dr. Brian Spinks, and colleagues in the Society for Liturgical Study.
Primi inter pares, I must make special mention of Dr. Roger Bowers, Professor David 
Wulstan and Dr. Paul Fugler. Dr. Bowers is justly legendary for his generosity, both 
academic and personal. It was through his example and with his encouragement that 
twenty-five years ago I turned my attention to research in music and liturgy, and since 
then his support has been unwavering. During the preparation of this thesis he has 
provided unpublished material, discussed a range of associated topics and has taken the 
trouble to correspond in detail on a range of questions. I hope he feels that his effort 
has been justified.
To hold a conversation with Professor Wulstan is something akin to taking a lighted 
match and dropping it into a large box of fireworks, except that the effects are more 
profound than simply decorative. Whether talking about aspects of my research or 
leading me into his other enthusiasms he has never ceased to inspire, and his willing­
ness to overlook my own naivety has been most gratifying. It has been to him that I 
have tended to turn when I have needed a recharge of my mental batteries, and the 
hospitality offered by him and his wife Susan has been unstinting.
With Dr. Fugler I have held seemingly endless discussions (often by telephone and late 
at night) on a series of arcane ceremonial practices. We have worked together on a 
variety of liturgical projects (including both reconstructions recorded as part of this 
thesis) and I have never failed to admire the breadth of his knowledge and his ability to 
translate it into practice. It has been a fruitful collaboration and one from which this 
thesis has benefited enormously.
It is inevitable that a student working from home and without easy access to an acade­
mic library must rely heavily upon his local library service. It is to the credit of Here­
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ford and Worcester County (now Herefordshire) Library Service that, at a time of 
severe financial pressure, it has continued to support scholarship not only through the 
Inter-Library Loan System but also by making available a wealth of advice and exper­
tise; the importance of this support cannot be over-estimated. The staff of Hereford 
City Library have nannied me through two degrees (as they themselves put it), and 
have done so with unfailing courtesy and enthusiasm. I am sure that their colleagues 
will not take it amiss that I single out some of their number for particular mention. Neil 
Spencer has gone out of his way to support this research, and has voluntarily taken 
upon himself responsibilities that I am sure were beyond his duties. Kay Stannard and 
Heather Williams, as ILL librarians, have tracked down requests with determination, 
when necessary with inventiveness and always with a refusal to be defeated. At Brom­
yard Branch Library, Janet Weaver and Pauline Edwards have cheerfully coped with 
some of the more unusual demands of scholarship, and by allowing me to share in their 
coffee and cake breaks have made some fairly long stints in the library more bearable.
I would also like to acknowledge the help given by other libraries, and to thank the 
staff for their kindness and assistance: the George Edwards Library, University of 
Surrey, the University Library, Cambridge; the British Library and Dr. Mervyn Jannet- 
ta; the Bodleian Library and Dr. Geoffrey Groom; the Record Offices at Norwich and 
Worcester; the Local Studies section, Poole Library; the Cathedral Libraries of 
Durham, Hereford, Gloucester, Norwich, St. Davids, Winchester and Worcester; and 
all those archivists and their staff who responded to questions concerning holdings of 
ceremonial material.
A major project associated with this thesis was the preparation and video recording of 
two reconstructed services, calling on the time and skill of well over fifty individuals 
and organisations. All are credited on the recordings themselves; here I must mention 
those whose involvement made exceptional demands. A heavy burden of responsibility 
was placed on those acting as celebrants and assistants, and the sheer concentration they 
were able to muster for hours at a time was deeply impressive. To Dr Paul Fugler, to 
Revd. Allan Toop (whose ability to bring 16th-century sermons to fresh life is some­
thing I have not met in anybody else) and to my son Kevin Scot I must register my 
gratitude for their forbearance and professionalism. Equally impressive were the 
singers, the clerks (Tim Cranmore and Nicholas Martyn) and the choirmen. The latter 
especially, largely unacquainted and without an opportunity to rehearse beforehand, 
rose to the challenge with remarkable skill, and my thanks must go to Dr. Owen Rees 
for his calm expertise in directing them as well as to David Allinson for his help in 
assembling them. Revd. Toop, Revd. Sue Strutt and the churchwardens of St. John 
Baptist, Stokesay and Holy Trinity, Bosbury were most generous and trusting to permit
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the use of their churches for filming, and went out of their way cooperate. I would also 
like to thank A-R Editions (Madison) for permission to use copyright editions of the 
Wanley Partbooks (Recent Researches in the Music of the Renaissance Vols. 99-101) 
for this purpose, and to the editor Dr. James Wrightson for his approval and encoura­
gement. In particular, Chris Harper took responsibility for filming the reconstructions 
and for the time-consuming work involved in editing them. His expertise and determi­
nation were outstanding, and I owe him a debt of gratitude it will be impossible to 
repay.
As final drafts of the thesis appeared, they were proof-read by Alice Fletcher (who also 
contributed the calligraphy on the title page and line drawings), Carol Kershaw and 
again my son Kevin. I am most grateful to them, not only for their thoroughness and 
attention to detail, but for many valuable suggestions and observations. As always, 
however, the final version is out of their hands and responsibility for it rests solely with 
me.
The mantra on the title page was benevolently prepared and printed by Ven. Rimpoche 
Chimed Rigdzen and Gudrun Schàdel. It is taken from the Manjushri Sadhana of Tuken 
Losang Choegyi Nyima.
I must pay a special thanks to my employers, Herefordshire Instrumental Music Service 
and to Val Bennett at King Charles I School, Kidderminster for their forbearance and 
patience; Cradley Singers have been most understanding and supportive, and their 
Chairman, Brigadier Bill Backhouse, has been determined to give me the time needed 
to complete; Vicky Bliss has repeatedly and generously provided me with accommoda­
tion during visits to the Bodleian Library, and Peter and Jenny Jarman made a study in 
their home available to me for an extended period of time; the 37th Signal Regiment 
loaned lighting for the video recordings; Rod Hawnt of HydroLogic, Bromyard, provi­
ded technical support and essential photocopying facilities, and Louise Wickham gave 
support with production. To all these, and to anybody who has helped in any way, I 
wish to express my deep gratitude.
Most of all I must thank my partner Sue Hughes. She worked with Chris Harper on the 
video production, proof-read part of the thesis, and has constantly provided valuable 
insights and suggestions. Much more importantly, she has devotedly shared the burdens 
involved in a research project of this nature, and has continually made sacrifices, finan­
cial, professional and emotional, so that I should be able to bring the thesis to comple­
tion. Without her support, encouragement and determination I would not have been 
able to continue, and it is with pride as well as humility that I dedicate this work to her.
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Method
It is an acknowledged fact of academic life that theses are often copied in small sections 
or discrete pages, and that abbreviated footnotes and references can subsequently cause 
difficulties. For this reason, references are always provided in sufficient detail for a 
book or article to be identified and where necessary ordered; the dates of different 
editions and impressions are given, but only the publisher of the last edition; unless 
otherwise indicated the country of publication is the United Kingdom.
Library sigla for archive material follow that used in RISM and set at the front of each 
volume of The New Grove Dictionary o f Music and Musicians', the exception is Lon­
don, Guildhall Library, which is given the sigla Lgl. Sigla are where necessary fol­
lowed by an abbreviated shelf-mark, then colon and page, folio or signature number; 
folio and signature numbers always shown r {recto) or v {verso) and can thus be distin­
guished from page numbers. Full forms of music manuscript shelf-mark can be found 
in Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, P., The Sources o f English Church Music 1549-1660, 
Part 1.
Thus Y. M. 1/1:1 is an abbreviation for York Minster Library MS M. 1/1 (S), page 1; 
Lem. 1045:lr  is London College of Music MS 1045, folio 1 recto', Ob. C.P. 1549 
d.5:Aj(r) is Oxford Bodleian Library C.P. 1549 d.5, signature Ai recto.
Other abbreviations are standard except EECM = Early English Church Music series, 
EETS = Early English Text Society series, fo. = folio, ffo. = folios. Textual abbre­
viations are retained unless silent expansion is necessary for clarity of meaning.
The different issues of the first Prayer Book are indicated by publisher and STC 
number; folio references are not given for Communion ordinary or canticle texts, since 
these are easily found at their usual places in the Prayer Books.
Dates have been adapted silently from Old Style to New Style; churchwardens’ ac­
counting years are shown thus (eg.) 1549/50 (one accounting year) in contrast to 1549- 
1550 (a two year span).
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All music examples have a prefatory stave showing the original clef, key signature, 
mensuration where given and the pitch and value of the first note. All polyphonic 
music examples retain the original pitch and note values, even where a cross-reference 
is made to a transposed modem edition. Plainsong music examples retain the original 
pitch except where a transposition is made for the purposes of immediate comparison 
with another example. Plainsong notation is standardised to that given in the three 
noted Books of Common Prayer. Thus where Merbecke gives the notation
iscûttteptteb fo mucfjeoftfje 
of comttto pzapee as ts to be fons ut
Clmttbes: ibtieem » 
are bfeb onlp tfjefe 3  
ttit. foztes of notes, —
for strene, square, pycke and close, the examples give
/O
-  n z w — j - M - - -1- -
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I have been motivated by three especial convictions. The first is that like any 
other scholar of the humanities, a musicologist should use his expertise in order 
to achieve a better understanding of human history, culture and society. The second 
is that an appreciation of the context in which any music of the past operated 
equips one to comprehend that music more fully. And the third is that early music 
can be brought to life most sympathetically and enlighteningly when performed in a 
competent recreation of its original environment. 1
This thesis is primarily concerned with two inter related fields of study: how compo­
sers responded to the texts of the first Prayer Book and the continuing influence of that 
Book on musical settings up to (and in some cases beyond) the Commonwealth, and 
how music was integrated into the wider ceremonial with which the services of the first 
Book might have been conducted. Its subject matter, construction and methodology are 
bom out of a conviction that music is not and never has been an isolated phenomenon; 
it is always part of a particular cultural and social milieu, and only when considered 
within that context can it fully be understood. This is particularly so of church music, 
which has as its raison d ’être performance within the liturgy.2
The idea, of course, is not new. Harrison’s Music in Medieval Britain3 brought discus­
sion of liturgical items such as responsories and votive antiphons to life by relating 
them to their liturgical and ceremonial context; for present purposes le Huray’s Music 
and the Reformation in England 1549-1660* is most valuable for those chapters which 
deal with the course of the English Reformation and its effects on music; the BBC
1. Sandon, N., "Some thoughts on Making Liturgical Reconstructions" in ed. Gillen, G. and White, H., Irish Musical 
Studies, Dublin(Eire): Irish Academic Press 1990, p. 169.
2. The tern "church* music is deliberately chosen, since "sacred" or "spiritual" music will not do and "liturgical" 
music is too clumsy. Bach's B Minor Mass and Britten's War Requiem are both set to sacred texts and are deeply spirit­
ual, yet the two need not go together. Despite its words the Verdi Requiem is clearly not sacred music whilst Stainer's 
Crucifixion, however sincerely meant and "religious" it may be, has at best a shallow spirituality. Conversely works 
without any text at all, such as Beethoven's last quartets, Messiaen's Vingt Regards or even some Indian ragas (Jog or 
Bhairav) have an intense spirituality.
"Church" music is music with a specifically liturgical function; within the Anglican tradition this can range 
from the magnificence of Byrd's Great Service to the dross of Arnold in A. Whether instrumental music with a liturgical 
function - alternatim hymn settings, Felix Basques or indeed Mozart's Epistle Sonatas - should therefore also be classi­
fied as "church" music is a matter perhaps better left to the musical taxonomist.
3. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul 1958 2nd edn. 1963.
4. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 repr. with corrections 1978, esp. Chapters 1, 2, 5, 6.
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Radio 3 series The Octave of the Nativity" (1984), in which Masses and Offices were 
presented within reconstructions of their original liturgical context, had an influence 
which cannot be underestimated on the ways in which early church music was thought 
of and performed.1 I would hold that it is no longer tenable to consider church music 
in isolation; it is heartening to see that university music departments are introducing the 
study of liturgy into their curricula, particularly at a time when the discipline is under 
threat in some theology departments.
I am aware, however, that this emphasis will not meet with universal approval, and 
particularly so when in this thesis musical compositions are thought of almost entirely 
as adjuncts to ceremonial rather than as works of art in their own right, and musical 
settings and sources are examined primarily for their transmission of liturgical text. 
Jeffrey Dean, on the basis of his analysis of documents from the Papal Chapel, has 
questioned the "consensus (that) because sacred polyphony was composed for the 
purpose of performance within the ritual of the Mass and Office, it is to be experienced 
and understood within that ritual context" (in itself a succinct statement of my own 
position); he argues not only "that there is plenty of evidence for non-ritual perfor­
mance (in Italy) of sacred music in the 15th and 16th centuries", but that in Rome at 
least "the ritual values of polyphony were trivial ... If we wish to perform, to hear, to 
study this music as those who first made it did, we should approach it not as an element 
of a now incomprehensible ritual but as a sort of sacred chamber music".2 His reason­
ing must be taken seriously. Nevertheless, the specifically Anglican "service" music 
considered below (that is, the canticles of Matins and Evensong and the ordinary items 
of the Communion service) are not in the same category. Indeed, it is possible to argue 
that much of the less sophisticated church music composed, copied and sung during the 
period could only have been justified as a response to a pressing liturgical need (especi­
ally during Edward’s reign or the Stuart liturgical revival); it can have done little to 
satisfy the tastes of the discriminating musician. Hier stehe ich. Ich kann nicht anders.
It is inevitable in a study which draws together more than one discipline that compro­
mises will be made. The musicologist will find much here which is to him common­
place but which may be unknown to the liturgiologist; the liturgiologist will be familiar 
with texts and ceremonial which the musicologist may find illuminating; and the histor­
ian may throw up his hands in horror if sources, whether musical, liturgical or histori-
1. See also the accompanying essays and notes ed. Sandon, N., The Octave of the nativity, London: BBC 1984? it contains 
brief but illuminating essays on the development of the liturgy and on liturgical reconstruction.
2. "Listening to Sacred Polyphony", Early Music Vol. 25 No. 4 Nov. 1997, pp. 611-628 and esp. pp. 611, 626, 628.
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cal, are not treated with the same rigour that his discipline would demand. With this in 
mind, it may be of value to outline some of the basic literature drawn upon in the 
course of the thesis, but which may not necessarily be immediately familiar to all 
readers.
The classic modem work on the course of the English reformation is Dickens’ The 
English Reformation^ its predecessor, Hughes’ The Reformation in England,2 gives a 
more Catholic (but nevertheless moderate) interpretation. MacCulloch’s Thomas 
Cranmer3 is a magisterial biography of the man at the heart of the English liturgical 
Reformation. In recent years what has come to be known as the "revisionist" movement 
has grown up. Its proponents argue that the English Reformation was imposed from 
above, that it was not welcomed by the great majority of the population and that late 
medieval Catholicism, far from being a largely rotten and resented edifice ready to 
topple, preserved a doctrine which was well understood by the people and practised 
ceremonies and devotions which satisfied them at a deep spiritual level. To that extent 
the interpretation is of great importance when the likelihood of continuity in ceremonial 
between the Latin and the vernacular liturgies is under consideration. The various 
strands of "revisionism" are usefully presented in The English Reformation Revisited 
ed. Haigh,4 Scarisbrick’s The Reformation and the English People3 and Duffy’s 
seminal work The Stripping o f the A ltars3 The latter, with its almost overwhelming 
wealth of archival and anecdotal evidence, is written with such a blend of erudition and 
personal conviction that the reader’s critical faculties can be stretched to the extreme. 
The findings of the revisionists have been questioned;7 however, Duffy’s work should 
be read by those interested in any aspect of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century worship and 
devotional practice.
As an introduction to Tudor church music and its place in contemporary worship, le
1. London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 1967.
2. London: Hollis and Carter 3 vols. 1950-1954.
3. New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996.
4. Caibridge: Cambridge University Press 1987 repr. 1992.
5. Oxford: Blackwell 1984 repr. 1993.
6. New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992.
7. Dickens, A. G., "Hie Early Expansion of Protestantism in England 1520-1558", ArcMv fur Refomtionsçeschicte Vol. 78 
1987, pp. 187-222; Loades, D., Revolution in Religion, Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1992, pp. 3-5.
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Huray’s Music and the Reformation in England (see above) has yet to be superseded. 
Also invaluable are Vol. 1 Chapter Five of The Oxford History o f English Music1 and 
Chapters 9-12 of Wulstan’s Tudor M usic2 In a wider context. Harper’s Forms and 
Orders3 designed as it is for the use of music students, is a particularly useful guide to 
the Western liturgies and the place of music within them. Valuable research on the 
provision of music in Tudor churches and household chapels (including the Chapel 
Royal) has been undertaken in recent years by the so-called "London Group" (Fiona 
Kisbee, Clive Burgess, Richard Lloyd et a l)\ however, this stops short at 1547 and for 
London churches 1547-1553 little has been added to Baillie’s London Churches, their 
Music and Musicians, 1485-1560.*
For the Latin liturgies and their ceremonial rubrics, Frere’s The Use o f Sarum5 is 
essential. Along with it may be considered editions of the text and rubrics of the Salis­
bury Mass prepared by Sandon and by Fugler. These add to the liturgical sources 
drawn upon by Frere, supplement the rubrics where necessary and, being intended for 
practical use, are extremely valuable in the present context.6 For the vernacular litur­
gies and their conduct there is less detailed material. The most authoritative modern 
edition of the Prayer Books is Brightman’s The English Rite,7 however, whilst accurate 
for the basic texts of the Books and their rubrics, it cannot be relied upon for those 
textual changes traditionally used to distinguish between the first and the second Prayer 
Books. The most approachable work on the sources and development of the English
1. ed. Caldwell, J., Oxford: Clarendon Press 1991.
2. London: Dent 1985. His first chapter, "The Spirit of the Age", is a moving and thought-provoking introduction to 
music in the context of the Renaissance period, written by a man steeped in its culture. On a personal note, I have to 
say that I come back again and again to one sentence: "(Tudor composers) vied with each other to approach more nearly 
the ideal of music, its Aristotelian "form", by reaching out in their imagination to provide a mortal frame which, for 
some of us, comes as near to the immortal as may be comprehended" (p. 9).
3. Harper, J., The Forms and Orders of Western Liturgy, Oxford: Clarendon 1991.
4. Ph.D. Cambridge University 1958. I am grateful to Dr. Kisbee for confirming this and for supplying details of work 
undertaken by her and her colleagues, much of it forthcoming. She draws attention to useful chapters by Kdmin and Wiol- 
liamson in Music and Musicians in Urban Societies ed. Kisbee, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (provisional title, 
forthcomingO.
5. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2 vols. 1898-1910.
6. Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury, Newton Abbott: Antico 4 vols. 1984/1990-1996; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All
Saints, private printing 1997.
7. 2 vols., London: Rivingtons, 2nd end. 1921, repub. in facsimile Farnborough: Gregg International 1970. There is a
particularly useful introduction to the sources of, and influences upon, the first and the subsequent Books.
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vernacular liturgies is Cuming’s A History o f Anglican Liturgy;1 the practical applica­
tion of ceremonial is discussed at length in Frere’s The Principles o f Religious Ceremo­
nial,2 Staley’s The Ceremonial o f the English Church,3 and Dearmer’s The Parson’s 
Handbook* It should be noted that, like most ecclesiologists, these men were seeking 
to adapt an earlier ceremonial for use in the services of the Prayer Book of 1662; 
nevertheless, they were strongly influenced by the first Book and by the (Edwardine) 
implications of the Ornaments Rubric. Their methods and conclusions cannot entirely 
be ignored by anybody working in the field of liturgical reconstruction.
Among modem collections of documents and statutory instruments which eke out the 
scanty information on Edwardine ceremonial practice,5 three classes of material are 
particularly valuable. Through the reign a series of universal and diocesan visitations 
was carried out, as a part of which Articles of Enquiry and Injunctions were issued 
indicating {inter alia) the ceremonial standards expected in public worship.6 The Arti­
cles in particular are useful since the questions were not asked at random, but were 
specifically designed to bring to light abuses known to or suspected by the Visitors.
During 1552 inventories of goods in all churches were drawn up and Commissioners 
were appointed to appropriate to the Crown all but essential items (normally one or two 
chalices, surplices, sometimes a cope, and altar coverings). Where the inventories 
survive, they usefully show not only what ritual items had remained in churches during 
the time of the first Prayer Book (usually after sales of other items earlier in the reign), 
but also what items were felt necessary for worship around the time of the publication 
of the second Book; the Inventories for London City churches7 are particularly valu-
1. London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982.
2. London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928.
3. Oxford: Mowbray 1899.
4. London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902.
5. Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg
1966. Gee, H and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church History, London: Macmillan 1910. Hughes, P. L.
and Larkin, J. P., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. 1 1964. Dickens, A. G. 
and Carr, D., Documents of Modern History, London: Arnold 1967. Williams, C. H., English Historical Documents Vol. 5, 
London: Eyre and Spottiswoode 1967.
6. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, esp.
Vol. II.
7. ed. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939.
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able since in many cases they also reproduce the Inventories taken in 1547 and give 
details of intermediate sales. From these sources it is possible to conjecture the extent 
to which traditional ceremonial requiring ritual items (chalices, crosses, thuribles, 
paxes and the like) could in theory have survived. The evidence, however, must be 
treated with caution. Survival of an object does not guarantee its use. Nor does the 
earlier sale of an item or its absence from an inventory necessarily prove that it was not 
wanted or used: goods seem to have been sold to parishioners for safe-keeping, others 
were hidden and some inventories were deliberately falsified, as witness "An inventory 
of old stuffe besydes the Kynges Inventory" drawn up at Baldock (Herts.).1
The final class of document to be considered here is the churchwardens’ accounts. 
These accounts survive in great quantities both published and unpublished and are an 
essential research tool for all aspects of parochial church life; indeed, they have come 
to be seen as something of a sine qua non. In them are to be found the annual accounts 
of parochial income and expenditure presented by retiring churchwardens on the elec­
tion of their successors, and some thirty-five have been examined as a part of this 
research.
The standard introduction to these documents and a survey of their contents remains 
Cox’s Chruchwardens’ Accounts; recently this has been supplemented with useful 
essays by Hutton, Foster and Kiimin, setting out in more detail their social and reli­
gious implications and discussing their interpretation. The latter is paritcularly valuable 
in the present instance as it makes detailed case studies of some of the accounts relied 
upon in this thesis.2
Where the accounts are particularly rich in detail, as are those of St. Michael Comhill 
(London)3 they can provide a coherent picture of almost every aspect of parochial life 
from the far-reaching to the trivial; in the present context, they can show how churches 
were physically altered during Edward’s reign, when altars were demolished, when 
goods were disposed of, when the new liturgies were obtained, the extent to which 
purchases of supplies such as bread, wine, candles and incense changed during the
1. Churchwardens' accounts ed Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. Hoc. Vol. I, 1985, pp. 69-70.
2. Cox, J. C., Churchwardens' Accounts, London: Methuen 1913; Hutton, R., "The Local Impact of the Tudor Reformations" 
in Haigh, C. (ed.), The English Mormtion Revised, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1987 repr. 1992, pp. 114-138; 
Foster, A., "Churchwardens' Accounts of Early Modern England and Wales" in French, K. L. et al (eds.), The Parish in 
English Life 1400-1600, Manchester: Manchester University Press 1997, pp. 75-93; KOmin, Beat A., The Shaping of a Com­
munity, Aldershot: Scolar Press 1996, pp. 65-147, 208-213.
3. London Guildhall Library MS 4071/1; ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871.
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reign, and whether payments were made for the provision of music. Once more, 
however, these documents must be looked at with circumspection. Some accounts give 
little more than final balances, and varions methods of accounting were used; respons­
ibility for the provision of certain items varied from church to church (for example, the 
churchwardens might have to supply the elements, incense or even vestments and thus 
the items would appear in the accounts; if the priest was to supply them at the cost of 
the parish the necessary payment might be indistinguishably included as a part of his 
wages and no mention of the items themselves would appear); the accounts in some 
cases seem to be copies drawn up considerably after the event;1 and on sensitive issues 
with doctrinal, liturgical or ceremonial implications the churchwardens might have 
preferred to remain silent.
The contemporary or near contemporary sources of Edwardine service music are three 
collections: the Lumley part-books (c.1548), the Wanley part-books (c. 1547-1552) and 
Day’s Certaine notes set forthe in foure and three partes (1560); to these may be added 
the monophonic settings of Merbecke’s The booke o f Common praier noted (1550).2 
Thereafter virtually no sources survive until those compiled during the Stuart liturgical 
revival, and which in fact contain the bulk of service music by men such as Tallis, 
Sheppard, Tye, Mundy and Parsons.3
The research protocol which governed the start of this project was based on two as­
sumptions. The first was that the canticle and Communion ordinary texts of the first 
and subsequent Prayer Books (on the evidence of modern editions) made them easily 
distinguishable and that musical settings of the first Book could be easily identified 
once due allowance had been made for possible scribal amendations in the Stuart sour­
ces. The second was that somewhere at least one document would have survived con­
taining decisions as to exactly how the new services of the first Prayer Book were
1. A very clear example of this is to be found in the accounts of Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Cambs. 
Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, p. 129. A record of the election of churchwardens in 1555 was originally dated 
"the mundaye in easter weke Anno Regine Elizabethe Secundo"; "Elizabethe" is deleted and "marie" substituted; the slip, 
however, could only have been made if it had been written after Elizabeth's accession.
2. Lunley: London, British Library Roy. App. MSS 74-76 ed. Blezzard, J., The Tudor Church Music of the Lunley Books, 
Hadison(USA): A-R Editions 1985. Wanley: Oxford, Bodleian Library MSS Mus. Sch. e.420-422 ed. Wrightson, J., The Wanley 
Manuscripts, 3 vols. Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1995. Day: ed. Holman, C. W., John Day's "certaine notes', 2 vols. Ph.D. 
Kansas(USA), 1991. Merbecke: facsimile ed. Leaver R. A., Merbecke, J., The booke of Cowon praier noted, Abingdon: 
Sutton Courtenay 1980.
3. Part-book sets at Cambridge Peterhouse, Durham Cathedral, York Minster, and Barnard's compilations at London Royal 
College of Music and The First Book of Selected Church Musick (1641) facsimile ed. Horehen, J., Gregg International 
1972, 10 vols. Further details of these collections may be found in Vol. II Bibliography below.
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actually to be conducted when they came into force. Within a year it had become 
obvious that my confidence in these assumptions was sadly optimistic.
Although it was true that settings of service music by men associated with Edward’s 
reign did sometimes contain those textual clauses traditionally used to distinguish the 
first from subsequent Books, a cursory glance at other works in the manuscript sources 
showed them still being set generations after the first Book had become obsolete. 
Moreover, comparison of the different issues of the first Prayer Book themselves re­
vealed that scholars have been successively misled by an accident of publishing. 
Modem editions of the first Prayer Book follow one of the issues put out by Whit­
churche, suggesting that there was one textual version of the Book with perhaps a few 
unimportant variants in other issues. In fact, in other issues of the first Book (mainly 
but not consistently associated with the publisher Grafton) the "service" items are to all 
intents and purposes identical to those of the second Book. Therefore, not only were 
clauses found only in the first Book being set nearly a century later, but apparently 
second Prayer Book settings might (stylistic considerations permitting) have been 
Edwardine settings of a Grafton issue.
Searches in the archives of six Cathedrals (Hereford, Worcester, Gloucester, Durham, 
Winchester, Norwich) failed to reveal any documents relating to Edwardine ceremonial 
practice and conversations with the archivists cast doubt on any such survival. I there­
fore wrote to the archivists of other collections which might have any material relating 
to Edwardine ceremonial, including all cathedrals and record offices as well as col­
leges, schools and great houses active in the period. Over 300 replies were received; 
they indicated a great mass of tangential material which might have a bearing on the 
matter (churchwardens’ accounts, visitation returns, consistory court records, bishops’ 
registers and the like, much of it unpublished), but for evidence specifically of ceremo­
nial practice the replies were entirely negative.1
The decision was therefore made to base the continuing investigation on these initial 
findings. The results fall under two main headings.
In the first part of the thesis settings of service music are examined textually. As a
1. A further investigation which similarly came to naught was a detailed survey of Tudor clergy in the County of Dorset 
and the Diocese of Hereford, seeking to establish any correlation between doctrinal persuasion and changes of incumbent 
in 1547, 1549, 1553 and 1558-1559. The only positive outcomes to several weeks of work were the surprisingly high number 
of Marian deprivations (presumably of married clergy) in the conservative Hereford Diocese, and the fact that the most 
popular name born by mid-century priests was Thomas.
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grounding for that examination, the canticle and Communion ordinary texts found in at 
least one of all surviving issues of the first Prayer Book were compared, and the results 
collated with variants in the texts of subsequent Prayer Books; the results of the survey 
are set out in Vol. II Appendix 1 below. It was found that, whilst the texts of the first 
Prayer Book were fundamentally similar, two distinct "versions" could be identified in 
the canticles, one associated with the publisher Whitchurche and the other with Graf­
ton. The latter version seems to have had a greater measure of authority than that of 
Whitchurche: it largely reproduces the text of the King’s Primer (1545), and (with the 
exception of the Nunc Dimittis) is very much closer to the second Book; furthermore, 
after March 1549 Whitchurche seems to have adopted Grafton’s version. There is much 
less variety in the texts of the Communion ordinary items, although another "substan­
tive" version of the Communion ordinary found in Wanley settings is tentatively identi­
fied with Whitchurche. It is suggested that there is evidence here of the final text of the 
first Prayer Book having been arrived at in stages, the Communion service having been 
decided on (in the Grafton version) before its publication and the canticles being subjec­
ted to literary (but not doctrinal) adjustment after March 1549.
Musical sources in which Edwardine settings of service music have predominantly 
survived were identified, and the texts of the 175 services they contain (whether 
Edwardine or later) were examined for their treatment of the Prayer Book texts; the 
results are set out in Vol. II Appendix 2 below. Perhaps the most significant findings 
are that in the canticles, distinctive clauses of the first Prayer Book continued to be set 
and to be copied throughout the period to the Commonwealth and beyond, other textual 
variants without any authority whatsoever were ubiquitous from Edward’s reign on­
wards, and musical sources frequently anticipated linguistic changes which were made 
in later editions of the Prayer Book. Composers seem to have relied as much upon 
memory and other musical exemplars as upon the Prayer Books themselves when 
making musical settings; scribes, while they may have adjusted some texts and brought 
them into line with current orthodoxy were happy to let others stand; and neither legal 
authority nor ecclesiastical foundations appeared concerned to police the (on the whole 
doctrinally neutral) canticles. It is shown, however, that much greater orthodoxy is 
found in settings of the Communion ordinary. The role of scribes in making textual 
amendations is examined alongside examples of the technique, and other peripheral 
matters such as the relevance of musical settings to philology and liturgiology are 
discussed. The findings of the musico-textual analysis are then applied in case studies 
of two services: Tallis Short Service apparently sets the text of the second (or third) 
Prayer Book, but may actually be earlier Edwardine; Sheppard Second Service has a 
predominantly first Prayer Book text but may be early Elizabethan.
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In the second part of the thesis the provision and ceremonial role of music is considered 
in the context of the services of the first Prayer Book themselves, and particularly 
within the Communion service. The survival of church music and of choirs is discussed 
and the pressure for reform of musical foundations is examined; it is suggested that in 
cathedrals, other great establishments and in London churches music could and did 
flourish where it was encouraged by those in authority, but that in provincial churches 
there is virtually no evidence for musical activity during much of the reign.
It is shown that when priests came to celebrate the new services they could call on four 
traditions for guidance in ceremonial matters: on their experience of celebrating the 
Mass, on their experience or knowledge of the incorporation of liturgical changes both 
authorised and unauthorised between 1536 and 1548, on a series of what appear to have 
been exemplary services conducted by Cranmer, Ridley and others, and on the Pro­
testant ceremonial ideal as set out in the writings of men such as Bucer, Ridley, Becon 
and Hooper. The crucial matter of the destruction of altars, their replacement by tables 
and the placing and subsequent reorientation of those tables in the chancel is examined: 
it is found that by the end of 1550 or during 1551 the removal of tables to the chancel 
seems to have been completed and, since it is axiomatic that such a situation was 
incompatible with the performance of traditional ceremonial, the "counterfeiting" of the 
Mass by conservative priests must have ended at the same time.
A detailed analysis of the Communion service of the first Prayer Book follows, in 
which these broad principles governing ceremonial, the rubrics of the Mass, and sup­
plementary ceremonial evidence culled from a variety of sources are applied to the 
discrete parts of the service. It is found that, whilst the Communion could with some 
legitimacy have been conducted using a range of ceremonial from the Catholic to the 
austerely Protestant, conservative priests who wished to "counterfeit" the Mass in their 
conduct of it would have faced little practical difficulty in doing so. The role of music 
in the service is discussed, and in particular evidence for the adaptation of the priest’s 
chants of the Mass to vernacular use is examined; such adaptations are presented from 
three noted Prayer Books (two of which have not previously been published) and from 
Merbecke. The conclusions reached are tested by being applied in two reconstructions 
of the Communion service, one retaining Catholic ceremonial and using music from the 
Wanley part-books and the other, more Protestant in nature, using Merbecke’s settings, 
and incorporating several of the ceremonial changes advocated by more advanced 
Protestants and which in many cases would be authorised in 1552. The reconstructions 
themselves are recorded on video tape and form part of the thesis.
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Chap ter' One
Pr'a.yer' Book Texts and Var i ants1
A vniforne, quiet and godlye order.2
This research is primarily concerned with two inter-related issues: the provision of 
music for the first Prayer Book and especially the relationship between the Prayer Book 
texts and those set by musicians, and secondly the liturgical and ceremonial contexts in 
which that music was performed.
It is therefore necessary as a first step to determine what is meant by "first Prayer Book 
texts" and how they may be distinguished from those of the subsequent Books. On the 
face of it, this is easily achieved - it is necessary only to consult one of the easily avail­
able modern editions. However, closer examination of those editions and a comparison 
with the original publications themselves reveal discrepancies which make the proce­
dure unsafe.
The modem editions (set out in the Bibliography, Vol. II below) each reproduce the 
text of one issue of the Prayer Book (normally Whitchurche March or June) with, in 
some cases, notes of variants found in other issues given with greater or lesser degrees 
of accuracy. It can therefore be easily believed that a uniform Prayer Book text was 
authorised in 1549 with minor and unimportant variants between publishing houses. 
This impression is inaccurate and even the most authoritative modem edition3 is dan­
gerously misleading when used to differentiate between first and subsequent Prayer 
Book texts. The situation is exacerbated by the use of Whitchurche issues as a basis for 
modem editions, since it will be shown that Grafton’s issues rather than those of
1. Much of the naterial in this chapter had its origins in a paper presented before the Society for Liturgical Study, 
Plater College Oxford, 29 August 1996, and subsequently published as Scot, S. A., "The Prayer Book in Practice", Brio, 
Vol. 34 No. 2 1997, pp. 81-89. I an grateful to Paul Andrews and to Richard Turbet for their support and encouragenent, 
and to Dr. Roger Bowers, to Professor David Wulstan and to Berbers of the Society (in particular Professor Paul Brad­
shaw, Richard Buxton and Jack Ryding), whose willingness to discuss various natters arising fron the paper have proved 
invaluable in helping me fomulate ny own thoughts and in steering re away fron fruitless lines of enquiry.
2. The first Edwardine Act of Dnifomity, 1549.
3. Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970.
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Whitchurche may have a greater claim to authority. Furthermore, many of the distinc­
tive textual clauses by which the first Prayer Book texts are usually identified are found 
in Whitchurche’s issues (and therefore represented in modem editions) but are not 
found in Grafton’s.
Issues of the first Prayer Book
When the original issues of the first Prayer Book are examined a different picture to 
that implied by modem editions emerges. There were at least thirteen issues of the 
Book produced by four publishing houses, of which twelve appeared during 1549; they 
may be summarised as follows:1
STC
16267 Whitchurche (London) 7 March
16268 Grafton (London) 8 March
16269 Grafton (London) March
16269.5 Grafton (London) March
16270 Whitchurche (London) 4 May
16270a Whitchurche (London) 4 May
16271 Oswen (Worcester) 24 May
16272 Whitchurche (London) 16 June
16273 Whitchurche (London) 16 June
16274 Grafton (London) June
16275 Grafton (London) June
16276 Oswen (Worcester) 30 July
16277 Powell (Dublin) 1551
It will be seen, therefore, that there was a fluny of publishing activity shortly after the 
first Act of Uniformity (January 1549). Of the copies consulted for March issues, only 
one (Whitchurche 16267) contains the texts of the canticles and Communion ordinary 
items in their usual places; Grafton’s give only the titles of the Te Deum, Benedictus, 
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis without the texts themselves, although in Grafton 
16269.5 they were bound elsewhere in the volume; Grafton 16268 was completed after 
the end of the Communion service with quires taken from Whitchurche 16267 (al­
though this in itself does not affect the present enquiry).2 The overwhelming impres­
sion is of a hasty and ill-prepared response and it is not impossible that these issues
1. STC references are taken from Pollard et ai. rev. Jackson et al., A Short-title Catalogue of Books printed ... 1475- 
1640 London: The Bibliographical Society 1926, rev. edn. 1986, Vol. 2 pp. 90-91. References to issues of the first 
Prayer Book will hereafter be made by publisher and STC number.
2. It should be emphasised that my examination of these and other issues of the Prayer Book has been confined to the 
texts normally included in a musical "service": Venite, Te Deum, Benedicite, Benedictus, Magnificat, Hunc Dimittis, 
Kyrie, Gloria in excelsis, Credo, Sanctus and Benedictus, and Agnus Dei.
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were hurried through for use at the Easter Sunday Communion and beyond that were 
intended for study and consultation purposes rather than for immediate practical use; it 
will be noticed that at this initial stage the Prayer Book was not published outside 
London.
As Whit Sunday (the day on which new liturgy was to come into force) came and went, 
further issues of the Prayer Book appeared from Grafton, Whitchurche and a third 
publisher, Oswen. Of the copies consulted, only Oswen 16271 is textually incomplete, 
the Te Deum, Benedictus, Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis being once more bound else­
where in the volume as they had been in Grafton 16269.5. Two years later a final issue 
appeared (Powell 16277) for use in Ireland.
Each one of these issues is unique. Even when related by publisher, date or typography 
no two are textually identical, and neither do all agree on those variants traditionally 
used to distinguish the texts of the first Prayer Book from those of subsequent editions.
The Clerk*s Book and Merbecke
Although the issues outlined above are clearly the most important sources of first 
Prayer Book canticle and Communion ordinary texts, two other contemporary publica­
tions must be considered alongside them. In August 1549 there appeared a psalter with 
"diuerse other thynges". Now known as The Clerk’s Book1 it sets out (without music) 
"all that shall appertaigne to the clerkes to saie or syng” in assisting the priest at the 
Offices, the Communion and the occasional offices. It may well be that the frequent 
references in churchwardens’ accounts and inventories to the ownership of "a psalter" 
are to this book itself; however, it is with the "diuerse thynges" rather than the psalms 
with which we are concerned, since they include all the items normally included in a 
musical "service".
The second publication to be considered here is Merbecke’s The booke o f Common 
praier noted, which appeared in 1550.2 Like The Clerk’s Book it gives the texts of 
musical "service" items, but with music (and, it should be noted, is from the hand of a 
man close to leading reformers including Cranmer).
1. ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903. The title and contents pages are reproduced in Ratcliffe, E. 
C., The booke of common prayer of the Churche of England: its making and revisions 1549-1661, London: SPCK 1949, plates 
32, 33.
2. The most reliable modern edition is the facsimile ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980.
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These publications are significant in a number of ways. They give the texts with which 
we are here most concerned; they are in effect issues of the relevant portions of the 
first Prayer Book specifically designed for practical use; and both were published by 
Grafton. As he proclaims himself on the title pages of his issues of the Prayer Book, 
Grafton was "Regij impressoris" and in a privileged position. With Whitchurche, he 
had an exclusive license to print service books in England (Oswen’s brief was limited 
to Wales and the border marches for seven years from 1549, and Powell’s to Ireland); 
he also printed official and semi-official documents such as copies of statutes, procla­
mations, accounts of campaigns and the King’s reply to the western rebels.1 It will be 
shown that his issues of the first Prayer Book can claim to have a measure of authority, 
and that his other liturgical publications share in that authority. In particular, there is 
evidence that Merbecke anticipated some of the textual changes to be made in the 
second Prayer Book, which suggests that either he or Grafton were privy to such details 
as early as 1550.
(A further book, the Primer o f 1553 \A Prymmer or boke ofpriuate prayer nedejul to 
be used o f al faythjull Christians]2 may similarly be considered alongside the second 
Prayer Book, although it hardly differs in any way and adds little to the discussion.)
The classification o f variants
When comparison is made between the texts of the first Prayer Book, it is justifiable 
therefore to consider Grafton’s publications of The Clerk’s Book and of Merbecke 
alongside the issues of the Book itself and to include their texts in the discussion; when 
this is done, it will be seen that not only do the different issues vary amongst 
themselves, but that they fall into two "versions", one predominantly (but not exclus­
ively) found in Whitchurche and Oswen, the other in Grafton. When these two "ver­
sions" in their turn are compared with the second and subsequent Prayer Book it will be 
found that the "Grafton" version was that adopted in 1552, further evidence that Graf­
ton’s issues were in some measure authoritative.
As a means of differentiating between the texts of the issues of the first Book itself and 
between the first and second Book, as well as to provide a framework within which the
1. Bennett, B. S., English Books and Readers 1415-1557, Caabridge: Cambridge University Press 1952 2nd edn. 1969, pp. 
38, 135, 142, 143; Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University 
Press, Vol. 1 1964, pp. 349ft. For Whitchurche and Oswen, see Bennett op. cit. pp. 36, 38. For general discussion see 
Ince, B., "Printers and Printed Editions of the Prayer Book" in ed. Clarke, W. K. Lowther and Harris, C., Liturgy and 
Worship, London; SPCK 1954, pp. 798-805.
2. Included in The Two Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and LB. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 357-484.
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discussion of textual variants and anomalies in musical settings may be placed (see 
Chapter Two below), it is convenient pragmatically to place each variant into one of 
three groups, here to be called minor, significant or defining variants.1
Minor variants are those in which slight differences could as easily reflect personal 
spelling preferences and simple errors on the part of copyist or typesetter as they could 
deliberate intent; examples include "rose/arose", "an/on high", "hath/have", 
"rejoice/rejoiceth", "knowledge/acknowledge" etc. Such variants are therefore in the 
first instance unreliable as evidence for the different "versions" of the first Book or of 
changes between the first and subsequent Books; they may, however, have a part to 
play in the later stages of the discussion.
Significant variants are those which are sufficiently dissimilar to indicate a deliberate 
intent on the part of the printer; examples include "replenished with/full of", 
"rejoiced/hath rejoiced" and "for to lighten/to lighten", and are confined entirely to the 
canticles. Such variants are important in differentiating between "versions" of the first 
Prayer Book, since one form or the other is found in each. However, they cannot be 
relied upon to distinguish between a text belonging to the first or to a subsequent 
Prayer Book since in each case one significant variant is common to both.
Defining variants are those on which all issues of the Prayer Book are agreed. They 
appear in one form only in the first Book and in another in the second. All the items of 
the Communion ordinary contain defining variants which will be considered in their 
place; in the canticles there are only two: "lifted up an horn of salvation to us/raised up 
a mighty salvation for us" and "father(s)/forefather(s)". The presence of one or the 
other variant therefore defines whether a relevant text belongs to the first or to the 
second and subsequent Books. However, even though they may be relied upon as prima 
facie evidence of provenance when found in a liturgical text this is not necessarily so in 
a musical context, since it will be shown in Chapter Two below that "fathers" conti­
nued to be set or copied up to and even beyond the Commonwealth.
1. It mist be emphasised that this terminology has been devised simply for the present circumstances and has no wider 
application. In particular, the similarity of the term "significant variant" to the "significative error” of philology 
is purely fortuitous: cf. Grier, J., The Critical Editing of Msic, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press 1996, p. 78.
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Significant variants in the morning canticles1
The significant variants seem haphazard when viewed as a whole; when the morning 
and evening canticles are examined discretely, patterns emerge which lead to the estab­
lishment of the hypothesis outlined above, that there are what might be considered two 
"versions” of the first Prayer Book, one associated with the Whitchurche and Oswen 
issues (a "Whitchurche" version") and one, including The Clerk’s Book and Merbecke, 
with those of Grafton (a "Grafton" version).
In the morning canticles, significant variants are confined to the Te Deum:
[a] Heaven and earth are replenished with the majesty of thy glory2
[b] The holy ghost also being the comforter
[c] Heaven and earth are fu ll o/thc majesty of thy glory
[d] Also the holy ghost the comforter
Variants [a] and [b] have frequently been used to identify the Te Deum of the first 
rather than the second Prayer Book, since they are those followed by the modern prin­
ted editions. However, in both cases they are found in the issues of Whitchurche, 
Oswen and Powell, whilst [c] and [d] are found in all those issues of Grafton to print 
the canticle as well as in The Clerk’s Book and in Merbecke. The two pairs are suffici­
ently dissimilar to suggest that they derived ultimately from two "versions"; moreover, 
it was the "Grafton" versions which were to be adopted into the second Prayer Book, 
indicating that they had a measure of authority.
Significant variants in the evening canticles
It is perhaps unsafe to read too much into two variants, but they do suggest a path 
which may be explored in other texts. In the evening canticles further significant 
(although textually less distinctive) variants are found which follow a similar but not 
identical pattern to those of the Te Deum:
1. Given the number of issues of the first Prayer Book and the diversity (and sometimes confusion) of foliation, it has 
been thought better simply to refer to specific variants by canticle or Communion ordinary item without further defini­
tion, since the items themselves are easily found in their proper places or bound elsewhere. Similarly, page references 
are not given for the various modern editions of liturgical sources since again the items are always found in their 
traditional places.
The full texts of canticles and Communion ordinary items with their variants and "versions" are set out in 
Volume II Appendix 1 below.
It will be noticed that the categories of variants are for practical reasons not considered in the order in
which they were originally set out in the main text.
2. Here, as elsewhere in this Chapter, spelling has been modernised (in contrast to the procedure adopted elsewhere in
the thesis) so that emphasis may be given to textual rather than merely orthographical differences.
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[a] And my spirit rejoiced
[b] The rich he hath sent away empty
[c] Before the face of all thy people
[d] To be a light fo r to lighten the gentiles
[e] The glory of thy people o f Israel
[f| And my spirit hath rejoiced
[g] The rich he hath sent empty away
[h] Before the face of all people
[i] Before the face of thy people
jj] To be a light to lighten the gentiles
[k] The glory of thy people Israel
With two slight exceptions, variants [a]-[e] are found in Whitchurche 16267 and in 
both Oswen issues, whilst [f]-[k] are found in the Grafton issues, The Clerk’s Book and 
in Merbecke, and were those adopted in 1552. To that extent, therefore, it is possible 
still to talk of "Whitchurche" and "Grafton" versions. However, it will have been 
noticed that the later Whitchurche issues (May and June) and Powell’s issue have not 
been mentioned. This is because, unlike the groupings of issues relative to the Te 
Deum, the "Grafton" variants in the Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis ([f|-[k]) are found 
also in the Whitchurche’s issues of May and June and in Powell. In other words, whilst 
in March Whitchurche was continuing to print his "version", by May he had adopted 
the "Grafton" version as Powell was to do in 1551; only Oswen continued to print the 
"Whitchurche" version after March.
The exceptions mentioned above are that variant [a] is found also in Grafton 16269.5 
and in Whitchurche 16273, and that variant [i] is found uniquely in Grafton 16269.5.
Thus it becomes possible to expand the hypothesis regarding the two "versions" of the 
canticles. For both the morning and evening canticles two "versions" seem to have 
been available to printers in 1549. In the Te Deum one, the "Whitchurche" version, 
was followed by Whitchurche, Oswen and Powell; the "Grafton" version was followed 
by Grafton in his issues of the Prayer Book as well as in his printing of The Clerk’s 
Book and Merbecke, and it was carried into the second Prayer Book of 1552. In the 
evening canticles a somewhat different pattern emerges. With minor exceptions the 
"Whitchurche" version is confined to his issue of March 1549 and to Oswen; from May 
onwards the "Grafton" version (again to be incorporated into the second Prayer Book) 
was universally adopted by all printers except Oswen.
The King’s Primer and the "Grafton" version
It would be possible on the strength of this evidence to argue that on its first appearance 
the text of the Prayer Book (in the canticles at least) had not been finalised and that it
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was subjected to piece meal literary revision over the following months, a process of 
which Grafton was aware and to which he had some access. Indeed, it has been sug­
gested by some scholars that a second Prayer Book was being considered if not in 
active preparation very shortly after the appearance of the first, and Ratcliffe and Dix 
in particular have put this as early as 1549.1 If this is so (and the assertion cannot be 
made with complete confidence), the consistency with which Grafton anticipated textual 
changes to be made in the second Book may be evidence of the process, and also 
account for his omitting canticles from his March issues if he had reason to believe that 
those already available (the "Whitchurche" versions) were to be superseded.
However, it has to be accepted that for a printer even in Grafton’s position to be given 
access to such sensitive material is not likely. It might also be expected that, had the 
text of a new Prayer Book been formulated wholly or even partly by 1551 there would 
have been some evidence of it in Powell’s issue; yet despite the inclusion of some new 
material (an extra collect to the Litany, painting a most uncomplimentary picture of the 
Irish), the issue is textually no closer to the second Book than its predecessors. When a 
farther publication is taken into account, a very different interpretation emerges.
Thus far, the only liturgical sources considered have been the Prayer Books and other 
closely associated contemporary works. This has enabled the two "versions" to be 
identified, but takes no account of possible antecedents of the first Prayer Book itself. 
When the Te Deum and Magnificat found in the King’s Primer of 1545 (first published 
by Grafton)2 are compared with those of the first Prayer Book, it is found that they are 
all but identical with those of the "Grafton" version itself; the Benedictus of the Prayer 
Book again accords with the King fs Pnmer, but since it contains no significant variants 
there are no distinctive "versions". The exception to this relationship is that the Nunc 
Dimittis of the King’s Primer is the same as that of the "Whitchurche" and not the
1. Ratcliffe, E. C., The Booke of C o m a  Prayer of the Churche of England: its Making and Revisionsl549-1661, London: 
SPCK^  1949, p. 15; Ratcliffe, "The Liturgical Work of Cramer" (1956) in ed. Couratin A. H. and Tripp, D. H. Liturgical 
Studies, London: SPCK 1976, p. 195; Dix, G., The Shape of the Liturgy, Westminster: Dacre Jan. 1945 2nd edn. Aug. 1945, 
p. 658 (where he relies on Powicke, The Reformation in England). Strype reports (without further elaboration) that about 
1550 the Book "underwent a diligent Inspection and Reformation": Ecclesiastical memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn 
et al. 1773. A date of 1551 is given by Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 
1967, p. 340 and by Pocock, N., "The Condition of Morals and Religious Belief in the Reign of Edward VI", Eng. Hist. 
Review Vol. 34 July 1895, p. 437. A dissenting view is put by Horton Davies, who observes that Protestant commentators 
such as Bucer called for ceremonial but not textual changes to the first Book: Worship and Theology in England from 
Cranmer to Hooker, Princeton(USA): Princeton University Press 1970, pp. 186-187.
2. STC 16034ff.: Pollard et al. rev. Jackson et al., A Short-title Catalogue of Books printed ... 1475-1640 London: The 
Bibliographical Society 1926, rev. edn. 1986, Vol. 2 p. 78; Burton, E., Three Primers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 
1834, pp. lx-lxi, 437ff.
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"Grafton" version (which is closer to earlier Primer translations); I am unable to 
account for this anomaly. The remaining canticles of the Prayer Book, the Venite1 and 
the Benedicite were taken from the Great Bible and not from the Primer.2
Thus the hypothesis regarding two "versions" of the first Prayer Book canticles may be 
further extended. Rather than the "Grafton" version representing a revision of material 
which would be incorporated into the second Book, it can be shown that there is a 
direct relationship between the canticle texts of the King’s Primer, the "Grafton" ver­
sion of the first Prayer Book, and the second and subsequent Prayer Books. The 
"Whitchurche" version, on the other hand, seems to have been a temporary and as it 
were parallel translation which by May 1549 Whitchurche himself had largely aban­
doned; he did, however, print the form of the Nunc Dimittis found in the King’s Primer 
version of the Nunc Dimittis, but in the event it was still "Grafton’s" version which was 
adopted by the second Book.3 This would also account for the omission of the Te 
Deum and gospel canticles from Grafton’s March issues of the Book: they were not 
necessary (especially if, as has been suggested, the early issues were primarily intended 
for use at the Easter Communion) since they were available in the King’s Primer, the 
Venite and Benedicite (in the translation of the Great Bible and not of the King’s Pri­
mer) had to be supplied. On the other hand, it was necessary for Whitchurche to print 
all the canticles from the start since his "version" does not seem to have been otherwise 
available. This is not to say that Whitchurche’s issues were unimportant: on the con­
trary, analysis of the texts set by Edwardine musicians show that they were widely 
available and frequently followed.
Vernacular services before 1549
Although it was not until 1549 that an entirely vernacular liturgy was published, Engl­
ish was introduced during 1547 and 1548 in a series of what appear to have been ex­
perimental celebrations and possibly exemplars of the Prayer Book services themselves. 
(These were in addition to the already authorised use of the vernacular in the Epistles 
and Gospels, Litany and the Order o f Communion.) The services themselves are discus-
1. Not strictly speaking a canticle but an unvarying first psalm at Katins; however, it was treated as a canticle in 
settings of service music.
2. For these items in the King's and other Primers see Cuming, G., The Godly Order, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 65 
1983, pp. 32-48.
3. It must be acknowledged that this hypothesis assumes that the second and subsequent editions of the Prayer Book are 
much more uniform than the first, and that there are no similar "versions". A brief examination suggests that this is 
so, and there is no indication to the contrary in the modem editions as there is for the first Book; however, further 
detailed examination of the issues of the four subsequent Prayer Books is outside the scope of the present research.
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sed in Chapter Five below and need not be further anticipated here. Suffice it to say, 
they included the singing of Compline in English, Masses which replaced the Offertory 
and Consecration with vernacular forms and, after Easter 1548, entirely vernacular 
Communions and Offices said or sung at St. Paul’s and several London churches.
It has in general been assumed that the vernacular texts used at these Offices were taken 
from the Primers.1 However, since it can be shown that the canticles in the King’s 
Primer and in "Grafton’s" version of the first Prayer Book are all but identical, it 
becomes difficult to argue that music with a "Prayer Book" text must necessarily post­
date 1549; it could as easily be a setting of the King’s Primer and therefore date from 
as early as 1545. Conversely, if it is true that on at least two occasions in 1548 (the 
anniversary Mass for Henry VII and Robert Ferrari s consecration) the order of service 
was actually that of the Prayer Book under formulation, it is possible that in setting 
canticles composers were working from drafts of the first Prayer Book as they must 
have been for the Communion settings.
The first argument assumes, of course, that musical settings of texts common to the 
King’s Primer and to the "Grafton" version would not be rejected on stylistic grounds 
as being outside the period 1545-1552. It might also be objected that Offices before the 
Prayer Book (in this context Matins, Lauds, Vespers and Compline) were structurally 
different from those after it and that settings which group Venite/Te Deum!Benedictus 
and Magnificat/Nunc Dimittis are anachronistic before 1549. However, it will be no­
ticed that in the Lumley part-books there are no such groupings;2 in the Wanley part- 
books several such apparent groupings are purely pragmatic, putting together individual 
canticles in very different styles and with texts taken from different sources, whilst 
other canticles are free-standing.3 Even though such items may apparently have the text 
of the "Grafton" version, there is no reason to believe that they might not have been 
written discretely for a vernacular form of an older Office following the King’s Primer. 
Indeed, if stylistic considerations again permit, it is possible that settings derived from 
Primer sources pre dating the King’s Primer (such as Marshall’s or Hilsey’s of 1535 
and 1539 respectively) were written even earlier than 1545 and not simply for the
1. Cf. Frere, W. H., "Edwardine Vernacular Services Before the First Prayer Book" (1900) in Arnold, J. H. and Wyatt, E.
G. P., A Collection of his Papers, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, pp. 5-21; le Huray, P., Music and the Reforma­
tion in England 1549-1660, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press 1967 reprinted with corrections 1978, pp. 176-177.
2. The Tudor Church Music of the Lumley Books ed. Blezzard, J., Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1985.
3. The tianley Manuscripts ed. Wrightson, J., Hadison(USA): A-R Editions 1995; pragaatic groupings Vols. 1:3/4,
111:70/71/72, 80/81; free-standing I: 23, 30, 11:45, 111:77.
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experimental services of 1547-1549.
Minor variants in canticle texts
Once the significant variants have been examined to differentiate between the "ver­
sions" of the canticles, it becomes necessary to turn to the minor variants and to deter­
mine whether they can add anything to the discussion of those "versions". Some, 
appearing in only single or very closely related issues, may be dismissed as simple 
spelling or printing errors whose further consideration would only cloud the issue, 
although even so they provide evidence of the speed with which issues were prepared 
and the confusions caused by the availability of more than one version of the texts.1 
Other minor variants are at first sight indistinguishable from simple errors, but being 
common to two or more printers or to issues of the first and second Prayer Books 
become more important in the present context.
Two minor variants in the morning canticles link March issues of Grafton with Oswen. 
In the Venite, Grafton 16269, 16269.5 and Oswen 16271 give "and in the day of 
temptation" rather than "and as in the day of temptation"; this variant, not found in 
other sources nor carried into the second Book, cannot be considered evidence of a 
"Grafton" version". In the Te Deum "overcome the sharpness" is found in Grafton 
16269.5 and again in Oswen 16271; however, not only was this variant found in the 
King’s Primer, but it was also carried into the Grafton issues of the second Prayer 
Book. To that extent it can be considered as belonging to the "Grafton" version, al­
though its presence in an Oswen issue indicates that the association of Oswen with the 
"Whitchurche" version is not quite so clear-cut as the significant variants might sug­
gest.
In other canticles, minor variants restore the expected relationship between Whit­
churche and Oswen. In the Benedictus, "prophets which have been" is found in Whit­
churche 16272 and in Oswen 16276 where other issues give "prophets which hath 
been";2 in the doxology of the Magnificat, "beginning and is now" is found in Whit­
churche 16267 and in Oswen 16271, 16276 where other issues give or imply "begin-
1. Examples include "Lord" for "God", "godly" for "goodly", "the majesty of/of thy glory” [Te Deum Merbecke, Oswen 
16271, Whitchurche 16270/70a/73), "thee" for "the", "way" for "ways", transposition of "mercy" and "oath" (Benedictus 
Oswen 16276, Merbecke, Whitchurche 16272), "hopen" for "holpen" (Magnificat Oswen 16276), "hou" for "thou" [Hunc Dimit­
tis Oswen 16271). Another possibly simple error in Merbecke, "handmaid" for "handmaiden" (Magnificat) requires special 
mention since although unauthorised it continued to be set by musicians throughout the century.
2. Unusually, it is the Whitchurche/Oswen variant and not that of Grafton which was adopted by the second Prayer Book.
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ning is now".1 The Whitchurche/Oswen form of the doxology (which may, indeed, be 
considered as a significant "Whitchurche" variant), although not authorised after 1552 
continued to be set musically by successive generations of composers (see Chapter Two 
below).
The possible nature o f Oswen’s source material
Thus it may be shown that the minor variants generally support the hypothesis that 
there were essentially two "versions" of the Prayer Book canticles, a "Grafton" version 
which was common to the King’s Primer and to Grafton issues of the first Book, and 
which in its turn was adopted by the second Book, and a "Whitchurche" version to 
which Oswen’s belonged but of which Whitchurche himself did not continue to print 
the evening canticles after March 1549. Nevertheless, the distinctions between the two 
"versions" are not always clear even when only the significant variants are considered, 
and when the minor variants are taken into account the lines of demarcation become yet 
even more blurred. It is not possible to show that printers worked from two definitive 
originals of the two "versions"; rather, there may well have been several copies in 
circulation at one any time, all of them subject to revision and error.2 Two intriguing 
variants in the Magnificat give an indication of the process.
It has been shown that although Whitchurche himself began to print the "Grafton" 
version of the evening canticles after his March issues, Oswen continued to follow the 
"Whitchurche" version. In Oswen 16271 is found "for he hath rewarded the lowliness" 
where all other issues give "for he hath regarded the lowliness"; in Oswen 16276 is "all 
nations shall call me blessed" for "all generations shall call me blessed".
These variants have the hallmark of a printer or a compositor struggling to make sense 
of copy which is difficult to read, either because it is in a poor hand or (more probably 
in the present instance given the close physical proximity of the words) because it is 
damaged in some way. Such damage might well have been caused by age or by repea­
ted use, consistent with Oswen’s continuing to print from copy of a "Whitchurche" 
version made available some months previously. It will also be noted that the solution 
is in both cases syntactically accurate and does not stray far from the sense of the origi-
1. The doxology is given in full otherwise only by Whitchurche 16267 and by Merbecke? in other issues it is abbreviated, 
suggesting that the usual form was intended.
2. For a fascinating discussion of the extent to which writers, printers and translators did not necessarily feel it 
incumbent upon them to reproduce originals exactly, and of the ease with which errors could occur in the pressures of 
the printing-house see Bennett, H. S., English Books and Readers 1475 to 1557, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
1952 2nd edn. 1969, pp. 166 ff. and 199 ff.
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nal; indeed, under other circumstances either variant might have become an acceptable 
text.1
It will have been noticed that thus far neither the Benedicite nor the Communion ordi­
nary items have been mentioned other than in passing. This is because, unlike the 
canticles, their texts as set out in the various issues of the first Prayer Book contain no 
significant and few minor variants which could have added to the discussion.
Variants in the Benedicite
The translation of the Benedicite (an apocryphal text associated with Daniel 3) used in 
the first Prayer Book is that of the Great Bible rather than of the King fs Primer.2 In the 
Latin liturgies it had been said in a truncated form as part of the priest’s prayers after 
Mass, and during the morning Offices as a psalm.3 It had always been something of an 
anomaly, since apart from Lauds, it could be sometimes be included in Primer Matins 
and even in Nones; it did not conclude with a doxology since "the laste verse of the 
psalme saue one, that ys Benedicamus patrem, ys the same sentence".4 In the first 
Prayer Book the text was expanded, a doxology was provided, and a rubric showed that 
it was intended for use as an alternative to the Te Deum in Lent; in subsequent Books 
the canticle was translated de novo and the seasonal restriction lifted.5
The repetitive nature of the text seems to have resulted in an unprecedented number of
1. It is no argument against this latter observation to say that a glance at the Latin original would have shown up the 
error, since experience shows that such a seemingly obvious approach did not necessarily apply in the compositor's shop. 
The clause "whose kingdom shall have none end" (I stand to be corrected in supposing that it had no doctrinal signif­
icance for Reformers) was omitted from all issues of the first Prayer Book despite being perfectly well known in its 
Latin original; printers of missals had blithely gone on copying the palpable error of placing the Ave Maria as well as 
the Pater Poster at the beginning of Mass; and to this day choirs unconcernedly sing "one day in thy courts is better 
than a thousand" (Psalm 84:10) even though the elision found here (and in the Vulgate) sets out a sentiment which is - 
or ought to be - the exact opposite of that clearly intended by writer and singer.
2. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. xcii.
3. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 89, 242-246; Sandon, N, The 
Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 39; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, p. 38; Burton, B., Three Primers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1834, pp. 86-87 (where it is 
included in Matins), 338, 466.
4. The Myroure of oure Ladye ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19 1873, p. 125. It is this source which tells us that 
"thys hympne ye synge in eche feste of oure lady" at Nones (p. 287), although it is not clear whether the "hymn" was
generally incorporated into the Office itself; its use in this way may have been a purely local custom.
5. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. ii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 136, 139.
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errors. One inconsistency in the refrain is common to all sources: "O ye fire and heat, 
praise ye the Lord", where all other invocations are followed by "speak (ye) good of 
the Lord"; other variants are normally restricted to one issue. Oswen 16271 omits the 
verses "O ye fire and heat", "O ye light and darkness" and "O ye priests of the Lord"; 
Grafton 16274 omits the verses "O all yé beasts and cattle" and "O Ananias"; other 
words, "all" or "ye", were omitted again in Grafton 16274 and in Whitchurche 16270, 
16272, 16273, Grafton 16275, Powell 16277 and in The Clerk’s Book', Whitchurche 
16272 gives "speak of good the Lord" instead of "speak good of the Lord".1 There 
seems to be no discernible pattern to these variants, (other than that the majority are in 
issues from May onwards) which suggests that they are no more than careless slips; the 
issues most at fault are Oswen 16271, Whitchurche 16272 and Grafton 16274 (three 
errors), Whitchurche 16273 and Grafton 16275 (two), Whitchurche 16270, Powell 
16277 and The Clerk's Book (one).
Variants in Communion ordinary items
Examination of the Communion ordinary for minor and significant variants between 
issues or between the first and second Prayer Books is even more unfruitful than that of 
the Benedicite. Once simple errors have been discounted2 only two minor variants 
remain. In the Credo, Oswen 16271, 16276 and The Clerk’s Book give "the third day 
he rose" for "the third day he arose". In itself this is unremarkable and could be no 
more than another printing error; however, this variant form was to be adopted by the 
third Prayer Book of 1559, and as well as being anticipated in the first Book was also 
included in one Whitchurche issue of the second Book. The example is not strongly 
compelling, but there may be some evidence here that changes made in later editions of 
the Prayer Book (particularly those of 1604 and 1662) were sometimes codifications of 
practices already in place, either in earlier issues of the Books themselves or (as will be 
shown in Chapter Two below) in musical settings.3 Perhaps similarly, but certainly 
more tenuously, all issues but one of the first Prayer Book print the Sanctus and Bene­
dictus as one discrete item; the exception is Powell 16277, which incorporates it into 
the Preface as it was to be set out in the Book of 1662. Although this unique similarity 
is interesting, it may be going too far to say that there is here any anticipation of the
1. It is neither necessary nor instructive to give further details of these minor variants beyond those accompanying the 
text in Vol. II appendix 1 below.
2. Gloria in excelsis: "0" omitted from "0 Lord the only begotten son" (Grafton 16268, 16269); Credo: "he ascended" for 
"and ascended", "the" omitted from "quick and the dead" (Powell 16277), "Babtism" (Grafton 16275); Agnus Dei: "grant us 
the peace” (Oswen 16276).
3. If the text of the Credo set out in Volume II Appendix 2 below is examined, other instances will be found of linguis­
tic modernisations which were anticipated in musical settings: "Jesus", "sitteth on".
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one by the other; if there is any significance at all in the Powell version it is likely to 
be that by 1551 the singing of the Sanctus had in general entirely ceased and that it was 
normally said in one piece with the Preface.
Indeed, rather than any variants themselves, it is their small number and insignificance 
when compared to those of the canticles which is most striking. It may be argued that 
by March 1549 there was at least one authoritative version of the canticles (the "Graf­
ton" version) and another ("Whitchurche") which, while differing in some important 
respects, did not do so radically. Nevertheless both versions, however authoritative, 
seem to have been subject to a continuous if not necessarily extensive review (a process 
revealed by the numerous variants). By the same date, however, the text of the 
Communion service seems to have been decided upon and not subsequently reviewed 
until the second Book was in preparation.
This is not surprising. It is to be expected that the compilers of the Prayer Book would 
concentrate their attentions on the sensitive matter of the Communion and only after 
that turn to the doctrinally more neutral matters of the Offices and occasional services.1
Thus, especially if the vernacular orders followed in 1548 at Henry VIPs anniversary 
Mass and at Robert Ferrar’s consecration were in fact exemplars of the new Commu­
nion service, it may well be that the text of the Communion had already been settled 
and that the March issues of the Prayer Book were in effect intended to make that 
service available to any who might wish to use it at Easter 1549, together with such 
other material as the printers were able to provide (for our purposes, the order of the 
Offices but not necessarily the texts of the canticles). The greater unity between the 
"versions" of the canticles reached by May suggests that in the meantime the compilers 
had been able to concentrate on the remainder of the Book and to decide on the "Graf­
ton" version as the preferred form.
1. Something of this order of priority may be seen in the Lords' debate of December 1548, a preliminary to the Act of 
Uniformity itself (a transcript is given in Background Documents to Liturgical Revision ed. Buchanan, C., Bramcote: 
Grove Liturgical Study No. 35 1983, pp. 15-33). The discussion was almost entirely confined to the nature of the Sacra­
ment. On the second of the four days they considered the Canon and an omission of oblation and adoration from a "boke" 
under consideration; whether that "boke" was the Prayer Book itself and the omission objected to was that of the ceremo­
nial Offertory and Elevation, or whether, as David Selwyn has convincingly argued ("A New Version of a Mid-sixteenth- 
century Vernacular Tract", Journal of Ecclesiastical History Vol. 39 No. 2 April 1988, pp. 217-219; "The Book of Doc­
trine, the Lord's Debate and the First Prayer Book of Edward VI", Journal of Theological Studies N.5. Vol. 40 pt. 2 Oct. 
1989, pp. 446-480) the "boke" was a statement of doctrinal position from which sections on oblation and adoration had 
been omitted, the debate itself was doctrinally and liturgically crucial to the Communion service as it would be set 
out. On the other hand, neither the Offices nor the occasional services (apart from mention of the use of oil at confir­
mation) were touched upon.
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A possible "Whitchurche" version o f the Communion ordinary
Although the text of the Communion service seems to have been agreed upon by March 
1549, this is not to say that other versions may not have been current before that date. 
Four musical settings of the Communion ordinaiy whose texts are identified by Frere 
as "another substantive version" survive in the Wanley part-books;1 they are set out in 
Vol. II Appendix 1 below.
It will be noticed that the texts of the four Wanley settings are substantially similar to 
those of the first Prayer Book but contain what in the context of the Prayer Book issues 
would be classified as significant variants (except for the Apostles’ Creed which in all 
four takes the place of the Nicene). To this extent they may be compared to the "Whit­
churche" and "Grafton" versions of the canticles.
In the more "antique" style of their language compared to that of the Prayer Book 
Communion ordinary the Wanley settings are also reminiscent of the "Whitchurche" 
version of the canticles. Although it is accepted that such a judgment is highly subjec­
tive, phrases may be cited in support such as "and unto men a good will", "graciously 
receive our supplications", "unto the glory of God" {Gloria in excelsis) and "holy art 
thou" {Sanctus) where the Prayer Book has "good will towards men", receive our 
prayer", "in the glory of God" and "holy, holy". In particular, it will be noted that 
both the Wanley Sanctus and the "Whitchurche" Te Deum give "heaven and earth are 
replenished with" where the "Grafton" version gives "heaven and earth are full of".
Thus it may be tentatively argued that the four Communion ordinary settings discussed 
are not simply "another substantive version" but originally formed part of a "Whit­
churche" version of both Offices and Communion. During the process of producing a 
preferred text the "Whitchurche" Communion ordinary was set aside and the Prayer 
Book (possibly "Grafton") version printed by March 1549; after this the same process 
was applied to the canticles of which the "Grafton" version was largely adopted by 
May 1549.
1. Frere, W, H., "Edwardine Vernacular Services Before the First Prayer Book" in A Collection of his Papers ed. Arnold, 
J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, p. 9; Ob. MSS Mus. Sch. e.420-422, ffo. 2r-4v/2r-3v/2r- 
4v, 64r-68r/65v-69r/63r-66r, 68r-70r/69r-74r/66v-68v, 85v-88v/88v-91r/83v-86v; Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Man­
uscripts, Hadison(USA): A-R Editions 1995 1:2, 11:59 and 60, 111:76. Frere also draws attention (p. 10) to the piece "I 
an the Voice" (Wanley 1:31) labelled as a Postcomunion Sentence although not included anong those of the first Book; it 
is possible that this Sentence was included anong an earlier version of the Connunion service but later rejected.
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The defining variants
The variants which remain to be discussed are those categorised as defining - that is, 
those which may be used to distinguish between the first and second Prayer Book 
regardless of which issues are consulted. When the significant and minor variants have 
been set aside, only four remain in the canticles, and of these three are essentially the 
same:
[a] And hath lifted up an horn o f salvation to us {Benedictus)
[b] The mercy promised to our fathers {Benedictus)
[c] The oath which he sware to our father Abraham {Benedictus)
[d] As he promised to our fathers, Abraham and his seed {Magnificat)
[e] And hath raised up a mighty salvation fo r us 
[f| The mercy promised to om forefathers
[g] The oath which he sware to our forefather Abraham
[h] As he promised to our forefathers, Abraham and his seed
Variants [a]-[d] are found in all issues of the first Book, [e]-[h] in all of the second and 
subsequent Books.
In the Communion, substantial and defining alterations were made to all the ordinaiy
items, most of which can be readily explained by reference to Protestant ideals and
practice.1
At the start of the service the threefold Kyrie was replaced by the Decalogue with 
responses. Such a liturgical use of the Ten Commandments was not entirely a novelty. 
It was found in several reformed Continental rites, and recital of the Commandments 
both by clergy and people (as a prerequisite for receiving Communion) had repeatedly 
been enjoined since 1536.2 It may be thought that the substitution of the Decalogue in 
place of the Kyries restored to the opening of the service a penitential focus lost with 
the omission in 1549 of the Confession and associated prayers at Mass.
1. !fiie texts of the C o m m o n  ordinary item themselves are fully set out in Vol. II Appendix 1 below. Explanations of 
the various reasons for the defining alterations made in 1552 are discussed in Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. clxi-clviii, clxi-clxii; 
Cuming, G. J, A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 78-79; Frere, W. H., "Gloria in 
Excelsis" (1926) in A Collection of his Papers ed. Arnold, J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 
1940, pp.134-135; Bowden, J., The Workmanship of the Prayer Book, London: Methuen 1899, pp. 77-78, 80-81, 106-107; Neil, 
C. and Willoughby, J. M., The Tutorial Prayer Book, London: Harrison Trust 1912 2nd. impression rev. 1913, pp. 289-299, 
306, 331, 346-347, 353? Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd 
edn 1891, pp. 291-294.
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
7, 20, 36-37, 45, 53-54, 56, 61, 86, 116, 178, 233, 237, 282.
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The Gloria in excelsis which in the Mass and the first Prayer Book Communion had 
followed the Kyries was in 1552 moved to the close of the service as an outpouring of 
praise and perhaps by analogy with Matthew 26:30 and Mark 14:36;1 it might also 
have been thought that a juxtaposition of the Decalogue and the Gloria in excelsis was 
inappropriate.
The Agnus Dei was omitted from the second Book and an additional clause "thou that 
takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us" added to the Gloria in excelsis. 
The similarity of the additional clause to the suppressed Agnus Dei has been noted by 
commentators, but some are reluctant to accept a direct correlation between them.2
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Fig. 1.1. Merbecke Credo3
1. "When they had sung an hyim, they went out". But note that the sane passage is translated in the Great Bible and the 
Prayer Book Gospel for the Sunday and Monday next after Easter as "when they had sayd grace, they went out".
2. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, pp. clxii; Bowden, J., The Workmnship of the Prayer Book, London: Methuen 1899, pp. 80-81; Neil, C. and 
Willoughby, J. M., The Tutorial Prayer Book, London: Harrison Trust 1912 2nd. impression rev. 1913, p. 354.
3. Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. 
Kiv(r). It is interesting in this context that Merbecke in the Canon adds "Amen" after "oure onely mediatoure & Aduo- 
cate" and before "0 God heauenly father, which of thy tender mercy". In the first Prayer Book, no "Amen" is found at 
that point; in the second the prayer ending "oure onely mediator and Aduocate" became the Prayer for the Church Militant 
and closed with "Amen". Merbecke (or possibly his printer Grafton) seems to have anticipated this alteration as early as 
1550. Merbecke sig. Niv(r); cf. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxviii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Ri-
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An additional clause "whose kingdom shall have no end" was at the same time restored 
to the Credo. Its omission in 1549 may have been no more than a simple error made by 
analogy with the Apostles’ Creed, although this seems belied by its absence from all 
issues of the first Book including that of Powell (1551); more probably, it reflected 
Cranmer’s reliance upon contemporary scholarship in addition to the Latin forms.1 
Nevertheless, the clause is found in Edwardine musical settings: in Lbl. Add. MS 
34191 fo. 41 v and in Merbecke, where it is misplaced (see Fig. 1.1). These incidents 
may be early evidence of a decision to restore the clause in conformity with the tradi­
tional liturgical text.
It has been shown that the second Prayer Book entirely omitted the Agnus Dei from the 
Communion service; Benedictus qui venit was also omitted from the Sanctus and other 
adjustments made. The Benedictus, although scriptural, was almost certainly considered 
too easily mistaken for an announcement of the Consecration and therefore of giving 
credence to an unacceptable eucharistie doctrine.2 Similarly the Agnus Dei might have 
given rise to notions of adoration;3 its recital had been specifically forbidden by Ridley 
as early as 1550 and again by Hooper in 1551/2.4 Additionally, in the first Book it had 
functioned purely as a sung item during the Distribution5 and would have had no place 
in a service which the rubrics of the second Book suggested was to be almost entirely 
spoken.
Continued.
vingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 665, 690.
1. Scudaiore believes that the omission was a simple error, although he was aware of the historical background. The 
clause did not originally form part of the Nicene Creed (325) but was added at the Council of Constantinople (381): 
Scudamore, W. E., Mit ia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 224; Bowden, J., The Workmanship of the Prayer Book, 
London: Methuen 1899, pp. 104-106; Neil, C. and Willoughby, J. M., The Tutorial Prayer Book, London: The Harrison Trust 
1912 2nd impr. rev. 1913, p. 306
2. Cf. The Myroure of oure Ladye, Article Twelve, Chapter 5 below.
3. In as much as it might be thought that the term "0 Lamb of God" was addressed to the host. This sense is preserved in
the extra-liturgical admonition Ecce Agnus Dei addressed to communicants at the Roman Catholic Mass. Less plausibly, 
Scudamore suggests that the omission may have been made to enable the clerks to communicate: Hotitia Eucharistica, 
London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 665.
4. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
242, 276.
5. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 700. There is no specific rubric that the priest was to say the Agnus
Dei in the absence of clerks.
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A rationale o f textual variants
It may thus be shown (the restoration of one clause in the Credo set aside) that the 
defining variants in the Communion ordinary have a doctrinal basis. When considera­
tion is given to other variants in the canticles or the Communion ordinaiy, of whatever 
category, they are less easily explained.1
Some are simple errors. Others reflect a process of linguistic modernisation and are 
easily recognised: examples include "ourself, knowledge, overcomed, an high, for to 
lighten, Jesu, arose" changing to "ourselves, acknowledge, overcome, on high, to 
lighten, Jesus, rose".2 Others again may have been introduced out of regard for im­
proved euphony or the rhythmic balance of the words: examples include "thy honour­
able, my spirit rejoiced" changing to "thine honourable, my spirit hath rejoiced".
Associated with this process may be variants designed to improve simplicity and 
comprehension. Thus "heaven and earth are replenished with the majesty of thy glory" 
became "heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory" to the detriment both of 
the language and the meaning.3
The defining variants in the canticles may go beyond linguistic revision and, like those 
of the Communion ordinary items, reflect doctrinal considerations; however, it is 
admitted that this interpretation is purely conjectural and may not stand excessive scru­
tiny.
In the Benedictus, the phrase "lifted up an horn of salvation" of the first Prayer Book 
became "raised up a might salvation" in the second. The word "horn" had in the Bible 
two interrelated meanings. One was the horn of an animal per se*  or in its use as an
1. In the present context, the examination of Prayer Book variants will be extended to include editions and issues to 
1662.
2. Within this group might have been included "sittest on - sittest at" of the Te Deum were it not that the process is 
entirely reversed in the Credo.
3. This is not to say, of course, that the "Grafton" version was coined later than the "Whitchurche" since it appears in 
the King's Primer and is a more literal translation of the Latin original. Nevertheless, those who deplore the impover­
ishment of liturgical language in our own time may recognise that the process is far from new; it is also interesting to 
note in this context how frequently the Scottish Prayer Book (1637) reverts to phrases from the first Prayer Book or 
even earlier sources.
4. Books of Exodus, Psalms, Ezekiel.
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oil flagon;1 by extension, the animal horn took on symbolic associations.2 However, it 
was also the word used to describe a structure at the comers of the temple altar and in 
several references is specifically associated with sacrifice.3 In every case the word in 
the Vulgate is cornu, the same word used in the Missal to describe the ends of the altar 
itself and always in the context of "dumb ceremonies": censing, moving the book, and 
the ablutions.4 Thus the word "horn" would for any priest be associated with the altar 
and with sacrifice, even if used in the different context of the Benedictus, and the 
Reformers might have felt it better to avoid the word at a time when altars themselves 
were being replaced by tables.5
In both the Benedictus and the Magnificat the word "father(s)" of the first Book was 
changed to "forefather(s)" in the second. Whilst the "fathers" of the Benedictus and 
Magnificat were the patriarchs to whom the Old Testament covenant was sworn,6 the 
word was also used (pejoratively by Reformers) to refer to those (benighted) gener­
ations before the Reformation and their (obstinate) spiritual successors who clung to the 
Old Religion/ The words of the canticle therefore take on a charged meaning - God’s 
favour was shown to the "fathers" who followed the old ways and the "hands of all that 
hate us" belonged to those who would destroy that relationship. By substituting "forefa­
thers"8 the revisers of the Prayer Book were able to remove the context of the word to 
the distant past which was actually intended, and were able to avoid a comparison 
which must have been odious to Reformers. In the Venite, however, the word "fathers"
1. 1 Samuel, 1 Kings.
2. Eg. Strength, pride, honour, protection, threat, kingship, the nation, the tribes of Israel, the spirits of God. 
Deuteronomy, 1 & 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, 2 Chronicles, Job, Psalms, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel, Amos, Micah, 
Habakkuk, Revelation. Cf. "And (God) hathe set vp an home of helthe to vs ... An home grovyth in the hyest parte of a 
beaste, and yt ys harder than the flesh ... and therwyth the beaste defendyth hym ageynste noyous thynges";
The Myroure of oure Ladye (1530) ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19 1873, p. 131.
3. As an altar-corner: Exodus 27:2, 30:2-3, 37:25-26, 38:2; 1 Kings 2:28; Jeremiah 17:1; Ezekiel 43:15, Revelation 9:13. 
With sacrifice: Exodus 29:12, 30:10; Leviticus 4:7, 18, 25, 30, 34, 8:15, 9:9, 16:18; Psalms 118:27.
4. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 66, 68, 77, 87, 88, 115, 204. 
Cf. Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 12, 17, 18, 21, 36; Fugler, 
P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 7, 8, 17, 20, 22, 23, 34.
5. The compilers of the Authorised Version (1611) and of the Scottish Prayer Book (1637) clearly felt no such qualms:
they set "and hath raised up an horn of salvation for us".
6. Cf. Genesis 17:1-10.
7. It is perhaps of interest that the word is to this day used identically by Roman Catholics as they sing the hymn 
"Faith of our Fathers" - the "dungeon, fire and sword" is that of Tudor and not Roman persecution.
8. Again, not followed in either the Authorised Version or the Scottish Prayer Book.
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was allowed to stand:1 since the "fathers" in this case had tempted God, had erred in 
their hearts and did not know His ways, the implied comparison was favourable to 
Reformers.
Once more, this interpretation may seem strained; however, in a period of Reformation 
driven by the printed word, it was only natural that adherents of both sides of the reli­
gious divide should be intensely aware of the nuances of language and of the layers of 
meaning which words could cany regardless of their original context.2
Conclusions
The process of distinguishing textually between the canticles and Communion ordinaiy 
texts of the first and second Prayer Books, and thereby seeking to identify musical 
settings which might have been written for the first Book, is not as straightforward as it 
would seem on first glance. Modern published editions of the Edwardine Prayer Books 
present an unhelpfully partial view of those texts, since normally the issue followed for 
the first Book is one of Whitchurche’s; analysis of the texts in the various issues them­
selves suggests that in fact there were two "versions" of the canticles. The first of these 
(closely associated with works published by Grafton) was based on the translations in 
the King’s Primer and was largely adopted by the second Prayer Book; the second, 
associated with Whitchurche and with Oswen, seems not to have been generally current 
after March 1549 except in the issues of Oswen. It is also possible that versions of the 
Communion ordinaiy found in four Wanley part-book settings represent a "Whit­
churche" version rejected before March 1549.
Thus it is the "Grafton" version which has a greater weight of authority than the 
"Whitchurche" version, and should be taken into account when modem editions are 
consulted. In particular, some of those distinctive canticle phrases traditionally used to 
distinguish the first from the second Book ("heaven and earth are replenished", "the 
holy ghost also being the comforter": Te Deum) belong only to the "Whitchurche" 
version. In the canticles, only two variants between the first and second Book are 
common to all issues: "lifted up an horn of salvation to us" which became "raised up a 
mighty salvation for us" {Benedictus) and "father(s)" which became "forefather(s)"
1. Being a psalm in the Great Bible, it would anyway have been less subject to change although the process would not 
have been impossible if limited to editions of the Prayer Book.
2. The argument is not, after all, too distant from seeking to establish a composer's religious loyalty by reference to 
his choice of text. Cf. Kerman, J., "The Elizabethan Motet: a Study of Texts for Music", Studies in the Renaissance Vol. 
9 1962, pp. 273-308.
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{Benedictus and Magnificat). In the Communion ordinary substantial defining variants 
are found in all the items.
There is some evidence that a process of editing the texts of the canticles continued 
after the first Book had been issued. The Communion ordinary, however, seems to 
have been settled by March 1549, which suggests that draft versions had been available 
for some time and may have been used at the well-documented vernacular liturgies of 
1548. Similarly, since the "Grafton" version of the canticles was all but identical to that 
of the King’s Primer, vernacular offices celebrated in the same year could in effect 
have been experiments in the Prayer Book before its actual issue.
It follows from this that musical settings of apparently "Grafton" first Prayer Book 
canticle texts may (stylistic considerations permitting) have been written at any time 
after 1545; despite the more "antique" language, canticle settings of the "Whitchurche" 
version may post-date "Grafton" settings; and attempts to determine by textual means 
whether a musical setting of the canticles was written for the first or a subsequent 
Prayer Book must be undertaken with great caution since only two variants can be 
relied upon.
The reasons for the alterations in later editions of the Prayer Book are not always easy 
to determine. Some reflect changes in the language itself (a process more obvious in the 
Books of 1604 and 1662); some seem to aim at making the language simpler and more 
comprehensible; others set out a more Protestant doctrine, clearly so in the Communion 
service, less obviously so in the canticles.
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Chapter Two
Textual Variants in 
Prayer Book Service Music
Howe shall we syng the Lordes song?1
Introduction
In Chapter One the texts and textual variants of canticles and Communion ordinary 
items in the different editions and issues of the Prayer Book (as set out in Vol. II, 
Appendix 1 below) were examined and classified; by this means a framework was crea­
ted within which it is possible to examine textual variants in musical settings of those 
texts.
The original intention behind this element of the research was to determine a means by 
which musical settings of the first rather than of subsequent Prayer Books could be 
distinguished textually, either by looking for the relevant significant or determining 
variants, or by showing where an original first Prayer Book text might have been 
modified so as to bring it into conformity with later authorised versions.
Manuscript and printed sources containing a significant number settings by composers 
associated with Edward’s reign were identified;2 to these were added known Edwardine 
sources.3 The texts of the relevant service music contained in those sources were then 
examined along the lines set out. The process, however, was self-defeating. Not only 
might part-books even in the same sets be textually contradictory, but more significant­
ly a cursory glance at other works by post-Edwardine composers in the same sources 
revealed that some of the most distinctive clauses of the first Prayer Book continued
1. Psaln 137:4.
2. The composers looked for were Adams, Brimley, Caustun, Richard Farrant, Heath, Robert Johnson, Knight, Merricocke, 
Mundy, Parsley, Robert Parsons, Sheppard, Tallis, Thorne, Tye and Whitbroke (cf Le Huray, P., Music and the Reformation 
in England 1549-1660, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 repr. & corr. 1978, pp. 183-185). The relevant sources 
were identified using Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, P., The Sources of English Church Music 1549-1660 Supp. Vol. 1, 
London: Stainer and Bell 1972.
3. The Lumley part-books, Lbl. Roy. App. MSS 74-76; the Wanley part-books, Ob. MSS Mus. Sch. e.420-422; Lbl. Add. MS 
34191.
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repeatedly to be found in the work of composers working in some cases three or more 
generations after that Book had gone out of use. This was a significant discovery and 
one which justified further pursuit.
To the original intention, therefore, was added a further dimension: all the service 
music in these identified sources and regardless of the period of their composition was 
examined in an attempt to discover the extent to which textual elements of the first 
Prayer Book might have remained in currency throughout the period (that is, from 
1549 to the Commonwealth, although evidence was also taken from some post-Restora- 
tion sources). It will be shown that not only were variants already found in different 
issues of the first Prayer Book to occur in later musical settings, but that others were 
added; these all had to be isolated and classified, and an attempt made to examine from 
them the attitude of composers, copyists and employing foundations to textual ortho­
doxy. In the final analysis it was not possible to add any new names to the canon of 
Edwardine composers (except that some evidence suggests that works attributed to 
Adrian Batten may have been the work of an earlier man), and the original intention of 
determining and treating only Edwardine settings gave way to the new emphasis, al­
though tools were established by which that might have been done.
The raw data of the examination of sources is set out in its entirety in Vol. II Appendix 
2 below. It is drawn from about 175 services (150 by known composers and twenty- 
five anonymous) represented in some twenty-three manuscript and printed sources (both 
single manuscripts and sets of part-books). Within this total, individual items were as 
follows: threefold Kyrie 7; Responses to the Commandments 69; Gloria in excelsis 16; 
Credo 76; Sanctus 26; Agnus Dei 10; Venite 37; Te Deum 88; Benedictus 50; Benedi­
cite 3; Magnificat 116; Nunc Dimittis 115.1
1. The reader is directed to Appendix 2 for precise bibliographical details of all the variants noted and their sources, 
since their sheer number and repetition precludes any more than a summary in the main text. Similarly, the texts of 
canticles and Communion ordinary items with their variants are given in Vol. I Appendix 1, and are not normally delinea­
ted further.
It might also be useful at this juncture to explain idiosyncrasies of presentation found in this chapter. 
Works are referred to by a full title only in the main text, and are abbreviated in footnotes; the titles themselves 
follow those in Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, P., The Sources of English Church Music 1549-1660 Supp. Vol. 1, London: 
Stainer and Bell 1972 (pace Turbet in the case of Byrd and Hooper Great). It has been felt that the most significant 
feature of some of the sources is the relationship of provenance: where this is so it has been emphasised by referring 
(for example} to "Peterhouse part-books" rather than to the sigla and shelf-marks used elsewhere in the chapter and 
appendix (full citations are given in the Bibliography).
Relationships between the different sources are discussed in Morehen, J., The Sources of English Church Music, 
c.1617-1644, Ph.D. Cambridge 1969, Vol. I pp. lQ6ff. and 155ff (Peterhouse, Durham, York 13/1-5 part-books); Barnard, 
J., First Book of Selected Church Musick (1640) facs. ed. Morehen, J., Farnborough: Gregg International 1972, Vol. I p. 
iv (Barnard The First Book and Durham); Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. 
p. 103 (Lem. MSS 1045-1051 [Barnard MSS] and Lbl. Add. MS 29289).
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To do the data justice would require an extended study which would be out of place in 
the present instance, and only selected elements can be discussed here. It is also 
acknowledged that the method followed is open to criticism. In the first place the 
evidence is simply incomplete. There is the danger that when evidence concerning a 
work or a composer is taken from an unrepresentatively small number of sources it may 
be distorted, and the survey of course takes no account of any settings outside the iden­
tified sources. Secondly, a full analysis of the material would entail a consideration of 
musical style as well as textual content; this process has been excluded except where 
absolutely necessary in a study which deliberately emphasises musical settings as 
transmitters of text. Nevertheless, it is contended that the study does establish tools by 
which the first Prayer Book texts can successfully be identified in musical settings; 
furthermore, it leads to such unexpected results, particularly with reference to the 
survival of unauthorised text, and brings to light such intriguing questions concerning 
the attitudes of composers, scribes and institutions towards textual orthodoxy, that it is 
of value despite any inherent methodological shortcomings (which, indeed, can in many 
cases be overcome simply by being recognised and borne in mind)
[1] Textual variants unrelated to those o f the Prayer Book
It is necessary as an initial stage to identify isolated textual variants which are found in 
musical settings (regardless of their period) but which are not directly related to var­
iants in the Prayer Books themselves. They may be simple errors, or be associated with 
a particular composer, scribe or source, or arise out of a confusion of similar phrases 
or expressions; once identified, they may be removed from the wider discussion. This 
is not to say, however, that they are unimportant; as will be seen, they have a part to 
play in revealing contemporary attitudes to the treatment of texts.
[1.1] Scribal errors
A first step is to remove from consideration those isolated variants which are probably 
no more than scribal errors.1
1. Nuierical references for anonyaous works follow Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, P., The Sources of English Church Music 
1549-1660 Supp. Vol. 1, London: Stainer and Bell 1972, pt. II p. 67. Text in brackets shows the Prayer Book for:.
Variants - single examples only, collated by source:
Lumley: "let ly fie) never" (corrected in one book), "in thy (thee)" (anon Te Deum 60); "and (an) high", blessed by (be) 
the lord", "face of our (the) lord* (Tallis Benedictus):
Wanley: "shall (shalt) be called" (anon Benedictus 9), "called a (the) prophet" (anon Benedictus 68) "to the (thy) word" 
(anon M e  Dimittis 42);
Lbl. Add. MS 34191: "thy holy name (thy name)" (anon Te Deum 62);
Day: "show yourselves (ourselves)", "their (the) imaginations" (Caustun For Men [Venite, Magnificat]);
Lbl. Add. MSS 30480-30484: "from all (on) high", "that doth (do) err" (Caustun For Children (Benedictus, Venite]),
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[12] Variants associated with individual sources and scribes
Other variants limited to a particular source of scribe may be dismissed as personal 
idiosyncrasy. For example, the Cambridge Peterhouse part-books are unique among 
those consulted in giving the plural forms "God of gods, light of lights" in settings of 
the Credo.x Similarly, others are associated with the work of Thomas Tudway.2 His 
set of scores (Lbl. Harl. MSS 7337-7342) was drawn up c. 1715-1720 largely out of 
antiquarian interest and to "(rescue) from ye dust, & Oblivion, our Ancient composi­
tions of Church Musick".3 They cannot be relied upon for accuracy as primary sour­
ces, but the variants noted do provide an insight into the ways in which texts could be 
modernised by later generations. This is particularly so in the case of Tudway variants
. . .C o n t in u e d . . .
"bless thine own (thine) inheritage" (Parsley Te Dera), "hath helped (holpen)" (Whitbroke Magnificat I);
Ojc. Hus. MSS 180-181: "sin (sins) of the world” (Tallis For Five Voices [Gloria]); 
ton. MSS 1045-1051: "judge (both oaitted) the quick" (Batten Long [Credo]);
Cp. Forier and Latter sets: "to perfora ye his (perfora the) aercy” (Gibbons Short [Benedictus], confusion here between 
"perfora the aercy/the oath"), "spring (dayspring)" (Aaner Short [Benedictus]);
Drc MSS C, E: "thine (the) apostles" W. Mundy First [Te Deua]), "angels doth cry (cry) aloud" (Coste Te Deum);
Y. MS H. 1/6: "perfora the aercies (aercy)" (Strogers Short [Benedictus]);
Y. MS M. 13/1: "crucified for us also (also for us)" (R. Parsons First [Credo]);
Obi. Hus. c-e: "didst (hadst) overcome" (Rogers Whole [Te Deum]).
Two examples, collated by variant:
"the godly (goodly) fellowship" (Wanley: anon Te Deum 63, 64);
"thanks unto (to) thee (Wanley: anon Gloria 26, Taverner Comnion II);
'receive our prayers (prayer)" (Lea. MSS 1045-1051: Batten Short in D, Day: Caustun For Men [Gloria]);
"worship thy name (ever omitted)" (Drc. MSS C, E: Parsons Te Deum, Barnard First Book: Gibbons Second);
"pray thee to help (pray thee help)" (Drc MSS C, E: Parsons Te Deum, Barnard First Book: Gibbons Second).
Three examples, collated by variant:
"now let (lettest) thou" (Wanley, anon Hunc Dimittis 45, Day, Caustun Magnificat and Munc Dimittis, For Children).
1. The incidences of this variant are not consistent and are shared equally between the "former" and the "latter" sets. 
Nor are they confined to works in any one period, being found in Tallis Short, Byrd Short, Gibbons Short, Palmer Kyrie 
and Credo, Ramsey Whole. It should be noted that "God of gods" was found in some Grafton and Whitchurche issues of the 
second Prayer Book.
2. By reason of their contents, only MSS 7337 and 7338 have been consulted; of these, 7337 provides the greater part of 
the variants noted.
Benedictus: "swear (swore)* (Aaner Short);
Credo: "sittest at (sitteth at, possibly by confusion with Te Deum)" (Portman Short), "scripture (scriptures)" (Farrant 
Sigh);
Magnificat: "heart (hearts)" (Bryne Short, Byrd Short, Child Verse Service in A, Whole in D, Evening in d, Sharp In e, 
R. Farrant Sigh, Loosemore First, Molle Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, Morley Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, Pattrick 
Short, Portman Short, Stonard Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, Tallis Short, Tye Evening.
"Heart" is also found in both the Venite and Magnificat of Gibbons Short.
Two Tudway variants are shared with other sources:
Benedictus "to prepare his way (ways)". Unique to Harl. 7337 in Barcroft Te Deum and Benedictus, Byrd Short, Gibbons 
Short, Tallis Short; shared with Day in Caustun For Children; shared with Ob. Mus. e.24 in Pattrick Short.
Te Deum: "help thy servant (servants)". Unique to Harl. 7337 in R. Farrant Sigh; shared with Bevin First in Barnard 
First Book ICt. Dec.
3. Harl. 7337 fo. 3r.
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shared with other sources: since idiosyncratic variants are unlikely to occur spontan­
eously and independently to several scribes, where they are shared they may represent a 
lengthier process of modernisation.
[1-3] Variants associated with specific words or phrases
A further class of variants not found in the Prayer Books concerns those associated with 
specific words and phrases. Some, related to other variants which are in the Books, will 
be considered below; those which exist independently will here be identified so that 
once more they may be dismissed from further consideration.
In the Credo the phrase "at the right hand of the father" might be rendered "at the right 
hand of God the father" and sometimes with "almighty" appended.1 These variants 
probably arose by confusion with the phrase "on the right hand of God" {Te Deum) and 
with the opening of the Credo. Conversely, there is one example in Gloria in excelsis 
of "the glory of God the father" being rendered "the glory of the father".2
With two exceptions, all these occurrences are found in works by composers working 
relatively late in the period, and in later sources. They may perhaps be associated with 
the Stuart revival of the full Communion service rather than the Ante-communion and 
with the comparative novelty of Communion ordinary texts, although the Credo was 
one of the items which had continued to be sung during the intervening period albeit 
probably in very few foundations. Although the variant survives in sources for which 
inter-relationships have been established (see above), any inferences concerning a 
common provenance must be tempered by the realisation that the limited number of 
sources consulted (and indeed the small number which have survived from the period) 
will tend to exaggerate their importance and the frequency with which they are cited.
1. In this instance, sources are cited in such a way as to draw attention to their related provenances; full citations
nay be found in Vol. II Appendix 2. It should be noted that the variant is normally found in a minority of part-books in
any set.
Without "almighty": Batten Credo (Lbl. Add. MS 29289), Byrd Short (Barnard First Book, York 1/1-8, Durham, Oxford New 
College part-books), Giles Second (Durham), Morley First (Durham, Peterhouse, Barnard MSS [Lem. MSS 1045-1051], Oxford 
John's College, New College), R. Parsons First (York 13/1-5), R. Parsons 2 Cts. (Barnard MSS, Barnard First Book, Dur­
ham, York 13/1-5), T. Tomkins Second (John's College, York 1/1-8).
With added "almighty": Amner Second (Peterhouse), Giles First (Barnard First Book, Durham), Portman Short (York 1/1-8).
2. Child Sanctus and Gloria II (Peterhouse).
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Variants associated with the word "high" or "highest" appear in several settings;1 it 
will be noted that with only two exceptions (one being in Batten Short Service in D) all 
occur in Edwardine sources or in works by composers active during the reign.
Another group of variants found in works by Edwardine composers is associated with 
the words that" and "which"; it will be noted in this case, however, that the sources 
are not confined to the Edwardine period. In some cases the two words are simply con­
fused, in others one or the other is omitted or is added.2 The similarity of the resultant 
variants to phrases found in Primers or in the Communion ordinary tentatively ascribed 
to a "Whitchurche" version (see Chapter One above and Vol. II Appendix 1 below) 
indicate their possible origin.
A final group of musical variants not reflected in issues of the Prayer Books themselves 
but again associated with a specific word concerns the various forms of the word 
"sit".3
[14] Variants associated with the Sanctus
The Sanctus was a source of some considerable textual confusion, not only as regards 
the word "highest" or "high", but because of the similarity of its second clause to one 
in the Te Deum and the fact that it changed its form between the first and subsequent 
Prayer Books. A variant "O lord God (lord God)"4 seems to be simply a scribal error
1. Benedictas: "prophet of the most highest (of the highest)": Tallis Benedictus (Lusley part-books; it is spelled 
"heyst" but rendered as "high" in modern editions: Thoms Tallis: English Sacred Music II, EECM Vol. 19 ed. Ellinwood, 
L  1971 rev. Doe, P., 1974, p. Ill; The Tudor Church Music of the Lumley Books ed. Blezzard, J., Hadison(ÜSA): A-R 
Editions 1985, p. 107).
Gloria in excelsis: "art most highest (high)": Manley anon 18, 26, 29, 31 and Taverner Com mo n s  I & II; Caustun For 
Men (Bay); Tallis Sanctus and Gloria (one Peterhouse book); Batten Short in B (one Barnard MS). "Art highest" (Manley 
Communion services 1, 4, 5, 7; for possible association with "Whitchurche" version see Chapter 1 above).
Sanctus (1552 Book): "0 lord most highest (high)" pronounced high'st.
2. Te Deum: "knowledge thee which art the father (knowledge thee the father)»: Caustun for Children (Bay, Lbl. Add. MSS
30480-30482); R. Farrant Bigh (Peterhouse, Durham, New College, Lbl. Harl. 7337; in Peterhouse MS 489 the Prayer Book
phrase is given, but in a musical context which makes it clear that the variant was intended); Parsons Second (Lbl.
29289, Barnard MSS); R. Parsons First (Barnard MSS, Barnard First Book, Durham, York 13/1-5).
Gloria in excelsis: "son of the father, which (that) takest": Caustun For Men (Bay); "that (thou that) takest": Taverner
Comunion II (Manley).
Agnus Bei: "which (that) takest away": anon Communion 30 (Manley).
3. Hie examples to be given are additional to one already found in Lbl. Harl. 7337 above, and to the variant
"sitteth/sittest at/on" to be discussed below.
Durham Ella: "set (sit) in darkness" (Byrd Great and Coste [Benedictus]); "setteth (sitteth) at" (Byrd Great [Credo]); 
New College MS c.48, Te Deum: "sittith (sittest) on" (Child Whole in B); "settest on" (Child Sharp in e).
4. Manley Communion 26.
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and need only be noted. Another, "are full of the majesty of (are full of) thy gloiy", is 
derived from the Te Deum;1 a third gives "lord God almighty (of hosts)"2 whilst a 
fourth literally translates the Latin original "lord God of Sabaoth".3
Variants such as these, found in musical settings but not directly related to those of the 
Prayer Books themselves could be multiplied and extended; they are not, however, the 
proper province of this study and have been set out so that, once identified, they need 
not be further discussed. Nevertheless, they are not unimportant in the wider context. 
Whether simple copying errors, examples of scribal idiosyncrasy or a composer’s 
authentic text, their significance lies in the fact that they are not found in the Prayer 
Books and that the briefest inspection reveals this.
A conclusion must be that composers and scribes did not as a matter of course neces­
sarily consult authorised sources whilst in the process of composing, but that they 
might equally have relied on memory or on texts found in other musical settings; this 
seems even to have been the case during Edward’s reign when the Prayer Book was 
unfamiliar and might have been thought an essential tool for the composer.4 Equally, 
scribes continued to copy even the most obvious blunders or to have introduced their 
own, whilst from the physical evidence of the sources themselves it appears that singers 
made little effort to correct on paper errors and variants which they must have known 
from daily experience to be inaccurate.5 (Whether in practice they made corrections 
during performance is another matter, as is the possibility that more of this comparat­
ively small repertoire was sung from memory than we may suspect.) Once this process 
is identified, it becomes easily recognisable when other variants are discussed.
[2] Textual variants found both in Prayer Books and in musical settings
It is necessary now to turn to the main part of this enquiry, which is to identify the 
treatment by composers and copyists of the various textual variants found in the Prayer
1. Childe Short (2 Durham books); Rogers Small e la mi and Whole D sol re (New College). Two New College books also give 
"is full of”; Rogers Whole and Tallis Short.
2. Hooper Short (Peterhouse 488; the other sources give the Prayer Book text).
3. Child Whole in F: Durham C12, Lbl. Harl. 7337.
4. This has been argued to me on more than one occasion by Professor David Wulstan, in the face of my scepticism of a 
process which seems almost without reason; I have to acknowledge that I can no longer fly in the face of the evidence.
5. A rare example of such corrections is found in Lbl. Roy. Mus. Lib. MS 23 m.5 (one of the Chapel Royal part-books): a 
pencilled alteration to Child Whole in D (Te Deum] changes an original "knowledge" to "acknowledge" but without any 
amendment of the music. Even here, the alteration is not of an error per se but of a superseded text.
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Books themselves, both between the different issues of the first Prayer Book (with 
which we are chiefly concerned) and between the five editions of the Prayer Book 
which appeared from 1549 to 1662. (The reader is again directed to Vol. II Appendix 1 
for the texts and variants themselves, and to Appendix II for the incidence and sources 
of such variant settings.)
Establishing a satisfactory framework within which such variants may be examined is 
no easy matter, principally because of their sheer number, but also because variants 
which in the Prayer Book may be confined to the first edition continued to be set 
musically or copied throughout the period up to and even beyond the Commonwealth.
In Chapter One categories of Prayer Book variant were pragmatically set up. Minor 
variants were defined as those which can as easily be attributed to printer error as to 
deliberate intent. Significant variants are more distinctive; they are found in some but 
not all issues of the first Prayer Book; generally speaking, those associated with the 
"Whitchurche" version are confined to that Book whilst those associated with the 
"Grafton" were carried on from issues of the first Book to the second. Defining var­
iants are those which appear in one form in all issues of the first Book and in another 
form in all issues of the second.
It is precisely those significant and defining variants which continued to be set long 
after they had ceased to be authorised in 1552 and whose prevalence was perhaps the 
most significant (certainly the most unexpected) finding of this research. However, 
copying practices were not consistent and this creates a second difficulty: sometimes 
scribes allowed anachronisms to stand, at other times they modernised and therefore 
disguised them. Thirdly, some variants did not reflect earlier versions, but anticipated 
those to come; they provide evidence that successive editions of the Prayer Book codi­
fied linguistic changes already in place in musical settings, a process particularly noti­
ceable in the frequency with which Jacobean and Caroline musical sources set variants 
which would subsequently appear in the Prayer Book of 1662.
Thus whatever framework for discussion is adopted will entail anomalies which break 
down the simple classifications set out above. With this in mind, variants in musical 
settings will be dealt with under the following headings:
[2.1] variants which appear in the Prayer Books but which do not appear in musical 
settings;
[2.2] variants which appear in the Prayer Books but so infrequently in musical set­
tings that they may be excluded from further consideration;
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[2.3] variants which in Prayer Books are confined only to the first edition;
[2.4] variants which distinguish between the first and subsequent Books (in practice, 
the defining variants);
[2.5] variants which anticipate linguistic changes to be codified by subsequent issues 
of the Prayer Book;
[2.6] variants in the Credo which shed light on contemporary pronunciation;
[2.7] variants which, although not sanctioned by any Prayer Book, were frequently 
set and may be said to have assumed a measure of authority.
[2.1] Variants found in no settings
Variants found in issues of the first Prayer Book but which appear not to have been set 
musically are Venite "he hath made it", "as in the day of temptation"; Magnificat "sent 
away empty"; Te Deum "overcomed". Although arguing from a negative is not an 
entirely safe procedure, it will be noted that all but the first of these variants belong to 
the "Whitchurche" version of the canticles and the fact of their not having been set 
supports the evidence that by May 1549 the "version" had largely been superseded.
This interpretation is supported by the evidence of variants found only infrequently in 
musical settings.
[2.2] Variants infrequently set
In the Te Deum are two variants which will here be considered, "the holy ghost also 
being the comforter" and "heaven and earth are replenished with the majesty of thy 
glory". Both are those of the "Whitchurche" version of the canticles.1 In the sources 
examined the first is found only four times, twice in anonymous settings and twice in 
settings by Tallis.2 For one of these (Tallis Short Service) the sources are not unani­
mous, two giving the "Grafton" (and therefore second and subsequent Prayer Book) 
version, and two giving hybrid forms.3 These are dealt with at length in Chapter Three 
below.
The second Te Deum variant is found in the same two anonymous settings and in five 
by composers who worked during the reign of Edward VI; again, there is also a hybrid
1. The "Grafton" version gives "also the holy ghost the conforter" and "heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy 
glory" respectively.
2. Anonymous services 60/68 and 62 (Manley and Luzley); Tallis Te Deum for Five Voices (Barnard MSS) and Short Service.
3. "Grafton" version: Durham 012, New College part-books; hybrid form: Durham Ella, York 1/2.
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version.1 The "Whitchurche" and "Grafton" versions of this variant are sufficiently 
dissimilar that the inclusion of one or the other must have been deliberate and where 
the "Whitchurche" version is found it is axiomatic that a first Prayer Book text was 
being followed.2 It will be noticed that the "Whitchurche" version of both Te Deum 
variants is once again confined to Edwardine composers.
When the "Whitchurche" versions of the Nunc Dimittis are considered, it will be found 
that although there are again few examples in musical settings, they are found in works 
by later as well as Edwardine composers.
"The face of all thy people" is found in all the sources for Farrant Magnificat and Nunc 
Dimittis; it is in some sources (normally a minority) for R. Parsons First Service, Byrd 
Short (where melismatic underlay would have made the provision of these words in the 
other sources an easy matter), Hooper Short Service, Blanck Evening Service and 
Strogers Short Service. A variant unique to Grafton 16269.5, "the face of thy people" 
is restricted to Anonymous Service 42.
The "Whitchurche" variant "for to lighten the gentiles" is similarly found in Knight 
Nunc Dimittis (Wanley only; Day gives the "Grafton" version), Tye Evening Service, 
Batten Long Service, Randall Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis and Weelkes First Service, 
Service fo r Trebles and Service fo r Four Voices.
The "Whitchurche" variant "thy people of Israel" is found in Adams Nunc Dimittis, and 
Knight Nunc Dimittis {Wanley only).
Anonymous Service 41 {Wanley) gives both "the face of all thy people" and "for to 
lighten the gentiles"; one part-book (e.420) originally gave "thy people of Israel" but 
this was altered to "thy people Israel" in conformity with the text found in the other
1. "Whitchurche" variant: anonymous services 60/68 (ktmley and Manley) and 62 (Lbl. Add MS 34191); Mericocke, W. Mundy 
First and Second, R. Parsons First, Tallis Te Deum for Five Voices and Service for Five Voices. The Mundy, Parsons and 
Tallis Te Deum settings are found predominantly in Peterhouse, Durham and York 13/1-5 partbooks, the Barnard MSS and 
Barnard The First Book; others represented are Lbl. Add. MSS 29289 and 30481, and part-books at St. John's College and 
Nev College. It is particularly significant that the variant should be preserved in Barnard The First Book since this 
source frequently "modernises" the text even when the result is incompatible with the music.
Hybrid form: "full with the majesty", Parsley Te Deum (Lbl. Add. MS 30481); the remaining part-books in the set give 
"full of the majesty”.
2. It does not follow, of course, that settings giving "full of" were necessarily written after 1552, since the variant 
is< significant but not defining. Nor need apparently first Prayer Book settings always be Edwardine: there is some 
evidence that a return to the first rather than the second Book was expected in the early months of Elizabeth's reign 
and that composers set it accordingly (see Chapter 3 below).
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part-books. Thus it will be seen that no setting appears consistently to give the "Whit­
churche" version of the canticle, but rather that isolated clauses were generally trans­
mitted by some but not all sources.
Conversely, the variant "he arose again" was adopted in the Credo by the third Prayer 
Book of 1559; although previously "he rose again" had been the usual form, the later 
version had been anticipated in Oswen 16271 and 16276, The Clerk's Book and one 
Whitchurche issue of the second Book. Nevertheless, the authorised form was comple­
tely ignored after 1559 and indeed "he arose" is found only in settings by a handful of 
Edwardine composers.1
With the exception therefore of "heaven and earth are replenished with", the great 
majority of forms discussed in this category of infrequently set variants are preserved in 
only some (often a minority of) sources for each occurrence. Nor can it be assumed 
that variants from one or another "version" will be found consistently throughout a 
Service or even within one item, as has been shown of the Nunc Dimittis; rather, indi­
vidual variants seem to have been incorporated haphazardly. This is not to say, how­
ever, that such variant readings are necessarily an error or that they can be overlooked. 
On the contrary, particular note should be taken of them. The natural inclination of a 
copyist would be more to modernise an older text rather than to "antiquate" one with 
which he was more familiar. It follows that even such isolated examples of otherwise 
outdated textual variants may transmit a composer’s intention where in other sources it 
has been amended.2
[2.3] Significant variants more frequently set
Consideration will now be given to variants found between different issues of the first 
Prayer Book more frequently set by musicians, with the intention of showing which 
versions were adopted by contemporary musicians and of determining whether there is 
any further evidence that otherwise superseded versions were known to composers of 
later generations.
Two will here be examined. In the Magnificat, a "Whitchurche" significant variant 
gives "my spirit rejoiced" where the "Grafton" variant gives "my spirit hath rejoiced".
1. Anonymous 29, Taverner Conmmon I, Heath For Men, Tallis For Five Voices and Short. The sources in which these are 
found do not seen particularly related: two instances in Wanley and the St. John's College part-books, one in Day, Lbl. 
Add. MS 29289 and the New College part-books.
2. This argument has particularly important implications for editors: see Scot, S. A., "Service Music by Parsons and 
Sheppard", Early Music Vol. 24 No. 3 Aug. 1996, esp. p. 513.
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Although the "Whitchurche" version was not authorised after 1552, it continued to be 
copied throughout successive generations; more strikingly, in virtually every case the 
source of the variant is one or other of the Stuart part-books.1 It is not necessarily the 
case, however, that every occurrence necessarily represents the composer’s intentions 
since most are minority readings (but ones which, as has been shown above, should not 
be ignored simply on that account); furthermore, they may simply have arisen out of 
confusion with a further variant "my spirit rejoiceth" to be discussed below. Neverthe­
less, they are an indication that the "Whitchurche" version continued to have currency 
(with scribes at least) long after it had been superseded, and perhaps that such traditions 
were passed down through scribes rather than by composers themselves.
The "Grafton" version "my spirit hath rejoiced" is found in a larger number of settings, 
as would be expected of the text authorised after 1552.2 It will be noted that individual 
sources do not necessarily agree on any one variant, even within the same setting.
More significant than the survival of either variant, however, is the presence of a third. 
The works already mentioned in this context account for only a small proportion of the 
Magnificat settings examined, and are far outnumbered by those containing the variant 
"my spirit rejoiceth" which, although nowhere authorised by the Prayer Book, is found 
in sources for all but seventeen of 116 Magnificats.3
Otherwise, services whose sources have already been shown to include one or both of 
the authorised versions have other sources (normally a majority) which also give "my
1. Works by Edwardine composers including the "Whitchurche" version: Knight, Mundy In 3 Parts for Men and 1st Evening, 
W. Mundy Second, Tallis, Short. Later works: Bevin First, Gibbons Short, Hilton Whole, Hooper fourth, Loosenore First, 
Molle Second, Morley Second, Partyne, Pattrick Short, Portman Short, T. Wilson Full.
The sources nost coinonly represented (in a minority of cases except for Partyne, Portman, Wilson): Barnard 
The first Book, Peterhouse and Durham part-books. For Mundy: Lbl. Add. MS 29289; for Patrick: lbl. Harl 7337 (unreli­
able).
2. Possibly Edwardine works including the "Grafton" version: Caustun Magnificat and Mum Dimittis, Tye Evening, Whit- 
broke Magnificats I i II. Later works: Batten Short in D, Boyce Short, Byrd Short and Great, Child Verse in A, Short, 
Whole in D, Evening in d, Sharp in e and Whole gamut, J. Farrant Short, Gibbons Short and Second, J. Heath Evening, 
Loosemore First, Lugg, Molle Second, Morley Second, Read To Mundy, Rogers Evening, Strogers Short, Weelkes First, For 
Trebles and For Four Voices. The recurrence of services in which the "Whitchurche" version has already been noted re­
sults from inconsistency within the sources.
The sources most commonly represented are again those already noted as containing the "Whitchurche" version, 
with the addition of New College and York 1/1-8 part-books. The source for Molle is Lbl. Harl. 7337.
3. The exceptions are Caustun Magnificat and Munc Dimittis, Child Verse in A, Short, Evening in d and Short in e, Lugg, 
Mundy 3 Parts for Men, Partyne, Read To Mundy, Rogers Evening, Tucker Short, Tye Evening, Weelkes For Trebles and for 4 
Voices, Whitbroke Magnificats I and II, Wilson.
It should be noted that the variant was found in Hortulus Animae, a Primer of 1530, and was incorporated into 
other Primers until 1542: Cuming, G. J., The Godly Order, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 65 1983, pp. 27, 46.
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spirit rejoiceth". The only exceptions to this rule seem to be that a majority of sources 
for J. Farrant Short Service, J. Heath Evening Service and Loosemore First Service 
give the "Grafton" version and a majority for Portman Short Service the 
"Whitchurche". For Gibbons Short Service a majority of sources1 give the unauthorised 
"my spirit rejoiceth" although there is a hint in one late source that a syllable ("perhaps 
"hath" of an original "hath rejoiced") has been omitted. (See Ex. 2.1)
Ex. 2.1 Gibbons Short Service (Magnificat)2
Thus the variant "and my spirit rejoiceth", although unauthorised, was nevertheless 
one which both composers and scribes felt justified in adopting without restraint from 
Edward’s reign onwards. Not only is this an example of an unauthorised textual variant 
which assumed some authority in its own right, but is telling in support of the argument 
that texts might be set from memory or by reference to musical exemplars rather than 
the Prayer Books themselves.
In the Benedictus, a majority of issues of the first Prayer Book give the otherwise 
minor variant "prophets which hath been"; Whitchurche 16272 and Oswen 16276 give 
"prophets which have been", the version adopted by the second and subsequent 
Books.3 Thus one version was the most authorised in the first Book, but the second, 
having been an earlier minority reading, was authorised after 1552. Works whose 
sources consistently or predominantly set "which hath been" include perhaps a greater 
number by composers associated with Edward’s reign than do those setting "which 
have been", whilst those setting "which have been" tend to be by later composers, but
1. But excluding Barnard The Fkst Book since it not infrequently "modernises" text and is therefore not reliable in the 
present instance.
2. York MS H.1/8:21 (c. 1675); it may simply be, however, that the slur has been misplaced by one note.
3. It is unusual for a variant associated with Whitchurche rather than Grafton to have been carried into the second 
Prayer Book; it may simply be because it was a more "modern" form of the word.
ZZ
my Sp'rit rejoyceth in God
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the balance between them is fairly even;1 in other cases, the sources are equivocal.2
Possibly associated with this process are three examples of "mine eyes hath seen" in­
stead of "mine eyes have seen". This variant to the Nunc Dimittis is otherwise unknown 
from any liturgical source, and may indeed simply demonstrate a lack of grammatical 
understanding. Two of the composers concerned were active during Edward’s reign.3
Thus evidence is again found that composers continued to set and scribes to copy text­
ual variants originally found in issues of the first Prayer Book, regardless of whether 
they were authorised after 1552,
[2.4] Settings of defining variants
When musical settings are examined for defining variants (that is, textual variants 
which in one form are found in all issues of the first Prayer Book and in another in all 
issues of the subsequent Books) it will be found that they are textually much more 
orthodox than they are with respect to the retention of other variants.
Musical settings of the Communion ordinary are the most easily dealt with in this 
context since from relatively early in Elizabeth’s reign the full Communion service 
gave way to the Ante-communion; consequently later composers did not generally set, 
nor scribes copy, items other than the Responses to the Commandments and the Credo 
even where they may once have existed. Full Communion services only began to 
appear once more (and then only in small numbers) with the Stuart liturgical revival. 
Nevertheless, the Communion service seems to have retained something of its impor­
tance as the central act of worship in symbolic if not in practical terms. Textual anoma­
lies of the kind already noted are relatively rare in musical settings, and are generally 
confined to insignificant words or phrases which reflect the modernisation of the lan­
guage.
1. "Prophets which hath been" consistently found: Anonymous 3 (fialejr), 63, 64, 68 (tfonley), Batten, Caustun, Heath For 
Men, Mundy For 4 sen and For 3 Men, W. Mundy Second, J. Smth., Tallis Benedictus-,
"Prophets which hath been" predominantly found: Amner Short, Gibbons Short, Parsley First, Parsons Benedictus, R. Par­
sons For 2 Cts, Sheppard First;
"Prophets which have been" consistently found: Barcroft, R. Farrant High, W. Mundy Short, Tallis Service For Five 
Voices, Wilkinson Te Deus and Benedictus;
"Prophets which have been" predominantly found: Bevin First, Byrd Short, Parsons Te Deus Service, Pattrick Short, Port­
man Short, Strogers Short, Tallis Short, T. Tomkins First.
2. Boyce Short, Byrd Great, Coste, Foster In C, Morley First, W. Mundy First, Parsons Second, Parsons of Wells, R. 
Parsons First, Sheppard Second, Stevenson Whole.
3. Adams, Knight and Partyne. The sources are equivocal for Knight, since Day gives "hath seen" but Wanley "have seen".
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A defining variant between the first and subsequent Prayer Books was the replacement 
of the three fold Kyrie by the Responses to the Commandments. No surviving examples 
of the Kyries have been found other than those in Wanley \ where Edwardine services 
(or those with a significant element of text from the first Book) continued in use, the 
Kyrie seems to have been discarded and a new set of Responses supplied sometimes 
perhaps by the composer himself1 and sometimes at a later date by another man.2
None of the examples cited can convincingly be shown to be an adaptation of an origi­
nal Kyrie to new words rather than an entirely a new work: in a homophonie setting 
such as that of Tallis there are insufficient syllables even in the lengthier final Response 
to allow reconstruction of a three fold petition without damaging the metre, whilst the 
anacrusis of "and write" normally prevents any satisfactory adaptation to the Kyrie 
even where the Responses are given melismatic or textually repetitive settings.3
However, such an adaptation is not always impossible, if the anacrusis is avoided by a 
lengthened note or a triple rhythm. Thus in Ex. 2.2, if the rhythm of bar 4 is applied to 
bar 11 and minor adjustments made in bars 13-14, it is possible to adapt the words of a 
Kyrie triple petition to bars 8-15, and perhaps to argue (not necessarily convincingly) 
that this might have been the original version. However, this is given simply as an 
example of a possible procedure: it takes no account of the remainder of the service and 
the very rarity with which such an adaptation can be made does not contradict the asser­
tion that Responses to the Commandments were normally written afresh.
It follows that where within a service (or by comparison with a composer’s other 
works) there is reason to believe that a superficially "second Prayer Book" setting may 
have been adapted from one originally intended for the first Book, the inclusion of the 
Responses to the Commandments cannot be taken as prima facie evidence to the con-
1. Tallis Short; Heath For Hen in Wanley (Kyries) and Day (Responses). The possible Edwardine provenance of Tallis Short 
will be discussed at length in Chapter 3 below. Heath's two versions are musically quite different, even though in other 
items the version in Bay is derived from that in Wanley (see Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Manuscripts, Hadison(USA): 
A-R Editions 1995, I p. 5ff., Ill p. 227ff.; Holman, C. *., John Day's "Certaine Motes", Ph.D. Kansas (USA) 1992, II p. 
156ff.
2. Hr. Brimley his kerie to Mr Shepherds Creede.
3. Of all settings, Brimley's lengthy and melismatic Responses might be thought the most easily adapted to a nine-fold 
Kyrie, yet even so this cannot be achieved unless considerable liberties are taken with the original (see the edition in 
Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, H.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. II pp. 668-671). Drc. MS Ella gives W. 
Smith Kyrie Ten Several Ways as an alternative to Brimley's setting? it seems that ten short Responses were thought 
preferable to Brinley's extended four.
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trary and even when they are set with textual repetition or in a melismatic style which 
might lend itself to adaptation.1
$
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1. See, for exaaple, all Batten's settings or W. Mundy first. Sheppard Short has a uelismatic setting of the Responses, 
but the other itens of the Service show clearly that it was written for the second Book: Scot, S. A., The Vernacular 
Husic of John Sheppard, M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. II p. 759.
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w  be - seech thee.
Ex. 2.2 R. Parsons Service for Tvo Countertenors [Responses to the ComndienLq]1
In both the Gloria in excelsis and the Credo a defining extra clause was added to the 
text in 1552 by which the two versions may be identified {Gloria: "thou that takest 
away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us"; Credo: "whose kingdom shall have 
none end"). No anomalies have been noted of post-Edwardine composers failing to set 
the extra clauses;2 however, it will be argued in Chapter Three below that the inclusion 
of the extra clause in Tallis Short Service [Credo] does not of itself prove a post-1552 
provenance, since there is evidence that the music was revised and opportunity taken at 
that later stage to incorporate the clause.
In the canticles, a defining variant is found in the Benedictus. Where all issues of the 
first Prayer Book have "lifted up an horn of salvation to us" all the second and subse­
quent Books give "raised up a mighty salvation for us". Again, no examples have been 
found of the earlier version having been set by composers other than those active in 
Edward’s reign;3 indeed, the ubiquity of the later version even in otherwise "Edwar­
dine" works requires some explanation. This may lie in the fact that if "raised" is 
pronounced bi-syllabically ("raisèd"), the two clauses are identical in the number of 
their syllables and their accentuation. It was therefore an easy matter for scribes to 
substitute the later for the earlier clause whatever else may have been left to stand and 
this seems to have been done with some consistency.
1. York MSS M. 13/1:13, 13/2:14, 13/3:11, 13/4:14.
2. The only settings noted without the clauses are Anonymous services 17, 18, 26, 29, 31, Caustun For Hen (Gloria), 
Heath For Hen, Sheppard Second (Credo) and 3rd Creed, Tallis Short and For Five Voices (Gloria), Taverner C o m m o ns  I &
3. Anonymous settings 9, 63, 64, 68, Heath For Hen, W, Mundy Second, Sheppard First and Second (which gives "unto us"), 
Tallis Benedictus.
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However, where this substitution was made carelessly a trace of the original might 
remain, usually only in a minority of sources. Sometimes the first part of the clause 
might be altered but not the second, resulting in "raised up an horn of salvation 
to/unto/for us"; sometimes the whole clause except the last two words were changed, 
resulting in "raised up a mighty salvation to/unto us". Since with only one exception all 
such occurrences are found in the works of "Edwardine" composers, they must be 
taken seriously as evidence of a first Prayer Book provenance.1
[2.5] Textual variants in musical settings which anticipate those of subsequent Prayer 
Books
It has been shown above that early and unauthorised versions of Prayer Book texts 
continued to be found in musical settings throughout the period. A particularly interest­
ing group of variants serves to show the procedure in reverse; that is, textual variants 
can be found which reflected a modernisation of the language and which would only 
later be incorporated into editions of the Prayer Book itself. Thus there is evidence that 
to this extent the different editions of the Book codified existing practice rather than set 
out new standards to be followed subsequently.
The degree to which such changes might be anticipated could vary considerably. At one 
extreme is the case of the clause added to the Credo by the second and subsequent 
Books. From 1552 it ended "shall have none end"; in 1662 "none" became "no". Thus 
from 1552 to the Commonwealth the only authorised form was "none", yet where the 
distinction can be verified only three examples of clauses ending "none end" can be 
found, and then only in a minority of sources.2 Thus all but a handful of settings with 
the additional clause give "no end", and it is clear that the alteration made in 1662 
merely codified a practice which had been normal for over a century.
At the other extreme is the Te Deum variant whereby "knowledge" ("we knowledge 
thee to be the lord" and "the holy church throughout all the world doth knowledge 
thee") became "acknowledge" in 1662. Although the alteration was anticipated by the 
Scottish Prayer Book (1637) there is virtually no evidence that it was set by composers
1. 'Raised up an horn": W. Mundy "Second" (1 Durban part-book), parsley First (2 Peterhouse), Parsons Benedictus (all 
Lbl. Add. MSS 30480-30483). An anachronistic occurrence is in Coste, but is probably lore significant for its source 
(Durban Ella) than for the conposer.
"To/unto us": Mundy For 4 Hen (1 Peterhouse book), Parsons Second (Lbl. Add. MS 29289).
Note, however, that the Scottish Prayer Book (1637) gave "And hath raised up an horn of salvation for us": 
Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 78 fn. x.
2. Anonynous service 12 (Lbl. Add. MS 34191), Caustun Tor Children (Day, Medius only), T. Tonkins First (Peterhouse MS 
481).
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before the Restoration. Although it is found in a minority of sources for six services it 
seems to be a scribal adaptation; all but two of the sources are post-Restoration.1 In 
some cases the scribal "modernisation" can be obvious (Ex. 2.3)
Ex. 2.3 Bvrd Short Service (Te itemI2
Whilst the treatment in musical settings of the variants "none/no" and 
"knowledge/acknowledge" outlined above represent extremes (in that one later version 
is found in a majority of earlier settings and sources whilst another later version is 
found in virtually none), four other variants show that linguistic changes to be incor­
porated into the Prayer Book of 1662 were anticipated in pre-Commonwealth settings, 
but less consistently.
In the Credo, "Jesu Christ" of the earlier Books became "Jesus Christ" in 1662, and 
"sitteth at" became "sitteth on"; conversely, in the Te Deum "sittest on" became "sittest 
at", whilst "thy honourable" became "thine honourable". Each of these changes was 
anticipated in the Scottish Prayer Book of 1637 and the last also in a 1596 issue of the 
Elizabethan Book.
Rather than weaiy the reader at this stage of the argument with detailed evidence for 
every occurrence (since what is more significant is the general pattern; the details 
themselves may be found in Vol. II Appendix 2), it will be set out in Table 2.1.
With few exceptions, such textual anticipation of changes made in the Prayer Book of 
1662 are repeatedly found in the work of composers active in the later part of the
1. Bryne Short, Byrd Short, Child Short (in two Durban part-books, the only pre-Restoration sources to have the 
variant), Gibbons Short, Pattrick Short, Tucker Short, The common title of these works is probably fortuitous.
2. York MS. 12/2:10. The slur in the source and the corrections show the underlay of the original "knowledge"; for the 
correct version in context, see Byrd The Short Service ed. Fellowes, Oxford University Press TCH 23 1923, p. 3 (alto).
/  /  / ---------
wee acknowledge yee to be ye Lordi
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period up to the Commonwealth, and in early Stuart sources.1 However, the evidence 
will inevitably suffer from some distortion, not only because it cannot be weighed 
against Elizabethan liturgical sources of which precious few have survived, but also 
because the sources have been selectively consulted.
Table 2.1 Occurrences of "Jesus", "sitteth on" rCredo1. "sittest at", "thine
honourable" fTe Deuir
Cr:Js Cr:So TD:Sa TD:Tn
Amner "Short" Js Sa
Barcroft "Td & B" Sa
Batten "Long" Tn
Batten "Short Hen" Js
Bevin "First" Js So
Bryne "Short" Tn
Byrd "Short" Js Sa Tn [B]
Caustun "For Children" Sa
Child "Short" Js So Tn
Child "Whole in C" Js So Sa
Child "Whole in D" Js So Sa Tn
Child "Whole in F" So Tn
Child "Whole in Gamut" So Sa Tn
Child "Sharp" Js So Tn
Derrick "Short" Sa
J. Farrant "Short" Js
Foster "Second" Js Sa Tn
Gibbons "Short" Js So Sa Tn
Giles "First" Js Sa
Loosemore "Short" Js So
R. Lugg "Service" Js
Harson "Creed" So
Harson "Second" Js So
Morley "First" So
W. Mundy "First" Js [B] So [B] Tn [B]
Parsons "TD" Js Sa Tn
Parsons "Second" Tn
R. Parsons "First" Js [B]
R. Parsons "Second" Tn
Pattrick "Short" Js So
Portman "Short" Js So (sittest)
Ramsey "Whole" Tn
1. Sources most widely represented in Table 2.1: Cambridge Peterhouse, Durham, Oxford St. John's College part-books, 
Barnard First Book, Barnard MSS (Lei), Lbl. Add. MS 29289. Less frequently represented: Lbl. Add. MSS 30480-30483. Con­
spicuous by its absence, despite a known relationship of provenance with Durham part-books: York 13/1-5.
2. Column headings: Cr:Js Credo "Jesus", Cr:So Credo "sitteth on”, TD:Sa Te Deus "sittest at", TD:Tn Te Deus "thine".
Occurrences excluded: those only or predominantly in post-Restoration sources, those in a small minority or in single
sources from whatever period. [B] indicates evidence from Barnard which should be treated circumspectly.
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Rogers "Whole D" Js So Sa Tn
Rogers "Whole Gamut" Sa Tn
Rogers "Small" Js Sa Tn
Smith "J TD B" Tn
Stevenson "Whole" Js
Tallis "Short" Js [B] So
T. Tomkins "First" Js So Tn
T. Tomkins "Second" Js Tn
Tucker "Short"
Wilkinson "TD, B" Tn
Woodson "TD To 4" Sa Tn
To continue the discussion further would be to stray into the province of the philologist 
rather even than that of the liturgiologist. Nevertheless, it seems clear that changes 
reflecting linguistic development were being incorporated into musical settings by 
composers and scribes from at least the start of the seventeenth century, and that they 
were recognised and assimilated when the Prayer Book of 1662 was being compiled. 
The correlation shows clearly the inter-relationship of musicology and liturgiology in 
this context, a relationship which has too frequently been ignored.
[2.6] Textual variants in the Credo and contemporary pronunciation 
Where some textual variants in musical settings are associated with development of the 
language, others can be usefully examined for evidence of contemporary 
pronunciation.1 Again, conclusions will perhaps be more of interest to the philologist, 
but they may be of assistance when editorial decisions are made.
A first example concerns the pronunciation of "c" and "t" when followed by the vowels 
"e" or "i". The question is already familiar from its application to Latin music: should 
"pace'' be pronounced "pa-se" or "pa-che" or even "par-ke"? Should "Pontio" be 
pronounced "Pon-si-o", "Pon-tsi-o", "Pon-ti-o" or even "Pon-sho"?
Less attention has been given to the pronunciation of Tudor English, however, although 
musical settings can give a guide. For example, should "Pontius"2 be pronounced as a 
tri syllabic "Pon-si-us" or "Pon-ti-us", as a bi-syllabic "Pon-shus" or even a mono­
syllabic "Ponse"? Although musical sources give little help regarding the sounding of 
"ti", they show that as regards accentuation all three possibilities were found.
1. file topic is aore widely discussed in Copeaan, H., Singing in Latin, Oxford: Copeaan 1990, esp. Part III pp. 109-230; 
Kray, A., "The Sound of Latin Before and After the Reformation" and "English Pronunciation C.1500-C.1625" in ed. Hore- 
hen, J., English Choral Practice, 1400-1650, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1995, pp. 74-89, 90-108.
2. The spelling became "Poncius" in 1559? however, as musical settings continued to use both forms equally, the distinc­
tion will here be ignored.
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The Prayer Book gives "Pontius" as the vernacular form in the Nicene Creed (as it had 
been in the Apostles’ Creed of the King's Primer),x in the Apostles’ Creed it was given 
as "Ponce" until 1662 when it became "Poncius".2
Where "Pontius" is found, sources can be divided in their evidence as to whether a tri­
syllabic or a bi-syllabic pronunciation is intended; however, works whose sources 
significantly set "Pontius" tri-syllabically tend to be by composers working earlier in 
the period whilst among later composers the word tends to be bi-syllabic.3
In some cases where "Pontius" is given, ambiguity of underlay can make it difficult to 
determine whether two or three syllables are intended. In general, the word in Mundy 
Service o f Four Parts fo r  Men is trisyllabic ; however, one source casts doubt on this, 
as is shown by Ex. 2.4 where a bi-syllabic pronunciation could be intended although, 
despite the text, a mono syllabic pronunciation would perhaps be even better (this 
example can also be seen as an exemplar of similar difficulties concerning "suffered" 
and "buried", words to be discussed below). In Ex. 2.5, a "modernisation" from tri­
syllabic to bi-syllabic pronunciation of both "Pontius" and "suffered" is seen.
& vas crucified also for vs vnder Pontius Pilate he Suffered & vas buryed 
Ex. 2.4 Mundy Service of Four Parts for Men fCredoI4
1. Burton, E., Three Primers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1834, p. 459; see also The Myroure of oure Ladye ed. 
Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. 19 1873, p. 358.
2. The First and Second Prayer Books ed. Ratcliffe, E. C., London: Dent 1910, p. 448; Brighban, F. E., The English 
Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 145.
3. Kith tri-syllabic pronunciation: Anonymous service 26, Batten Short for Men and Short in J), Byrd Short and Great, 
Caustun For Men and For Children, R. Farrant Bigh, Heath For Men (in Day), Hooper Short, Lugg, Mundy Four Parts for Men, 
K. Mundy Short, Sheppard Short, Strogers Short, Tallis For Five Voices and Short, Taverner Com mo n s  J i II. The pre­
sence of Batten vill again be noted.
Kith bi-syllabic pronunciation: Amner Short, Batten First, Child Bole in C, Bole In D, Sharp, Bole in F and 
B o l e g m t ,  Derrick Short, Foster Second, Gibbons Short, Pattrick Short, Portman Short, T. Tomkins Second, Tucker 
Benedictus Service, Kard Te Deus & Eyrie. This accords with Copeman's finding that in Latin the pronunciation of "ti + 
vowel" shifted from "s" to "sh" around 1600: Copeman, H., Singing in Latin, Oxford: Copeman 1990, p. 132.
4. Peterhouse MS 488:C3(3)r. The source underlay is reproduced.
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under Ponti' us Pilate. Hee suffred and was buried
Ex. 2.5 Brvne Short Service fCredoI1
Although, as has been shown, the mono syllabic form "Ponce" was in the Prayer Books 
given only in the Apostles’ Creed until 1662, it is found throughout the period in 
musical settings of the Nicene Creed.2
Simmons when discussing the word notes that
Ponce, which still lingers in our cottages, stood its ground in the Apos­
tle’s Creed in the daily service of the Prayer Books of Edward VI, 
Elizabeth, and until the last review in 1661, when it was changed to 
Pontius; and this is the more to be remarked as Pontius had been the 
rendering of the Nicene Creed from 1549. Perhaps some new-fangled 
classicist will protest against Pilate, and propose a further change to the 
Latin Pontius Pilatus in full.3
We cannot say what he would have thought of Byrd’s Great Service, which uniquely of 
those services examined had set the "new-fangled" version some three centuries earlier.
A final and brief investigation of musical evidence for linguistic change concerns the 
pronunciation of words with a final " ed", for which it would here be inappropriate to 
give more than a summary of the findings. Again in the Credo there are several exam­
ples: "buried", "crucified", "glorified", "suffered" and "worshipped".
With virtually no exceptions other than a small number of minority source readings, the
1. New College part-book Hus. c.48:91r.
2. "Ponce" is found in all or a majority of sources for Anonymous Services 12, 18, 29, 31, Amner Second, Batten Creed 
and Long, Bevin First, Boyce Short, Child Short, Foster In C, Giles Short, First and Second, Morley First, Palmer Kyrie 
and Creed, R. Parsons First and For 2 Cts, Rogers Small e la si and Bole gamut, Sheppard Second, W. Smith 1st Creed, 
Stevenson Bole.
3. Simmons, T. F. (ed.), The Lay Folks Mass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 223 fn. B217.
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final "ed" was sounded in "buried" and "worshippèd".1 Conversely, the final "ed" was 
not normally sounded in "crucified" or "glorified".2
Sixteen settings of "suffered" are predominantly tri syllabic and thirty-seven predomi­
nantly bi-syllabic. Ex. 2.5 above might suggest that the later preference was for a bi- 
syllabic pronunciation, but earlier sources also give the same reading.3 Although when 
taken overall the bi-syllabic form was the more common, the sources show no discern­
ible preference for one or the other earlier or later in the period, and it may well be 
that the choice depended entirely on the musical context.
[2.7] Variants frequently set although without authority
It is necessary finally to turn to a particularly striking group of variants. It may come as 
something of a surprise to lay-clerks and choral scholars to discover that words and 
phrases which they sing on a daily basis are not only unauthorised but, arguably, are 
even illegal; yet such is the case.
In the canticles of the first Prayer the word "father/s" appears four times. In the second 
Book it was unchanged in the Venite and therefore need not be considered here; how­
ever, at both appearances in the Benedictus and at the one in the Magnificat it became 
"forefather/s".4
Thus after 1552 the only authorised form of the word in either the Benedictus or the 
Magnificat was "forefather/s", yet the apparently unsanctioned "father/s" is found so 
frequently in musical settings throughout the period that it may be seen as having 
assumed a mantle of authority.
In the Benedictus, the sources for a clear majority of settings give "father/s" at both its
1. Works giving a bi-syllabic "buried" are confined to the earlier part of the period: Anonymous services 18, 26 and 29, 
Heath for Men, W. Mundy First; a bi-syllabic "worshipped" is found in only one source: Peterhouse part-book 486:L6v 
(Gibbons Short).
2. Only two examples of a quadri-syllabic "crucified" have been noted: Marson Second (for which the Barnard sources are 
divided in their evidence) and Portman Short (only in York MS 1/2:49, evidently an error since it is corrected on the 
copy). A quadri-syllabic "glorified" has been noted only in Anonymous Service 12 (Lbl. Add. MS 34191).
3. Settings giving bi-syllabic "suffer'd": Anonymous services 12 (Lbl. Add. MS 34191), 26 and 31 (Wanley; but services 
18 and 29 give tri-syllabic form), Caustun For Men and For Children (Day, but Heath For Men is tri-syllabic).
4. A further variant (confined to musical settings) whereby the singular forms "father" and "forefather" of the Benedic­
tus became plural by confusion with the Magnificat is too frequently and apparently too randomly found to justify colla­
tion here.
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occurrences.1 In the Magnificat, as might be expected since far more settings of this 
canticle survive, the occurrences are less uniform; the unauthorised "fathers" tends to 
be more frequently found in settings dating from the earlier part of the period, as is 
shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Occurrences of "fathers" and "forefathers" in Magnificat settings2
Fathers Forefathers
Anon 42 F
Amner "Second" FF
Amner "Short" FF
Batten "Short Men" F
Batten "Short in D" F
Batten "First" F
Batten "Long" FF
Batten "First Verse" FF
Batten "Second Verse" FF
Batten "Third Verse" FF
Batten "Fourth Verse" FF
Bevin "First" F
Blancks "Evening" FF
Bryne "Short" FF
Byrd "Short" F
Byrd "Second" FF
Byrd "Great" FF
Caustun "For Men" FF
Caustun "M & N" F
Caustun "For Children" F
Child "Verse in A" FF
Child "Whole in C" FF
Child "Whole in D" FF
Child "Whole Gamut" FF
Child "Evening in d" FF
Child "Sharp" FF
Coste "Service" F
East "Evening" FF
J. Farrant "Short" F
R. Farrant "High" F
Foster "Second" FF
Gibbons "Short" FF
Gibbons"Second" FF
Giles "First" FF
Giles "Second" FF
J. Heath "Evening" FF
Hilton "Whole" F
1. The only exceptions noted are Amer Short (second occurrence only), Byrd Great (both), Gibbons Short (second only), 
Parsons Te M e Service (second only), Fortran Short (second only), J. Smith Te M e and Benedictus (both), Stevenson 
Whole (both).
2. Occurrences have been noted only when they are found in all or a majority of sources for each instance.
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Hughes "H & N" F
Hooper "Great" F
Hooper "Short" F
Hooper "Third" F
Knight "For Hen" F
Loosemore "First" FF
R. Lugg "Service" FF
Harson "Service" F
Herricocke "TD H N" F
Holle "First" FF
Holle "Second" FF
Holle "H N" FF
Horley "First" F
Horley "H N" F
Horley "Second" F
Hundy "Short" F
Hundy "3 Part Hen" F
Hundy "4 Part Hen" F
Hundy "Evening in C" F
Hundy "In Hedio Chori" F
Hundy "Fourth Evening" F
W. Hundy "First" F
W. Hundy "Short" F
8. Hundy "To Parsons" F
Parsons "TD etc." FF
Parsons "Second" F
R. Parsons "First" F
R. Parsons "Two CTs" F
Partyne "H N" FF
Pattrick "Short" F
Ramsey "Whole" FF
Read "To Hundy" FF
Rogers "Whole in D" , FF
Rogers "Small in e" FF
Sheppard "First" F
Sheppard "Second" F
Sheppard "In e la mi" F
Silver "H N" F
Stevenson "Whole" FF
Stonard "H N" FF
Strogers "Short" F
Tallis "To Five" F
Tallis "Short" FF
T. Tomkins "First" F
T. Tomkins "Second" FF
T. Tomkins "H N Verse" F
Tucker "Benedicite Service" FF
Tye "Evening" F
Ward "First" FF
Weelkes "First" FF
Weelkes "For Trebles" FF
Weelkes "To Four" FF
Weelkes "To Seven" F
West "Sharp" F
Whitbroke "1 and 2" F
T. Wilson "Full" FF
T. Wilson "Verse" FF
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Given the frequency with which "father/s" was set, it is important that where a source 
gives " forefather/s,r it is carefully examined for signs of alteration and the form not be 
accepted simply because it may be the one authorised. A clear example is shown by the 
scribe of Cp. MS 475:51r who in Hooper Third Service wrote "forefathers”, an error 
which was then corrected on the copy. It was also an easy matter for scribes to alter 
"father/s" to "forefather/s" when the original "fa" was set to two or more notes, typic 
ally as an anacrusis crotchet followed by a minim, as a short melisma or even when a 
note could be borrowed from the preceding phrase.1
Examples of such possible amendment are discussed with reference to Tallis Short 
Service in Chapter Three below. The difficulties created by attempts to substitute 
"forefather" for "father" are clearly shown in the confusion experienced by Barnard 
(and evidently shared by Fellowes) in the preparation of Byrd Third Service. A  literal 
transcription of Barnard’s parts is shown as Ex. 2.6.
Fellowes realises this by giving "father" (sic) to the upper voices but "forefather" to the 
tenor and bass.2 If the textual variant of the bass voice as given by Barnard is assumed 
to be an error, "fathers" can be substituted for "forefathers" without undue difficulty. 
However, the tenor voice remains a problem. Fellowes’ solution creates an interesting 
triple metre (in this "three Minnoms" service) which could be retained if "fathers" were 
substituted. Nevertheless, it is much more likely that the first Cantoris tenor note was 
carried over in error from tenor Decani, particularly if Barnard were reconstructing 
antiphony from a score in which this was not clearly set out. It is significant that this is 
the only example of voice-leading in canticles whose discrete sections are invariably 
begun with homophony and frequently preceded by a minim rest. The most satisfactory 
solution therefore seems to be that set out in Ex. 2.7.
1. Such possible aaendnent, or opportunity for amendment, may usefully be studied in published editions: Elway Bevin, 
"First Service” as Evening Service in the Dorian Hode ed. Siskins, C. P., YPB M50, London: Ascherberg 1963, p. 8 and 
Horning and Evening Service in the Dorian Hode, ed. Stewart, C. Hylton, London: Bayley and Ferguson 1917 pp. 16-17, 26; 
Thosas Caustun, "Service for Children” as Horning Service ed. Shore, Royle, Cathedral Series 2, London: Novello 1933 pp. 
14-15 compared with Holman, C. W., John Day's •Certaine Notes*, Ph.D. Kansas (USA) 1991, pp. 258-259? William Mundy, 
"First Service" as Evening Service,ed. Shore, Royle, Cathedral Series 1, London: Novello 1912, p. 17; Mundy, Service in 
Three Parts for Hen, ed. Bevan, M., Chichester: Cathedral Music 1987, pp. 4-5 compared with Langford, A. Husic for the 
English Prayer Book from Tallis to Tomkins, Ph.D. Reading 1969, III p. 21-22; Robert Parsons, Hagnificat and Nunc Dimit­
ris from the First Service, ed. Dunkley, S., Chichester: Cathedral Music 1977, pp. 15-16 compared with ed. Symons, T., 
Guildford: Cantus Firmus Music 1995, p. 12. The barbarisms committed in some of these editions are precisely those 
committed also by scribes of the 16th and 17th centuries.
2. William Byrd Evening Service in Five Parts ed. Fellowes, W. H., OUP TCM 8 1923, p. 9.
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Ex 2.6 Bvrd Third Service (MagnificatI1
1. Barnard, J., First Book of Selected Church Husick (1640) facs. ed. Norehen, J., Gregg International 1972, 10 vols.
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Ex. 2.7 Bvrd Third Service IHagnificat1 (reconstruction)
Why the defining variant "father/s" should have survived so widely after 1552 is diffi­
cult to determine; perhaps it indicates no more than that composers relied as much on 
memory and on musical exemplars for texts as they did on the Prayer Books them­
selves. Despite the arguments set out in Chapter One above, to suggest that the major­
ity of composers and scribes hankered after the Old Religion when they wrote "fathers" 
is something of a red herring.
Similar examples could be multiplied of textual variants, some found in issues of the 
Prayer Book, others found in none, but all widely or even ubiquitously set. At this 
stage, a summary of the most significant will suffice.
The Venite of the first Prayer Book gives "show our self glad in him"; different issues 
of subsequent Prayer Books either retain "our self" or give "ourselves" before the latter 
was adopted in 1662. Nevertheless, every setting examined gives "ourselves" regardless 
of its provenance. Again, although all the Prayer Books give "in his hand are all the 
corners of the earth", a majority of composers throughout the period substituted the 
unauthorised "hands" for "hand; indeed, if occurrences of "hand" found in Barnard The
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First Book o f Selected Church Mustek (which generally gives an "orthodox" reading) 
are removed from consideration, only two settings accord with the Prayer Books.1
In the Te Deum, textual variants are found which, although not numerically as signi­
ficant as those mentioned from other canticles, cannot be ignored. For example, all 
Prayer Books give "with thy precious blood"; eight settings substitute "with thy most 
precious blood" but in a minority of sources in each case.2 In the case of two other 
variants, all or a majority of sources for about the same number of settings (and in a 
minority of sources for others) give "bless thine inheritage" or "bless thine inheritance" 
in place of "bless thine heritage",3 and "we worship thy name for ever" in place of "we 
worship thy name ever".4 (Again, the last form in each case is the only one 
authorised.) The variants are almost entirely confined to early Stuart or post-Restora- 
tion sources, and appear to be unknown outside the musical settings.
In some settings of the Magnificat the word "handmaid" is given in place of "handmaid­
en" (the only form authorised by the Prayer Books). Although the number of such 
settings is relatively small and generally confined to composers working later in the 
period, it is interesting that Merbecke also gives the unauthorised form in both his 
settings.5
Three textual variants to the Magnificat remain to be considered. The only authorities 
for "Abraham and to his seed" are the Henrician Bibles and the Scottish Prayer Book of 
1637; yet this variant is repeatedly found in place of the Prayer Book "Abraham and 
his seed" throughout the period, and suggests that composers may have been strongly 
influenced by the Great Bible even when they were writing for Prayer Book services.
1. Heath For Hen (Day), Hooper Short (Ojc. 181:4r).
2. Giles First, Looseaore First, Harson Second, R. Parsons First, Pattrick Short, Stevenson Short, Tallis Short, Ward Te 
M e (etc.),
3. Inheritage: Anonymous service 63, Amer Short, Derrick Short, Hilton Whole, Sheppard Second.
Inheritance: Byrd Short, Child Whole in C, Foster Second, Lugg Service, Morley Second, Rogers Whole in D, T. Tonkins
First and Second, Weelkes For Four Voices, Wilkinson Te M e and Benedictus.
4. Batten Fhst Verse, J. Farrant Short, Giles First and Second, Hilton Whole, Hericocke Te M e (etc.), Sheppard First
and Second, Woodson For Four Voices.
5. Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. 
Eii(r), Eiv(r). Other occurrences in Amer Second and Short, Frost Magnificat and Nunc Diiittis, Giles Second, Hooper 
Short and Third, Marson Service and Second, Morley Magnificat and Nunc Dimttis, Tallis For Five Voices; the sources are 
equally divided between the two forms for Child Whole in D and for Rogers Whole in D and Small in e. Other than Mer­
becke, the sources are predominantly early Stuart or post-restoration.
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In all, sources for nineteen services predominantly give the variant, and a minority do 
so for a further fourteen; that this variant was deliberately intended is shown by ten 
instances in which the Prayer Book version was originally copied by a scribe but subse­
quently amended to the unauthorised version.1
Even more striking is the variant "in the imaginations of their hearts" for the proper "in 
the imagination of their hearts". Although the authorised form seems to be given in all 
liturgical sources, whether Prayer Books, primers or Bibles, it is actually found in only 
a tiny handful of musical sources and settings, largely by men active during Edward’s 
reign.2 All others give "I/imaginations"3 in place of "imagination", a variant found in 
no other source known to me and for whose ubiquity in musical settings I am unable to 
account.
A final variant concerns the doxology. Three issues of the first Prayer Book give "in 
the beginning and is now", but for the Magnificat only;4 all other issues, and the 
second and subsequent Books, give "in the beginning, is now" either in full or in an 
abbreviated form indicating that the standard version was to be used. Nevertheless, 
throughout the period and in all sources the "Whitchurche" version continued to be set. 
Its appearance is not limited to the Magnificat as it had been in the issues of the first 
Book; it is shared between all the canticles and is found also in the settings of the 
Preces. However, its occurrence is not consistent; as is shown in Table 2.3, composers 
seem quite freely to have used either form not only between services but also between 
items of the same service.
1. Scribal emendations are indicated by a source given in brackets after the relevant entry.
Majority readings: Anonymous service 41, Byrd Short (DRc. C13, Ob. e.24, Y. M.l/6, 1/8), Caustun For Children, 
R. Farrant High, Hughes Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, Hooper Third, Nolle Magnificat and Nunc Diiittis, Morley First and 
Second, H. Mundy For 2 Cts, Parsons Te Deum etc. (DRc. Cl, C8), Portman Short (Cp. 486, Y. M16), Silver Magnificat and 
Nunc Disittis, Strogers Short (Cp. 490), T. Tomkins First and For Verses, Whitbroke Magnificats I & II, T. Wilson Even­
ing for Verses;
Minority readings: Amner Second, Batten Short for Men and Fourth Verse, Byrd Third and Great, Child Evening in 
d and Sharp e la mi, Hooper Great (DRc. C13) and Short, Molle Second, Morley Short, W. Mundy Short, Parson Second, Shep­
pard First, T. Tomkins Second.
2. Caustun Magnificat and Nunc Dimttis (Day), Knight For Men (Day), Loosemore First (lid. Harl. 7338; Peterhouse 
Former, MS 480 only), Molle First (Peterhouse Latter, MS 486 only); Sheppard In e la mi (Lbl. Add. MS 29289), Whitbroke 
Magnificat (Wanley e.420 only? Day; Lbl. 30481-3).
3. The upper and lower cases are interchangeable.
4. Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271 and 16276; although found also in the King's Primer, the variant may thus be consid­
ered part of the "Whitchurche" version of the canticles.
It should be noted that the "Whitchurche" version is a more exact translation of the Latin original.
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Table 2.3 Occurrences of "is now" or "and is not
V Bs M N
Anon 9 is
Anon 41 and and
Anon 42 is is
Anon 45 is
Anon 46 is
Anon 63 is
Anon 64 is
Anon 66 is .
Anon 67 and
Anon 68 and/is
Adams "Nunc Dimittis" and
Amner "Second" is* is and/is and/:
Amner "Short" is and is* is
Amner "1st Preces"
Amner "2nd Preces"
Barcroft "T and B" and/is
Batten "Short Men" is is
Batten "Short in D" and and and is*
Batten "First in e" and and
Batten "Long" and and
Batten "1st Verse" and and and
Batten "2nd Verse" and and and
Batten "3rd Verse" and and
Batten "4th Verse" and and
Bevin "First" is* and* and*
Blancks "Evening" and and
Boyce "Short" and/is and* is*
Browne "1st Evening" is and
Bryne "Short" is is
Byrd "Short" is and/is is and*
Byrd "Second" and and
Byrd "Third" and and
Byrd "In F" and
Byrd "Great" and and and and
Byrd "1st Preces"
Byrd "2nd Preces"
Byrd "3rd Preces"
Caustun "For Men" is is and and
Caustun "H and N" is is
Be
and
is
is
and
and
and
and*
and
and
1. Colunn headings: V Venite, Bs Benedictus, N Magnificat, N Nunc Dimittis, J Jubilate, Be Benedicite, P Preces. "is" = 
"in the beginning is now"; "and" = "in the beginning and is now". The variant shown is that predominantly given by the 
sources; where the evidence is equally divided, the variant is given as "and/is"; * indicates that there is at least one 
contrary reading.
The doxology is the only portion of the Preces, Benedicite or Jubilate to have been collated: the Benedicite 
underwent a complete textual revision between the first and subsequent Prayer Books while the Jubilate became a canticle 
only in 1552. Other alternative canticles at Evensong (Cantate Domino and Deus Misereator) are so rarely found as ser­
vice items that they have been ignored. For texts and liturgical authority see Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. xcii, clx, 138-143, 145, 
159-163.
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Caustun "For Children" and/is is is
Child "Verse in À" is is
Child "Short" is* is and/is
Child "Whole in C" and is and
Child "Whole in D" is and/is is is
Child "Evening in d" is is
Child "Last" is is
Child "Short Verse" is is is
Child "Sharp" is* is* is
Child "Whole in F" is*
Child "Whole Gamut" and and/is and* and*
Coste "TD etc" and and and and
Derrick "Short" and/is
East "Evening" is is
J. Farrant "Short" is is* and and*
R. Farrant "High" is is* is is*
Frost "H and N" is is
Foster "In C" and/is
Foster "Second" is is is
Gibbons "Short" is* and* and* and*
Gibbons "Second" and* is* is
Gibbons "1st Preces"
Gibbons "2nd Preces"
Giles "Short" is
Giles "First" and* and* and
Giles "Second" is and and
Gibbs "To the Organs" and and and
J. Heath "Evening" is and*
Heath "For Hen" is is
Hilton "Whole" and/is and is
J. Holmes "1st Evening" and and
Hooper "Great" and and*
Hooper "Short" is and is is
Hooper "Third" and* and*
Hooper "Preces"
Hughes "H and N" and is
Jeffreys "For Means" is is and
Knight "For Men" is* is
R. Lugg "Service" is is and
Marson "Service" and/is is and
Marson "Second" is
Marson "Preces"
Herricocke "T M N" and and
Molle "First" and and
Molle "Second" is is
Morley "First" and is and and
Morley "M and N" and* and*
Morley "Second" and and
Morley "For Means" and is
Morley "Short" and and
Morley "Preces"
Mundy "3 Part Men" and and and*
Mundy "4 Part Men" and and and*
Mundy "Evening in C" and and*
Mundy "In Medio Chori" and and
Mundy "1st Evening" and and
Mundy "4th Evening" and and
W. Mundy "First" and and* and* and
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W. Mundy "Second" and and and* and
W. Mundy "Short" is is* is*
W. Mundy "To Parsons" and and*
Nichols "Service" and is is
Palmer "Preces" is
Parsley "First" is
Parsons "Benedictus" and
Parsons "TD etc" is is is*
Parsons "Second" is is is is
Parsons "Preces" is
Parsons/Wells "Flatt" is
R. Parsons "First" and* is* is* and*
R. Parsons "2 CT" is and/is is and
Partyne "M and N" is is
Pattrick "Short" is* is* and
Portman "Short" is is is is
Ramsey "Whole" and and and
Randall "M and N" is is
Read "To Mundy" is is
Rogers "Whole in D" is is and*
Rogers "Small in e" is is is*
Rogers "Whole Gamut" is* is is*
Rogers "Evening" is and/is
Sheppard "First" and and and and
Sheppard "Second" and and and and
Sheppard "TD M N" and and
Silver "M and N" and and
E. Smith "Asc. Preces" and
E. Smith "All. Sts. Preces" and*
J. Smith "TD and B" is
W. Smith "Preces" (all) is
Stevenson "Whole" is and/is and/is
Stonard "M and N" is is
Strogers "Short" and* is is* and*
Tallis "Benedictus" and
Tallis "To Five" is is is is
Tallis "Short" is* is* is is
Tallis "Preces" (all) is
T. Tomkins "First" and/is is* is is
T. Tomkins "Second" and and* is is
T. Tomkins "Verse" is is
T. Tomkins "Preces" and
Tucker "Be. Service" and/is and/is is is*
Tucker "Short" and and and
Tye "Evening" is* is
Ward "First" and* and
Weelkes "First" and/is and
Weelkes "For Trebles" and and
Weelkes "To Four" is and and and/is
Weelkes "To Seven" and* and
West "Sharp" and/is and
Whitbroke "Mag. I" is
Whitbroke "M and N II" and is
Wigthorpe "Modo Lydio" and and
T. Wilson "2nd Venite" and
T. Wilson "Full Evening" and and
T. Wilson "Verse Evening'i and and*
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Ex. 2.8 Child Sharp Service fdoxology of toe Dimttis]1
The m ost significant finding o f  this ev idence is sim ply the lack o f  any consistency
1. Lbl. Harl. 7338:84v-85r (c.1715).
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throughout the period, for individual composers and discrete services or within the 
same set of part-books. Ex. 2.8 shows that even on the same page of a score both 
variants could be given: whilst the medius and bass voices give "is now", the counter­
tenor voice must give "and is now" at the beginning of bar 2, a reading which is 
immediately repeated; there is latitude at the beginning of bar 2 for either reading in 
the tenor voice. It is only by comparison with other sources that the consensus reading 
"is now" can be determined and necessary adjustments made.
Whilst Child, Mundy, Tallis and Weelkes display some measure of consistency in their 
settings of the doxology, the only composer who sets a single variant across several 
services is Sheppard. The anomalous finding for Batten "Service for Men" is further 
evidence that it may be the misattributed work of an earlier composer. However, I am 
at present unable to furnish any rationale for the treatment of this unauthorised variant 
(beyond the suggestion that composers in this instance chose the words to suit the 
musical phrase and not vice-versa) whose ubiquity forms a fitting conclusion to the 
investigation.
Conclusions
The textual variety implicit in the different issues of the first Prayer Book proliferates 
when sources for musical settings of the Communion ordinary and of the Office canti­
cles are examined in this light, a proliferation which continued to the Commonwealth 
and beyond. If variants which seem to result from error or confusion with similar 
textual phrases elsewhere are set aside, some effort seems to have been made to pro­
mote textual orthodoxy in settings of the Communion service. The same cannot be said 
of canticle settings: in them, words and phrases found only in the first Prayer Book 
continued to be set throughout the period, completely unauthorised variants abound 
and, of particular relevance to liturgiologists, musical settings give variants which look 
forward to 1662 rather than back to the past.
Perhaps the most unexpected features of the enquiry are the insights they give into 
official attitudes towards textual conformity. Musicians are used to settings as late as 
the Victorian and Edwardian period which painstakingly reproduce in minute detail 
anachronistic spellings from the Authorised Version (eg. "bason") or the punctuation of 
the Prayer Book even where this conflicts with musical phrasing ("for mine eyes have 
seen : thy salvation"). It can therefore come as something of a surprise to find in early 
Reformed music a seemingly cavalier disregard of authorised texts. The English
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Reformation was textually driven.1 It was disseminated in writings ranging from close­
ly argued doctrinal debate to crude polemic, and its practice was set out in a series of 
authorised Bibles, primers, homilies and Prayer Books. In Catholic Europe texts set to 
music might be subjected to minute examination lest they deviate from authorised 
versions, although the counter-Reformation largely codified and simplified existing 
liturgies rather than created new ones.2 In England, where an entirely new vernacular 
liturgy was created, strict adherence to the current Prayer Book might have been expec­
ted; as we have seen, this simply was not the case. Although orthodoxy seems to have 
been expected of Communion settings, it would appear (even when the inevitable 
inconsistencies of a predominantly manuscript tradition are taken into account) that 
neither legal authority nor ecclesiastical foundations were concerned to police the on 
the whole doctrinally neutral canticles; indeed, it is not entirely out of the question that 
the textual independence of musicians and scribes in this regard may in some measure 
have been related to the jealously guarded independence of pre-Reformation founda­
tions in respect of their various uses and rites.3
It is difficult to understand why this phenomenon should have come about and seeming­
ly have been peipetuated long after the uncertainties of Edward’s reign or the Elizabe­
than settlement. It also fails to reflect the changing role of church music. The pre- 
Reformation service was ratified by the celebrant’s recital of the liturgy regardless of 
whether the same words were also sung; however important the music might have been 
it was never more than an adjunct to the action at the altar and therefore strict textual 
orthodoxy was not essential. With the Reformation, the choir took on something of the 
celebrant’s role: the first (and, to a lesser extent, the subsequent) Prayer Books make it 
clear that the relevant items of the liturgy were performed either by the priest or by the
1. For further discussion on this, see, eg., Bennett, English Books & Readers, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press 
1952, 2nd. edn. 1969, pp.69ff; Haigh, C., "The Recent Historiography of the English Refonation" in Haigh, C. (ed.), The 
English Refonation Revised, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press 1986, repr. 1992, pp. 21, 24. For brief discussions 
of Bible reading and the dissemination of Protestant ideas: Hughes, P. The Refonation in England Vol. II, London: 
Hollis and Carter 1953 3rd. iapr. 1961, pp. 58-60; Dickens, A. G. The English Refonation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn 
rev. 1967 4th iipr. 1971, pp. 102-113, 183-197, 262-268. The authorities were well aware of the power of printing: for 
statutory and other instruaents controlling printing on religious subjects see Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor 
Royal Proclamtions, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. I 1964, pp. 193, 270, 514; Gee, H. and Hardy, W. 
J., Documents Illustrative of Church History, London: Hacaillan 1910, pp. 381, 436. It has been estimated that between 
1520 and 1525 over sixty percent of books published in north Germany were by Luther or were associated with his wri­
tings.
2. I aa grateful to Dr. Oven Rees for information concerning Iberian practice, especially at the Monastery of Santa 
Cruz, Coimbra in Portugal.
3. It is necessary to keep matters in proportion, however: the variant words and phrases discussed account for only a 
tiny proportion of the liturgical texts themselves, which were otherwise followed.
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clerks, but not by both.1 Although as a result a greater orthodoxy in sung texts might 
be expected, the fact that is not found leads to a suspicion that for many clergy and 
foundations the crucial role of the celebrant and now clerks in ratifying the service had 
been lost along with other "dumb ceremonies" and outmoded perspectives.
It may well be that composers largely set texts from memory or by reference to other 
settings rather than by consulting authorised books. This goes some way towards a 
solution when a variant is found with some consistency, but does not explain isolated 
references back to the first Prayer Book after an interval of fifty years or more;2 nor 
does it explain variants with their roots in the Latin rather than the English liturgy.3 It 
is possible that during the struggle to re-establish a satisfying performance of the liturgy 
in the years immediately after the Elizabethan privations, settings with unauthorised 
texts were accepted and adaptations made to fill an immediate and pressing need (as 
they had been during Edward’s reign).4 Certainly, music of the highest standard was 
respected and brought back into the repertoire; its aesthetic role was understood in 
terms of a wider spirituality and valued above textual orthodoxy.
The implications of this survey cannot be escaped by editors and performers. The 
natural inclination of scribes is to bring the music they copy into line with contempor­
ary practice and taste rather than to "antiquate" it, and this phenomenon has been well 
explored in other contexts by musicologists.5 When it is applied to the words, it makes 
clear the necessity of noticing and if necessary incorporating variants to orthodox texts, 
even if they are found only in one source or are suspected owing to a clumsy underlay 
where the substitution of a variant would be more satisfying: they may well represent 
the composer’s intentions which would otherwise have been lost. Editors are increas-
1. "The Prieste shal saye, or els the Clearkes shal syng” (the Kyries); "Where there are no clearkes, there the Priest 
shall saye all thinges appointed here for then to syng". BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxx(r), cmii(r); Brightnan, F. E., 
The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 640, 
710.
2. Eg. in the Nunc Dimttis "a light for to lighten the gentiles" (Weelkes First, For Four Voices and For Trebles); 
"before the face of all thy people" (Blancks Magnificat and Rune Dimittis).
3. Eg. in the Sanctus: "Holy, holy, holy, lord God of Sabaoth" (but see the Te Deum).
4. This night explain settings of the Apostles' rather than the Nicene Creed by men such as Batten, J. Farrant and
Holies (unless, again, they were putting their names to earlier works). The phenomenon is briefly discussed in Langford, 
A., Music for the English Prayer Book from Tallis to Tomkins, Ph.D. Reading 1969, Vol. I pp. 19-20 without any conclu­
sions being reached.
5. See, for example, Bray, R., "The Interpretation of Musica Ficta in English Music c.1490-1580", PRMA 97 1971, pp. 29-
45 and Doe, P., "Another View of Musica Ficta in Tudor Music", PRMA 98 1972, pp. 113-122. The conclusions may not agree,
but the importance of the scribe is clearly set out.
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ingly resisting (and performers less determinedly excising) the anachronistic imposition 
onto the music of one generation of the stylistic tastes of another; similar care should 
be taken with texts. Such liturgical considerations can play a vital role in deciding on 
accurate readings where sources differ, as well as in determining possible dates and 
provenance for musical settings; similarly, liturgiologists may find much to assist them 
in the consideration of musical settings.
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Chapter' Three
Case Studies of Textual Anomalies 
in Two Service Settings:
Tallis S h o r t :  S o n s  i  c e  
and Sheppard S & c o n d  S o r v i c e
History must not be made to fit the conveniences of the historian, still less the 
demands of the publisher; we must show the past in all its variety and irreducible 
complexity, no matter how far art has to be sacrificed to accuracy.1
Chapter Two discussed textual variants found in service settings throughout the period 
1549-C.1645 (and even later in the case of some sources); it was shown that textual 
phrases derived from the first Book of Common Prayer continued to be set throughout 
the period and that scribal practice varied in this respect, some copyists adapting an 
"early" text in line with current orthodoxy and others allowing them to stand.
Two services will here be considered as case studies which put the findings of Chapter 
Two into closer focus. Tallis’s Short Service at first sight appears to set the text of the 
second (or third) Prayer Book. However, it will be argued that in the Communion 
ordinary items (and particularly in the Credo) there is evidence that the musical mate­
rial has been reworked and that the second Prayer Book texts were probably provided 
at that stage. The canticles retain a small number of textual phrases associated with the 
"Whitchurche" version of the first Book; there are also hints in some sources that 
scribes might have been working from exemplars containing other first Prayer Book 
clauses which they adapted in line with those currently authorised. With this in mind, it 
will be shown that an "original" first Prayer Book text can convincingly be restored.
By contrast, while Sheppard Second Service sets an almost entirely first Prayer Book 
text, there is good reason to believe that it is in fact an early Elizabethan work. Atten­
tion will be drawn to stylistic considerations which cast doubt on an Edwardine prove­
nance, and historical considerations will be brought to bear. Although conclusions 
drawn from this evidence are not conclusive, it will be suggested that in the final analy-
1. Haigh, C., "The Recent Historiography of the English Reformation", The English Reformation Revised, Cambridge: Cam­
bridge University Press 1987 repr. 1992, p. 33.
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sis a textual anomaly in the Te Deum is compatible only with circumstances early in 
Elizabeth’s reign but not with those in Edward’s.
It should be said at the outset that whilst stylistic considerations are valuable in drawing 
attention to inconsistencies between the text set and possible dates of composition, such 
a procedure is inherently unsafe, and indeed the different conclusions reached by dif­
ferent commentators with regard to the same material is evidence of this. It may well 
be objected that stylistic analysis is based on a comparatively small and not necessarily 
representative surviving repertoire; discussion of stylistic "conventions" (such as the 
typically Elizabethan scoring for MAATB) calls into question whether such conventions 
would have taken root so early in the period with which we are concerned; and it has to 
be asked whether composers were not able to cultivate a variety of even radically dif­
ferent styles within a single period of their working lives. This argument is particularly 
applicable to Sheppard whose output shows that he was an adaptable composer able to 
work at speed whilst retaining the highly personal and even idiosyncratic features of his 
writing.
Thomas Tallis: the Short Service
The Short Service of Thomas Tallis is in our own time not well favoured by cathedral 
and collegiate choirs because of its apparent simplicity. This is not an altogether fair 
assessment of a work ideally suited to the purpose for which it was written, which 
displays poise and elegance and, as recent scholars have shown, is structurally sophisti­
cated.1 It was evidently highly regarded during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: 
not only was it possibly the most heavily copied service, but it was frequently given 
pride of place before the other services in any collection. Monson has shown that it 
provided a model for at least two of Byrd’s service settings.2
The service consists of five canticles: Venite, Te Deum, Benedictus, Magnificat, Nunc 
Dimittis and four Communion ordinary items: Responses to the Commandments, 
Credo, Sanctus, Gloria in excelsis.3
1. Milson, J., English Polyphonic Style in Transition: A Study of the Sacred Music of Thoms Tallis, Ph.D. Oxford, 1983, 
p. 146? Aplin, J., Structural Devices in Vernacular Music of the English Church, c.1545-1570, Ph.D. Reading 1977, pp. 
252-263; Cousins, M., Unity, Technical Conformity and Parody in Anglican Canticle Settings, ca.1550~ca.1620, H.Mus. 
London 1984, pp. 11, 12, 29-30.
2. Monson, C., "Throughout All Generations" in ed. Brown, A. and Turbet, R, Byrd Studies, Caabridge: Caabridge Univers­
ity Press, pp. 83-111.
3. The texts of these iteas aay be found at Vol. II Appendix 1 below. In this chapter, as in the Appendix, the spelling 
of the texts has been modernised.
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The Sanctus lacks a Benedictus and there is no Agnus Dei (both of these items were 
omitted from the second and subsequent Prayer Books); the Credo includes the addi­
tional clause "whose kingdom shall have none end" omitted from the text in the first 
Prayer Book but restored subsequently. There is therefore some reason to believe that it 
is an Elizabethan work (or at the earliest very late Edwardine). Fellowes expresses this 
opinion1 as does Morehen, arguing from stylistic features: the alternation of homo­
phony and imitation, the clarity and economy of the textual delivery which avoids 
verbal repetition, and the concise form.2 Phillips, noting the work’s absence from the 
three early collections, suggests that it may postdate 1560 (by which time Day’s Cer­
taine notes had been compiled) and that it might be a late setting.3 The relative simpli­
city of the writing is not in itself incompatible with such an interpretation: Langford 
notes that the practical value of the short service genre was recognised by later compo­
sers and that works of this type, "some as severe as that by Tallis", were composed and 
sung up to and indeed after the Commonwealth.4
Other writers have cast doubt on an Elizabethan date. Ellinwood and Doe note that the 
service retains textual phrases found only in the first Prayer Book and that the items 
omitted from the Communion ordinary may simply have been a scribal discontinuation 
to conform to the later Books. Stylistically they find that most of the service "suggests 
a very dutiful observance of Edwardian principles of word-setting", and conclude "One 
has to assume either that the early texys of the Matins canticles continued to be set after 
1552, or that the sources have re-ordered 1549 music to comply with the later usage. It 
is surprising, however, that if Edwardine it was not included in Day Certaine notes and 
that, in fact, it is not found in any source earlier than 1620.5
Milsom shows that the work cannot be dated with any certainty. He notes the textual 
elements from the first Prayer Book; while acknowledging that it may be a partly re-
1. Fellowes, E. H., English Cathedral Music, London: Methuen 1941 rev. Hestrup J. A. 1969, p. 28 (although he only says 
it is "probably" early Elizabethan).
2. Morehen, J., "English Church Music", chapter 3 of The Blackvell History of Music in Britain Vol. 2 ed. Bray, R. 1995, 
p. 129.
3. Phillips, P. English Sacred Music 1549-1649, Oxford: Ginell 1991, p. 400.
4. Langford, A., Music for the English Prayer Book from Tallis to Tomkins, Ph.D. Reading 1969, p. 59.
5. Tallis, T., English Sacred Music: II Service Music EECM Vol. 13 ed. Ellinwood, L. 1971 2nd lap. rev. Doe, P. 1974, 
pp. vii-viii. See also an Edwardine date on stylistic grounds in Doe, P., Tallis, London: Oxford University Press 1968, 
p. 50.
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vised Edwardine work he feels on structural and source grounds that it is probably early 
Elizabethan, although he finds it impossible to go further.1
Aplin goes beyond either Ellinwood and Doe or Milsom, stating that the service "was 
almost certainly composed before 1552". The inconsistencies can be accounted for: the 
Responses to the Commandments would have replaced an earlier and withdrawn Kyrie 
and the other liturgically redundant items were simply omitted by later scribes. (He 
notes that the same omissions were made when Heath’s Communion Service was prin­
ted by Day.)2 The inclusion of the Sanctus and Gloria in excelsis are in themselves 
surprising, since they were rarely set after the Edwardine period.3 He notes that the 
remaining discrepancies between a few isolated phrases were not crucial and could not 
easily be altered. However, he fails to deal with the inclusion of additional material in 
the form of the Credo clause "to judge both the quick and the dead".
That Tallis might indeed have reworked an Edwardine setting so as to bring it closer to 
(probably) the Elizabethan Prayer Book should come as no surprise. In an article five 
years later than his thesis cited above, Milsom shows that Tallis habitually adapted and 
modified his music, including works in Cantiones Sacrae as well as antiphons, re­
sponds, secular songs, vernacular anthems and instrumental pieces; referring specifical­
ly to the Short Service he says that it is impossible to know whether the entirely post­
humous sources do in fact reproduce Tallis’s original version.4
It is necessary therefore to examine the text of the service in some detail to determine 
whether there is sufficient evidence to support an Edwardine rather than an Elizabethan 
provenance, or vice versa3 As has been suggested above (Chapter Two), while compo­
sers and scribes were not unduly concerned to excise unauthorised textual phrases in the 
canticles, settings of the Communion ordinaiy display a greater degree of textual ortho­
doxy, and it is in these items that the strongest evidence may lie.
1. Hilson, J., English Polyphonic Style in Transition: A Study of the Sacred Music of Thomas Tallis, Ph.D. Oxford, 1983, 
pp. 28, 145-146.
2. The two versions of Heath's service aay conveniently be compared in Wrightson, J. (ed.), The fianley Manuscripts, 
Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1995 pt I pp. 5ff. and pt. Ill pp. 227ff.
3. This is confirmed by my own survey of service music up to the Commonwealth; see Vol. II Appendix 2 below.
4. Milsom, J., "Tallis's First and Second Thoughts", Journal Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 113 pt. 2 1988, pp. 217-220.
5. For details of individual textual variants and their sources, see Vol. II Appendix 2 below.
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Two items conform exactly to the second Prayer Book: the Responses to the Com­
mandments are set rather than the Kyrie, and the Sanctus is without the Benedictus. The 
first of these certainly seems to have been written as it now stands, since a three fold 
"Lord have mercy upon us" cannot convincingly be substituted, nor can the music be 
adapted to those words. Since the best edition is faultily printed, it is set out anew as 
Ex. 3.1.
Lord (Christ) have 1er - cy u - pon us, and in - dine our hearts to
<9. j  J  g> i  A---- 4 -
and write all these thy
O
laws thee.
Ex. 3.1 Tallis. Responses to the Commandments EECM 32-33.1
The Sanctus sets the words of the second Prayer Book, that is, without "Osanna" or
1. Tallis, T., English Sacred Music; II Service Husic EECM Vol. 13 ed. Ellinwood, L. 1971 2nd imp. rev. Doe, P. 1974, 
pp. 32-33. Reference to this volume will hereafter be abbreviated EECM in the main text, with page and bar numbers thus 
(eg.): 32:1.
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Benedictus, and ending "glory be to thee O lord most high". However, one source has 
details of underlay which suggest that it may transmit an earlier version. Where other 
sources give "O" (cr. G), "lord" (min. d), "most" (sb. A), DRc. MS. 488:Clr gives 
the version of Ex. 3.2
Ex. 3.2 Tallis. Sanctus (EECM 44:9)
If the slurred underlay of this source is removed, the words at the end of the Sanctus as 
found in the first Prayer Book ("Glory be to thee O lord in the high’st") will be found 
to fit exactly. It may be that the Sanctus as it survives in this service represents the 
beginning and end of an original setting intended for that Book.
When the second Prayer Book was prepared, an additional clause (probably suggested 
by the Agnus Dei which had been excised) was added to Gloria in excelsis (and here 
shown in italic font): "Son of the father, that takest away the sins of the world, have 
mercy upon us, thou that takest away the sins o f the world, have mercy upon us, thou 
that takest away the sins of the world, receive our prayer, thou that sittest at the right 
hand of God the father, have mercy upon us". It will be noted that the additional clause 
is not found in Tallis’s setting (EECM 47:18-32), arguing once more that the original 
text set was that of the first Prayer Book. Given the textual orthodoxy normally found 
in settings of the Communion service, it is surprising that this version was allowed to 
continue in use. Despite the construction of much of the Gloria in excelsis by which 
passages are repeated almost exactly (45:8-11 and 46:11-14; 46:14-17 and 47:17-20; 
47:20-23 and 47:23-27) the music to which the final clause of this group is set occurs 
only once.
In contrast, Tallis’s setting of the Credo contains the clause omitted in the first Prayer 
Book but restored in the second and subsequent Books. It comes at the end of an exten­
ded repetition of musical material (EECM 37:36-46 and 38:46-56). This in turn is 
preceded by an ingenious passage of canonic writing for the medius and bassus voice at 
the octave, the fifth, and the octave again (EECM 35:19-34). It will be argued that this 
passage may not represent Tallis’s original version, but be a reworking.
Glo - ry be to thee, 0 Lord most high.
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Milsom suggests that the contrapuntal passages of the Credo (and later the Nunc Dimit­
tis) are unlike anything in Tallis’s Henrician and Edwardine vernacular works, contra­
dicting Ellinwood and Doe who draw a parallel with his setting of the Benedictus in 
Lumley.1 It must be said that whatever stylistic similarities may lie between the two (or 
indeed between the canonic passage of the Credo and Tallis’s Edwardine anthems) the 
contexts in which they are found are very different. The Lumley Benedictus is heavily 
imitative throughout, with passages of homophony found at the beginning and end of 
sections; even then, the words do not necessarily move together. It uses melisma, the 
parts not infrequently cross, there are brief but telling passages of reduced scoring, and 
whilst there is some textual repetition, musical phrases are not repeated exactly. The 
contrast with Tallis’s Short Service need hardly be spelled out; even the canonic writing 
of the Nunc Dimittis is less exceptional than might be expected since the canon in the 
leading upper voice is answered by the lower voices in almost unbroken homophony 
and the brief melismata in the doxology and "Amen" (EECM 61:25 and 62:33) are 
little more than flashes of exuberance bringing the service to a particularly satisfying 
end.
Given this, the canonic passage of the Credo seems less a relief from the severely 
homophonie style than an intrusion into it. This impression is exacerbated by the diffi­
culty of satisfactorily matching the stress-pattems of the words to the music especially 
at EECM 36:24-32. Some of the more surprising underlay in the EECM edition may be 
an idiosyncrasy of the editors themselves: the tendency to place melismata on final 
syllables seems uncharacteristic of the style (eg. 36:25 CT "men", 28 T "on", 31-32 
CT "ghost" and later 37:39-40 M/CT "late"), whilst "came" at 36:28 T must surely 
come one crotchet beat later. Nevertheless, even with a more conventional approach 
problems remain: for example, there seems no satisfactory solution to where "made" 
(36:24 CT) might be placed. Barnard’s solutions are often rather elegant,2 yet even 
they are not always convincing. (Exs. 3.3, 3.4)
1. Hilson, J., English Polyphonic Style in Transition: A Study of the Sacred Husic of Thorns Tallis, Ph.D. Oxford, 1983,
p. 146; Tallis, T., English Sacred Husic: II Service Husic EECM Vol. 13 ed. Ellinwood, L. 1971 2nd iip. rev. Doe, P.
1974, p. vii and fn. 4; Blezzard, J. (ed), The Tudor Church Husic of the Lumley Books, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1985, 
p. 102ff; see also the stylistic discussion of Tallis's Benedictus in Blezzard, The Sacred Husic of the Lumley Books, 
Ph.D. Leeds 1972, pp. 216ff.
2. Barnard, J., First Book of Selected Church Husick (1640) facs. ed. Morehen, J., Farnborough: Gregg International
1972, 10 vols.
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Nevertheless, one part-book1 shows where a singer has apparently attempted his own 
improvement. (Ex. 3.5: the underlay is that of Barnard, the slurs above the notes are 
those added by the singer.)
M f  '  J  ^ j j. j
and for our sal - va - ti - on.
Ex. 3.3 Tallis Credo (Barnard Tdec. fo. 4v, EECM 36:26-28)
by the ho ly ghost.
Ex. 3.4 Tallis Credo (Barnard ICTdec. fo. 4v, EECM 36:30-32)
Ex. 3.5 Tallis Credo Barnard ICTdec. fo. 4v, EECM 36:25-26.
A passage of music whose style is so at odds with the rest of the service music raises 
questions of its provenance. It is difficult to believe that it was originally conceived in 
this form, which leads to two hypotheses. The first is that the music was redrafted at 
some point. Milsom has shown that when Tallis modified his music he tended to leave 
the outer voices unchanged;2 it will be noted that it is with the inner voices that most of 
the problems lie whilst the outer voices themselves are not entirely uncharacteristic of
1. Lei. Parry Room l.A.l, used in the preparation of the facsimile edition.
2. Milsom, J., ■Tallis's First and Second Thoughts", Journal Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 113 pt. 2 1988, p. 220.
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the writing elsewhere in the service once the strictures of the canon are accepted. Why 
Tallis might have wished to make the inner voices more elaborate is not clear: how­
ever, the nativity clauses of the Credo were not infrequently marked in both Latin and 
vernacular settings by a change of texture and it is possible that Tallis wished to follow 
the tradition.
The second hypothesis is that the passage was not originally written for the service at 
all but that it is a contrafactum incorporated at a later date and to which the words of 
the inner parts were fitted pragmatically. Again, questions are unanswered. The unity 
of music and underlay in the outer parts is sufficiently close for it to be argued that 
both originally belonged together; nevertheless, the inner and outer voices remain sty­
listically at odds.
Whichever hypothesis is considered the more likely, it remains true to say that the 
passage almost certainly was not originally composed as it stands; either a simpler 
original has been ornamented and elaborated, or the original setting was excised and 
replaced by a new one. It is suggested that in the latter case the new material is more 
likely to have been a contrafactum since the inner parts do not seem to have been com­
posed with any regard whatever for the text set.
The canonic section is followed immediately by a passage of music some ten bars in 
length (as edited: EECM 37:36-46) which is then repeated to different words. It marks 
an apparent return to the homophonie style of the service as a whole, yet in some de­
tails it is more closely related to the section which precedes it. There is brief melisma 
(EECM 37:38); the medius part twice rises to d” (EECM 37:37 and 38:47) which, 
since it is found nowhere else in the service other than during the canonic passage 
(EECM 36:28), suggests that a later addition; and, perhaps most interestingly, the 
whole passage is as ingenious in construction as the one before it (Ex. 3.6).
The upper and lower voices move in thirds; a drop in the upper voice is followed by a 
leap of a fourth, in the lower by a rising dotted motif which comes almost to seem 
obsessive as it is heard four times. This figure is repeated at two bar intervals (as edi­
ted), descending sequentially in both voices through the hexachord with the omission of 
the fourth step down; at the fifth bar (EECM 38:40) the inner voices join, combining 
the repeated opening notes of the figure with the dotted notes of the lower voice but 
now inverted, and once more descending sequentially through three degrees. Again, the 
construction seems without precedent elsewhere in the work, suggesting another addi­
tion of new material.
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Ex. 3.6 Tallis Credo EECK 37:36-4
Thus it can be argued with some confidence that the entire central section of the Credo 
(EECM 35:19-40:57) as it now stands was added at a later date. Most significantly in 
the present context the "new" material ends with the additional clause "whose kingdom 
shall have none end", necessary to bring the text into conformity with the second and 
subsequent Prayer Books. Whilst it is impossible to show beyond doubt that the "origi­
nal" version lacked this clause, it is at the very least plausible that one purpose of the 
reworking was its incorporation.
The Communion ordinary items of Tallis’s Short Service, therefore, have features 
which suggest that it was originally written for the first Prayer Book. The absence of a 
Benedictus and of an Agnus Dei can be accounted for by simple excision when they 
became redundant; the Responses to the Commandments are almost certainly a new 
composition; the Gloria is without the extra clause set by the second Prayer Book; and 
the Credo, whilst including the necessary extra clause, does so in music which appears 
to have been added to the setting at some time after its original composition.
It is necessary now to examine the canticles of the service to determine whether they
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similarly suggest an Edwardine textual provenance.1
In the Te Deum, a "Whitchurche" version of the text is found in the majority of sources 
at EECM 14:43-46: "The holy ghost also being the comforter". In Obl.Mus.c.48:31v 
and DRc.C12v:69 the text of the second and subsequent Books is substituted: "also the 
holy ghost the comforter". In other sources the relative unfamiliarity of the older text 
seems to have led to some confusion: in Y.M1/2:1 the scribe originally copied "the 
holy ghost being the comforter" to which "also" had to be added in its proper place 
whilst in DRc.Ella:37 a hybrid version was produced: "also the holy ghost being the 
comforter".
There is here clear evidence that scribes were sometimes prepared to bring texts up to 
date where it was felt desirable, although in the majority of cases the older text was 
allowed to stand. Earlier in the canticle, however, a "Grafton" version is found in all 
sources: "heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory". Since all known edi­
tions of the first Prayer Book contain either the "Whitchurche" version of both these 
clauses or they contain the "Grafton" versions, Tallis should originally have set one or 
the other: yet the service as it has come down gives the earlier clause in the " Grafton" 
version and the second in the "Whitchurche". Unless Tallis was working from memory 
and simply confused the two (which is to venture completely into realms of specula­
tion) the balance of probability is that scribes would have modernised an older text 
rather than done the reverse and that "heaven and earth are replenished with the ma­
jesty" was the original. If the musical phrase to which the words are set (Ex. 3.7 [a]; 
EECM 11:19-21) is adapted to the rhythm of its second appearance (Ex. 3.7 [b]; 
EECM 12:23-25) a tentative reconstruction can be made (Ex. 3.7 [c]). It is difficult to 
understand, however, why this phrase might have been "modernised" when the other 
(even more easily adapted) was unchanged.
1. The discussion of textual variants in the service, whether in the canticles or the Comunion ordinary items, is 
limited to those between the first and subsequent Prayer Books; for other variants see Vol. II Appendix 2.
A ^ ---------1--- .------------------# #—>--
[a] heav'n and earth are full of the ma - jes - ty
[b] glo - ri - ous com - p a - n y  of the
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[c] heav'n and earth are re - pie - nished with the na - jes - ty
Ex. 3.7 Tallis Te Dem (EECK 11:19-22 Médius, reconstruction)
In the Benedictus, all sources give the second Prayer Book variant "and hath raised up 
a mighty salvation for us" rather than that of the first Book "and hath lifted up an horn 
of salvation to us". Conversely, most sources give "father/s" of the first Prayer Book 
rather than "forefather/s" of the second. However, neither of these is necessarily a 
reliable indicator of date. It has been shown in Chapter Two above that the later ver­
sion of the first phrase was normally substituted as a matter of course since it agreed 
with the earlier one both in the number of its syllables and in their accentuation, whilst 
"father/s" continued to be copied and to be set throughout the period. Even so, some 
scribes did make adaptations, which provide a useful insight into their methods (Ex. 
3.8).1
, u """ n -  *  ss
A  &4  Y A \ \ « V v i V \1 JJ A V  V x
8
sware to our fore - fa - ther A - bra - ban
Ex. 3.8 Tallis Benedictus Y.Ml/2:2 CTcan (cf. EECM 25:32-34, 2 Bins, "father")
Unlike the Benedictus, the Magnificat has the second Prayer Book "forefather(s)" in 
most sources rather than "father" of the first Book (perhaps to be expected in a canticle 
more frequently set and, presumably, sung). However, if it is assumed for the moment 
that the word "father" was originally set, it will be seen that the first syllable in each 
part would have been given more than one note, making the substitution of "forefather" 
an easy matter (EECM 57:60).
1. Other adaptations to "forefather/s" nay be found in Cp.HS.486:K3v, Ob.Mus.c.48:38v, Ojc.MS.180:77r. It will be noted 
that all sources Baking this adaptation are post-Restoration, with the exception of the Peterhouse MS.
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A minority of sources provide some evidence for just such a substitution.1 In two of 
these, the scribe has gone out of his way to indicate that his exemplar gave the word 
"father" and that it was meant to be sung (Exs. 3.9, 3.10).
i
to (our fa - - ther) A - bra - hai2
Ex. 3.9 Tallis.Magnificat Cp.MS.486:M4v CTdec (cf. EECK 57:59-61)
&
to our ffather A - bra - hai
Ex. 3.10 Tallis Magnificat Ob.NS.Hus.e.25:98r (cf. EECK 57:59-61)
In a third source, "forefathers" is given, but in such a way as to suggest an adaption 
from fathers". The original semibreve seems to have been divided into two minims to 
allow for the extra syllable "fore" before the scribe re aligned it to the crotchet and 
restored the semibreve with a tie (Ex. 3.11).
?• t c f  à  j  y —d 0 ^ 5
to our forefathers A - bra - hai
Ex. 3.11 Tallis Magnificat Y.KS.K,1/5:4 (cf. EECK 57:59-61)
In the Nunc Dimittis, all but one of the sources give "a light to lighten the gentiles". In 
Cp.MS.488:D6r, however, the minim of "to" is replaced by two crotchets and "for
1. Other than those considered in the nusical examples, sources giving "father(s)" are DRc.KS.Cl:139 and KS.C13:8, 
Cp.HS.489:17r and 490:E5r, Ob.Hus.e.23v:85r and e.24v:79r.
2. The bracketed words are omitted in the source.
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to"; the resultant clause "for to lighten the gentiles" represents the "Whitchurche" 
version of the first Prayer Book.1 (Cf. EECM 61:18-19 bassus.)
This Peterhouse version may be a scribal idiosyncrasy, but such minority readings 
should not be rejected out of hand. Since the natural tendency of a scribe would be to 
adapt his texts to the current orthodoxy rather vice-versa, such survivals may well 
reflect the original intention.
If this argument is accepted, it is likely also that the original set other variants found 
only in the same three issues of the Prayer Book: "before the face of all thy people" 
and "thy people of Israel". It is a straightforward matter to restore the music of the 
putative original by comparison with the Peterhouse variant. At EECM 60:14-16 the 
medius voice would remain unchanged beyond the necessaiy re-alignment of underlay 
to take account of the word "all" at 15/1 (it will be seen that this in fact results in a far 
more elegant line); in the lower voices the semibreve at "face" would become two 
crotchets above "face o f .  At EECM 61:18-19 the existing minim to which (in all but 
the Peterhouse source) the word "to" is set would be divided into two crotchets above 
"for to". At EECM 61:21-23 it would be necessaiy to divide an existing note in all 
voices in order to accommodate the restoration of "people of Israel" rather than "people 
Israel"; this would be most satisfactorily accomplished at the one note found above the 
syllable "pie" of "people".
It must be emphasised that there can be no certainty in this matter. Nevertheless, there 
is evidence in the canticles of the survival of textual phrases from the first Prayer Book 
and where they are not found they can be "restored" with little or no difficulty. Of the 
Communion ordinary items the Gloria omits a clause made necessary by the second and 
subsequent Prayer Books and the Credo, whilst including a necessaiy additional clause, 
does so to music which seems to have been added or adapted at a later date. Therefore 
a strong argument can be made to support the hypothesis that despite its apparently 
predominant second Prayer Book text, Tallis’s Short Service was originally written for 
the first Prayer Book and subsequently amended to take account of the second. Whether 
this was done by Tallis himself cannot be shown, although it is likely that he was 
responsible for the alternative material in the Credo and for composing the Responses 
to the Commandments; as has been shown, the putative changes to the canticles could 
have as easily been the responsibility of later scribes as of Tallis himself.
1. Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276.
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John Sheppard, the Second Service
Tallis’s Short Service has been considered as a work which at first sight belongs to the 
second and subsequent Prayer Books but which on closer analysis may well prove to 
have been written for the first Book. John Sheppard’s Second Service is a reversal of 
this: what is textually a setting of the first Prayer Book may well be Elizabethan and 
not Edwardine.
Sheppard wrote at least seven services in addition to other isolated service movements; 
of these only one (the Short Service) can unquestionably be shown to set the text of the 
second rather than the first Prayer Book.1
His Second Service is one of two which survive largely intact2 and (alongside the 
incomplete Service fo r Trebles) may be considered his finest vernacular work.3 With 
the exception of bars 1-82 of the Te Deum (to be discussed below) it sets an entirely 
first Prayer Book text. The Benedictus gives "and hath lifted up an horn of salvation 
unto us", the Credo is without the clause "whose kingdom shall have none end", and 
both the Benedictus and the Magnificat set "father/s" rather than "forefather/s" (Scot 
633:10-14, 641:52, 644:68, 688:82, 719:103-104); in the Nunc Dimittis the York 
sources (Y.M. 13/1-5) give "the face of thy people" and Y.M.13/4 "for to lighten (Scot 
729:19-21, 731:25 Tdec). The only exception to this rule is that two Durham sources 
(MSS €13:227 and E9:133) give "forefathers" in the Magnificat.
Nevertheless, scholars from Fellowes4 onwards have on stylistic grounds given the 
work an early Elizabethan provenance, and in particular have drawn attention to a 
"stylistic gulf so great between the First and the Second services that it is scarcely
1. All the services have been edited in Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Husic of John Sheppard, H.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. II 
pp. 447-766. To this canon may possibly be added Hanley Communion service 5 which in the part-books immediately precedes 
Sheppard's Christ our Paschal Iamb: Caldwell, J., The Oxford History of English Husic, Oxford: Clarendon 1991, p. 279 
fn. 37.
2. The evening canticles have been edited in Wulstan, D., An Anthology of English Church Husic, London: Chester 1971, 
pp. 59-88 and by Timothy Symons, Guildford: Cantus Firmus Music 1995. The work in its entirety is in Scot, S. A., The 
Vernacular Husic of John Sheppard, M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. II pp. 566-739 (and including John Brialey his kerie to Hr 
Shepherds Creeds); the service is discussed in Vol. I pp. 64-75; as this edition is the only one to contain the morning 
canticles and the Communion ordinary items, it will be used in the text as the reference edition thus: Scot page:bar.
3. Richard Turbet argues that Byrd used it as an exemplar of his so-called Great Service: "Kings of Faith", The Husical 
Times Vol. 138 No. 1858 Dec. 1997, pp. 5-10. For other examples of such emulation involving Byrd: Brett, P., "Homage to 
Taverner in Byrd's Masses", Early Husic Vol. 9 1991, pp. 169-176; Monson, C., "Throughout all generations" in Brown, A. 
and Turbet, R. (eds.), Byrd Studies, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1992, pp. 83-111.
4. Fellowes, E. H., English Cathedral Husic London: Methuen 1941 rev. Westrup, J. A. 1969, pp. 49, 57.
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possible to believe that both date from c.1548 to 1552".1
Caldwell notes its remarkable sophistication even if it were early Elizabethan and cites 
the Nunc Dimittis as being in no sense inferior to his Latin music. He concludes that it 
would have been out of place in the later years of Edward’s reign, given their increas­
ingly Protestant ethos (although a Chapel Royal provenance should not be overlooked), 
and that an early Elizabethan date is more likely.2
Again on stylistic grounds David Wulstan, an acknowledged authority on Sheppard, has 
suggested that the work is probably early Elizabethan. He argued that despite its first 
Prayer Book text "it is manifestly a later work than his First (Service)” and drew atten­
tion to the scoring for MAATB, a convention of Elizabethan writing and one which 
Sheppard may have been influential in establishing.3
Bowers makes a similar observation with regard to the scoring, and as evidence of 
technical advances made in this service vis-a-vis the earlier he enumerates the fluidity 
of its counterpoint, its assured imitative technique, the fluency of its word-setting and 
its handling of antiphony. Particularly noteworthy he finds passages for reduced scoring 
in the Venite and Benedictus* (Scot 583:91-101, 646:75-105; to these may perhaps be 
added the Credo 679:35-59 and the doxology of the Nunc Dimittis 733:39-67).
It must be said at this juncture that the perceived gulf between the First Service and the 
Second Service has in the past largely been made on the evidence of two published 
editions of the evening canticles only.5 When the Nunc Dimittis of the First Service is 
compared with the Venite of the Second Service (Scot pp. 555-590) the gap narrows 
somewhat. Nor is it true that the Second Service must necessarily have succeeded the 
First Service immediately, since several other services, including the Service fo r Tre­
1. I aust acknowledge here a deep debt of gratitude to Dr. Rogers Bowers for giving me access to work in progress on the 
Elizabethan settlement, fro: which this quotation is taken. The influence of his material will be felt throughout much 
of this discussion.
2. Caldwell, J., The Oxford History of Music, Oxford: Clarendon 1991, p. 287.
3. Wulstan, D., Tudor Music, London: Dent 1985, pp. 284, 290, 316. It should be noted that this assessment was made by 
Professor Wulstan before new evidence came to light concerning the date of Sheppard's death, as a result of which he has 
revised his opinion (see below).
4. Roger Bowers, work in progress on the Elizabethan settlement.
5. The evening canticles of the First Service were published in a notoriously unreliable edition by Simkins, C. F., CMS 
Reprints 45, London: Oxford University Press 1963; those of the Second Service Bay be found in Wulstan, D. (ed.), An 
Anthology of English Church Music, London: Chester 1971, pp. 59-88.
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bles may have intervened. The First Service shows very clearly how rapidly Sheppard 
was able to come to terms with an unfamiliar idiom and to develop it from an unexcep­
tional Venite to a Nunc Dimittis rich in polyphony, melisma and textual repetition.1 It 
should be less surprising, therefore, that a composer of his stature should continue to 
develop as rapidly in the Second Service and particularly if the two were not immediate 
successors.
Nevertheless, only a few commentators decline from the majority view that the Second 
Service is an early Elizabethan rather than an Edwardine composition. Le Huray states 
that it may be either late Edwardine or early Elizabethan.2 Aplin, on textual grounds, 
dates it before 1552, and in several detailed analyses of its compositional techniques 
places it alongside works in Wanley and by Heath, Caustun, Tallis, Parsley, Mundy 
and Parsons.3
Two questions arise from this. If the Second Service is Elizabethan, why should Shep­
pard have chosen to set the text of the first Prayer Book? Secondly, did he actually live 
long enough to have completed the work in her reign?
The answer to the first question may lie in the circumstances of the Elizabethan settle­
ment of religion. Many scholars of ecclesiastical history agree that between Elizabeth’s 
accession in November 1558 and the passing of the Act of Uniformity in April 1559, 
Elizabeth and Cecil for a time favoured the restoration of the first Prayer Book.4 Eliza-
1. Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, K.Phil. Exeter 1990 Vol. I, pp. 56-65.
2. Le Huray, P., Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 repr. & 
corr. 1978, p. 207.
3. Aplin, J.: Structural Devices in Vernacular Music of the English Church, c.1545-1570, Ph.D. Reading 1977, pp. 199ff. 
and 203; "The Survival of Plainsong in Anglican Music", Journal of the Amer. Mus. Soc, Vol. 32 1979, esp. p. 275; 
"Cyclic Techniques in the Earliest Anglican Services", Journal of the Amer. Mus. Soc. Vol. 35 No. 3 1982, esp. pp. 420-
4. The historical background to this assertion, the Elizabethan settlement in general and discussion arising are set out 
at length in the works cited. They will not be further rehearsed, and are summarised in the main text: Procter, F. and 
Frere, W. H,f A New History of the Book of Comon Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd imp, 1905; Dugmore, C. W., 
The Mass and the English He formers, London: Macmillan 1958, pp. 202-216; Black, J. B., The Reign of Elizabeth, Oxford: 
Clarendon 1936 2nd edn. 1959, pp. 1-34; Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 
1967, pp. 401-415; Cuming, G. J, A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 90-95; Elton,
G. R., England Under the Tudors, London: Folio Society (Routledge) 1955 3rd edn. 1997, pp. 261-264, 266-270. For a more 
Roman Catholic viewpoint: Hughes, P., The Reformation in England, London: Hollis and Carter Vol. Ill 1954, pp. 16-47.
It should be noted that Dairmaid MacCulloch dissents from the majority opinion, arguing that the real opposi­
tion came from religious conservatives rather than reformers, that the settlement as eventually realised had been anti­
cipated as early as Christmas 1558 and before pressure from the Marian exiles grew, and that the evidence for an inten­
ded restoration of the first Prayer Book is in itself extremely flimsy: The Later Reformation in England, Basingstoke:
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beth may well have told the Spanish ambassador de Feria that she would have liked to 
"restore religion as her father had left it"; she disliked married clergy, had a personal 
preference for an orderly presentation of the liturgy, enjoyed vestments and other 
ceremonial ornaments, supported church music and even gave a chalice to Bullinger. 
However, she was certainly far from being a Catholic: she refused to countenance the 
Elevation in her presence and became extremely angry when presented with a Prayer 
Book that had been decorated so as to resemble a Missal; indeed, it may be that some 
of her apparent religious preferences were prompted more by a desire to irritate Pro­
testant clergymen for whom she had an antipathy than by personal conviction.
In the event, pressure from the returned Marian exiles seems to have won the day 
(particularly in the vacuum created when Catholic bishops chose not to continue in 
service) and the Prayer Book adopted by the Act of Uniformity was that of 1552 with 
changes made necessary by Elizabeth’s conservative tastes and contemporary political 
need: the Black Rubric was removed and the Ornaments Rubric inserted, the Words of 
Administration allowed for a wider eucharistie doctrine, and offensive references to the 
Pope were deleted.
If it is true that for a time those close to the court and (like Sheppard) to the Chapel 
Royal expected a return to the first Prayer Book, a musical setting for that Book 
becomes explicable. Indeed, Bowers identifies three other composers associated with 
the Chapel Royal who may have written services at the same time and for the same 
purpose.1
The second question to be addressed, therefore, is whether Sheppard lived long enough 
to have written his service under Elizabeth. Until recently, the date of his death was 
unknown but generally accepted as 1559-1560 since his name appears in the list of 
those expected to sing at Elizabeth’s coronation in January 1559 but not in any subse­
quent documents.2
Documents have now been discovered and published which allow the date of his death
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
Macmillan 1990, pp. 28-33 and especially 28-29.
1. Tallis, Mundy and Parsons: work in progress on the Elizabethan settlement.
2. Chadd, D., "John Sheppard”, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians ed. Sadie, S., London: Macmillan 1980 
repr. & corr. 1995, Vol. 17 p. 249. Other claims that he was alive up to 1570 may be ignored: for citations see Lamont,
H. B., John Sheppard: his Life and Music, Ph.D. Univ. of Southern California(USA) 1963, p. 77.
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to be determined more precisely.1 The first of these is what appears to be a draft testa­
ment drawn up by Sheppard himself but without the usual preambles, signature or 
names of witnesses. It is dated 1 December 1558, that is, some two weeks after Eliza­
beth’s accession.
By the terms of this document he evidently wished to be buried in Westminster Abbey, 
and if that were impossible, in St. Margaret’s Westminster beside his first wife (pos­
sibly the Jane Shepperde buried there in 1555). To his son Nathan (by his first wife) he 
left the lease of a manor, other items, and an annuity out of which he was to support 
his mother (Elizabeth, Sheppard’s second wife) and step-sister Elizabeth. To his step­
daughter Elizabeth Sheppard left "gouns mad or to be mad" and money. To his wife he 
left the remainder of his estate and also made her his executrix. A further provision 
made Edmund Danyell, the subdean of the Chapel Royal, the "overseer" of the two 
children Nathan and Elizabeth.
Several points arise from this document. It enables Sheppard’s rather tortuous family 
relationship to be set down. He had been previously married. He had a second wife 
whom he may have married after 1555. He had a son, Nathan who must have been 
sufficiently old and mature to run a manor and administer an annuity, but not in his 
majority since a guardian is appointed. Nathan was his son by a previous marriage 
since he is left goods "that was his mothers" and, if the Jane Shepperde who died in 
1555 were the composer’s first wife, he is too old to have been the child of the second 
marriage. The other child, Elizabeth, had a surname which is almost illegible in the 
document but which appears to be Clinigenne. She must have been a minor or an 
unmarried woman since she too is put under the guardianship of subdean Danyell, an 
arrangement which would not have applied in the case of a married woman or of a 
widow.2 The most logical explanation of her surname, therefore, is that she was not in 
fact the composer’s own child but the daughter of his wife Elizabeth and a former 
husband, Mr. Clinigenne. The significance of his wishing to be buried in the Abbey
1. Wulstan, D. "Where There's a Will", The Musical Times M .  135 No. 1811 Jan. 1994, pp. 25-27; I an grateful to Pro­
fessor Wulstan for providing ne with a pre-publication draft of this article, and for his generosity in making tine to 
discuss its implications, I an also grateful to Dr. Roger Bowers for making available to me his own unpublished trans­
cription of the sane documents and for subsequent correspondence and conversation. A summary of his argument may be 
found in his liner-note to a recording of John Sheppard, English and Latin Church Music, Nimbus Records: NI 5480, 1996.
These two eminent scholars come to different conclusions in their interpretations of the material, and it 
would be foolhardy of me to do more than set out their arguments and weigh them. I am informed by Professor Wulstan that 
further documentary evidence is at present being prepared for publication, and I acknowledge that this may make redun­
dant any conclusions at which I might arrive.
2. For a different interpretation: Wulstan, D., Where There's a Hill, The Musical Times Vol. 135 No. 1811 Jan. 1994, p.
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and of his choice of guardian for the children will be discussed in due course.
Thus Sheppard was alive at the beginning of December 1558 and in no imminent 
danger of death since he took no steps to convert a draft will into a proper legal form. 
Furthermore, he was expected to sing at Mary’s funeral some two weeks later since his 
robes were ordered (and may indeed have been the "gouns" he left to Elizabeth). 
However, a further document shows that by the end of January 1559 he was dead.
On 31 January his wife Elizabeth (it is from this record that her name can be deduced) 
and Nathan presented themselves before Archdeacon Eden and Thomas Docwraye (the 
registrar of Westminster commissary court, which was responsible for probate). Eliza­
beth produced the draft will and disclaimed any responsibility as executrix. Thus it 
could be ignored (the alternative, to have it proved as a legal will, would have been 
expensive and time-consuming); instead, Eden ruled that the document was invalid, 
granting administration of the estate to mother and son as if Sheppard had died inte­
state. However, a further clause shows that the manoeuvre was a legal nicety: Elizabeth 
and Nathan swore to abide by Sheppard’s intentions.
Was there sufficient time between Queen Elizabeth’s accession with its promise of a 
return to the first Prayer Book and his death for Sheppard to have written the Second 
Service! It is here that Wulstan and Bowers part company.
Wulstan’s interpretation is that there was not, and that "the suspicion that some of his 
church music to English texts might have been Elizabethan ... can now be 
discounted".1 As further evidence, he cites an entry in the register of burials at St. 
Margaret’s Westminster: "21 December 1558 John Scheperde", identifying this as the 
composer. It has hitherto been assumed that Sheppard was present at both the funeral of 
Mary and the coronation of Elizabeth since his name appears in the relevant livery lists, 
but Wulstan graphically shows the flaw in this argument: "a table plan does not assure 
the presence of all the diners".2 If his thesis is correct, there would have been insuffi­
cient time for Sheppard to have completed the Second Service, which must therefore be 
as Edwardine as its text would suggest and the perceived stylistic divide between the 
First Service and the Second Service must be re interpreted as a testimony to the
1. Wulstan, D., "Where There's a Will", The Musical Times, Vol. 135 No. 1811 Jan. 1994, p. 25. It will be noted that he 
accepts that his earlier dating based on stylistic considerations no longer stands: Tudor Music, London: Dent 1985, p. 
290.
2. Wulstan, D., "Where There's a Will", The Musical Times Vol. 135 No. 1811 Jan. 1994, p. 26.
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composer’s ability to develop his skills rapidly and effectively and to write in a variety 
of styles.
Bowers takes a different line.1 December 1558 was a time of high mortality, the 
composer’s name was not uncommon, and its similarity to John Scheperde may be no 
more than coincidence, despite the burial having taken place at St. Margaret Westmins­
ter. More significant, perhaps, is Sheppard’s name on the list of those to receive robes 
for Elizabeth’s coronation. It is unlikely that preparations for the coronation would 
have been made before Mary’s funeral on 13 December (only a week before Schep- 
herde’s funeral), and even then livery for the Chapel Royal would not necessarily have 
been an immediate priority.
If this is so, and unless Sheppard became ill and died very rapidly indeed, he is likely 
to have been alive at the crucial time; even had he died during December (and despite 
the Christmas period and the impending coronation) it is difficult to see why his wife 
would have waited for some six weeks before taking steps to settle his estate.
The time available for him to write the service is therefore extended until some time in 
January, perhaps as much as two months into the new reign and well before the Act of 
Uniformity imposed a version of the second Prayer Book. This would have been suffi­
cient for at least a working draft to have been prepared: the speed and intensity with 
which he could work is attested by the considerable size of his Edwardine output alone. 
However, it would be going too far to suggest that this might be evidence of a burning 
desire to produce music for Protestant use.2 His desire to be buried in what was at the 
time an active and somewhat conservative monastery3 and his appointment of an 
unashamedly Catholic dignitary as the guardian of his children4 is as much evidence of 
his doctrinal leanings as is the deep spirituality of his Latin music. Rather, he was a
1. It nust be emphasised once more that Dr. Dover's arguments were put to me in correspondence and in discussion; I hope 
that here I build on then as he would wish. His conclusion, however, may be found in his liner-note to John Sheppard, 
English 5 Latin Church Music (Christ Church Cathedral Choir, cond. Stephen Darlington), Nimbus Records: NI 5480 1996.
2. Despite the unusual Biblical name of his son, which might in other circumstances be taken as some slight evidence of 
Protestant leanings. "Nathan” came into use in England as a first name during the 16th century (mainly but not exclus­
ively in Jewish families) but its choice seems to be without any particular significance: Hanks, P. and Hodges, P., A 
Dictionary of First Names, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1990; Wythycombe, E. G., The Oxford Dictionary of English 
Christian Names, Oxford, Oxford University Press 1945 3rd edn. 1977.
3. Knighton, S. K., Collegiate Foundations, 1540-1570, with Special Reference to St. Peter in Westminster, Ph.D. Cam­
bridge 1975, pp. 130, 146, 165-166.
4. Danyell refused to accept the Act of Supremacy and eventually moved to Rome: Wulstan, D., "Where There's a Will", The 
Musical Times Vol. 135 No. 1811 Jan. 1994, p. 26.
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professional musician obviously aware of the imminence of a new liturgy for which he 
was expected to compose.
It would be a daunting task to determine which of these interpretations from two such 
eminent scholars is the more accurate. However, there are details in the music itself 
which may perhaps swing the balance.
Despite the acknowledged quality of much of the music in the Second Service, Phillips 
has drawn attention to uncertainties in the writing, particularly in the handling of imita­
tion, and concludes that in some regards it is less confident, although more adventur­
ous, than the First Service.1
This finding is consistent with a work written at high speed and after a period of some 
years during which the composer had concentrated on works in a different style and for 
a different liturgy. In particular it is consistent with the circumstances of the time. If 
the Second Service is Elizabethan, the only months available for its composition 
(December and part of January) were ones in which the composer was also heavily 
committed professionally, by a royal funeral, a round of important feast days and by 
the learning of a new vernacular repertoire adopted in the Chapel Royal before the end 
of December 1558.2 It may therefore be that Sheppard was able to write the work in 
substance, but that his death prevented the redrafting and correction which in places it 
requires. Indeed, there is some evidence that the surviving sources themselves may 
represent slightly different drafts. The Te Deum as found in the Durham MSS is repeat­
edly punctuated at the end of sections with fermatae on breves and longs with double 
bar-lines in a way entirely uncharacteristic of this or any other of his services; in the 
York MSS, however, most of these fermatae and bar-lines are replaced by semi-breves 
withoutyèfTMd&zg. The music thus moves forward without a break, except at those very 
verse-endings at which comparison with his other Te Deum settings shows Sheppard 
habitually came to a stop or made a significant change in the texture.3
It is in the Te Deum itself that what may be considered the decisive evidence of an
1. Phillips, P., English Sacred Music 1549-1649, Oxford: Giaell 1991, pp. 419, 424-425.
2. Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press Vol. II 1966 
pp. 102-103; Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 7 ed. Brown, Rawdon and Bentinck, G. Cavendish, London: HHSO 1890, 
p. 1.
3. Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, K.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol II: for closes not found in York, pp. 
594, 597, 601, 605, 608, 612; for those retained in York pp. 619, 623.
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Elizabethan provenance for the Second Service is also to be found. It has been shown 
that the text set almost throughout the Service is that of the first Prayer Book. The 
exception is to be found at the start of the Te Deum which until the words "thou art the 
king of glory" sets a translation otherwise only known from an Edwardine musical 
setting and from which even so it differs in some small details.1 Clearly Sheppard did 
not have access to the Prayer Book translation until he was some way into the setting; 
however, he did not need to use the translation of the Venite also found in the Harleian 
manuscript, as he had that of the Great Bible (identical in its turn to that of the Prayer 
Book). This situation seems inexplicable unless the service were Elizabethan: although 
it has been shown (Chapter Two above) that composers did not necessarily refer direct­
ly to the Prayer Book when composing, such a startling anomaly must have a further 
cause. Comparison with all his other service settings shows that the Prayer Book was 
Sheppard’s ultimate textual source (with the exception of the Apostles’ Creed of the 
First Service), and this surely would have been so again were the Second Service 
Edwardine. If, however, the service had been begun very early in Elizabeth’s reign, a 
copy of the Prayer Book would have been harder to come by, explaining why for the 
Te Deum he turned to a source which may well have survived among other music 
manuscripts in the Chapel Royal. On the other hand, he could for the first item in the 
service turn to the Great Bible, copies of which from its very nature were much more 
likely to have avoided destruction during Mary’s reign than the Edwardine Prayer 
Books.
It is difficult to find any other convincing explanation of the textual anomaly found in 
the Te Deum, and especially one which might be compatible with an Edwardine date of 
composition. On a balance of probability, therefore, it would seem that the Second 
Service, despite the evidence of its text, was actually composed early in Elizabeth’s 
reign.
Conclusions
Two services have been considered which set the discussion of textual variants in 
musical settings (see Chap. 2 above) into specific contexts. Tallis’s Short Service 
appears at first sight to set the second or a subsequent Prayer Book: the Communion 
service items (with the exception of a missing clause in the Gloria in excelsis) conform 
to the second Prayer Book, and the canticles, whilst not so consistent, contain a sub­
1. Lbl. Harl. MS. 7578; a transcription is given in Frere, H. H., "Edwardine Vernacular Services Before the First Prayer 
Book" ed. Arnold, J. H and Wyatt, E. G. P, A Collection of his Papers, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, p. 13
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stantial majority of phrases found in the second but not in the first Book. However, the 
Credo seems to have been substantially reworked (as a partial result of which the text 
could have been made to conform to the second Book at a later date), whilst the second 
Prayer Book texts of the Responses to the Commandments and the Sanctus, together 
with the lack of an Agnus Dei, can be explained by simple recomposition and excision. 
In the case of the canticles, close scrutiny of the various sources brings to light evi­
dence for later adaptations which, when identified, allow a first Prayer Book text to be 
restored by processes which can usefully be applied in the case of other settings also.
By contrast, Sheppard’s Second Service is immediately identifiable as a setting of the 
first Prayer Book but in a style which appears at odds with an Edwardine provenance. 
In order to solve this puzzle, the work must be considered in a historical rather than 
predominantly musical context. Although not all authorities are agreed, there is a 
general consensus that for a time at the start of Elizabeth’s reign a return to the first 
rather than the second Prayer Book was anticipated and Sheppard, a leading composer 
of the Chapel Royal, would have been expected to contribute a setting. Although he 
was undoubtedly dead by the end of January, 1559, assertions that he died earlier 
during December (which practically rule out his having been able to compose the ser­
vice in time) may rest on his having been mis-identified with another man. The most 
persuasive argument (in the absence of more conclusive evidence) seems in the final 
analysis to come from the music itself: the setting at the start of the Te Deum of a trans­
lation otherwise known only from a pre-Marian manuscript is explicable only if the 
work were early Elizabethan, but not if it were Edwardine.
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C hapter ' Fouir
The Sur-v i va 1 of Choir’s 
and of Chur'oh Music
(No longer) shall the sweet organs, containing melodious noise of all manner of 
instruments and birds, be played upon, nor the great bells be rung after that, nor 
yet the fresh descant, pricksong, counterpoint, and faburden be called for in thee, 
which art the very synagogue of Satan. Thy lascivious harmony and delectable music, 
much provoking the weak hearts of men to meddle with thy abominable whoredom by the 
wantonness of idolatry in that kind, shall perish with thee for ever.1
In the medieval Uses the word "choir" {chorus) described the whole body of an eccle­
siastic foundation (with the exception of the altar party itself) meeting for worship. It 
was not a word with any necessarily musical connotations, and made no distinction 
between specialist and non-specialist singers beyond reserving some more ornate chants 
(such as the Gradual or Responsory verses) to soloists.2 The behaviour and duties of 
the choir were carefully regulated.
Choir dress was the surplice, over which were worn black copes {capa nigra); on 
double feasts silk copes were worn, apparently removed at Mass after the Pax. Mem­
bers of the choir were to enter wearing their habits, bow to the altar and to the bishop 
or dean, and generally were expected to remain standing throughout the services other 
than for the verses of responsories and graduais, during lessons, and on some ferial 
days when kneeling for preces and from the Sanctus to the Pax Domini. At Offices, 
members of the choir were to face the altar at the start, at the beginnings of chapters, 
collects and versicles, and at the Doxology; at Mass during certain clauses of the 
Gloria in excelsis and the Credo (sometimes accompanied by a bow), the announcement 
of the Gospel and from the end of the Offertory onwards. Other ceremonial is laid 
down for those beginning antiphons or reading lessons at the Offices.3
1. Bale, J., Commentary on Revelation 18:22 from "The Image Of bothe churches® ed. Christmas, H., Select Works of John 
Bale, Parker Soc. 1849 p. 536.
2. It is convenient, therefore, to make a differentiation between the choir, the "polyphonic" choir, and the "quire" or 
part of the church in which services were sung. Cf. Jungiann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger 
Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 94.
3. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sara, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 14, 16-22, 24.
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These regulations assume that the Offices and Mass would be sung by all the founda­
tion; how they were interpreted when specialist singers were employed is not clear. 
Although vicars choral and lay clerks would have been able to imitate all the gestures 
of the choir when singing familiar plainsong, while singing polyphony they would have 
found it difficult to do more than bow to the altar between items and to make the sign 
of the cross.
The choir was ruled by rectores chori on most feast days, the number varying accord­
ing to the solemnity; on major feasts the precentor might be a ruler. It was the duty of 
the rulers to direct the music, to ensure that the correct intonations were given, and to 
determine who was to begin antiphons and other items. They sat in stalls at the west 
end of the choir, carried staves of office, and always wore silk copes.1
The duty to impart the incipit implies that there was no absolute pitch for the plainsong, 
and nothing whatever is said of obtaining a note from an instrument, an organ or from 
any other source (an exception presumably being made when altematim organ settings 
were sung). Since variable clef-positions allowed virtually every plainsong melody to 
be set down on the stave without the need for ledger-lines, a note written (for example) 
on the middle space of the stave would correspond with a note approximately at the 
middle of the singer’s range regardless of its nominal designation. Knowing the voices 
at his disposal, the ruler would then be able to set a suitable pitch for them by relating 
it to the range of the music "not after his owne brest but as eueiy man beying a synger
1. Frere, W, H., The Use of Sara, Caabridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 25, 35, 39-40. At Lincoln, 
the rulers sat at a long bench in the middle of the quire, moved there for the purpose: Kirwan, A. Lindsey, The Music of 
Lincoln Cathedral, London: Stainer t Bell 1973, p. 5. In the regulations of the Percy household (c.1512), the subdean 
was charged with "ordering ande keaping the Queir" (an administrative responsibility?), two singers by rota were to 
stand "Rector-Chore at the Deske" and the Basses (possibly an administrative rather than musical distinction) by rota 
were to "set the Queyre” (which may have meant acting as beginners, or setting the pitch for polyphonic items): Percy, 
T. (ed.), The Regulations and Establishment of the Household of Henry Algernon Percy, London: Pickering 1827, pp. 368, 
370, 373-375; Bowers, R,, "To Chorus from Quartet" in ed. Morehen, J., English Choral Practice 1400-1650, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press 1995, p. 36. For a general discussion, see Bumpus, J. S., A Dictionary of Ecclesiastical 
Terms, London: Werner Laurie n.d., pp. 266-268.
The traditional sword dance of Kirkburton (Yorks.) has an opening whose structure bears striking similarities 
to the ceremonial associated with ecclesiastical rectores chori: the dancers form a straight line; the Captain, bearing 
a beribboned sword rather than a stave, stands directly before a man at one end of the line, facing him; he then intones 
the opening of a short verse, but turns away whilst the dancer takes it up; the Captain then moves to stand in front of 
the next man in the line, faces him, and repeats the procedure until all the men have been given and have taken up a 
verse and the dance itself begins. It is difficult to believe other than that this sequence originated in emulation of 
the ceremony with which psalms and other items were begun under the direction of rectores chori, and has unwittingly 
preserved it since. The dance is described in -Schofield, R. A., The Svord Dance of Kirkburton, Kirkburton: Kirkburton 
Rapier Dancers n.d., although the opening itself .is not dealt with.
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may synge conueniently his part".1
Although these regulations were formulated with respect to intoning plainsong, it is not 
impossible that a similar practice was followed when polyphony was sung. Again, 
variable clefs were commonplace, and it was not unusual even in the same part-book 
for one part to be given different clefs (eg. Medius Cl and C2, Contra-tenor C3 and 
C4 etc.). The extremes of the stave, therefore, represented the extremes of any voice, 
sounding pitch could be determined pragmatically and the primary function of the clef 
was to indicate the position of the semitones.2
In the Papal Chapel (which was without an organ) polyphony always began with an 
intonation having no reference to an absolute pitch. The senior singer of the leading 
voice, or the senior bass when all voices entered together, would sing over the opening 
notes with their words and rhythm, and the piece would then be started anew by the 
choir. The senior singers were expected to have sufficient experience to know at what 
pitch a work would be comfortable; one occasion, when by a mistake two beginners 
started at once but a tone apart, shows that the final pitch was relative (either presumab­
ly having been acceptable) but within narrow limits which the beginners were able to 
judge with some precision.3 Although no evidence seems to have survived to show how 
polyphonic singers in England obtained their starting notes, some system similar to that 
in Rome and clearly derived from the duties of the rector chori may not have been
1. "Articles of the Office of the Parish Clarks of Fauershaa" (1506) ed. Legg, J. Wickham, The Clerk's Book, Henry 
Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, p. 75. Similarly, the "chauntress" at Sion convent was to "sette the songe euen and mensur- 
ably, neyther to hyghe nor to lowe, neyther to faste nor to slowe", was to "entune to the abbess softly alle the antens 
that sche is to begyn", and to move singers around in the choir according to their number, voices and skill; rectors and 
beginners intoned from their stalls during the Offices and from the midst of the quire facing the altar at Mass: The 
Myroure of oure Ladye (1530) ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19, 1873, pp. xxxvi-xxxviii. The same work (p. 58) re­
counts the dreadful fate which was visited on a young Cistercian monk who "of pryde and of selfe wyll" insisted on 
singing the chant three notes higher than the mean pitch: "the fende comynge out of hys mouthe in lykenesse of hotte 
brenynge yren entered in to all hys helpers".
2. It is acknowledged that any discussion relating to the performing pitch of 16th-century polyphony will be highly 
contentious: Wulstan, D., Tudor Music, London: Dent 1985, pp. 192-249 (Chapter Eight "A High Clear Voice")? Bowers, R., 
"The Vocal Scoring, Choral Balance and Performing Pitch of Latin Church Polyphony in England, c.1500-58" (1547-1553 not
discussed), Journal of the Royal Mus. Assoc. Vol. 112 1986-1987 pp. 38-76; Bowers, "To Chorus from Quartet: the Perform­
ing Resource for English Choral Polyphony, c.1390-1559" and Wulstan, "Byrd, Tallis and Ferrabosco" in Morehen, J. (ed.), 
English Choral Practice 1400-1650, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1995, pp. 1-47, 109-142 with subsequent arti­
cles and correspondence by Phillips, Bowers et. al in The Musical Tines Vol. 137 No. 1841 July 1996 pp. 12-15, Vol. 137 
No. 1842 Aug. 1996 p. 3, Vol. 138 No. 1847 Jan. 1997 pp. 5-10, Vol. 138 No. 1849 March 1997 p. 2, Vol. 138 No. 1850 
April 1997 p. 2. Nevertheless, if the interpretation in the main text is allowed, it is instructive to see how many 
Edwardine works for men's voices become performable either by AATB or by TTBB from the same part-books. This may, indeed 
have been deliberately intended at a time when vocal resources were less certain.
3. Sherr, R., "Performance practice in the Papal Chapel during the 16th century", Early Music, Vol. 15 Nov. 1987, pp.
453-455.
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unknown.
In parish churches which maintained choirs, it would seem that cathedral practice was 
taken as a model, with musically skilled parish clerks acting as rectors. At Holy Trinity 
Coventry, the Constituciones of 1462 required the two clerks or "dekyns" to rule the 
choir on Sundays and feast days, and to begin all the psalms. At Faversham, Articles of 
1506 required the clerks to sing the Gradual (in itself, a skilled task), to "sett the 
quyer" (that is, to determine the pitch) and to be responsible for singing simple poly­
phony unless the plainsong failed, in which case "one of them shall leue faburden and 
kepe the playne song vnto the tyme the quyer be sett agayne".1
Parochial choirs and their rulers might also emulate cathedral choirs in other respects. 
Rulers had special stalls at All Saints Bristol. At St. Maiy at Hill (London) their stalls 
were made of iron, and the rectors themselves wore "stolys" and "Greyes skynnes" 
(that is, the furred amuces worn at St. Paul’s) whilst the choir wore copes which sur­
vived, although not necessarily in use, until 1552. At St. Vedast the rulers’ staves 
survived into Edward’s reign. At St. Michael Comhill, where one priest was appointed 
as the ruler (analogous to the cathedral precentor), there were also two rectors on 
solemn feast days; it is possible that one of the clerks or conducts sang the Epistle, 
since on all but double feasts Mass was celebrated there by a priest with a deacon but 
no subdeacon. The priests and clerks of the choir by an order of 1538 were to wear 
surplices; however, choir copes also survived until at least 1547. Two other London 
churches, St. Augustine Watling Street and St. Dunstan in the East, had choir copes 
until 1549 and 1552 respectively, although there is no proof that they were still in use.2
Cathedral and Collegiate Choirs
Music and its performance were not high priorities in the concerns of Protestant refor­
mers although Martin Luther valued music not only for itself but for its educational 
value and for the role it could play in the renewal of congregational worship.3 The pre-
1. The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp. 58, 61, 76, 80.
2. Atchley, E. G. C. P., "Some More Bristol Inventories", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Bcclesiological Soc., Vol. 9 1922- 
1928, p. 21. Churchwardens' accounts: London St. Mary at Hill ed. Littlehales, H., EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128 1905, pp. 31, 
358; London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. 4071/1 fos. 85v-86r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871, pp. 206-208; 
London Churches at the Reformation ed. Walters, H. B., London: SPCK 1939, pp. 174, 245, 449, 493, 621. It should be 
noted that the choir copes referred to are all for children; copes for men, being indistinguishable from those used also 
by the clergy, do not appear to have been listed separately in inventories. The assumption is here being made that where 
choristers wore copes, the men would have done the same.
3. Kallas, E., "Martin Luther in Praise of Music", Journal of Church Music Vol. 25 Oct. 1983, pp. 13-16.
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Reformation rationale behind the use of music in worship was that thereby the sacrifice 
of Christ and the best that man had to offer were brought together in one offering; as 
Shepherd has said, "the offering of this art (of music) assumed priority over any con­
cern, as in the case of vocal music, for an intelligible presentation of the words. That 
the text was obscured, or that the Latin language was not understood, did not invalidate 
the offering of music as a work which pleased and delighted God".1
This apology was one with which even the most moderate of Reformers would have 
been uneasy, and during Henry’s reign criticisms of some aspects of church music 
began to be more vocally made. Erasmus objected that the words were inaudible, the 
singers did not understand what they were singing, and that music enjoyed an emphasis 
and expenditure of time and energy out of all proportion to its place in the religious 
life.2 The Rationale o f Ceremonial (c. 1540-1543) acknowledged that "sweet harmony" 
could lead the people to devotion and put them in mind of the joys of heaven; however, 
church music was to be "sober, discreet and devout" (criteria clearly not applicable to 
what we now think of as the best music of the period) and designed to "move and stir 
the people to the sweetness of God’s word there sung" (that is, the words had to be 
audible: indeed, the manuscript originally gave "there sung and not understanded").3 
Becon went further: "A Christian man’s melody, after St. Paul, consisteth in heart, 
while we recite psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs, and sing to the Lord in our hearts. 
All other outward melody is vain and transitory, and passeth away and cometh to 
nought.4
For Becon, as for many Protestants, the notion that God could be moved by or pleased 
with any works of man was unacceptable. Man was base and wholly unable of himself 
to offer anything of value; the only acceptable sacrifice was that of Christ, once made 
and not to be repeated or emulated. Having been reconciled to God by Christ’s perfect 
sacrifice, all that man could validly offer was the praise and thanksgiving which he
1. Shepherd, J. H., The Changing Theological Concept of Sacrifice, and its Implications for the Music of the English 
Church c.1500-1640, Ph.D. Cambridge 1984, p. 18; for Stephen Gardiner's defence of such an interpretation, Shepherd pp. 
11-18.
2. Le Huray, P., Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 repr. & 
corr. 1978, p. 11.
3. ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, p. 14.
4. "The Jewel of Joy" ed. Ayre, J., The Catechism of Thomas Becon, Parker Soc. 1844, p. 429.
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owed as a result. T h is interpretation was set out in polemical writings and in litur­
gical works. Becon insisted in The Jewel o f Joy that "if one oblation of Christ be alto­
gether sufficient, then are the daily oblations of the popish mass-priests vain and unpro­
fitable"; in A newe Catéchisme, that true religion "is then most glorious and most 
beautiful when it is most simple, and none otherwise set forth than it was used and left 
unto us of Christ and his apostles. And contrariwise, it is then most obscured and 
defaced when it is daubed over with the vile and vain colours of man’s wisdom, al­
though outwardly never so gorgeous and glorious".2 The homily O f the Misery o f 
Mankind (1547) went further: "of ourselves we be crab trees, that can bring forth no 
apples. We be of ourselves of such earth, as can but bring forth weeds, nettles, bram­
bles, briers, cockel and darnel".3 For Cranmer, "we be unworthy (through our man- 
yfolde synnes) to offre vnto thee any Sacryfice: Yet we beseche thee to accepte thys 
our bounden dutie and sendee".4
Therefore sacred music which was essentially elitist and abstract, and which obscured 
the words, was inevitably viewed by Protestant reformers with suspicion. The musician 
John Merbecke was to abandon his craft and in A booke o f notes and Common places 
(1581) draw on Calvin, Peter Martyr and Becon to argue that music was superfluous to 
worship and that praise was to be offered from the heart and not by the lips:
Men that are given to outward pomps, delight in such noise, but 
God liketh better the simplicity which (he) commendeth to us by his 
Apostle.
(St. Augustine) commanded the reader, that when he sang, he 
should but little alter his voice, so that he should be like rather unto one 
that readeth, than to one that singeth.
Not the voice but the desire, not the pleasantness of music, but 
the voice not crying, but loving, singeth in the ears of God.
While the sweetness of the voice is sought for, the life is neglec­
ted, and when wicked manner provoketh God, the people is ravished by 
the pleasantness of the voice.
We ought (saith Jerome) to sing, to make melody, and to praise 
the Lord rather in mind, than in voice.
Let the voice of the singer so sing, that not the voice of him that 
singeth, but the words that are read may delight.
1. The topic is discussed at length in Shepherd, J. H., The Changing Theological Concept of Sacrifice, and its Implica­
tions for the Music of the English Church c.1500-1640, Ph.D. Cambridge 1984, passim and especially in the present con­
text pp. 1-129.
2. The Catechism of Thomas Becon ed. Ayre, J., Parker Society 1844,'pp. 299-300, 449.
3. Probably by Bonner or Harpsfield: Certain Sermons or Bomilies, new edn. London: SPCK 1843, p. 16.
4. BCP Khitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(r); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 694.
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men’s souls ... live not by singing and by piping, but by every 
word that cometh out of the mouth of God.1
It is therefore not surprising that inroads were made into the provision of music for 
worship. Not only was the music itself to be a vehicle for and not an obscurer of the 
word, but Protestant ideals demanded a preaching clergy in place of the ceremonial and 
(using the word in its widest sense) sacrificing priesthood represented by a college of 
vicars choral whose primary function was the offering of complex music.
The process had already begun before 1547, since the Dissolution led to the disappear­
ance of at least fifty monastic and collegiate choirs, whilst more vanished as a result of 
the Edwardine Chantries Act.2 Within six months of the start of the new reign, a visit­
ation of the cathedrals, royal peculiars and the universities had begun, resulting in a 
series of Injunctions whose provisions with regard to music were threefold: to promote 
audible vernacular settings, to redirect time and resources spent on music towards more 
fruitful activities, and in subtle ways to reduce the status of choirs.3
[1] Audibility of Text
The demand for the text of sung items to be audible was variously expressed. At Can­
terbury (1547 p. 143) the psalms were to be sung "with leisure and deliberation”; at 
Lincoln (1548 p. 168), antiphons were to be in the vernacular, addressed to the Lord 
and not to Mary or the saints, and sung to a "plain and distinct note, for every syllable 
one . At York (1547 pp. 154-155) all existing antiphons were to be abolished and re­
placed by two in the vernacular which emphasised the Passion and Redemption: "Like 
as Moses lifted up the seipent" and "Be it evident and known". It is not clear whether 
the music referred to is polyphony or an adaptation of plainsong; no surviving setting is 
known and the distinction may in any case have been immaterial: what was evidently 
required was music in a simple style, either homophonie polyphony or plainsong 
without melismata.
[2] Redirection of Time and Resources
The relative simplicity of music expected by the Injunctions and the consequent de­
crease in time necessary to learn or to rehearse it (even though it involved a new reper-
1. Leaver, R. A. (ed.), The Work of John Mar beck, Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1978, pp. 144-149.
2. Le Huray, P., Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 repr. & 
corr. 1978, pp. 2, 12-13.
3. !fte various Injunctions are set out in Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, 
Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910. Reference to them will be made in the main text thus: (Foundation date page)
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toire) meant that it became possible for vicars choral and lay clerks to concentrate their 
attentions elsewhere. This seems to have been a deliberate policy, and one which 
changed the emphasis of worship away from the ancient round of Offices and Masses 
towards preaching and reading of the scriptures. The process was not altogether new, 
since Injunctions given ten years earlier by Bishop Latimer (St. Mary Worcester 1537 
p. 13, Worcester diocese 1537 p. 17) and by Shaxton (Salisbury Diocese 1538 p. 36) 
had already given precedence to sermons over singing and occasional services. How­
ever, the Injunctions issued to all cathedrals (1547 pp. 136, 138) set a new tone, stipu­
lating that all ministers (among whom vicars choral and probably lay clerks would have 
been included) were to be present at all sermons; in order to make this possible, no 
other services were to be held at the same time and Offices might be omitted. The 
singing of the night office of Matins was to be abandoned entirely, a significant step 
since with up to fifteen psalms and nine responsories it was musically the most dense of 
all the Offices and called for considerable expertise in its performance.
Injunctions issued to individual cathedrals repeated or extended these demands. Ser­
mons and lectures (Canterbury 1547 p. 142; Winchester 1547 p. 147; Windsor 1547 p. 
161 and 1550 pp. 216-217, 222), public readings from scripture (Canterbury 1547 p. 
145; Winchester 1547 p. 147; Lincoln 1548 p. 167) and "godly and virtuous exercises, 
study and contemplation" (York: 1547 p. 155) were made compulsory. This was to be 
done at the expense of entire services such as the Lady Mass (again, long associated 
with the musical tradition)1 and the Hours (Canterbury 1547, p. 142; Winchester 1547 
p. 147; York 1547 p. 154; Lincoln 1548 p. 169) or by omitting parts of the services 
such as sequences, responds and memorials which called for specialised musical abili­
ties (Winchester 1547 p. 147; York 1547 pp. 153-154; Lincoln 1548 pp. 167-168). The 
contrast with Bishop Heath’s Injunctions for Rochester Cathedral (1543 p. 96) could 
hardly have been greater: he had laid down that prime and other hours were to be 
omitted specifically to allow the singing of the Lady Mass in pricksong on feast days.
The terms of reference given to the Visitors of the Universities in November 1548 and 
May 1549 set out a similar agenda of change, since they were to "convert money spent 
on choristers, chanters or other daily ecclesiastical services, or on grammar scholars, to 
the support of scholars in literature and philosophy; ... to change all chantries and 
assign the profits to the exhibition of scholars; ... to change the terms of divine
1. Bowers, R., "The Lady Chapel and its Musicians c.1210-1559" (at Winchester), in Crook, J. (ed.), Winchester Cathedral 
Fine Hundred Years, Chichester: D & C of Winchester with Philliiore 1993, pp. 227-256.
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offices ... and to substitute others more reasonable".1
At Cambridge, music in the Colleges seems to have ceased entirely after 1549 or 1550, 
whether required by statute or not.2 At Oxford, Magdalen College was required to 
convert money formerly used to support singers and music in bonarum litterarum, 
whilst at New College sung daily Offices were to cease and clerks, choristers and 
chaplains were not to be supported beyond those necessary for saying daily morning 
prayer and Communion on holy days.3 Magdalen College, which had already resisted 
the imposition in 1548 of new forms of service, stood out against the visitation and the 
Injunctions (which the Visitors defended by saying "we thought it not necessary to have 
such choirs maintained in colleges of students"), and a further visitation of Oxford was 
ordered in 1551.4
[3] The Status of Choirs
As music, traditional services and ceremonial gave way to Protestant principles of 
worship, so the status of cathedral and collegiate choirs was reduced. One way in 
which this was done was by denigrating musical skill and qualifications themselves, and 
by giving preference to non-musical rather than musical criteria when appointments 
were made.
Some steps in this direction had been taken during Henry’s reign: the Injunctions for 
Rochester Cathedral (1543 p. 92) required all new peticanons and lay clerks to be 
examined for their musical abilities and to be of a "good and goodly conversation"; the 
Statutes of 1544 for Gloucester Cathedral required that the minor canons and lay clerks 
be "learned, of a good name and honest conversation; and lastly, that they be men of
1. Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HMSO 1992, pp. 68, 99.
2. Payne, I, The provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected cathedrals c.l547-c.m, New 
York(USA)/London: Garland 1993, pp. 22, 28, 300, 302, although there nay have been soae music at Trinity College, Payne 
p. 29. The study of music remained a compulsory part of the mathematics syllabus: Price, D. C., Patrons and Musicians of 
the English Renaissance, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1981, p. 20.
3. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. H., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
228-229; Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HHSO 1992, p. 300.
4. Bloxan, J. Rouse, A Register of the Presidents ...and other Members of St. Mary Magdalen College, Oxford, Oxford: 
Parker 1857, Vol. II pp. 303-304 and, for a summary of liturgical and ceremonial changes at the College during the 
reip, pp. xlii-lii; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 
Vol. 15 1910, p. 228 fn. 1; Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: 
HHSO 1992, p. 210,
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good judgment in singing".1 However, this is a far cry from the sentiments of an 
Injunction given to St. George’s Windsor by which musical ability is spoken of in the 
same breath as "pride, contention, railing, drunkenness, contempt of ... superiors, or 
suchlike vice" and as a result of which men appointed to lay clerkships were to be 
quiet, honest, knowledgeable in Latin and potential clergymen; they were to have 
musical competency, but appointments were to be made "having always more regard to 
their virtue and learning than to excellency in music" (Windsor 1550 pp. 225-226 cf. p. 
222). At the same time, the office of precentor was down-graded from a canonry to a 
minor canonry (Windsor 1550 p. 218).
This may be an extreme example and one applied in a royal peculiar very much in the 
public eye; nevertheless, it was at one with a series of earlier Injunctions for Windsor 
and elsewhere which had the effect of reducing the status and special traditions of 
cathedral choirs in more subtle ways.
One of these removed any distinction between the habit of a vicar choral or lay clerk 
and a parish clerk. Members of cathedral and sometimes collegiate church choirs 
(whether specialist singers or not) had been accustomed to wearing the capa nigra and 
the silk cope over their surplices; these were to be discarded. Whilst prebendaries at 
Lincoln kept their almuces (at least until 1549),2 at York and at Windsor only surplices 
were permitted "in (no) wise differing (from) the uniform kind of apparel used most 
uniformly through this realm" (Winchester 1547 p. 149; York 1547 p. 153; Windsor 
1547 p. 161; Lincoln 1548 p. 168; the cassock was enforced for lay clerks at Windsor 
in 1550 pp. 222, 261). Similarly, singers were forbidden to be tonsured (Canterbuiy 
1547 p. 145; Winchester 1547 pp. 148-149).
At Windsor again, vacancies in the ranks of petit-canons were to be filled by laymen 
(Windsor 1547 pp. 161-162, 1550 p. 223). This in itself was not a radical departure, 
since lay clerks were already to be found elsewhere and more such posts were created 
during the reign;3 the difference lay in one of their duties. From 1550 they were to 
read the Epistle at Communion as if they had been parish clerks, and since the petit- 
canons were to read the Gospel it may be assumed that the ceremonial functions of
1. The Statutes of Gloucester Cathedral ed. Gee, H., London: 1918, p. 17.
2. For the discarding of the aliuce at St. Paul's in 1549: Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W, D., 
Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 14.
3. Eg. in 1547 at Exeter, where a choral tradition continued: Payne, I., The Provision and Practice of Sacred Music at 
Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals c.1547-c.1646, New York (USA)/London: Garland 1993, pp. 20, 177.
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deacon and subdeacon had been entirely done away with (Windsor 1550 p. 222).
[4] Conclusions
Although when taken at face value the Injunctions outlined above represented serious 
inroads into the function and status of cathedral and collegiate choirs, there was a wide 
variation both in the demands of the Visitors and in the attitudes towards music of those 
in local authority.
In this respect. Archbishop Holgate’s Injunctions for York Minster (1552, pp. 310- 
321)1 are particularly interesting, since by repeating many familiar strictures they 
suggest that less had changed in the previous five years than might have been expected. 
Holgate evidently found it necessary to reiterate that the Injunctions of 1547 were 
generally to be observed, that members of the choir were to attend sermons and lec­
tures, that vicars choral and choristers were to read and memorise portions of the scrip­
tures, that music was to be sung "so that every syllable may be plainly and distinctly 
pronounced" and that no minister was to be tonsured. Clearly, the spirit behind the 
Injunctions of 1547 had not been applied with any enthusiasm, and in this York may 
not have been atypical. Where Holgate did go beyond the earlier Injunctions was in 
permitting nothing but "square note plain" (that is, plainsong without melisma) to be 
sung, and in forbidding organs.2 At the same time the numbers in the choir were to be 
made up, with laymen where necessary, although given the simplicity of the music 
demanded it is difficult to see what attraction there could be in joining it beyond the 
purely mercenary and, in the case of the boys, the educational benefits.
The example of York also suggests that the number of singers maintained by a cathe-
1. See also Austin, G., "He Statutes of the Church" (of York Minster), York Minster Historical Tracts No. 18 1927, pp. 
15-16; Payne, I., The Provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals c.1547- 
c.1646, New York(USA)/London 1993, pp. 188-190.
2. To this extent, Holgate seeas to have been playing his part in a "national canpaign", since organs cane down in the 
sane year at St. Paul's and Worcester: MacCulloch, D. and Hughes, P., "A Bailiff's List and Chronicle from Worcester”, 
Antiquaries' Journal Vol. 75 1995, p. 247 & fn. 76; The Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., 
Caiden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 75. Robert Parkyn reported that Holgate's Injunction with reference to organs was extended 
to parish churches: "Narrative" ed. Dickens, A. G., Eng. Hist. Review Vol 62 Jan 1947, pp. 74-75; cf. Ridley's diocesan 
Injunctions (1550): Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 
Vol. 15 1910, p. 235.
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dral choir was not necessarily an indication of a commitment to music itself;1 indeed, 
of the seven cathedrals whose records were examined by Payne, only in the case of 
Lincoln does there seem to have been a significant decrease in the number of singers 
during the reign, and numbers generally seem to have been kept up elsewhere.2
Nevertheless, conditions differed quite considerably from place to place. At one ex­
treme the reduction in the number of boys and the silencing of the organs at Windsor, 
and the abandoning of music in Cambridge colleges, has been noted; at the other, 
Exeter was able to maintain a flourishing musical tradition despite financial and dis­
ciplinary tensions.3
What the doctrinally arch-conservative Stephen Gardiner at Winchester thought of the 
Visitors and their Injunctions is not known. At neighbouring Chichester, where George 
Day was the bishop, a choir already suffering from declining numbers and poor pay 
seems to have been thoroughly demoralised over a long period. Both discipline and 
singing were poor, absenteeism reached high levels in 1550, and the imposition without 
election of John Scory as bishop in 1552 must have been unsettling; although numbers 
in the choir improved in 1553, they fell again on Elizabeth’s accession and morale 
remained low.4
In the Chapel Royal, splendid liturgies and music were a necessary trapping of monar­
chy and diplomacy. It is therefore not surprising that despite the Protestant ethos of
1. In this, of course, York was far from alone. Jeffrey Dean has memorably shown that the Papal choir was upheld and re­
quired to sing on a daily basis even though there was frequently nobody to hear it, and in an official atmosphere of 
disinterest or even open hostility which may have been typical also of other great foundations: "Listening to Sacred 
Polyphony c.1500", Early Music, Vol. 25 No. 4 Nov. 1997, esp. pp, 614-626. Although their situations were hardly paral­
lel, at both York and Rome the musical foundations survived for other reasons than an appreciation of their musical and 
liturgical role.
2. (Exeter, Hereford, York, Ely, Norwich, Peterborough) Payne, I., The Provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cam­
bridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals C.1547-C.1646, New York (USA)/London 1993, Appendix 1 pp. 177ff. Other founda­
tions whose numbers did not significantly decrease were the Chapel Royal, Westminster and Durham: Culling, E. A., The 
Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Eousehold to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1986, p. 227; Knighton, S. L,  Collegiate 
Foundations, 1540-1570, with Special Reference to St. Peter in Westminster, Ph.D. Cambridge 1975, p. 129; Ashbee, A., 
Records of English Court Music Vol. 7, Aldershot: Scolar 1993, pp. 104-108, 117, 123-124, 129; Crosby, B., The Choral 
Foundation of Durham Cathedral, C.1350-C.1650, Ph.D. Durham 1992, Vol II p. 180.
3. Payne, I, The provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals c.1547-c.1646, New 
York(USA)/London: Garland 1993, pp. 20-30, 177-179; "The Vicars Choral of Exeter Cathedral", Transactions of the Devon­
shire Association for the Advancement of Science, Vol. 115 Dec, 1983, pp. 102, 107.
4. Lander, S. J., The Diocese of Chichester 1508-1558, Ph.D. Cambridge 1974, pp.155-156; Peckham, W. D. (ed.), The Acts 
of the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of Chichester 1545-1642, Sussex Record Soc. Vol. 58 1959, pp. 18, 20, 
34; Dart, T., "Music and Musicians at Chichester Cathedral, 1545-1642", Music and Letters Vol. 42 1961, pp. 221-222.
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Edward’s court, the well-documented liturgical experiments and a new emphasis on 
preaching, there was little diminution of ceremonial and that the choir increased in size; 
whilst court preachers were eager to promote Protestant values before the young King, 
they do not seem to have criticised liturgical music.1
At Westminster Abbey something of the same preservation of choral singing and 
ceremonial survived, perhaps because of that foundation’s association with state ser­
vices.
Richard Cox, who was appointed Dean of Westminster in 1549, was a thorough Pro­
testant reformer but apparently a moderate with regard to the performance of the litur­
gy. He was of the opinion that "all things in the church should be pure, simple, and 
removed as far as possible from the elements and pomp of this world"; nevertheless, he 
favoured dignified worship and abominated "the severe institutions of Christian discip­
line". He kept up the choral strength of about twelve each of vicars choral and lay 
clerks and eight to ten boys, and the liturgical upheavals of the reign seem to have had 
little impact on the foundation. In 1551 the Privy Council had to order the removal of 
"all manner of Garnishments and Apparel of Silver and Gold" and the destruction of 
"Books of Superstition; such as Missals, Breviaries, Processionals etc." which were 
still preserved in the library; although by 1553 the church was stripped and the screen 
demolished, this seems to have been done in the final stages of the reign.2
Ian Payne has observed that "music either died or flourished as a result of the attitudes 
of local authorities";3 his conclusion is borne out by the evidence. Even if special cases 
(such as the Chapel Royal, St. George’s Windsor and the Universities) are set aside, 
the attitude of Deans, Chapters and other dignitaries was crucial in determining how far 
those aims would be implemented. At York, there is reason to believe that they had to
1. Culling, E. A., The Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Household to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1986, pp. 209, 216, 
223-224, 227-228; le Huray, P. Music and Reformation in England 154H660, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1967 
repr. with corrections 1978, pp. 67-70; Bowers, R., "He Chapel Royal", The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
ed. Sadie, S., London: Macmillan 1980 repr. i corr. 1995, Vol. 11 p. 152; Ashbee, A., Records of English Court Music 
Vol. 7, Aldershot: Scolar 1993, pp. 104-108, 117, 123-124.
2. Knighton, S. K., Collegiate Foundations, 1540-1570, with Special Reference to St. Peter in Westminster, Ph.D. Cam­
bridge 1975, pp. 114, 127-129, 146-147; Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. I ed. Robinson, H., 
Parker Soc. 1846, pp. 122-123; Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 238; 
Ashbee, A., Records of English Court Music Vol. 7, Aldershot: Scolar 1993, p. 129; Teiperley, N., "Westminster Abbey", 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians ed. Sadie, S., London: Macmillan 1980 repr. i corr. 1995, Vol 11 p.
3. Payne, I., The Provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals C .1547-C.1646, 
New York(USA)/London: Garland 1993, p. 30.
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be reinforced some five years later; where there was sympathy for and support of a 
choral foundation it could continue in service, as at Exeter and Westminster; where 
there was not, it could be demoralised, as at Chichester.
Music in London Churches
London’s city churches had long enjoyed a rich musical life which during the first half 
of the sixteenth century underwent considerable expansion: the number of organs in­
creased, music was provided in greater quantities and professional musicians were 
employed. The musically most ambitious foundation was St. Mary at Hill, but on the 
eve of the Reformation polyphony was heard in about twenty-six churches.1
Although one result of the Chantries Act was the removal of funding from churches in 
which singing had previously been maintained by endowment or by guilds, music 
continued to be heard during Edward’s reign, albeit at a reduced level. From one 
perspective, this is to be expected of a city which must necessarily have attracted many 
of the most competent musicians of the time and in which there was the financial means 
to support them. Nevertheless, as MacCulloch has observed, the government realised 
that the Reformation had above all to be effective at parish level if it were to be effect­
ively imposed on the people.2 It might therefore be expected that the activities of 
church choirs would be more closely scrutinised and where necessary controlled in 
London parish churches than elsewhere lest the music (and the ceremonial accompany­
ing it) stray too far from Protestant ideals. The truth seems to be, however, that paro­
chial music was not high in the concerns of the authorities and that it was able to sur­
vive in a supportive environment.3
The Edwardine inventories for over ninety London churches survive. They are particu­
larly valuable since many of them include inventories for the beginning and end of the
1. Baillie, H., London Churches, their Music and Musicians, 1485-1560, Ph.D. Cambridge 1959, pp. 12-13, 112 ff; cf. 
Baillie, ”A London Church in Early Tudor Times", Music 4 Letters Vol. 36 1955, pp. 55-64; Lloyd, R., "Music at the 
Parish Church of St Mary at Hill, London", Early Music Vol. 25 No. 2 May 1997, pp. 221-226; cf. Monson, C., "Elizabethan 
London" in Fenlon, I. (ed.), The Renaissance. From the 1470s to the end of the Sixteenth Century, Basingstoke/London: 
Macmillan 1989, p. 315; Temper ley, N., "Parish Churches" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians ed. Sadie, 
S., London: Macmillan 1980 repr. 4 corr. 1995, Vol. 11 p. 146.
2. MacCulloch, 0., The Later Reformation in England 1547-1603, Basingstoke/London 1990, p. 127: although MacCulloch here 
refers specifically to legal controls over the activities of churchwardens, the same principle applies.
3. Bishop Ridley's Articles of 1550 for London Diocese asked whether "organs do play alway any part of the prayer or 
service", which indicates some disapproval although its precise target is not clear: Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., 
Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 235.; beyond that, there seems to have 
been no direct involvement on the part of the authorities who may have relied more on the exemplary services which will 
be outlined in Chapter 5 below to set acceptable standards.
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reign, and an account of intervening sales or disposal of goods.1 They show that 
churches took advantage of the opportunity to sell ritual items, furniture and ornaments 
no longer felt necessary for the new forms of worship; among these were organs, books 
and robes used by choirs. If organs and organ pipes are considered, it can be shown 
that sixty-seven churches had them at some time during the reign. Of these, sales took 
place in sixteen, in the case of two more, organs mentioned in earlier inventories had 
disappeared by 1552 although no sales were recorded.3 This suggests at first glance a 
significant reduction in musical activity. However, when the figures are compared with 
the final inventories themselves, a different picture emerges. In every case but four4 
every church which recorded a sale nevertheless retained another organ at the end of 
the reign.5 It seems that whilst redundant instruments were disposed of, the need for 
organ music was undiminished. Even if three surviving organs described as "broken" 
or "old"6 and presumably no longer operative are deducted from the list, over 80% of 
London churches shown by the inventories to have had an organ at the start of the reign 
still had one by the end. It seems that if there truly was a "national campaign" to 
demolish organs, as mentioned above, it was not successful in the capital.
Following a detailed examination of churchwardens’ accounts, inventories and other 
parochial documents with reference to organs and part-books, Baillie was able to identi­
fy several churches in which polyphony may have continued well into the reign.7 When 
other factors were taken into account he estimated that perhaps nine out of ten churches 
had polyphony at least on significant days of the year.
1. Walters, H. B., london Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939. References will be made both in the main text 
and footnotes thus: Walters page.
2. Walters pp, 101, 120, 174, 188, 204, 236, 267, 297, 302, 367, 420, 424, 436, 488, 519, 572. Baillie's number of 
thirteen sales does not include those of pipes only: Baillie, H., London Churches, their Music and Musicians, 1485-1560, 
Ph.D. Cambridge 1959, pp. 124-125.
3. Walters pp. 146, 479.
4. Walters pp. 174, 367, 420, 436.
5. For example, an organ at St. Mary at Hill was "removed" in 1547/8 but a new one is mentioned by the following year;
at the end of the reign, the church had two organs: churchwardens' accounts ed. Littlehales, H,, EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128
1905, pp. 387, 389, 395.
6. Walters pp. 200, 220, 291.
7. Such churches included St. Mary at Hill, St. Mary Woolnoth, St. Olave Hart Street, St. Sepulchre, St. Dunstan in the 
West, All Hallows the Great, St. Benet Gracechurch Street, Holy Trinity the Less, All Hallows Honey Lane, St. Lawrence 
Pountaey, St. Mary le Bow, St. Michael le Quern and St. Peter Cornhill: Baillie, H., London Churches, their Music and 
Musicians, 1485-1560, Ph.D. Cambridge 1959, pp. 199-219. For St. Benet Gracechurch Street see also Price, D. C., Patrons 
and Musicians of the English Renaissance, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1981, p. 52 fn. 1.
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Table 4.1 Clergy and Musicians at St. Michael Cornhill. 1547-1553. 1
Clergy Musicians
1547/8
1548/9
1549/50
1550/1551
1551/2
1552/3
John Willoughby (rector) 
Adam Garrett 
Wyllyam Leke/Leeves 
William Pene 
Moll
John Willoughby 
Stephen Olyver (curate) 
Wyllyam Leke/Leeves 
William Pene
John Willoughby 
Stephen Olyver 
Wyllyam Leke/Leeves 
William Pene 
Pynder
John Willoughby 
Stephen Olyver 
Wyllyam Leke/Leeves 
ffysher
John Willoughby 
Stephen Olyver 
Wyllyam Leke/Leeves 
Thomas Welles
John Willoughby 
Stephen Olyver
John Hopper 
Padde
Robert Morecocke
John Hopper 
Thomas Harrolde
John Hopper 
Thomas Harrolde 
Organist (Stephen Robson?) 
John Clerke
John Hopper 
Thomas Harrolde
Stephen Robson/Robynson (organ) 
John Clerke 
John Hollyngbrege 
Harry Kerzen
John Hopper 
Thomas Harrolde 
Stephen Robson/Robynson 
John Clerke 
John Bryggens
John Hopper 
Thomas Harrolde 
Stephen Robson/Robynson 
John Clerke.
In reaching this conclusion, he may even have erred on the side of caution. To take but 
one example, he finds in the case of St. Michael Comhill that "the Edwardian inventor­
ies give little indication of musicality".2 Yet Table 4.1 shows from the churchwardens’ 
accounts that throughout the reign the church was well served by musicians and priests 
(some of whom were tenants); payments were made to clerks and priests for "daily
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Lgl. MS 4071/1 ffo. 27r-42r passim; ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871, pp. 61-109 
passim.
2. Baillie, H., London Churches, their Husic and Musicians, 1485-1560, Ph.D. Cambridge 1959, p. 202.
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service"; and in addition the church supported a school until 1548/9, the teacher in 
1547/8 being Robert Morecock (the composer and later Gentleman of the Chapel 
Royal).
If to the criteria used by Baillie to identify a continuing polyphonic tradition is added 
supplementary evidence such as the survival of psalters, litany books and surplices in 
significant quantities, the number of churches with active choirs may be higher. Such 
generalisations must, however, be treated with caution. For example, the possibility 
cannot entirely be excluded that surplices had simply been left over from earlier times 
or that they were intended for clergy rather than for singers unless a further description 
specifies one or the other. Where a church owned four or more psalters or litanies there 
may be a presumption that some were used by singers; nevertheless, since the full title 
of The Clerk's Book was The Psalter or Psalmes o f Dauid, corrected andpoyncted ... 
Thereunto is added, diuerse thynges* it is possible that this book (which contains no 
music) was meant when psalters were listed.
Even where the inventories show clear evidence of surviving musical activity, this does 
not necessarily prove that the music was actually polyphony. For example at the first 
church mentioned in Table 4.2 below (All Hallows Bread Street) there were in 1552 
"viij ynglysh Salters iij comvnyon bookes and homely bokes and iiij processyoners" as 
well as "a black velvet cope to syngge the comvnyon at the beriall of ye ded".2 One 
might be forgiven for thinking therefore that this church not only had an active choir 
but that it had a conservative tradition; in fact, it was a Protestant church with Pro­
testant clergy (Home and Sampson; the credentials of the latter were made clear when 
in 1552 he preached the sermon "in the stead of the Communion" at the election of the 
Lord Mayor).3 It is unlikely, therefore, that polyphonic music would have been looked 
upon favourably. At St. Alphege "the quere" survived since three psalters were listed 
for their use; that they were limited to singing (metrical?) psalms is shown by the case 
of Henry Blakeham, a parishioner cited in 1555 for refusing to sing the Latin services. 
His defence rested on an inability to do so, quodque tempore Edwardi sexti solet can- 
tare psalmos in Anglicis. Conversely, after sales of Latin books, an organ and surplices 
at St. Mary Magdalene Old Fish Street, nothing in the inventories suggests that any
1. The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickhaa, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903. The title page is reproduced in Ratcliff, E.
C., The Booke of Comon Prayer: its Making and Revisions, London: SPCK 1949, plate 32.
2. Walters, p. 86.
3. Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, pp. 462 & fn. 21; Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of
England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 77.
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music whatever was heard there. However, in 1554 it was claimed that the parishioner 
James Golyver "synnethe the restoryng of the Latten servyce, hath not suffered nor 
wold suffer his prentyses, & other his servantes, to serve, and sing in the quere". It 
would seem that there had been singing at the end of the earlier reign despite the lack 
of inventoriai evidence, although it may again have been limited to metrical psalms.1
With these caveats in mind, Table 4.2 below sets out supplementary evidence of 
musical practice from the inventories of 1552, by page number and name of church 
and with details of relevant organs, books and surplices;2 names (eg. John Harryson) 
indicate known singing men with dates of service.3
Table 4.2 Supplementary evidence for music in London churches. 1552
86 All Hallows Bread Street 8 psalters; 4 "processyoners"
110 All Hallows Lombard Street organ
114 All Hallows Staining organ; 3 psalters;
John Harryson 1551, 1556 
Thomas Crosse 1551-1554 
Edmond Cell 1553 (Baillie 
Notes 32, 36, 38)
130 St. Alban Wood Street organ
135 St. Alphege London Wall organ;
3 psalters "for the guere" 
(see above)
138 St. Andrew Holborn 2 organs; 6 psalters; 6 surplices
146 St. Andrew Hubbard (1550) organ; 4 psalters 
9 surplices (men), 6 (children)
151 St. Andrew Undershaft 2 organs; 6 psalters
157 St. Andrew by the Wardrobe organ
161 Ss. Anne and Agnes 5 psalters; "ij Singinge Bookes
St. Antholin
for the guere"
167 2 organs
174 St. Augustine Watling Street 2 psalters;
"vij playne surplices"
180 St. Bartholemew by the Exchange organ; 2 surplices (children)
184 St. Benet Fink organ; 2 "rochetes" (children)
196 St. Benet Paul's Wharf organ; 8 surplices, 8 albs
204 St. Botolph Aldgate 4 psalters;
St. Botolph Billingsgate
6 surplices ("playne") 4 (boys)
212 organ; 5 surplices
227 St. Christopher le Stock 2 organs
1. Walters pp. 135, 479; Hale, W. Hale, A Series of Precedents and Proceedings, London: Rivington 1847, pp. 139-140, 
143.
2. From Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939.
3. From Baillie, H., "Soie Biographical Notes on English Musicians, chiefly working in London (1486-1569)", Roy. Mus. 
Assoc. Research Chronicle Vol. 2 1962, pp. 18-57 (abbreviated in the table as "Baillie Notes" page).
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236 St. Dionis Backchurch organ; 12 psalters
245 St. Dunstan in the East "v copes for chyldren"1 
William Mathew 1547-1557 (Baillie 
Notes 45)
267 St. Ethelburga organ
282 St. George Botolph Lane organ
286 St. Giles Cripplegate 4 psalters; 6 surplices
297 St. John Evangelist 4 psalters; 6 surplices
302 St. John Walbrook organ
318 St. Katherine Cree organ; 4 psalters; 10 surplices
325 St. Lawrence Jewry 2 organs;
336 St. Leonard Foster Lane organ; 3 psalters; 9 surplices
344 St. Magnus 2 organs; 6 psalters; 
10 surplices
350 St. Margaret Lothbury organ; 4 psalters
354 St. Margaret Moses organ
360 St. Margaret New Fish Street organ; "viij albys to make 
surplesses; xj surplesses playne"
373 St. Martin Ludgate organ; 4 surplices (men), 
3 (children)
385 St. Martin Outwich organ; 4 psalters; 5 surplices
399 St. Martin Poiery 2 organs; 12 surplices
402 St. Martin Vintry organ; 5 psalters; 6 surplices
407 St. Mary Abchurch 14 surplices "for the quier"
420 St. Mary Aldenanbury 8 surplices (men) 6 (children)
424 St. Mary Aldermary "lytyll" organ; "v bokes of 
servys; x olde surplys ffor 
prestes & clarkes"
429 St. Mary Axe 3 psalters; "viij Albes and 
Syrpleses"
434 St. Mary Bothaw organ
455 St. Mary Somerset organ
462 St. Mary Woolchurch "vij small bookes of prycke song 
for the service of the Churche"; 
12 surplices (men);
474 St. Mary Magdalene Milk Street 4 psalters "of the bygger prent", 
4 "lesser"; "iij bookes of the 
servis in english in note & 
prynted" (Merbecke?); 6 surplices
484 St. Matthew Friday Street organ; "iiij olde surplices 
which be playne and broken"; 
Thomas Westwell 1549/50 (Baillie 
Notes 56)
488 St. Michael Bassishaw organ; 5 psalters; 6 surplices
493 St. Michael Cornhill see Table 4.1 above
513 St. Michael Wood Street organ; "x bokes of the Servys" 
(Prayer Books?); 4 surplices
519 St. Mildred Bread Street organ; 6 psalters; 8 surplices 
(Stephen ?) Bysshoppe 1550 
(Baillie Notes 26)
524 St. Mildred Poultry Ward organ ("smalle"); 10 surplices 
(men and children)
530 St. Nicholas Cole Abbey organ; "v Ryvyn Surples for men; 
x playne frookes for men"
1. Almost certainly no longer in use.
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536 St. Nicholas Olave
543 St. Olave Old Jewry
560 St. Paneras Soper Lane
563 St. Peter West Cheap
587 St Peter Paul's Wharf 
599 St. Stephen Coleman Street
605 St. Stephen Walbrook
607 St. Swithen London Stone
612 St. Thomas Apostle
organ; 10 surplices (old) 
organ; "foure bokes in englishe" 
(in addition to 2 Prayer Books) 
organ; "iiij bookes of the 
sawllter and Salues"; 6 surplices 
"muche worne"
2 organs (1 in the rood loft);
6 psalters, "viij prykesonge 
bokes"; "xvj frokkes of lynnen 
for men good and badde; iiij olde 
surplyses for children" 
organ
organ; 6 psalters; 14 surplices 
14 surplices (old)
2 organs
2 organs; 9 surplices (men), 2 
(children); 6 psalters; Robert 
Brown (clerk) 1548/9 (Baillie 
Notes 27)
Music in Provincial Churches
If it is true to say that in London the tradition of singing in churches survived the reign, 
albeit in a reduced form, the evidence of parochial documents from the provinces is 
much bleaker. Of some thirty churchwardens’ accounts examined, only eleven show 
any evidence of musical activity and even then it is rarely compelling. Another seven 
can be interpreted as showing positively that music had ceased, and the remainder say 
nothing of music. Although representative of urban and rural churches over a wide 
geographical area, the accounts are not always comprehensive and in using a variety of 
methods to record information are not always comparable. Deductions based on them 
must therefore be treated with caution; however, their evidence that little music sur­
vived in churches by the end of the reign is largely confirmed by the Inventories of 
1552.1
The dismal picture begins even in churches close to the capital. At Wandsworth, the 
only evidence for music during the reign refers to organs. In 1547/8 organists were 
paid for playing on All Saints’ Day and at "Diuerse tymes"; thereafter, the organ was 
kept in repair by Howe for his usual annual fee of 1/-, but may not have been frequent­
1. This is not to say that music had necessarily flourished in provincial churches before the Reformation. Despite the 
assertions of Brockhouse that the provision of at least plainsong (perhaps sometimes with simple fa-burden) was an 
essential element in the proper performance of the Mass, the only liturgical singing heard on a weekly basis in many 
parishes may well have been nothing more than versicles, responses and perhaps a limited range of ordinary items. See 
Brockhouse, G. L., Parish Church Liturgy and Music at the Reformation in England, M.A. Exeter 1981, pp. 31-32, 54-56. 
However, the provision of parochial church organs increased dramatically during the first half of the century, and it is 
not impossible that they were used liturgically, the parish clerk supplying the plainsong probably with simple varia­
tions or fa-burdens.
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ly used since in 1554/5 it required considerable overhaul. A clerk was employed by the 
parish, but is unlikely to have been a singer since on Mary’s accession books such as 
the psalter, gradual and hymnal were purchased singly; an exception was the provision 
of two processionals. In 1550/1 the sale of Latin books realised only 4/1 Id., which 
suggests that the church held only the barest essentials.1
At Lambeth, nothing other than summary financial statements was recorded until 1554, 
so any evidence for the earlier reign must be conjectural. In 1554 the organ was re­
paired at a cost of 6/10d., suggesting (as at Wandsworth) that it had been neglected in 
earlier years; thereafter, smaller sums had to be expended on its upkeep. The parish 
supported a "synggyngman" at an annual salary of 17/-; the only music to have been 
heard on a regular basis may therefore have been plainsong, which is most unlikely to 
have been exceeded during the previous reign.2
However, both churches participated in the annual Trinity Sunday procession at St. 
Mary Over in Southwark, resumed in 1554. At Lambeth, singing men and copes were 
hired for the occasion, whilst Wandsworth laid out money for a cross, cope, the hire of 
boats and for the clerk’s dinner - but not, apparently, for singers. Furthermore, despite 
the general lack of music in either church, Wandsworth in 1554/5 (the same year that 
the organ was overhauled) paid 16/&/. for an evidently lavish antiphoner; in 1556, 
Lambeth spent £5/9/4 on five processionals, an antiphoner, four graduais and two 
hymnals, all specifically for use "in the queer". The immediately preceding entry in the 
Lambeth accounts is for payment to bell ringers "when the quenes grace Cam into 
lambeth Churche" and it is followed by entries referring to royal visits in July and 
August; it is very likely that the expenditure on singing books was associated with those 
visits (and that at Wandsworth with some similar event) and does nothing to belie the 
lack of music at other times.3
Although firm conclusions cannot safely be drawn from only two examples, it seems 
that even churches close to the capital may not have shared in the richer musical and 
ceremonial life of the City churches, and to this extent will be shown as hardly distin­
1. Wandsworth accounts ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, pp. 91, 95, 100, 108, 112, 114.
2. Lanbeth accounts ed. Drew, C., Surrey Rec. Soc. Vol. 18 1941, pp. 73-77.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: Lambeth ed. Drew, C., Surrey Rec. Soc. Vol. 181941, pp. 71-73, 75; Wandsworth ed. Davis, C.
T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, pp. 114-116, 121, 125. Although the books, once purchased, would doubt­
less have been used, it follows from the argument set out that had it not been for the Royal visit there would not have 
been sufficient books to service a choir (nor possibly an organ in good repair).
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guishable from most provincial churches.
In fact, of the accounts examined, only that of the Cambridge University church of St. 
Mary the Great reveals any significant evidence of singing activity. In 1550/1, three 
psalters were bought. Two years later a further three were provided "in ynglyse to seng 
or sey ye salmes of ye servys"; other payments were made "for ye copy of ye seruys in 
inglys, set owght by note" and "for wiyghtynge & notyng part of yt to syng on bothe 
sydes of ye quyer”. Thus singing - some of it antiphonal - continued throughout the 
reign; an entry in the church Inventory of 1556 referring to "iiij bookes of pricksong in 
Inglisshe" suggests that polyphony was heard, albeit on a small scale.1
Elsewhere, such evidence as there may be for the survival of singing is patchy and 
often subjective. In some churches, organs were kept in repair: Prescott (Lancs.) 
1549/50; All Saints Bristol 1549/50, 1550/1; Ludlow (Salop) 1551.2 In others, books 
for use possibly by singers were purchased: at Halesowen (Worcs.), where at least one 
organ seems to have survived after sales of others, four psalters and "boks yt we syng 
sves upon" were bought in 1548/9; the very traditional parish of Wing (Bucks.), which 
in earlier times had a choir of six men and six boys as well as an organist, bought 
"bokes to synge on" in 1548/9 and two psalters in 1549/50; Melford (Suffolk) which 
again had previously supported a choir bought three psalters in 1549/50 and the organ 
was repaired in 1551-1554; at Tilney All Saints (Norfolk), where pipes were sold in 
1547/8 but the organ was repaired in 1550/51, four pricksong books were bought in 
1556/7 which, since a small choir capable of polyphony is unlikely to have started de 
novo in that year, suggests there may have been an ongoing tradition of singing.3
Again, in some churches surplices for men or children were provided. St. Stephen 
Bristol had four surplices for men and two for children in 1550 and St. Michael in 
Bedwardine (Worcester) two surplices for children in 1551. Whilst the surplices at 
Bristol suggest a small choir, those at Worcester may have been meant for servers or 
simply have survived although no longer in use: whilst St. Michael’s was one of only
1. Churchwardens' accounts: ed. Foster, J. E., Canbs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, pp. 122, 127, 128, 137.
2. Churchwardens' accounts: Bristol All Saints ed. Atchley, E. G., C., F., "Parish Records', Trames, of the Bristol 
and Gloucs. Arch. Soc. Vol. 27 1904, p. 265; Ludlow ed. Wright, T., Camden Soc. Vol. 102 1869; Prescot ed. Bailey, F. 
E., Lancs i Cheshire Rec. Soc. Vol. 104 1953, p. 28.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: Halesowen ed. Somers, F., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1957, 7, 10, 11, 90, 98, 100, 102; Melford ed.
Dymond, D and Paine, C., The Spoil of Melford Church, Ipswich: Salient Press 1992, pp. 6-8, 51, 55; Tilney All Saints
ed. Stallard, A. D., London: Mitchell Hughes & Clarke 1922, pp. 170, 177, 187; Wing ed. Woodman, A. Vere, Rees, of Bucks
Vol. 16 1960, pp. 309, 318, 320, 321.
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six churches in Worcester to have owned an organ, they sold pipes and casework in 
1548-1550 and there is no evidence of an organist or a choir in the Edwardine ac­
counts; in 1553/4, however, there is a reference to "the chanters tenant" which suggests 
that a parish clerk sang some music, perhaps with the two children.1
If a pattern can be discerned in these churches at which some music may have survived, 
it is that they tend to be in parts of the country less influenced by Protestantism than 
others. Such a generalisation, however, can be misleading. MacCulloch has shown of 
Suffolk how traditional and reformed practices could flourish within a relatively small 
geographical area;2 if Melford church has been tentatively identified as one where 
music may have continued in some form,3 at Boxford, less than ten miles away, the 
churchwardens’ accounts indicate that it ceased entirely: the organ was sold in 1548/9 
and Prayer Books and psalters were bought in pairs, presumably for spoken recitation 
by the priest and by "Rychard Clerke". Similarly in Oxfordshire, the only entry in the 
accounts of Pyrton church which might conceivably refer to music, a purchase in 
1548/9 of "the boke of the quere", is shown by the price (3/8d.) to refer to the Prayer 
Book,4
Nevertheless, where churchwardens’ accounts can be interpreted to show that music 
had ceased, they tend to be found in counties rather more than less influenced by Pro­
testant ideas. In some cases, organs can be shown to have been sold and not replaced, 
payments for their repair ceased, or they required extensive repair on Mary’s accession. 
Thus at Baldock (Herts.) nothing seems to have been spent on the organ after 1543/4, 
at St. Runwald Colchester the organ was sold in 1547/8 and at Hawkhurst (Kent) in 
1548/9. At St. Martin Leicester the pipes and case were sold in March 1547 after 
which no entries relate to music (although the church supported a clerk and a sexton) 
until 1553/4 when the organ was repaired, and a singer and an organist paid in
1. Inventories: Bristol St. Stephen ed. Atchley, E. G. C. P., Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 6 
1910, pp. 161-184. Churchwardens' accounts: Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 
1896, pp. xiv, xliii, 22, 23, 30, 38.
2. MacCulloch, D., Suffolk and the Tudors, Oxford: Clarendon 1986, pp. 162-180.
3. As it may have done elsewhere in the county; Machyn recorded the death in 1552 of “ser Thomas Jarmyn of Suffolk" who 
"kept a godly chapel of syngyng men”: Machyn, H., The Diary of Henry Machyn ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc, Vol. 42 
1848, p. 27.
4. Churchwardens' accounts: Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, p. 155; Pyrton ed. Weaver, F. W. 
and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol 6, 1925, p. 69. The codicils of the first Prayer Book laid down a maximum purchase 
price; whilst this varied slightly from 3/4d. to 4/- bound, Whitchurche's issue 16270 (4 May) stipulated 3/8d: see The 
Tvo Liturgies, U .  1549, and A.D. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., Parker Soc. 1844, p. 158.
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1554/5.1
An interpretation of this material to show that music in provincial churches all but 
ceased during Edward’s reign is supported by the evidence of the Inventories taken in 
1552. In Dorset, only five churches out of over two hundred and fifty listed organs, 
although additionally in 1551/2 an annual grant was awarded to John Coke of St. 
Michael Lyme Regis in recognition of his continuing service as an organist. In the 
Lancashire Hundreds of West Derby, Blackburn and Leyland one church out of forty 
listed an organ. In Exeter, the only evidence of a choir is the survival of rochettes for 
clerks and children at St. Mary Major. In the Inventories of Cumberland, Huntingdon­
shire, Gloucestershire and Bristol there is no mention whatever.2 Sometimes, of 
course, books of music might have been hidden and thus not been included in the 
returns, but the absence of entries relating to organs is instructive, particularly when 
compared to the situation in London. It may be that the organ, like the communion 
table, was regarded by the provincial Commissioners as a piece of church furniture 
which it was not necessary to list, whereas in London the enquiries were more detailed; 
however, Robert Parkyn recorded of 1552 (that is, at the same time as Archbishop 
Holgate’s injunction silencing the organs in York Minster) that "itt was commandyde 
thatt no organs sholde be uside in the churche, wherby any melodie sholde be maide to 
Gods his honowr, laude & praysse, butt utterly forbodden".3 If Parkyn is reporting that 
organs were to be silenced throughout the diocese (as the context suggests), it would 
seem that the "national campaign" to which reference has been made was widely felt. 
Examination of parochial documents leads to the conclusion that, whatever may have 
been the situation in some cathedrals and London churches, outside them any music of 
earlier times had all but vanished by the end of Edward’s reign.
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Baldock ed Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. Soc. Vol. I 1985, p. 63; Hawkhurst ed. Lightfoot, W. J., 
Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, pp. 55-79, p. 58; Leicester St. Martin (where until 1546/7 there was an elabor­
ate singing of the Passion on Palm Sunday) ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 24, 26, 35, 66, 67. For Colches­
ter: Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HMSO 1992, p. 78.
2. Inventories: Cumberland ed. Whitehead, H., Transacs. of the Cumberland & fiestmorland Antiquarian and Arch. Soc. Vol. 
8 1886, pp. 186-204; Dorset ed. Barnes, W. Miles, Proceedings of the Dorset Eat. Eist. and Antiquarian Field Club, Vol. 
25 1904 pp. 229, 260, 262, 265, Vol. 26 1905 p. 135; Exeter ed. Cresswell, B. F., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 20 1916, 
pp. 50-55; Gloucestershire and Bristol ed. Maclean, J., Transacs. of the Bristol i Gloucs. Arch. Soc. Vol. 12 1887-1888, 
pp. 70-113; Huntingdonshire ed. Lomas, S. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 7 1906; Lancashire (West Derby, Blackburn, 
Leyland Hundreds) 1552 ed. Bailey, J. Eglington Chetham Soc. 1888, p. 127.
3. "Robert Parkyn's Narrative" ed. Dickens, A. G., Eng. Eist. Review Vol. 62 Jan. 1947 p. 74.
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C h a p t e r '  F i v e
The Conduct of Services 1549-1552 
Some G e n e m a 1 Principles
If a New Zealander, made famous by Hacauley, should chance to find a copy of the 
(1662) Prayer-Book, and should exercise his curiosity by trying to discover from 
that book how the barbarous Englishman worshipped God, he would be sorely puzzled 
to extract from the rubrics anything like a complete order of service. If the 
Prayer-book he found happened to be the one of 1549, the attempt would be simply 
hopeless. It would appear to his cultivated understanding a mere chaos.1
One of the most important elements of the present research is that it seeks to place the 
music written for the services of the first Prayer Book within its liturgical and ceremo­
nial context. Chapter Seven below discusses the discrete parts of the Communion ser­
vice of that Book and suggests the differing ways in which ceremonial may be applied 
according to criteria determined by the date of any putative celebration and the doctri­
nal persuasion of the celebrant; in particular, it will emphasise the opportunities for 
continuity in ceremonial practice and for the survival of Mass ceremonial. In the 
present chapter will be set out more general principles which frame that discussion 
throughout. In particular, it is necessary to take account of one of the most striking 
features of the first Prayer Book, namely the paucity of its rubrics when compared to 
what had gone before.2 Given this, the Book itself is an insufficient guide to the 
ceremonial with which its services might have been conducted, and it is as necessary 
now to look elsewhere for guidance as it was for the contemporary celebrant.
1. Wakeaan, H. Ofley, An Introduction to the Bistory of the Church of England, London: Rivington 1896 6th edn. 1999, pp. 
279-280.
2. Cf. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, passim. It should be noted, 
however, that even these apparently exhaustive regulations leave questions of precise ceremonial unanswered, and there 
is nothing in them to compare with the meticulous (some might say ridiculously pedantic) rubrics laid down for Catholic 
worship shortly after the Council of Trent and observed in Roman (and sometimes Anglican) churches until recent times: 
see, for example, Fortescue, A. and O'Connell, J. B., The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, London: Bums Oates 
and Washbourne 1917 5th edn. 1934; Zualdi, F. and Murphy, J. H., The Sacred Ceremonies of Lew Mass, Blackrock(Eire): 
Vincentian Fathers 17th edn. 1961 and supplement 1962, passim. It seems clear that even the Salisbury Consuetudinary and 
Customary were in their own time to be regarded as guides to the best practice and not a definitive exposition of it: 
cf. Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, pp. 160-161.
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The appeal to tradition
It is clear that those rubrics actually printed in the first Prayer Book are minimal rather 
than maximal, that is, they draw attention to new ceremonial provisions (for example, 
at the Offertory, the Elevation and the Penitential Prayers), but in general remain silent 
where familiar usages are unaffected. Thus, where rubrics are included they must be 
taken seriously, but to suggest that they and nothing else had any force would be as 
ludicrous as to expect an archbishop to celebrate in his drawers simply because the 
York Missal did not specifically make provision for vesting; indeed, without reference 
to tradition, celebration of the new services would have been well-nigh impossible.1
Exactly this interpretation was upheld in 1574 when the Puritan divine Robert Johnson 
was charged with having not "repeated the words of institution or, as they commonly 
say, not having consecrated" more wine when it ran short during the distribution. His 
defence was that "in the Book of Common Prayer there is no such order appointed"; 
the judges ruled notwithstanding that the intention of the Book was to repeat the Institu­
tion in those circumstances, and Johnson was imprisoned for a year. The case "bears 
out the contention that when the rubric gives no direction the officiant, so far from 
being prohibited from taking unspecified action, is merely thrown back on to other 
things than the rubrics, in order to find the guidance that they fail to give".2
Pragmatically also, the new services of 1549 were more likely to be accepted if wrap­
ped in their ancient ceremonial forms. It was a recognition of this necessity which 
enabled Reformers to accept the new Book despite what they saw as its ceremonial 
shortcomings. Many but the most extreme of them were initially enthusiastic in descri­
bing the Book as "praiseworthy", "pretty near what could be wished", "received with 
the greatest satisfaction" and "an excellent form of common prayer"; nevertheless, they 
were aware of what they saw as "puerilities" and "popish ceremonies" which had to be 
retained "lest the people should be offended by so great an innovation", out of "respect 
for antiquity and the infirmity of the present age" and "for the preservation of the
1. The necessity of appeal to tradition in this context has been well argued and being self-evident need not be further 
rehearsed: Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religions Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, pp. 94-95, 170-176; 
Dearner, P., The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902, p. 39; Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the 
English Church, Oxford: Mowbray 1899, pp. 48-49; Menan, H. 0., An Introduction to the History of the Church of Eng- 
land, London: Rivingtons 1896 6th edn. 1899, p. 280. It has been noted by Stevenson, K., "lîie Liturgy and the Fabric" in 
Crook, J. (ed), Winchester Cathedral Hine Hundred Years, Chichester: D & C o f  Winchester 1993, p. 51. A dissenting view 
is given by W. Goode, who argues that only gestures specifically set down in the Prayer Book nay be used: Aids for 
Determining Some Disputed Points in the Ceremonial of the Church of England, London: Thomas Hatchard 1851, pp. 3-10.
2. Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, p. 179; he discusses the 
case pp. 178-179; see also The Consecration and Dedication of Abbey Dore ed Russell, J. Fuller, London: Pickering 1874, 
p. 30 fn. 1, Appendix IV p. 43.
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public peace".1
Thus when the great majority of Edwardine priests began to celebrate according to the 
Prayer Book, they surely did so by incorporating almost automatically the ceremonies 
with which they were familiar and which the essentially traditional forms of the new 
Book at the least permitted if not encouraged; this would have been so despite the very 
different doctrines which were revealed where new rubrics replaced the old. Any dis­
cussion of the practical celebration of the Edwardine services, therefore, must be set 
against what is known of pre-Reformation Uses.2
Liturgical and Ceremonial Changes 1536-1547
Although the imposition in 1549 of a wholly vernacular liturgy (except where other 
languages were permitted by statute)3 represented probably the greatest upheaval the 
English church had known since its inception, it would be going too far to say that at 
one stroke it swept away patterns of worship and doctrine, ceremony and music shared 
over generations by virtually eveiy inhabitant of the land. This is too partial a view. 
Quite apart from the vexed question of how far the Edwardine liturgical reformation 
necessarily made a great impact on the majority of ordinary people (at least in its early 
days), those faced with its implementation could look back to over a decade of liturgi­
cal change. It was not always far-reaching, perhaps, but was significant in the present
1. Compiled from letters written between March 1549 and June 1550 by Cheke, Milles, Dryander, Bucer and Fagius: Original 
letters Relative to the English Reformation ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 1846-1847, Vol. I pp. 141, 266, 349, 351, Vol. 
II p. 354. Two years later attitudes had hardened. The reforming Bishop Ferrar of St. David's was presented to the Privy 
Council by even more hard-line members of the Cathedral chapter for having failed (on equally pragmatic grounds) to 
forbid knocking the breast, kneeling during Communion, and the use of tapers and beads; his defence was that he "dilig­
ently taught the people not to kneel or knock to the visible show, or external show of the sacrament”: Brown, A. J., 
Robert Ferrar, London: Inscriptor 1997, p. 109.
2. The most important of these was the Use of Salisbury, set out at length in Frere, W. H., The Ose of S a m ,  Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2 vols. 1898-1901. This indispensable research tool is supplemented by other published uses, 
missals and ceremonial manuals: "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simmons, T. F., BETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879; Missale ad 
usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, H, G., Surtees Soc. 1874? Wordsworth, C., Rotes on Medieval 
Services, W o n :  Baker 1898; Maskell, W., The Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, W o n :  Pickering, 1844. To 
these may be added modern editions of the text and rubrics of the Salisbury Mass, drawn up specifically with practical 
performance in mind and therefore invaluable in the present context: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Newton Abbott: 
Antico, five volumes to date 1984/1990-1999; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997.
3. Act of Uniformity 1549 in Elton, The Tudor Constitution, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1965, p. 396.
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context.1
The Reforming Parliament which met in 1529 was politically rather than doctrinally 
motivated.2 Nevertheless, its deliberations had wider religions implications as within a 
decade the King had become the supreme head of the Church of England, the break 
with Rome was complete and the monasteries had been suppressed. The round of Mass 
and Offices with their elaborate ritual and colourful ceremony continued unabated, but 
the political upheaval appears to have released doubts and questions which the majority 
of the populace might previously have preferred to keep hidden; certainly, from about 
1536 recorded cases of criticism of the church and its ceremonies increased dramatical­
ly, whilst pressure for some religious reform grew at the highest levels of 
government.3 By the end of the reign (and despite the apparent reversals represented by 
the Six Articles [1539] and the King's Primer [1545]), Protestant doctrine was repre­
sented in a series of instruments attacking the cult of saints, images, purgatory and 
extra-liturgical or Holy Week ceremonies; the use of the vernacular in a religious
1. It would be inappropriate here to deal with the course of Reformation during Henry's reign, which has been exhaust­
ively and repeatedly examined elsewhere and of which only a summary is at present required. For such authorities, see 
Wakeman, H. Offley, An Introduction to the History of the Church of England, London: Rivingtons 1896 2nd edn. 1899, pp. 
202-267; Procter, F. and Frere, W. H., A New History of the Book of C o m n  Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd 
impression 1905, pp. 26-35; Chadwick, 0., The Reformation, Harmondsworth: Penguin 1964 repr. & rev. 1979, pp. 97-117; 
Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 1967, pp. 147-272; Lockyer, R., Tudor and
Stuart Britain, London: Longman 1964, pp. 54-80, 96-102; Cuming, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan
1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 30-44; Elton, G. R., England Under the Tudors, London: Folio Soc (Routledge) 1955 3rd edn. 1997, 
pp. 99-158, 161-164, 475-476; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. 
Famborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. xlix-lxviii; for a more Roman Catholic viewpoint: Hughes, P., The Reformation 
in England, London: Hollis and Carter Vol. 1, 1950;
For a detailed analysis of the Henrician Reformation and Cranmer's part in it: MacCulloch, D., Thomas Crasser, 
Hew Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, pp. 42-360.
For statutory and other instruments: Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions 
II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 1-97; Gee, H. and Hardy, K, J., Documents Illustrative of English Church 
History, London: Macmillan 1910, pp. 243-321; Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. I 1964, procs. 129, 155, 158, 186, 188, 200, 203, 248; Elton, G. R., The
Tudor Constitution, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1965, pp. 318-396.
For a vivid account of the devotional life of the people, the impact of the Reformation and its popularity: 
Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London Yale University Press 1992. See also Haigh, C. (ed), The 
English Reformation Revised, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1987, esp. pp. 1-138; Haigh, C., "The Recent Histor­
iography of the English Reformation", The Historical Journal, Vol. 25 No. 4 1982, pp. 995-1007. For a dissenting inter­
pretation: Dickens, A. G., "The Early Expansion of Protestantism in England", Archiv fur Reformationgeschichte Vol. 18 
1987, pp. 187-222. See also Elton op. cit. p. 476.
For the musical implications: Le Huray, P., Husic and the Reformation in England 1549-1660, Cambridge: Cam­
bridge University Press 1967 repr. & corr. 1978, pp. 1-7.
2. Even the arch-conservative Stephen Gardiner had argued for the Royal Supremacy in De Vera Obedientia (1535): Dickens, 
A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 2nd edn. rev. 1967, pp. 242-243; MacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New 
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, p. 139.
3. For analysis of the leading proponents of conservatism and reform at Henry's court: Dickens, A. G., The English 
Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev, 1967, pp. 233-243.
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context was authorised with the publication of the Great Bible and a series of Primers 
(espousing more or less Lutheran doctrine even when at their most conservative), 
whilst small but significant changes would be made to services themselves in this re­
spect; behind the scenes Cranmer was working on revisions to the breviary.
It would be unsafe to suggest that the majority of the laity felt these changes: other than 
in London, the southern and eastern counties, and towns which had historically been in 
closer contact with Lutheranism, traditional worship seems to have gone on much as 
before.1 Nevertheless, in matters of ceremonial (and it must be emphasised that for all 
but a tiny minority the ceremonies of the church and their conduct were of more 
immediate significance than erudite arguments about doctrine) inroads had been made 
into some of the most popular acts of worship, symbols of devotion and expressions of 
corporate spirituality - devotion to the saints, commemoration of the parochial dead, 
the colourful ceremonies of Holy Week and the use of Latin. These were to become 
matters of crucial importance during the following reign.
Two changes to the liturgy (vernacular readings and the new Litany) specifically affec­
ted the conduct of services. Between 1536 and 1542 injunctions were issued by Arch­
bishop Lee (York), Bishop Shaxton (Salisbury), Bishop Veysey (Exeter), Bishop 
Barlow (St. Davids) and Bishop Bonner (London) ordering that the Epistle, Gospel and 
lessons at offices be said in English (or, where necessary, "in the Cornish tongue" or
1. Although scholars differ in the interpretation of detail and its significance, there is a broad consensus that the 
Refomation was tore readily accepted in London, East Anglia, the Home Counties and into the Thames Valley, with impor­
tant centres in urban areas such as Halifax, York, Hull, Norwich, Coventry and Bristol? the remoter parts of the country 
(and especially the West Country, Wales and the North) were generally less affected although exceptions, again in urban 
areas, could always be found: Haigh, C., "The Recent Historiography of the English Reformation", The Historical Journal 
Vol. 25 No. 4 (1982), pp. 995-1007; Dickens, A. G., "The Early Expansion of Protestantism in England”, Archiv fur Refor­
mationgeschichte Vol. 78 1987, pp. 187-221; MacCulloch, D., The Late Reformation in England, Basingstoke: Macmillan
1990, pp. 125-135.
The dichotomy between official pronouncement and actual practice was found even at the highest levels. The 
Convocation of 1536 which was to deplore superstitious practice with regard to the saints began its deliberations by 
celebrating Mass with all its lavish ceremonial. In 1538 Henry continued to offer candles before images of the Virgin as
if no orders to the contrary had been made. During Holy Week 1539 he flew in the face of his proclamation of the pre­
vious February by creeping to the cross; he continued to receive holy bread and water and on Ascension Day he processed 
through the city to his Westminster chapel where he worshipped at an elaborate Mass. In June of that same year diriges 
and requiem Masses were celebrated for the repose of the soul of the Empress, including a "great and solemne obit* at 
St. Paul's with eight bishops in attendance including "the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Archbishop of Yorke sensinge 
the hearse at Magnificat and Benedictus": MacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 
1996, p. 160; Culling, E. A., The Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Household to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1986, p. 
85; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London Yale University Press 1992, p. 423; Wriothesley, C., A 
Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, pp. 97-98.
R. Hutton argues that there was at first no general campaign against saints' days and that much of the offi­
cial suspicion was not primarily doctrinal, but was related to associated misbehaviour and merry-making; a further 
effect of the 1538 Injunctions (the curtailing of public pageants, plays and customs) falls outside the scope of the 
present research: The Rise and Fall of Kerry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1994, pp. 71, 74.
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"the mother (i.e. Welsh) tongue"); in 1543, the provisions for vernacular readings at 
the Offices were universally imposed by Convocation.1 Compliance with these orders 
was made easier by the publication of primers and other works containing translations 
of the liturgical readings.2 At the same time, Bishop Shaxton forbad any Irish or 
French priests to serve who could not satisfactorily speak English.3
The most liturgically significant event during these years was the publication in 1544 of 
a vernacular Litany together with a musical setting in a plain style "for every syllable a 
note".4 Although not intended at first to replace all other litanies and processions, it did 
so in 1547 and in the first Prayer Book was the only form printed.
1. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
53-54, 61, 88; Williams, G., The Welsh and their Religion, Cardiff; University of Wales Press 1991, p. 141. For discus­
sion of these orders; MacCulloch, D,, Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, p. 225; Cal- 
throp, N. M. C., "Ecclesiastical History" in The Victoria County History of Dorset, London; Constable 1908, p. 29; The 
Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, pp. 20-22 fn. 3; Brightman, F. E., The 
English Rite, London; Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn, rev. 1921 repub. Famborough: Gregg International 1970, p. Iviii; Cum­
ing, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, p. 34; Cuming, "The Office in the 
Church of England" in ed. Jones, C. et al., The Study of Liturgy, London: SPCK 1978 corr. 1985, p. 391.
2. Cf. Tyndale's New Testament (1534) which contained a "Table, wherein you shall find, the Epistels and Gospels, after 
the Use of Salisbury*. The prymer with the pystles and gospels in Englysbe (STC 15997.5 1537?) was followed by a succes­
sion of primers containing the liturgical readings: STC 16016 (1540), 16016.5 (1540?), 16021 (1542?), 16026 (1542), 
16028 (1542), 16028.5 (1543): A Short-Title Catalogue of Books ed. Pollard, A. W. and Redgrave, G. R. (1926) 2nd edn. 
rev. Jackson, W. A. et ai., London: The Bibliographical Society 1986, Vol. 2 pp. 77-78.
See also: The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, pp. 20-22 fn. 3; 
Leaver, R., Goostly psalmes and spirituall songes, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1991, p, 82; Bennett, H. S., English 
Books and Readers 1475 to 1557, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1952 2nd edn. 1969, Appendix "Translations 1475- 
1560"; Donahue, B. J., From Latin to English Plainsong in Tudor England, Ph.D. The Catholic University of America 1967, 
p. 45.
In Wales, where English was little understood and was the language of the conqueror (Tomas ap leuan ap Rhys 
dismissed Protestantism as fyydd Sayson - an alien and English faith), a Welsh translation of the liturgical Epistles 
and Gospels, Salesbury's Kynniver Llith a Ban, was not published until 1551: Williams, G., Wales and the Reformation, 
Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1997, pp. 164, 179; Thomas, D. R,, The Life and Work of Bishop Davies and William 
Salesbury, Oswestry: Caxton Press 1902, p. 69.
3. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 
53. How far he was successful in implementing this is not known. As late as 1552 John Bale reported the activities of 
such a priest in the neighbouring diocese of Winchester, a man who "could not reade a psalme, neyther yet speake Eng- 
lyshe beynge an allyen, an Amoricall or French Britayne": Nichols, J. G. (ed.), Narratives from the Days of the Refor­
mation, Camden Soc. Vol. 77, 1859, pp. 317-318.
4. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Famborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, pp. Iviii-lxviii; Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 1967, p. 
261. Cuming, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 35-40; MacCulloch, 0., 
Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, 328-332; Strunk, 0., Source Readings in Music His­
tory, London: Faber and Faber 1952/1981, Vol. II pp. 160-161. For the musical setting: Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley 
Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1995, III pp. 247-249.
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Thus by the end of Henry’s reign priests had already dealt with the introduction of two 
vernacular elements into the liturgy: the Epistle, Gospel and lessons, and the Litany. 
They might also have encountered or at the least been aware of ceremonial changes 
brought about by the shift of emphasis in relation to the cult of the saints and other 
ceremonies. These experiences would inevitably have been drawn upon when practical 
decisions regarding the implementation of the new rite were being made.
Furthermore, there were examples of priests going further and introducing unauthorised 
ceremonial changes. As early as 1538 Wriothesley recorded the singing of the Te Deum 
in the vernacular and in 1542-1543 other cases were reported in London and in Kent. 
The vernacular was used in the Mass, the words of the canon were altered, orthodox 
ceremonies and in particular the blessing of the holy loaf and of water were being 
abandoned, vestments were being discarded and tonsures grown. At the same time, 
some laity were openly using vernacular primers during service, and wills were de­
manding ceremonial changes which would have been unthinkable only a generation 
before. For example, in 1537 Hemy Monmouth’s will rejected the saying of the Di­
rige, the tolling of bells and singing; instead he asked for sermons to be preached.1 
Although such occurrences were small in number and in general not found outside 
London and the Home Counties, it will be noted that all to some extent anticipated 
ceremonial changes which would have to be implemented after 1549.
The Injunctions of 1547 and the Order o f Communion (1548)
In January 1547 Henry died, leaving a boy king surrounded by Protestant advisors. 
Those conservatives who may have been encouraged by the traditional and magnificent 
ceremonies with which Henry’s funeral was conducted were soon to be discomfited by 
the Protestant overtones of Edward’s coronation and in particular by Cranmer’s identi­
fication of him with Josiah the destroyer of idolatrous images and altars.2
Within a short time measures for reform, already familiar from Henry’s reign, were 
vigorously renewed. In July the Book o f Homilies was issued, in the reading of which 
the people were to hear the most potent ceremonies and structures of parochial life
1. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of ,England ed. Hamilton, R. D. Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. 1 1875, pp. 72-73, 83; Hale, W. 
Hale, A Series of Precedents and Proceedings, London; Rivington 1847, pp. 131, 133-134; Brigden, S., London and the 
Re formation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, p. 402; Lander, S. J., The Diocese of Chichester 1508-1558, Ph.D. Cambridge 1974, 
pp. 244-245; MacCulloch, D., Suffolk and the Tudors, Oxford: Clarendon 1986, pp. 159 fn. 10, 163; Aplin, J., "The Survi­
val of Plainsong in Anglican Music", Journal of the Amer. Mus. Soc Vol. 32 1979, p. 251.
2. MacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, pp. 361-365. For Josiah: 2 Kings 
22:1, 23:4-20, 2 Chron. 34:1-8.
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roundly denounced.1 In August a set of universal Articles and Injunctions reinforced 
those of 1536 and 1538, and in ceremonial matters took them further. Two candles 
only were to be permitted in churches, and those on the high altar; the Epistle and 
Gospel were to be said only in English; all processions were to be replaced by a sta­
tionary Litany; the only bells permitted were summoning bells; the hours were to give 
way to sermons; a new form of bidding prayer (carefully avoiding mention of purga­
tory) was set out; saints’ days were to be abrogated; and with some (frequently ig­
nored) caveats, images were to be destroyed. Special Injunctions to individual dioceses, 
cathedrals and peculiars further restricted sung services, reduced the status of choirs, 
imposed vernacular prayers and "antiphons" and demanded the destruction of all 
images including stained glass.2
Contemporary and later chroniclers are agreed on the very visible results of these 
measures, and in particular on alterations to ceremonial and the destruction of images. 
The Greyfriars chronicler concluded that "all imagys (are) pullyd downe thorrow all 
Yngelonde ... and alle churches now whyte-lymed, with the commandementtes wiyt- 
tene on the walles"; although this was certainly not done everywhere (Bishop Hooper 
found images still standing in 1552), in the main the chronicler does not seem to have 
been exaggerating unduly.3 One parochial document after another records the sale or 
destruction during the first two years of the reign of images, stained glass, rood 
screens, ceremonial items and vestments, and the obliteration of wall paintings with
1. "À Sermon of Good Works Annexed unto Faith”, Certain Sermons or Homilies, London: SPCK 1843, pp. 57, 60; Duffy, E., 
The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 1992, pp. 448-449? MacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New 
Haven(DSA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, 373-374. For other orders concerning the ceremonies of Holy Week, Ash 
Wednesday and Cantilenas: Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale Uni­
versity Press, Vol. 1 1964, p. 416 fn. 1; Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, pp. 45-46.
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
103-113, 114-130, 131-170, 171-189, 184 fn. 2. For wider discussion: Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, . Hen 
Haven(USA)/London 1992, pp. 450-454, 460; MacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 
1996, 375-376; Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 1967, pp. 279-282, 307-314, 
Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Famborough: Gregg International 
1970, pp. Ixviii-lxxi; Dugmore, C. W,, The Hass and the English Reformers, London: Macmillan 1958, pp. 112-113, 117; 
Marshall, P. Attitudes of the English People to Priests and Priesthood 1500-1553, D.Phil. Oxford 1990, p. 105.
3. The Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, pp. 54-56? Wriothesley, C., A 
Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20, Vol. 1 1875 p. 185, Vol. II 1877 p. 1; Parkyn, R. "Narra­
tive of the Reformation" ed. Dickens, A. G., Eng. Hist. Review Vol. 62 Jan. 1947, pp. 66-67; Edward VI Chronicle ed. 
Jordan, W. K., London: Allen & Unwin 1966, p. 6; Steynor, J., "A Bailiff's List and Chronicle from Worcester" ed. Mac­
Culloch and Hughes, P., Antiquaries' Journal Vol. 75 1995, pp. 245-246; Stow, J., The Annales of England, London: 1592 
p. 1003; Fabyan, R,, The Hew Chronicles ed. Ellis, H., London: Rivington 1811, p. 710; Grafton, R., A Chronicle at Large 
(1596), repub. London: Johnson et al. 1809, p. 500; Baker, R., A Chronicle, London: Frere 1643 p. 73; Strype, J., Eccle­
siastical Memorials Vol. II (1721), London : Osborn et al. 1733, p. 33. See also Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, 
New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, pp. 458, 462-463.
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whitewash and scriptural passages.1 This is not to say that such responses were neces­
sarily permanent: items apparently sold could simply have been put away safely, Strype 
reports that images were sometimes replaced after the Visitors had left, whitewash was 
easily removed or wall-scriptures obliterated as occurred at Boxford in 1556 and, more 
generally, churchwardens’ accounts show that traditional ornaments continued to be 
purchased.2
This activity evidently caused alarm in official circles, since proclamations were issued 
forbidding disputation concerning, or reviling of, the Sacrament, and prohibiting any 
unauthorised alterations to ceremonial;3 nevertheless, it was clear from the wording of 
those same proclamations that authorised change could be expected. This came with the 
publication in March 1548 of the Order o f Communion, authorised by Act of Parlia­
ment and ordered by proclamation and letters missive to be used at Easter 1548.4
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, pp. xiv, 46, 49, 52, 53; Canter­
bury Cathedral ed. Woodruff "Extracts from Original Documents Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", 
Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 311915, p. Ill; Canterbury St. Dunstan ed. Cowper, J. Meadows, Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 17
1887, p. 112; Duiraow ed. Majendie, L. A., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc. Vol. 2 1863, p. 232; Halesowen ed. Somers, F.,
Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1957, pp. 8, 92, 95; Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 11, 25-26, 35-36; 
tondon St. Mary at Hill ed. Littlehales, H., EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128 1905, pp. Ixx, 386-388? London St. Michael Cornhill 
Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 28V-29V, ed. Overall, W. A., London: private printing 1868, pp. 65-67, 69-70; Ludlow ed. Wright, T.,
Camden Soc. Vol. 102 1869, year 1548; Pyrton ed. Weaver, F. W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol 6, 1925, p. 68?
Morebath ed. Binney, J. Erskine, Exeter: Commin 1904, pp. 147, 159-160, 162; Melford ed. Dymond, D and Paine, C., The 
Spil of Melford Church, Ipswich: Salient 1992, pp. 38-41, 43; Oxford St. Michael ed. Salter, E., Oxon. Arch. Soc. Vol. 
78 1933, p. 214; Prescot ed. Bailey, F. E., Lancs S Cheshire Rec. Soc. Vol. 104 1953, 26-27; Tilney All Saints ed. 
Stallard, A. D., London: Mitchell Hughes i Clarke 1922, pp. 172-173; Wimborne ed. Mayo, C., A Bistory of Wimborne Min­
ster, W o n :  Bell and Daldy i860, p. 102-103; Wing ed. Woodman, A. Vere, Rees, of Bucks Vol. 16 1960, p. 320.
Other reports: Portsmouth: Webb, J., "The Late Medieval and Early Modern Church" in Quail, S. and Wilkinson, 
A., Forever Building, Portsmouth: Portsmouth Cathedral Council 1995, pp. 26-27; Wenlock: Phillott, H. W., Diocesan
Bistories: Hereford, London: SPCK 1888, p. 175.
_ In W o n ,  of ninety-two churches whose Edwardine inventories survive, fifty-two recorded the sale or destruc­
tion of images and writing of wall-scriptures in 1547-1548: London Churches at the Reformation ed. Walters, H. B., 
W o n :  SPCK 1939 pssim; cf. Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, p. 429,
2. Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Monuments Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 79; Boxford ed. Northeast, P.,
Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, p. 583. Cf. Cardwell, E,, Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, pp. 168-169; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/Lon-
don. Yale University Press 1992, p. 583; Hutton, R., The Rise and Fall of Merry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 
1994, p. 79.
3. Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven (USA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. I 
1964, pp. 410-412, 416-417. Cf. Bindoff, S. T., Tudor England, Harmondsworth: Penguin 1950, pp. 153-154.
4. The Tvo Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and A.D. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 3-8. For the associated instru­
ments: Gee, H. and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church History, W o n :  Macmillan 1910 pp. 327-328;
Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. I 1964,
pp. 417-418; Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub.
Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, pp. 72-74. ’
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Liturgical experiments 1547-1548
The Order o f Communion left the Mass unchanged until after the priest’s reception; a 
rubric against levation or lifting up" applied only in the case of it being necessary to 
consecrate additional wine and not to the Elevation itself. Following the priest’s recep­
tion, Penitential Prayers (virtually identical to those which would be incorporated into 
the Communion service of the following year) were to be said and the sacrament given 
in both kinds. Further provisions required the priest to announce beforehand his inten­
tion to give communion to the laity (who were to make known if they wished to re­
ceive), and an Exhortation was to be given immediately before the Penitential Prayers.
Thus when priests came to celebrate the Communion service of the first Prayer Book, 
they had already had practical experience of saying the Litany, reading the Epistle and 
Gospel in English, saying the Penitential Prayers and distributing communion in both 
kinds. Those in the capital at least would have been aware (at second if not at first 
hand) of more far-reaching liturgical experiments which paved the way for the Prayer 
Book of 1549.
In the court, lavish ceremonial was a part of the formal image of kingship and change 
was slower to come. In 1547 the traditional ceremonies of Ash Wednesday and Holy 
Week were held as usual, saints’ days were recognised until the middle of 1548 and 
masses for "the kinges maiestie and his progenitors" continued; indeed, it was not until 
1550 that there was a noticeable diminution in the level of ceremonial.
However, Edward was at the same time being carefully groomed as a Protestant suc­
cessor to Hemy; he was surrounded by Protestant advisors and clergy, and subjected to 
rounds of sermons sometimes of an inordinate length (Latimer once warned that he 
would preach for four hours, against Cranmer’s advice that ninety minutes was suffi­
cient. Fig. 5 .1).1
Some attempt seems to have been made even at this early stage to present a more re­
formed liturgy. Although his various observations are not always clearly explained, the 
Spanish ambassador Van der Delft wrote that he suspected Mass had entirely ceased in
1. Culling, E. A., The Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Household to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1986, pp. 210-211, 
216-217, 219, 220-223, 227-228, 350, 358-359.
Given Latimer's verbosity, the behaviour at court against which he railed (12 April 1547) becomes understand­
able: "They harde hya (Sayncte Crisostome( guietely, with out any shouelynge of feete, or walkings vp and downe. Surely 
it is a mysorder, that folke shalbe walkynge vp and downe in the sermon tyme (as I haue sene in this place thys Lente) 
and there shalbe suche bussynge in the preachers eare, that it aaketh hya often tymes to forget hys matter": Latimer,
H., Seven Sermons (London: Day 1549) ed. Arber, E., London: English Reprints 1869, p. 169.
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Fig. 5.1 Bishop Latimer preaching before Edward VI1
the houses of Protestant nobles such as Somerset, Seymour and Warwick; he also 
believed that for a time in November and December 1547 it was discontinued before 
Edward, although on New Year’s Day 1548 it was celebrated as usual. In April, 1548, 
he noted that the elevation had been temporarily omitted from Masses before the King 
and also in parish churches (perhaps a reference to the Order o f Communion, showing 
that the rubric relating to elevation was more rigorously interpreted than on the face of 
it was intended).2 All these were clear indications to the establishment and to the clergy 
of liturgical and ceremonial changes to come.
1. From Foxe's Acts and Monuments (1563), reproduced in Elton, G. R., England Under the Tudors, London: Folio Soc. 
(Routledge) 1955 3rd edn. 1997, facing p. 204. For the sermons, see Latimer, H., Seven Sermons before Edvard VI (London: 
Day 1549) ed. Arber, E., London: English Reprints 1869.
2. Calendar of State Papers Spanish Vol. 9 ed. Tyler, Royall and Hume, H. A. S., London: HMSO 1912, pp. 219, 221, 245, 
265.
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At the same time, the first of what seems to have been a series of experimental liturgies 
took place, when in April 1547 a vernacular Compline was sung in the Chapel Royal.1 
This was a considerable innovation and one which would have been carefully observed 
by the King and the court. In a more public setting, the ordinary items of the Mass of 
the Holy Ghost which opened Parliament in November 1547 were sung in English;2 it 
was this Parliament which would authorise the Order o f Communion. Even in some 
parish churches the example was followed: St. Botolph Aldgate used a vernacular litur­
gy as early as October 1547, to the evident disgust of the curate.3
The imposition of the Order o f Communion at Easter 1548 seems to have been accom­
panied by more widespread experiments in the general vernacular liturgy. At the anni­
versary Mass for Henry VII the ordinary was again sung in English; in addition, the 
consecration was spoken in English, "the priest leaning out all the canon after the 
creede saue the Pater noster" ; the distribution was according to the Order o f Commu­
nion. If allowance is made for Wriothesley’s misleading liturgical terminology, it 
would appear that English was used from the Offertory onwards and that the Offertory 
itself was reduced in some way. The most logical explanation is that the arrangement of 
the first Prayer Book by which almsgiving is emphasised at the expense of the oblation 
of the elements was anticipated in some form, and that a vernacular version of the 
Canon proper had already been prepared.4 At the same time, during April and May 
1548, St. Paul’s "with diuers other parishes in London" sang vernacular settings not 
only of the Mass ordinary but of the Offices as well; at Michaelmas a Mass of the Holy 
Ghost was sung in English before the election of the Lord Mayor.5 Although such
1. Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721) London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 25.
2. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol I 1875, p. 187. The Wanley items 
"Praise be to God" and "The Spirit of the Lord" (translations of the Salisbury Introit and Alleluia of the same Mass)
would also have been suitable for that occasion (or for the Mass on the election of the Lord Mayor, see below), as would
also have been Taverner's vernacular versions of the ordinary items: Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Manuscripts, Madi- 
son(USA): A-R Editions 1995 11:43 5 44, 111:87 & 88.
3. Hutton, R., The Rise and Fall of Merry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1994, pp. 79, 81.
4. The term "canon" may have been more loosely applied in the sixteenth century than it is now. Foxe describes the canon 
as everything from the Sanctus onwards: Foxe, J. Actes and Monuments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt., J., London: Religious Tract 
Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 6 pp. 362-368. Similarly, musical sources call the Sanctus the "Offertory”: Lem. MSS 1047:93v, 
1048:84v, 1051:105V, Obi. Mus.d.l62:21(2)r or even the Gospel Responses the "Sanctus": Obi. Mus.e.22:31r.
5. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England, Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 2; Cornford, M. E. "Ecclesiastical 
History", Victoria County History of London (1909), repr. London: Univ. of London Instit. of Hist. Research 1974, p. 
291. However, John Caldwell is perhaps going too far in asserting that "by May 1548 Latin had been excluded altogether 
from St. Paul's Cathedral and the Chapel Royal": The Oxford History of English Music Vol. 1, Oxford: Clarendon 1991, p. 
270.
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liturgical developments were not technically legal, practice was running ahead of au­
thority as it was to do throughout the reign, and this may be seen in the imposition on 
the Universities from June 1548 of the orders of service used in the Chapel Royal.1
Even supposedly more conservative counties were not immune: Bishop Wakeman’s 
1548 visitation of Gloucester revealed unauthorised changes to the Mass in both Cathe­
dral and diocese.2 Indeed, if Robert Persons is to be believed, liturgical mayhem had 
broken out, with Latin and English mixed in a "Babylonicall confusion", with the 
consecration spoken aloud, in secret, in different forms of words and with or without 
the Elevation. This admittedly second-hand report (from a recusant) receives some 
confirmation from Myles Huggarde (also a Catholic) who refers to constant changes 
and variety in the manner of service, although he extends his criticism to the end of the 
reign.3 However colourful their descriptions, it seems that the preparation of a vernacu­
lar liturgy was well in hand by the middle of 1548, and that those priests who were 
using it were already coming to terms with many of the practical and ceremonial impli­
cations which would arise when the Prayer Book itself was issued.
In September 1548, the month of Katherine Parr’s openly Protestant funeral (during 
which the psalms and the Te Deum were sung in English)4 a number of the leading 
bishops and theologians representing both conservative and reformist opinion met at 
Windsor and Chertsey Abbey, evidently to achieve a consensus on eucharistie doctrine 
which could be presented to Parliament and on which legislation for the eventual au­
thorisation of the Prayer Book could be based. Nothing has survived of these delibera­
tions; however, in December the House of Lords debated the "boke" which had come 
out of the discussions before attention was immediately turned to the Act of Uniform­
ity. This was eventually passed on 21 January, 1549 and the Prayer Book became a fact
1. Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HMSO 1992, pp. 67-68; Blox- 
haa, J. Rouse, A Register of the Presidents ... and Other Members of Saint Mary Magdalen College in the university of 
Oxford, Oxford: Parker 1857, Vol. 2 pp. 303-304; Procter, F. and Frere, W. H., A Sev Bistory of the Book of Common 
Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd impression 1905, p. 40.
2. Hockaday, F. et al., Episcopal Visitations of the Dean and Chapter of Gloucester 1542-1751, GL safe 34 pp. 25-32; 
Welander, D. The History, Art and Architecture of Gloucester Cathedral, Stroud: Sotton 1991, pp. 338-339; Price, F. 
Douglas, "Gloucester Diocese under Bishop Hooper", Transacs. of the Bristol ad Gloucs. Arch. Soc Vol 60 Oct. 1939, p. 
99.
3. Persons, R. A Treatise of three Conversions (1603), facs. ed. Rogers, D. M., Ilkley/London: Scolar 1976, pp. 602-603? 
Huggarde, H., The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: Caly 1556, fos. 80v-82v, 83v-84r.
4. Culling, E. N., The Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Household to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1987, pp. 219-220.
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of law.1
It is clear from the speed with which the Windsor commission reported that much 
groundwork had already been done, and seen in this light the liturgical experiments of 
the previous year take on an added significance. During the deliberations themselves 
Robert Ferrar was consecrated Bishop of St. David’s at a Mass during which once 
more consecrata in lingua vemacula sacra eucharista, Reuerendissimus primus 
communicauit ipso sacramentum corporis et sanguinis;2 it is inconceivable that this 
further liturgical experiment in Chertsey Abbey was not a practical exemplar of the 
very discussions taking place.
It would appear that a consensus was not reached at Windsor; in the subsequent debate 
in the Lords,3 Bishops Thirlby and Tunstall in particular objected that oblation and 
adoration were no longer to be found in the "boke" that they were discussing. What 
that "boke" was is not defined. Some scholars have assumed that it was a draft or other 
form of the proposed Prayer Book itself;4 such an interpretation would account for the 
absence of oblation and adoration, since sacrificial language was carefully avoided in 
the Prayer Book and the most potent ceremonial associated with them - the Offertory of 
the elements and the Elevation - was prohibited.
However it is unlikely, given the repeated references over nearly two years to Masses 
celebrated without the Elevation and with alterations made to the Offertory, that either 
could have been included in a draft agreement of the Prayer Book drawn up at Windsor 
in such a way as to satisfy two very conservative bishops. It seems more likely that
1. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 6; Chronicle of the
Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 52 1852, p. 56; Edward VI, Chronicle ed. Jordan, W. K.,
London: Allen and Unwin 1966, p. 10. For wider discussion of all the debates: MacCulloch, D., Thoms Cranmer, New 
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, pp. 396-398, 404-407; Cuming, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, Lon­
don: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, p. 46; Procter, F. and Frere, W. H., A New History of the Book of Common Prayer, 
London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd impression 1905, pp. 45-49.
2. From Cranmer's Register fo. 327v transcribed in Brown, A. J., Robert Ferrar, London: Inscriptor 1997, p. 303 fn. 23. 
The service also included psalms, hymns, prayers, an Epistle from Paul, and a Gospel from Matthew: Brown op. cit. p. 86. 
See also Frere, W. H., "Edwardine Vernacular Services Before the First Prayer Book" (1900) ed. Arnold, J. H. and Wyatt, 
E. G. P., A Collection of his Papers, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, p. 7; Moore, T. G., A Study of the Develop­
ment of the Liturgy in the Anglican Tradition to 1556, M.Litt. Stirling 1988, p. 115.
3. A record of the Lords' debate is reproduced in Buchanan, C., Background Documents to Liturgical Revision 1547-1549,
Bramcote: Grove 1983, pp. 15-33; see especially pp. 15, 18.
4. Dugmore, C. W., The Mass and the English Reformers, London: Macmillan 1958, p. 130 fn. 2; Ratcliffe, E. C., "The 
Liturgical Work of Cranmer" (1956) ed. Couratin, A. H. and Tripp, 0. H., Liturgical Studies London SPCK 1976, pp. 193- 
194; Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn. 1891, p. 163.
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references to "the boke of theyre agreements" and "this booke of the doctrine" mean 
exactly what they say, that the debate in the Lords was grounded on a statement of 
doctrine upon which some measure of agreement had been reached at Windsor and 
from which something had subsequently been removed. Selwyn has convincingly 
argued this position, and has drawn attention to the survival of a contemporary or near 
contemporary tract on the eucharist in two versions, one of which ends with discussion 
of oblation and adoration but from the second of which this has been removed. From 
this, and from other internal evidence, Selwyn concludes that the versions of the tract 
may well represent the "booke of the doctrine" as drawn up at Windsor and then as 
presented to the Lords.1
However this may be, the Act of Uniformity was subsequently passed, issues of the 
first Prayer Book appeared from March 1549 and it came into force on Whit Sunday of 
that year.
The first Book of Common Prayer
It has been argued above that when priests came to celebrate the Communion service of 
the new Book they were not doing so de novo; they would inevitably bring to it the 
ceremonial with which they had celebrated the Mass, they would already have exper­
ienced some authorised liturgical change in reading vernacular Epistles, Gospel and 
Litany, they would perhaps have taken part in or observed the celebration of experi­
mental and even unauthorised liturgies, and the tenor of changes in doctrine represented 
by the erosion of the cult of the saints, of images, purgatory and other ceremonial 
would have prepared them for the wider theological and ceremonial implications of the 
Book.
It has also been said that the general paucity of rubrics in the Prayer Book would justify 
priests in drawing on their experience and their personal doctrinal beliefs to represent 
the Communion service in a variety of modes of celebration. At one extreme, they 
might impose on the new service virtually all the ceremonial of the Mass even if this 
meant giving preference to the rubrics of the Missal when they conflicted with those of 
the Prayer Book. At the other, they might make it into the most simple eucharistie 
supper shorn of any ceremonial, said at a table by a minister wearing a cassock and 
surplice and using plain household bread in place of communion wafers.
1. Selwyn, D., "A New Version of a Mid-sixteenth century Vernacular Tract on the Eucharist", Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History Vol. 39 1988, pp. 217-229; "The Book of Doctrine, the Lords' Debate and the First Prayer Book of Edward VI”, 
Journal of Theological Studies N.S. Vol. 40 pt. 2 Oct. 1989, pp. 446-480. Cf. MacCulloch, 0., Thomas Cranmer, New 
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, p. 397.
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It should be said at the outset that either extreme might have been unusual and in par­
ticular that as the reign went on the highly ornate celebrations associated with Catholic 
practice would have been increasingly difficult to sustain even in rural and isolated 
parishes. Most accounts of such services were written by Protestants and may have 
been subject to some exaggeration. The report of the Venetian ambassador Daniel 
Barbaro concerning the state of England and its religion around 1550 suggests that a 
middle way was generally found. He echoed the criticisms of Huggarde that "there is 
nothing more fickle than religious opinion, for today they do one thing and tomorrow 
another", but noted that "Londoners are more inclined to obedience, because they are 
nearer the Court". Many church ceremonies had been retained and others introduced; 
services were entirely in English, and whilst altars, images, holy water and "fuochi" 
(perhaps candles but more probably incense) had been abandoned, organs and bells 
(probably summoning bells) were still used. He observed that priests celebrated 
Communion in their surplices but also that "sacerdotal garments" were worn; either he 
was confusing the wearing of surplices at the Offices with that at Communion or, as 
seems more probable, by "sacerdotal garments" he meant those worn by bishops, as the 
remark is in the context of Hooper’s controversy. Although in the capital at least there 
seems to have been a retreat from Catholic ceremonial, Barbaro nowhere indicated 
awareness of exceptions in the form of extreme Catholic or Protestant celebrations.1
Nevertheless, such extremes were to be found even if in a small number of localities 
and, in the case of Catholic ceremonial, at the earlier stages only. It is within this broad 
spectrum of possibilities that the more detailed analysis of the Communion service of 
Chapter Seven below will be set; it is necessary here to show in general terms the 
governing principles.
Counterfeiting the popish Mass
It has been shown above that in the earlier days of the first Prayer Book reformers were 
prepared pragmatically to accept the continuation of ceremonies derived from the Latin 
services; however, as they began to see these in the light of an attempt to continue the 
Mass under another name, and especially perhaps in view of the rear-guard action 
fought by Bonner at St. Paul’s (see below) they became increasingly forceful in their 
condemnation of such ceremonial diversity. Two of the closest observers of ceremonial 
practice, the Protestants Martin Bucer and John Hooper, paint a vivid picture of how
1. Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 5 ed. Brown, Rawdon, London, Longman 1873, pp. 338-362 and especially 345-349. 
Although Barbaro was a staunch Catholic who later became the Patriarch of Aquileia, there is no reason to doubt the 
accuracy of his observations.
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similar a celebration of the Communion might be to that of the Mass.
By the end of 1549 Hooper was informing Bullinger that, although communion was 
administered under both kinds, English was used and even that tables had already 
begun to replace altars, much ceremonial was unchanged: vestments and candles re­
mained, the same manner of chanting was heard as before, and "high communion" and 
"votive communion" had replaced the high Mass and votive Mass (a clear reference to 
St. Paul’s), presumably with all the old ceremonial.1
Bucer, writing something more than a year after the Prayer Book had been in force, 
complained to Calvin that the service was so recited in parish churches "that the people 
have no more understanding of the mysteries of Christ, than if the Latin instead of the 
vulgar tongue were still in use"; to Hooper, he said that the services at the Universities 
were recited "so frigidly, slovenly and mumblingly" that the people do not understand 
them, nor do they know "in what respect (the Lord’s Supper) differs from (the Mass); 
except that it is celebrated in the vulgar tongue".2
Such criticisms were given more concrete shape in Bucer’s Censura, and in a series of 
visitation instruments issued from 1549 to 1552. Bucer’s work, a thoughtful and care­
fully considered critique of the content and the application of the first Prayer Book, 
was completed by January 1551; although it is not known for certain who commis­
sioned it, it was taken seriously when the second Prayer Book was being compiled, and 
allowing for some Protestant polemic, the sections dealing with ceremonial matters give 
a clear picture of the survival of Catholic practice.3
He was concerned that traditionalists, both clergy and laity, were seeking "to represent 
the Mass" (Missam suam representare student). His list of abuses still being practised 
included the use of vestments, candles and an easterly table, the Elevation, the Ablu­
tion, moving the book and imitating the gestures of the Mass (Bucer 138-140); he was
1. Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. I ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 1846, p. 72.
2. Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. II ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 1847, p. 547; Gorham, G. 
C., Gleanings of a Few Scattered Ears, London: Bell and Dalby 1857, p. 201.
3. Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974; this translation has been followed in 
the nain text, where references are shown thus: (Bucer page). The work has been discussed more widely in the Introduc­
tion to ed. Whitaker; Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd 
edn. 1891, pp. 288-301 (within the context of the second Prayer Book); Procter, F. and Frere, W. H., A Rev History of 
the Book of Common Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd impression 1905, pp. 71-77; Brightman, F. E., The English 
Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Famborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. cxlii-cxliv; Cuming, 
G. J, A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 72-74.
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particularly disturbed that the Consecration was being said in such a way as to suggest 
an intention "to consecrate and change the bread" (Bucer 60). He complained that the 
prayers were being recited so quickly or indistinctly, and at the east of the chancel, that 
they were inaudible (Bucer 14, 32, 144). As for the people, they were imitating the 
traditional gestures of the Mass by genuflecting, making the sign of the cross and bea­
ting their breasts (Bucer 42), were using bells at superstitious festivals such as All 
Souls’ Day and the Purification (Bucer 138) and were asking Mass priests to say the 
Ante-communion even when other services were taking place (Bucer 20).
He did not, however, suggest that such practices were necessarily widespread. He talks 
about such things being done at "particular sites" for "elderly men"1 and for "women 
of the nobility" (Bucer 20, 138-140).
Many of the survivals of Catholic practice found by Bucer were also set out in a series 
of visitation Articles and Injunctions, beginning in 1549 (in draft form but not subsequ­
ently published), taken up by Ridley and added to in great detail by Hooper.2 These in­
struments should be taken seriously even though they may have been the work of 
Protestant bishops and therefore not unbiased; questions were not asked randomly at 
visitations, but were deliberately designed to uncover known or suspected abuses, and 
those of Hooper in particular show that such abuses continued until 1552.
Perhaps the most striking clause, and one represented in all the sets being considered, 
was designed to root out priests who sought to "counterfeit the popish mass".3 In its 
fullest form (Hooper 276) it shows that the Communion service was being celebrated 
with a full catalogue of Mass gestures: kissing the table, ablution, moving the book, 
crossings and blessings, manual gestures, breathing on the sacrament and elevating the
1. "Vetulis”: the word has the connotation of "poor" and "pathetic".
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M,, Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910. The 
various sets (with, in brackets, their designation and page numbers in the main text): A Draft for Visitation Articles 
c.1549 (Draft), pp. 190-196; Ridley Articles and Injunctions for London Diocese, 1550 (Ridley), pp. 230-245; Hooper 
Articles, Injunctions and Interrogatories for Gloucester and Worcester Dioceses 1551 and 1552 (Hooper). Bulkeley's 
Articles for Bangor Diocese (pp. 262-266), being based almost verbatim on those of Ridley, need not be considered fur­
ther.
3. A term very close to Bucer's "representing the mass", and given the similarity of the abuses listed, suggesting that 
Bucer knew of the Injunctions.
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host,1 whilst candles and the sacring bell continued in use (see also Draft 191-193, 
Ridley 241-242; for other similar gestures, cf. Hooper 276, 296, 299, 300, 302). 
Tables were decked as altars (Hooper 294). Clergy still stood, sat and prayed privately 
in the Offices (Hooper 299, 300) and the people sat for the Epistle and stood for the 
Gospel (Hooper 302). Forbidden ceremonies such as those of Ash Wednesday and Holy 
Week and the use of beads survived, (Draft 193, 194-195, Ridley 236, 244, Hooper 
277, 285, 297) and images remained (Hooper 285).
There is little doubt that some of the precise details of such Catholic ceremonial prac­
tice will have derived from the case of Edmund Bonner, Bishop of London. Although 
at one time seen as a friend of reform, he was doctrinally a conservative who resisted 
the 1547 visitation (suffering imprisonment as a result) and thereafter was tardy in 
enforcing it. On 24 June the Council wrote to him complaining that "within your 
cathedral church there be as yet the apostles’ mass and our lady’s mass, and other 
masses of such peculiar name under the defence and nomination of our lady’s commu­
nion and the apostles’ communion".2 This has been interpreted to mean that the Latin 
Mass had simply continued;3 the wording, however, is so close to a letter from Hooper 
to Bullingham (written within the context of abuses of the Communion service, not the 
survival of the Mass) that it is difficult to believe he was not describing the same 
events:
where they used heretofore to celebrate in the morning the mass of the 
apostles, they have now the communion of the apostles; where they had 
the mass of the blessed virgin, they have now the communion which 
they call the communion of the blessed virgin; where they had the prin­
cipal, or high mass, they have now, as they call it, the high 
communion.4
Furthermore, the precision with which the Council used the terms suggests more than 
that the Mass was simply continuing, but rather that the Communion service was being
1. The version in the Draft Injunctions does not mention the Elevation, presumably because it had been specifically for­
bidden by the Prayer Book. Ridley's and Hooper's additions are explicable only by the continued practice of a ceremony 
which, whilst beyond question now illegal, had for generations of the faithful lain at the heart of their experience of 
the Mass.
2. Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 
1966, pp. 76-77.
3. Foxe, J., Actes and Monuments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 5 pp. 722- 
723; Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn 1891, p. 240; 
Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, p. 447.
4. Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. I ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 1846, p. 72.
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celebrated in such a way as to make it indistinguishable from the Mass. Although 
Bonner did celebrate the Communion "dyscretly and sadly" in August,1 he was not 
able to satisfy the Council on other points (including his having condoned Latin Masses 
in the City) and he was eventually deprived and imprisoned.2 Despite his deprivation 
and the installation of the Protestant Nicholas Ridley as his successor, little seems to 
have changed: even a year later in October 1550 information was laid before the Coun­
cil that the Communion later "was used as the very mass".3
Although it may not be entirely clear whether the services for which Bonner was cited 
were Masses or Communion services which counterfeited the Mass, in the farther parts 
of the country there is no doubt that Communion services retained the ceremonial of 
the Mass. Strype reported that the Reformation "went but slowly in the parts farther 
distant from London". In Wales, it seems that beads continued to be used by the people 
during service, and that they "kneeled and knocked their Breasts at the sight of the 
Communion". In St. David’s Cathedral the Fraction of the priest’s host into three and 
the Commixture continued, while the people’s wafers were distributed unbroken.4
Privately, testators continued to indicate their preferences for funeral services conduc­
ted in the old manner, presumably with a realistic expectation that their wishes would 
be followed. Bridget, Lady Mamey, of Little Horkesley in Essex, specified in her will 
of September 1549 that at her funeral service "there be sung by note such service as is 
set out and appointed by the King’s Book ... with so many priests and clerks as my 
executors shall think convenient";5 some eighteen months later Thomas ap Howell of 
Bristol left money "to the gilding of the high altar in All Hallows Bristol, to the altar of 
St. John a table of alabaster of the passion" and asked that "there be at my burying and
1. The Ctonicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 62.
2. For a fuller description of the Bonner affair: Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, pp. 
447-454.
3. Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 237.
4. Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 229.
5. Testamenta Vetusta ed. Nicolas, N. H., London: Nichols 1826, Vol. II p. 727; see also HacCulloch, D., Thomas Cramer, 
New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, p. 462; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 
Yale University Press 1992, pp. 470-471, where he gives details of other wills revealing a determination to continue 
Catholic practice.
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month’s mind all the priests of All Hallows’ Church and Saint Owen’s Church".1
One of the few eye-witness accounts of a Communion service conducted with the 
ceremonial of the Mass comes from John Bale, an irascible Protestant polemicist who 
in 1552 was appointed Bishop of Ossery (Ireland). In reply to an attack made by a 
gentleman (possibly named Braban) upon Edward and the proceedings of the Reforma­
tion, Bale published his Expostulation or Compleynte agaynste the Blasphemyes o f a 
Frantic Papyst o f Hamshyre (1552).2 In September 1551 he attended Matins and a 
Communion service celebrated by the gentleman’s chaplain, "an allyen, an Armoricall 
or French Britayne" who was unable to speak proper English. It seems to have been a 
lively affair:
Such an other ape of Antichriste as that prest was never sawe I afore in 
my lyfe, for he could not reade a psalme ... and to excuse his beastly 
ignoraunce, his own selfe was compelled, I being there present, to slaver 
out the .ii. lessons of the Byble with no small stutting and stamberyng, 
tumyng his arse to the people after the old popysh maner, to help for­
ward the Kynges most godly procedynges. More apysh toyes and gaw- 
dysh feates could never a dysard in England have plaied (I think) than 
that apysh prest showed there at the communyon. He turned and tossed, 
lurked and lowted, snored and snurted, gaped and gasped, kneled and 
knocked, loked and lycked, with both his thumbes at his eares, and other 
tryckes more, that he made me .xx. times to remember Wylie Somer.3
Exemplary Celebrations
The celebrations outlined above represent one extreme response to the practicalities of 
implementing the new services. A middle way was set out in a series of exemplary 
public celebrations, in which the official view with regard to ritual and ceremonial may 
be found.
The first of these, almost certainly an exasperated counter to Bonner’s recalcitrance,
1. Hockaday, F. S., Abstracts of Ecclesiastical Records Relating to the Dioceses of Worcester and Gloucester, Gloucester 
Public Library, Vol. 34 unpaginated (PCC Bucke 25). The Catholic custom of observing a month's mind was not limited to 
simple private citizens. In September 1551 a month's mind was held for the Dukes of Suffolk, and as late as January 1553 
for Sir Thomas Wynsor, knight: Strype, J., Ecclesiastical memorials (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 281; Machyn,
H., The Diary of Henry Machyn ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 42 1848, p. 29.
2. Ed. Nichols, J. G., Narratives of the Days of the Reformation, Camden Soc. Vol. 77 1859, pp. 315-318.
3. Things were no better when he arrived in Ireland (December 1552), where he found “the Communion or Supper of the 
Lorde was there altogether used lyke a popysh masse with the olde apysh toyes of Antichrist in bowynges and beckynges 
knelinges and knockinges": Bale, J., The vocacyon of Johan Bale to the bishoprick of Ossorie ed. Happé, P. and King, J. 
N., Binghampton(USA): New York State University 1990, p. 51. (The similarity of Bale's literary style to that of Becon 
will be noted.) For the Prayer Book in Ireland: Procter, F. and Frere, W, H,, A New History of the Book of Common 
Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 3rd impression 1905, pp. 62-64.
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took place in July 1549 when Cranmer came "sodenly" to St. Paul’s and conducted the 
Litany and the Communion service.1 The ceremonial details are worth giving in full. 
Cranmer wore no mitre, but kept "his sattene cappe on hys hede all the tyme of the 
offes". He was vested in an alb and cope, which he retained for the Communion as 
well as the Litany; his assistants, "two priestes of Poules for deakin and sub-decon" 
wore albs and tunicles.2 The Litany was sung by Cranmer and the choir kneeling, after 
which he went to the high altar to celebrate the Communion. He administered the bread 
himself to eight communicants, both the deacons following behind with the wine.
Thus a level of ceremonial was retained: the altar party consisted of the familiar trio of 
priest, deacon and subdeacon, and whilst Cranmer used a cope rather than a chasuble, 
his assistants kept the vestments they would have worn at Mass. Why he chose not to 
emphasise his episcopacy is not altogether clear, but having taken the service without 
warning he may have felt it desirable not to antagonise Bonner any further. The refer­
ence to his wearing a cap throughout the service is an unexpected detail but not entirely 
without precedent: at Lincoln the celebrant wore a cap until the Gloria in excelsis and 
the practice may have been more usual than iconographical evidence would suggest.3
Less than a year later, in April 1550, Nicholas Ridley was installed as Bishop of 
London and within a week had made alterations to the ceremonial: he demanded the 
removal of the altar lights, and he as well as other communicants took the bread in 
their hands and not into their mouths.4 From June of the same year the Communion 
was conducted at a table and not an altar.5 For Easter 1551 the table was moved into 
the quire and, although the orientations given by the chroniclers do not accord, it
1. Wriothesley, C., A Ctonicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, pp. 16-18; The Ctoni­
cle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 60.
2. The Prayer Book itself laid down that the celebrant at Communion was to wear "a vestement or Cope", but a later 
rubric suggests that the cope was only intended for the Ante-communion: BCP Hhitchurche 16267 ffo. cxx(r), cmiii(r-v); 
Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 
1970, pp. 638, 714. Although there was some expectation in official circles as early as June 1550 that only surplices 
would be used (Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edward VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HHS0 1992, p. 
164), the evidence of churchwardens' accounts and of the surviving London inventories is that copes became the standard 
eucharistie vestment. This was true even of reformed churches such as All Hallows Bread Street which in 1552 still had 
”a black velvet cope to syngge the comvunyon at the beriall of ye ded": Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reforma­
tion London: SPCK 1939, p. 86 (cf. other reformed churches where copes remained, pp. 135, 204, 222, 332, 399, 484, 612).
3. Wordsworth, C. Rotes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 29.
4. The Ctonicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 66.
5. The Ctonicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 67; Wriothesley, C., A 
Ctonicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 41.
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appears that the celebrant stood at the south side of the table.1 Although these alter­
ations were at the time all seemingly illegal, their context makes it clear that they were 
intended to set an officially approved standard, and one which would be incorporated 
into the second Prayer Book (See Chapter Six below).
Wriothesley showed how the Communion service celebrated annually in the Guildhall 
Chapel on the election of the Lord Mayor was gradually simplified after 1549, and in 
the precise details he chooses to report draws attention to the most significant elements 
of each service. Such important civic ceremonies were necessarily closely monitored 
and are a useful indicator of current official thinking and practice. In 1549 the service 
was celebrated by the Lord Mayor’s chaplain wearing a cope; it was sung in English by 
the parish clerks (the Guild of St. Nicholas) in the quire, "whiche was a goodly ensam- 
ple for all the citizens to followe". In 1550 it was still a sung service, but in 1551 
nothing is said of a choir; the most important detail for Wriothesley seems to have been 
that during it "all the Aldermen offred to the poore". However, corporate sung worship 
survived in the evensong attended by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen on All Saints 
Day. In 1552, on the eve of the second Prayer Book, tradition was abandoned altoge­
ther as "there was a sermon made in the Guildhall Chappell ... in the stead of the 
Communion of late yeares accustomed".2
Similarly in Norwich the changing constitution and ceremonies of the Company of 
Saint George showed how this important civic organisation was used to promulgate 
official doctrine and to focus public attention on the acquiescence of prominent public 
figures. Originally a medieval guild, it was renamed in 1548 "The Company and Cite- 
sens of Sainct George", becoming a secular organisation with responsibility for con­
ducting the annual celebrations at the inauguration of the Mayor. Ceremonies were 
centred on St. George’s day and included "Dyvyne Servyce", Matins with Litany and a 
sermon, but no customary Requiem Mass for former members. In May 1549, the name 
of St. George was dropped and its title became "The Company of the Mayor, Sherrifs, 
Aldermen and common council"; the celebrations were moved from St. George’s Day 
to the Sunday after Trinity to coincide with the inauguration itself, and were reduced to 
one day only. Thus a religious focus and ceremonial gave way to a secular celebration 
of the transfer of civic power. In 1551 the established pattern of Matins, Litany and
1. The Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Canden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, pp. 69, 71; Wriothesley, C., 
A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W, D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 47.
2. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, pp. 23-24, 43, 55, 59,
77.
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Communion was held, but a new service (clearly not a Prayer Book liturgy) "to prase 
and lawde God" was added on the Saturday afternoon.1
The Protestant Ideal
Exemplary services such as those considered above are instructive of official ceremo­
nial thinking during the time of the first Prayer Book, and a useful counterweight to 
reports of Communion services which sought to counterfeit the Mass. They were 
evidently conducted with some solemnity and sometimes with music, and although 
there is a paucity of detailed evidence it seems that the ceremonial was muted and 
where innovations were introduced they served a Protestant agenda.
However, these services fell far short of the standards expected by advanced Reformers 
and particularly by those who, like Bucer and Hooper, had experienced Genevan wor­
ship. To such men, and to clergy and congregations of a similar mind, even they 
smacked too much of popish practice (as would the retention of any traditional vest­
ments, gestures and postures to their successors, the Elizabethan Puritans). They sought 
to restore to the Communion service its scriptural simplicity as a memorial meal, and to 
emulate the scriptural accounts of the Last Supper in their conduct of the service. Thus 
the standards they set out represent a third mode in which the Communion service 
could be conducted, at one end of the ceremonial spectrum as the counterfeiting of the 
popish Mass was at the other.
The most useful sources of evidence for such Protestant practice are the same docu­
ments as those listing "abuses" of the Communion service, that is, Bucer’s Censura and 
the Injunctions of 1549-1552. Before them, however, it will be useful to consider A 
new Cathechisme and The Jewel o f Joy written during Edward’s reign by Cranmer’s 
chaplain Thomas Becon.2 His summary of Catholic ceremonial abuses in the Mass and 
of the proper Protestant response to them is a useful introduction to much that was 
common in the thinking of men such as Bucer, Ridley and Hooper. Inevitably, much of 
what follows will be repetitive; however, the method followed draws attention not only 
to shared Protestant views but also to differences between them.
1. White, N., Honourable Tyranny? The Company of St. George c.1548-1732, M.A. University of East Anglia 1993, esp. pp. 
15-20. The colourful pre-Refonation celebrations at Norwich are described and compared with other similar ceremonies in 
Hutton, R., The Rise and Fall of Kerry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1994, pp. 26-27.
2. The Catechism of Thomas Becon ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844. References will be given as (Catechism page) and (Jewel 
page). The ceremonial positions of Becon and the other men with whom we are here particularly concerned (Bucer, Ridley 
and Hooper) were of necessity informed by their eucharistie doctrines. These (and those of others associated with them) 
are succinctly given in Davies, Horton, Worship and Theology in England from Cranmer to Hooker, Princeton(USA): Prince­
ton University Press 1970, pp. 100-111.
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Thomas Becon
For Becon, the Communion service was a communal act of worship. There were to be 
no celebrations without communicants, ideally the whole congregation and on a fre­
quent basis (Catechism 238, 255, 257). The minister was to celebrate in English, 
wearing a surplice and at a table. (Catechism 253, 297, 299). The bread was to be 
given into the communicants’ hands as they sat (or, if necessary, stood) and any ele­
ments remaining over were to be distributed afterwards (Catechism 251, 299, 301). 
Churches should be "simple, plain and homely", and above all without images (Catech­
ism 60-65).
In The Jewel o f Joy Becon identified twenty-two "antitheses" between the scriptural 
Lord’s Supper and the Mass, of which several have ceremonial implications. Although 
given by Becon as abuses in the Mass, there is no difficulty in translating them into 
positive directions for Protestant worship (Jewel pp. 455-457):
1. Sermons should form an integral part of the service.
2. The service should be said at a table in the midst of the congregation, with the 
minister facing them.
3. Words should be spoken audibly and in the vernacular.
4. The communion should be received by all present.
5. Common bread should be used.
6. Wine alone, and not wine and water, should be used.
7. The bread should be given into the hands.
8. The people should sit to receive.
9. Christ’s exact words should be used at the distribution.
12. The communion should be received under both kinds.
14. Vestments should not be worn.
15. Ceremonies, gestures and ornaments should not be used.
16. Communion should be frequently received.
18. Any elements remaining should not be reserved (but presumably should be eaten
or distributed).
20. Christ’s exact words of institution should be said over the bread.
21. Christ’s exact words of institution should be said over the wine.
22. Thanksgiving should be given after communion has been received.
Martin Bucer
Like Becon, Bucer in his Censura drew attention to abuses by which traditionalists 
sought to "represent the Mass" in the Communion service, and to the principles which 
should govern Protestant worship.1 However, since his purpose is to give a reasoned 
critique of the Prayer Book services rather than primarily to attack the Mass itself, his 
discussion is perhaps the more directly related to the present context.
1. Bucer, K, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974. References will be shown in the nain 
text thus: (Bucer page).
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One of his repeated demands is that the service should always be perfectly audible. Not 
only must ministers speak clearly and in the vernacular (Bucer 14, 32, 40, 46, 144), 
but services should be held in a suitable part of the church to make this possible; the 
distinction between the quire and the body of the church should be abolished (Bucer 14, 
40).
Ceremonies and gestures should be used only if they are "suitable and moderate" 
(Bucer 42, 142-144); any ceremonies, actions or words (such as the fraction) which 
might lead to misunderstanding should be avoided or explained (Bucer 24), and particu­
larly so if they might tend towards suggesting the Real Presence, sacrifice, or any in­
trinsic holiness of the bread and wine (Bucer 58-60). The people should receive the 
bread in their hands (Bucer 34), and take any elements remaining to their own use 
(Bucer 40), traditional Mass vestments should be abolished (Bucer 18), only summon­
ing bells should be permitted (Bucer 138-140) and festivals should be regulated and 
reduced in number (Bucer 138-140).
Communion should be received by the whole congregation on a frequent basis, and 
those refusing to do so should be excommunicated (Bucer 30, 146-148); to this end, the 
Ante-communion should be abolished (Bucer 20, 146-148). During service, the people 
should pay heed and be mindful (Bucer 32, 144), and should join in the liturgical 
responses and prayers such as the Confession, Prayer of Humble Access and the 
Thanksgiving, responsorially if necessary (Bucer 144). Sermons should be an integral 
part of the service (Bucer 44) and alms-giving should be encouraged (Bucer 36).
The Injunctions of Nicholas Ridley and John Hooper
The Injunctions of Edward’s reign did more than simply seek out and prevent abuse of 
services. They also laid down enforceable regulations for acceptable conduct; many of 
them are already familiar from Becon and Bucer, but those of Hooper are more tho­
rough-going, setting out for his dioceses an austere style of worship on Genevan lines.1
The Litany was to be said kneeling in the body of the church (Ridley 234). At Commu­
nion, the Lord’s Prayer, Creed and Commandments were to be taught to and recited by 
the people, responsorially if necessary (Ridley 233, 237, Hooper 282, 283); although
1. Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910; 
reference in the main text to specific Injunctions will be shown thus: (Ridley, Hooper page). The relevant clauses of 
the draft Injunctions of 1549 were largely subsumed into those of Ridley and Hooper, whilst Bulkeley's Articles for 
Bangor Diocese (pp. 262-266) were an almost verbatim copy of Ridley's; neither will therefore collated.
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Ridley was prepared to permit reception only once a year, both he and Hooper wished 
for frequent reception (Ridley 234, 244, Hooper 277). Preaching and alms-giving were 
to be encouraged (Ridley 232, 233, 244, Hooper 277, 303), and the people were expec­
ted to behave quietly and attentively (Ridley 235, 245, Hooper 277, 286, 291).
In addition to these generalities, Hooper laid down more extensive regulations, particu­
larly concerning reception of communion and audibility of services. Both he and Ridley 
forbad private Communion services; however, where Ridley was prepared to allow 
only one communicant (in accordance with the Prayer Book), Hooper demanded that no 
Communion was to be celebrated unless all the congregation or at least a "good part" 
of them received, and like Bucer he was not prepared to tolerate reception by proxy 
(Ridley 237, Hooper 274, 283). The service was to be conducted at a plain table 
(Hooper 277, 294) in the vernacular and with the minister facing the people (Hooper 
271, 277, 280). The service was to be perfectly audible at all times (Hooper 280, 296, 
303); to that end, services were to be conducted in the body of the church where neces­
sary (Hooper 281, 294). All images were to be destroyed and, to avoid any distinction 
between clergy and people (as well, presumably, as to enhance audibility), divisions, 
screens and steps were to be demolished (Hooper 285, 296). The only bells permitted 
were to be summoning bells and those announcing sickness or death in the community 
(Hooper 286, 287).
It is impossible to know for certain how far these regulations were put into practice. 
Hooper’s visitation of Gloucester diocese in 1551 discovered the survival of (unfortuna­
tely unspecified) superstitious practices, altars, images, incense, holy bread, saying of 
the Dirige, keeping of the month’s mind and belief in the Real Presence; such abuses 
were scattered among several deaneries, although Campden deanery accounted for 
about 40%.1
It will be noted that nothing has been said about the provision of church music, in so
1. Consistory court actions arising froi these abuses are recorded in Gloucester Records Office MSS GDR 6 passim and 
7A:90; they were copied in Hockaday, F. S., Abstracts of Ecclesiastical Records Relating to the Dioceses of Worcester 
and Gloucester Vols 35 and 36 passim. See also Litzenberger, C. J., Responses of the Laity to Changes in Official Reli­
gious Policy in Gloucestershhe (1541-1580), Ph.D. Cambridge 1993, pp. 109-110, 118-119, 148; Newcombe, D. G., The life 
and Theological Thought of John Hooper, Ph.D. Cambridge 1989, pp. 259, 267; Price, F. Douglas, "Gloucester Diocese under
Bishop Hooper", Transacs. Bristol and Gloucs. Arch. Soc. Vol. 60 Oct. 1939, pp 119-123.
Under Elizabeth Gloucester parishes were again slow to relinquish Catholic practices and most retained cha­
lices for a time; similarly in Crossthwaite (Cumbria) the churchwardens were cited as late as 1571 for their "popish 
reliques and monuments of supersition" which apparently included the Requiem Mass. Such examples (as in Gloucestershire 
under Hooper) cannot be taken as the norm; Clarke, M., "Northern Light? Parochial Life in a 'Dark Corner' of Tudor 
England" and Litzenberger, C., "St. Michael's, Gloucester, 1540-80", both in French, K. L. et al (eds.), The Parish in
English Life 1400-1600, Manchester; Manchester University Press 1997, pp. 65-66, 246.
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far as it concerned Protestant reformers. In fact, only one diocesan Injunction has any 
bearing on the matter: Ridley asked "whether organs do play alway any part of the 
prayer or service" (Ridley 235) but gave no further instructions. His meaning is not 
entirely clear: the question may be entirely general, or more specifically he may have 
been seeking to discover examples either of excessive use of organs ("play alway") or 
of the survival of pre-Reformation altematim practice ("play any part of the service").1 
This isolated reference suggests that in general music was not a significant element in 
most parochial worship and that it needed little regulation.
Conclusions
Although the Prayer Book of 1549 introduced the first entirely vernacular liturgy into 
England, priests when they came to celebrate were not facing an entirely unprecedented 
situation. Even the strongest Protestants among them would inevitably have called upon 
their experience of Mass ceremonial when celebrating the Communion and indeed were 
in part encouraged to do so by the paucity of rubrics in the Prayer Book itself, which 
generally draw attention only to departures from tradition but remain silent where the 
incorporation of traditional ceremonial was expected. Matins and Evensong, although 
derived from the Latin Offices, were less closely modelled on them; nevertheless, the 
traditional ceremonial could have been adapted to them relatively easily.
Elements of the new services, particularly the Litany and vernacular lessons, had al­
ready been anticipated and should have been practised by all clergy. Some clergy, 
particularly in London, the Home Counties and East Anglia, would for over a decade 
have celebrated or known of a series of liturgical experiments. Whether they were the 
very public and clearly authorised experimental services of 1547-1548 or whether they 
involved an unauthorised use of the vernacular, abandonment of vestments or changes 
to ceremonial, all anticipated and provided practical experience of the liturgical changes 
ushered in by the Prayer Book.
1. For examples of altematim treatment of masses, canticles and office hymns see EECM Vols. 6 610, Husica Britannica 
Vol. 1; for a useful discussion, see "Organ hymn" and "Organ mass" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
Vol. 13 pp. 780-784. Although no similar examples appear to have survived for use with vernacular music, their composed
or improvised provision would have been an easy matter and the second interpretation of Ridley's article should not be 
dismissed as impossibly fanciful. Contemporary composers were versed in the technique and continued to use plainsong as 
a basis of keyboard composition until the Commonwealth; Maxim, C., British Cantus F i m s  Settings for Keyboard from the 
Early Sixteenth to the Middle of the Seventeenth Century, Ph.D. Wales (Cardiff) 2 Vols. 1996; see also Wulstan, D., 
Tudor Music, London: Dent 1985, pp. 104-109 and Chapter Seven Article Seven below. More widely, plainsong survived as 
the basis of the consort In Nomine and Weelkes even introduced the plainsong of Alma Redemptoris Mater into his madrigal 
"As Vesta was from Latmos Hill Descending"; Ledger, P. (ed.), The Oxford Book of English Madrigals, London: Oxford
University Press 1978, pp. 38-39 (bassus). If the second interpretation is accepted, it reveals an interesting survival
of pre-Reformation musical practice in some London churches.
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When the practicalities of the Communion service of the first Prayer Book are consi­
dered, a continuum of three modes of celebration should be borne in mind. At one 
extreme is the imposition of the ceremonial of the Mass virtually unchanged and with 
the traditional rubrics taking precedence when they conflicted with those of the Prayer 
Book. Such services were described by Protestant observers as late as 1551, and dioce­
san Injunctions suggest that some bishops were well aware of their existence even later. 
At the other extreme is the celebration of the Communion as a simple and austere 
Supper of the Lord, in which all traditional ceremonial was eschewed for scriptural 
precedent, and there was an emphasis on corporate worship, audibility and the preach­
ing of the Word. Between these extremes lies the example of evidently exemplary 
services conducted by senior clerics, or under the auspices of influential civic bodies. 
These, whilst incorporating outward manifestations of Protestant doctrine in the mode 
of Distribution or the use of tables rather than altars, seem to have been conducted with 
some solemnity and with music; however, as the reign went on, they seem increasingly 
to have leaned towards the Protestant ideal.
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Chapter' Six
Fr'om Altar' to Table
Christ came to a table to minister hys holy Supper. You come to an altar for to say 
your popish and Idolatrous masse. Christ tabled ye matter, and ye altar it.1
Chapter 5 has outlined the various modes of celebrating the Communion Service of the 
first Prayer Book which were practised during Edward’s reign. Before the service can 
be analysed and its ceremonial discussed in detail it is necessary to draw attention to 
orders made from 1550 concerning the replacement of altars by tables, and the subse­
quent movement of the tables and their reorientation in the chancel.
Medieval services had been celebrated at a stone altar on which the Sacrifice of the 
Mass could be offered. Such an interpretation of the intent behind the service was 
unacceptable to Protestant reformers. The symbol of the altar was replaced by a table, 
the symbol of a memorial Supper; the table itself was moved into the chancel or even 
the nave to emphasise the communal nature of that Supper.
The ceremonial significance of these alterations cannot be underestimated; the position 
of the table in a church was probably the single most important factor in determining 
the extent to which the continued use of traditional ceremonial in the Communion 
service was possible. While the altar remained, old practices could survive; when a 
table replaced the altar they could also continue provided the table stood in the presbyt­
ery and had the accustomed ornaments; however, when the table was moved out of the 
presbytery and was reoriented, it is axiomatic that it would no longer have been pos­
sible to counterfeit the Mass.2
1. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The worries of Thomas Becon, London; Day 1564, fo. 
xxxv(v).
2. This is not to say that music could not have continued. Two London churches (St. Mary Woolnoth, St. Mary Magdalene 
Milk Street) whose inventories of 1552 show specifically that their Comunion tables were in the quire had at the same 
time "vij small bookes of prycke songe for the service of the church" and "iij bookes of parte of the servis in english 
in note & prynted" respectively: Halters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, pp. 462, 474.
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The altar and its ornaments
The high altar was the focal point of the medieval church or cathedral. Made of stone, 
it was situated in the presbytery at the east end of the building beyond the quire or 
chancel standing away from the east wall in a raised position approached by steps.1 It 
was clad in altar cloths and apparel whose colour corresponded to the liturgical colour 
of the day; it often had an elaborate reredos as a background and might be canopied 
with curtains. Bishop Bonner’s Articles for the London Diocese (1554, but based on 
pre-Reformation orders) asked whether "there be in the church a high altar of stone, 
consecrated and dedicated especially to say or sing Mass upon ... with apparel in the 
front and other parts thereof".2 At service time it would usually have two candles 
placed on it or on a shelf behind; an altar cross was normally superfluous when the 
crucifixion was portrayed on the reredos, although it was not unknown.3 On the south 
side of the altar was usually found the piscina at which the vessels might be washed, 
and (where the piscina was not large enough to take a shelf for the purpose) a credence
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sana, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 68.
2. Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
344-345. The altar, its position, apparel and ornaments are described generally in Scudamore, W. E., Sotitia Eucharisti- 
ca, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 101-110; Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English Church, London: Mowbray 1899, pp. 
99-123; Bumpus, J. S., A Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Terms, London: Werner Laurie n.d., pp. 6-14, 99, 186, 226-228, 
256-258, 274-275; Fortescue, A. and O'Connell, J. B., The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, London: Burns Oates 
and Washboume 1917 5th edn. 1934, pp. 3-8; Addis, W. E. et al., A Catholic Dictionary London: Virtue 1883 15th edn. 
1955, pp. 19-21, 99, 639.
3. The number of candles to be used at a celebration (processional candles aside) varied in the medieval uses between 
two and eight; of these, two were universally placed on the altar or its shelf, others normally in standards round the 
altar; however, where necessary one candle only might be permitted:Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m , Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 4-6; Dearmer, P., The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902, 
pp. 89-99; Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English Church, London: Mowbray 1899, pp. 119-120; Wordsworth, C., Notes on 
Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, pp. 118-122; Merc, Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 
1868, p. 58. Scudamore argues (rather unconvincingly) that altar lights were not necessarily used at all, even into the 
16th century: Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 127-128? see also pp. 110- 128 and esp. 114-118.
In parish churches the usual number of altar candles seems to have been two (although additional standards 
were evidently used in large churches and on major feasts). See the purchase of altar candlesticks in pairs on Mary's 
accession recorded in churchwardens' accounts and inventories: All Saints and St. John Bristol ed. Atchley, E. G. F. C., 
"Some More Bristol Inventories", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 9 1922-1928, pp. 31-32, 41; 
Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, p. 129; Hawkhurst ed. 
Lightfoot, W. J., Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, pp. 55-79, p. 70; Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leices­
ter: Clarke 1884, p. 67; Leverton ed. Peacock, E., Archaeologia Vol. 41 1867, pp. 333-370, p. 359; London St. Michael 
Comhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 46r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871, p. 117; Marston ed. Weaver, F. W. and Clark,
G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol 6, 1925, p. 24? Helford ed. Dymond, D and Paine, C., The Spoil of Melford Church, Ipswich: 
Salient 1992, p. 24; Oxford St. Michael ed. Salter, E., Oxon. Arch. Soc. Vol. 78 1933, p. 224; Tilney All Saints ed. 
Stallard, A. D., London: Mitchell Hughes & Clarke 1922, p. 180; Wing ed. Woodman, A. Vere, Rees, of Bucks Vol. 16 1960, 
p. 323.
Processional crosses were sometimes provided with a base which would enable them to stand on the altar: "a 
fote of laton and gilte for the best cros (churchwardens' accounts London St. Michael Cornhill ed. Overall p. 9), "the 
best crosse ... (and) the fote of syluer for that crosse to stand ther on the hygh auter" (St. Mary Sandwich cited 
Staley, op. cit p. 112 fn. 1).
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table upon which the vessels, books and other items might be placed.1 On the south 
wall of the presbytery were normally found the sedilia, or seats for priest, deacon and 
subdeacon. The arrangement of the altar, steps, piscina and sedilia at Tilney All Saints 
is given in Fig. 6.1.
Fig. 6.1 The presbvterv of Tilney All Saints (Norfolk)2
The altar could be of an imposing size. At St. George’s Windsor the mensa (altar 
stone) measured 10ft. 4ins. x 3ft. 7ins. and stood 3ft. 4ins. high; at Tewkesbury it was 
13ft. Sins, x 3ft. bins., made of Purbeck marble; at Abbey Dore 12ft. x 4ft x 3ft. high, 
standing on three pilasters of stone and bearing to this day the crosses cut into it at its
1. A 14th century depiction of the Hass showing an acolyte standing at the south-east corner of the altar near the 
credence table is given in McKinnon J. W. C., "Representations of the Mass in Medieval and Renaissance Art", Journal of 
the American Kusicological Soc. Vol. 31 No. 1 Spring 1978, fig, 2c.
2. lam indebted to Alice Fletcher for the preparation of this illustration. The altar rails are a later addition. For a 
depiction of sedilia in use see Chapter 7, Article Six below.
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consecration.1 In many churches, there were also a number of subsidiary altars dedica­
ted to Jesus, to the Virgin, or to the patronal or other saints.
In medieval doctrine the altar was the stone slab on which the sacrifice of Christ him­
self really present was offered in the Mass. This is no trite paraphrase of a pious and 
abstract notion: one version of the demands of the western rebels of 1549 reads
III. Item, forsomuch as we constantly believe, that after priest hath 
spoken the words of consecration being at mass, there celebrating and 
consecrating the same, there is (in very reality) the body and blood of 
our Saviour Jesus Christ God and man, and that no substance of bread 
and wine remaineth after, but the very self same body that was bom of 
the virgin Mary, and was given upon the cross for our salvation.2
The Communion table
For the fulfilment of this mystery a stone altar was a sine qua non. For Protestant 
reformers, however, the Communion service was not a re-enactment of Christ’s sacri­
fice (since that had been made fully, perfectly and sufficiently on the cross) but was a 
communal meal commemorating the Last Supper and held in "perpetuall memorye of 
that his precious deathe".3 The use, therefore, of a sacrificial altar was incompatible 
with Protestant doctrine: although the first Prayer Book envisaged that the new service 
would be said at an altar and the word itself appears seven times in that Book, by 1552 
the word had vanished from the Prayer Book and the object from the churches, in both 
cases to be replaced by the table.
The physical replacement of the altar by a table took place during Edward’s reign in 
two main stages. The first was simply the substitution of one for the other, the table 
standing at or near the place of the altar, whilst in the second the table was moved from 
the presbytery to the quire, chancel or nave. It was reoriented with the ends east and 
west and seats or benches were provided, enabling the people to sit around it. The 
ornaments of the altar were reduced to a simple tablecloth probably without cross or
1. Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English Church, Oxford/London: Mowbray 1899, p. 102 fn. 3; Dearmer, P., The Par­
son's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902, p. 78.
2. Greenwood, A. R., A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph.D. Manchester 1990, p. 35? cf. Foxe, J., Actes and Mon­
uments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 5 p. 731; Millward, J. S. (ed.), 
Portraits and Documents: Sixteenth Century, London: Hutchinson 1961, pp, 63-64, citing Holinshed Chronicles,
3. BCP Hhitchurche 16267 fo. cxxviii(r); Brightman, F. E.f The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 692. This Protestant interpretation is not at odds with the general 
tenor of the Communion service of the first Prayer Book, despite the conservative language of (for example) the Words of 
Institution, the Distribution and the postcommunion Thanksgiving (Hhitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxvii(r), cxxx(v) cxxxi(v)- 
ccccii(r); Brightman pp. 692, 700, 708).
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candles and resulting in a simplicity of the kind idealised in fig. 6.2; frequently the 
altar steps, reredos, sedilia and stonework of the presbytery were demolished at the 
same time.
I he C o m . 
k i o «  TiLle. I
Fig. 6.2 The Protestant Communion Table idealised by John Foxe.1
Nicholas Ridley at St. Paul’s
In May 1550 the newly installed Bishop of London, Nicholas Ridley, issued a set of 
Injunctions for the London Diocese requiring inter alia that for the avoidance of dissen­
sion and superstition churches were "to erect and set up the Lord’s board after the form 
of an honest table, decently covered, in such place of the quire or chancel, as shall be 
thought most meet"; at the same time, all subsidiary altars and tables were to be
1. Foxe Acts and Monuments. The plate is frequently reproduced: see Davies, Horton, Worship and Theology in England from 
Cranmer to Booker, Princeton(OSA): Princeton University Press 1970, fig. 7 and description pp. 355-356; Duffy, E., The
Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, fig, 134; Lehiberg, Stanford E., The Refor­
mation of Cathedrals, Princeton(USA): Princeton University Press 1988, fig, 30.
Huggarde notes that "Some wold haue a table cloth to couer ye bord some a towel, and some neither of them
both": The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: Caly 1556, fo. 84r.
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removed and superaltars (that is, small consecrated stones which could be laid upon a 
table and at which Mass might legally be said when an altar was unavailable) were 
forbidden.1 An example was soon set at St. Paul’s, where in the following month (the 
date is variously given as 11 or 13 June 1550) the high altar was pulled down overnight 
and a table set up in its place to stand until Easter 1551.2
The chroniclers are agreed that less than a year later in March 1551 this table was 
moved from the presbytery to the upper quire, and that measures were taken to prevent 
non-communicants seeing any part of the Communion service after the Creed; how­
ever, they are not agreed on the precise order of events nor on the orientation of the 
table. Wriothesley states that "against easier" the table was moved and set with its ends 
east and west, the priest standing on the south side of the board. The Grey Friars 
Chronicler agrees as to the position and date of the move (28 March, Easter Eve), but 
says that the table was placed north and south (implying that the priest faced east or, 
more likely, west); not until 26 September was "the stondynge of the tabulle ... remo- 
vyd into the sowth”, that is, the priest standing as described by Wriothesley.3
It would seem that Wriothesley is here describing under one date two separate events 
and that the Greyfriars Chronicler is reporting more accurately. If so, for six months 
after being moved from the presbytery into the upper quire the table stood altar-wise, 
and after that time it was reoriented so as to anticipate almost exactly the rubric of the 
second Prayer Book. This would stipulate that the table was to stand "in the body of the 
Church, or m the chauncell, where Mominge prayer, and Eueninge prayer be appoyn- 
ted to bee sayde. And the Priest standing at the north-syde of the Table".'* Accordingly 
from November 1552 the table at St. Paul’s was again moved further west to stand in 
the lower quire "where the preistes sing", and all the stonework in the presbytery 
(including the reredos and sedilia) was demolished.5
2 4 H «! '  !’ ^  tomedy' "■ P‘ 7isit3tim Micles lajmctioiis II, Alcuin Club collections Vol. 151910, pp.
* 2 “ ^  53 1852- »• c, *
£ iV01, 1 1877-p'47i rte “
£ %^ jZf:.ïiZ%.t,S'soc. 20 To1- 1 1871 p-79; ae “
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If this interpretation of the order of events is accepted, it will be seen that between May 
1550 and November 1552 the table stood in three different positions in two orientations 
and with the priest facing all four points of the compass.
St. Paul’s was not alone in making such changes. As early as 1549 George Constantine 
(as an officer of Archdeacon John Barlow, but never himself an archdeacon as has been 
asserted) visited St. Peter Carmarthen and ordered a table to be set in the middle of the 
chancel. Bishop Ferrar of St. David’s, although a Reformer, rescinded the order and 
undertook a series of experiments witnessed and recorded by Griffith Dwynn, the 
mayor. His report bears setting out in full:
The altar for the communion was brought to a stone altar in the body of 
the church.
And after, a board was laid athwart in the chancel where the vicar did 
celebrate against the middle of the board with his face towards the east, 
and then turning his face certain times to the congregation as he did learn 
in the book of the communion.
And after the same board was brought out of the chancel to the body of 
the chinch right against where the stone altar did stand, and there the 
vicar did celebrate with his back towards the east.
And within two or three days the said board was removed thence to one 
side of the church towards the north side, by the mayor’s chapel.
And thence short after, it was brought to the chancel, and set athwart, 
upon the second step of the griece there, where the minister did celebrate 
with his back turned eastward.
And afterward the said board was changed and turned the one end 
towards the east window, and the other end towards the body of the 
church, and the minister on the east end with his face towards the body 
of the church.
Upon which alterations and changing of places, diverse of the king’s 
subjects ... (marvelled) at so mutable an order, and (said) that they 
feared at length the board should be cast out of the church ...
And so the said board continued until Easter last was (1552), at what 
time it was turned athwart the chancel again.1
Such reports as those made of St. Paul’s and of Carmarthen may not have been exag­
gerated. It was levelled at Ridley during his trial that he had "set an oyster table instead 
of an altar ... and yet, when your table was constituted, you could never be content, in
1. In Foxe HSS transcribed and discussed in Brown, À. J., Robert Ferrar, London: Inscriptor 1997, pp. 105-107.
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placing the same now east, now north, now one way, now another". During Mary’s 
reign the Catholic Miles Huggarde complained, "Howe long were they leamyng to set 
their table to minister the sayd communion vpon?" and concluded "In some places, 
neyther in the quier, nor yet in the body of the churche, but betwene bothe ... In many 
places the table stoode very nere the churche porche, that it myght the soner go out into 
the churcheyarde". Over 150 years later, Strype was recounting a similar description of 
events: "Great Contest there happened hereupon, in what precise Part of the Chancel 
the Table should be placed, and how it should stand, whether East or North".1
Ridley’s arguments in favour of the use of a table rather than an altar are set out in 
Foxe. They are worth giving in some detail, as they are a succinct statement of the 
Protestant position as well as his defence against the accusation that his Injunctions 
flouted the law.
[1] The use of an altar is to make sacrifice upon it; the use of a table is 
to serve for men to eat upon ... If we come to feed upon him, spiritually 
to eat his body, and spiritually to drink his blood (which is the true use 
of the Lord’s Supper), then no man can deny but the form of a table is 
more meet for the Lord’s board, than the form of an altar.
[2] Whereas it is said, "The Book of Common Prayer maketh mention of 
an altar; wherefore it is not lawful to abolish that which the book allo­
wed!:" to this it is thus answered: The Book of Common Prayer calleth 
the thing whereupon the Lord’s Supper is ministered indifferentiy a 
table, an altar, or the Lord’s board; without prescription of any form 
thereof, either of the table or of an altar ... And thus it appeared!, that 
here is nothing either said or meant contrary to the Book of Common 
Prayer.
[3] The popish opinion of mass was, that it might not be celebrated but 
upon an altar, or at the least upon a super-altar, which must have had its 
prints and characters; or else it was thought that the thing was not law­
fully done ... wherefore it is more meet, for the abolishment of this 
superstitious opinion, to have the Lord’s board after the form of a table, 
than of an altar.
[4] The form of an altar was ordained for the sacrifices of the law ... But 
now both the law and the sacrifices thereof do cease; wherefore the form 
of the altar used in the law ought to cease withal.
[5] Christ did institute the sacrament of his body and blood at his last 
supper at a table, and not at an altar ... And also it is not read that any
1. The Works of Nicholas Ridley ed. Christmas,!, Parker Soc. 1843, p. 281; Huggarde, M., The Displaying of the Protest­
antes, London; Caly 1556, ffo. 80v-81v; Strype, J,. Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London; Osborn et al. 1773, 
p. 227. See also Bishop Cosin in Scudamore, W. E., Mit ia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 164» It must be 
noted that Huggarde, Strype and Cosin may have based their accounts on events at St. Paul's and Carmarthen.
In Wales, the tables were dismissed as gvarachiod gveddven - widows' boards: Williams, G., Wales and the 
Reformation, Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1997, pp. 179-180.
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of the apostles or the primitive church did ever use any altar in ministra­
tion of the holy communion ... therefore the form of a table is rather to 
be used, than the form of an altar, in the administration of the holy 
communion.
[6] It is said in the Book of Common Prayer, that if any doubt do arise 
in the use and practising of the same book, to appease all such diversity, 
the matter shall be referred unto the bishop of the diocese, who by his 
discretion shall take order for the quieting and appeasing of the same, so 
that the same order be not contrary unto any thing contained in that 
book.1
The demolition of altars in London 1547-1550
It will be shown below that Ridley’s action seems to have acted as a catalyst since his 
Injunctions for the London diocese were shortly afterwards enforced universally by 
order of the Council. However, at the same time he was himself ratifying a process 
which, although unauthorised, had already begun as early as 1547 and in which as 
Bishop of Rochester he had played a part.2
In London, the Edwardine Inventories3 show that by 1549 altars had come down (or 
demolition of parts of the presbytery been carried out) in at least seventeen churches 
out of a little over ninety.4 This surprisingly high number (representing over 18%) 
must, however, be treated with some caution. In several cases it seems evident that 
subsidiary altars were removed (perhaps because the Chantries Act of 1547 had made 
them redundant) but that the high altar remained: this is shown where the altar is de­
scribed as "old", the stones are "little" or where later sales confirm that those earlier 
were partial.5 Elsewhere, care must be taken to distinguish between the altar itself and 
the reredos and stonework surrounding it. Thus at All Hallows Bread Street the "stones 
diged out of the altar" (Walters 86) and at St. Peter Comhill the "steps in the quier" 
sold before 1550 do not necessarily show that the altar itself had been demolished,
1. Foxe, J., M e s  and Moments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 6 p. 5. For 
other siiilar doctrinal positions see Becon, T., A new Catéchisme ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 297-298; Bucer 
letter end Nov./early Dec, 1550 in Gorham, G. C., Gleanings of a Fev Scattered Ears, during the Period of the Reforma­
tion in England, London: Bell and Dalby 1857, pp. 209-211.
2. Hooper to Bullinger (27 March 1550): Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. I Vol. II ed. Robin­
son, H., Parker Soc. Vol. 1 1846, p. 789.
3. ed. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939. Subsequent references to this book will be 
shown as: Walters page.
4. Walters pp. 86, 101, 114, 138, 167, 184, 302, 318, 325, 373, 385, 420, 459, 493, 543, 572, 607. Hooper wrote to 
Bullinger in Dec. 1549 that "the altars are here in many churches changed into tables": Original Letters Relative to the 
English Reformation Vol. I Vol. II ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. Vol. I 1846, p. 72.
5. Walters pp. 184, 318, 325, 373, 493.
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whilst the "altar of timber" sold at St. Andrew Holbom in 1549 (Walters 138) was 
probably a carved reredos. In at least one case a simple error may be suspected: the 
listing of a "tabull to minyster the commvnyon vpon" included in the Inventory of 1547 
at St. Olave Old Jewry (Walters 543) could be taken as a very early example were it 
not that the same Inventory also lists "ij bookes off commen prayer".
Indeed, only in two cases can it be certainly shown that the high altar itself had been 
disposed of before 1550. At St. Mary Staining "the freestone that leye vppon the hye 
Awlter" was sold in 1549 (Walters p. 459) and in the same year a new communion 
table was purchased at St. Swithen London Stone (Walters p. 607). Nevertheless, the 
level of activity indicates that the chronicler "Mystr Lordyng" was justified in reporting 
that by 1551 "in dyuerse places in England, & in sondry parishes of London ye (altars) 
had been pulled downe longe affore".1
The demolition of altars in provincial churches 1547-15502 
It is to be expected that provincial churches would lag behind London in seeking to 
demolish altars or to replace them with tables, but in fact of some thirty representative 
churchwardens’ accounts examined twelve show signs of such activity in the years 
1547/8-1549/50, and they are found both in geographical areas normally considered to 
be more conservative and in those affected by Protestant ideas.
Again, some references cannot be taken at face value. At Wimbome (Dorset) the 
demolition of "Alabaster" (probably the reredos) and of altars after 1547 is likely to be 
associated with the dissolution of the College rather than the church itself. At St. 
Martin Leicester woodwork from the chapels of St. Dunstan and St. Katherine was 
were sold in 1549/50, which suggests that the altars themselves had gone out of use;
1. "Two London Chronicles" ed. Kingsford, C. Lethbridge, Camden Miscellany Vol. 12 1910, p. 22. See also Brigden, S.,
London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, pp. 462-463.
2. This section of the discussion draws upon the following churchwardens' accounts: Baldock ed. Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. 
Soc. Vol. I, 1985, p. 65; Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, pp. 55, 58, 83 fn. 55; Bristol All 
Saints ed. Atchley, E. G. C. F., "Some Documents", Archaeological Journal N.S. Vol 8 1901, pp. 147-148; Canterbury St. 
Dunstan ed. Cowper, J. Meadows, Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 17 1887, p. 112; Halesowen ed. Somers, F., Mores. Hist. Soc, 
1957, pp. 8, 96; Hawkhurst ed. Lightfoot, W. J., Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, p. 59; Leicester St. Martin ed. 
North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 43, 51; Leverton ed. Peacock, E., Archaeologia Vol. 41 1867, p. 357; Morebath ed. 
Binney, J. Erskine, Exeter: Comin 1904, pp. 166, 183; Melford ed. Dymond, D and Paine, C., The Spoil of Melford Church, 
Ipswich: Salient 1992, pp. 39-43; Oxford St. Michael ed. Salter, E., Oxon. Arch. Soc. Vol. 78 1933, p. 217; Sheriff
Hutton ed. Purvis, J. S., Yorks. Arch. Journal Vol. 35 No, 2 1845, p. 185; Tilney All Saints ed. Stallard, A. D., Lon­
don: Mitchell Hughes 6 Clarke 1922, pp. 173-174; Wimborne ed. Mayo, C., A Ristory of Nimborne Minster, London: Bell and 
Daldy 1860, pp. 15, 103; Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc, 1896, pp. 23-25.
For St. Laurence Reading see Cox, J. C., Churchwardens' Accounts, London: Methuen 1913, p. 92; for Carmarthen, see the 
discussion above.
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however, it was not until the following year that the high altar was replaced by a table. 
Similarly, the "fasynge of the tabyll that stoode at the Awlter" at St. Dunstan Canter­
bury (1548/9) refers to the defacing of the reredos and not necessarily to the demolition 
of the altar. At Long Melford (Suffolk) payment was made in 1547/8 "for the takyng 
down of the funt & the hyghe alter". This suggests an uncharacteristically early re­
sponse to Protestant doctrine. However, it may be that not the altar itself but much of 
the presbytery and quire were demolished since payment was made in the same year 
"for the worke done in the churche & chappelles & rodelofte & candelbeme", and sales 
included "iren of the high altar & other gear", the "alter of alabaster (reredos) in Our 
Ladys chapell" and iron and wood from the roodloft.
For other churches the accounts are less equivocal. In 1547/8 an altar stone was 
removed at Baldock (Herts), in 1548 the high altar at St. Laurence Reading was sold 
and in 1548/9 altars came down at Hawkhurst (Kent) and Tilney All Saints (Norfolk). 
In the same year altars were removed at Morebath (Devon) but may have been kept 
safely since only IM . was spent on re-erection in 1553/4; at Boxford (Suffolk) a table 
was provided in 1548/9 although the altar was not removed until the following year. In 
1549/50 the altars were demolished at All Saints Bristol whilst at Halesowen (Worcs.) 
and Sheriff Hutton (Yorks.) a Communion table was provided in place of the high 
altar. At Carmarthen the altar was pulled down in 1549 and a table set up "in the 
middle of the Church; which however made a great Murmur among the People" so that 
it had to be moved back into the presbytery. By 1550 St. Michael in Bedwardine 
(Worcester) had a table in the church with "ij formes for the communion to be receaved 
at", showing that the people sat round the table for the service.
On the other hand, it can be shown that elsewhere the altar still stood in its accustomed 
place. In 1549, the font at Leverton (Lincs.) was moved "to ye alter end" whilst in 
1549/50 St. Michael Oxford purchased "ij matts (probably for communicants) to knele 
vpon before the high altar".
The demolition of altars 1550-1553
It has been suggested above that Nicholas Ridley’s Injunctions of 1550 and his substitu­
tion of a table for the altar at St. Paul’s were decisive factors in the implementation of 
a similar policy at national level, although as has been shown it had been put into place 
locally and piecemeal since 1547. Whilst many of the examples from earlier years 
outlined above doubtless reflected the doctrinal position of the incumbent or were
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simply iconoclastic,1 some had a measure of authority. The table at Carmarthen had 
been retained with the acquiescence of the Bishop of St. Davids, Ridley had already 
begun to destroy "the altars of Baal" whilst at Rochester, and in the Norwich diocese 
altars had for the most been taken down during the first months of 1550 "by com­
mandment of my Lord of Canterbury his grace’s visitors".2
Nevertheless, it was possible to argue that such measures were not legal. Ridley’s 
explanation of his actions acknowledge this (see above), but his defence does not stand 
upon firm ground.
In claiming that "The Book of Common Prayer calleth the thing whereupon the Lord’s 
Supper is ministered indifferently a table, an altar, or the Lord’s board" he is being 
disingenuous: "Lord’s board" does not appear in the Book, and "table" only twice, in 
rubrics concerning arrangements to be made prior to celebrations of the Communion 
but not forming part of the liturgy itself; elsewhere in the Book the term "altar" is 
always used.3
The Preface of the first Prayer Book did give diocesan bishops discretion to determine 
"the maner how to understande, do, and execute the thynges conteygned in this booke" 
when doubts arose; however, as Ridley himself acknowledges, such determinations 
might "not (be) contrary to any thyng conteigned in this boke".4 It is a moot point 
whether at law Ridley was outstripping his authority by invoking this clause in such a 
way as to negate so fundamentally the repeated use of the word "altar" in the Book it-
1. There had been something of an outbreak of iconoclasn after 1547: Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamil­
ton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 1; The Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., 
Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, pp. 54-55. The rather nervous reaction of the authorities may be seen in proclamations of 
1548: Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. P., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(DSA)/London: Yale University Press, Vol. I 
1964, pp. 416-418.
2. Brown, A. J., Robert Ferrar, London: Inscriptor 1997, pp. 105-106; Original Letters Relative to the English Reforma­
tion Vol. I ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 1846, p. 79; HacCulloch, D., Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale 
University Press 1996, p. 458.
3. To be fair to Ridley, "God's board" appears twice. BCP Whitchurche 16267 altar ffo. cxx(r), cxxvi(r), cxxvii(v), 
cxxviii(v), cxmii(r), wedding rubrics twice; lord's table fo. cxx(r) twice; God's board ffo. cxx(v), cxxx(r). Bright­
man, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, 
altar pp. 640, 662, 688, 694, 714, wedding rubrics twice; lord's table p. 638 twice; God's board pp. 644, 698.
Dearmer states that "the (1662) Prayer Book terms Holy table and Lord's table are reverent paraphrases of the 
more convenient word altar”: The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902, p. 78 fn. 1. Like Ridley,
he underplays the doctrinal significance. Scudamore shows that "Lord's table" had a pre-Reformation use: Hotitia Euchar­
istica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 304-305.
4. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. i(r)ff; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite,-.London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 34ff.
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self.
Nevertheless, as Duffy has observed, "law, like policy, was being made on the run".1 
There can be little doubt that Ridley and like-minded men were aware of at least the 
spirit of official thinking. In June 1550 the Council instructed Sir John Gates to enforce 
Ridley’s Injunctions in Essex;2 the position was finally spelled out (and the legal basis 
clarified beyond doubt) in a letter of November 1550 sent by the Council to all bishops, 
requiring them "to give substantial order throughout your diocese, that with all dili­
gence all altars in every church or chapel ... be taken down, and instead of them a table 
to be set up in some convenient part of the chancel ... to serve for the ministration of 
the blessed communion". A further order required this to be completed by Christmas.3
The universal replacement of the altar by a table seems to have been put into effect 
quickly, and indeed it is difficult to imagine how churches could have dissembled had 
they wished to; however, the removal of the table to the chancel was not always carried 
out simultaneously (even at St. Paul’s, as shown above).
Some churches held out longer than others. Although according to one chronicler the 
only London church with an altar remaining in August 1551 was St. Nicholas Willows 
(Cole Abbey), Edwardine Inventories show that at St. Botolph Aldersgate altars were 
still standing in 1551 (a table having nevertheless been provided in 1550), at St. Mary 
Magdalene Milk Street the purchase of a table is not recorded until 1551 and at Holy 
Trinity the Less, St. Andrew Undershaft and St. Clement Eastcheap altars and stones 
were still being sold in 1552.4
1. Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, p. 472.
2. Edward VI, Chronicle ed. Jordan, W. K., London: Allen and Unwin 1966, p. 37; Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials
Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 227.
3. The letter to Ridley hinself is reproduced in Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford Uni­
versity Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, pp. 100-102. For the later order: Gorham, G. C., Gleanings of a
Few Scattered Ears, during the Period of the Reformation in England, London: Bell and Dalby 1857, p. 213. An entry in 
the Hereford Cathedral Chapter Acts for 10 December 1550 records M. decanus perligit copiam lamdatorium domini nostri 
regis Johanm episcopo Heref. missam concernantes depositionem omnium altarium in ecclesia cathedral, et per diocesium 
Eeref. Et decreverunt deponere dicta altaria guas cito posset: (Hereford Cathedral Library MS 7031/1).
4. Two London Chronicles ed. Kingsford, C. Lethbridge, Caiden Miscellany Vol. 12 1910, pp. 22, 24; Walters, H. B., 
London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, pp. 125, 151, 200, 233, 474. Brigden states that with the excep­
tion of St. Nicholas Cole Abbey every London church had a table by the end of 1550: London and the Reformation, Oxford: 
Clarendon 1989, p. 468. (St. Nicholas was also the first church to resume the Mass after the death of Edward: Machyn,
H., Diary ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 42 1848, p. 42.) Bucer (who some twenty-five years earlier at Strasbourg 
had replaced the altar with a table) criticised "particular sites" which still set the table "in the same place where 
the altar used to stand" during 1550: Cuming, J. G., A History of Anglican Liturgy, Basingstoke: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn.
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Elsewhere the order was put into effect as in London, but not always with the same 
alacrity. Bishop Day of Chichester, whilst acknowledging that the material of which an 
altar might be made was indifferent, found himself unable to accept the principal of "a 
playne abolishment of the Altare (both the name and the thinge) " and was imprisoned 
and deprived.1
In Kent, where evidently parishes were expected to follow Ridley’s lead before the rest 
of the country, consistory court actions had been brought by November 1550 against 
fourteen churches whose altars still remained although by December all had been re­
placed by tables. In 1551, the vicar of Blean was cited for having set up a table modo 
altaris; he was ordered to destroy it.2
In his Articles, Injunctions and Interrogatories for the Gloucester and Worcester dio­
ceses (1551-1552) Bishop John Hooper went further than Ridley, ordering the demoli­
tion of all altar steps and screens so as to make the churches "without closures, impart­
ing, and separations between the ministers and the people"; the table was to stand 
where the people might most conveniently hear the service and in the nave if necessary. 
He also asked whether any tables were decked "as altars were wont to be decked";3 
since such questions were not asked at random, he must have known or strongly sus­
pected that such practices survived (as has been shown that they did in Kent). His de­
tailed visitation of Gloucester diocese in 1551 discovered several examples of "supersti­
tion including images, holy bread and incense, and two churches whose altars were 
still in place; in a third church the table (or even an altar itself) stood altar-wise until
. . . Cont inued. . .
1982, pp. 20; Bucer, H, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 138.
1. Original tetters Illustrative of English History ed. Ellis, H., 3rd series Vol. 3, London: Bentley 1846, p. 303; 
Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the Book of Comon Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn 1891, pp. 268-269.
2. Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts fron Original Dociments Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", 
Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 31 1914, pp. 103-104.
3. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
277, 281, 285, 294. Here Hooper is clearly influenced by his experience of worship in Strasbourg and anticipates the 
Puritan ideal of the church as a building primarily given over to the hearing of the Word of God. Cf. Yates, N., Build­
ings, Faith and Worship, Oxford: Clarendon 1991, pp. 23-24.
Scudamore notes that an Ecclesiastical Commission of 1551 contradicted Hooper's Injunction concerning steps, 
ordering "that the steps which be as yet at this day remaining ... be not stirred or altered ... and if in any Chancel 
the steps be transposed, that they be not erected again, but that the place shall be decently paved, where the Communion 
Table shall stand out of the times of receiving the Communion": Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 143 
(the source is not identified).
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summer of that y ea r.1
Fig. 6.3 Bishop John Hooper in middle aoe2
At Worcester cathedral a "longe table of tree" had been provided in 1550 and subsid­
iary altars had been demolished; however, the high altar (presumably with all its 
stonework), quire and bishop’s stall were still standing in 1552. In June of that year 
Hooper came to the cathedral and, after a fierce battle with the Cathedral authorities, 
enforced their destruction. (According to the chronicler Stainor, Hooper "had a longe 
beard" at his visit; if it is assumed that the word is given in error for (Communion)
1. Aston Somerville and Hinton on the Green: Worcester Record Office MS GDR 6:45 & 103; St. Michael Gloucester: Litzen- 
berger, C. J., Responses of the Laity to Changes in Official Religious Policy in Gloucestershire (1541-1580), Ph.D. 
Cambridge 1993, p. 104. At St. Michael's a rapid return was made to Catholic worship when a temporary altar made of 
boards (probably with a superaltar) was set up on Mary's accession: Litzenberger p. 146.
2. Portrait by an unknown engraver: Hoffman, A., Lives of the Tudor Age, London: Osprey 1977, p. 253.
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"board", an otherwise seemingly irrelevant observation is made more explicable.)1
Despite the laggardly compliance found at Worcester and in Gloucestershire, the weight 
of evidence suggests that in the provinces as in London altars did not survive beyond 
1551. Hutton finds evidence for only five parishes having retained altars until 1552 
(Thame, a centre of conservatism, and four in Lancashire) and one (in Wiltshire) doing 
so until 1553.2
However, this is not to say that altars were necessarily disposed of entirely, since 
documents show that altar stones might be preserved for later use in ingenious ways. At 
St. Mary at Hill (London) the altar stone was built into a kitchen wall, only to be re­
trieved in 1553; at St. Michael Comhill stones seem to have been kept in the cloister 
(perhaps as tombstones, since burials were held there) and in 1554/5 a mason was paid 
for "smothinge" them before they could be used; at Wandsworth the altar stone had 
certainly been placed on a grave since it was prised up and returned to its former use. 
In other cases altar stones had been put into safe hands: again at St. Michael Comhill 
the two altarstones sold to Thomas Hunt in 1548/9 seem to have been sold back for 
little more in 1553/4; at St. Martin Leicester the altar stone was returned from "Mr. 
Mayres house to the churche"; at Morebath (Devon) it cost only \M . to replace the 
altar, suggesting that virtually nothing needed to be done.3
1. Stainor, J., "A Bailiff's List and Chronicle from Worcester" ed. HacCulloch, D. and Hughes, P., Antiquaries' Journal 
Vol. 75 1995, pp. 246-247 and fn. 76. The only surviving portrait of John Hooper known to me shows him in middle age (he 
was born before 1505) with a neatly trimmed beard (Fig. 6,3); it must be said, however, that Stainer's Chronicle and 
other versions copied from it are unequivocal in giving "beard" and that Dr. Pat Hughes, in a conversation for which I 
am very grateful, has argued that the entry in the Chronicle means exactly what it says.
2. In addition to accounts outlined above of churches which had demolished altars by 1550, the following did so in 
1550/1: Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, pp. 122-123; Great 
Hallingbury ed Williams, J. F., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc. Vol. 23 1942-1945, p. 109; Leicester St. Martin ed. North, 
T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, p. 43; Ludlow ed. Wright, T., Camden Soc. Vol. 102 1869; Marston and Pyrton ed. Weaver, F. 
W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol 6, 1925, pp. 16, 70; Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 
15 1900-1902, pp. 80-127, pp. 101-102; Wing (where in 1561/2 the church faced consistory action "for slacnes of our 
auter) ed. Woodman, A. Vere, Rees, of Bucks Vol. 16 i960, pp. 321, 324; Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amph- 
lett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896. Of these, the latest demolition of altars was at Ludlow, Nov. 1551.
Robert Parkyn ("Narrative of the Reformation" ed. Dickens, A. G., Eng. Hist. Review Vol. 62 Jan. 1947, p. 72) 
in a broad summary stated that altars were demolished "in the sowthe partts" after Easter 1550, and that "in the monethe 
of December the sayme yeare all allters of stoyne was taken away also furthe of the churches & chappels from Trentt 
northwardes and a table of woode sett in the qweare”.
Hutton, R,, The Rise and Fall of Kerry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1994, pp. 92-93.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, p. 66; London St. Mary at Hill 
ed. Littlehales, H., EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128 1905, p. 395; London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 ffd. 31v, 43v, 
46r-v, ed. Overall, W. A., London: private printing 1868, pp. 74, 111; Morebath ed. Binney, J. Erskine, Exeter: Commin 
1904, 183; Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, p. 111.
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In two London churches (St. Margaret Pattens and St. Mary Aldermary) and at Raleigh 
(Essex) superaltars survived until at least 1552, which theoretically at least would have 
permitted the Mass to be celebrated on a table although it must be said that this is not 
corroborated by other evidence;1 Pyrton (Oxon.) was so anxious to return to the old 
religion in 1553 that rather than wait for an altar M. was paid "for the makyng of a 
seuper altare".2
The setting of the table in the chancel
Thus by 1551 there were few if any altars remaining in use. Ceremonially (rather than 
doctrinally), however, the mere replacement of the altar by a table was not greatly 
significant since in itself it would not have prevented a "traditional" celebration of the 
Communion service. This would have come with the implementation of the second 
stage of the process, that is, the moving of the table into the chancel or quire. Such a 
move is rarely specified either in churchwardens’ accounts or in inventories, but can be 
deduced from other evidence.
In London, the 1552 Inventories of four churches mention the quire by name as the 
place of the table. Of these, only that of St. Botolph Aldersgate indicates when the 
move was made: although in 1550 a trestle table had been provided there it was not 
until 1551 that a frame table with seats for the congregation was put into the quire. In 
one case (St. Andrew Holbom) it is possible to deduce that the chancel had been pre­
pared for a table by paving and levelling of the floor in 1550.3
In most cases it is necessary to look for evidence not of the table itself, but of new 
seating arrangements. To accommodate those wishing to communicate it was necessary 
to extend the seating in the chancel either by fastening additional benches to existing 
stalls or by providing new benches, pews or stools.
By 1552 such items had been provided in at least twenty-five London churches, and
1. Walters, H. B., tindon Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, pp. 367, 424; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the
Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 1992, p. 485. (Duffy observes that sere possession of such articles was certainly forbid­
den.)
2. Churchwardens' accounts ed. Weaver, F. W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol 6, 1925, p. 71.
3. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, pp. 125, 138, 200, 282, 462. Hereafter refer­
ences to this source will be shown as (Walters page).
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probably in a good many others besides.1 Unfortunately, in only three cases can it be 
shown that they had been installed before 1552: at St. Michael Comhill new forms 
were purchased and the quire enlarged in 1549/50,2 at St. Gregory by Pauls pews were 
made in 1550, and at St. Bartholomew by the Exchange in 1551 (Walters 180, 291). 
However, the distinction made at St. Mary le Bow between "iiij formes of waynscott 
new" and "iij olde formes" may indicate that there had been an earlier purchase (Wal­
ters 436).3
Fig. 6.4 The extended seating arrangement in the chancel of Tilnev All Saints (Norfolk)4
1. Walters pp. 106, 130, 167, 180, 189, 204, 212, 220, 222, 233, 322, 360, 385, 402, 429, 436, 459, 474, 488, 507, 560, 
572, 607. ,
2. Churchwardens' accounts: Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 35r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: private printing 1868, pp. 83, 84.
3. The same inventory also mentions "iij long settelles for the seruauntes to sytt vpon".
4. Ian indebted to Alice Fletcher for the preparation of this illustration. For photographic evidence of similar re­
arrangements see Litzenberger, C. J., Responses of the Laity to Changes in Official Religious Policy in Gloucestershire 
(1541-1580), Ph.D. Cambridge 1993, fig, 6.1 (Deerhurst, ClouesJ  and HacCulloch, D., Thomas Cramer, New 
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, fig. 34 (Hailes, Cloues.)
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Some entries give a valuable indication of how the seats were set out and that different 
services took place in different parts of the church. At St. Michael Comhill in 1553/4 
\!2d. was paid "for takmge downe the Newe pewes that stoode in the chauncell, the 
backes towarde the Awlter".1 At St. Bartholomew by the Exchange four forms were 
provided "for the Communion" and another four in the body of the church, suggesting 
that services other than the Communion were moved out of the chancel, or indeed vice- 
versa (Walters 180). At St. Botolph Billingsgate some similar distinction was made 
since two tables were kept, a "Communyon table" and "an other table for the Comen 
prayer" (Walters 212). At St. Peter Comhill there were two Communion tables listed, 
of which one was almost certainly used for the Offices (Walters 572). Something of the 
same sort was to be reflected in the Elizabethan Injunctions of 1559 which ordered that 
tables were to be set "in the place, where the altar stood" except that for the Commu­
nion they were to be "so placed in good sort within the chancel, as whereby the mini­
ster may be more conveniently heard ... and the communicants also more conveniently, 
and in more number communicate with the said minister".2 This was expanded in a 
document known as the Interpretations of the Injunctions, which stated that in the event 
of the quire being small or at "great feasts of receivings" the table should be moved 
out of the body of the church before the chancel door ... and at the end of communion 
to be set up again".3 The parochial evidence cited above strongly indicates that the 
Elizabethan Injunctions reflected actual Edwardine practice.
Churchwardens accounts from provincial churches are less forthcoming with reference 
to the placing of the table in the chancel, since of over thirty examined only three 
supply any evidence. At St. Michael in Bedwardine (Worcester) "ij formes for the 
communion to be receaved at" and "a table to be set in the church" had been supplied 
by 1550. In 1550/1 payment was made at St. Martin Leicester "for cuttyng downe ye 
quere" and "for naylles that went to the seats" which in the accounts are associated with 
the table. In the same year at Ludlow the altars were demolished, the pulpit moved and 
payment made "for makynge seetes by the Trimtye chancelle". Litzenberger notes that 
in the summer of 1551 the floor of St. Michael Gloucester was lowered to take a new 
communion table, probably indicating a change in the siting of the table or communi-
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 43v, ed. Overall, W. A., London: private printing 1868, p. 111.
2. Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 
1966, p. 234; Gee, H. and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church Bistory, London: Macmillan 1910, p. 
440.
3. The •’Interpretations" of the Bishops ed. Kennedy, W. M., Alcuin Club Tracts 8 1908, p. 31.
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cants.1 Why so few entries are to be found is not clear. It may be that in churches with 
smaller numbers of parishioners existing seating in the chancel sufficed for the few 
communicants, or that since churchwardens were responsible for the nave and general 
upkeep of churches but not usually for the chancel itself any such payments would not 
have been reflected in their accounts.
Whatever may be said of this, the fact remains that on such slender evidence any 
judgments concerning the moving of tables into the chancel and the concomitant ending 
of the Communion service celebrated with ceremonial derived from the Mass must be 
tentative in the extreme. It can be shown that the process of replacing altars by tables 
which began relatively early in the reign was enforced during 1550 and to all intents 
and purposes accomplished during 1551; it is very likely that at the same time any 
surviving "traditional" Communion services also came to an end and that most celebra­
tions took place in the chancel. However, conditions varied not only between different 
areas of the country but between one parish and another, and any generalisation must 
take into account a range of circumstances for which evidence simply may not have 
survived.
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 50, 51; Ludlow ed. Wright, 
T., Caiden Soc. Vol. 102 1869; Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Aiphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, p. 24. 
Litzenberger, C., “St. Michael's, Gloucester" in French, K. L. et al (eds.), The Parish in English Life 1400-1600, 
Manchester: Manchester University Press 1997, pp. 230, 244.
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Chapter' S e v e n
The Displaying 
of the Protestantes Commvnyon
I praye god I laye lyve to see the masse to be saide In England agen - for that too 
see hit wolde glade my harte, Somuche - as any thing In this worlde.1
It has been shown in Chapter Five above that when priests came to celebrate the 
Communion service of the first Prayer Book they had of necessity to augment the 
sparse rubrics of that Book by reference to their practical experience of celebrating the 
Mass and of incorporating into it the liturgical changes brought about by vernacular 
Epistles, Gospels and Litany. Additionally, some priests would have been aware of 
other more far-reaching ceremonial alterations, some unauthorised but some during 
1547-1548 clearly intended as liturgical experiments leading towards the first Book 
itself. Finally, they could look to exemplary celebrations by Cranmer and others, to the 
writings of leading Protestant reformers and to a series of Visitation Injunctions for 
guidance as to ceremonial practice thought appropriate within the current religious 
orthodoxy. It has also been shown in Chapter Six that a decisive factor in the extent to 
which traditional ceremonial might have been retained was the change in position and 
orientation of the table which during Edward’s reign took the place of the altar.
Nevertheless, throughout the Communion service the priest would have had to decide 
in some detail how he was going to proceed; the purpose of the present chapter is to 
examine each discrete part of the service in the light of the principles laid down in the 
two preceding chapters, and to determine the ceremonial possibilities.
1. Annotation by Bartholomew Hussee in a Missal held by Winchester Cathedral Library.
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Each stage of the enquiry begins by outlining the ceremonial of the Mass1 for the 
analogous part of the service, since inevitably for the great majority of priests this 
would have been the dominant influence. The most important source for such informa­
tion is Frere’s edition of the Consuetudinary and Customary of the Use of Salisbury.2
The Consuetudinary sets out the constitutional and ceremonial arrangements followed at 
Salisbury c. 1210. The Customary, dating from the first half of the following century, 
seems to have been intended for parochial use; as such, it expands the ceremonial 
rubrics and omits much of the constitutional matter. The Use of Salisbury as embodied 
in these documents was not, however, a simply local matter. From the early thirteenth 
century its ceremonial order was adopted by most other English secular cathedrals and 
foundations, and by others in Scotland, Ireland and on the Continent. By 1542, when 
the Use was made mandatory throughout the southern province of England, the only 
independent Uses of any significance were those of York and Hereford.
The first Prayer Book was heavily indebted to the Use of Salisbury, which is therefore 
the source upon which all the ceremonial discussion in this thesis must rest. However, 
the Consuetudinary and Customary require augmentation for the present purpose. In 
particular, they consider only the high Mass, giving no guidance as to differences when 
low Mass or even the parochial Sunday Mass without assistants were celebrated, whilst 
the rubrics themselves, however detailed they may appear, are at times equivocal or 
simply silent about matters on which nearly eight hundred years later we would most 
appreciate guidance.
Therefore Frere’s edition will be considered alongside editions of the Mass according 
to the Use of Salisbury made by Sandon and Fugler;3 these have the benefit of having 
been prepared with practical performance very much in mind: they not only expand the 
rubrics where they are equivocal or lacking, but are able to draw upon evidence of 
ceremonial developments found in subsequent manuscript and published Missals. At the 
same time evidence will be taken of ceremonial variants found in other Uses.
1. It has been decided to concentrate on the ceremonial of the Mass rather than that of the Offices since its doctrinal 
and ceremonial significance was paramount for Catholics and Protestant alike. Although musicians (during the century up 
to the Commonwealth at least) devoted more of their energies to the provision of Offices music, this emphasis was cer­
tainly not shared by writers on ceremonial matters, who in Edward's reign hardly discussed the Offices at all.
2. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sami, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898 (including a lengthy and detailed 
Introduction).
3. Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of 
All Saints, private printing 1997.
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Nevertheless, even these are not in themselves sufficient to give a complete picture of 
the Mass as it was celebrated immediately before 1549. If one wished to give a vivid 
description of Prime Minister’s Questions, one would not simply quote passages from 
Erskine May; nor could one experience the kitchen of the Savoy Grill during luncheon 
by reading Escoffier in one’s armchair - however fundamental those text-books might 
be to the conduct of the proceedings. Exactly the same is true of the relationship 
between liturgical sources and ceremonial practice,1 and in particular, by concentrating 
on the activities of the altar party, they ignore lay devotions which had become an 
integral part of worship.
Therefore five commentaries will throughout be considered alongside the Uses them­
selves, chosen for the particular light which they can shed: Gararde’s The Interpreta- 
cyon and Sygnyjycacyon o f the Masse, The Rationale o f Ceremonial, The Myroure o f 
oure Ladye, The Lay Folk's Mass Book and Becon’s The Display eng o f the popishe 
Masse* As will be seen, some of these works originated on the Continent; neverthe­
less, it will be noted that they were subsequently adapted to English practice or were 
considered sufficiently relevant to be translated for use in this country.
The Interpretacyon and Sygnyjycacyon o f the Masse is a translation published in 1532 
of Dat Boexken vander Missen by Gherit vander Goude, published complete in Ant­
werp, 1507. The Flemish version divided the Mass into thirty-three sections or "Arti­
cles", for each one giving a woodcut illustration, a description of the action and asso­
ciated devotional material. The English publication of 1532 translated the written 
material but omitted the illustrations, perhaps because several of them represented 
Continental but not English practice. Nevertheless, provided care is taken to note where 
the woodcuts differ from the Salisbury rubrics, they usefully expand the action de­
scribed in the main text. In the present chapter the English translation (of liturgical 
matter only) is given below the original woodcuts and the discussion of the service
1. As witness in our own tine the bewildering variety of nodes under which the post-Vatican Council Mass or the ASB Holy 
Comunion can be celebrated.
2. Gararde, "The Interpretacyon and Sygnyfycacyon of the Mass" ed. Dearner, P. as Hat Boexken vander Missen, Alcuin Club 
Collections Vol. 5, 1903; The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910; The Myr­
oure of oure Ladye ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19, 1873; The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 
71 1879; Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The mck es of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564. 
References to these works will be abbreviated on illustration pages and given in full elsewhere in the text.
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retains the divisions of the "Articles".1
The Rationale o f Ceremonial is the modem name given to a document which was 
drawn up c. 1540-1543 to explain the reasoning behind the ceremonial of the Mass and 
other services. Although as Henrician reforms proceeded the Rationale would have 
become increasingly redundant (it was not actually made use of until 1547, when it was 
consulted by the committees working on liturgical reform), it is useful as a reflection of 
conservative but nevertheless official thinking on ceremonial matters c.1540 and for the 
scriptural gloss which it puts on ceremonies which in earlier times might have been 
given a more esoteric interpretation.2
The Myroure o f oure Ladye and The Lay Folks Mass Book are particularly valuable in 
the present instance because they were specifically written to guide the reader through 
the Mass and to indicate what gestures and devotions were appropriate. Since the 
course of the service was not generally audible, it was necessary for the writers to give 
precise and visual ceremonial descriptions which alone would enable the reader to 
follow the action; they are also invaluable as sources which indicate the part to be 
played in the services by the laity, details not reflected in the Uses and Missals.
The Myroure o f oure Ladye was written (possibly by Thomas Gascoign, the Vice- 
Chancellor and Chancellor of Oxford 1434-1445) for the convent at Sion and often 
gives very precise instructions as to how the (here monastic) choir was to take part in 
the service, and of variants to the ceremonial followed by monastic orders. Although 
written over a hundred years before the period with which were are most concerned, it 
was evidently regarded as relevant to Henrician practice since it was published by 
Richarde Fawkes in 1530.
The Lay Folks Mass Book is the name given to English translations of a French work 
designed to assist the laity at Mass, providing rubrics and devotions for the whole 
service. It survives in several manuscripts dating mainly from the fifteenth century and 
is valuable in indicating how the role of the laity was gradually eroded to one of kneel-
1. The translation is given on pp. 142-145 of Dearmer's edition; no further page references are felt necessary, because
each Article follows in order. It has been decided to retain all the "Articles” for completeness, even where some may
not be relevant to the order of the Comunion service or where their inclusion may interrupt the discussion of a length­
ier section of the service (for example at the Canon).
2. The Cobb's edition has a particularly useful Introduction, discussing not only the manuscript itself but setting it
in its contemporary context. For other discussions of the Rationale, see Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Ri­
vingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. Ivi? Cuming, G. J, A Bistory of
Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 34, 86.
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ing almost throughout; it also reflects the Use of York rather than that of Salisbury.1
Although Thomas Becon was a radical Protestant, his detailed criticism of the Mass and 
particularly of its ceremonial (published 1563) was the fruit of careful observation of 
contemporary practice; despite its forceful polemic, there is no reason to believe that 
his descriptions are anything but accurate and particularly valuable for the light they 
shed on otherwise unknown aspects of mid-sixteenth century ceremonial.2
Sources such as these, and iconographical evidence of the kind included throughout the 
discussion, help to eke out the ceremonial rubrics of the Uses and of the Missals. For 
the Communion service of the first Prayer Book sources are more scarce. Reference 
will be made to the Whitchurche issue of 7 March 1549 (STC 16267) and for conve­
nience to Brightman’s edition of the first, second and fifth Books.3 The principal non- 
liturgical sources for ceremonial practice with regard to the Communion service are to 
be found in the Chronicles and Visitation Injunctions which have been discussed in 
Chapter Five above in the context of exemplary services and the Protestant ideal; 
churchwardens’ accounts and inventories may indicate the survival of ritual objects, the 
destruction of images and altars, and physical alterations to churches which had cere­
monial implications. However, I am not aware of any detailed accounts of the conduct 
of the Communion service similar to those of the Mass outlined above. Myles Huggar- 
de’s The Displaying o f the Protestantes, & sondry their practices (London: Robert 
Caly 1556) despite its title largely limits the ceremonial discussion to the movement of 
the table and alterations to the Offertory and Distribution.
For the adaptation of the traditional chants of the Mass ordinary to vernacular use there 
is more evidence. At least three Prayer Books of 1549 have survived with annotated 
versions of the priest’s chants copied at appropriate parts of the Communion service.
1. Simons's edition collates other devotions of a similar nature, includes the text of the Mass according to the Use of 
York and gives a particularly valuable and extensive commentary on ceremonial matters arising from the manuscripts.
2. The possibility of reference by Becon to Continental rather than English practice cannot be entirely overlooked, 
particularly since the work was written during his exile. Nevertheless, it seems to have been aimed at English clergy 
since it is addressed in the second person specifically to English Catholic priests and uses the vernacular rather than 
Latin: "Ye make the Queene, her Councell, the Nobility and Commons of this Realme for the most part beleue, that the 
litle thynne round white Cake ... is streightwayes both a very liuyng God and a very liuyng man": Becon, T., "The Dis­
playeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The worckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, f. xxxviii(r).
3. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970. The work also contains an extended discussion of the course of 16th-century liturgical reform and of the 
sources and development of the vernacular liturgies.
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The first of these (in a copy of Whitchurche 16273, Oxford Christ Church e.6.3) has 
been published in facsimile by Milsom. The second has hitherto been known only from 
a transcript made in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century into a copy of 
Merbecke The booke o f Common praier noted at Magdalen College, Cambridge (Pepys 
Library, PL 1118), and published by Stevens; the transcript can now be shown to have 
a common origin with previously unpublished annotations made 1549-1552 in a copy of 
Grafton 16275 (Oxford Bodleian Library C.P. 1549 d.5; the Bodleian Prayer Book 
may not be the direct source of the Pepys transcript, since the signature numbers given 
by the Pepys scribe do not tally with those in the Bodleian copy and neither does he 
transcribe all the chants in that copy). The third has similarly not been published hither­
to: it is to be found in a June issue of Whitchurche at The Queen’s College, Oxford
(Sel. d.4l). A fourth source for such vernacular adaptations of the ordinary chants is of 
course Merbecke himself.1
Before proceeding to a detailed examination of the discrete parts of the C o m m union  
service, it may be useful here to compare the structures of both Mass and Communion 
and to show where their rubrics and ceremonial diverge most significantly.
Table 7.1 The structure and cérémonial of the Hass and Communion (1549L  
(Items which might be omitted shown in bold font)
CommunionArticle Mass
Procession
Bidding prayers (cathedral) 
Vesting with prayers 
Introit
Vesting
Introit
Litany
Procession 
Opening prayers Opening prayers
Kiss of peace 
Censing
Elements to credence
Kyrie Kyrie
.copy and generaldiscussion of these survivals: Milsom, J., "English-texted
^ 1C VoL 1 Pt- 1 ipril 1992, pp. 77-92. For a facsmle of the Pepys 
transcript. Jota (fertecte, the toote of Comon prater noteded. Stevens, J., London: Hottinghai Court Press 1979. I mist 
atpress ly gratitude to Dr. toison for draving ny attentionto the Queen's College copy, and to Dr. Owen Rees for trans- 
cribtng it. Since I learned of the source only seeks before the subnission of this thesis and after the present chapter
7  T  7 ^ - 7  k  peffmctory; I an infomed by Dr. toison that he has an article forth- 
coung which is to deal in greater length with the issue. B e  transcription of the Bodleian copy is ny own.
■ 310 9ivcn of ltil6fe wtsions, both here and elsewhere, notation will be standardised
... ..7i %  ,ln P H f f  books (and thus naking necessary adaptations to the notation of Merbecke); 
re appropriate the exanples will be transposed to a comon written pitch; a prefatory stave will reproduce the origi-
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Gloria
Collects
Subdeacon to lectern
Epistle
Acolyte brings chalice 
Gradual etc.
Elements prepared 
Text censed 
Gospel procession 
Gospel 
Creed
Offertory
Elements on altar 
Elements offered 
Elements censed 
Priest and choir censed 
Text censed 
Hands washed
Sermon
Bidding prayers (parish)
Secret prayers 
Preface 
Sanctus 
Canon
Consecration 
Elevation 
Lord's prayer
Deacon holds paten
Embolism
Blessing with paten
Fraction
Preces in prostracione 
Pax Domini 
Agnus Dei 
Commixture
Kiss of peace and Pax
Priest's communion
Ablutions
Communion verse 
Post-communion
Acolyte takes chalice 
Dismissal 
Last gospel 
Divesting
Gloria
Collects
Epistle
Gospel
Creed
Homily/Exhortation
Offertory
"Holy Loaf" money 
Almsgiving
Ordering of communicants 
Elements on altar
Preface
Sanctus
Canon
Consecration 
Lord's prayer
Christ our Paschal Lamb 
Penitential prayers 
Distribution of Communion 
Agnus Dei
Communion sentence 
Thanksgiving after communion
Blessing
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described in 1550.1
That the Litany was intended to be but a penitential item in a fuller Processional is 
indicated by a famous letter from Cranmer to Henry written in October 1544.2 The 
project came to nothing, however, and indeed by October 1545 the vernacular Litany 
apparently replaced all other forms of pre-Mass procession in parish churches at least.3 
Despite this, it continued to reflect its original intention when variants to the authorised 
text were permitted in cases of national or temporal need.4
The new form met with a mixed reception. Wriothesley (perhaps ironically) described 
it as "the godlyest hearinge that ever was in this realme".5 The parishioners of Middle­
ton in Kent would not necessarily have agreed. In June 1545 they were given permis­
sion to use the Litany on Sundays following a petition from some of their number that 
they had difficulty in attending the Wednesday and Friday processions for which it was 
at that time intended. When the time came, however, the majority effectively hijacked 
the procession by leaving the priest in his church while they went outside to sing the
1. Daniel Barbaro in the report of his legation in England, Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 5 ed. Brown, R., 
London: Longman 1873, p. 348.; the report was made after the 1549 deletion of invocations of saints briefly made in the 
original version. For further discussion of the Litany and the projected Processional see Procter, F. and Frere, K. H., 
The New History of the Book of Comon Prayer London: Macmillan 1855-1898 rev. and rewritten 1961, pp. 31-32; HacCulloch, 
D., Thomas Cramer, New Haven/London: Yale University Press 1996, pp. 328-332; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. Iviii-lxviii and 174-190. 
For a facsimile of the title and two inside pages, Ratcliffe, E. C., The Booke of Common Prayer, its Making and Revi­
sions 1549-1661, London: SPCK 1949, pp. 38-41.
2. For the text see Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: 
Gregg International 1970, p. Ixi; Ratcliffe, E. C., "The Liturgical Work of Archbishop Cranmer" (1956) in ed. Couratin, 
A. H. and Tripp, D. H., Ratcliffe Liturgical Studies, London: SPCK 1976, p. 185; Strunk, 0., Source Readings in Musical 
History II, London: Faber 1952/1981, pp. 160-161.
3. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 1 1874, p. 161. The royal injunction 
to which he refers does not seem to have survived. Nevertheless, there is a suggestion that other forms of the Litany 
were still contemplated in 1549: "the English Letany shalbe said ... after suche forme as is appoynted ... Or as is or 
shal bee otherwyse appoynted by his highnes". Whitchurche 16267, f. cxxxiii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 2nd. 
edn. rev., London: Rivingtons 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 714.
4. Eg. in time of war 1548: Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. «., Visitation Articles and Injunctions, Alcuin Club Collec­
tions 15 vol. II 1910, p. 177 fn. 1. After the Irish rebellion: Powell BCP 16277 (1551) fo. cxl(v). Prayers for the 
monarch and parliament, for peace, on ember days, for rain and fair weather, in time of dearth and famine or plague, and 
in thanksgiving were variously added to the Litany in the different editions: collated in ed. Parker, J., The First 
Prayer-Book ... compared, Oxford/London: James Parker 1877, pp. 276-284; cf. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: 
Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. clxvi-clxviii. These latter addi­
tions to the Litany originated in the Ante-communion Collects which in the first Prayer Book were found immediately 
between the Communion service and the Litany: Whitchurche BCP 16267, ffo. cxxxii(r)-cxxxiii(r); Brightman op. cit. pp. 
710-714.
5. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. 20 vol. 1 1874, p. 148.
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Latin procession in the churchyard.1 Dickens suggests that the Litany was unlikely to 
have been used in the north of England until Edward’s reign.2 Nevertheless, it rapidly 
came into use elsewhere and within a year copies were being purchased, often in pairs 
for the use of priest and clerk.3
With the issuing of the Royal Articles and Injunctions in 1547 the character of the 
Litany and procession changed entirely. Only the vernacular form might be used; more 
drastically, peripatetic performance was forbidden "by reason of fond courtesy and 
challenging of places in procession". Instead, "the priests with other of the choir shall 
kneel in the midst of the church, and sing or say plainly the litany which is set forth in 
English". The use was subsequently reinforced in a series of diocesan and Cathedral 
injunctions, whilst an order forbidding any to depart from the church during its recita­
tion was presumably designed to forestall "alternative" processions of the kind witnes-
1. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. M i ;  Donahue, B. J., From Latin to English Plainsong in Tudor England, Ph.D. Catholic University of 
America 1967, p. 73; The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections 18, 1910, p. Ixi fn. 2; for a 
similar incident in the previous month, see The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 41 fn. What the parishioners would have made 
of J. M. Duncan's assertion that "the (traditional) text was enriched by the adaptation it underwent and by Cranmer's 
additions" does not bear thinking about: "The Preces, Responses and Litany" I, The Musical Times, 1 August 1920 p. 550.
In Mary's reign Protestants refused to accept the return of the Latin procession (eg. Hale, w. H., A Series of 
Precedents and Proceedings, London: Rivington 1847, pp. 138-139; Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts ... Illustrating the 
Reformation in Kent", Archaeologia Cantiana vol. 31 1915, p. p. 107); on Elizabeth's accession it was among the first 
vernacular orders of service to be reinstated: Gee, H. and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church His­
tory, W o n :  Macmillan 1910, pp. 425-426 (Injunctions); Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals, new edn. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press 1844, repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, p. 209 (proclamation); Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England 
ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 vol. II 1877, pp. 142-143? Fabyan, R. The New Chronicles ed. Ellis, H., London: 
Rivington 1811, p. 719; letters of II Schifanoya (Venetian ambassador) 17 Dec., 31 Dec. 1558, 30 Jan, 17 Feb. 1559 
(anon), Calendar of State Papers Venetian ed. Brown, Rawdon and Bentinck, G. Cavendish, Vol. 7 London: HMSO 1890, pp. 1,
2, 23, 28. Meanwhile, the Marian Exiles were at loggerheads over the Litany; one party wished to retain it, another (led 
by Knox) was determined to abolish it: Dickens, A. G. and Carr, D., The Reformation in England, London: Arnold 1967 pp. 
154 ff. (citing A Brief Discourse of the Troubles begun at Frankfurt); Dickens, A. G., The English Reformation, London: 
Collins 1964 2nd. edn. rev. 1967, pp. 394-401.
2. Dickens, A. G., "Robert Parkyn's Narrative of the Reformation", English Historical Review 62, Jan. 1947, p. 66 fn. 3.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed. Foster, J. E., Cambridge Antiquarian Soc. 1905, p. 107; 
Great Hallingbury ed. Williams J. F., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc 23, 1942-5, p. 110; Halesowen ed. Somers, F., Worcs. 
Hist. Soc. 1957, p. 87; Leicester St. Martin's ed. North T., Leicester: Samuel Clarke 1884, p. 18.
Hutton shows that the majority of churchwardens' accounts 1544-1547 show purchases of Litanies, but that when
London and Westminster parishes are discounted the majority almost vanishes? those churches failing to purchase were in
rural areas or in provincial capitals such as Worcester: The Rise and Fall of Merry England, Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1994, p. 78.
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sed at Middleton.1
Fig. 7.1 The Litany to be said or sung in the midst of the church.2
It is not clear whether all processions were banned (rogationtide processions may have 
continued as for a time did the pre-Mass sprinkling of holy water and even the Lord
1. Frere W. H. and Kennedy W. M.; Visitation Articles and Inpnctions, Alcuin Club Collections 15 Vol. II 1910, pp. 103, 
109, 124, 159, 168, 181, 186. The abuse of “challenging of places" given as the reason for the change, whilst specious, 
had soie basis in fact: Visitation Articles and Injunctions p. 124 fn. 1; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New 
Haven (USA)/tondon: Yale University Press 1992, p. 126; Litzenberger, C. J., The Responses of the Laity to Changes in 
Official Religious Policy in Gloucestershire, Ph.D. Cambridge 1993, p. 97.
2. Sparrow, Rationale (1688) reproduced in Staley, V., Hierurgia Anglicana II, London: Moring new edn. 1903, facing p. 
38. Although the date of the illustration is anachronistic, it shows clearly the arrangenent intended by the Injunc­
tions.
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Mayor of London’s procession inside St. Paul’s)1 but reports in the chronicles suggest 
that this was the intention. The new form replaced civic and guild processions, whilst at 
Worcester the Easter Day procession from the sepulchre was not held in 1548 even 
though the pyx was taken out and the traditional chants sung.2
The first Prayer Book itself did not specify that the Litany was to be said before 
Communion as had been the procession before Mass, but ordered it for use on Wed­
nesdays and Fridays with the Ante-communion.3 Nevertheless, use before Communion 
was quickly enforced. In what was evidently an exemplary celebration of the Commu­
nion at St. Paul’s in July 1549, Cranmer performed the Litany immediately before the 
Communion (as Bonner a month later was also required to do). Ridley’s Articles for 
the London Diocese (1550) asked whether the Litany was used "in the middle alley of 
the Church kneeling" on Sundays and holydays, whilst a second Article asked about its 
use on Wednesdays and Fridays.4
A small number of musical settings of the Litany survive from Edward’s reign, al-
1. Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven/London: Yale University Press 1992, p. 452; Injunctions for Doncas­
ter (1548), Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions, Alcuin Club Collections 15 vol. II 
1910, pp. 171-172; Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, it. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 29.
2. Nichols, J. G. ed., Chronicle of the Grey Friars, Caiden Soc. 53 1852, p. 56? White, N., Honourable Tyranny? The
Company of St. George c. 1548-1732, H.A. University of East Anglia 1993, p. 15; HacCulloch, D. and Hughes, P. eds., "A
Bailiff's List and Chronicle froi Worcester", Antiquaries Journal 75 1995, p. 246. See also: Cooper, T., Chronicle,
London: 1560 ff. 338(r-v); Dickens, A. G. ed., "Robert Parkyn's Narrative of the Reformation", English Historical Review 
62 Jan. 1947, p. 66; Stow, J., The Annales of England, London: 1592 p. 1003.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmiii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 714; rubrics permitting alternatives to the Litany on great feast days 
and its omission at other times, however, suggest that the intention was to continue it as an integral part of the 
Communion service: Whitchurche 16267 fo. xxxvii(r) closing; Brightman op cit. p. 44. The Litany was also ordered for use 
on Ash Wednesday and in the annexed ordination services.
4. Nichols, J. G. ed., Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London, Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, pp. 60, 62; Wriothesley, C., A 
Ckonicle of England, Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, pp. 16-18; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. M., Visitation Articles 
and Injunctions, Alcuin Club Collections 15 Vol. II 1910, p. 234, cf. 263. After Elizabeth's accession the Litany was 
again associated with the Communion service. The Injunctions of 1599 repeated almost verbatim Edward's Injunction of 
1547 in this respect; Grindall's Injunctions for York (1571) ordered that there was to be no "pause or stay" between 
Matins, Litany and Communion: Gee, H. and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church History, London: Mac­
millan 1910, pp. 425-426; Frere and Kennedy, Visitation Articles and Injunctions Vol. Ill, p. 286. It was evidently a 
novelty that in 1568 St. Michael Comhill should allow "a distens ... of thespace of one ower or there abowtts" to allow 
servants and others the opportunity of attending at least "ye pystell gospell and lettany* on Sundays (a clear indica­
tion that Ante-communion was by then the norm): London St. Michael Cornhill Vestry Minutes Lgl. 4072/1 pt. 1 All hallows 
1568, churchwardens' accounts ed. Overall, W. H. London: Waterlow 1871, p. 235.
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though all are anonymous;1 in Wanley they are followed by discrete but perhaps asso­
ciated settings of the Lord’s Prayer. A feature common to them all (and to later set­
tings) is that they end before or with the Lord’s Prayer, which suggests either that the 
suffrages were omitted, or that they were said (rather than sung) as the biddings prayers 
had been said in cathedrals and greater churches between the procession and the Mass.2 
There appears to be no contemporary account of such a use. However, something of 
Edwardine practice may have survived and been reflected in Stuart ceremonial.
At the consecration of Abbey Dore in 1634 the Litany followed on directly from 
Matins; the Bishop’s Chaplain knelt "in the midst at the entrance of the chancel" and 
recited as far as the Lord’s Prayer; he then sat, and the Parish Priest continued with the 
Lord’s Prayer and the suffrages; neither the Bishop (who was to celebrate the Commu­
nion service) nor the Rector took any active part in the Litany;3 during the Communion 
the Priest and Chaplain acted as deacon and subdeacon respectively. If an analogy can 
be made between this service and Edwardine practice, it may well be that under the 
first Prayer Book the Litany was sung to the end of the Lord’s Prayer and that then 
some or all of the altar party retired to vest for Communion, leaving the suffrages to be 
said by a lesser minister and the choir.
1. Blezzard, J., The Tudor Church Husic of the Lumley Books, Madison (USA): A-R Editions 1985, item 1; Wrightson, J., 
The Wanley Manuscripts, Madison (USA): A-R Editions 1995, 11:54, 111:73; Lbl. Add. MS 34191.
2. Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 3.
3. Russell, J. Fuller, ed., The Consecration and Dedication of Abbey Dore, London: Pickering 1874, pp.19-20.
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The i nTer'pr'eTa.cjyon 
and sjygn^f jycacjyon
oT the Masse.
Here begynneth a good deuoute Boke to the honoure of god 
of our lady his mother & of all sayntes 
and ryght profitable to all good Catholyke persones 
to knowe ho we they shall deuoutly here Masse.
In the yere of our Lorde God a. M.CCCCC.XXXII
The f jyr st Ar'tjyc 1 e of the masse
Howe the preest doth make hym redy in the vestry to saye masse 
and the deacon and subdeacon do help him 
but the preest alone doth take & caste upon him the chesuble.
The priest therefore when he shall say mass saieth it not in his common apparel which he daily 
useth, but putteth upon him clean and hallowed vestments, partly representing the mysteries that 
were done in the time of the passion, partly representing the virtues that he himself ought to have 
that celebrates the mass.1
Whiles the prest maketh him boune, vpon thi knees sette the doune;
And hew vp thyn herte wyt gode entente, the whiles he doth on his westemente.2
When Christe came to the table to minister the holy communion, he came in such comely appareil as he 
vsed dayle to weare. As though your own appareil or els a fayre whyte surplesse were not semely 
enough for the due ministration of the Sacramente, last of all come on your fooles cote gayly gaw- 
ded, (which) signifieth youre pleasaunte synenesse and womanly nicenesse, and your delectation in 
the venitie, or chaunge of venus pastymes, bicause ye will not be combred wyth one lawfull wyfe.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial, p. 16.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book p. 3.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Basse fo. xxxvi(r-v).
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VESTING BEFORE MASS
The rubrics of the Use of Salisbury begin (and end) the Mass in the vestry, where the 
priest and his assistants were to vest (and divest) while saying the hymn Veni Creator, a 
collect and Psalm 43 with antiphon (and other prayers at the divesting). A similar 
ceremonial was found at York (where the priest was directed to wash his hands al­
though not specifically to vest) and at Bangor. At Lincoln, Exeter and Durham, the 
vesting was also in the vestry although specific prayers may not have been laid down.1
At Hereford, however, the vesting and divesting could take place either in the vestry or 
before the altar.
Ad introitum Missae, postquam Sacerdos induerit se Amictum et Albam, 
stans ante Altare incipiat Antiphonam: Introibo ad altare. Si vero induat 
se in alio loco, tunc in eundo versus Altare, dicat: Introibo.
At the end of Mass:
Et osculetur Altare. Dum deponit vestimenta sua, vel in eundo ab Altari, 
usque ad vestibulum dicat Antiphonam. Triumpuerorum.z
This was not unique to Hereford. In smaller churches without a vestry (and this may 
well have been a majority) the vesting was similarly done at the altar. At St. John 
Baptist Bristol, it was ordered by the Brotherhood of the Holy Rood (1465) that "atte 
begynnyng of euery masse before his Confiteor the preest there beyng in his Awbe 
shall exhorte the people to praye for the Soules whos names be conteyned in his Bed­
roll".3 Although this might have been an emulation of cathedral use which was to say 
the Bidding Prayers after the Sunday procession, the context of a private chantry Mass 
makes this unlikely, particularly as the priest was vested only in an alb and not in a 
cope. The most logical interpretation is that the priest came to the altar steps, gave out 
the bede-roll and then donned his chasuble in situ before beginning the Mass with 
Confiteor.
1. Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, I pp. 62, 89-90; The Lay Folks Bass Book 
ed. Simons, T. H., EETS O.S. 71 1879, pp. 90, 117; Wordsworth, C, Notes on Bedieval Services, London: Baker 1898, pp. 
26, 28, 34, 35; Fowler, J. T. ed., The Rites of Durham, Surtees Soc. vol. 107 1903, p. 8 (cf. p.200); Haskell, W., The 
Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, London: Pickering 1844, pp. 3-7, 68.
For full text of the Salisbury vesting and divesting prayers see Sandon, N. The Use of Salisbury, Newton 
Abbott: Antico I 1984 2nd. edn 1990, pp. 8-9, 39; Fugler, P., Bass for the Feast of All Saints, private pub. 1997, pp.
1. 38-39.
2. Henderson, W. G., Bissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis, York: Surtees Soc. 2 vols. 1874, pp. 114, 136.
3. Atchley, E. G. C. F., "Some More Bristol Inventories", Transactions of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. 9, 1922-8, 
pp. 47-48.
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A public vesting is also indicated by medieval guides to the liturgy produced for lay 
use. Of the various manuscript sources of The Lay Folks Mass Book, the earlier show 
that the priest arrived vested except for the chasuble which he took from the altar; the 
later (c. 1450), reflecting English rather than Continental practice, make it clear that all 
the vesting took place at the altar. Similarly, the Vernon MS (c. 1375, after an original 
c. 1275) instructs that "and thou sest the prest bi-gynne take his vestimens on" the 
worshipper was to kneel and pray. Myrc suggests that the priest might sometimes 
forget his stole or maniple and should return to put them on before the Canon. Whilst 
remaining generally implausible, the reference makes slightly more sense if vestments 
had been carried to the altar piecemeal before the Mass rather than if they had been 
donned all together where they were stored.1
It is possible therefore to see in these various rubrics and examples a principle which 
will permeate all the subsequent discussion of ceremonial. Although the various Uses, 
particularly that of Salisbury, appear to lay down very clear procedures they must not 
be assumed to have had the force of law; rather, they were exemplars of the best prac­
tice which was possible in Cathedrals and great churches, but which had to be adapted 
to the circumstances of individual churches where full ceremonial was not possible 
because of the physical constraints of the building or a lack of sufficient personnel.2 
Furthermore, there is considerable evidence that while the broad outline of ceremonial 
was generally followed, local variations were widespread not only between different 
Uses even when the one derived from the other, but between the Use of a Cathedral 
church and the parishes within its diocese.3
Thus in the matter of the place of vesting, extra-liturgical sources may give a more 
accurate guide to actual parochial practice than do the "official" sources (with the 
possible exception of Hereford). When decisions are made concerning the likely 
ceremonial practice of any church, therefore, due consideration should be given to the
1. The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simons, T. F., EETS O.S. 71 1879, pp. 3(F), 6-7(B/E), 134 and discussion pp. 161, 163- 
166, 175; Hyrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 1868, p. 59.For a general discussion 
see Jungaann, J. A., The Mass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 198-199.
2. Indeed, of the two nost significant dociments setting out Salisbury ceremonial practice, the Customary was an adapta­
tion of the Consuetudinary for use in parish churches (although once more it would freguently have needed simplifica­
tion): Frere, W, H., The Use of S a m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, Vol. I p. xl.
3. Wordsworth, C., Notes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898 pp. 24-34 shows fascinating variants between the Use 
of Lincoln and other contemporary Uses; for the relationship of various Uses to the Use of Salisbury see Frere, W. H., 
The Use of Sam , Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. xxi-xxxvii.
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evidence contained in both classes of document, together with whatever might be 
known of the physical circumstances of the building, the personnel employed, its 
wealth and its ownership of ceremonial items (if these can be ascertained from docu­
ments such as inventories). This may seem an obvious point, but it is one all too easily 
overlooked in the face of the seemingly definitive requirements of the Uses.
The first Book of Common Prayer laid down that the priest at Communion was to use 
"the vesture appoincted for that ministracion, that is to saye: a white Albe plaine, with 
a vestement or cope"; the deacons1 were likewise to vest in albs and tunicles.2
Not surprisingly, in a book designed as much for parochial as Cathedral use, the first 
Prayer Book did not specify where vesting was to take place; neither did it include any 
vesting prayers. Although it would be tempting to suspect in this omission an early 
indication of intent to abolish vestments, such an interpretation might be unwise. More 
probably, it reflects the nature itself of a book of "common" prayer, that is, one de­
signed for open and public use. Even if vesting itself was public, the vesting prayers 
were private to the priest and his assistants. Although private prayer was not strictly 
speaking forbidden to the priest here (or, for example, briefly at his reception),3 the 
actual printing of a private form of prayer would have been as out of place as the 
"secret" prayers of the Offertory. Nevertheless, it should be noted that an element of 
the Salisbury vesting prayers survived in the opening Lord’s Prayer and Collect for 
Purity. Whether these prayers were intended to be said during the singing of the Introit, 
as Brightman suggests, or after it, the stance of the priest "humbly afore the middes of 
the altar"4 could have been as easily suggested by public vesting and prayer as by the 
Confession of the Mass.
1. The office of subdeacon had been abolished by 1549 but his continuing role is clearly envisaged by the Prayer Book.
2. Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. 
Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 638.
3. The "Preface" and "Certayne Notes" permitted the public use of very traditional gestures and privately of foreign 
languages in prayer; it is arguable that such permission was extended to the use of private prayer in the circumstances 
set out above. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. i(r), xxxvii(r) at close; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Riving­
tons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 38, 44.
4. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. civ, 640.
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The s e c o n d e  a r t i c l e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
« i m i m i i M i . M i i *
IfŒattroee&camMdemifleneà
How the preest doth go out of the vestry towardes the aulter 
with the decon and subdeacon: 
where he doth tary a lytel space betwene them with scylence.
The minister which shall celebrate cometh forth as it were from some secret place, as out of the 
vestry or from the altarzs end to signify thereby that Christ which is the high priest came from the 
secret bosom of his father and virginal cloister of his mother to offer sacrifice for man's redemp­
tion.1
À prist made stronge withe this armure a fore the Awtier, as cristis champioun 
Shal stonde vpright, make no discomfiture, owre thre enemyes venquysshe and here downe 
The flesshe, the world, Sathan the felle dragoun.2
As men well harnessed for an interlude, ye come forth to play Ayckescorners part with youre shame- 
lesse smothe, smirking faces, with your lusty, brode, balde shauen crownes, with your Hasseboke, 
Corporasses, Chalice & Bread, with other such trinkets.3
1. The Rationale of Cerenonial p. 18.
2. Lydgate "Vertue of the Masse", in The Lay Folks Hass Book p. 168.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse ffo. xxxvi(r), xxxviii(v).
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THE INTROIT
Whilst the priest was vesting for Mass, the choir was to begin singing the proper In­
troit, a variable antiphon with psalm verse. During this the altar party was to come 
from the vestry to the sanctuary in the order: taperers, thurifer, subdeacon, deacon, 
priest. The subdeacon was to carry a Text with a second carried also by the deacon on 
double feasts;1 additional deacons and subdeacons were required at an episcopal Mass. 
The procession might be preceded by a verger, at least in Cathedrals and greater chur­
ches: Nicholas Heath’s Injunctions for Rochester (1543) laid down that the two Cathe­
dral porters were to verge "when they goo to highe masse and from high masse" as 
well as at the epistle and gospel, in processions and at censings, whilst at Durham "one 
of the uergers that kept the uestrie, did goe before them with a tipt staffe in his hand". 
In the sanctuary, the priest stood before the altar-step with the deacon and subdeacon 
on his right and left respectively. The taperers would probably have stood on either 
side, still holding their candles, and the thurifer to one side.2
At Low Mass, however, the priest might carry in the chalice (as the deacon is seen to 
do in the illustration to Article Two); where he vested before the altar it is likely that 
he also prepared the chalice with water and wine before commencing the Mass. A 
warning bell might be rung as the priest left the vestry.3
It has been shown that the choir began the Introit before the entry of the altar party. 
The intonation was to be given by the precentor and other rules governed the perfor­
mance of the psalm verses and repeated antiphons.4 It will be noticed, however, that 
nothing is said of a procession to the stalls by the choir (whether foundation choir or
1. The Text was an ornate book of the Gospels (and sometimes Epistles) by the late medieval period intended for ceremo­
nial rather than practical use: Junpann, J. A., The Hass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. 
Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 283-284.
2. Frere, W, H., The Ose of Sarua, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, Vol. I pp. 62, 64, Vol. II 235; Sandon, 
N., The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984, 2nd. edn. 1990 , p. 10; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of 
All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 5. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. N., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, 
Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 96-97; The Rites of Durham ed. Fowler, J. T., Surtees Soc. Vol. 107 1903, pp. 
8, 200; Wordsworth, C., Notes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p.28-29.
3. Lydgate, "Meritae Missae" and Harding "Answer": The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, 
pp. 149, 397. Harding refers to the use of the sanctus bell in this context.
4. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sarua, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 38; Sandon, N., The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984, 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 10; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, pp. 2-4.
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singing choir). On some occasions they would already have been in their places (for 
example if Mass immediately followed an office or a procession); nevertheless, even in 
these cases they would have taken their places informally as the exigencies of monastic 
and cathedral life dictated.1 Members of the foundation choir would have taken their 
places as soon as possible after the tolling of the summoning bell and it appears that the 
same was true of vicars choral, lay clerks and other singers; they were permitted to 
enter at any time up to the end of the first Collect (and, in the offices, by the first 
psalm or the Venite).z Rochester Cathedral was unusual in giving no leeway to the 
singers: "euery prest & clarke" was to be present "at the begynnyng of all seruice" and 
"before the fyrst course of the masse".3 Similarly at St. Michael Comhill an order of 
1538 (which would be reconfirmed in 1589) required "Pristes and Clarkes" to be in 
their places "by & by after the thryd peall" of the bells.4
A formal procession of the choir was therefore impossible, but those entering (or leav­
ing) were expected to bow first to the altar and then to the senior dignitary.5 The prac­
tice of informal entry continued after the Reformation (the first Collect for this purpose 
being that of the day and not the Collect for Purity) although it seems that steps were 
taken to prevent laxity: at St. George’s Windsor (1550) the foundation choir had to be 
in their places by the end of the Introit of the Communion service or the first psalm of 
the Offices but singers had to be present "from the first word to the last", whilst at 
Exeter (1559) singers were to be robed fifteen minutes before the service. Elsewhere a 
series of orders, injunctions and disciplinary proceedings make clear that informal 
entrance was usual up to and beyond the Commonwealth.6 Indeed, at Salisbury it
1. Crosby, B., The Choral Foundation of Durban Cathedral, C.1350-C .1650, Ph.D. Durban 1992, p. 132.
2. Ingredi licet usque ad p r i m  collectai, Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarui, Canbridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 
1898, pp. 14-15, Vol. I I 1901, p. 234; cf. Sandon, N., The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 
1990, p. 14; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of M l  Saints, private printing 1997, pp. iii, 2.
3. Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 
95; Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m ,  Canbridge: Canbridge University Press Vol. I I 1901, p. 234.
4. Churchwardens' accounts London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1, fo. 85v ff. (where they follow the accounts for 
1568), ed. Overall, W. H., London: Waterlow 1871 p. 207; vestry ninutes 24 August 1589, Lgl. MS 4072/1 pt. 1 ffo. 
clxxxxij and clxxxxiij.
5. Frere, N. L, The Use of Sams Vol. I, Canbridge: Canbridge University Press 1989, pp. 14-15.
6. Windsor (1550), Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions, Alcuin Club Collections 15 Vol. 
II 1910, p. 260; York (1552), Frere and Kennedy pp. 316-317; Exeter (1559), Payne, I., "The Vicars Choral of Exeter 
Cathedral", Transacs. of the Devonshire Assoc. 115 Dec, 1983 p. 108; Hereford (1583), "they are not to rush to their 
place and are to go quietly fros it", Bryer, R. J. W., ed., The Statutes of the Cathedral Church of Hereford, Malvern: 
private printing 1994, p. 6, (1636), Bannister, A. T., The Cathedral Church of Hereford, London: SPCK 1924, p. 95; 
Norwich (1605), Montgomerie, G., Orders for the Quire in the Cathedrall Churche in Horviche, Norfolk P.R.O. DCN 29/2, p.
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seems that a procession into choir was unusual until the nineteenth century:
In those days (1826-1845) there was no orderly procession of the Boys, 
Singing-men and Clergy to or from the Choir ... the Choristers came 
into the Church in twos or threes as they thought fit, but were liable to a 
fine of two pence each if they were not inside the iron gates of the South 
choir aisle before the bell stopped ... we entered the Choir side by side 
close at hand, followed by the Singing-men, all without any regard to 
order.1
The Communion service of the first Prayer Book retained the Introit as a proper item 
(it would disappear in 1552). However, in place of antiphon and a psalm verse, an 
entire psalm was to be sung without antiphon: "Then shall the Clearkes syng in Eng- 
lishe for the ofice, or Introite (as they call it) a Psalme appointed for that daye". Noth­
ing is said of the entry of the priest other than that he is to begin "standyng humbly 
afore the middes of the Altar", nor is there any mention of altar furniture, books, 
candles, the elements or indeed of servers.2.
Thus whilst the influence of the Mass can clearly be seen in the construction of the 
opening moments of the Communion service, questions remain. It is not clear, for 
example, whether the altar party is to enter during or after the singing of the Introit, 
and if the former, at what point.3 It seems, however, that more extreme Protestants 
derided the ceremony with which the priest approached that altar. For John Ramsey, 
the priest staggered from the alehouse to church, a "shome shauelynge, clad in a clowt" 
who then stood before the altar "wraped in a knaues skynne, as holy as my horse".4 
The most that can be said is that there is no reason why the opening of the Communion 
service could not have been celebrated with an adaptation of the Mass ceremonial in 
conservative foundations, but with greater simplicity; the matter should be considered
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
107 ff. No. 5, (1608), The Statutes of the Cathedral Church of Norwich, Norwich Cathedral Library, Ch. XIV.
1. Foster, M., The Music of Salisbury Cathedral (citing Harding, J., The Recollections of an Old Chorister), London:
Stainer and Bell 1974, p. 19.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 640.
3. The Use of Salisbury laid down precise regulations on this matter although in practice they would surely have been 
adapted to local circumstances; these regulations were in any case inapplicable to the new form of the Introit. Bright­
man suggests that the singing of the Introit was to continue whilst the priest said the opening prayers privately, 
although secret rendition of liturgical items was generally disapproved of: Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: 
Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. civ.
4. Ramsey, J., A Plaister for a galled horse 1548, p. 6; cf. Becon, T., The Displayeng of the popishe Masse, Article One 
above.
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alongside the ceremonial which in the Mass took place between the opening prayers and 
the approach to the altar itself, since all continued without a break during the singing of 
the Introit and Kyries (see Articles Three and Four below).
On the scanty evidence of Edwardine sources, it seems that the Introit psalm itself was 
sung to plainsong.1 Although Wanley is made up almost entirely of liturgical items (if 
"antems” are allowed in this category) including Offertory and Communion sentences, 
only one piece, "O God be Merciful" (Psalm 67 adapted to music by Taverner) is a 
complete psalm with doxology and therefore properly usable as a Prayer Book Introit.2 
In Lumley is a group of nine psalms, all Prayer Book Introits and six having doxologies 
(ending "so be it").3 It is possible, however, that psalms settings originally without 
doxologies were adapted for liturgical use: one source of Sheppard "O God be Merci­
ful" has the words of the doxology rather clumsily underlaid to a repetition of earlier 
music;4 additionally, Weaver has suggested that metrical psalms from Stemhold and 
Hopkins were used as Introits.5 This would presumably have been done only in Pro­
testant-minded churches; it is difficult to argue from this that churches supporting a 
choir would have used the polyphonic settings of metrical psalms found in both Wanley 
and Lumley for the same purpose, although the possibility cannot entirely be ignored. 
Whatever latitude of calculation is allowed, the number of surviving polyphonic set­
tings of Introit psalms with a reliable Edwardine provenance remains small and leaves 
many Sundays and feast days unprovided for; given the work involved in composing 
such settings for limited use (unlike the Offertory and Communion sentences which 
were repeatable), it is very likely that a simple plainsong tone was employed instead.
an1^ p1®' Sr  “ ecke' Je' oi C o m  Praier Mted 1550, facs. ed. Leaver, R, A., Abingdon: SuttonCourtenay 1980, sig. Jiv(v).
2. /6e M e y  «awripts, Madison (OSA): M  Editions 1995, Vol. 1:62; Wrightson, The U m l e y  Kan-
usmpts; i Critical Comeitary, Hew York (0SA)/Loniion: Garland 1989, pp. 87-90 and 77 (an Englished version of a Salis­
bury Introit); for wider discussion see Korehen, J., "He English Anthei Text", Journal of the J. I. i. Vol. 117 Pt. l 
1992, pp. 64-66.
3. Blezzard, J., The Tudor Church Music of the Lumley Books, Madison (USA) 1985, Nos. 3-8,
Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. I p. 36, Vol. 11:2.
5. Weaver, R. A., Goostly psaines and spirituall songes, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1987/1991, p. 136.
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The t hrjyde artjyc 1 e oT the masse
miiffijiiL;
(5Batberbeartibel ber miflmea
Howe the preest beynge betwene them sayth with great deuocyon Confiteor 
and doth confesse hym selfe as a synner 
albeit that he hath confessed hym selfe afore of all his deedly synnes.
The minister in the beginning teacheth all men by his confession to humiliate and knowledge them­
selves sinners and to ask remission to the intent they may be the more apt to be participant of this 
high mystery.1
When a personne goyth to dyuyne seruyce, or to the howselynge, & felyth grudgeyng in conscyence, 
then he ought to sorow hys synnes in his harte by contricion, and to shryue him therof to god and so 
swepe yt in to a corner of hym mynde tyll he may gette hys confessour. But & eny know himselfe gylty 
in dedly synne, he ought not to be howsled tyl he be shryuen.2
All men kneleun, bot he stondus and holdyt vp both hys hondus:
Ther, or he the messe be-gynnus, wel he makhunhyt hym of all hys synnus;
So dos the clerke a-geyn to hym shryuet hym there of al hys syn.
Hony sayn confiteor; Were als gud say this ther-for.3
Now standing before the altar, after ye haue crossed yourselues vpon your foreheade and breast for 
feare of wicked spirites, ye say ye Confiteor, and make your confession to blessed Mary and al the 
company of heauen, whiche heareth not one worde that ye speake. 0 vayne bablers and talkers of 
trifles.4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 18.
2. The Ryroure of oure Ladye pp. 38-39.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book p. 7-9.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xxxviii(v).
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PRAYERS AT THE FOOT OF THE ALTAR
Having arrived at the altar steps and while the choir continued to sing the Introit, the 
Mass priest, with deacon and subdeacon to each side answering him, was to complete 
the Lord’s Prayer begun in the vestry (or said in procession) at the end of his vestry 
prayers, and then say the Confession and Absolution followed by versicles and re­
sponses. 1 He and his assistants were directed in the Hereford Use to bow towards the 
altar during the Confession; it may be taken, however, that this posture was usual 
elsewhere.2
Although in the first (and subsequent) Prayer Books the traditional prayers disappeared 
at the start of the Communion service (since invocation of the saints was anathema to 
Protestant reformers and since new versions of the Confession and Absolution were 
provided before the Distribution),3 the influence of the Mass remained strong. The new 
service opens with the Lord’s Prayer and the Collect for Purity, both adopted directly 
from the vestry prayers but in a different order which would allow the Lord’s Prayer 
legitimately to be said in procession. Furthermore, the rubric that these prayers are to 
be said "humbly afore the middes of the Altar" clearly reflects the traditional place and
1. Frere, ff. H., The Use of Sara Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1989,pp. 64-65; cf Sandon, N., The Use 
of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990 pp. 10-11; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of M l  Saints, 
private printing 1997, pp. 5-6. The exact details varied within and between Uses; the versicles and responses were said 
after the priest had moved to the altar in the Uses of York and Hereford: "Order of Mass - York Use” in The Lay Folks 
Hass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EECM O.S. 71 1879, pp. 90-92; Henderson, P. Y., Hissale ad Usm Percelebris Ecclesiae 
Berfordensis, Surtees Soc. 1874; Becon stated that on arrival at the foot of the altar the priest would cross himself: 
see Article Three above.
2. A Flemish illustration attrib. Simon Bening c.1525 shows the priest bowing with joined hands whilst the deacon and 
subdeacon kneel: McKinnon, J. W. C., "Representations of the Mass in Medieval and Renaissance Art", Journal of the Amer. 
Husicological Soc. Vol. 31 No. 1 1978, p. 41 plate 7c. Such practices should not be entirely ignored for present pur­
poses, since some uses (eg. that of Exeter) were more influenced by Continental ceremonial than others.
3. For Protestant unease with invocation of saints in the Confession see Becon fn. to Article 3; cf. "before the aulter 
in great contemplacioun confissinge the synnes of his lubbrysh Corse to God and all saynctes, he counteth his abhomina- 
tion": Ramsey, J.,A Plaister for a galled Horse London: Thomas Raynolde 1548 unpaginated; "this popish Confiteor, 
which ... hath been used, stuft full of idolatry and invocation of the saints": Foxe, J, Acts and Monuments (1563 2nd. 
edn. 1570) ed. Pratt, J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th. edn 1877, Vol. 6 p. 370.
Mutual acknowledgement of sin was an important element of corporate worship (cf. The Hyroure of our Ladye ed. 
Blunt, J.H., EETS Vol. 19 1873, pp. xxix, 151, 161); the significance of moving the Confession to the Distribution and 
restricting it to the communicants could not have been lost on contemporary congregations. For other steps towards the 
redefinition of the worshipping community see Article Twenty-nine below.
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posture of the Confession of the Mass.1 The rubric, however, was not repeated in the 
second and subsequent Books; instead, the service was to begin with the same prayers 
but "at the north-syde of the Table".2 Since many of the alterations of the second Book 
seem to have grown out of preferred Protestant practice, it is likely that in less conser­
vative foundations the priest would have ignored the rubric of the first Book and pro­
ceeded directly to the altar for the opening prayers.
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 640. It was not until the Gloria that the priest was to be "standyng at 
Goddes borde".
2. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. 641.
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The f o u r t h  a r t jy c  1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
oietftedm'keiDtt mtftmes
Howe the preest after Confiteor gothe to the aulter with great reuerence 
& lowly inclynyng hym selfe doth worshyppe god almyghty.
Ye approche to the altare, and making a crosse vppon it, ye kysse it in steade of some other, whom 
ye loue muche better.1
1. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse ffo. xxxv(v).
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THE APPROACH TO THE ALTAR
The opening of the Mass culminated in the priest’s going up to the altar with consider­
able ceremony, some of it symbolic and some practical. Having mutually confessed and 
been absolved, the priest, deacon and subdeacon were to exchange a Kiss of Peace as a 
symbol of reconciliation, after which the priest was to approach the altar. As he did so, 
the taperers were to put down their candles on the altar step and solemnly bring the 
elements and requisites for ablution from the vestry to the credence. At the altar, the 
priest was to say a brief prayer, kiss the altar as a mark of reverence and sign himself. 
He then honoured the altar and prepared it for worship by censing it before being 
himself censed by the deacon and being offered the text to kiss by the subdeacon.1
Something of the same order of events is reflected in the first Prayer Book, except that 
the priest is not instructed to stand "at Goddes borde" until the Gloria which may mean 
that the Introit and Kyries were intended to be said after the Lord’s Prayer and Collect 
for Purity but still at the foot of the altar; beyond this, there are no directions either to 
prayers or ceremonial.2
The rubrics of the Mass four times mention the kiss between the Absolution and the 
saying of the Introit: the Kiss of Peace is to be exchanged, the deacon is to kiss the 
priest’s hand on passing the censer to him, and the priest is to kiss both the altar and 
the text. Although such actions might have been permitted by a liberal interpretation of 
Prayer Book rubrics, they were forbidden in a series of Injunctions specifically refer­
ring to the kissing of the altar and widened by Hooper to include kissing of books "or
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of S a m  Vol. I, Canbridge: Canbridge University Press 1989, pp. 65-66, 68. Hie details varied 
slightly between Uses, in particular with regard to the versicles and responses after the Absolution which were said 
during the ascent to and at the altar itself: "Hie Order of Mass - York Use" in The Lay Folks Hass Book ed. Simons, T. 
F., EECM O.S. 71 1879, pp. 92-94; Henderson, H. G., Hissale ad Osim Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis, Surtees Soc. 
1874, pp. 114-115. At Lincoln, the priest kissed the texts carried by both deacon and subdeacon: Wordsworth, C., Botes 
on Hedieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 29. At York, the censing of the altar took place after the saying of the 
Introit and Kyries: The Lay Folks Hass Book, pp. 92-94.
_ Sone additional ceremonial must be conjectured for the Use of Salisbury: the taperers are to put down their 
candles imediately after the Kiss of Peace and to bring articles from the vestry post introituM, but in practice the 
two would probably have been done consecutively; the deacon probably places his text on the credence table before the 
censing, and the subdeacon his towards the middle of the altar after it has been kissed; the missal has to be carried
from the credence to the altar, probably by the subdeacon after the text has been kissed; the taperers take their seats
in the quire; the thurifer stands to one side after receiving back the censer: cf. Sandon, N., The Ose of Salisbury Vol.
1, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984, 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 11-12; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing
1997, pp. 6-7.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxx(r-v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp.,640, 644.
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anything". However, nothing is said of the Kiss of Peace nor indeed of censing and it 
may be that these very visible ceremonies had died out more quickly than others.1
Nevertheless, the start of the Prayer Book Communion is deliberately ambiguous. The 
lack of rubrics would have satisfied demands for performance with any degree of sim­
plicity from that of the Low Mass to the most austere Protestant "Svpper of the Lorde”. 
On the other hand, traditionalists would immediately have recognised in the opening of 
the new service "commonly called the Masse"2 a familiar structure despite its truncated 
form and absence of reference to ceremonies or ornaments beyond the traditional 
vestments.3
Uncomfortable though it might have been to Protestant sensibilities, there was no 
reason therefore why the opening (and, of course, the remainder) of the Communion 
service, in the earlier years at least, could not have been celebrated with the full 
ceremonial of the Mass.
1. Frere W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions Vol. II, Alcuin Club Collections 15, 1910, pp. 
190, 241, 276, 299, 300; it should be noted that the first of these was not in fact published and that the reminder had 
force only within the dioceses of London and Gloucester/Worcester. Cf. Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin 
Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, pp. 42, 138.
2. The alternative nanes for the Comunion Service are taken fron the title in the first Prayer Book: BCP Whitchurche 
16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: 
Gregg International 1970, p. 638.
3. It is even possible (although this remains purely speculative) that "missing” prayers such as those said at the kiss 
of Peace, at the blessing of the incense or over the altar might have been carried over with their ceremonial and said 
privately. If Robert Persons was accurate in reporting a "babylonicall confusion" between the issuing of the Order of 
C o m m o n  and the first Prayer Book during which it was not unusual "to say the Introitus and Confiteor in English: and 
then the collects, 6 some other parts in Latyn", there might be a precedent for this conjecture: Persons, R., A Trea­
tise of Three Conversions Vol. I (1603) facs. ed. Rogers, D. M., Ilkley/London: Scholar Press 1976, p. 603.
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The f _yf t h a y t y c l e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
#  3Datui)ftteamMbermi06oea
How that the preest after that with great reuerence doth bygynne the masse 
betwene the deacon and the subdeacon at the one syde of the aulter.1
Then after this followeth Kyrie eleison which be words to desire and to pray God for mercy which 
mercy we cannot have of our deserts, and therefore the minister, proceeding to the midst of the 
altar, rendereth the glory unto God, singing the angels' hymn and song.2
That the preste alone begynneth the fyrste wordes (of Gloria in excelsis) betekeneth that one aungel 
alone first appered to the shepherdes shewing our lordes byrthe. And that the tother dele is songe 
of all the guier betokeneth the multytude of aungels. The prest begynneth it in the myddes of the 
aulter for yt was fyrste songe in worshyp of hym that is the middes and the mediatour betwene god 
the father and mankynde.3
Be this tyme, as I gesse, the preyst bigynnus the offys of the messe,
Or elluss he standus turnand his boke at the sowt awter noke.
On Sunday or on holi dayus, whethur-so men syngus or sayus,
gloria in excelsis in hor messe, say thou then as here wryton is.4
Then falle ye in hande wyth your massing, and ye beginne the Introite, or office of the Masse. That
done ye say ye Kyry. After these thinges, ye goe vnto the middes of the altare, and loking vp to the
pyxe, where ye thynke your God to be, and making solemne curtesye lyke womanly lone, ye saye the 
Gloria in excelsis, very fruitefull and comfortable, if it were spoken in the Englishe tong.5
1. Although the priest begins the Gloria from the middle of the altar, this article includes the Introit, Kyries and 
Gloria (when it is sung).
2. The Rationale of Ceremonial pp. 18-19.
3. The Hyroure of oure Ladye p. 292.
4. The Lay Folks Hass Book pp. 11, 15; a farced Gloria follows.
5. Becon, The Displeyeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xxxix(r)
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INTROÏT, KYRIES and GLORIA IN EXCELSIS
Following the censing at Mass of the priest and altar and the moving of the missal from 
the credence, the priest was to stand at the right of the altar with the deacon on his 
right and the subdeacon on his left. There they were to say together the Introit and 
Kyries already sung by the choir. Gararde speaks of this as the beginning of the Mass; 
the derivation from an earlier order in which the Introit and Kyries were separate items 
is shown by a choir rubric that having sung the Introit they were to bow to the altar (as 
they would have done following an entry procession) before continuing immediately 
with the Kyries. If the choir continued to sing, the priest and his assistants might sit.1
If the Gloria in excelsis was to be sung, the priest was to return to the middle of the 
altar and intone the opening words to the melody intimated to him by the ruler.2 He 
was then to return to the right of the altar where he and his assistants standing as before 
were to say the rest.
Members of the choir were to face the altar for the intonation and from Jesu Christe 
until the end of the Collects following; they were to bow to the altar at adoramus te 
and suscipe deprecationem, and cross themselves at in gloria Dei patris. These rubrics 
would not, on pragmatic grounds, have applied to a polyphonic choir although singers 
might have been expected to cross themselves and to face east for the Collects; it is also
1. The following citations also include references to Gloria in excelsis: Frere, W. H., The Ose of S a m  Vol. I, Cam­
bridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, pp. 21, 38, 39, 66, 68; Sandon, N., The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: 
Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 12; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of M l  Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 7-8. The 
Kyries are not specified in the Uses of Salisbury or York although they are implied: "Order of Mass - York Use" ed. 
Simmons, T. F., The Lay Folks Hass Book, EECM O.S. 71, 1879, p. 92. At Hereford the versicles begun as the priest went 
up to the altar were to be completed between the kissing of the altar and the saying of the Introit: Henderson, W, G., 
Hissale ad Osum Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis, Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 115.
2. At York the priest was to intone the Gloria with his hands raised: "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simmons, T. F., 
The Lay Folks Hass Book, EECM O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 94. At Lincoln the ruler (succentor) may have taken a copy of the 
intonation and showed it to the priest before the Gloria: the priest also removed his cap (pillius) at the Gloria, 
handing it to a boy who received l\d. minding fee: Wordsworth, C., Botes on Hedieval Services, London: Baker 1989, p. 
29. The Gloria might be troped on feasts of the BVM: a troped version is given in Hissale ad Osm Percelebris Ecclesiae 
Berfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 116 and an Englished version in The Hyroure of our Ladye ed. 
Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. 19 1873, pp. 292-294.
Becon shows that the priest might make "solemne curtesye" to the reserved sacrament in the pyx when returning 
to the middle of the altar for the Gloria in excelsis, again when crossing from one end of the altar to another between 
the Epistle and Gospel, and finally before leaving the church after Mass: Becon, T., "The Displeyeng of the popishe 
Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, ffo. xxxix(r-v), lii(r). None of these genuflections is 
found in the Missals (although members of the choir were to bow to the altar if they crossed before it), but Becon's 
observations should be taken seriously. It may well be that by the middle decades of the 16th century it had become 
customary for the priest to genuflect to the pyx hanging above the altar whenever he passed in front of it.
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probable that the priest and his assistants would have bowed and crossed themselves at 
the same words from use of custom, and that having said the Gloria in excelsis they 
would have sat until the end of a lengthy musical setting.
The Communion service of the first Prayer Book retained exactly the same order, 
except that no change of position is indicated between the Lord’s Prayer "afore the 
middes of the Altar" and the Introit; the Kyries follow, which "the Priest shall saye, or 
els the Clerkes shal syng"; Gloria in excelsis is to be begun by the priest "standyng at 
Goddes borde" and continued by the clerks.1
These rubrics create some uncertainty, particularly with regard to the Introit and Kyr- 
ies, since apparently the Introit was to be both sung and said whilst the Kyries received 
either one or the other treatment. The intention, however, seems to be a conflation of 
rubrics applicable to either a "High" or "Low" Commumon. Thus, at a sung Commu­
nion the clerks were to sing the Introit and Kyries and at a celebration without music 
the priest was to say them; it does not seem that both modes of performance were 
expected.
This interpretation is supported by The Clerks Book* by which the parish clerk was to 
say the "Psalme appoyncted for the Introite", then the priest was to say the Collect for 
Purity to which the clerk s "Answere" was the Kyries\ these were followed immediately 
by the priest s incipit of Gloria in excelsis to which the "Answere" was the remainder. 
That the Kyries are given as an "Answere" to the Collect for Purity may be further 
evidence for interpreting the Prayer Book rubrics as implying that eveiything up to the 
Gloria was to be said in the same place.
However, the close structural relationship between the opening of the Mass and the 
Communion service would almost certainly have led conservative foundations to apply 
to the Communion service the ceremonial of the Mass (including bowing at analogous 
words of the Gloria in excelsis) and its order of singing. The Gloria (along with the 
Credo, Homily and Litany) also retained some of its character as a non-obligatory item. 
However, where the pre-Reformation Uses laid down detailed rules as to when the
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxx(r-v); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 640-645. In the second and subsequent Books the character of the open­
ing of the Comunion service was entirely changed since the Kyries becaae Responses to the Comandaents and the Gloria 
was moved to the close: Brightnan, pages cited and p. 709; cf. Chapter 1 above and Vol. II Appendix 1 below.
2. ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, p. 34.
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Gloria and Credo were to be said or omitted,1 the Prayer Book left it to the discretion 
of the priest:
When the holy Communion is celebrated, on the workedaye, or in priu- 
ate howses, if there be a sermone, or for other greate cause, the Curate 
by his discrecion may leaue out the Letanye, Gloria in excelsis, the 
Crede, thomelye, and the exhortacion to the communion.2
Similarly, the first Prayer Book reserved the incipits of both Gloria in excelsis and 
Credo to the priest as they had been at the Mass, a use which continued to be scrupul­
ously observed in musical settings up to and beyond the Commonwealth.
In the Latin Offices also, the incipit of items such as the Te Deum and Magnificat had 
been intoned even when followed by polyphony. However, virtually all composers after 
1549 broke with pre-Reformation tradition by setting the opening words of the Magni­
ficat, an instructive contrast with the treatment of the incipits to the Gloria in excelsis 
and the Credo: of the services examined for Vol. II Appendix 2, the only exception is 
Whitbroke Magnificat I  for which an intonation based in Tone I is provided in Lbl. 
Add. MS 30482:19v (late 16th century: see Ex. 7.1). The fact that this intonation is 
faulty suggests that the copyist was unfamiliar with the tradition.
È 
?
iy soule dothe magnify the lorde
Ex. 7.1 Whitbroke Magnificat I (intonation!3
Conversely, most composers did not set the opening words of the Te Deum, for which 
a plainsong intonation would generally have had to be supplied (although some sources 
do provide such an intonation). The missing Wanley tenor part-Book evidently did so in 
one setting since the surviving part-books give rests before the words of the second
1. Frere, W. H.; The Ose of S a m  Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, pp. 91, 92, 101, 104; Sandon, N. 
The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 12, 20.
2. A conflation of rubrics at BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxii(r), xxxvii(r) at close; Brightman, F. E., The English 
Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 44, 710.
3. Lbl. Add. MS 30482:19v; Wrightson corrects the last notes to a-g-a: The ffanley Manuscripts, Madison (USA): A-R Edi­
tions 1995, 111:77.
o
-ea-
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clause.1 In later sources, it is possible to see how the traditional plainsong intonation 
was simplified and varied. A New College part-book (after 1660) gives intonations (in 
the bass rather than the tenor part) for Child Whole Service in C (Ex. 7.2) and for 
Ferrabosco Service in D sol re sharp (Ex. 7.3). In both cases the intonations are fol­
lowed by a chord of D major; examples such as these, perhaps rather than the intona­
tion frequently adapted from Boyce, should be borne in mind when settings of the Te 
Deum without incipit are sung.
i!* V f t v  „---- H H */ r n ^ A.....6?
Wee praise thee o god We knowledge (etc.)
Ex. 7.2 Child Whole Service in C ffe Jem intonationI2
t  -------- »-4 - = — H _
S—!L— <5------------- z ------------------- /  il CA— ^  v---- 1---
Wee praise thee o god We acknowledge (etc.)
Ex. 7.3 J. Ferrabosco Service in D sol re sharp ffe M e intonation]3
In the few cases in which the opening words of the Te Deum were set, they might be 
given to all the voices4 or set as a verse for one voice alone.5 Even in these cases the 
influence of the traditional plainsong may be strong (Exs. 7.4 and 7.5)6
1. For a realisation, see Wrightson, J., The Wanley Manuscripts, Madison (USA): A-R Editions 1995, Part 11:34.
2. Ob. MS Hus. c.48:85r.
3. Ob. MS Mus. c.48:94r.
4. For example Bryne Short, Byrd Short, Child Short verse in e, Gibbons Short, Inglott, Rogers Small in e, T. Tonkins 
Second: it will be noticed that these services are all in the "short” style.
5. For exanple Gibbons Second, Giles First, Morley First.
6. For a wider discussion of the continuing influence of the Te Deum lelodic construction on later settings, see Aplin, 
J., "The Survival of Plainsong in Anglican Music: Sone Early English Te-Deua Settings", Journal of the American tosico- 
logical Soc., Vol. 32 1979, pp. 247-275.
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We praise thee o god 
Ex. 7.4 Bvrd Short Service ffe Deum, nediusl1
Me<S
•If K /OV l . I U  z ncr ------------------------------------
s
Wee praise thee 0 God 
Ex. 7.5 Giles First Service ffe dem. tenor verse I2
Thus post-Reformation vernacular services might break with earlier tradition by setting 
the words of canticle incipits, that of the Magnificat more frequently than that of the Te 
Deum.3 In the case of the Gloria in excelsis and Credo of the Communion service, 
however, the role of the priest in intoning the incipit was rigorously upheld throughout 
the period. Of all the services examined for Vol. II Appendix 2, the only example 
found of the opening words of the Gloria in excelsis being given to the choir is a bassus 
verse in Amner Third Service (early 17th cent.; see Ex. 7.6).
\)6<S
f e r r — V : t *—
---m----------------- — - V \ -- -------w - p -
------------- J .  * J  >  f --------f -  \
Gloria be to God on high (etc.) 
Ex. 7.6 Aimer Third Service [Gloria in excelsis. bassus verseI4
1. Cp. (Latter set) MS 489:93v.
2. Barnard, J., First Book of Selected Church Musick (1640) facs. ed. Morehen, J., Gregg International 1972, Tenor
Decani fo. 60v.
3. The prevalence of Te Dem incipits nay be accounted for by their having in earlier tines been sung by the senior
dignitary, whilst those of the Magnificat were sung fron within the choir by beginners or rulers. The analogy with the
priest's intonation of the Gloria in excelsis and Credo will be obvious.
4. Cp. (Toner set) MS 481:84r.
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It has been argued in Chapter Two above that some effort towards textual orthodoxy 
seems to have been made in settings of the Communion service when compared to 
office settings: the reservation of these incipits to the priest is yet another manifestation 
of the same tendency.
Therefore when it came to the intonation the priest had to rely on making an adaptation 
to English words of one of the Latin plainsong incipits', the three noted Prayer Books of 
1549 and Merbecke’s The booke o f Common praier noted show how this might have 
been done.
Ex. 7.7 shows that the Christ Church version follows the Salisbury Gloria in excelsis II 
almost exactly, other than for an elongation of the termination.
Ex. 7.7 Intonations to Gloria in excelsis fSalisbury II and Christ Church BCP]1
Both the Bodleian Prayer Book and Merbecke follow Salisbury Gloria in excelsis TV 
which they simplify by removing ligatures; the Bodleian source pays attention to verbal 
stresses whilst the Merbecke version is set entirely to square notes and a close (Ex.
The Queen’s College version (Ex. 7.9) is idiosyncratic; I am unable to find a Salisbury 
exemplar unless the scribe miscopied Salisbury IV.
1. Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 58; Milson, J., "English-texted 
Chant Before Merbecke8, Plainsong and Medieval Music Vol. 1 pt. 1 April 1992, p. 82. The first six notes of the Christ 
Church version as a continuous ligature sic.
7
Glo - ri- a in ex- cel - sis De - o,
i
Glorye be to god on highe
7.8).
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a
Glo - ri - a in ex - cel - sis De - o
.  ■> rtizg :
Glory be to god on high
Glory be to god on high
Ex. 7.8 Intonations to Gloria in excelsis fSalisbury IV. Bodleian BCP. MerbeckeI1
a
W
-H-£- »
glory be to god on high
7.9 Intonation to Gloria in excelsis [Queen's BCP]2
I; Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 60; Ob. C.P. 1549 d.5 sig. 
Oiü(r); Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. 
Ki(r).
2. Oqc. Sel.d.41 fo. cx(v).
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C An Ar't i c  1 e  o f  t h e  mais s ) 1
2
i
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<! ï)ût.]C)nri«artifcd nâber müTen ta
Howe the preest in the myddes of the aulter doth tourne hym 
in disioynynge and takynge his handes asondre 
sayth Dominus vobiscum.
The minister and the people with salutations exhort each other to prayer in which he prayeth as well 
for the multitude as for himself and therefore it is called collecta; when the prayer is ended the 
people expresseth their desirous minds to be heard and answereth Amen which signifyeth, so be it.2
The preste turneth hym to the quyer & to the people & sayeth The lorde be with you. The guier an­
swereth And with thy sprite. Then the preste turneth ageyne and sayeth Praye we. Here we may se that 
the prest sayeth not the orysons folowynge in hys owne name alone but in the name of all that are 
present.3
To the prest herkyn than, yefe thu ought of the lettre can,
The office, the orison, and the pistil, and answere him wel with gode wil.4
Ye haue a pleasure to see who is in the Chirche, and how wel your Hasse is frequented, and therfore 
ye turne you to the people, if any be there, and bid them God spede in Latin bicause they vnder- 
stande nothing but English. Turning againe to the altare, ye say certaine Collectes, whereof al­
though some of them be good, yet many of them be very superstitious and stark staring nought. For in 
them ye set forth before God the intercessions and mérités of Saintes. 0 blasphemous Idolatrers. 
What is it but to rob Christ of his Priesthode, if this be not?5
1. Die singing of the Collect is omitted, an oversight probably resulting from a confusion of the system by which the 
Articles are numbered ("fyfth artycle" to *vi Article8); the details given here are reproduced from Article Thirty-one 
(the Postcommunion).
2. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 19.
3. The Hyroure of oure Ladye p. 294.
4. The Lay Folks Mass Book pp. 15-17.
5. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Basse fo. xxxix)r).
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THE COLLECTS1
The Collect of the Mass was a prayer said immediately after the Gloria in excelsis or, 
if that were omitted, after the Kyries; it was specifically worded so as to be relevant to 
the feast or season being celebrated (hence "Collect of the Day"). However, by the end 
of the Middle Ages Collects were rarely said in isolation but in odd-numbered groups 
of up to seven.2
They were sung with some degree of ceremony. The priest stood at the right of the 
altar with the deacon and subdeacon on their steps behind (as they were to be at all 
times except when specifically instructed to the contrary); the priest was to sign himself 
and turn to the people with his hands joined and raised, when he would greet them with 
the traditional words; while the choir answered he would turn back and sing the Col­
lects. The first would be preceded by Oremus and terminated with a choral Amen; 
subsequent Collects were to be sung under one repeated Oremus and terminal Amen.
When the priest turned, the deacon was to turn with him while the subdeacon knelt de 
casula aptanda subministret; they would return to their normal postures when the priest 
turned back (and were to follow the same procedure at analogous points of the Mass). 
During the last Collect, the subdeacon was to go to the pulpitum or lectern so as to be 
ready for the Epistle.3
1. Analogous items in the Mass were the Postcommunions following the Communion Verse? they agreed with the Collects in 
number, construction and ceremonial, and in the present context can be considered alongside the Collects without further 
discussion. The Secret Prayers (which agreed in number but not in ceremonial) were omitted from the Communion service of 
the Prayer Book and thus need not be further considered here.
2. The number of Collects used could acquire a symbolic meaning: "The Order of Mass - York Use” ed. Simmons, T. F.f The 
Lay Folks Bass Book, EECM O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 94-96. Since the Prayer Book had an invariable number of two Collects, 
further consideration of the number of Collects is redundant.
3. Frere, W. L, The Use of S a m  Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, pp. 66-68 and for the Post-Commu-
nions p. 88 (additional rubrics governing the greeting given by a celebrating bishop and ceremonial when more than two 
assistants were present are given by Frere but not discussed here). For a practical reconstruction of the ceremonial and 
in particular for the suggestion that the deacon must not only turn but also stand to one side: Sandon, N., The Use of
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 11, 12-15; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All
Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 8-9. At Lincoln, the subdeacon was to go to the lectern for the reading of the Epis­
tle during the Gloria in excelsis rather than the Collects: Wordsworth, C., Notes on Bedieval Services, London: Baker 
1898, p. 29. For general discussion of the Collects and their ceremonial: Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English 
Church, Oxford: Mowbray 1899, pp. 164-167? Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religious Ceremonial London: Mowbray 1906, 
new edn. 1928 p. 97 (cf. pp. 120-121 for modern use); Bumpus, J. S., A Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Terms, London: 
Werner Laurie n.d., pp. 75-76.
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Although Collects were always addressed to God, Protestants, for whom Christ was the 
only mediator, were quick to criticise those Collects which also called on the interces­
sion of the saints:
Then forth comet Colettes, bound vp in a packe 
Of this sainct and that sainct, for sickenes, and extorcion 
But gupe ye god makers beware your galled backe.1
As early as c. 1540 the Rationale avoided the difficulty by emphasising that the Collect 
was "a prayer made for grace, lauds and thanks given to God for the same", was 
"directed to the Father" and that the termination formula "showeth and declareth unto 
us that we be heard only by Christ".2
Therefore, although in the first Prayer Book both Collect and Postcommunion were 
retained in their traditional places, saints were included only as examples of godly 
living and never as intercessors; the overall number of Collects was greatly reduced to 
one for each Sunday, major feast of Christ and scriptural saint’s day; the Sunday Col­
lect remained in force throughout the following week unless displaced by a proper 
Collect; only two Collects were to be said at the Communion service (that of the day 
and that of the King); the variable Postcommunion was replaced by an invariable 
form.3
The Prayer Book reduces the ceremonial almost to a minimum: the priest is directed to 
"tume him to the people", and the text implies that both Collects are to be said under 
one introduction but with the terminal formula used at the end of each.4
Some ultra-orthodox traditionalists may have increased the number of Collects to the 
full requirement of the old Mass by seeking out Prayer Book equivalents, but there
1. Ransey, J., A Plaister for a galled Horse, London: Raynolde 1548 unpaginated; cf. Becon, this article above.
2. The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, p. 19.
3. For the "Temporale" and "Sanctorale": BCP "The Introites, Collectes, Epistles, and Gospels" following the office of 
Evensong (at the Comunion); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. 
Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. xciii ff., 200 ff. For the Collects and Postcommion in the Comunion ser­
vice: BCP Whitchurche 16267, ffo. cxxi(r), cxxxi(v); Brightnan op cit. pp. 644-646, 706-708. For earlier Edwardine exam­
ples of Collects for the King see Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. H., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club
Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 136, 171, 177.
4. There is no rubric directing the priest to turn back after the greeting: whilst an interpretation of this might be 
that he was to speak the Collects directly to the people, this is unlikely. At the Postcomunion, there is similarly no 
direction to turn back to the altar, yet he is once more to turn to the people for the Blessing which follows immediate­
ly-
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seems to be no evidence for such a practice beyond the condemnation of bishop Bonner 
for permitting daily "votive" Communion services during which the Collects used were 
clearly not those permitted for the day:
within your cathedral church there be as yet the apostles’ mass and our 
lady’s mass, and other masses of such peculiar name under the defence 
and nomination of our lady’s communion, and the apostles’ communion, 
used in private chapels, and other remote places of the same, and not in 
the chancel.1
Beyond this, there was nothing in the rubrics relating to the Collects which would 
otherwise have inhibited their being said with the traditional ceremonial. However, a 
rubric in the second Book directing the priest to stand while saying the Collects sug­
gests that by 1552 the old ceremonial had largely been lost and that without the prompt­
ing of this rubric it might not have been unusual for the priest to remain kneeling after 
the Responses to the Commandments.2
When the Collects of the Mass were sung, they were provided with musical formulae 
for the greeting, oremus and termination; however, there is but scanty and inconclusive 
evidence in the Use of Salisbury as to whether inflections were made at major pauses in 
the course of a Collect, or how Collects after the first and lacking a terminal formula 
were to be concluded.3
Where priests celebrating the Prayer Book Communion continued to sing the Collects, 
they would necessarily have adapted the traditional formulae, taking account of the 
differing accents between Latin and English. Unfortunately, no contemporary example 
of a Collect setting itself seems to have survived, although there are examples of the 
priest’s part of the greeting; even Merbecke does not set a Communion Collect other 
than that "At the Communion when there is a buriall". This cannot be taken as evi­
dence that Collects were not generally sung. Merbecke does set analogous prayers,
1. The Council to Bonner, June 1549: Cardwell, E., Docmentary Annals Vol. I, Oxford: Oxford University Press new edn. 
1844, repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, pp. 76-77; cf. Foxe, J., Actes and Monuients (1563 2nd. edn 1570) ed. Pratt, 
J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 5 pp. 722-723.
2. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, pp. 641, 647. In fact, only the people were directed to kneel for the Responses; the additional rubric 
directing the priest to stand for the Collects is an admission of how little the rubrics of either Book were observed.
3. The formulae are transcribed, the problems discussed and various solutions suggested in Sandon, N., The Ose of Salis­
bury, Newton Abbott: Antico Vol. 1 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. ii, 13 (solution 1), Vol. 2 1986, pp. vi, 2 (solution 2); 
Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. ii, 8-9.
It should be noted that the problem of terminating intermediate Collects, however interesting, is irrelevant 
to the Communion service.
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although they comply with Reformation ideals in their relative simplicity, and it is 
possible from these to speculate as to how the greeting, answer and at least the open­
ings and terminations of Collects might have been sung.1
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[b] ye lord be with you
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And wyth thy spirit 
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[d] The lorde be with you And with thy spirit
Ex. 7.10 The greeting to the Collect2
Ex. 7.10 gives examples of the greeting to the Collect at Mass and in Edwardine sour­
ces. It will be seen that the Edwardine adaptations all retain the formulaic outline of the 
Latin originals in the opening leap from a-c, but they avoid the subsequent short melis- 
mata; some words are given lengthened notes and are thereby accented, whilst the 
setting by Merbecke of "spirit" to (original) pycke notes suggests that the two syllables 
may have been elided to "sp’rit".
1. It is nore difficult to speak of the nain text of the Collects because Merbecke provides nusic for only the opening 
and closing words.
2. [a] Collect at Mass: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 12; [b] 
Collect at Comunion: Queen's Noted Prayer Book Oqc. Sel.d.41 fo. cx(v); [c] Collect at Matins: Merbecke, J., The booke 
of C o m n  praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. Diii(v)-Div(r); [d] Post­
comunion Thanksgiving at Comunion: Merbecke sig. Qi(r).
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[e ]  0  -  r e  -  eu s Exita quesuius dosine potentias tuaB et veni
e -
[f] let us pray
[g] * Ulc w
M
0 God, whiche arte the author of peace
0 Lorde oure heauenly father alnightie
=#=
[i] 0 God fron whone all holy desires
$
[j] Let vs praye 
  O
AlEightie and euerlyuyng God
y  h -
[k] Let vs praye We conend in to thy handes of aercy
[1]
O
[a] Let vs pray
AlEightie God, we geue the hertye thankes
0 Lorde with whoae do lyve the sprites of theia
É-*-
[n] 0 Hercifull god ye father
Ex. 7.11 Introductions and beginnings of Collects1
1. [e] Collect at Hass: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 13; [f] 
Collect at CoEEunion: Queen's noted Prayer Book Oqc Sel. d.41 fo. cxi(r); [g] Collect at Matins: Merbecke, J., The booke 
of C o m n  praier' noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. Div(r); [h] Collect at Matins: 
Merbecke sigs. Div(r-v); [i] Collect at Evensong: Merbecke sig. Fiij(r); [j] Post-coaaunion Thanksgiving: Merbecke sig.
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In Ex. 7.11 may be seen continuations of Collects after the greeting, both as found in 
the Mass and as adapted by Merbecke (the Queen’s College noted Book gives only the 
introduction to the Collect; Merbecke’s office collects are collated for completeness, 
and because the construction of some may shed useful light on Mass or Communion 
service practice. The introductions and the Collects themselves are all sung on a 
monotone, without any indication of intermediate inflections. Again, Merbecke makes 
an effort to represent speech patterns: pycke notes (original notation) are given in a 
series of recitation square notes for "author o/peace" [g], "father ti/mightie" [h] and 
"all holy desires" [i]; conversely, some syllables are lengthened and thereby empha­
sised: "pray" in all introductions, "Almighty and everlivingGW [j] and "O merciful"
[0].
Ex. 7.12 gives the terminations of Collects at Mass and as adapted by Merbecke. 
Again, Merbecke gives (original) pycke notes on the shortened syllables "through the 
mérités of" ([r]). The last accented syllable (other than the final itself) is given a 
lengthened note (and thereby an accent) regardless of whether it is the penult or the 
ante-penult; the exceptions are [p], [q] and [t] in which unexpected accents are given 
(possibly in error) to "our" and "and", and [r] and [v] in which the only accented syll­
able is the final;1 at the termination of all the Collects the final syllable is lengthened; 
whilst the first syllable of "Amen" is lengthened to a strene note only in [p], [q] and 
[r], it is likely that the same method of singing it would be employed for all settings.
Merbecke’s settings of the Collects are particularly valuable for the light they may shed 
on chant practice in two respects. The two terminations ending in the drop of a fifth 
([u] and [x]) have in common that they each conclude the first of two consecutive 
Collects: [u] is followed "At the buriall of the dead" by the Collect "Almightie God, 
we geue the hertye thankes"; [x] would be followed "At the Communion when there is 
a buriall" by the Collect for the King although Merbecke does not in fact give a setting. 
In being thus placed they are unique in Merbecke: the invariable office Collects [g] and
[1], although followed by another, would in the service itself have been preceded by the 
Collect of the Day, again not given by Merbecke.
. . .C o n t i n u e d . . .
Qj(r); [k] Prayer at the Burial Service: Merbecke sig. Rj(v); [1] Burial Service: Merbecke sig. Rij(r); [i] Burial 
Service: Merbecke sigs. Riij(v)-Riv(r); [n] Collect at the Comunion when there is a Burial: Merbecke sig. Si(r). So as 
to draw attention to changes in note-value, the opening note of each Collect (except [n]) represents that set throughout 
unless otherwise indicated.
1. The change at [1] and [v]froi pycke notes at the opening of the Collect to square notes at the teraination seeas to 
be an oversight without further significance.
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[o] per omia secula se - cu - lo - run À - sen 
o
[p] Through ye might of lesu Christ oure Lorde 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Q_ _ _ _ _ _ _
A - men 
o
i
[q] Through lesus Christ our lorde
o
A - men 
o
[r] Through the mérités of lesu Christ oure sauior.
A  O
A - men 
/>
[s] thy onely sonne our sauior le - su Christ A - men
H P - . ................ .......... ü  -  l = qV 4 -
1 4 - = — -------------------------------------- 1 — i M -------------
I
[t] and the holy ghost, be all honor and glo - ry A - men
----------------- :------- a ------------------------------- z qt-*—
W ---------------------- ^ -----------------------
------n — »
[u] onely sauiour, mediator 6 ad - uo - cate
O
A - men 
o
[v] thy sonne lesus Christ oure lord
O
A - men
t - f - — _ ...p i  ----------
[w] lesus Christ oure mediatour and re - de - mer
O
lu
A - men 
O
f+-
[x] lyueth and reigneth one God for e - uer 
Ex. 7.12 Terminations of Collects1
A - men
1. [o] Collect at Mass: Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 13; [p] 
Collect at Matins: Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 
1980, sig. Div(r); [q] Collect at Matins: Merbecke sig. Div(v); [r] Collect at Evensong: Merbecke sig. Fiij(v); [s] 
Collect at Evensong: Merbecke sig. Fiij(v); [t] Post-communion Thanksgiving: Merbecke sig. Qj(v); [u] Prayer at the
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It has been shown above that in the Mass the first of a series of Collects was given its 
own "Oremus" and termination whilst all subsequent Collects were subsumed under 
one more of each. The drop of a fifth, whilst not itself taken from the Latin use, may 
be intended by Merbecke as a close analogous with the termination of a first Mass 
Collect; in the cases of both Communion and office Collects, Merbecke seems to show 
that a first Collect will have a distinct close whilst the remaining Collects are sung on 
an unvarying monotone. This may go some way towards answering the problem al­
ready raised with reference to the performance of the Collects at Mass: if Merbecke 
arrived at his solution by analogy with a practice familiar from the Mass, the implica­
tion is that intermediate Collects were sung without termination formulae (which in turn 
may make inflections during the course of a Collect unlikely).
Secondly, whilst his music (here and elsewhere) may be straightforward, it is always 
dignified, poised and above all responsive to the nuances of the English language. He 
did not, for example, slavishly follow the rules of inflection based on Latin verbal 
accentuation but adapted them to the very different patterns of vernacular speech.1 
Serious note should be taken of Merbecke’s indications that some syllables might be 
sung more lightly and rapidly, or conversely be stressed or lengthened during the 
course of the prayers and at terminations, and be applied where appropriate in Collects, 
Lessons and other monotoned passages regardless of the complexity of the chant formu­
la being followed (and, indeed, regardless of the language being used).2
Merbecke’s settings therefore derive from the inflexions associated with the Mass 
Collects and their greeting. Yet if a comparison is made between settings of intonations 
to the Gloria in excelsis, Credo and Preface found on the one hand in Merbecke and on 
the other in contemporary Prayer Books, it will be seen that Merbecke reduces his
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
Burial Service: Merbecke sig. Rij(r); [v] Burial Service: Merbecke sig. Rij(r); [w] Burial Service: Merbecke sig. 
Riv(r); [x] Collect at Cominion when there is a Burial: Merbecke sig. Sj(r). As in Ex. 7.11, the first note indicates 
the value of those to be sung throughout each Collect unless otherwise indicated.
1. Merbecke's solutions to vernacular accentuation difficulties are discussed and analysed in Makely, R. A., Recitation 
Practices in Early Anglican Church Music 1544-1676, Ph.D. University of California (Santa Barbara, USA) 1975, pp. 357- 
361. Other useful discussions, though frequently repeating similar examples and conclusions: Donahue, B. J., from Latin 
to English Plainsong in Tudor England, Ph.D. The Catholic University of America 1967, pp. 141-144; Leaver, R. A., The 
ffork of John Ear beck, Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1978, pp. 58-59; Leaver, R. A., John Harbeck's 1550 Book of Common 
Prayer Roted, Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, pp. 28-31; Stevenson, R. S., "John Harbeck's M e d  Booke of 1550", Musi­
cal Quarterly Vol. 37 1951, pp. 227-231.
2. Other examples in Merbecke of syllables in monotoned passages being lengthened (shown underlined): "everlyuying God 
which by", sig. Niii(r); "our sauior Christ hath commaunded, sig. Oi(r). There are no examples other than those given 
above of syllables being sung rapidly in a monotone.
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exemplars to the simplest level short of a monotone throughout. By analogy, it is likely 
that Merbecke’s Collect settings represent a similar reduction in complexity from much 
contemporary practice and that more elaborate chants were also used, particularly in the 
earlier years of the first Prayer Book when the influence of the Mass would have been 
less diluted.
jp r yW-h-y * ft tb ki ëe
T
V/ Hie Lorde be with you: R/ and with thy spi - rite.
Let vs praie: Lorde raise vp (we pray thee) thy power, and cone among vs, and with
-Lh ]      H
thy great night succour us: that whereas, through our sinnes and wickedness, we be soore
ï
let and hindred, thy bountifull grace and nercye, through the satisfaccion of thy sonne
f r1* ft H ' H kT
1
our W ,  nay spedily deliuer vs; to whon with thee and the holy gost be all honor
?
and glo - ry. A - sen.
Ex. 7.13 The Collect for the Fourth Sunday in Advent (reconstruction)1
It becomes possible, therefore, tentatively to set out in Ex. 7.13 a more ornate method
1. This Collect at Connunion is a translation of that for the Mass of the first Sunday in Advent set by Sandon (fel and 
[o]).
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of singing Collects and analogous prayers than that given by Merbecke, although uncer­
tainties remain. A monosyllabic pronunciation of "spirit" would require adaptation of 
the greeting; inflections in the course of the Collect may be ignored, and the termina­
tion given may not be applicable to intermediate Collects (at the offices). Syllables 
underlined may be lengthened and those in italics sung more rapidly.
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The . xz i . Ar'tjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
tSatfetteacttficlOecmiirenee
Howe the preest the deacon and subdeacon do go from the aulter 
& the priest and deacon do sytte them downe 
and the subdeacon doth synge the epystell.
Then the priest as a meet minister to teach the people readeth to them the epistle which is a lesson 
taken out of the old and new testament and it precedeth the Gospel and prepareth the minds thereun­
to.1
Ye rede the Epistle, but in suche a tong, as the people understand nothing.2
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 19.
2. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe fiasse fo. mix(v).
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THE EPISTLE1
The Epistle at Mass was to be sung by the subdeacon. During the final Collect he was 
to take the epistle-book (probably from the credence table); on feast days and when the 
choir was ruled he was to make his way through the middle of the quire to the pulpitum 
in the rood loft, at other Masses to the lectern at the quire step; having sung the Epistle 
he was to return the epistle-book and take his place at the sedilia. Meanwhile the priest, 
deacon and choir (probably including a singing choir in the stalls) were to sit.2 It does 
not seem to be known whether the subdeacon was to face the choir when singing the 
Epistle. Fugler suggests that he would have faced west from the choir step but notes 
that the same orientation in the pulpitum would have turned him away from the choir;3 
it is logical to assume that, in the absence of directions to the contrary, he would 
always have faced the choir in a Cathedral and the main body of the congregation in a 
parish church.4
While the Epistle was being sung, the acolyte, escorted by the taperers, was solemnly 
to bring in the chalice and paten (held by him in the humeral veil). He was to place 
them on the credence and then to put the burse with its corporals on the altar which he 
was to kiss before going to his place. The taperers were to put down their candles and
1. To include discussion of the Gospel where the two nay be subsumed under the one heading.
2. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sara Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, pp. 18, 68-69, 100, 105; Sandon,
N., The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984, 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 16; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of
All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 8, 12. At Lincoln, the subdeacon was to go to the pulpitum by way of the south of
the quire at the beginning of the Gloria in excelsis; he was to be accompanied by the second subdeacon carrying the 
epistle-book: Wordsworth, C., Notes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 29. At Rochester (and probably at most 
Cathedrals and greater churches) the subdeacon was preceded by a verger: Frere, The Use of Sara Vol. I I 1901, p. 235. 
At Durham, it would seem that the Text was used for the reading of both Epistle and Gospel, and that they might have
been sung at the same lectern: Rites of Durham ed. Fowler, J. T., Surtees Soc. Vol. 107 1903, pp. 9, 13, 205. At Here­
ford the pulpitum was used only on major feast days, on Palm Sunday and on the vigils of Easter and Pentecost; it was 
not used on ordinary Sundays: Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Rerfordensis, ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 
1874, p. 116 (Bannister's assertion that the Epistle was read "in medio chori" is made by confusion with the place of 
the Gradual: The Cathedral Church of Hereford, London: SPCK 1924, p. 150 fn. 3).
3. Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. ii.
4. However, logic in this matter is not an infallible guide, since the Epistle at Low Mass was apparently said by the
priest facing east, and the Gospel was always to be sung facing north no matter how inconvenient it might have been (see 
Article Seven). Gararde's illustration to Article Six shows the subdeacon singing from the step and facing east; whilst 
understandable if his only auditors were the other ministers and a congregation near the altar, it is hardly to be 
expected that the reader should generally turn his back on the very people to whom the reading is directed, yet this may 
have been the case: see King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the Roman Rite, London: Longmans, Green 1957, p. 248. It should 
also be noted that the subdeacon in the same illustration appears to be singing from the Missal and not from a separate 
book.
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if time permitted would have returned to their places.1
At Low Mass, either the priest would read the Epistle from the right of the altar, or it 
would be read or sung by the parish clerk; the chalice and paten would be brought in 
without ceremony at the start of Mass either by the priest or by the clerk.2
It must also be questioned whether the Epistle and Gospel3 were sung in the rood loft 
other than in Cathedrals and the greater churches. In many cases, surviving staircases 
to roodlofts are narrow and unsuitable for use by clergy in vestments, let alone by 
servers carrying processional crosses and lighted candles;4 it must also be remembered 
that the majority of parochial Masses were celebrated by the priest alone and that in 
those cases the Epistle and Gospel were read at the altar. Martin recorded that at Long 
Melford "there was a fair roodloft ... and on Good Friday a priest standing by the rood 
sang the Passion" and Atchley makes a similar assumption about the Palm Sunday 
liturgy at St. John Bristol. However, the conclusion must be that even in such large 
churches the singing of such items from the roodloft was exceptional and worthy of 
note.5
Although a fully vernacular liturgy was not authorised until the publication of the first 
Prayer Book, some diocesan Injunctions had for over ten years previously required the 
Epistle and the Gospel at Mass on Sundays and feast days to be read in English. At the
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of S a m  Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, p. 69; Sandon, N., The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984, 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 16; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, pp. ii, 9.
2. For the priest at Low Mass, cf. Articles 2 and 6 above; for the clerks' duties in this respect: The Clerk's Book ed. 
Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp. xxi-xxiii, 61 [54],76 [3, 4].
3. When the Epistle was sung from the pulpitum, the Gospel was also.
4. Long, T. E., "The Church Screens of Dorset", Proc. of the Dorset Mat. Hist and Antiquarian Field Club Vol. 42 1920- 
1921, pp. 64-66; Brockhouse, G. L., Parish Church Liturgy and Music at the Reformation in England, M.A. Exeter 1981, pp. 
120-125.
5. Martin, R., "The State of Melford Church" ed. Dymond, D. and Paine, C., The Spil of Melford Church, Ipswich: Salient
Press 1992, p. 2; Atchley, E. G. C., "Some More Bristol Inventories", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc.
Vol. 9 1922-1928, p. 36. For similar references to the singing of the Passion (but not necessarily with mention of
either the roodloft or music), churchwardens' accounts: Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp.
9, 14, 24, London St. Peter Cheap ed. Simpson, W. Sparrow, Journal of the Brit. Archaeological Assoc. Vol. 24 1868, pp. 
262-263. For a general discussion and further examples: Feasey, H. J., Ancient English Holy Meek Ceremonial, London: 
Baker 1897, pp. 79-83.
Hutton argues that the full Palm Sunday rite was relatively rare: the singing of the Passion by a choir and of 
the lessons by a Prophet was largely confined to cathedrals and urban parish churches; the only village where such a 
practice was recorded is Denton (Norfolk). By 1549 the singing of the Palm Sunday Passion is known only in Reading and 
Bristol: The Rise and Fall of Merry England, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1994, pp. 21, 83.
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same time, the liturgical Epistles and Gospels were made available in discrete volumes 
and in primers.1
It is not known whether the vernacular versions were intended to complement or to 
replace the Latin versions. Although the Continental Protestant liturgies generally had 
the readings in the vernacular only, Thomas Elyot (travelling with Cranmer) reported 
in 1532 that at a Lutheran Mass in Nuremberg
The Epistel (the priest) readith in Latin. In the meane time the sub 
Deacon goeth into the pulpite and readeth to the people the Epistle in 
their vulgare; after thei peruse other thinges as our prestes doo. Than the 
Preeste redith softly the Gospell in Latine. In the meane space the 
Deacon goeth into the pulpite and readith aloude the Gospell in the 
Allmaigne tung. Mr. Cranmere sayith it was shewid to him that in the 
Epistles and Gospels thei kept not the ordre that we doo, but doo peruse 
every daye on chapitre of the New Testament.2
At Elizabeth s coronation Mass, for which the ceremonial was more likely to reflect the 
practice of her father’s rather than her sister’s reign, ju  detto l ’Epistola et l ’Evangelio 
in Englese doppo li cantati in latino.3
With the Injunctions published at the beginning of Edward’s reign, however, all 
ambiguity ceased. At high Mass in parish churches (that is, on Sundays and feast days) 
"he that saieth or syngeth the same, shall read, or cause to be redde, the Epistle and 
Gospell of that Masse, in Englishe, and not in Latine, in the pulpit, or in suche con- 
uenient place, as the people may heare the same"; in some Cathedrals, however, the 
vernacular readings were to be used at the daily high Mass, and might be read "in the 
same place where they were accustomed to read on Sundays" (that is, from the rood
1. The Henrician provisions for vernacular readings at Mass are discussed in Chapter 5 above.
2. Ellis, H. ed., Original tetters Third Series London: Bentley 1846 reprinted London: Dawsons 1969, Vol. 2 p. 192; see 
Cuming, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, Basingstoke: Macmillan 1969 2nd. edn. 1982, pp. 17, 18, 20, 22, 278, 279, 
280-281, 294; MacCulloch, D,, Thomas Cranmer, New Haven (USA)/London: Yale University Press 1996, p. 70. The possible 
significance of Cranmer's evident knowledge of this use will be noted with reference to the series of Injunctions con­
cerning vernacular lessons issued after 1538 (see Chapter Five above).
3. Ross, G. Lockhart, "II Schifanoya's Account of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth", Eng. Hist. Review Vol. 23 July 
1908, p. 533; cf. Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 7, ed. Brown, Rawdon and Bentinck, G. Cavendish, London: HMSO 
1890, p. 16.
In 1561 a diocesan council at St. Asaph ordered that "after the pistyll and Gospell in Englyshe, the same 
shoulde be red also in Welshe": Thomas, D. R,, The Life and ffork of Bishop Davies i William Salesbury, Oswestry: Caxton 
Press 1902, p. 72.
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loft).1 It seems that at this stage low Mass was unaffected.
Thus, although it is not possible to say to what extent the various Injunctions relating to 
the Epistle and Gospel were observed in practice,2 by the time the first Prayer Book 
came into force churches had potentially been making use of vernacular readings for 
over ten years. Furthermore, it seems to have been expected by the various Injunctions 
of 1547-1548 that churches would continue to give the readings with whatever ceremo­
nial they were locally used to employing. There was nothing in the rubrics of the 
Prayer Book itself to inhibit continued use of the traditional ceremonial and every 
indication that it was expected: "the priest, or he that is appointed, shall reade the 
Epistle, in a place assigned for the purpose", a rubric repeated almost verbatim for the 
Gospel. Furthermore, the traditional chanting of the readings was to be retained (al­
though for pragmatic rather than ceremonial reasons): "And (to the ende the people 
maye the better heare) in suche places where they doe syng, there shall the lessons be 
song in a playne tune after the maner of distincte readyng: and lykewyse the Epistle 
and Gospell".3
1. Royal Injunctions (1547): Buchanan, C., Background Documents to Liturgical Revision, Braicote: Grove 1983, p. 8; cf. 
Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W, P. H, Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 123; 
Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations Vol. I, Hew Haven (USA)/London: Yale University Press 1964, 
p. 398. For Lincoln Minster (1548) and Canterbury Diocese (1548): Visitation Articles and Injunctions pp. 168, 180. At 
Gloucester Cathedral (1548) the "Articles to be enquered of in the ordinarie visit" (that is, the Royal Injunctions) 
were to be applied and no specific mention is made of reading from the rood loft: Hockaday, F. et al., Episcopal Visit­
ations of the Dean and Chapter of Gloucester, typescript 1910, Gloucs. Cath. Lib. safe 34, pp. 12, 17, 22.
2. In relatively reformed Kent, for example, the rector of Sandhurst claimed in 1548 that he had abided by the Injunc­
tions "before the bible was stolen", but a parishioner reported that he had not done so and "that the parson affirmed 
openly in the chauncell of the said church that there should be neither Epistle nor Gospel read in English in his church
till he knew more”; at the same time the rector of Deal claimed that he had read them in Latin at the altar and in
English from the pulpit (a further confirmation that this was the general practice), but again a parishioner deposed 
that to read in English "he putteth on his spectacles, and maketh such jerking and hemming that the people cannot under­
stand him, yet when he readeth the Latin service in the Quire he doeth it without his spectacles and readeth it so
distinctly and plainly that every man may hear". A charitable interpretation would be that he was more familiar with the 
Latin than the English texts; less charitably, he might have been outwardly complying with the Injunctions (despite 
reading in both languages) whilst effectively denying them: Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts from Original Documents 
Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 311915, p. 99 (for other examples of 
conservative practice in these two parishes, see pp. 95, 96, 100, 102; 96, 97, 101).
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. ii(r), cxxi(v); Brightman, The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 136, 646.
A contrary interpretation is given in Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer, 
London: Hodges 1890 2nd. edn 1891, 191-192 (and fn. 3, which seems irrelevant in the present context): "The rubrics ... 
from (the Introit) up to the end of the creed are an indication of mere sequence ... There is however nothing in the 
enacting clauses forbidding the priest to use the old ceremonial, whilst the rubrics are so scanty that he is necessari­
ly left to his own interpretation ... except in one point: the rubric immediately after the Epistle ended the priest or 
one appointed to read the Gospel shall say the Holy Gospel clearly contemplates that the ceremonies hitherto used at 
the reading of the gospel were to be omitted". The rubric, however, surely enforces the omission of the Gradual (and 
thus the ceremonies associated with it) but leaves the Gospel itself untouched.
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During the remainder of the reign this ceremonial was almost certainly whittled away: 
in the second Book the priest alone, rather than a deacon or subdeacon, is to give the 
readings and whilst the rubric permitting the chanting of the readings was never abro­
gated, such practices came under fierce attack not only generally as a "counterfeiting of 
the popish mass" but specifically in Hooper’s disapproval of "mass priests (who) ... 
most carefully observe the same tone and manner of chanting to which they were here­
tofore accustomed in the papacy".1 Although the distinct roles of deacon and subdea­
con continued to be reflected in Injunctions and Statutes given to Cathedrals (and 
including those of the Stuart liturgical revival)it is unlikely that the Epistle and Gospel 
were chanted or that any ceremonial was employed in this respect outside Cathedrals 
and other great foundations.2
It remains to consider how the vernacular Epistles and Gospels might have been sung 
when advantage was taken of the leave to do so set out in the Prayer Books. At the 
outset, it must be made clear that no solution can claim to be more than conjecture and 
supposition. In the Mass these items had been sung to chants inflected according to 
superficially straightforward rules governed by their punctuation and accentuation; in 
practice, the rules were cumbersome and highly ambiguous and it is very likely that the 
priest would use them as no more than guide-lines by which he might arrive at a
1. Robinson, H., Original tetters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. I, Parker Society 1846, p. 72; Brightman, F. 
E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 137, 
647; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, 
pp. 191-192, 241-242, 276 (see also 233, 263). Nevertheless, some singing of the Epistle did continue at least in the 
early part of Elizabeth's reign (Brockhouse, G. L., Parish Church Liturgy and Music at the Reformation in England, M.A. 
Exeter 1981, p. 86), some pre-Commonvealth musical settings of the Gospel responses indicate that the practice had been 
revived in at least some places (see Article Seven below) and there was apparently a recommendation when the Prayer Book 
of 1662 was under consideration that both Epistle and Gospel might be sung (Makeley, R. A., Recitation Practices in 
Early Anglican Church Music, Ph.D. University of California (Santa Barbara USA) 1975, p. 55).
2. St. George's Windsor (1550): Frere, Q. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club 
Collections 15 1910, pp. 222, 226.
Chichester (1559): Peckham, W. 0. (ed.), The Acts of the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of Chichester 1545- 
1642, Sussex Rec. Soc Vol. 58 1959, p. 34.
Norwich (1567): Williams, J. F. and Cozens-Hardy, B., Extracts from the Tvo earliest Minute Books of the Dean and Chap­
ter of Rorvich Cathedral 1566-1649, Norfolk Rec. Soc Vol. 14 1953, p. 26.
Hereford (1583): Bryer, R. J. W. (ed.), The Statutes of the Cathedral Church of Hereford, Malvern: private printing 1994
p. 7.
Norwich (1608): printed book, Norwich Cathedral Library n.d. Chaps. I, XII.
Hereford (1636): Bannister, A. T., The Cathedral Church of Hereford, London: SPCK 1924, p. 95.
Durham (until 1884/5): The Rites of Durham ed. Fowler, J. T., Surtees Soc. Vol. 107 1903, p. 199.
But see Durham (1552) where a gospeler was appointed in 1547/8 but not in 1552/3 (the epistoler remained): Crosby, The
Choral Foundation of Durham Cathedral, Ph.D. Durham 1992, Vol. II pp. 180-181 180-181
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pragmatic solution.1 No Edwardine noted example of a vernacular setting is known to 
have survived; significantly, Merbecke did not include a setting. This is not to say that 
they were not sung, but conversely suggests that the traditional tones remained in use: 
had Merbecke intended a simpler version or the use of a monotone, he would surely 
have given this as he did at the Preface.2 In fact, when the uncertainties already in­
herent in the rules governing the chanting of the Latin versions were further complica­
ted by very different English accentuation and cadencing any single formulaic solution 
would have been well-nigh impossible, despite even Merbecke’s sensitivity to verbal 
rhythms; furthermore, if it had been the case that at Mass priests had enjoyed some 
measure of latitude in their interpretation of the rules, they would simply have con­
tinued in the same way at the Communion service, rendering any exemplar redundant 
(and doubly so if solutions had to be provided for many, if not all, possible texts).
It will be realised, therefore, that the noted version given below (Ex. 7.14) can make 
no claim to be definitive: rather, it presents only one solution which follows the basic 
outline suggested by the pre-Reformation rules but paying due regard to English 
speech-pattems. The text is chosen to correspond with the Collect set above ("the 
fourth sonday in Aduente").
H h  v< y —n  H w
î
The E - pis - tie of sainct Paul: written in the fourth Chapiter of the Epistle to the
t
Phillipians. Re - ioyce in the Lord al - way: and a - gain I saye re - ioyce.
M ^ ^  ^  ^  H H H -  H-U"* yd
<
Let your soft - nes be knowen vn - to all nen: the Lord is euen at hand.
1. The difficulties of arriving at a satisfactory realisation are vividly illustrated by the chronological series in 
Sandon, The Ose of Salisbury, Newton Abbott: Antico, Vol. 1 (1984) pp. 18-19, 22-23; Vol. 2 (1986) pp. vi, 2, 5; Vol. 1 
(2nd. edn. 1990) pp. 16, 19; Vol. 3 (1991) pp. iii-iv; Vol. 4 (1996) p. iii. Cf. Fugler, P., Missa pro Defunctis private 
printing 1994, pp. 9, 14 and Nass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 10-12, 19-20.
The necessity of determining the pointing of lessons before they were sung is illustrated by The Hyroure of 
oure Ladye (1530) ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19 1873, p. 67: "They also that rede in the Conuente, ought so byse- 
ley to ouerse theyr lessons before, & to vnderstonde yt? that they may poynte yt as is oughte to be poynted".
2. Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted (1550), facs. edn. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, 
rigs. Hiv(r)-Nii(r).
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■ u  V t  ^  y l  y j ,  H  W  =
Be care - ful for no - thing: but in all praier and supplicacion let your
= M  yd
peticions be manifest vnto God with ge - uyng of thankes. And the peace of God which
?
passeth all vn-der - stand - ing: kepe your heartes and nindes through Christe Je - su. 
Ex. 7.14 The Epistle for the Fourth Sunday in Advent freconstruction)
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t h e  g r a d u a l , a l l e l u ia , s e q u e n c e  a n d  t r a c t
Between the Epistle and Gospel of the Mass, proper items (Gradual, Alleluia, Se­
quence, Tract) were sung and an elaborate ceremonial performed, the elements being 
prepared and preliminaries to the Gospel being carried out. The proper items were 
entirely discarded in the first and subsequent Prayer Books since the Gospel followed 
the Epistle immediately.1 The rubrics with regard to the singing of those items need not 
be here considered; nevertheless, at least some of the accompanying ceremonial would 
at some point have had to be incorporated into a Communion service which sought to 
retain the traditional order of the Mass, and it is necessary therefore to outline it and to 
discuss its implications.
Preparation of the elements
The elements were brought to the credence table shortly after the start of the Mass, and 
the chalice during the Epistle (Articles Four and Six above). During the singing of the 
proper items after the Epistle the elements were prepared, although the exact method of 
doing this is not entirely clear. According to both Consuetudinary and Customary the 
subdeacon and deacon were to wash their hands; the subdeacon was to prepare the 
elements and the deacon to place the corporal on the altar (in practice removing the 
corporals from the burse, opening one and leaving the other folded). However, the 
Consuetudinary simply states that this was to be done after the Epistle, whilst the 
Customary requires the priest and his assistants to read the proper items beforehand (at 
the sedilia). Moreover, the Customary goes on to specify that the deacon was also to 
ask a blessing (of the water) from the priest at his seat, to mix water and wine in the 
chalice and to place the bread on the paten: how this differed from the subdeacon’s 
preparation of the elements is not explained.2
When the Communion service is considered it becomes clear that without the accom­
panying sung items a full performance of this ceremonial would have been
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxi(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 646.Brighban notes that "the omission of the Gradual ... is a serious 
departure from the traditional or even from the Lutheran order; but probably it corresponded to much parochial 
practice": op. cit. p. civ.
2. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sarui, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, 69-71. According to Sandon the 
subdeacon alone was to prepare the elements and ask the blessing: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: 
Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 17. Fugler states that the subdeacon was to ask the blessing but the deacon to prepare 
the elements^ Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 17. It may be that the exact 
details of this ceremonial were determined pragmatically according to circumstances.
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impractical, resulting in an unseemly scramble or an uncomfortable hiatus', it must also 
be remembered that the Gospel preliminaries were also to be included at some point. 
While the deacon might have washed his hands and spread the corporal on the altar 
during the Epistle and immediately after the acolyte had put down the burse, it is diffi­
cult to see how the elements might have been prepared at this point.
Two solutions immediately suggest themselves. One is found in the Prayer Book itself, 
by which immediately before the Sursum corda the elements are to be prepared and 
placed on the altar in one operation;1 the other is to have them prepared and on the 
altar from the start of the service. This was evidently the method adopted by the priest 
at low Mass when he had to say the Gradual himself and was without assistants. The 
Lay Folks Mass Book (Article Seven below) mentions the moving of the Missal from 
right to left without any other ceremony; that is, the Gospel directly following the 
Epistle with no intervening ceremonial (although the proper items would have been 
read on the right). Becon makes it clear that the prepared chalice was already on the 
altar since before moving to the left:
ye vncouer the chalice, and looke whether youre drinke be there or no, 
least ye should chaunce to be deceaued, when the tyme of your repast 
come. If it be there, ye make solemne curtesye to your litle Idoll, yt 
hangeth ouer ye altare, & go in hande with the gospel.2
A third solution, however, is to prepare the elements during the Credo; the rationale 
for this is set out below (Article Nine).
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvi(r); Brighban, F. E., The English Site London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970 p. 662. This is the lethod set out in The Rationale of Ceremonial, except 
that the priest is to prepare the elements and place then on the altar at the start of the Offertory: see Article Nine 
below.
Dearaer suggests bat b e  chalice should be prepared before b e  start of b e  (1662) service, but bat b e  
corporal should be spread and b e  chalice brought in by b e  clerk during b e  "collection": The Parson's Handbook, Lon­
don: Grant Richards 1899 4 b  edn. 1902, pp. 325-326, 354, 362-363.
2. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of b e  popishe Masse" in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, fo. xxxix(v). At 
Wesbinster b e  chalice had been prepared before b e  start of all low Masses: Dearaer, P., The Parson's Handbook, Lon­
don: Grant Richards 1899 4 b  edn. 1902, p 281.
In b e  Prayer Books of 1552, 1559 and 1603 no aention whatever is Bade of placing b e  eleaente on b e  table, 
which suggests bat by 1552 it was nomal practice for thei to be present froi the start; b e  practice of b e  first Book 
was revived in b e  Scottish Prayer Book of 1637 and b e  English of 1662: Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London 1915 
2nd. edn. 1921, repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 663; Parker, J. (ed.), The First Prayer-Book of Edvard 
VI, Oxford/London: Jaaes Parker 1877, p. 237.
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The preliminaries to the Gospel
At the end of the Epistle, two boys were to prepare the lectern for the Gospel, turning 
it to face north. Returning from the sedilia, the priest was to stand at the right of the 
altar. The deacon was to cense the middle of the altar (in effect, the Text or ceremonial 
book of gospels) before taking up that book and turning to the priest to ask a blessing. 
At the same time, the subdeacon might move the Missal to the middle of the altar 
(although this might also be done on his return from reading the Epistle) and take the 
gospel-book (probably from the credence). A procession was to go to the lectern from 
which the Gospel was to be read, in the order: acolyte with processional cross (on 
double feasts only), taperers, thurifer, subdeacon, deacon (holding the Text in his left 
hand).1
The precise moment in relation to the singing of the proper items when the various 
stages of this ceremonial were to be carried out is not entirely clear from the liturgical 
sources. The Use of Salisbury indicates that the censing was to be done dum prosa 
canitur (Consuetudinary) or et dum Alleluya sequencia uel tractus canitur (Customary). 
However, later Missals replace this with in fine alleluia . ..  or his finitis . . . 2 Although 
this change in rubric may represent a development in the ceremonial, a more likely 
interpretation (particularly given the context of the Missal) is that the Text was to be 
censed immediately after the proper items had been read by the priest and his assistants, 
without their awaiting the end of the singing.
There is even less guidance given as to when the deacon is to ask the blessing and the 
procession to begin, since the conjunction used is simply deinde.3 It may therefore be 
that the censing, blessing and procession occurred consecutively and during the singing 
of the proper items; this interpretation is accepted by Dearmer and implied by 
Sandon.4 However, both the Salisbury Customary and the Hereford Missal (which 
unusually use an identical form of words for much of these rubrics) specify that the 
blessing is to be asked and given sine nota. Since it may be assumed that a chant and a
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Saras, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 70, 72-73.
2. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Saras, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 72 fn. e; The Ancient Liturgy 
of the Church of England ed. Haskell, London: Pickering 1844 pp. 16-17 (cf. Roaan Missal); Hissale ad u s u m  Percelebris 
Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 117.
3. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Saras, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 73; Hissale ad usum Percelebris 
Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 117.
4. Dearaer, P., The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th edn. 1902, p. 312 fn.4; Sandon, N, The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 18.
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choral recitation (here of the proper items) would never have been performed simul­
taneously, the rubric is redundant unless the blessing were to await the end of the sung 
items.1 From this it may be inferred that, whilst the censing of the Text perhaps took 
place towards the end of the sung items, the blessing and procession occurred in silence 
and strikingly became the only extended ceremonial in the Mass not to be accompanied 
by singing. This interpretation, although anomalous, is accepted by Fugler.2
Once more, the omission of proper items at this point in the Communion service cre­
ates difficulties when a traditional performance is being considered; indeed, since the 
Prayer Book transfers the preparation of the elements to follow the Offertory, it may be 
that the omission was specifically intended to bring an end to the ceremonial associated 
with the preliminaries to the Gospel.3
It has been shown above that, whilst the deacon at the Communion service might have 
been able to open the corporal on the altar during the Epistle, it is unlikely that any 
further preparation of the elements could practically have been carried out. Similarly, 
whilst a censing of the Text towards the end of the Epistle (although practically ruling 
out the opening of the corporals) might be thought analogous to a censing towards the 
end of the sung proper items of the Mass, the formation of the Gospel procession 
would in all events have had to await the return of the subdeacon from reading the 
Epistle, the boys from preparing the lectern, and all would have been done in silence.
The provision of music during the Gospel procession
If it is accepted as argued above that the Gospel procession of the Mass occurred after 
the singing of the proper items, silence at this point of the Communion service would 
have emphasised continuity. However, if this argument is not accepted, it is necessary 
to ask whether music would have been provided.
Certainly in the latter event such a departure from tradition would have been uncom­
fortable (especially as the order of the Communion up to this point had closely fol­
lowed that of the Mass); nevertheless, it is difficult to determine what the nature of any
1. Cf. the first Prayer Book rubric that the Canon might be sung by the priest, in effect forbidding its being said 
whilst the Sanctus continued to be sung (Article Twelve below).
2. Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 18.
3. When priests continued to "counterfeit the Mass" by moving the book from one side of the altar to another (as they 
had done between the Epistle and Gospel of the low Mass) they were condemned by the Edwardine Injunctions: Frere, W. H. 
and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 192, 241, 276.
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such music might have been. It is conceivable that (entirely unauthorised) translations 
of proper items were made and set to adaptations of the plainsong or even to new 
music; however, such a process would have been irksome since the settings themselves 
would have had only limited use.1
An alternative which should be taken seriously although it falls outside the scope of the 
present research is that here (and possibly elsewhere in the Communion service) the 
organ was used, perhaps playing simple fa-burden harmonisations of the proper plain­
song or indeed more elaborate variations upon it. The possibility has already been 
mentioned in Chapter Five above as an explanation of Bishop Ridley’s Article 27 
(1550), "Whether organs do play alway any part of the prayer or service?" It should be 
noted that a significant number of surviving sixteenth-century liturgical organ works 
were relatively elaborate settings of the Ordinary of the Mass or of proper items; whilst 
Trowell identifies only one keyboard fa-burden setting of a Mass proper item (Coxsun 
Veritas Mea), this is not entirely surprising given the essentially improvisatory nature 
of the genre.2
Immediately pre-Reformation statutes make it clear that the organs were to be used at 
Mass. At Rochester (1543) the priests and clerks were to attend on a daily basis, but 
additionally the Master of the Choristers was to attend on feast days "and shall hy- 
mselfe kepe the organys at the same feasts"; at St. Michael Comhill (1509) the organ 
was to be used on feast days, whilst on ferial days the organist might be excused.3
It will be noticed that feast days were precisely the occasions when a larger number of 
liturgical assistants than usual would have been required and the number of singers 
available depleted: at the most solemn celebrations the altar party might number 
upwards of twenty.4 The requirement that an organ should be used may therefore have
1. Cf. the discussion of a similar problem with regard to musical settings of the Introit, for which texts were provided
in the first Prayer Book (Article Two above). However, settings in Hanley of vernacular versions of the Introit and
Alleluia from the Mass of the Holy Ghost may have been intended for such use in the experimental liturgies of 1547-1548: 
Wrightson, J. (ed.), The fianley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1995 11:43 6 44.
2. EECM Vols. 6 & 10; Trowell, B., "Faburden - New Sources, New Evidence: A Preliminary Survey* in Olleson, E. ed.,
Modern Musical Scholarship, Stocksfield: Oriel 1978, pp. 69, 75; note also Lydgate's "Thyn orgons so hihe begynne to 
syng thir messe, with treble mene & tenor discordyng, as I gesse", Trowell op. cit. p. 34.
3. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sara, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. II 1910, pp. 234-235; Frere, W. H. and
Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 96; London St. Mi­
chael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 flyleaf, ed. Overall, W, A., London: Waterlow 1871, p. 1.
4. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sara, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 62; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 8.
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been at least as much a liturgical necessity as an aggrandisement of the day, and (whilst 
this remains purely conjectural and requires a rejection of the evidence for a silent 
Gospel procession) it is not inconceivable that at the Communion service the organ 
might have been used to provide music where otherwise there would have been an 
unaccustomed silence.
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The . v i i . Ar'Tjyc 1 e  oT t h e  mas s e
C ©atfmmfteartiHcl bermitTen es
Howe the priest dothe come agayne to the aulter 
where dylygently he doth rede the gospell.
Then followeth the gospel, which is a glad message or tidings, for in it is contained the glad 
tidings of our salvation and therefore the church with lights and other ceremonies of gladness and 
peace, readeth it to the people standing up diligently to hear the same, declaring thereby their 
prompt and ready minds that they have to the doctrine of the gospel.1
The northe wynde ys colde and bytyng, and therefore by the northe ys vnderstonded the fende lucyfer.
The holy goste also ys understonde by the sowthe for the holy goste maketh the rayne of grace to
falle vpon the bareyne sowlles.2
When tho decun or the prest tho gospel rede, stonde vp then, and take gud hede, 
ffor then flyttu is his boke northe to the awter noke,
And makud a + on the lettur with his thowmb he speduth the bettur,
And sech a nother on his face, ffor he hase nede of goddus grace.
At the begynnyng gud tente thou take, a large + on the thou make.
Whyl he hyt rede, speke thou noghte, but thynke on hym that the dere boghte.
Sone besyde when hyt is done thou make a + and kus hyt sone.3
When ye haue stande a whyle pattering like a sort of asses, ye remoue as men soone weary of a place 
from one end of the altare to the other, and lyke prety felows ye take vp ye masse boke in your 
handes, making the people beleue, that now ye wyll speake somewhat whereby they shall greatly be 
edified. And bicause like politike and wyse men, ye will not stumble in your doinges, ye haue a 
candell lighted, though the Sunne shyne neuer so bryght. The sely shepish simple soules solemnly 
stande vp and geue good eare. It were as good to be red on such sort to swynne & dogges, seeyng they 
vnderstande it not. Only when ye rehearse the name of lesus, they learne to make solemne curtesy, 
and they stroke themselues on the head and kisse the naile of their right thombe.4
1. The Rationale of Cérémonial p. 20.
2. The Hyroure of oure Ladye p. 189 (explaining the reading of the Gospel to the north).
3. The Lay Folks Mass Book pp. 17-19.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. xxxiiii(v), xxxv(r), xxxix(v).
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THE GOSPEL
The reading of the Gospel at Mass was marked by a greater solemnity than that of the 
Epistle.1
On feast days and when the choir was ruled the Epistle and Gospel were both sung 
from the rood loft (see Article Six above); otherwise the Gospel was sung from a lec­
tern on the north side of the presbytery. In either case the lectern was oriented so that 
the deacon could face north. At the lectern the deacon and subdeacon were to exchange 
books: the deacon sang from the gospel book which he placed on the lectern while the 
subdeacon, standing on his left (but see below), held the Text. The acolyte was to stand 
to the right, his crucifix facing the deacon, the taperers were to stand on either side of 
him and the thurifer behind.
The deacon was then to sing the greeting, after which he would sign a cross on the 
gospel book, before his face (in practice, probably on his lips) and on his breast before 
(or perhaps whilst) announcing the Gospel and beginning it. At the end of the Gospel 
he was to kiss the gospel book and the Text which the subdeacon was to hold to the 
deacon’s right (apparently despite standing to his left).2 They were then to return to the 
altar as they had come from it, the deacon holding the Text against his breast.
Meanwhile, members of the choir were to stand, bow to the altar and face the lectern 
for the singing of the Gospel, except that they were to face the altar and sign them­
selves while singing their reply to the announcement.3
1. It would seen that candles were lit or carried during the Gospel even at a low Mass: see The Rationale of Ceremonial 
and Becon The Displayeng of the popishe Masse, (Article Seven). Dearner shows that the altar candles might be used for 
this purpose: vander Goude, G.f Dat Boexken vander Missen ed. Dearner, P., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 5, 1903, p. 31.
2. Ipsum deosculando ipsi diacono porrigat a dextra parte ipsius (Consuetudinary); osculetur librum et accedens subdia- 
conus statim porrigat ei textm deosculandum a dextris suis (Customary).
3. Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m  Vol. I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898, pp. 21, 72-75, 101-102; Sandon,
N., The Use of Salisbury, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn 1990, pp. 18-20; Fugler, P. Mass for the Feast of All
Saints, private printing 1997, 17-20; see also Frere, The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 2nd. 
edn. 1928 pp. 112-113, 115-116. At Durban, one Text was used for both Epistle and Gospel (as it was on sone occasions at
Lincoln), and apparently one lectern also: The Rites of Durham ed. Fowler, J. T., Surtees Soc. Vol. 107 1903, pp. 8, 13;
Wordsworth, C., Motes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 30. The Hereford Missal emphasises that the deacon 
was to cense the Text before the Gospel procession, but never the lectern itself; during the procession to the lectern 
he is solemnly to hold the Text in his left hand, and after the Gospel to kiss the Text, but nothing is said of a second
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The ceremonial set out above conforms to a general standard but was probably subject 
to local variation of precise detail. In a small presbytery, for example, the taperers 
might make their own way to the lectern and adapt their positions accordingly; the 
thurifer might stand on an altar step or to one side; in the illustration to Article Seven 
above (which may correspond more closely to Continental than to English practice) the 
taperers have arranged themselves pragmatically, the subdeacon holds the censer (and 
the clerk or acolyte the incense boat) and the deacon reads from the Missal facing north 
but from the position of the priest at low Mass.
Most significantly, Fugler presents evidence that the subdeacon should stand on the 
deacon’s right and not his left during the singing of the Gospel; if so it becomes pos­
sible to avoid the awkward positioning of deacon and subdeacon at the kissing of the 
Text before the return procession.1 It may be surprising that the deacon should always 
be directed to face north for the Gospel, since on ferial days in a small presbytery this 
would result in his singing directly into the wall. Although the orientation was given 
various symbolic significances,2 it may be explained as an importation into high Mass 
of the position of the priest at low Mass, by which he would read the Gospel at the left 
of the altar but partly turned so as to be heard whilst still able to see the Missal.3 
However, in a will of 1438 the testator asks to be buried on the south side of her 
church "where the gospels are usually read", which may indicate that practices varied 
from one place to another.4
It has been shown above (Chapter Five) that the saying of the Gospel in the vernacular
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
gospel book? if the priest celebrates alone, he is to say the words of the blessing (otherwise given to the deacon) 
standing at the middle of the altar: Hissale ad usw Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees 
Soc. 1874, p. 117.
1. Although this variant has so far been found in only one source (Lbl. Harl. MS 3866) it should not be discounted. 
Errors tend to be transmitted from one Missal to another and thus appear to give a standard reading; Harl. 3866 may in 
fact be giving a correction: Fugler, P. Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing p. ii; he also has the deacon 
face the altar for the response to the announcement of the Gospel (p. 18).
2. See for examples: The Myroure of our Ladye (Article Seven); Bannister, A. T., The Cathedral Church of Hereford, 
tondon SPCK 1924, p. 150 fn. 3; Fugler, P. Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. ii? Jungmann, J. 
A., The Mass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 269-272; Marshall, P., 
Attitudes of the English People to Priests and Priesthood 1500-1553, D.Phil. Oxford 1990, p. 51; Staley, V., The Ceremo­
nial of the English Church, Oxford/London: Mowbray 1899, pp. 133-134.
3. Fortescue, A., The Mass, a Study of the Roman Liturgy, London: Longmans, Green 1912 2nd. edn 1914, p. 283; Scudamore, 
W. E., Notitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 222.
4. Nicolas, N. H., Testamenta Vetusta, London: Nichols 1826, Vol. II p. 235.
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was not a novelty when the first Prayer Book was introduced and that at least for a time 
after 1549 there was nothing to prevent its performance with all the traditional ceremo­
nial.
A reaction against this ceremonial may be reflected in the removal from the Prayer 
Books of the traditional greeting before the Gospel and, in the second and subsequent 
Books (with the exception of the Scottish Book of 1637) of the response to the announ­
cement.1 However, the latter at least survived since there is a setting in one early 
seventeenth-century source and several others are associated with early Stuart compo­
sers in immediately post-Restoration sources (Exs. 7.15-16). It is quite possible that in 
conservative foundations the greeting also was retained.
It will be noticed also that no response after the Gospel is set out in the Prayer Books 
any more than in most Missals and Uses. This is not to say that such responses were 
unknown: at York, a response to the Gospel at Mass had been "Benedictus qui venit in 
nomine Domini" and at Lincoln in 1548 "Thanks be to God; God save the King".2 
Again, it is clear that the practice survived, since the Scottish Prayer Book (1637) gives 
"Thanks be to thee, O Lord" and one of the post-Restoration New College part-books 
includes a setting of "Thanks be given to/unto thee O Lord" (Exs. 7.17-18).
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Ex. 7.15 Gospel Responses [Rogers Service in Gamt:
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxi(v); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn 1921 repub. 
Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 646-649; Parker, J. (ed.), The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI, Oxford/London: 
Janes Parker 1877, p. 220-221.
2. "The Order of Hass - York Use" ed. Simons, T. F. in The Lay Folks Hass Book, EETS O.S. O.S. Vol 71 1879, p. 98; 
Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 169 
and fn. 1; Parker, J. (ed.), The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI, Oxford/London: Janes Parker 1877, p. 220; Obi. MS 
Hus.c.48 ffo. 84r/86r/91r/98v. Other, lainly Continental, examples are given in Jungiann, J. A., The Mass of the R o m  
Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 286 and in Fortescue, A., The Mass, a Study of the 
R o m  Liturgy, London: Longians, Green 1912 2nd. edn. 1914, p. 283: Benedictus qui venit, Pax tibi, Aien, Deo gratias, 
Laus tibi Christe.
3. York Minster Library MSS M. 1/2:61, 1/3:53, 1/6:54, 1/8:49 (c.1675).
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Ex. 7.16 Gospel Responses [Rogers Service in e la mil1
7 * 1  r c U  . ! > =
TV -fr- i  ^
Glor - ry be to thee 0 Lord
Thanks be given vn - to the Lord
Thanks be given to thee 0 Lord
Ex. 7.17 Gospel Responses'
■y» f — f—j------t----Â----V---1---—!—<2___
---------------- &---------
Glo: - ry be to thee 0 Lord
Thanks be given to thee 0 Lord
Ex. 7.19 Gospel Responses fBryne Short ServiceP
The difficulties faced by clergy wishing to sing the Gospel to the traditional tones have
1. York Minster Library MSS M. 1/2:70, 1/3:61, 1/6:62, 1/8:55 (c. 1675); New College part-books Ob. MSS Mus. 
e.22:31r,e.23:18v, e.24:24r, e.25:24r (post-Restoration).
2. Found with Batten Short for Men, Rogers Whole in D and Tallis Short in Ob. MS Mus. c.48:68r, 81v, 86v (post- 
Restoration). The necessary minor adjustments to note-values are not collated.
3. Ob. MS Mus. c.48:91r (post-Restoration).
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been discussed above with reference to the Epistle and the reconstruction set out below 
follows the same principles. The text chosen is that of "The fourth sonday in Aduent"; 
the note in [brackets] is sung on double feasts; on all other occasions the note b is 
substituted (Ex. 7.18).
I
q  H  H  r t H n  fw ] :
V/ The ho - ly Gos - pell: written in the first Chapiter of John.
I ■ M
Î
R/ Glory be to thee 0 Lorde.
f
f
This is the re - cord of John: when the Jewes sent priestes and Leuites from
lerusalei to aske him: what art thou? And he confessed and de - nied not and said
j s :
plain - ly: I an not Christ. And they asked hin: what then? art thou He-ly - as?
* frfl * " " IUA
S
and he sayeth, I am not. Art thou that Pro - phete? and he aunswered, no. Then said
they vn - to hin: what art thou? that we nay geue an aunswer vnto then that sent vs?
H M
Î
what sayest thou of thy - selfe? He said, I am the voyce of a cryer in the wildernes,
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nake straight the way of the lorde: as said the prophète E-sai, And they which
were sente were of the Pha - ri - seis: and they asked hym and sayde vnto him:
why baptisest thou then if thou be not Christe nor Helyas, neither that pro - phete?
John aun - swered them say - ing: I baptise with wa - ter. But there standeth one
. . H W— H
a - nong you whoie ye know not: he it is which though he cane after ne was before
3 3 1
me, whose shooelatchet I am not woorthie to un - looce. These things were done at
Betharaba be - yond Jor - dan: where John did bap - tise.
Ex. 7.15 The Gospel of the Fourth Sunday in Advent freconstruction1
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The _ v i i i . A rtjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
vBatûrhfteAm kHhrrniiton
Howe the preest after that he hath red and herde the gospel: 
he goth to the myddes of the aulter and doth synge 
with a hygh voyce Credo in unum deum.
Forasmuch as faith springeth of the word of God therefore divers days the church (after the gospel 
read) pronounceth with a loud voice the creed, expressing the faith with her mouth which before she 
conceived in her heart.1
Hen owght to say the crede sum tyme, when men herun hyt, say thou thine.2
The Gospell ended with a nother kisse vpon the boke, ye say ye Credo which Pope Marcus made, & 
commaunded yt ye Clergy and ye people should sing it together for ye confirmation of their fayth.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial pp. 20-22.
2. The Lay Folks Mass Book p. 19.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. rnix(v).
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CREDO
Immediately the Gospel at Mass had been completed the Credo was to be sung on 
Sundays, some major feast days, and throughout the octaves of Christmas, Easter and 
Pentecost; otherwise it was omitted. The priest, standing at the middle of the altar, was 
to intone Credo in mum Deum (without waiting for the arrival of the deacon). The 
choir was to take it up, singing full throughout; they were to face the altar at the into­
nation, from et incamatus to sepultus est, and from et vitam venturi until the Offertory; 
they were also to bow at the words et incamatus, et homo and cmciflxus. (It is likely 
that if the priest were also to say the Credo he might make the same gestures through 
force of habit; a polyphonic choir would probably not have made them on pragmatic 
grounds.) There seems to be no contemporary evidence that the sign of the cross was 
made at the end. Meanwhile the Gospel procession was to return. Regardless of whe­
ther the Credo was sung or not, the deacon was to offer the Text for the priest to kiss 
before placing it at the left of the altar; the subdeacon would probably replace the 
gospel book on the credence, the taperers their candles, and all would take their usual 
places.1
It is not clear, however, whether the priest was expected to say the rest of the Credo 
after kissing the Text; there is nothing corresponding to the rubric specifically directing 
the completion of the Gloria in excelsis except in the Hereford Missal and even there 
(as in the other Missals in which the text is usually given in full) it may be present 
simply for the convenience of a priest saying low Mass.2 Jungmann shows that the 
saying of the Credo was a relatively late addition to the Mass (c. 11th century) and one 
very much in the province of the people: it was sung to one uniform chant and was
1. Frere, W, H., The Ose of Sarui Vol. II, Caabridge: Caabridge University Press 1898, pp. 21-22, 75; Sandon, N., The 
Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 20; Fugler, P. Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, p. 20; for the cereaonial when the Credo was not said: Fugler, tissa pro Defunctis, private 
printing 1994, p. 14. At York, the Text was taken round the choir: "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simons, T. F., 
The Lay Folks Mass Book, BETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 99. At Hereford, nothing is said of kissing the Text; the priest is 
to join his hands while completing the rest, and is to genuflect whilst saying et incamatus ... crucifixus etian pro 
nobis. At Exeter, two genuflections were made analogously to the first two bows of the Salisbury Use (but not at cruci­
fixus "because the Jews then bowed the knee in aockery"; a further genuflection, however, was aade at the last clause): 
Frere, The Principles of Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 2nd. edn 1928, p. 214 fn. 9, 216 fn. 20.
2. It aust be acknowledged the possibility is highly contentious: Professor John Harper has in conversation described it
as "inconceivable", and this opinion has to be respected. Nevertheless, the natter has not been fully argued, and the
practical context of Reconstructed Service I (see Chapter Eight below) gives some wieght to the suggestion.
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reserved for those days on which a congregation might be present.1 It is perhaps for 
this reason that composers of Masses were able to omit parts of the text in musical 
settings, or to substitute the Apostles’ for the Nicene Creed during the reign of Edward 
VI (a practice found again during the Stuart liturgical revival).2
The Credo of the first Prayer Book, although not mentioning the ceremonial of the 
Mass, is influenced by earlier Salisbury practice. The priest is to begin it "after the 
Gospell ended" and to intone the opening clause after which "the Clearkes shall syng 
the rest"; a rubric later in the Book directs that "where there are no clearkes, there the 
Priest shall saye all thinges appointed here for them to syng.3 The saying of the Credo 
was again not obligatory, but could be omitted "for greate cause" (see Gloria in excel­
sis Article Five above). It is likely that the traditional ceremonial associated with the 
Credo survived after 1549 in conservative foundations although there is no direct 
evidence to this effect; however, the continued practice of kissing the book was singled 
out for criticism by Hooper.4
When the vernacular Credo was set to music the tradition of reserving the opening 
clause to the priest continued up to and beyond the Restoration. Of over eighty settings
1. Jungaann, J. A., The Mass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 298-300.ee 
also Fortescue, A., The Mass, a Study of the R o m  Liturgy, London: Longmans, Green 1912 2nd. edn 1914, pp. 285-290; 
Scudanore, W. E., Sotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 229-230.
2. The Apostles' rather than the Nicene Creed was given in manuals of lay devotion: The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, 
T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 20-22, 222; Burton, E., Three Primers, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1834,-pp. 237, 
459. As well as four occurrences in Manley, the Apostles' Creed was included for practical use in services by Batten 
(Short for Men, First Verse and Second Verse), J. Farrant (Short) and Sheppard (First): Lea. MSS 1045-1051 (Barnard 
MSS), Y. MSS M. 1/1-8 (Gostling), Y. MSS M. 13/1-5; for full details see Vol. II Appendix 2 below and see also Batten's 
"Verse Services* in DRc. MS A6 (organ book) and Holaes "1st 6 2nd Kyries and Creeds in Obi. Tenbury MS 791 (Batten organ 
book).
The phenoaenon of settings by later coaposers has been noted but not satisfactorily explained: Langford, A., 
Music for the English Prayer Book from Tallis to Tomkins, Ph.D. Reading 1969, Vol. I pp. 19-20 and fn. 20. It may be 
that at a time of liturgical and ausical need brought about by the Stuart liturgical revival the strict letter of the 
law was set aside (as it had been in Edward's reign) and suitable settings compiled as rapidly as possible; the unexpec­
ted presence of settings by Batten may perhaps be accounted for by his work as a compiler, since his Short Service for 
Men may draw on the work of a much earlier man. If such settings did have to be pressed into use, it suggests that music 
even for the Ante-coaaunion service had all but died out during Elizabeth's reign.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxii(r), cxxxii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. 
rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 648, 710.
4. "Whether they ... kiss their vestments, book, chalice, corporas, or any thing about the table as they did in their 
Mass", Interrogatories for Gloucs. and Works, dioceses (1551-1552): Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Arti­
cles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, p. 299.
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examined,1 all but one agree in this respect.
The only exception is an Apostles’ Creed (nevertheless headed "I beleve in on god") in 
the Wanley MSS. The opening is set for two voices, of which the tenor has not sur­
vived and does not appear to have been influenced by the melody of the traditional 
intonation: it can be incorporated, but only unconvincingly and by ignoring the tonality 
of the work. (Ex. 7.20)
WËËÉÊË -e- ~ZT " /J± = t
beleve in god the father alnyghtye
-tS- -sSr- ^CP~
Ex. 7.20 Opening of Credo (ffanley Coimunion Service 71:
Where noted incipits have survived, they are clearly derived from the Latin originals; 
again, the noted Prayer Books tend to set the final syllable to a short melisma (already 
found in the Hereford version of the Latin plainsong); Merbecke’s setting avoids 
melisma, and makes use only of the second half of the Latin original. (Ex. 7.21)
r — f — - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Ore - do in u - m m  De - un
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[b] Ore - do in u - nun De - un
1. For full details see Vol. II Appendix 2 below; in the context of the intonation, note was also briefly taken of post- 
Restoration settings, although the results were not collated in the Appendix.
2. Obi. MSS Mus. Sch. e.420:85v, e.421:88v, e.422:83v; see Wrightson, J. The ffanley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R 
Editions 1995, Part III pp. 72ff.
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[c] I be - leve yn on god
y
[d] I be - leve in on gode
[e] I be - leue in on god
£
H
[f] I be - leve i on god
fc
ÿ H W
[g] I Be - leue in one God
Ex. 7.21 Intonations to Credo1
1. [a] (Salisbury Use) Sandon, N., The Use of Salisbury Vol. 1, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 66;
[b] (Hereford Use) Missale as usm Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 117;
[c] (Tenor, polyphonic setting) Lbl. Add. MS 34191:40r;
[d] (Noted 1549 Prayer Book) Och. e.6.3.:06(v): Milsoi, J., "English-texted Chant Before Merbecke”, Plainsong and Medi­
eval Music Vol. 1 pt. 1 April 1992, p. 83;
[e] (Noted 1549 Prayer Book) Ob. C.P. 1549 d.5:Oii(v) transposed;
[f] (Noted 1549 Prayer Book) Oqc. Sel.d.41:cxi(v) transposed;
[g] Merbecke, J., The booke of C o m n  praier noted (1550), sig. Kii(v): ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 
1980.
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THE HOMILY
On the eve of the Commonwealth, Vicars was able to write of Westminster Abbey that 
music had ceased, "the popish altar is quite taken away ... and instead thereof, there is 
now set up a most blessed orthodox preaching ministry".1 Whilst he would hardly have 
regarded Edward’s initial liturgical reforms in the same light, he would almost certainly 
have approved of the first Prayer Book rubric directing that "after the Crede ended, 
shall folowe the Sermon or Homely, or some porcion of one of the Homilies, as they 
shalbe herafter diuided". After this are set out two Exhortations (probably intended as 
occasional alternatives to the Homily itself), one concerning "the worthy recyuing of 
the holy Sacrament" and the other urging negligent parishioners "to dispose themselfes 
to the receuing of the holy communion more diligently".2
Thus (although the homily might be omitted at weekday services) the Prayer Book for 
the first time in England introduced a mandatory sermon into an authorised liturgy; 
moreover, the preaching of a sermon on Sundays and holydays was regarded as a suf­
ficiently "greate cause" that other items in the service might give way to it.3
This is not to say that sermons had not been preached before this date. Lehmberg 
shows that they were an important part of Cathedral worship and that public sermons 
(for example, those at Paul’s Cross) were popular;4 their importance at court has been 
noted in Chapter Five above. However, sermons at the parish Mass were infrequently 
preached and then often in a desultory fashion, to the dismay of Protestant reformers
1. Gods arke overtopping the vorlds waves (1646), cited le Huray, P., Music and the Mentation in England 1549-1660, 
1967 repr. with corr. Cambridge: Caabridge University Press 1978, p. 54.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxii(r)-cxxv(r); pp. 648-658. The pre-Reforiation sermon in England was normally preached 
after the Offertory (as was ordered at St. George's Windsor in 1547), and its new place after the Creed followed Luther­
an practice: Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15 
1910, p. 161? The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, T. P., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 229, 242, 317-318? Brightman, F. 
E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. civ; 
Cuming, G. J., A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd. edn 1982, pp. 52-53
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 710. Cf. the precedence taken by the sermon over the Offices and sung 
items within them in earlier Henrician and Edwardine Injunctions applicable both in parish churches and in Cathedrals, 
Chapter 4 above. It should be noted that the "sermons" referred to in this context might be extra-liturgical forms, 
rather than homilies which were an integral part of the Communion service.
4. Lehmberg, Stanford E., The Reformation of Cathedrals, Princeton(USA): Princeton University Press 1988, pp. 275-276
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even after 1549.1
To remedy this, the Royal Injunctions of 1547 ordered that a homily be preached every 
Sunday and that pulpits be properly maintained. At the same time "certaine Homelies, 
or Sermons" (the Book o f Homilies STC 13639) were published "to be vsually read in 
the Church vnto the people"; it is to this Book o f Homilies that the Prayer Book rubrics 
refer.2
The orders to purchase the Book o f Homilies and to erect pulpits were evidently taken 
seriously and churchwardens’ accounts record the alacrity with which some churches 
obeyed them. At Leicester St. Martin the parish purchased "one Homilye for Sr Willm 
the parishe prest" whilst at Great Hallingbury they shared it with him, paying M . "to 
Sir James for the won halfe of the homily boke"; if it was usual for the priest to own 
his own copy, this might account for purchases elsewhere not having been recorded.3
1. Marshall, P., Attitudes of the English People to Priests and the Priesthood 1500-1553, D.Phil. Oxford 1990, p. 88; 
"There are in England few semons, the gospel is mostly read in lectures, you do not have enough good preachers”; Calvin 
to Somerset, October 1549, Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI rev. edn. Knighton, C. S., London: HMSO 1992, p. 
153. For pre-Refomation preaching in general, see Scudamore, W, E., Mit ia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 
276-281.
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15, 1910, pp. 
Ill, 128-129; Grafton, R,, A Chronicle at Large (1569) repr. London: Johnson et. al. 1809, Vol. II p. 500. Cf. Bucer, M, 
Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 44; Edward VI, Chronicle ed. Jordan, W. K., Lon­
don: Allen 6 Unwin 1966, p. 6.; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. 
Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. Ixix. The edition of the Homilies consulted: Certain Sermons or Bomilies, Lon­
don: SPCK 1843, including the additional Elizabethan Homilies.
3. Churchwardens' accounts:
1546/7:
homilies purchased, pulpit moved, 1547/8 desk for pulpit made: Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., 
Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, pp. 16, 20-21;
1547/8:
homilies purchased Baldock ed Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. Soc. Vol. I, 1985, p. 66;
homilies purchased Great Hallingbury ed Williams, J. F., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc. Vol. 23 1942-1945, p. 110;
desk (of pulpit?) repaired Hawkhurst ed. Lightfoot, W. J., Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, p. 60; 
homilies purchased Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, p. 33;
pulpit made Marston, homilies purchased Pyrton ed. Weaver, F. W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol. 6 1925, pp. 14,
6 8 ;
homilies purchased, and again 1552/3 Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, pp. 91, 
108;
1550/1
homilies purchased Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, pp. 
120 , 122;
pulpit repaired London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 35(v); ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871, p. 87; 
"An omyly" is listed in the inventory of 1554, Bristol All Saints ed. Atchley, E. G. C. F., "Some More Bristol Inventor­
ies", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 9 1922-1928 p. 32.
For provision of pulpits in the Diocese of London 1547/8 see Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reforma­
tion, London: SPCK 1939 pp. 373, 553, 612, and Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI, rev. edn. Knighton, C. S.,
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Purchase, however, is no guarantee of effective use, and it would seem that approba­
tion was not universal. Latimer (not, perhaps, the most disinterested of observers) 
reported that Homilies "maye be well called, for they are homely handeled. For though 
the priestes reade theym neuer so well, yet if the Paryshe like them not, ther is suche 
talkynge and bablynge in the churche, that nothynge can be heard, and if the parish be 
good, and the priest naught he wil so hacke it, and choppe it, that it were as good for 
theym to be wythout it for any worde that shal be vnderstande". The Edwardine Injunc­
tions ordering silence and attention during the sermon were evidently not without justi­
fication.1
C o n t in u e d . . .
London: HMSO 1992, pp. 77-78.
The increasing importance of sermons is reflected in the renaming of the Mass summoning bell as the sermon or 
lecture bell: payments "for knyllyng the bell to the chappter” (1550/51) became "for tolying ye bele to ye lectr" 
(1551/2), Leicester St. Martin (see above) pp. 49; "for tollyng the bell at none" (1548/9) became "for tollyng ye bell 
to ye lectorne" (1549/50), London St. Michael Cornhill (see above) ffo. 32r, 34v/pp. 74, 81.
1. Latimer, H., Seven Sermons before Edvard VI (London: Day 1549) ed. Arber, E., London: English Reprints 1869, p. 66; 
Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
195, 235, 245, 277.
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The . i x . Ar'T.yc 1 e  oT t h e  mai s  s e
Ç®at.()c.acriheluûnùet:nuûrEneg
How the preest with scylence doth make redy 
prepare and offre the sacryfyce: 
and afterwarde goth to the ende of the aulter & doth wasshe his handes.
Then followeth the offertory, whereby we be learned to prepare ourselves by God's grace to be an 
acceptable oblation to him, at which time the minister laying the bread upon the altar, maketh the 
chalice mixing the water with the wine, signifying thereby how that blood and water ran out of 
Christ's side. Then the priest washeth his hands knowledging himself not to be so clean, but that he 
hath ever need to be washed.1
The time is nei with-oute drede that men schulle profre here offrendes
Or the prest tak water to his handis. Offere or lette, whethere thu list.2
After ye crede vpon solemne feastes ye vse to sense ye altare. These things done wt al solemnitie,
ye turne you agayn into ye Chirch to see, whither your customers be come or no, and so bidding them 
god spede, do ye say your offertory. After, ye take ye chalice vp in your hands wt the little rounde 
cake lyeng vopon ye patine, & lifting vp your eyes ye pray, making your oblations also to Mary, to 
Peter, to Paul, to Magdalene, to lohn, to lames, to Erkenwalde, to Grymbalde, & I can not tel to how 
many thousandes mo. When ye haue thus sacrificed and offered, ye trudge streightway to the altares 
ende and washe your handes. To what ende I knowe not, except it be, that ye haue defyled your selues 
wyth your new stinking Sacrifice & thinke by the writhing of your handes to bee cleansed from the
abhominable spirituall whoredome, which ye haue committed againste God.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial pp. 22-23.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book pp. 21-23.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse ffo. xxxix(v)-xl(v).
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THE OFFERTORY
It has been shown above that the Communion service of the first Prayer Book retained 
much of the structure of the Mass up to the Credo; although the Homily had been 
moved so as to follow the Credo, it was at the Offertory that the first radical departure 
from the order of the Mass would have been noticed, and in the changed emphases of 
the new ceremonial, an unambiguous expression of the Reformed doctrine.
The rubrics of the Prayer Book set out five distinct stages to the Offertory: whilst all 
had their origins in medieval practice, it will be more convenient to reverse the order of 
discussion followed thus far, and work backwards from the Prayer Book itself.
After the Credo and Homily, [1] representatives of each household of the parish (taking 
their turns Sunday by Sunday) were to give money towards the provision of the ele­
ments, as formerly they had paid for the holy loaf, [2] all parishioners were urged to 
contribute alms to the poor, [3] verses of scripture were to be sung during the almsgiv­
ing, [4] those who wished to communicate were to remain in the chancel after giving 
alms and where they would be divided by sex; [5] the elements were to be prepared and 
placed on the altar in preparation for consecration.1
[1] The provision of the elements
Forsomuche as the Pastours and Curates within thys realme shal continu­
ally finde at theyr costes and charges in theyr cures, sufficient Breade 
and Wyne for the holy Communion it is therefore ordred, that in recom- 
pence of suche costes and charges, the Parishioners of eueiy Parishe 
shall offer euery Sonday, at the thyme of the Offertory, the iuste valour 
and price of the holy lofe (with all suche money, and other thinges as 
were wont to be offered with the same) to the vse of theyr Pastours and 
Curates, and that in suche ordre and course, as they were woont to fynde 
and paye the sayd holy lofe.
And in suche Chapelles annexed where ye people hath not bene accus­
tomed to pay for any holy bread, there they must either make some 
charitable prouision for the bering of the charges of the Communion, or
1. The various Prayer Book rubrics governing the Offertory are given in BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxv(r)-cxxvi(r), 
cmiii(r)-cxxxiiii(r); Brightian, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnbor- 
ough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 658-662, 714-716, and here are re-ordered and conflated where necessary. The Prayer 
Book Offertory is generally discussed in Brightian op. cit., pp. civ-cv.
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elles (for receyuying of the same) resort to theyr Parish Churche.1
The ceremony of the Holy Loaf, which was an important element in the communal life 
of the parish, took place after Sunday Mass when a loaf of bread was blessed by the 
celebrant, then cut up and distributed by the parish clerk among the people.2 The 
"ordre and course" of the Prayer Book rubric refers to the method by which money for 
its provision was collected, usually by the parish clerk. At Stanford, Berks., households 
were (and presumably under the new dispensation continued to be) required to supply 
the loaf on a rota basis determined by geographical location in the village, with poorer 
cottages apparently being given an advantage and others associated with the clergy, 
manor and smithy being exempt. The sum collected was 2 W ., divided between a 
twopenny loaf "given to the curate’s hand" (which implies a degree of ceremony) and a 
halfpenny taper to be burned at the elevation.3
After 1549, however, the Prayer Book rubric set out above, while expecting that exist­
ing arrangements for collection should continue, required the money raised to be used 
for purchase of Communion bread and wine. Thus, while in effect ending the ceremony 
of the Holy Loaf, the new arrangement relied heavily on pre-Reformation practice.
Nevertheless, and despite a series of diocesan Injunctions enforcing its abolition, the 
ceremony of the Holy Loaf seems to have persisted in some places (for which the 
Injunctions themselves may be evidence). At least two petitions of the western rebels 
desired its return in 1549, and it was known in Gloucestershire as late as 1551 ;4 where
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmiii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 714-716. In the second and subsequent Prayer Books the elements were 
to be provided from the general income of the parish and not by rota (which may have too forcible a reminder of the old 
ways): Brightian op. cit. p. 717. In this context retention of the ten "holy loaf” by the first Prayer Book is notewor­
thy; it refers simply to financial arrangements and cannot be taken as approval of the late medieval ceremony which the 
Prayer Book rubric would have lade redundant. For general discussion of the "Mass stipend" see Jungiann, J. A., The Mass 
of the R o m  Rite, Hew York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 325-326.
2. Myrc, J, pp. Instructions for Parish Priests, EETS Vol. 31, pp. 45, 89-90; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visit­
ation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15 1910, 184-185 fns.; The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, 
Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, p. 58; Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 1992, p. 127.
3. The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp. 96-97; other methods of collection are 
detailed in churchwardens' account Oxford St. Michael ed. Salter, E., Oxon. Arch. Soc. Vol. 78 1933, pp. viii-x, 211.
4. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M,, Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
187, 239, 244, 265-266, 277; Greenwood, A. R., A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph.D. Manchester 1990, pp. 31, 
35, 50; Litzenberger, C. J., Responses of the Laity to Changes in Official Religious Policy in Gloucestershire (1541- 
1580), Ph.D. Cambridge 1993, pp. 109-110. An analogous practice, persisted in Charlton (Wilts.) until 1638, when it was 
forbidden: "Each inhabitant, or at least each householder, lade their own provision of bread and wine for the Sacraient, 
and brought the same in several parcels, or divers pottle-glasses, bottles, and glasses to the Table of the Lord: Scuda-
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it was retained, it is probable that the Prayer Book arrangement in this respect was 
disregarded. Elsewhere there was resistance to the new arrangement: an order in 
Council (December 1549) noted that "dyvers frowarde and obstinate persons do refuse 
to pay towardes the fyndinge of bredde and wyne for the holie communion";1 as this 
was not a financial objection (the donation and its frequency remained unchanged) it 
almost certainly reflects a reluctance to abandon the old ceremonies.
These seem to have been isolated incidents. Churchwardens’ accounts which on Mary’s 
accession begin to show new payments for the loaves or for baskets to hold them in are 
evidence that in the meantime the practice had generally died out, and indeed the entire 
rubric as to the provision of the elements by rota was replaced in the second Prayer 
Book by one requiring settlement of "Ecclesiasticall dueties, accustomably due" annual­
ly at Easter.2
[2] The giving of alms
So many as are disposed, shall offer vnto the poore mennes boxe euery 
one accordynge to his habilitie and charitable mynde. And at the offer- 
yng daies appoynted, euery manne and woman shall paie to the Curate, 
the due and accustomed offerynges.3
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
more, W. E., Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 315.
1. Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 -repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 
1966, p. 87? cf. Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University 
Press 1964, Vol. I p. 486; Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HMSO 
1992, p. 158.
2. Churchwardens' accounts: Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, p. 64; Halesowen (where the 
basket was sold 1549/50) ed. Somers, F., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1957, pp. 8, 99? Leverton ed. Peacock, E., Archaeologia Vol. 
41 1867, pp. 333-370, p. 360? London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 44r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 
1871, p. 115; Peterborough St. John Baptist ed. Mellows, W. T., Northants. Rec. Soc. 1939, p. 164; Wandsworth ed. Davis, 
C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, pp. 80-127, p. 112.
Parkyn noted that in the southern counties the ceremony had ceased by 1548, but implied its continuation for 
some times afterwards in the north: "Narrative" ed. Dickens, A. G., English Eist. Review Vol. 62 January 1947, p. 68.
For 1552 rubric: Brightman, F. E., - The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farn­
borough: Gregg International 1970, p. 719.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvi(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 662. "The offering days were usually Christmas Day, Easter Day, and two 
others, of which the Dedication Festival of the parish church was ordinarily one. The decree which abrogated certain 
festivals in 1536 (1st Royal Inj. No. 3) substituted the Nativity of S. John the Baptist and Michaelmas for the latter 
two days": Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 151910, 
p. 300 fn. 2.
In the second and subsequent Prayer Books the alms were to be gathered by the churchwardens (presumably while 
the people remained in their places, an indication perhaps that by the end of Edward's reign most Communion services
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The duty of Christians to give alms at Mass was nothing new as is shown by the extract 
from the Lay Folks Mass Book at Article Nine above, whilst charitable support of the 
unfortunate and of the clergy was fundamental to Protestants, a responsibility increas­
ingly laid on churchwardens and eventually enshrined in the Elizabethan Poor Laws.1
The Royal Injunctions of 1547 had ordered that, under the supervision of churchwar­
dens, beneficed men should donate "the fourtie parte of the fruités and reuenues of 
their saied benefices" to the poor, and that every church
shall prouide ... a strong Cheste, with a hoole in the upper parte 
therof, ... whiche Cheste, you shall sette and fasten, nere unto the highe 
aultar, to the intente the Pary shy oners, shoulde putte into it, their Obla- 
cion and almose for their poore neighbours. And the Persone ... shall 
diligently from tyme to tyme ... call upon, exhorte, and moue theyr 
neighboures, to conferre and geue, (as they maye well spare) to the 
sayde Cheste;2
The Injunction was not without doctrinal implications, since the people were to be 
urged to bestow in alms the money they would otherwise have spent on pilgrimages and
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
were held in the nave). In the Book of 1662 the churchwardens were to give the alms to the priest who would set them 
upon the table; this codified an existing practice already set out in the Scottish Book of 1637. Early 17th-century 
orders of service partly revived the Edwardine method as well as anticipated that of 1662 since the people were to come 
forward to make their offerings which would then be placed on the table by the priest (it may be that in conservative 
churches the Edwardine method had survived despite the later rubrics); Brightman op. cit. p. 663; Parker, J., The First 
Prayer-Book of Edward 71., Oxford/London; Parker 1877 p. 237; The Consécration and Dedication of Abbey Dore (1634) ed. 
Russell, J. P., London; Pickering 1874, p. 28; Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religions Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 
1906 new edn. 1928, p. 183.
1. The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 21-23; Becon, T., Anew Catéchisme ed. Ayre, 
J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. lllff., 331. Hooper's deep concern for the poor is shown in a letter to Cecil (April 1551): 
"For the love and tender mercy of God, persuade and cause some order to be taken upon the price of things ... all things 
be here so dear, that the most part of the people lacketh, and yet more will lack necessary food": Tytler, P. F. (ed.) 
England Under the Reigns of Edvard VI and Mary, London: Bentley 1839, Vol. I p. 365; cf. Newcombe, D. G., The Life and 
Theological Thought of John Hooper, Ph.D. Cambridge 1989, p. 239. Foxe was twice at Hooper's Worcester house when the 
Bishop habitually "(had) to dinner a certain number of poor folk of the city by course ... and when they were served 
then he himself sat down to dinner and not before”: Smith, J. G. and Onslow, Phipps, Diocesan Histories: Worcester, 
London: SPCK 1883, p. 194. Ridley extended his charity to Bonner's mother and sister on Bonner's deposition, assuring 
them that "they should not lose the benefit of the Bishop of London's board" and placing Mrs. Bonner at the head of his 
table even when the Privy Council were present: Tytler op. cit. p. 429. For a summary of legislation giving responsibil­
ity for charity to churchwardens: Lambeth churchwardens' accounts ed. Drew, C., Surrey Rec. Soc. Vol. 18 1941, pp. xlii- 
xliii.
2. Buchanan, C., Background Documents to Liturgical Revision 1547-1549, Bramcote: Grove 1983, pp. 7, 10-11; cf. Frere, 
W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15 1910, pp. 121, 126; at 
St. George's Windsor the chest was to be placed ad gradum chori: Frere and Kennedy op. cit. p. 216.
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images.1 Furthermore, the deliberate use in the Injunction of the word "Oblacion" to 
describe the money offering was a clear indication of the radical change of emphasis 
which would be set out two years later at the Offertory of the first Prayer Book.
With that Book, the duty of almsgiving was for the first time enshrined in an English 
liturgy: the people were to come from their places in the body of the church and make 
their offering at the poor men’s chest near the altar. It was enforced by diocesan Injunc­
tions of which Ridley’s (1550) added that the minister "immediately after the offertory 
shall monish the communicants, saying these words, or suchlike, Now is the time, i f  it 
please you, to remember the poor men’s chest with your charitable alms". Although, as 
Frere observes, this formula is not in the Prayer Book itself, it is difficult to agree with 
him that it was "a distinct addition to the rite".2 It did not lay down an exact form of 
words but was more in the nature of a helpful direction in unfamiliar circumstances. 
Until this time access to the chancel had normally been restricted to the altar party and 
other liturgical ministers. Although the placing in 1547 of the poor men’s chest by the 
altar and rubrics in the Order o f Communion (1548)3 imply that there had already been 
some relaxation of the restriction, Ridley was evidently seeking to overcome the peo­
ple’s long-seated reluctance to move from the nave to the chancel.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine in any great detail parochial responses 
to this element of the Offertory, but some indication is not out of place. Bucer, while 
approving of the new arrangement, was concerned that "there are very few parishes 
where this custom has been received and kept up".4 In some places this may have been
1. Cf. Doncaster, where in 1548 the parish clerk was to stop peculating the village sprinkling holy water and instead 
was to collect alls: Frere, M. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 
15, 1910, pp. 126-127.
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15, 1910, pp.
244, 266, 276 and 244 fn. 1? cf. Frere, W, H., The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906, new edn.
1928, pp. 173-174. Ridley's wording shows that he regarded the true "offertory" of the new service to be the provision 
of money for the elements and that the almsgiving was to follow.
3. The priest shall "turn to them that are disposed to be partakers of the Cominion"; "The Priest shall say to them
which be ready to take the Sacrament": "The Order of the Communion" ed. Ketley, J., The Two Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and 
A.D. 1552, Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 5, 6.
4. Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, 24, 36; cf. Ridley, N, "A Pituous 
Lamentation" ed. Christmas, H., The Works, Parker Soc. 1843, p. 60.
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true,1 but his criticism is not generally borne out by churchwardens’ accounts, which 
paint a picture not of uncharitableness but of considerable generosity beginning in some 
cases before there was any statutory requirement. Donations to the poor generally rose 
steadily throughout Edward’s reign (perhaps as much in response to ever greater levels 
of hardship as to religious zeal per s e ) f  churches responded rapidly in providing the 
poor men’s chest or collecting alms;3 and the sums of money donated could be quite 
considerable.4 Where giving was to specific people or institutions there was an under­
standable preference for helping the most vulnerable such as the sick, the elderly, the 
unemployed and orphans although a wide range of charities was sometimes supported;5 
the most moving entries are extended lists of names recording desperate attempts to
1. In the parish of Sandhurst, Kent, one of the charges proved in 1548 against the evidently very traditional curate 
was that he had not urged his parishioners to give to the poor men's box; his objection seems to have lain in the diver­
sion of such offerings from other devotions: Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts from Original Documents Illustrating the 
Progress of the Reformation in Kent", Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 311915, pp. 102-103.
2. For example, accounts at Leicester St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 26ff.; Worcester St. Michael 
in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, pp. 16, 23, 32 and intervening pages. For increasing numbers of 
bequests to the poor in Gloucestershire: Litzenberger, C. J., Responses of the Laity to changes in Official Religious 
Policy in GloucestersMre (1541-1580), Ph.D. Cambridge 1993, p.127.
For poverty and charity in London: Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, pp. 469ff. 
and esp. p. 476; Gibbs, G. "New Duties for the Parish Community in Tudor London" in French, K. L. et al (eds.), The 
Parish in English Life 1400-1600, Manchester: Manchester University Press 1997, pp. 173-177.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: Baldock ed Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. Soc. Vol. I, 1985, p. 66; Boxford ed. Northeast, P., 
Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982. pp. xiv, 52; Great Hallingbury ed Williams, J. F., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc. Vol. 23 
1942-1945, p. 110; Halesowen ed. Somers, F., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1957, pp. 8, 93; Hawkhurst ed. Lightfoot, W. J., Archaeo­
logia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, p. 60; W o n  St. Mary at Hill ed. Littlehales, H., EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128 1905, p. 
386; London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 29r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 1871, p. 66; Marston ed. 
Weaver, F. W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol. 6, 1925, p. 15; Sheriff Hutton ed. Purvis, J. S., Yorks. Arch. 
Journal Vol. 35 No. 2 1845, p. 184; Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, p. 91.
4. Churchwardens' accounts: £1/10/8, 18/10d. Tilney All Saints ed. Stallard, A. D., London: Mitchell Hughes & Clarke 
1922, pp. 155, 191; 30s., £2, 30s., 19s. Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, pp. 58, 63, 64, 75; 
over £2 Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 1900-1902, pp. 105-106; £2/18/-, £1/18/1 Leicester 
St. Martin ed. North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 29, 44-47; £12/4/- annually according to "ye bookes for the be­
quests to ye poore”, W o n  St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 ffo. 42v, 59r-v, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 
1871, pp. 109, 151 and subsequently.
5. Donations to the sick, elderly etc. are ubiquitous in the accounts. An indication of the full range of destitution is 
found in the "Accounts of the Overseers of the Poor" at Leverton, Lincs. (1563-1598 but in themselves nothing new) which 
show financial support for poor houses and hospitals (including that at Louth which had been the responsibility of the 
parish since 1496), cripples, the blind, "for young Rainslie for the space of xiiij daies 6 for the healing of his legge 
whiche was bitten by a dogge", for the purchase of shoes and clothes, for the provision of paupers' burials, for poor 
scholars at Oxford, Cambridge and Tattershall, for "v maryoners that were robbed by pyrattes" and for "ij Sawdyars that 
were marryd in Ireland” (where "marryd" must surely mean "marred"): churchwardens' accounts for Leverton ed. Peacock, 
E., Archaeologia Vol. 41 1867, pp. 368-370.
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help as many poor as possible even if only with a few pence.1
From such sources it is possible to gain some understanding of why provisions for 
alms giving should have been incorporated into a liturgical document and the extent of 
the problems which they sought to tackle. More generally, the circumstances behind 
these provisions put the liturgical and ceremonial discussion into a wider context. 
Regardless of the grandeur with which services were conducted and churches decora­
ted, outside their walls poverty and misery were rife. It is a cliché to suggest that 
medieval churches were for the great majority of the population their only experience 
of beauty and of art; more significantly, perhaps, churches gave to the poor their only 
access to both a spirituality and a practical relief which could lift them, however 
briefly, out of their hardship. Charitable work was nothing new to parishes at the 
Reformation and churchwardens’ accounts of Edward’s reign reveal a genuine and 
concerned compassion; nevertheless, by replacing ceremony with word and a liturgy of 
symbolic drama with explanation, didacticism and preaching (however superb Cran- 
mer’s language might have been to the tiny minority sufficiently educated to appreciate 
it), the Prayer Book denied to the very people for whom it was arguably most vital 
(those whose poverty and need are so graphically portrayed in churchwardens’ ac­
counts) the transcendent spirituality which in the past had helped to give their lives 
solace and meaning.
[3] The Offertory Sentences
Then shall folowe for the Offertory, one or mo, of these Sentences of 
holy scripture, to bee song whiles the people doo offer, or els one of 
theim to be saied by the minister, immecüatly afore the Offeryng ...
Where there be Clerkes, thei shall syng one, or many of the sentences 
aboue written, accordyng to the length and shorteness of the tyme, that 
the people be offeryng.2
During the Offertory of the pre-Reformation Mass, a proper Offertory item was sung 
by the choir (and also said by the priest, deacon and subdeacon); its text reflected the 
feast of the day or the season. The priest was to turn to the choir, sing the usual greet­
ing, turn back and say the rest; meanwhile, the rulers were to intone it and the choir to 
complete it. Having done so, the choir was to turn and face the altar for the rest of the
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Spelsbury ed. Weaver, F. W. and Clark, G. N., Oxon. Rec. Soc. Vol. 6 1925, p. 63 (16 names); 
Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Aiphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, p. 30 (24 names); Leicester St. Martin ed. 
North, T., Leicester: Clarke 1884, pp. 27-29 (81 names).
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxv(r)-cxxvi(r) including the sentences themselves; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 658-662.
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Mass (although the rubric must have been adapted to the circumstances of a polyphonic 
choir or applied only to the members of the foundation choir).1
The Offertory Sentences of the Prayer Book clearly originated in the Offertory Proper 
of the Mass, but their subject matter emphasises a rejection of the traditional oblation 
and sacrifice of the elements. Instead of one verse proper to its own day, the Prayer 
Book gives an unvarying collection of twenty scriptural sentences all urging the duty of 
almsgiving and support of the clergy, and from which the priest or choir was to make 
an appropriate selection.2
When the Offertory Sentences came to be set to music, composers showed a clear 
preference for some over others. Merbecke’s settings aside, only six Offertory Sen­
tences received musical treatment from men active in Edward’s reign, and indeed only 
twenty-four such settings have survived from the period 1549-1660.3
Anonymous settings of "Laye not vp" and the Communion Sentence "If any man will 
folowe me" are inserted at their proper places in Wanley Communion Service 7. 
However, while the texts of the Sentences are taken from the Prayer Book, the 
Communion Service in which they appear does not set the Prayer Book text but one
1. Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m ,  Caabridge: Caabridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 36, 38, 77. Examples of the 
chants can be found at their proper places in Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Newton Abbott: Antico Vols. 2, 3, 4 (1986- 
1996) and in Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 23. It should be noted that the 
ten Offertory Verse properly applies only to the psali verses which were sung together with the Offertory (originally 
an accompanying antiphon); something of the arrangement survived in the additional verses sung at during the Offertory 
of the Requiem Mass: Fugler, P. Missa pro Defunctis, private printing 1994, pp. 18-19.
To avoid confusion, the term Offertory will hereafter be used to delineate all the action from the Credo to 
the Preface of the Mass or Communion service; Oblation to refer to the act of offering the elements; Offertory Proper as 
a convenient term by which the sung item of the Mass can be distinguished from the action of the Offertory and accompa­
nying ceremonial; the equivalent in the Prayer Book to the Offertory Proper of the Mass will be termed the Offertory 
Sentences.
2. It may be assumed that in practice the general texts were more frequently used and that those concerned with support 
of the clergy were reserved for the "offering daies". The Order of Service for the Consecration and Dedication of Abbey 
Dore (1634: ed. Russell, J. Fuller, London: Pickering 1874, pp. 27-28) distinguished between those Sentences which were 
"for the Oblations” (here apparently the elements themselves although money for their supply might be intended) and "for 
the Alms" (the peoples' offering - also and most confusingly immediately called "Oblations"); it is difficult to deter­
mine the basis of this distinction.
3. Settings by Edwardine composers (anonymous works shown by source): "Let your light so shine" Whitbroke, Wanley, Lbl. 
Add. MS 34191; "Laye not vp" Mundy, Parsons (?), Sheppard, Wanley, Day Certaine Notes; "Not euery one that sayth" Tal­
lis; "Doe ye not knowe" Wanley; "Charge them whiche are riche" Wanley; “Geue almose of thy goodes" Tye. Of these, Mundy 
"Laye not vp” (Cp. "Latter" MS 36:M5) gives a variant text from that of the Prayer Book: "Laye not vp your treasures on 
earth where moth and canker doe corrupt ...". Batten "Godlynes is greate riches" may be the mis-attributed work of an 
earlier man. For further details of Communion Sentence settings, frequency and sources: Morehen, J., "The English Anthem 
Text, 1549-1660", Journal of the Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 117 Pt. 1 1992, p. 68; Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, P., The 
Sources of English Church Music 1549-1660 Supp. Vol. 1, London: Stainer and Bell 1972.
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tentatively identified as a "Whitchurche" version of the Communion ordinary (see 
Chapter One above, Vol. II Appendix 1 below). Since the settings of Sentences and 
Ordinary differ entirely in vocal ranges and in tonality, they appear to have been 
combined pragmatically; this leads to the conclusion that they were not included in the 
liturgy represented by the "Whitchurche" ordinary and had to be added when the 
musical setting continued in use after 1549.1
Further evidence that the Sentences may have been a relatively late addition to the 
Prayer Book Communion Service is suggested by Wanley settings which vary from 
those of the Book itself. The Offertory Sentence already mentioned in the context of 
Wanley Communion Service 7 conforms to the Prayer Book, but the Communion 
Sentence conflates two which are set out discretely in the Book; also in Wanley, a set­
ting of "I am the voyce" is described as a postcommunion but is not found in the 
Book.2 Elsewhere, the variant text of Mundy "Laye not vp" has been noted above; 
Merbecke’s settings of "The Offertories" beginning "If we haue sowen", "Let him that 
is taught", "God is not vnrighteous" and "He that hath pitie", and of "The post 
Communions" beginning "If any man will folow me", "Happy are those semantes", 
"He that hath my comaundements" and "If ye shall byde in me" in each case incorpor­
ate the Sentence which follows in the Prayer Book.3
Thus these Sentences do not simply contain textual variants per se but rather set out 
entirely new texts or combine adjacent Sentences - exactly as might be expected to 
happen when a series of very short but often inter related scriptural sentences was being 
revised and finalised for publication.4
1. Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Manuscripts, Kadison(USA): A-R Editions 111:76? Frere, W. H. "Edwardine Vernacular 
Services Before the First Prayer Book" ed. Arnold, J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P., A Collection of his Papers, Alcuin Club 
Collections Vol. 35 1940, pp. 9-10.
2. Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1:31.
3. Merbecke, J., The booke of C o m n  praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. 
Li(r)-Miv(r), Oii(v)-Qi(r).
4. Two nusical settings which appear analogous to those set out above but in fact are unrelated to then nay be noted 
briefly and dismissed. The Wanley itei ”0 Almighty God" is headed "After the communion receved" although it is not a 
Connunion Sentence; in fact, the heading derives fron its being a paraphrase of the thanksgiving prayer which in the 
Prayer Book followed the Distribution: Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Wanley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 111:67, 
not Book II as stated in Frere, W. H., "Edwardine Vernacular Services before the First Prayer Book" (1900) ed. Arnold, 
J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P, A Collection of his Papers, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, p.10. Weelkes "Blessed is 
he" is given in his "Second Service" as an Offertory Sentence although, as Morehen notes, it was not included among 
those of the Prayer Book (Morehen, J., "The English Anthem Text, 1549-1660", Journal of the Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 117 
Pt. 1 1992, p. 68 fn. 10); it is almost certainly one of the supplementary Sentences authorised early in the 17th cen­
tury by Bishop Andrewes (cf. Frere, W. H., The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906, new edn. 1928,
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[4] The ordering of the people
Then so manye as shalbee partakers of the holy Communion, shall tarye 
still in the quire, or in some conueniente place nigh the quire, the men 
on the one side, and the women on the other syde. All other (that mynde 
not to receiue the said holy Communion) shall departe out of the quire, 
except the ministers and Clearkes.1
The rubrics of the first Prayer Book concerning the ordering of the people are closely 
derived from Hermann’s church order for Cologne (1543, rev. 1545), of which 
Cranmer owned the Latin version Simplex ac Pia Deliberatio (1545) and which was 
translated and published in England as A Simple and Religious Consultation (1547, 
1548).2
They that shall be admitted to the communion, as soon as they have 
made their oblation, must go together to the place that shall be appointed 
to them, nigh to the altar. For in every temple there must some place be 
appointed nigh the altar for them which shall communicate, according to 
the opportunity and fitness of every temple. They, then, which shall be 
admitted to the communion of the Lord’s board shall stand in that place, 
the men in their proper place and the women in their place, and there 
they shall give thanks and pray religiously with the pastor.
The rubric of the Prayer Book has been given at some length since in earlier times the 
laity were not usually expected to enter the chancel and even communion had been 
distributed outside the rood screen. Non-communicants (other than clergy and clerks 
who were present in a professional capacity and evidently not expected to communicate 
as frequently as the general congregation) were relegated to the nave, although there 
was pressure from Reformers to have them entirely expelled from the church (see 
Chapter Five above). As time went on and services increasingly moved into the nave or 
even as the physical distinction between the nave and chancel was demolished the 
rubrics would have become redundant; nothing resembling them is found in the second 
and subsequent Books.3
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .  
p. 184).
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmi(r); Brightian, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 662 (also giving the German of Hermann's rubric).
2. Discussed, and the English version set out, in Cuming, G. J, A History of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 
2nd edn. 1982, pp. 25-27, 286-304 (from which the extract is taken, p. 301); cf. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. xlv-xlix. An order that 
men and women were to sit is found also in a Wittenberg liturgy (1526) written by Luther: Cuming op. cit. p. 17.
3. Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. 663.
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The instruction that men and women should sit apart, however, was a continuation of 
earlier practice by which separate sides of the church were allocated them, typically the 
men on the south and the women on the north although exceptions were made enabling 
husbands and wives or entire families to sit together.1 The Prayer Book arrangement 
gave no such leeway.
[5] The preparation of the elements
The offering of the people having been completed, the priest was to prepare the ele­
ments. Here, for the first time in the new service, a radically different emphasis be­
tween the Mass and the Communion is set out in a way which (together with the aboli­
tion of the Elevation) must have shocked the congregation of 1549 to the core. What 
had once been one of the most colourful parts of the high Mass is reduced almost to an 
afterthought, stripped of its ceremonial and music, and any notion of oblation and 
sacrifice excised.
Then shall the minister take so muche Breade and Wine, as shall suffice 
for the persons appoynted to receiue the holy Communion, laiyng the 
breade vpon the corporas, or els in the paten, or in some other comely 
thyng, prepared for that purpose: And puttyng ye wine into the Chalice, 
or els in some faire or conueniente cup, prepared for that vse (if the 
Chalice wil not seme) puttyng therto a litle pure and cleane water: And 
setting both the bread and wyne vpon the Alter: (the Preface follows 
immediately)2
1. "The chancelle to serve only for the priestes and clerks; the rest of the tenporalle, to be in the bodye of the
churche, separate notwithstanding, the len on the righte side, and the woien on the left" (1555); Staley, V., Bierurgia
Anglicm, W o n :  de la More 1848 new edn. Vol. II 1903, p. 60 (and 60-63); Litzenberger, C. J., Responses of the Laity 
to Changes in Official Religious Policy in Gloucestershire (1541-1580), Ph.D. Caibridge 1993, pp. 30-31. Churchwardens' 
accounts: London St. Mary at Hill ed. Littlehales, H., EETS 1st. Ser. Vol. 128 1905, p. 11 (also citing St. Stephen 
Walbrook); Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Aiphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, pp. xiv-xv. For a detailed 
explanation of pew allocation c. 1640 (but probably continuing nuch earlier practice) by which seating was related to 
specific dwellings, see Gough, R., The History of Middle ed. Razzell, P., Firle: Caliban 1970, pp. 27, 45, 56. Given the
allegorical significance of the north and the south (see Article Seven above) it is difficult not to detect in the
reservation of the north side of the church to the woien an eleient of sexual stereotyping.
It was probably because of the Prayer Book arrangements in this regard that the "Sixteen Articles* of the 
western rebels described the new service as being "like a Christmas gaie”; in most small chancels, the men and women 
would have been lined up facing one another in close proximity: Greenwood, A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph.D. 
Manchester 1990, pp. 31-35.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo.cxxvi(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 662, 663. In the three subsequent Books even this is omitted, the 
elements presumably having been laid on the table before the start of the service? in 1662 the priest is instructed 
merely to place bread and wine on the altar at this point. Only in the Scottish Book of 1637 does any notion of oblation 
survive: "The presbyter shall then offer up, and place the bread and wine prepared for the Sacrament upon the Lord's 
table": Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 237.
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Thus some of the traditional ceremonial remains, even if only that of the low Mass: the 
use of a credence table is implied and the chalice and paten (or at least the corporal, but 
apparently not both together) are expected; a cup is only to be used if the available 
chalice is too small to serve the congregation. Certainly, propriety and "comeliness" 
are insisted upon and the use of domestic plates and cups would have flown in the face 
of the rubric however much they might have been preferred by proponents of a simple 
"supper"; nevertheless, with no ceremonial enjoined, the elements could legitimately 
have been placed on the altar with no more formality that a breakfast dish carried from 
sideboard to table.1
The Mass ceremonial at the Offertory
The contrast with the Offertory of the Mass could hardly have been greater, since it had 
been marked by an elaborate ceremonial involving placing the elements on the altar, 
offering them, censing them, the priest and the choir, the washing of the priest’s hands 
and the singing and saying of an Offertory Proper. When the Credo was not sung, the 
order of the ceremonies was changed and the choir was not censed.
The Salisbury Use set out three versions of this ceremonial, two for use when the 
Credo was sung, one for when it was not.2 The earliest version, that of the Consuetu­
dinary, needs only a brief outline since it was superseded by that of the Customary.
[a] The order of the Consuetudinary
After the intonation of the Credo the priest and choir were to be censed and offered the 
Text to be kissed (while the Credo continued). The rubrics seem to be incomplete at 
this point: the Offertory Proper was to be said and sung and the elements placed on the 
altar, but in what order is not clear. However, it seems that the elements were already 
on the altar by the time the Offertory Proper was begun: Dum offerenda canitur, sacer- 
dos prius hostiam ... accipiat. The priest was to cense the elements and wash his 
hands.
1. The famous woodcut reproduced as Fig. 6.2 above depicts the exemplary Communion table of Edward's reign: the bread 
and cup stand on an otherwise empty table, while the flagons for wine and water are negligently placed on the floor.
2. In the Consuetudinary (c.1210-1246) and Customary (c.1300-1350): Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation 
Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15, 1910, pp. xx, 75-78. For reconstructions of the ceremonial 
according to the two interpretations of the rubrics: Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 
2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 20-23; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. iii, 21-24. I am 
grateful to Dr. Fugler for having seriously considered my initial doubts about the generally accepted interpretation and 
for the seemingly interminable conversations which ensued. To my knowledge, the discussion which follows sets out for 
the first time the issues involved.
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[b] The order of the Customary with Credo
The version in the later Customary retains the same stages of the ceremonial, but varies 
their order. The result is unexpected, creating problems of interpretation important for 
the celebration both of the Mass and of the Communion service.
Placing the elements on the altar. At the end of the Gospel the priest was to intone the 
Credo as the Gospel procession returned. Whilst the choir sang the rest, he was to kiss 
the Text offered to him from his left by the deacon (who was to replace it at the left of 
the altar). Then the deacon was to pass the chalice with the paten to the priest, kissing 
his hand. Unusually, a fuller ceremonial is given in the Consuetudinary, by which the 
elements were to be passed from acolyte to subdeacon to deacon, first the host on the 
paten and second the chalice; it is not clear whether the assistants were to form a line 
south-north or west-east to pass the elements, nor what was to be done with the offer­
tory veil (which might have been placed on the altar either by the priest or by the 
deacon).
Oblation. This done, the priest was to place the chalice in the middle of the altar (on 
the opened corporal), bow, raise the chalice, and pray. After this he was to replace the 
chalice, covering it with the folded corporal, place the host before the chalice, kiss the 
paten and place it beneath the opened corporal on the right.
Censing. He was then to take the censer from the deacon and cense the elements, three 
times in the form of a cross, three in a circle, (three) on either side and (three) between 
him and the elements. He was in turn to be censed by the deacon and offered the Text 
to kiss by the subdeacon.
Censing of the choir. The censing of the choir by the acolyte followed. He was to cense 
the members of the choir in descending order bowing to each one: first the rulers of the 
choir, then decani and cantoris. He was followed by the subdeacon who carried the 
Text for all to kiss, except on double feasts when the Text was to be carried by a 
second acolyte. (I am unable to account for the rationale behind this rubric.)1
Offertory Proper. Variants to the ceremonial outlined above are given for Mass in the 
presence of a bishop, but which need not here be considered. These are immediately
1. The rubrics read: Deinde acolitus thurificet chorm ... subséquente eo subdiacono cum textu ab omnibus 
deosculandum ...si autem episcopus non celebrauit et duplex festum fuerit, textum deferatur ab acolito ex parte can­
toris: Frere, W. H., The Use of S a m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, p. 76.
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followed by the crucial rubric Post Credo in unum dicat sacerdos Dominus vobiscum et 
Oremus et offerendam (the Offertory Proper). That is, even though the Oblation itself 
had been made during the singing of the Credo, the Offertory Proper which might have 
been expected to accompany it was displaced until such time as the choir was able to 
take it up.
[c] The Order of the Customary without Credo
This rubric is directly followed by others concerning the order when the Credo was not 
sung: the Offertory Proper was to be said (and sung) after the Gospel tunc immediate, 
the elements placed on the altar, offered and censed. It is emphasised that the choir was 
always to be censed when the Credo was sung, and neither the priest nor the choir 
when it was not.1
Whichever order applied, the priest was to wash his hands at the right of the altar assis­
ted by the subdeacon, return to the middle of the altar, bow with his hands joined, pray 
briefly, kiss the altar to the right of the chalice, sign the elements and himself and 
begin the Secret and other prayers. While the priest washed his hands, the deacon was 
to cense the left of the altar (that is, the Text placed there by the subdeacon after it had 
been kissed by the choir) and the relics.
It is clear that the order [b] of the Customary, by which the elements were to be placed 
on the altar, offered and censed during the Credo, is at odds with the generally accep­
ted sequence.2 Why the latter should have become so deeply ingrained is not clear, but 
it seems to have arisen out of a number of preconceptions. There is a certain logic to 
singing the Offertory Proper during the Oblation itself; the influence of the Roman rite 
on the ecclesiologists of the last century and on their modem successors cannot be 
overlooked;3 and the Prayer Book itself, by redressing so completely the balance
1. The order regarding the censing of the priest is given in at Frere, W. H., The Use of Sam , Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 102.
2. That is: Credo (the priest first saying it then sitting while it is sung), Offertory Proper, placing of the elements 
on the altar, Oblation, censing of the elements, priest and choir, washing of the hands.
3. For a detailed description of the Roman ceremonial in use since Ordo Rom us XIV (14th century): Fortescue, A. and 
O'Connell, J. B., The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, London: Burns Oates & Washbourne 1917 5th edn. 1934, pp. 
54-55, 115-117, 123-125, 131-132. For discussion, history and comparison with other Uses: Fortescue, A., The Hass, a 
Study of the Roman Rite, London: Longmans, Green 1912 new edn. 1914, pp. 293-311; King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the 
Roman Church, London: Longmans, Green 1957, pp. 269-289.
At Hereford the "Roman" pattern seems to have been followed: The priest was to say the Credo (the only Use 
actually to specify this although the text may have been inserted for convenience at low Mass), say the Offertory Pro­
per, prepare and offer the elements, and wash his hands; nothing is said of censing: Kissale ad usus Percelebris Eccle­
siae Berfordensis ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees Soc. 1874, pp. 117-118.
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between the offerings of the people and of the elements (a balance which had been lost 
in the Mass) has for generations of Anglicans moved the preparation of the elements so 
far from the Credo (especially if the Homily and Exhortation are taken into account) 
that to make the two simultaneous is almost unthinkable.1
In practice, the traditionally accepted order of events creates practical difficulties of 
ceremonial which are not encountered so noticeably elsewhere in the Mass. The priest 
must wait for some time between intoning the Credo and its completion by the choir 
(particularly so if a polyphonic setting is sung); there is the extended ceremonial of 
offering the elements, a round of censing and a hand washing which the choir could not 
possibly cover with music as they do at analogous points such as the opening of the 
Mass or after the priest’s reception;2 and since the priest is to be assisted in washing 
his hands by the subdeacon, he would have to wait for a considerable time between his 
censing and the subdeacon’s return from the choir with the Text.
The logic seems inescapable: the Customary means exactly what it says, however 
unusual this might be in modem times.3 It is, of course, possible that between the 
Customary and the mid-sixteenth century the order had once more changed and become 
closer to the Roman model. Two pieces of evidence may be weighed against this. At 
York, the censing of the choir during the Credo apparently continued until the Refor­
mation, although the preparation of the elements took place after the singing of the 
Offertory Proper; nothing is said of censing the elements or the priest.4
More striking are the observations of Becon, who twice describes the Offertory, both
1. This is no nere academic quibble, since it goes to the heart of any methodology of liturgical reconstruction. The 
Ecclesiologists were deeply concerned to integrate late medieval ceremonial where permitted by the Ornaments Rubric of 
the Act of Uniformity 1559 and subsequently printed in all Prayer Books before Morning Prayer (for text: Brightman, F. 
E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 23). 
However, they did so by taking the 1662 Book as the legal form and adapting the earlier ceremonial to fit; the present 
method seeks to reverse that process by assuming that, on the immediate imposition of the first Prayer Book at least, 
the ceremonial would most closely have followed that with which the celebrant was familiar, whether or not that meant 
taking some liberties with the Book itself.
2. The need to do avoid a hiatus at the extended Offertory of the Roman rite may account for the Continental practice of 
singing extra-liturgical items here.
3. It is worth noting that the respected scholar and ecclesiologist E. G. C. Atchley tacitly assumed that the order of 
the Consuetudinary survived into Edward's reign: A History of the Use of Incense, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 13 1910, 
p. 344. Jungmann shows that on the Continent the chalice had sometimes been brought to the altar during the Credo: The
Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 340.
4. "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 98-100.
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times in the context of a low Mass.1 In the first case the Credo is not said: at the end 
of the Gospel, the priest kisses the book, turns to say the greeting, and goes on with the 
Offertory Proper and Oblation. In the second the Credo is said, and Becon is very 
precise about the order: the priest kisses the book and says the Credo; after the Credo 
on solemn feasts the priest censes the altar; this done he says the greeting and the 
Offertory Proper; he takes up the chalice and makes the Oblation, then proceeds as 
usual to the washing of the hands.
If due allowance is made for the circumstances of low Mass (in which the elements are 
on the altar from the beginning and the priest is required to say the Credo), it will be 
seen that Becon’s descriptions are very close to those of the Consuetudinary, other than 
that the Offertory Proper and Oblation itself are reversed: the censing is associated with 
the Credo and does not follow the Oblation as in the "Roman" use. It should also be 
noted that according to Becon incense was used even at a low Mass.
The Washing of the Hands. Of the washing of the priest’s hands at Mass little need be 
said. Originally a practical necessity after the priest had handled the offerings of the 
people,2 it had by the late middle ages become a symbolic act of spiritual cleansing and 
preparation for the Consecration. It was carried out at the right of the altar with the 
assistance of the subdeacon while the deacon censed the Text.3 This responsibility of 
the subdeacon was evidently taken seriously: at his ordination the subdeacon received, 
as well as a chalice and paten from the bishop, a cruet, bowl and towel from the arch­
deacon, as shown in Fig. 7.2.
Nevertheless, the washing of hands both here and after the Reception were dismissed 
by Reformers as a "dumme ceremonie". Becon’s objection is set out above;4 Ramsey 
most offensively suggested that the priest needed to wash after the Oblation as "he hath
1. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, pp. 
xxxv(r), xxxix(v)-xv(v); the second of these is summarised at Article Nine. However much his acid polemic may be dis­
liked, the evidence of this careful observer should be taken seriously.
2. Which had not always been confined to bread and wine: Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger 
Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 321; King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the Roman Church, London: Longman, Green 
1957, p. 273.
3. Sometimes the Ablution could be performed with great ceremony: on Whitsunday 1522 (when Henry and the Emperor were 
present at Mass) Wolsey was ministered to by eleven earls at the first Ablution and eleven dukes at the second: Culling, 
E. A., The Impact of the Reformation on the Tudor Royal Household to 1553, Ph.D. Durham 1986, p. 59.
4. Article Nine.
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handled some whores tayle";1 and Hooper forbad any priest to "counterfeit the popish 
Mass in ... washing your hands and fingers after the Gospel".2 It is entirely omitted 
from the first Prayer Book, and the evidence of Edwardine inventories of London 
churches is that ablution (whether of the hands or of the chalice after the Distribution) 
was not generally practised by 1552. Cruets were steadily sold from 1547 onwards and 
although by 1552 some remained in most churches they were in pairs, the minimum 
number necessary for the wine and water. In the provinces the situation was similar: in 
the Dorset inventories cruets are ubiquitously found, but again normally in pairs; in 
Huntingdonshire innumerable cruets survived, but only at Graffham (ij hande to wells) 
is there any evidence of washing; in Cumberland, however, at only one church out of 
over a hundred did "ij cruetts of tyne" remain by 1552.3
Fig. 7.2 The ordination of a sub-deacon4
1. Ramsey, J., A Plaister for a galled horse, London: Raynolde 1548 unpaginated.
2. Frere, H. H. and Kennedy, W. P. H., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections 15 1910, p. 276;
apparently Hooper cannot even bring himself to use the word "offertory”.
3. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation, London: SPCK 1939, passim; "Church Goods in Dorset" ed. Barnes,
W. Miles, Proceedings of the Dorset. M .  Eist. and Antiquarian Field Club, Vol. 25 1903-1904 pp. 196-274, Vol. 26 1904-
1905 pp. 101-159 passim; The Edvardian Inventories for Huntingdonshire (1551) ed. Lomas, S. C., Alcuin Club Collections 
Vol. 7 1906, passim and p. 20; "Church Goods in Cumberland in 1552" ed. Whitehead, H., Transactions of the Cumberland 
and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society Vol. 8 1886, p. 193
4. Roman Pontifical, Venice: Giunta Press 1520; reproduced in Dearmer, P., Everyman's History of the Prayer'Book, Lon­
don: Mowbray 1912, p. 239; see also Firminger, W. Kelly, "The Ordinal" in ed. Clarke, W. K. Lowther and Harris, C., 
Liturgy and Worship, London: SPCK 1932 reprinted 1954, p. 648.
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Elsewhere, the purchase of cruets or of towels "to wype the prestes handes on" and 
"for our prestys hondes at the alter" on Mary’s accession is further evidence that the 
washing of hands had ceased in the earlier reign.1 Nevertheless, it was not lost altoge­
ther: towels for this purpose have been noticed above at Graffham and a napkin "for ye 
pristis handis" survived at Morebath (Devon),2 whilst at St. Peter, Paul’s Wharf, a boy 
in the choir at Christmas 1552 mocked the priest by pretending to wash "with handker­
chief in his hands", an action he might well have been too young to remember had he 
not seen it in the Communion service.3
Conclusion
It now becomes possible to suggest the various ways in which the ceremonial of the 
Mass at the Offertory might have been incorporated into the Communion service of the 
first Prayer Book. It must be acknowledged, however, that the different emphases and 
novelties of construction between the two would have inevitably resulted in a variety of 
possible solutions from the simplest to the most elaborate.
In the simplest, the people come forward with their offerings after the Credo or Homily 
(the priest having perhaps given an invitation); as they do so, the priest says his chosen 
Offertory Sentence. The communicants remain in the chancel, the men and women 
sitting apart. The priest without ceremony prepares the elements and places them on the 
altar (where, indeed, they may have been since the start), and proceeds immediately to 
the Preface.
Where a more elaborate ceremonial derived from the Mass is envisaged, it is necessary 
to accept or reject the arguments set out above that the preparation of the elements, 
Oblation and censings took place during the Credo, to determine how the people’s 
offering would be incorporated, and to consider any differences caused by the saying or 
omission of the Credo. Two solutions are given below which may be adapted to other 
circumstances.
1. Àtchley, E. G. F. C., "Soae More Bristol Inventories", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 9 1922- 
1928, pp. 1-50; churchwardens' accounts: London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 44r, and ed. Overall, W. A., 
London: private printing 1868, p. 114; Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Caubs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo 
Series 35 1905, p. 137.
2. Morebath accounts ed. Binney, J. Erskine, Exeter: Comin 1904, p. 172.
3. Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon 1989, p. 442.
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In the first, it is assumed that the offering of the elements and associated ceremonial 
take place during the Credo, the priest continuing to follow a tradition of celebrating 
with which he was familiar.
At the end of the Gospel he is to intone the Credo, kiss the Text and perhaps say the 
rest of the Credo with the deacon and subdeacon. The deacon and subdeacon wash their 
hands at the credence; the subdeacon takes water to the priest who blesses it, whilst the 
deacon puts bread onto the paten and wine into the chalice (adding water on the sub­
deacon’s return) and covers the chalice with the veil.1 The elements are then passed to 
the priest who makes the gestures of offering and censes them as described above. He 
and the choir are censed and offered the Text to be kissed.
The priest awaits the end of the singing, sitting at the sedilia if necessary. If a Homily 
is to be preached it follows the Credo, if not, the priest may invite the people to come 
forward with their alms. The choir begins the Offertory Sentences and the priest waits 
to receive the holy loaf money. Having taken it, he places it to one side and washes his 
hands at the right of the altar whilst the deacon censes the Text on the altar left; at the 
middle of the altar the priest bows, kisses the altar to the right, and signs the elements 
and himself. Meanwhile, the people continue to offer to the poor mens’ chest and the 
communicants take their places in the chancel.
In parish churches it was customary at Mass for the Bidding Prayers, when they were 
said, to follow the Offertory and this would almost certainly have continued in the 
Communion service (at the point where, after washing his hands, the priest would have 
been accustomed to turn for the Orate fratres).z The Preface follows the Bidding 
Prayers if they are said and the washing of the hands if they are not.
In the second solution the ceremonial of the Mass is adapted to the order of the Prayer 
Book. After the Gospel the priest intones the Credo, kisses the Text and perhaps says
1. At the Mass, this would have been done during the Gradual which the Prayer Book omits; the solution given above is 
probably the most satisfactory. It should be noted that the exact moment for the preparation of the elements was on the 
Continent a matter of indifference; Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York; Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. 
Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 343; King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the Roman Rite, London: Longmans, Green 1957, pp. 277-279; cf. 
Scudamore, W, E., Sotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 354-356.
Myrc suggests that the presence of water in the wine was not essential to the Consecration rite: if the priest 
discovered after the Canon that he had forgotten to put wine in the chalice, he was to go back and say the Prayer of 
Consecration from simili modo; if he had forgotten to add water, he was simply to add it and go back to the Pater Ros­
ter: Myrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 1868, p. 59.
2. Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 3; The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. 
Simmons, T. P., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 315ff.
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the remainder of the Credo. He sits while the choir continues to sing; in the meantime 
the deacon and subdeacon prepare the elements as described above (except that the 
subdeacon takes the water for blessing after the priest has sat down) and then join the 
priest at the sedilia.
When the choir finishes singing, the priest returns to the altar where he may invite the 
people to give alms. He receives the holy loaf money and puts it to one side, and the 
choir begin to sing the Offertory Sentences. Whilst the people continue to offer to the 
poor mens’ chest and take their seats in the chancel, the elements are placed on the 
altar in the manner set out above, the elements and priest are censed and the priest is 
offered the Text to be kissed.
If the communicants are to be included in the censing of the choir this is delayed until 
all are in their places; if not, the censing of the choir immediately follows that of the 
priest. The priest washes his hands while the Text at the left of the altar is censed, 
returns to the middle of the altar with the ceremony set out above and continues direct­
ly with the Bidding Prayers or the Preface.
The second solution also provides an order which can be adapted when the Credo is not 
said: the people’s offering begins immediately after the Gospel, and during this the 
elements are prepared, placed on the altar and censed; the priest and choir are not 
censed.
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The . x . A r' tyc  1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
m ^ u  i i \ \
€®at.)c.atri6elBanoei:miflmc0
Howe the preest doth go to the myddes of the aulter 
pray eng al those that be in heven to pray for hym: 
and than he doth tourne hym towardes the people desyryng them also to pray for hym.
Then after followeth a prayer secretly said which is called the secret of the mass, and that signi- 
fyeth Christ's secret and privy conversation which he kept with his disciples before his passion.1
Before the preface the preste sayeth preuy prayers by hymselfe tyll he cometh to these wordes Per 
omnia. And therto ye aunswer Amen.2
After tho weschyng tho pryst wyl lowte tho awter kyste and storne hym a-bowte.
Then he basket with stylle stewon ilke monnus prayere to god of hewon.
Take gud kepe vn-to tho preyste, when he turnus, knoke on thi breste.3
Ye returne againe to the altare, holding your handes before you lyke maydenly Priestes, and manerly 
bowyng your selues to your little great God that shall be, ye make a crosse vpon the altare and 
kysse it in steade of your pretye Petronilla, and then hauing paraduenture a good mynde to behold 
some she Saincte in the chirche, ye turne your selues lokyng down to the people, when many tymes 
there is no bodye in the Chirche, but the boye that helpeth you to say Masse, and so making solemne 
curtesies lyke womanly lone, ye returne vnto your accustomed pattering. What ye saye, no man can 
tell. For nowe come in your subtile secretes. And they maye ryght well be called Secretes, for they 
are so Secrete and so secretly spoken, that no man is the wyser for them. But whatsoeuer they are, 
good stuffe I warraunte you they are.4
1. The Rationale of Cerenonial p. 23.
2. The Myroure of cure Ladye p. 328.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book pp. 24-25.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xl(v).
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The . x i  . A r t  i c 1e  oT t h e  m a s s e
#  aD aw w coW  uanbec miffen te
How the preest beynge in the myddes of the aulter: 
begynneth to syng with a hygh voyce the preface 
Per omnia secula seculorum.
Next followeth the preface which is a preloquution going before the most reverent consecration of 
Christ's body and blood, preparing the minds of the faithful people to the reverence of the same and 
moving them to erect their hearts to Almighty God, giving him thanks.1
Before the consecracyon the Preface ys songe to sturre vp youre hartes to the praysynge of cure 
lorde god. Then after Dominus vobiscum, He sayeth Sursum corda, Vp the hartes, We haue to the lorde. 
here beware that ye make no gabbynge.2
The prest wil sone, in that plase, swythe begynne the preface,
That begynneth with per omnia, and afterward sursum corda.3
When ye haue once done with your subtile, solemne sleapye secretes, ye braste out into open wordes, 
and exhorte the people to lifte vp heir heartes vnto GOD. Ah, would GOD, ye so spake the wordes, 
that the people might be edified by them. But ye speake on such sort, that it were much better for 
you to holde your peace, and the people to be at horn a slepe. For ye do nothing else than beate ye 
ayre with your breath. For the people vnderstande nothing at al, neither do they consider any thing, 
but onely are there presente as vain gasers.4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 23.
2. The Myroure of cure Ladye p. 328.
3. The Lay Folks Mass Book p. 29.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse, ffo. xl(v)-xli(r).
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THE PREFACE
Between the Offertory and the Preface the priest at Mass was to say the Secret Prayers 
which were entirely omitted in the Prayer Book and need not be further considered 
here. (There appears to be no evidence that Secret Prayers were retained after 1549; the 
closest analogy is that the Bidding Prayers would have been said in the Communion at 
a point where in the Mass the priest had been accustomed to turn for Orate fra t re s.) 
The Preface itself together with the Sanctus is a lengthy sung introduction to the 
Canon, and in the Prayer Book it remained almost entirely faithful to the version of the 
Mass in position, construction and in translation. Although there were no accompany­
ing rubrics in the Prayer Book, the versions of both Preface and Sanctus found in the 
Mass and in the Communion service are so similar that clergy who wished to incorpo­
rate ceremonial from the one into the other could have done so without difficulty; the 
only significant differences are the omission of the per omnia (actually concluding the 
Secret Prayers rather than a part of the Preface per se) and a reduction of the proper 
prefaces to five.1
The Preface of the Mass began at the middle of the altar2 with the usual greeting; 
however, a Mass rubric specifically forbad the priest to make the usual gestures (parti­
cularly turning) which he used before the Collects.3 A series of versicles and responses 
was followed by the singing of the Preface itself, into which proper paragraphs were 
interpolated according to the season. At Salisbury, the entire Preface was to be sung by 
the priest with hands raised from sursum corda (Lift vp your heartes) but not before.4
1. Frere, tt. H., The Ose of S a m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 79-80; Sandon, N, The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 24-28; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, pp. 25-26; BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxvi(r)-cxxvii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite,
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 682-687.
2. The earlier versions of The Lay Folks Hass Book imply that the priest had been standing at the altar right for the 
Secret Prayers, and that the people were to stand when he came -til tho auter middes”; both these are omitted in the 
later versions of the text: ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 26-29.
3. That is, from the Preface until after his Reception it was presumably considered inappropriate for the priest to turn
his back on the elements (although he had done so at orate fratres). By extension, a conservative priest might have
avoided turning fully at the opening words of the Canon in the Prayer Book, and later for the Invitatory, Absolution and 
Comfortable Words. Cf. Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 
1959, p. 370.
4. The same applied at Bangor. At Hereford, he was to place his hands on the altar at per omnia and keep them there 
until the Sanctus (Ad dicendam vel cantandam Prefationem erigat se Sacerdos honeste, et ponat manus super Altare ex 
utrague parte Calicis): Haskell, W., The Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England, London: Pickering 1844, pp. 32-33; 
Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 118.
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Meanwhile, the "offertorium" (probably the offertory veil) with the paten wrapped in it 
was to be passed from deacon to subdeacon to acolyte, who was to stand holding it 
behind the subdeacon until the Pater noster; this was to be done at all Masses at the 
high altar except at Requiem Masses (but including Mass on All Souls’ Day).1 The 
taperers were to sit in the quire.
The Prayer Book reduced the Proper Prefaces to five ("Vpon Christmas daye", "Vpon 
Easter daie", "Vpon the Assencion daye", "Vpon Whitsondaye", "Vpon the feast of the 
Trinitie"). Brightman suggests that they were thereby limited "to 5 days in the year" 
and thus not said during the octaves as they had been at the Mass (the Preface of Tri­
nity Sunday excepted). However, a first Prayer Book rubric describes them as "propre 
preface(s), accordyng to the tyme" (that is, the season), whilst all subsequent Books 
specify their use upon the feast "and seuen dayes after" (except once more for that of 
the Trinity which is to be said on the day "onely"). It is therefore very likely that the 
intention of the first Prayer Book was to continue the earlier use and retain the Proper 
Prefaces during the octaves.2
Three Edwardine settings of the priest’s part to the Preface survive in the noted Prayer 
Books discussed above, together with Merbecke’s setting: they are set out for compari­
son beneath the versions according to the uses of Salisbury and Hereford in Ex. 7.22. 
Per omnia, the sung ending to the Secret Prayers of the Mass, is included for complee- 
teness; although not strictly speaking part of the Preface, in practice it would have led 
directly into it.
[a]
[b]
1. At Hereford, the paten wrapped in a pall was passed fron the deacon to subdeacon at the beginning of the Canon; the 
subdeacon was to hold it with raised hands; Hissale ad usm Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., 
Surtees Soc. 1874, 137.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvi(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London; Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 685-687.
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V/ Per on - ni - a se - eu - la se - cu - lo - run. R/ A - nen.
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[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
H y w W w
V/ Do - ni - nus vo - bis - cun. R/ Et cun spi - ri - tu tu - o.
^  y* V4 -g w  H
V/ Do - ni - nus vo - bis - cun. R/ Et cun spi - ri - tu tu - o.
W  -VH 11 ^
V/ The lorde be wt you.
A
Éfe
H  ~  fl - = ^
V/ The lorde be with you. 
  O
* VI
[e] V/ Ye lord be wt yow
W
[f] V/ The lorde be with you. R/ And with thy spi-rit.
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- L - - - - - W  y  y  Ü 4  w  L  .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- m - - - - - M - - - - - f — - - - - » --- i— :— P-' r  - - - - - - - - - - - -
V/ Sur - sum cor - da. R/ Ha - be - mus ad do - mi - num.
---------------------------i W  VH \ H  \l i i  vA W  \ H  i t \•§ - - - - - ¥ — s .  ^  ^ — w  ^  H  "  r  \A  m - - - - - - - - - - - - -
?
V/ Sur - sum cor - da. R/ Ha - be - mus ad do - mi - num.
. . . . . . . . ..  „ ,  ■■
» - - - - - - f 1 m  h
?  1
V/ Lyfte vp your hartes.
A \i U j&- - - - - y i — ti— p — Y -
?
V/ Lift vp your hertes.
“  „  w  '  1
* = 6 = 5 = 5  = f c  
?
V/ lyft vp yowr heartes
I — î — r  ~ ^  ~  H - - -
V/ Lift vp your hertes. R/ We lift theii vp vnto the lorde.
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[a] V/ Gra-ti - as a-ga-mus do-ni-no de - o nos - tro. R/ Dig - nun et lus - tun est.
[b] 7 V/ Gra-ti - as a-ga-ius do-ni-no de - o nos - tro. R/ Dig - nun et ius - tun est.
[c] V/ Lett vs gyve thankes to oure lorde gode.
[d]
[e]
V/ Let vs geue thankes to or Lord god.
_k * a
-H-H-
V/ Let vs gyue thankes to oure lord god
[f] Let vs geue thankes to our lorde god. It is nete and right so to do.
33= ZEE
[a] Vere dignun et iustun est, equun et salutare, nos tibi semper
35 y ZQZ
[b] Vere dignun et iustun est, equun et sa-lu-ta - re nos tibi semper
[c] It is very net ryght and or bonden dewty that we shulde at all tynes
¥
[d] It is very neete right & or bownden dutie that we shulde
[f] It is very neete right & our bounden dutie Sc.
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% = ------------------- vi 4u — u -------
t
ft
et ubique gratias agere donine sancte
— ---------------------- — v-*— -------
pater onnipotens e-ter-ne de - us:
V— “ U. iJ W  U  tU •  Ut wl * U  U m U .
4 —
- W  ^  n  rr yi yr ~ f* n W  n — jP-H * in ^  Vi k —-r—
Î
et ubique gratias agere donine sancte pater omnipotens e-ter-ne de - us:
-W * M * w
at all tynes and in all places geue thankes to ye o lorde
per chris - tun do - ni - nun nos - trim.
per chris - tun do - ni - nun nos - trun. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  /O
-H y»\ H - ^ I VH h  ^ 33 W MW H3TW
and in all pla - ces gyve thankes to thee 0 lorde holy father Allnightie
ho-li fa-ther al-nigh-ty e-ur-last-yng god
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&[a] et ideo cun angelis et archangelis, c m  thronis et doiinationibus,
[b]
[c]
et ideo c m  angelis et archangelis, c m  thronis et do-ni-na-ti-o-ni-bus,
eurlasting god. Therefore vythe aungelles and archangelles
[d] therefore wt angelles and archangelles
fat
la] cmque ornii militia celestis exercitus hymnm glorie tu-e ca - ni - mus
[b]
[c]
^  ^  Xr'W MM M ^  M H y  »  Vfa
cmque omi militia celestis exercitus hymnm glorie tu-e ca - ni - mus
'|j*| H HWH H hC
and wt all the holy company of heaven we laude & magnifie thy gloryous name
[d] 6 wt all ye holy com-pa-ny of heven we laude & mag-ni-fy thy glo-ri-us name
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4 -  V ^  ^  M =
[a] * si-ne fi - ne di - cen - tes.
j -   r  ^  i  ^
f
[b] si-ne fi - ne di - cen - tes.
1  t l "  "  ^  H ^  ^
[c] e-ur-iore pray-sing thee and say - ing
w w  -  '  ;  1  =
?
[d] e-ur-more prais-inge the and say-ing
Ex. 7.22 The Preface1
It will be seen that the first four ([a]-[d]) are closely related musically although they 
provide different solutions to the intermediate inflections; Merbecke gives a monotone 
throughout, since a setting closer to the original would be difficult to achieve without 
the use of melismata; [e] does not set the Preface beyond the opening versicles.
It will also be noted that all the versions except that of Salisbury attempt to a greater or 
lesser extent to reflect the accentuation of the texts; Merbecke’s care in this regard has 
already been noted above with regard to the Collects, but it would seem on the evi­
dence of the sources set out in Ex. 7.22 that his was no innovation. Of the two vernacu­
lar versions [c] and [d] the former, whilst generally more faithful to the Latin original, 
is the more elaborate and expands the melismata at "oure lorde god", "thankes to thee"
1. [a] Salisbury: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 24-26;
[b] Hereford: hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 119;
[c] Och. e.6.3 sig. 07(v), Milson, J., "English-texted chant before Merbecke", Plainsong and Medieval Music Vol. 1 pt. 1 
April 1992, p. 86;
[d] Obi. C.P. 1549 d.5 unpaginated, transposed;
[e] Oqc. Sel.d.41 fo. cxiv(v), transposed. The accidentals appear spurious;
[f] Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted (1550) sigs. Miv(r-v), ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 
1980.
The abbreviations V/ and R/ are not found in the original sources and are provided above pragmatically; Mer­
becke gives "Priest” and "Auns.". The prefatory staves show the original note values: in [b] and [e] the neuis and 
diamonds (square notes and pyckes) have been redrawn for clarity of presentation.
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and "saying".1 [d] tends to simplify melismatic inflections to a series of single notes 
whilst retaining their overall compass; nevertheless, this version is rhythmically the 
more interesting and indeed, if the evidence of the note values is taken literally, frequ­
ently moves in a triple metre.
It is evident that the Salisbury version has been followed by both [c] and [d]; however, 
during the course of the Preface itself both sometimes introduce rising inflections a-c’ 
at the beginnings of phrases where Salisbury (but not Hereford) has a monotone. It may 
be that this method reflects a development in chanting at Mass not otherwise set out in 
the Latin liturgical books but which might be taken into account both in the Preface and 
in Collects when 16th-century practice is considered.
1. Dr. John Milson has plausibly suggested that this feature (which also occurs in the setting of the Lord's Prayer) was 
a "personal idiosyncrasy of the adapter's": "English-texted chant before Merbecke", Plainsong and Medieval Music Vol. 1 
pt. 1 April 1992, p. 81.
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The . x i  i . Airt i o 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
#  ©at.]cgutrtiiid oanocr miDTrn es
Howe after that the preest hath songe the preface 
they do synge Sanctus Sanctus Sanctus 
benedictus qui venit in nomine domini.
A prayer moving the people that their voice joined with the company of angels in one consent of laud 
and praise, proceeding as well from the church triumphant as militant may without end sing this 
seraphical hymn and song, to the laud of the blessed, trinity whose glory replenisheth heaven and 
earth.1
This songe Sanctus, is the songe of aungels. The seconde parte therof that is Benedictus, is taken 
of the gospel, where the people on Palme sonday sayde to hym the same wordes in praysyng and ioyenge 
of his comynge. And so they are songe here in the masse in worshyp of oure lordes comynge in the sa- 
cramente of the aulter. And therefore at the begynnynge of Benedictus, ye turne to the aulter & make 
the token of the crosse vpon you in mynde of oure lordes passyon, wiche is specially represented in 
the masse.2
And sanctus he says thryus, in excelsis he nomus twyus.
When this is sayd, knele a-don, and (that) wyt gud deuocion.3
Ye fall in hande wyth the Sanctus, which lifting vp youre handes ye speake with a loude voyce, and 
that ended, ye kisse the masse boke, bicuase some other is not at hande. The Sanctus is an hotch 
potche, it is a very beggars cloke cobbled, clouted and patched with a multitude of your popish 
rags.4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 23.
2. The Hyroure of oure Ladye pp. 329-330.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book, p. 29.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xli(r)
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THE SANCTUS AND BENEDICTUS
The Sanctus and Benedictus followed directly from the Preface in both the Mass and 
the Communion service. At Mass, the deacon and subdeacon were to stand to the right 
and left respectively of the priest to say it with him; the priest was briefly to raise his 
arms at Sanctus and then join his hands until in nomine Domini when he was to sign 
himself. Having said the Sanctus and Benedictus the deacon and subdeacon were to 
return to their steps.1
As the priest began the Sanctus it was usual (at least at high Mass) for a bell to be rung 
to alert those outside the church to the approaching Consecration. There seems to be no 
evidence that a handbell (the sacring bell) was used at the same time, although this 
cannot entirely be ruled out.
Meanwhile the choir was to sing the Sanctus and Benedictus, crossing themselves and 
probably turning to the altar at Benedictus. When they had finished singing at ferial 
Masses outside Paschaltide they were to kneel until the Pax Domini; in these circum­
stances it was permitted that the singing of the Sanctus and Benedictus should finish 
before the Elevation.2
This last rubric has implications for both the manner in which the Mass was celebrated 
and the choice of music to be sung. The Salisbury plainsong settings of Sanctus and
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of S am ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898 Vol. I I 1901, pp. 75, 79-80; Sand­
on, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 28; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of 
All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 26.
Sandon and Fugler both interpret the priest's manual acts slightly differently: "(he) joins his hands and 
raises his arms a little". The rubric reads: "erigat se pamper brachia sua et iungat m u s  suas usque ad hoc uerbui In 
nomine domini"; cf. Becon, Article TVelve.
2. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sa m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898 Vol. I I 1901, pp. 21, 23, 103; for 
the method of beginning the Sanctus, pp. 36, 38.
It is unclear from the rubric whether the choir were to turn to the altar as well as to cross themselves at
Benedictus: ad Gloria tibi domine semper ad altare se conuertat (chorus), crucis signo se signans: quod ter ad missam 
publice obsemtur; scilicet ad Gloria in excelsis c m  dicitur In gloria dei patris; et hic c m  dicitur Gloria tibi 
domine et post Sanctus cum dicitur Benedictus, where ter ... ohseruatur might refer to turning and signing or to signing 
alone. On the one hand, Sandon and Fugler make no mention of turning having already noted that the choir were to face 
the altar from the end of the Offertory Proper onwards (Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 
1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 20; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. 23; cf. Frere Use p. 
22); however, this would be impossible if the choir were also to kneel at ferial Masses, and it may well be that they 
were to face back for sung items (as indeed they were to do for the Offertory itself). On the other hand, the rubric
itself is found in the Chapter entitled De Conversione Chori ad Altare Facienda), and The Hyroure of oure Ladye (Article
Twelve) shows that at Sion at least (and almost certainly elsewhere) they turned at Benedictus.
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Benedictus are all relatively short, and even the most florid can be sung without haste 
in ninety seconds;1 it is difficult to see, therefore, how the singing could have been 
continued until the elevation or why the Use should make a distinction concerning the 
length of performance on ferias, unless the plainsong was sung very slowly indeed on 
festal days or the Canon itself spoken much more quickly than might be expected. It is 
clear, however, that an expansive polyphonic setting would have been inappropriate on 
ferias since it would have over-run the Elevation.
The Communion service of the first Prayer Book gives no ceremonial rubrics analogous 
to those of the Mass but, as with the immediately preceding Preface, a celebrant wish­
ing to retain the traditional gestures would have had no difficulty in doing so.2 How­
ever, the omission of the Benedictus in the second Prayer Book to avoid any suggestion 
of the Real Presence (see Chapter One above and The Myroure o f oure Ladye, Article 
Twelve) may well have been anticipated before 1552 in more Protestant churches, and 
any associated manual acts abandoned with the Mass itself.
It was in the method of singing the Sanctus and Benedictus that the Prayer Book 
Communion service differed from that of the Mass. The rubric "This (Sanctus) the 
Clerkes shall also syng" may have permitted a simultaneous recitation by the priest and 
the choir, although it is more likely that only one or the other was intended.3
The continuation of a sung Sanctus into the Canon was specifically forbidden by the 
Prayer Book:
When the Clerkes haue dooen syngyng, then shall the Priest, or Deacon, 
turne hym to the people, and saye,
Let vs praie for the whole state of Christes churche.
Then the Priest, tumyng hym to the Alter, shall saye or syng, playnly 
and distinctly, this prayer folowyng:4
that is, he was to wait for its completion, he was to address the people, and he was
1. The melodies are given in Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 68- 
71.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 686-687.
3. See a similar rubric at the Introit, Article 5 above.
4. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvii(v); Brightman, The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd edn. 1921 p. 686.
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even permitted to sing rather than to say the Canon which in all events had to be au­
dible.
Nevertheless the practice of singing the Sanctus during the Canon may have continued, 
although it was not listed in diocesan Injunctions among the abuses by which the popish 
Mass was counterfeited (perhaps simply because parochial sung celebrations became 
infrequent as the reign went on: see Chapter Four above). No Edwardine settings simi­
lar in length to those in the Latin festal Masses are known; the longest in Wanley lasts 
around four minutes, and two others around three.1 However, even these would create 
for the priest an uncomfortably long pause if he were to wait for the singing to end 
before beginning the Canon. It may well be that these settings were designed for a 
context in which the traditional ceremonial was to be retained and the singing continued 
during the Canon up to, but not beyond, the Consecration.
1. Wrightson, J. (ed.), The Hanley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions I pp. 80-86; II pp. 184-187, III pp. 205-209; 
minim = c.80-85.
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The seconde parité of the masse:
in the w hiche is declared the passyon o f  oure lorde Jhesu christe: 
& ye shal rede these prayers &  shall haue .x lv i. yeres o f  pardon.1
The . x i i i . Ar'tjyc 1 e of the masse
^AM ig.am ttel oanoizr miCTen eo
Howe after Sanctus 
the preest begynneth wt scylence secretly the Canon 
hauynge the curteynes drawen: 
to the entent that he be not troubled 
and doth inclyne hym selfe very lowe.
Then followeth the Canon which is said secretly of the priest because it is expedient to keep si­
lence and secrecy at the time of such a high mystery, that both the priest and the people may have 
the more devout meditations, and the better attend about the same.2
And here is your goodly Godly Hassyng, wherewith ye bewytche the ignoraunt, and make the simple 
people to dote. I pass ouer your Honstruous and apysh toyes, your Inclinations and Prostrations, 
your Complications and Explications, your Eleuations and Extensions, your Incuruations and Genuflex­
ions, your Inspirations and Eposculations, your benedictions and Humiliations, your Pulsations and 
Pausations, wyth your Consignations and all other Abhominations. Ye doe nothyng at all in your 
Hasse, that agreeth wyth Christes institution. The Lordes Supper and your Peuishe, Popishe Priuate 
Hasse doe agree together lyke God and the Deuil, Christ and Belial, Lyght and Darkenesse, Truth and 
Falsehood, and as the common Prouerbe is, lyke Harpe and Harrowe, or lyke the Hare and the Hounde. 
Soure and Swete are not so contrary one to another, as youre Hasse is contrarye to Christes holy 
Commvnion.3
1. The number should read .xlvi.K (46,000) years.
2. The M i o m l  of Ceremonial pp. 23-24.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo.lii(r).
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THE CANON
For the pious medieval Catholic the most solemn part of the Mass was the eucharistie 
prayer or Canon (a term which even Cranmer could not resist using in the first Prayer 
Book "Communion of the Sicke"), at the heart of which was the Consecration of the 
elements as the Body and Blood of Christ truly present on the altar, and (from the thir­
teenth century) their adoration in the Elevation.1 It had long been known in England 
and on the Continent as the "still-mass", a name which invokes a profound change in 
the devotional attitude of worshippers and belies Protestant descriptions of the people 
"running from sacring to sacring, peeping, tooting and gazing".2
When discussing the ceremonial of the Canon the Rationale gave a scriptural gloss 
(perhaps in an attempt to assuage the doubts of Henrician reformers).3 Nevertheless, 
the importance bestowed on the Canon and on the Elevation in particular was anathema 
to the sensibilities of Protestants for whom the Communion was a memorial supper and 
a token of God’s promise of redemption; for them, there was no "Real Presence" in the 
traditional sense since Christ was bodily in heaven and the words of institution were 
figurative rather than literal; there was no sacrifice since he had offered himself once 
for all upon the cross, and instead of literally eating and drinking his body and blood 
communicants fed on him spiritually in their hearts. Protestant polemicists vented much 
of their spleen over this particular part of the service (see Fig. 7.3);* as Horton Davies 
has noted, from being "a very narrow theological issue at the outset", the eucharistie 
controversy "became a crucial issue of faith and life as well as liturgy; one’s eucharistie
1. John Myrc set out the benefits to one seeing the Elevation: he would not go without "nete & drynke" that day, he
would be forgiven any "idele othes and wordes”, he need not fear "soden deth" nor would he suffer in other ways such as
to "lese thyn ye syghte”, and "euery fote that thou gost thenne, that holy syght for to sene” would stand bin in good
stead when he was in any need: Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 1868, pp. 10-11.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book ed. Simons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 274? Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E, Edvard VI 
and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn. 1891, pp. 253-254? Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars, New 
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, p. 98; cf. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse” (1563) in The 
vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, fo. xliiii(r).
3. See Articles Thirteen to Twenty-three.
4. With varying degrees of success: Thonas Becon's sarcasm in "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The 
vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564 can be tellingly witty and original, whilst John Foxe's asides are frequently 
little more than puerile: Actes and Homments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J, London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, Vol. 
6 pp. 362-364.
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Fig. 7.3 À Henrician mockery of the Elevation1
1. A cat found in Cheapside "suspended on a gallows, habited like a monk with shaven crown": Foxe, J., Actes and Mon­
uments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J., London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877. Miles Huggarde said of this, "I dare saie 
ye partie which did hange vp the Catte in Cheapesyde, in mockery of priestes, and ye derision of the blessed sacrament
of thaltar, thoughte that feat to be a worthy enterpryse": The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: caly 1556, ffo.
120r-v.
This is by no means an isolated example. As early as c.1536 a priest had mocked the Consecration when he 
"consecreated the bloodde of Christe at Masse of ale & not with vyne” (Huggarde, op. cit. fo. 13r). On the Continent,
Edwardine Protestants did not endear themselves by singling out the Consecration and Elevation for ridicule and abuse.
At Orleans in 1551 an English traveller causd outrage when he "consecrated" bread in public and distributed it, whilst 
in 1552 a Bristol man working in Portugal was wounded and eventually burned after apparently taking the host and chalice 
from an altar, trampling on the one and spilling the other: Calendar of State Papers Spanish Vol. 10 ed. Tyler, Royal 1 
and Hume, M. A. S., London: HMSO 1914, pp. 309-310; Evans, J. A Chronological Outline of the History of Bristol, 
Bristol: Evans 1824, p. 144.
Traditionalists also seized on the issue. The Welsh Catholic Tomas ap leuan ap Rhys levelled the charge at 
Protestants that "after despoiling God and his house, they caused his servants to hide his body and summoned the people 
to receive mere breadcrumbs": Williams, G., Wales and the Reformation, Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1997, p. 180.
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beliefs were in many of the Tudor years literally a matter of life and death".1
The Canon of the Mass consisted of prayers for the living and the dead, an invocation 
of the saints, a memorial of the passion, resurrection and ascension, and supplications 
that the elements might be blessed and the sacrifice of the Mass be acceptable. At its 
heart was a recital of the institution narrative or Consecration followed immediately by 
the Elevation. Similar in structure and even in wording though the Canon of the Prayer 
Book may appear to be, it must be emphasised that the intention was very different. No 
matter how much Gardiner may mischievously have argued that he could find transub- 
stantiation and oblation in the new service, and no matter how earnestly ecclesiologists 
of the last century and Anglo-Catholics of this may have seized on the opportunity to 
argue that in the first Prayer Book at least the Church of England remained true to 
Catholic eucharistie doctrine, the truth is that they are incompatible.2
Where the Mass used words such as "accept and bless these ... gifts, these presents, 
these holy unspotted sacrifices", "for whom we offer ... this sacrifice of praise", "we 
do offer ... the holy bread of eternal life and cup of eternal salvation", "command thou 
these (gifts) to be brought ... unto thy high altar", the Communion service has "we 
humbly beseche thee ... to receiue these our praiers", "he made there (by his one obla­
tion once offered) a full, perfect and sufficient sacrifice, oblacion, and satysfaccyon", 
"(he) did ... commaund vs, to celebrate a perpetuall memory of that his precious 
death", "blesse and sanctifie these thy gyftes, and creatures of bread and wyne", "we
1. Davies, Horton, Worship and Theology in England from Cranmer to Hooker, Princeton(üSA): Princeton University Press 
1970, pp. 77; he presents a lucid account of the various interpretations of eucharistie theology pp. 76-120. There is a
sunnary of the arguments in "An Apologie of private Hasse* and Cooper's An Answers in defence of the truth (1562) ed.
Goode, ft., Parker Soc. 1850, pp. 38ff., 193ff.
For the English debate and its relationship to the Prayer Book liturgies: Dix, G., The Shape of the Liturgy,
Westminster: Dacre 1945 2nd ed. Aug. 1945, pp. 613-682; Dugiore, C. W., The Hass and the English Reformers, London: 
Macnillan 1958, pp. 83-201; esp. pp. 136-137, 180-184, 379-383, 390-392, 399-408, 412-414, 462-469, 485-487, 505-507, 
561-566, 577.
For an illuminating discussion of the ceremonial and musical contexts: Shepherd, J. H., The Changing Theologi­
cal Concepts of Sacrifice, and its Implications for the Husic of the English Church c.1500-1640, Ph.D. Cambridge 1984.
For statutory and other instruments: Gee, H and Hardy, W. J., Documents Illustrative of English Church His­
tory, London: Macmillan 1910, pp. 305-308, 323; Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1964, Vol. I pp. 227,273, 410-412, 417-418, 538-539.
It is recognised that the summary given in the main text above is a gross over-simplification of both Catholic
and Protestant teaching; however, further discussion along these lines has only a limited place in a thesis which is
concerned more with the practical and ceremonial expression of doctrine than with the doctrine itself.
2. This has been persuasively and succinctly argued by Diarmaid MacCulloch: Thomas Cranmer, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale 
University Press 1996, pp. 412-414? I have found the same conclusion inescapable, not without resistance and some re­
gret.
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do celebrate ... with these thy holy giftes, the memoryll whyche thy sonne hath wylled 
vs to make", "accepte this our Sacrifice of praise and thankes geuing", "wee offre and 
present... our selfe, oure soules, and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and liuely sacri­
fice", and "commaunde these our prayers and supplications ... to be brought vp into 
thy holy Tabernacle"; the associated Exhortations emphasise that "we spiritually eate 
the fleshe of Christe", that "he hath le f t ... his owne blessed body, and precious bloud, 
for vs to fede vpon spiritually", that "the moste comfortable Sacrament of the body and 
bloud of Christ (is) to be taken ... in the remembraunce of his ... Passyon" and that he 
gave his sayed bodye and bloud to feede vpon spiritually". In this context the petition 
which at first sight is apparently supportive of the Real Presence (that the elements 
"may be vnto vs the bodye and bloude of thy ... sonne lesus Christe") takes on quite 
another meaning.1
Despite the doctrinal differences between the Canon of the Mass and that of the first 
Prayer Book they closely resembled one another structurally; the most significant dif­
ferences were that the new form was invariable, the memorial of the dead was moved 
to follow that of the living and the order of some prayers after the Consecration was 
reversed. A priest who therefore wished to continue using the traditional gestures of the 
Mass would have been able to do so without undue difficulty.2
It was inevitable, however, that considerable pressure would be brought to bear on 
conservative clergy who attempted to incorporate the ceremonial of the Mass into the 
Canon of the Communion service. Of the ceremonial abuses identified by Bucer or set 
out in Edwardine diocesan Injunctions, no fewer than twelve directly relate to the
1. The translation of the Latin Canon here followed is that in Foxe, J., Actes and Monuments (1563/1570) ed. Pratt, J., 
London: Religious Tract Soc. 4th edn. 1877, pp. 362-364 which is also reproduced in Cuming, G. J, A History of Anglican 
Liturgy, London: Macnillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 243-246? another reliable modem translations may be found in Proc­
ter, F. and Frere, N. H., A New History of the Book of Common Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855 2nd edn. rev. 1961, pp. 
451-457;
The Canon of the Communion service: BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvii(v)-cxxix(r); Brightman, F. E., The Engl­
ish Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 688-694. The 
Prayer of Consecration of the second and subsequent Books (Brightman op. cit. pp. 663-665) will not be considered here.
2. For the rubrics of the Canon at Mass: Frere, W. H., The Use of Sara, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 
1898 Vol. II 1901, pp. 79-82; Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 28-
31; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, pp. 27-29.
For comparisons between the Canons of the Mass and of the Communion service: Brightman, F. E., The English 
Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. cvi-cxi? Procter, F. 
and Frere, W. H., A New History of the Book of Common Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855 2nd edn rev. 1961, pp. 449-460.
Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edward 71 and the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn. 1891, pp. 197-212.
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Canon, and are given in such detail that there can be no doubt of their continued use.1 
Virtually all the manual gestures of the Canon at Mass were omitted from the Prayer 
Book. Any Elevation was specifically forbidden,2 and all that remained were crosses to 
be made over the elements and a rubric that the priest was to take them into his hands 
before the Words of Institution; even these were criticised by Bucer.3
It is unnecessarily repetitive to set out here the prayers and rubrics of the Latin Canon 
which are easily found in the works cited above. To them, however, must be added 
other gestures not found in the Customary or in the Missals but incorporated into the 
Mass after their compilation and recorded by Becon and other commentators. Thus we 
find that curtains might be drawn round the altar at the beginning of the Canon (partly 
so that the priest might concentrate more easily and partly to emphasise the mystery of 
the "Holy of Holies").4 After saying the Sanctus the priest kissed the image of the 
crucifix (actually an illuminated initial of the prayer Te igituf) traditionally shown in 
Missals at the beginning of the Canon; he stood "nodding" (bowing?) during the 
prayers for the living and the dead; the sacring bell was rung during the signings of the 
cross at Qui pridie\ the priest breathed on the host and the chalice immediately before 
consecrating them; he kissed thee consecrated Host or put it on his eyes, he genuflected 
as well as bowed before each elevation; and he genuflected and kissed the altar after the 
second.5
1. Kissing the table, breathing on or bowing to the bread, using sacring bells, the elevation, kissing the book, holding 
up the fingers, using a corporal, beating the breast, saying the Words of Institution secretly, making crosses over the 
bread and wine, holding the bread at the Consecration (even though this was specified in 1549): Frere, W. H. and Kenne­
dy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 191-193, 241-242, 276, 
299, 302; Bucer, H, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, pp. 42, 58-60, 138-140.
2. The Elevation had apparently been abandoned for a time during 1548 at Masses before Edward and in other private 
chapels; the Order of Communion (1548) did not allow a second Elevation were it necessary under the new arrangements to 
consecrate more wine; Elizabeth forbad the Elevation during Masses in the early months of her reign; Calendar of State 
Papers Spanish Vol. 9 ed. Tyler, Royall and Hume, M. A. S., London: HMSO 1912, pp. 262, 265; Parker, J., The First 
Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 8? Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 7 ed. Brown, Rawdon 
and Bentinck, G. Cavendish, London: HMSO 1890, pp. 2, 16, 22, 28, 73-74, 81? Ross, G. Lockhart, "II Schifanoya's Account 
of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth", Eng. Bist. Review Vol. 23 July 1908, pp. 533-534.
3. Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, pp. 58-60.
4. See the illustration to Article Thirteen.
5. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, ffo. 
xxxviii(r), xli(r-v), xliii(v), xlvii(v)-xlviii(r), xlviiii(r). Becon is the only English source known to me for a 
genuflection before the Elevation; however, see King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the Roman Church, London: Longmans, Green 
1957, pp. 328-329. Dearmer notes that the Salisbury books require only a bow (sometimes specifically a "moderate” bow), 
and that a genuflection at the Elevation was a Continental practice: The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 
4th edn. 1902, pp. 203-209.
The kissing of the crucifix is mentioned (in the late 15th century) by Langforde: "From the begynyng of the
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There were also various popular devotions associated with the Elevation which, being 
in the province of the laity and not of the altar party, are similarly not found in the 
Missals. The people were expected to kneel (or even prostrate themselves) and remain 
silent, the sanctus bell (usually in the tower) was rung to alert those outside to the 
coming Consecration, a sacring bell might be rung in the church, torches were often lit, 
guilds frequently subscribed for the provision of extra lights, and incense might be 
used. In some maonastic churches the doors were ceremonially opened during the 
Consecration. More spectacularly, at King’s Lynn and Hull, mechanical devices were 
installed to lower images of angels at the moment of the Elevation.1
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
Canon which ys when the prest after the Sanctus, and after that he hath kyssyd the Crucifix on the masse book, dothe 
Inclyne A-fore the Avter" ("Meditacyons for goostly exercyse", The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simons, T. P., EETS O.S. 
Vol. 71 1879, p. 274 with discussion and further examples fn. 3). Cf. Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New 
York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 365-366.
For breathing over the elements see also Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 
55 1974, pp. 60, 138; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collec­
tions Vol. 15 1910, pp. 193 5 fn. 8, 242, 276.
Some authorities warned against excessive ceremonial at the Elevation: The Hereford Missal had the rubric Nec
nims diu teneat elevatum, sed statim reponat illud in locum suum. Nec aliquo modo Corporis Christi osculetur: nec ah
aliqua parte Corpus Christi tanqi debet, nisi tantum digitis ad hoc specialiter consecratis: Missale ad usum Percelebris 
Ecclesiae Berfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 128. The Manual authorised in Mary's reign by Cardi­
nal Pole criticised kissing the Host or putting it on the eyes sicut soient quidam stulti facere: Scudamore, W. E., 
Notitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 538 fn. 1.
For a general discussion of the ceremonies at the Elevation see Jungmann op. cit. pp. 424-428.
1. For a vivid and useful summary of these lay devotions, see Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New
Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, p. 95ff.
For kneeling: The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 36-38, 143-144, 150; 
Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 426-427; 
Scudamore, W. E., Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 546-550.
The sanctus and sacring bells: The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp.
xxvii-xxix, 302-303, 327-328. The Lay Folks Mass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 280-281. On Mary's
accession Catholics at Poole (Dorset)began to say Mass in a private house, the clerk ringing a (sanctus?) bell out of
the window until warned “that yf he dyd use too putt hys hand owtt of the wyndow too ring the bell, that a hand-goon 
sholde make hym too smartt" (Thomas Hancock's "Narrative" in Hutchins., J. The Bistory and Antiquities of the County of 
Dorset (1774) 3rd edn. ed. Shipp, W. and Hodson, J. W. Westminster 1861 repub. Wakefield: EP Publishing 1973, p. 54). As 
Adrian Fortescue observes, the use of the sacring bell is unnecessary at high Mass, but popular demand seems to have 
over-ridden this: The Mass, a Study of the Roman Liturgy, London: Longmans, Green 1912, new edn. 1914 p. 344. According 
to Becon, the sacring bell was rung during the blessings of Quam oblationem ("vouchsafe to blesse and sanctifie"): "The 
Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, fo. xli(r); see Article Six­
teen below.
Torches and lights: See articles Nineteen and Twenty below. At Chichester, two additional torches were burned 
at the first Mass of Christmas Day: Peckham, D. W. (ed.), The Acts of the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of 
Chichester 1545-1642, Sussex Rec. Soc. 1959, p. 8.
Incense: The use of incense, which of necessity would normally have involved the altar party, was apparently 
only specified at Lincoln where boys were to hold "two great burning torches and two censers": Wordsworth, C., Notes on 
Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 33; but see also Atchley, E. G. C., A History of the Use of Incense in Divine 
Worship, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 13 1910, p. 266.
Opening of monastic doors: Jungmann op. cit. p. 385.
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It therefore becomes possible tentatively to set out an order for the Canon of the 
Communion service which corresponds ceremonially to that with which an Edwardine 
priest might have been familiar. This is set out under Articles Fourteen to Twenty-two 
below.
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The . x i  i i i . Airt i c  1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
I i  -i  ■
Ç Sat.nt^ .am 'hd oanber mtCDeneo
Howe the preest after the fyrste Memento1 
maketh thre crosses upon the chalyce 
sayenge secret wordes.
Then the priest beginning to represent in his sacrifice of the mass, the most painful and bloody 
sacrifice, once offered for our salvation on the cross, prayeth the Father to accept these gifts 
prepared for the consecration, and inclining his body maketh a cross upon the altar and kisseth it, 
signifying the humble inclining and willing obedience of Christ to his Father's will. Then following 
the example of Christ the high bishop, the minister giveth himself to prayer. First for the univer­
sal church, second for princes and rulers, third for all Christian and faithful people.2
And here begin ye wonderfully to crosse, and to pray for the vniuersall Chirche, first for our Lorde 
Pope, secondly for the Bishop of the diocese wherin ye dwel, thirdly for your kyng and Queene, 
laste of all for all those that be of the Catholyke Fayth.3
1. This should read "before the fyrst Memento".
2. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 24.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. xli(r).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial1
After saying the Sanctus the priest kisses the book. The Deacon and subdeacon return to their places and the priest 
continues:
Let us praie for the whole state of Christes churche.
He joins his hands and raises his eyes:
Almightie and euerliuyng GOD, whiche by thy holy Apostle haste taught vs to make 
prayers and supplicacions, and to geue thankes for al menne:
He bows
We humbly beseche thee
He stands upright and kisses the altar to the right of the host:
most mercifully to receiue
He signs the cross three times above the elements:2
these our praiers, which we offre vnto thy diuine Maiestie, beseching thee to inspire 
continually the uniuersal churche with the spirite of trueth, unitie, and concorde:
He raises his hands:
And graunt that al they that do confesse thy holy name, maye agree in the trueth of thy 
holye worde, and Hue in unitie and godly loue.
Speciallye we beseche thee to saue and defende thy semant Edwarde our Kyng, that 
vnder hym we maye be Godly and quietly gouemed. And graunt unto his whole coun- 
saile, and to all that be put in auctorite vnder hym, that they maye tmely and indiffer­
ently minister iustice, to the punishmente of wickednesse and vice, and to the mainte- 
naunce of Goddes true religion and vertue.
Geue grace (O heauenly father) to all Bishoppes, Pastors, and Curates, that thei maie 
bothe by their life and doctine set furthe thy true and liuely worde, and rightely and 
duely administer thy holy Sacramentes:
and to al thy people geue thy heauenly grace, that with meke heart and due reuerence 
they may heare and receiue thy holy worde, tmely semyng thee in holynes and right- 
eousnes all the dayes of their life:
1. Rubrics found in the Mass are given in condensed font; those in italics are found in authorities other than the 
Customary or Hissais; those in bold are found in the Prayer Book.
2. This might have been omitted as inappropriate.
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The -XV. Ar'Tjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
<[i$Mt.Fo.amftel uanoec nuCTtn ce
Howe the preest is in his fyrste Memento 
and than he prayeth for all his frendes lyuynge 
yt god may gyue them grace and mayntayne them in all goodness.
(He remembers) specially in his memento such as charity most bindeth him to do, making an honourable 
mention also of the saints, and first of our Lady, the XII apostles and as many martyrs.1
Of aile gode thu thanke god than, and pray also for eche man,
For eche astat, and eche degre, so wol the law of cherite;
And therefore begynne this prayere sone, whanne the prest hath his preface done.2
And now ye come to your first Memento, which serueth for the liuing, where ye stande nodding like a 
sort of dronckardes, and prayeng, ye say for all your good friendes and benefactors, for all yt 
vpholde and maintaine the kyngdom of the cleargie, and defende our mother holy Chirch against the 
assaultes of the Gospellers, and here ye allege a sort of Sainctes, and ye desire that for their 
mérités and prayers sake ye may be saued and preserued from al euil. 0 abhominable blasphemers.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 24.
2. The Lay Folks Mass Book pp. 29-31.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. xli(r).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
And we most humbly beseche thee of thy goodnes (O Lorde) to coumfort and succour 
all them, whyche in thys transytory life be in trouble, sorowe, nede, syckenes, or any 
other aduersitie.
He prays with his head bwed for the living: himself, his parents, godparents and relations, friends within and without 
the parish, the congregation present and for all Christians. He nay comend them (by name), but should not pause for too 
long lest he be distracted.
And specially we commend vnto thy merciiull goodnes, this congregacion which is 
here assembled in thy name, to celebrate the commemoracion of the most glorious 
death of thy sonne:
And here we do geue vnto thee moste high praise, and heartie thankes, for the wonder- 
full grace and vertue, declared in all thy sainctes, from the begynning of the worlde: 
And chiefly in the glorious and moste blessed
He bows a little:
virgin Mary, mother of thy sonne lesu Christe our Lorde and God, and in the holy 
Patriarches, Prophètes, Apostles and Martyrs, whose examples (O Lorde) and sted- 
fastnes in thy fayth, and kepyng thy holy commaundementes, graunte vs to folowe.
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The . x x  i i i - Airtjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e 1
Q ©ar.Fjcty^artihel uaDer rumen ee
Howe the preest beynge in his seconde Memento 
prayeth for the soûles that be departed beynge in purgatorye.
And so he proceedeth to the second memento in which he prayeth for them that be dead in the faith of 
Christ and sleep in peace that it might please God to grant them a place of refreshing, light, and 
quietness.2
Sethen he dresseth him in the ferst stede, thanne is tyme to pray for the dede.3
After all these thynges ye fall again to your solemne prayers, and among all other ye stande noddyng 
and praying in your Memento for ye soules departed. And here in youre mynde and thoughte (for now ye 
playe mumme budget and scilence glumme) ye praye for Philippe and Chenye, mo than a good meany, for 
the soules of your great grand Sir and of your old Beldame Hurre, for the soules of Father Prin- 
charde and of Mother Puddyngwryght, for the soules of good man Rynsepytcher and good wyfe Pyntepot, 
for the soules of Sir lohn Huslegoose and Sir Symonde Swetelyppes, and for the soules of all your 
Benefactours, Founders, Patrones, Frendes and well willers, whiche haue giuen you eyther dirige 
grotes, confessional pens, trentalles, yeare sendees, dynner or Supper or any thyng els, that may 
mayntayne your our Ladies Knyghtes. But this praying for ye dead hath made your Kitchens warme, your 
Pottes to sethe and your Spits to turne merily.4
1. In the Mass the memorial of the dead was said in the second part of the Canon: the Article has been moved to conform 
to the order of the Comnunion.
2. The Rationale of Ceremonial pp. 25-26.
3. The Lay Folks Mass Book p. 43.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse ffo. xlviii(r-v).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
We commend vnto thy mercye (O Lorde) all other thy seruauntes, which are now 
departed hence from vs, with the signe of faith, and no we do rest in the slepe of peace:
He pauses and prays vith his head bwed for the dead.
Graunt vnto them, we beseche thee, thy mercy, and euerlasting peace, and that, at the 
day of the general! resurreccion, we and all they which bee of the misticall body of thy 
sonne, may altogether be set on his right hand, and heare that his most ioyfull voyce: 
Come vnto me, O ye that be blessed of my father, and possesse the kingdom, whiche is 
prepared for you from the begynning of the worlde: Graunt this, O father, for lesus 
Christes sake, our onely médiateur and aduocate.
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The . x v  i . Ar'tjyc 1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
C &  at.rm.artiHei mnütt mtûTen es
Howe the preest doth make fyue crosses upon the host 
afore that he do consecrate it in sacrament.
Certain prayers and petitions (are) made for the people and also that the oblation may be acceptable 
unto God.1
Then is time ney of sacrynge, a little belle he wol to vs rynge.2
This done ye fal to crowching & beholding the litle cake and chalice, ye blesse & crosse wonderfully 
the cake and chalice, as thoughe they wer haunted wt some yl spirites. While ye are thus blessing, 
ye boye or parrish clarke ring ye litel Sacry bell. When the Bell once rynges (if they can not 
conueniently see) they forsake their seates and runne from altare to altare, from Sakering to Saker- 
ing, peering here and touting ther.3
1. The Rationale of Cerewnial p. 25.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book pp. 37-39.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse, ffo. xli(r), xliiii(r).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
He looks at the host with great reverence:1
O God heauenly father, which of thy tender mercie diddest geue thine only sonne lesu 
Christ to suffre death vpon the crosse for our redempcion, who made there (by his one 
oblacion once offered) a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifyce, oblacion, and satysfac- 
cyon, for the sinnes of the whole worlde, and did institute, and in his holy Gospell 
cammaund vs, to celebrate a perpetuall memory of that his precious death, untyll his 
comming again:
He again looks at the host with great reverence:
Heare vs (O merciful father) we besech thee;
Ee breathes on the host:2
and with thy holy spirite and worde, vouchsafe
He lakes the sign of the cross over the eleients;3 the sacring bell is rung:
to ble+sse and sanc+tifie these thy [+] gyftes, and creatures of bread and wyne, that 
they maie be vnto vs the [+] bodye and [+] bloude of thy moste derely beloued sonne 
lesus Christe.
1. At York, the priest was to touch the chalice at Eanc igitur: "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simons, T. F., The 
Lay Folks Mass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 106.
2. Strictly speaking, the breathing seems to have been done at the time of the consecration, and might in practice have 
been retained there when the traditional order took precedence over a logical association of words and action.
3. The first two crosses are shown in the Prayer Book, the remaining three in brackets are adopted from the Mass.
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The . xv  i i . Ar'T.yc 1 e  oT t h e ma. s  s e
How the preest maketh clene his bandes upon the aulter 
as puryfynge them.1
1. The illustration shows the wiping being done with some flamboyance on the altar cloth (as apparently it was at York
although authorities are divided in this: Deaner, P., flat Boezken vander Hissen, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 5, p. 75;
"The Order of Hass - York Use" ed Simmons, T. F., The Lay Folks Hass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 106).
In the Anglican liturgical revival of the early seventeenth century this cleansing was reinstated, but some­
what more decorously. At the prayer "Almighty God, our heavenly father" (that is, almost immediately before the Words of 
Institution) the celebrant "first washeth his fingers with the end of the napkin besprinkled with water”: The Consecra­
tion and Dedication of Abbey Dore, 1634 ed. Russell, J. Fuller, London: Pickering 1874, p. 29; cf. Frere, W. H., The
Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, p. 184. Although Frere describes this as an
"additional ceremony" to the Prayer Book, it clearly derived from the Mass, and the use of a napkin or corporal rather
than the altar cloth may well represent the normal pre-Reformation practice.
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T he - x v  i i i . Ar'tjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
.ardhdtjanDetT mtCfctt ce
How the preest taketh the hoste in his handes and doth mynyster it: 
lyftynge the chesuble upon his sholdres 
& doth make him redy to consecrate and offre 
the holy sacrament and body of oure lorde.
He proceedeth with all reverence to the consecration first of the bread, taking it in his hands and 
giving thanks following the example of Christ by virtue and power of whose words the substance of 
bread is turned to the substance of the body of Christ and likewise the substance of wine into his 
precious blood.1
Nowe let vs beholde your consecration. Taking the litle Cake in your handes, ye say these wordes. 
The day before he suffered &c. But I muche maruell of your grosse ignorancye in thys one thyng. For 
when ye rehearse thys worde, Benedixit, ye Crosse and blesse the bread wyth your greasye fyngers, as 
thoughe Christes blessyng in that place were the waggyng of his fyngers, and not rather thankes- 
geuing. Agayne those woordes, whiche Christ spake openly to hys Dysciples ye partly leaue oute and 
partly whysper hocker mocker to your selues, that no man maye be the better for your doynges, and 
that the people may be kept still in blyndnesse.2
1. The Rationale of Cérémonial p. 25.
2. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xliii(r-v).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
He raises and joins his hands; he wipes his fingers:1
Here the priest mist take the bread into his handes:
Who in the same nyght that he was betrayed: took breade,
He bows and signs a cross over the host:
and when he had [+] blessed, and geuen thankes:
He stands more upright and touches the host without breaking it:
he brake it, and gaue it to his disciples, saiyng: Take, eate,
He speaks the following phrase in one breath and without a pause:
this is my bodye which is geuen for you, 
do this in remebraunce of me.
1. See Article Seventeen above.
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How the preest whan he hath consecrate the holy sacrament 
he doth lyfte the body of our lorde on hygh 
afore all the people betwene his two handes 
as a medyatoure betwene god the father & man.
He lifteth up both the body and the blood that the people with all reverence and honour may worship 
the same and also to signify thereby partly Christ's Exaltation upon the cross for our redemption, 
and partly signifying that triumphant advancement and exaltation that God the Father because of his 
passion hath exalted him above all creatures bidding the people to have it in remembrance as oft as 
they shall do the same.1
Knelynge, hold vp thyn hondes,
and with inclinacion of thi bodi, be-hold the leuacioun reuerently.2
After ye haue once spoken these fyue woordes, Hoc est enim corpus meum, ouer the bread, and haue 
blasted, breathed and blowed vpon it, ye knele downe to it, and worship it lyke abhominable Idola- 
trers, and afterwarde ye holde it vp aboue your pestilent, Pylde, shauen shamelesse heades, that the 
people by loking vpon it and worshippyng it, may be partakers also of your abhominable Idolatrye. 
The people lay all thyngs asyde now, & lift vp their heades, behold their maker, knele down and 
worship their lord god. And if the Priest be weke in the armes, and heaue not vp hye ynough, the 
rude people of ye countrey in diuerse partes of England wyll cry out to the Prieste, holde vp Sir 
lohn, holde vp. Heaue it a littel hyer. And one wil say to another: Stoupe downe thou Fellowe afore, 
that I may see my maker. For I cannot be mery, except I see my Lorde God once in a day. Before it 
was Sursum Corda, but now is Sursum Capita, come in, Lift vp your heads and like vpon your maker 
betwene the priests hands, with his arse turned toward you, bicause no woman at that present, shal 
be enamoured with his swete and louing face. Come of, knele downe, loke vp, knock your brest, behold 
ye applemaker of Kent, & mark wel him yt killed thy father. This is the Lord thy God. Let vs fal 
down and worship him. 0 unsufferable Idolatry.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 25.
2. The Lay Folks Mass Book p. 39.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Basse ffo. xli(r-v), xliii(v), xlviiii(r).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
He bows, genuflects and elevates the host;
(the deacon, subdeacon and acolyte may have bowed at the elevation); 
the sanctus bell is probably rung, and possibly the sacring bell also;
censing of the host, the raising of lighted tapers and other (tainly lay) acts of devotion may have taken place:
He makes the sign of the cross with the host, and places it before the chalice; he uncovers the chalice (with his first 
finger and thumb held together);1
1. See the discussion at Article Thirteen concerning ceremonial at the Consecration and Elevation.
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Howe the preest after that he hathe lyfte the blyssed body of oure lorde 
he doth lyfte the chalyce with the precyous blode of god.
After that ye haue committed Idolatrye wyth the Sacramentall bread (if it be worthy of that name) ye 
fall in hande to consecrate (I vse styll your owne termes) the wyne. Here fall ye to crossyng 
agayne. After the wordes spoken in hocker mocker, ye breathe and blowe, and shake your head ouer the 
Chalice, and then ye knele downe, lifte vp your handes and honoure it lyke most abhominable Idola- 
trers. After that ye stande vp agayne lyke pretye fellowes and well appoynted, and takyng the Cha­
lice in your handes, ye holde it vp wyth heaue and howe aboue your Heathenyshe heades, that the 
people also maye worship it and be fellow Idolatrers wyth you. Thys done, ye set the Chalyce downe 
agayne vpon the altare, and ye couer it wyth your Corporasse clothe for catching of colde.1
1. Becon, The Displayeng of the ppishe Hasse ffo. xlvii(r-v).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
Here the priest shall take the Cuppe into his handes:
Likewyse after supper he toke the cuppe,
He bows and signs a cross over the chalice;
and when he had geuen thankes, [+] he gaue it to them, saiyng: drynk ye all of this,
He raises the chalice a little, and probably speaks as before:
for this is my bloude of the new Testament, whyche is shed for you and for many, for 
remission of synnes:
He breathes over the chalice, genuflects and elevates it whilst saying the words following? 
the same acts of devotion may have been repeated:
do this as oft as you shall drinke it, in remembraunce of me.
But note: These wordes before rehersed are to be saied, turning still to the Alter, without any eleuacion, or shewing 
the Sacraient to the people.1
He replaces the chalice, removes into it any crumbs which may be on his fingers and covers it again.
1. It will be noted that this rubric forbids at once not only the Catholic elevation but also the Protestant practice of 
turning to face the people at the Consecration: cf. Huggarde, M., The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: Caly 1556, 
ffo. 80v-81r. See also Chapter Six above.
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Howe the preest aftyer the eleuacion doth stand upryght wt his armes spred abrode
prayenge for the people.
The priest extendeth and stretcheth abroad his arms in form of a cross declaring thereby that both 
he and the people not only have the fresh remembrance of the passion, but also of his resurrection 
and glorious ascension.1
Whanne the prest hath the leuacioun made, he spredeth his handes thanne abrade.2
Then once ageyne knele ye downe, and vp agayne lyke dyue doppels, and kysse the altare and spread 
your armes abroade, as thoughe ye would embrace some shee Saincte.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 25.
2. The Lay Folks Rass Book p. 43.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Rasse fo. xlviii(r).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
Be genuflects, kisses the altar and opens his arms in the form of a cross:
Wherefore, O Lorde and heauenly father, accordyng to the Instytucyon of thy derely 
beloued sonne, our sauiour lesu Christ, we thy humble seruauntes do celebrate, and 
make here before thy diuine Maiestie, with these thy holy giftes, the memoryall 
whyche thy sonne hath wylled vs to make, hauyng in remembraunce his blessed pas­
sion, mightie resurreccyon, and glorious ascension, renderyng vnto thee most hartie 
thankes, for the innumerable benefites procured vnto vs by the same, entierely desiiyng 
thy fatherly goodnes, mercifully to accepte this our Sacrifice of praise and thankes 
gening: most humbly beseching thee to graunt, that by the mérités and death of thy 
sonne lesus Christ, and through faith in his bloud, we and al thy whole church, may 
obteigne remission of our sinnes, and all other benefites of hys passyon.
He lowers his arms (and probably joins his hands);
meanwhile, the deacon goes to wash his hands at the credence, assisted by the subdeacon:1
And here wee offre and present vnto thee (O Lorde) oure selle, oure soules, and bo­
dies, to be a reasonable, holy, and liuely sacrifice vnto thee:
He signs three times over the host and chalice:
humbly beseching thee, that whosoeuer shalbee [+] partakers of [+] this holy [+] 
Communion, may worthily receiue
He signs over the host and then the chalice:
the most precious [+] body and [+] bloude of thy sonne lesus Christe: and bee ful­
filled with thy grace and heauenly benediccion, that he maye dwell in them, and they in 
hym.
1. The rubrics of the Mass directed that the deacon wash his hands at the prayer supplices te rogams ("Yet we beseche 
thee to accepte thys our bounden dutie": see Article Twenty-two below); the present position in the Communion service 
has been determined pragmatically. The taperers were also to come from the quire and assist in the washing; in practice, 
this has proved to be unnecessary and even inconvenient.
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How the preest after this dothe make .vii. crosses upon the Sacrament.
All honour and glory is to be rendered to Almighty God by Christ and with Christ the Holy Ghost 
being knit in unity to them, and then expressing with a loud voice how long his honour and glory is 
due to God he saith per omnia secula seculorum, that is to say, perpetually, the church answering 
Amen, so be it.1
What shall I speake of daunsing of your little great God aboute the Chalice with Per Ip, et cum Ip, 
et in Ip, svm, That is so holy a thyng, that it is called the second Sakeryng, & may by no meanes be 
left Vndone. Your childe must nedes be dandled and playde withal a little whyle, least he chaunce to 
slepe to longe.2
1. The Rationale of Cerewnial p. 26. Robis quoque peccatoribus is explained: the priest and they both be sinners, and 
have need of mercy and grace.
2. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Rasse fo. xlviii(v).
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The Canon of the first Prayer Book, text and ceremonial (continued)
He strikes his breast once:
And although we be unworthy (through our manyfolde synnes) to offre vnto thee any 
sacrifice: J
He bows with his aras crossed:
Yet we beseche thee to accepte thys
He stands upright and kisses the altar to the right of the host:1
our bounden duetie and seruice, and commaunde these our prayers and supplicacions, 
by the Mimstery of thy holy Angels, to be brought vp into thy holy Tabernacle before 
the syght of thy dyuine maiestie; not weighing our mérités, but pardonyne our of­
fences, through Christe our Lorde,
The deacon, having washed his hands, stands at the right of the priest and the subdeacon returns to his step.
The priest uncovers the chalice (and the deacon holds the folded corporal);
he holds the host, signing the cross with it five tines: above the chalice, level with and then below the bowl, above it 
again, and in front of it:
by [+] whome, and with [+] whome, in the [+] unitie of the holy [+] Ghost: all
honour and glory, be vnto thee, O father [+] almighty,
He takes the corporal fron the deacon who kisses his right shoulder; 
he covers the chalice, keeps his hands above the altar and chants:
1. A Mass rubric follows almost immediately that he should sign the host, chalice and himself; since the context of that 
signing is not in the Comnunion service, and since the signings of the second sacring follow almost immediately, they 
may in practice have been omitted.
2. A pragmatic reconstruction; no contemporary settings are known to have survived other than that simply on a monotone 
in Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. Oi(r). 
"Amen" in the Prayer Book is not specifically responsorial and is not given in The Clerk's Book (where it must therefore 
be said by the priest): The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, p. 38. However, Mer- 
becke's setting suggests that the practice of the Mass continued.
world with - out ende. R/ A - men.2
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How the Preest after the Memento 
with a hygh voyce dothe synge to the father celestyall: 
Pater noster qui es in celis.
To the intent that he may the more worthily receive the holy and blessed body and blood of Christ 
both to the comfort and strength as well of him as of them that be present he saith the "pater 
noster" asking of God this heavenly and celestial bread with deliverance from all evils and increase 
of quietness and peace.1
After the sacrynge the preste sayeth the Pater noster, all a lowde that the people may here yt & 
pray the same in theyr hartes. And therfore he beginneth wyth pray we. Amongest vs the preste alone 
syngeth yt in the name of all.2
Thanne the prest seith with hie steuene the pater-noster to god of heauene,
Herkene him with gode wile, and answere him, loude or stille.3
After that ye haue layd your yong God to rest againe, ye say your Pater Noster lyke good deuoute
men.4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 26.
2. The Hyroure of oure Ladye p. 330.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book p. 47.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xlviii(v).
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THE LORD’S PRAYER
In both Mass and first Prayer Book Communion service the Lord’s Prayer immediately 
followed the Canon, and in both was to be said or sung by the priest, the choir answer­
ing with the final clause; the only significant difference was that the Prayer Book added 
"Amen" to the response where in the Mass it had been said silently by the priest.1
At Mass, the Lord’s Prayer was sung with some ceremony. The priest was to continue 
holding his hands over the altar while he chanted the introduction and for the Pater 
Noster itself he was to raise his hands. Meanwhile (and probably at the start of the 
introduction) the paten and veil held by the acolyte throughout the Canon were passed 
to the subdeacon and then the deacon; he was to hold the paten aloft during the Pater 
Noster*
Whether this ceremonial continued with the Communion service cannot be shown for 
certain; however, it is quite likely that it did since the related Mass ceremonial which 
immediately followed was condemned by Protestants as late as 1551/2, as will be 
shown below.
Furthermore, the elaborate chant with which the Pater noster had been sung at Mass 
was adapted and integrated into the Communion service. At least three vernacular 
adaptations survive, two in noted Prayer Books and one in Merbecke. They are set out 
in Ex. 7.23 together with the Latin versions from Salisbury and Hereford.
1. BCP tfoitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(r); Brightaan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 696.
2. Frere, W, H., The Ose of S a m ,  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 82-83; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 31; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of M l  Saints, pri­
vate printing 1997, pp. 30-31. At Hereford, the priest was to keep his hands above the altar throughout; the deacon was 
to take the paten which had been held by the subdeacon, and to raise it at the words panes nostrum quotidianum (thus the 
significance): Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Berfordensis ed. Henderson, H. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, pp. 131, 137. 
Other Continental nodes of elevation during the Pater noster are given in Jungnann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, 
New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 469-470.
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O-re - bus. Pre-cep-tis sa-lu-ta-ri-bus et di-vi-na in-sti-tu-ti-o-ne for-ua-ti:
-w w w * M n * y h -  n
? 1 1 '
0-re - nus. Pre-cep-tis sa-lu-ta-ri-bus no-ni-ti, et di-vi-na in-sti-tu-ti-o-ne for-ua-ti:
y — P .....
J W - .H  W \H  W— H  H  x4 H  H ^  ^  H
Let vs pray As our sa-uy-oure chryst hath coi-iand-ed 6 taught vs
-6—
J
Let vs pray As or sa-ui-or christ
 A  __________
Let vs praye. As our sa-uiour Christ hath coB-iaund-ed and taught vs,
;
7
-ri h ^
au-de-Bus di-ce-re:
H yl T* •  H :
au-de-Bus di-ce-re.
we are bolde to saye
7
we are bold to say.
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Pa-ter nos-ter, qui es in ce-lis: Sanc-ti-fi-ce-tur no - men tu - urn:
---- La* . t-1 _l W Ui. . . ._L . . II ^W ^  y ^  w V, ^  ^  xn
Pa-ter nos-ter, qui es in ce-lis: Sanc-ti-fi-ce-tur no - men 
-ft---------------------- -----^—
JL----H-i—W w tai 11 11 ta U-i
:u - urn:
A-- W  ^ W ^ y y M ^ ^ —
• Oure fa-ther wch arte in hea-ven ha-low-ed be thy name
J--------- — --------------
-fe---m~-fr ^— B— * >...r H
f
Our fa - ther whiche art in heaven ha-low-ed be thy name
#  " r * ' ^____
Our fa-ther which arte in heauen, ha-low-ed be thy name.
J - - - ta i_i l_, i_i
i f- - - ^ "  n  "  n  y  n  -  F  ^  - - - -
ad-ve-m-at req-num tu-um, fi-at vo-lun-tas tu-a si-cut in ce-lo et in ter-ra,
_û- - - ta ,-i t-i i_i . t-i .. ..i . . J u  , i f
Ad-ve-ni-at req-num tu
\ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
JL- - - - i«a — ^  w  I j
- - n  ..n | X  --
-urn: Fi-at vo-lun-tas tu-a, si-cut in ce-lo, et in ter - ra.
^ g  ^  ^  
9
thy kinq-dome come
' ^  ta y  H  H  H  -U y t r  H  h
thy wyll be done in earthe as it ys in hea-uen
- - - —  *  w —
t
Thy kynq-dom com 
||p- - - - s- - •— » — - -
. T *  ^  ■ n  H  •  • —  — est—
thy will be don in erthe as it is in heauen
— - - - a - g - H '  H  "  . H  w
i
Thy kyng-dome come. Thy wyll be done in earth, as it is in heauen.
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pa-nem nos-trum quo-ti-di-a-num da no-bis ho-di-e, et di-mit-te no-bis de-bi-ta nos-tra
4>- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-u— g-H r*- - - g-ri.w ^
i 1
Pa-nem nos-trum quo-ti-di-a-num da no-bis ho-di-e: Et di-mit-te no-bis de-bi-ta nos-tra
1- u  yj \4--H--a H  ^  H W w  ^ 14 Hvy n x n  
Ï
Geue vs thys daye or day-ly brede 
1--------- — -----------1
n  ^ --- 1- - - - - -
and for-geue vs or tres-pac-es
ft- - - - nr— i— = — W ^  y  «  u - - ■ ■ ■ - ,- - - - fi # * ? ' *  r. —  n — --------- Jpa__ac— * V1-s_ti----
1
Geve vs this day or daily brede 
1-------------------------
And for-geue us or tres-pac-es
ft-----^ » 14 » H .— er y|ItiD------- e-------- L— - — #-
Geue vs this day our day-ly breade. And for-geue vs our tres-pac-es,
si-cut et nos di-mt-ti-nus de-bi-to-ri-bus nos-tris:
f si-cut et nos di-iit-ti-aus de-bi-to-ri-bus nos-tris.
r as we for-geue them that tres-pa-ce a-gaynst vs
g As we for-geue them yt tres-passe a-gaynst vs
t as we for-geue theim that tres-pace a-gaynst vs.
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[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
et ne nos in-du-cas in tenp-ta-ti-o - ne:, R/ sed li-be-ra nos a :a - lo.
iSlSI&eCHZSZÿPpZ -H H *  H fW #
Et ne nos in-du-cas in ten-ta-ti-o - nea. R/ Sed li-be-ra nos a aa - lo.
----------------------A---------------------
And leade vs not in-to teap-ta-ci - on
And leade vs not in-to teap-ta-ci-on
zt
But d
[e]
-y * Y4 * *  -  r< h
And leade vs not in-to teap-ta-ci-on. R/ But de-li-uer vs fro: euil A-ien.
Ex. 7.23 The Pater noster1
Here again as at the Preface (Article Eleven above) the vernacular versions are all 
closely based on the Salisbury melody and (like the Hereford version also) have a 
mensural character which may well indicate how such chant was performed in the 16th 
century. All adapt rather than attempt to reproduce the original: Merbecke [e] treats it 
the most freely, avoiding any melismata, whilst, as John Milsom has observed,2 the 
Christ Church version [c] retains the outline of the beginnings and endings of phrases 
except that some clause terminations are expanded melismadcally; of the three, perhaps 
the Bodleian version [d] is closest to the original. Because only the priest’s part is set, 
it is not possible to know except in Merbecke whether such adaptations would have 
added "Amen" to the choral response or continued to omit it by analogy with the
1. [a] Salisbury: Sandon, N, The Ose of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 31?
[b] Hereford (the notation here standardised pragiatically): Hissale ad usm Percelebris Ecclesiae Herfordensis ed. 
Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 131;
[c] Och. e.6.3 sig. Ql(v): Milsou, J., "English-texted chant before Merbecke", Plainsong and Medieval Music, Vol. 1 pt. 
1 April 1992, p. 90;
[d] Obi. O.P. 1549.d.5 unpaginated (here transposed);
[e] Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. 
0i(r)-0ii(r) (the notation here standardised pragmatically),
2. "English-texted chant before Merbecke", Plainsong and Medieval Music Vol. 1 pt. 1 April 1992, pp. 81, 84.
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Mass.1 It is interesting to note that before "as it is in heauen" all three vernacular 
versions twice rise to a c’ not found in the Latin original (which gives that note only at 
adveniat; it is quite possible that this reflects an otherwise unrecorded development of 
the Latin chant by the 16th century, by which
I W *
8  no - men tu - ua
et in ter - ra
had become
#  H ^  H
no - men tu - urn 
et in ter - ra.
In the second and subsequent Books the Lord’s Prayer (as well as being moved to 
follow the Distribution) was no longer to be said or sung in the traditional manner but 
led by the priest "the people repeating after him euery peticion".2 This accorded with 
the method recommended by Hooper.3 Other reformers might have preferred the priest 
and people to pray at the same time;4 the rubric of the second Book sets out a practical 
compromise which, although contrary to the intention of the first Book, may well have 
been adopted by more advanced Protestant congregations before 1552.
1. "Alien" was in fact omitted in BCP Oswen 16276.
2. Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. 705. Cf. "saying after me" at Matins and Evensong, p. 131.
3. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. K., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, 
pp. 282, 283, although the circumstances here are slightly different and may not refer to a liturgical rendition. The 
people had been expected by Injunction to know the prayer since 1537 (although the principle of doing so was not new) 
and^  young people at least could not be admitted to communion or confirmation without that knowledge: see Visitation 
Articles pp. 17, 20, 36, 45, 56, 61, 66, 86, 116, 178, 179, 233, 237, 265; The First and Second Prayer Books of Edvard 
VI ed. Gibson, E. C. S., Everyman Library Vol. 448 1910, pp. 250, 252? also cf. Myrc, J, Instructions for Parish Priests 
ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31, p. 5. How far this requirement was complied with may be doubted: Hooper's Injunction, the 
continued need for responsorial rendition found in the rubric of the second and subsequent Books, Richard Hooker's 
defence of that practice (Of the Laves of Ecclesiasticall Politie Book 5 (1597) ed. Edelen, G., Cambridge(USA)/London: 
Harvard University Press 1977, pp. 147-149), and the survival of the convention even among the Stuart ritualists (The 
Consecration and Dedication of Abbey Bore, 1634 ed. Russell, J. Fuller, London: Pickering 1874, p. 31) all point to the 
prayer not being sufficiently well known by the laity.
4. Cf. Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 144. However, since the Pro­
testant Merbecke set the Lord's Prayer according to the traditional manner of performance, it was perhaps a matter of no 
immediate importance.
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THE LORD’S PRAYER TO THE PENITENTIAL PRAYERS
Following the recital of the Lord’s Prayer the order of the first Prayer Book Com­
munion service diverged from that of the Mass into a new order; the two can only be 
reconciled with difficulty.
At the Mass, the Embolism was said and the priest blessed himself with the paten; he 
broke the host; on ferias the Preces in Prostratione were said; the Pax Domini was 
chanted, the Agnus Dei said by the priest, a piece of the host was placed in the chalice 
and the Pax given; the priest then prayed privately and received.1
At the Communion service, the equivalent of the Pax Domini immediately follows the 
Lord’s Prayer; a new item "Christ our Pascall lambe" is recited; the Penitential Prayers 
are said; the priest receives without further prayer. Thus there is no indication of where 
any fraction was to take place (although the wafers were to be divided), the Agnus Dei 
is moved ("Christ our Pascall lambe" taking its place), the Commixture and the giving 
of the Pax disappear and, whilst prayers perhaps analogous to the Preces in Prostra­
tione are retained, their position is moved. The discussion below will therefore follow 
the order of the Communion service, referring back to the practice of the Mass.
[1] The Blessing with the Paten2
Different though the two orders might have been, there is some evidence that much of 
the Mass ceremonial survived and that it was given precedence over the Prayer Book 
rubrics.
After the Pater Noster of the Mass, the priest was to say the Embolism; the deacon was 
to give him the paten, kiss his hand and return to his place; the priest was to kiss the 
paten, raise it before his left and right eyes, sign his head with it and replace it on the
1. Reference will be made to the sources of the rubrics in their proper place below.
2. Frere, W, H., The Use of Sara, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 83; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 31; Fugler, P., Rass for the Feast of All Saints, pri­
vate printing 1997, p. 31; BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 
1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 696.
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altar (probably under the opened corporal once more).1
An otherwise redundant Prayer Book rubric after the Lord’s Prayer "Then shall the 
priest saye. The peace o f the Lorde" indicates clearly that this ceremonial was to be 
omitted, and the consecutive layout of Merbecke’s setting emphasises this (see Fig. 
7.4).
3K %  Communion,
- V  ■ e x w -  ------------g  4 *  4  £ —4
temptation, X w .  B ut OtiwecW from
— # — g— ----- - -------^— *— 4-4— ^ ^ 1
etttl amen» p p A ,  (Cfje peace o ff  lojti be 
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Fig. 7.4 The Lord's Prayer and Peace fMerbecke1:
Nevertheless, such ceremonies evidently survived in conservative celebrations since 
"blessing his eyes" and "crossing his head" with the paten were both condemned by 
Injunction as late as 1551/2.3
1. At Hereford the priest was to hold his hands over the altar for both the introduction and the Pater Poster itself; he 
was to touch his eyes with the paten, sign hinself with it over his head and kiss it again; meanwhile, the deacon was to 
put the pall (in which the paten had been wrapped whilst it was held by the subdeacon) on the left of the altar; Hissale 
ad u s u e  Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees Soc. 1874, pp. 131-132, 137. At York, he was to 
sign hinself with the paten, naking a large cross fron his head to his breast and (fron shoulder to shoulder) on each 
side: "The Order of Mass - York Use* ed. Simons, T. P., The Lay Folks Hass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 112.
2. Merbecke, J., The booke of C o m n  praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. 
Oii(r).
3. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
192, 241-242, 276.
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The _ x x v  - A r " ty c le  oT t h e  m a s s e
Ç©at.iqco.actili*l oanbec miflfcn e<s
Howe the preest doth breke the holy sacrament in thre party es and sayth thre tymes. 
Agnus dei qui tollis peccata mundi miserere nobis.
Discovering the chalice in tokening that Christ would the fruit of his passion to be opened and 
manifest to all the world, he taketh the host and breaketh it, in token of the distribution of it 
among his disciples; then saith the priest thrice "Agnus Dei", etc., advertising us of three effects 
of Christzs passion, wherefore the first is deliverance from the misery of sin, the second is from 
pain of everlasting damnation: and the third effect is giving of everlasting peace.1
The prest brekyth the hoste in to thre partes. Then the preste sayeth Per omnia whervpon ye saye 
Amen. The peace of the lorde be alway with you. This salutacio of pece is sayde betwyxte the preste 
& the quier before the receyuynge of the sacrament in token that yt may not worthyly be receued but 
in peace and charité. Then followyth Agnus dei, sayde of the preste & songe of the quier. Kynge 
Roberte of fraunce wolde in eache feaste, do on a cope and synge as a chantoure in the middes of the 
quier. He came to Agnus dei & begone yt thres with an hygh voyce, knelyng doune at yche tyme on his 
knees.2
Efte-sone the prest wol somwhat say, be redi and answere him alway,
Herkyn hym how he speketh of pes, and says agnus thries or he ses.3
Ye take vp the patine of the Chalice and kisse it, and afterward ye crosse your selues withal both 
vpon your breastes and vpon your balde crownes. I think ye do this either to fraye awaye spirites, 
or els to enarme yourselues yt ye may be the more able to bringe to passe your butchery. For 
streightwayes ye uncouer ye Chalice, & ye cruelly teare him in three peces, holding it ouer the 
Chalice whyle ye breake it, I thinke because ye woulde loose none of the blood, that shed yssue out 
of the bodye. Then do ye say the Agnus. Thryce do ye call ye bread, the Lambe of God. Was there euer 
Idolâtrer, that worshipped a pece of broken bread for God?4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial pp. 26-27, where the order set out is the fraction, the giving of the Pax and the saying 
of the Agnus Dei.
2. The Ryroure of cure Ladye pp. 34, 330-331.
3. The Lay Folks Mass Book p. 47.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse ffo. xli(v), xlviii(v).
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THE LORD’S PRAYER TO THE PENITENTIAL PRAYERS (continued)
[2] The Fraction and "Christ our Pascall lambe"1
At the Mass, the Fraction took place after this prayer and ceremonial and was followed 
by Pax Domini. The priest was to uncover the chalice and bowing, break the host into 
three parts; with two portions in his left hand and one in his right he was to sing Per 
omnia secula seculorum as the conclusion to the prayer following the Pater Noster (and 
to which there was no equivalent in the Communion service). He was then to sign three 
times over the chalice with the third portion of the host while singing Pax Domini sit 
semper vobiscum. If the Preces in Prostratione were said they came between the Frac­
tion and Pax Domini (and the priest in the meantime would probably have lain down 
the divided host).
Three Edwardine adaptations of the Latin chant at Pax Domini survive (and may be a 
further indication of the enduring influence of the Mass ceremonial): they are set out in 
Ex. 7.24; their close musical relationship to the Latin originals will be obvious.
1. Frere, W. L, The Ose of Sana, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 83-84; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 32, 34; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, p. 31; BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxix(v), cxxxiii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, 
London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 696, 716. Lydgate states 
that the priest "partythe the oste on twoo": "Merita Missae" (c.1470) ed. Simmons, T. F., The Lay Folks Mass Book, EETS
O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 151.
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[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]
6 - , i—. jt —a------- a —fcfrtfl----- #  n 4—d— — Y& #  d  H--------
V/ Pax do + ai-ni sit sen + per vo + bis - cun. R/ Et cun spi-ri-tu tu-o.
m ZSf f T y  *  *  d  »  W H E =
V/ Pax Do - ai-ni sit sea - per vo - bis - cub. R/ Et cua spi-ri-tu tu-o.
The peace of the lorde be all-way with you
The peace of the lorde be al-way with yow &
A
-
V/ The peace of ye lord be al-waye with you. R/ And with thy spi-rit. 
Ex. 7.24 The Peace1
As has been shown, the Prayer Book gave no opportunity for a fraction between the 
Lord’s Prayer and "The peace of the Lorde". Nevertheless, a fraction was expected at 
some point: the bread (still "unleauened, and rounde") was to be slightly larger and 
thicker "so that it may be aptly diuided in diners pieces; and euery one shall be deuided 
in two pieces, at the leaste, or more, by the discrecion of the minister, and so distribu­
ted".2
1. [a] Salisbury: Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 34;
[b] Hereford: Hissale ad usm Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 132 (nota­
tion standardised pragmatically);
[c] Och. e.6.3 sig. Ql(v): Milsom, J., "English-texted chant before Merbecke", Plainsong and Medieval Music Vol. 1 pt. 1 
April 1992, p. 90;
[d] Obi. C.P 1549 d.5 unpaginated (transposed);
[e] Merbecke, J., The booke of C o m n  praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sig. 
Oii(r) (notation standardised pragiatically).
2. The rubric in the Prayer Book had previously been set out in the Order of Communion (1548): Parker, J., The First 
Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 8; since no alteration in the order of Mass had been lade to 
accommodate the change, it probably took place at the same time as the Fraction of the priest's host.
The innovation was looked on with some suspicion; at Deal a parishioner testified that after confession "he 
sawe the ... parson ministre the breade holle, and to other that were not confessed he ministered the same broken": 
Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts from Original Documents Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", kchaeo-
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Protestant reformers could raise no objection to a a breaking of the bread per se since it 
was ratified by scripture;1 however, the emphasis was to be changed by altering its 
ceremonial nature and by removing any distinction between the bread received by the 
priest and by the people. Thus in one of his Interrogatories of 1551/2 Hooper sought to 
discover priests who either continued to break the host into three (although theoretically 
this was permitted by the Prayer Book rubric) or those who broke no hosts or only their 
own: "whether they break the bread ... into any more than two, as they were wont in 
their Masses to break it into three pieces" and "whether he break it before he give it to 
the people or no".2
Hooper had good reason to suspect that such practices continued. Strype’s account of 
events in the year 1550 (although written much later) stated that much Catholic practice 
continued in Wales, and that "one Dr. Hughes, ministering the Communion in the 
Cathedral Church of St. David's, did after the Popish Manner break the Host into three 
Pieces, putting one of the Parts into the Cup, and giving an whole Cake to the 
Communicants without breaking the same".3 In the same year at Faversham in Kent it 
was alleged of the conservative vicar that "he eateth one cake whole himself ... but he 
breaketh it in pieces to other".4
The Prayer Book does not specify where the practical (rather than ceremonial) fraction 
is to be carried out, and it may be that this was a matter indifferent; there appears to be 
no surviving evidence which can be used and any conclusion must be subjective and 
conjectural.
C o n t i n u e d . ..
logia Cantiana Vol. 31 1915, p. 97.
1. See the justification on these grounds in the Rationale of Ceremonial (Article Twenty-five, but compare Becon); cf. 
Ridley, N., "Brief Declaration of the Lord's Supper" ed. Christmas, H., The fforks of Mcholas Ridley, Parker Soc. 1843, 
p. 16. Even John Ramsey was hard pressed to condemn it, resorting to a suggestion that it might be offered to the saints 
and for those in purgatory; "In thre partes your God must be deuyded for the bodyes aboue, ye bodyes beneth, & those yt 
be lyuinge": A Plaister for a galled Horse, London; Raynolde 1548 unpaginated.
2. Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 
300.
3. Strype, J., Ecclesiastical Memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: Osborn et al. 1733, p. 229. Immediately after this, 
Strype adds: "Also, this Country was very infamous for Concubinacy, Adultery and Incest". Whether the two are meant to 
be related is not made clear; Williams notes that the reputation for lasciviousness in (north) Wales "was attributed to 
the bracing effects of the mountain air: Wales and the Reformation, Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1997, p. 323.
4. Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts from Original Documents Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", 
Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 31 1915, p. 98.
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There were doubtless some Protestants who exactly followed the words of the institu­
tion narrative, "when he had blessed, and geuen thankes: he brake it" regardless of the 
Prayer Book rubric itself at this point.1
A second solution, ignoring the rubric of the Prayer Book that "The peace of the 
Lorde" shall follow immediately after the Lord’s Prayer, would be to leave the Frac­
tion in its accustomed place between the two, at a point where, as has been shown, 
other ceremonial survived. If this solution is accepted, the priest after the Lord’s Prayer 
the priest would bless himself with the paten, break the hosts and sing "The peace of 
the Lorde" whilst signing over the chalice with a portion of his host.
A third solution, and perhaps the most satisfactory, takes account of the addition to the 
liturgy of the new item "Christ our Pascall lambe" after "The peace of the Lorde". It is 
on the face of it difficult to determine why it should have been added. However, an 
answer may lie in the words themselves:
Christ our Pascall lambe is offied vp for vs, once for al, when he bare 
our sinnes on hys body vpon the crosse, for he is the very lambe of God, 
that taketh away the sinnes of the worlde: wherfore let vs kepe a ioyfull 
and holy feast with the Lorde.
It is to be said at an analogous point in the service to the priest’s recital of the Agnus 
Dei at Mass, and shares a similar sentiment: "Christ our Pascall lambe ...that taketh 
away the sinnes of the worlde". Furthermore, a symbolic relationship might be drawn 
between a fraction of the hosts and the broken body offered on the cross, and between 
the eventual distribution of the hosts and the "ioyfull and holy feast", making a simul­
taneous Fraction and recital of the prayer dramatically significant.
It should also be noted that, even though the Prayer Book makes it clear that the item
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxviii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 692. Although theologians had long interpreted benedixit et fregit not 
as "he blessed and brake" but as "as he blessed, he consecrated", the Prayer Book of 1662 in fact, ordered exactly such 
a fraction to be made at the Words of Institution, which may suggest that it had already become customary: Brightman p. 
693. Cf. Ratcliff e, E. C., "English Eucharistie Consecration" (1957) in Liturgical Studies ed. Couratin, A. H. and 
Tripp, D. H., London: SPCK 1976, p. 205.
Scudamore cites several pre-Reformation examples of a symbolic fraction being carried out at the Consecration 
by "feigning to break" or "scoring it ... without breaking", and notes that the Salisbury rubric hie tanget hostiam may 
have reinforced this. The Marian Manual authorised by Cardinal Pole criticised this, saying that "here the Host ought 
not to be touched by way of fraction, as some silly persons touch it and do ill": Scudamore, W. E., Hotitia Eucharisti- 
ca, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 536-538; for the rubric at the Consecration: Frere, W. H., The Use of Saras, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 80.
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was to be said by the priest, three musical settings survive: two are Edwardine, and a 
third supposedly by Batten is almost certainly the mis-attributed work of a much earlier 
man.1 If these settings were intended for liturgical use rather than simply as passiontide 
anthems,2 they would have been ideally complementary to the breaking of the breads.
According to this third solution, therefore, the priest would complete the Lord’s 
Prayer, bless himself with the paten, break his host and sing "The peace of the Lorde" 
while signing over the chalice with a portion of the host; he would then say "Christ our 
Pascall lambe" (as he had at Mass said the Agnus Dei, perhaps together with the deacon 
and subdeacon standing to his right) and break the congregational hosts while the choir 
sang the prayer.
1. Anonymous setting ed. Wrightson, J., The Manley Manuscripts, Kadison(USA): A-R Editions 11:167? Sheppard setting ed. 
Wrightson 11:61 and Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. 2 pp. 396-397; Batten 
pub. Cathedral Music 1992 (editor unknown). Sheppard and Batten give "therefore" for "wherefore".
2. The settings in Manley are physically associated with settings of the Communion service: one comes between two ser­
vices, the other immediately follows a third.
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The - x x v  i . Ar'T.yc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
C^acTjcm.amhel unnOernutiTen eer
Howe the preest brekynge the sacrament 
doth let one peace fall in to the chalyce.
Then followeth the conmixtion of the body and blood of Christ together, signifying the joining 
together of his body and soul in the resurrection; and albeit there be ij consecrations yet there is 
but one sacraient containing under one form the whole body and blood of Christ inseperably.1
When ye haue broken your newe formed God in three partes, two peces ye kepe styll in your hands for 
flying away, & the thyrd ye let fal down into the Chalice to lye there a whyle a sleping, or to pvt 
you in remembraunce of your Hale and Toste, which your prety Pamel hath ful louingly prepared for 
you against your Masse be done, leaste ye should chaunce to faynt for taking so great paynes at your 
Butcherly altar.2
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 27.
2. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xli(v).
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The . x x v  i i _ Av'T.yc 1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
>— — — — — — —
<5patncoii4ict&tloan6ecttti6Dmefl
Howe the preest dothe take the paxe 
holdynge the sacrament a lytell space in his hands 
and after doth lay it downe upon the aulter.
At his last supper Christ above all things commanded to them peace and charity, and therefore the
priest taketh the kiss of peace from the blessed sacrament and sendeth it to the people admonishing
them thereby of the fraternal and mutual peace and concord which they ought to have, without the 
which this communion or sacrament of common union is to them nothing profitable.1
In the that pes may noght be if thou owte of charité be;
than is gude on god to craue, that thou charité may haue.
Wharfore when the priest the pax wille kysse, loke that thou be sayand this.2
Shortly after the Agnus ye kisse the Pax. And whyle the boye or parrish clarke carrieth the Pax 
aboute, ye yourselues alone eate vp al and drynke vp all. Ah, what riding fooles and very doltes 
make ye the people. Ye send them a pece of wood or of glasse, or of some metall to kysse, and in the 
meane season ye eate and drinke vp altogether. Is not thys a pageaunt of Hyckescorne? Is not this a 
toy to mocke an Ape withal?3
1. The Rationale of Cemonial p. 26.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book p. 48.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. xlix(r).
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THE LORD’S PRAYER TO THE PENITENTIAL PRAYERS (continued)
[3] The Commixture and giving of the Pax1
Immediately following the saying of the Agnus Dei at Mass (that is, at an equivalent 
point to the end of "Christ our Pascall lambe" in the Communion service) the priest 
was to say a short prayer, make a cross over the chalice with the portion of the host in 
his right hand, and place that portion into the chalice. Where the traditional ceremonial 
of the Mass was retained, it is likely that the Commixture survived; however, although 
ridiculed by Becon,2 the ceremony is not included among the abuses specifically 
mentioned in the Injunctions as counterfeiting the Mass. This suggests either that it was 
not seen as important by Ridley or Hooper or (more likely) that the practice was not 
widespread.
For the survival of the giving of the Pax there is a little more evidence. After the 
Commixture at Mass the priest was to pray briefly, kiss the corporal to the right of the 
host and then the rim of the chalice,3 and then give the Pax4 to the deacon; the Pax
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sami, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 84-86; Sandon, N, The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 34-35; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, pp. 32-33; BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Ri­
vingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 696.
2. Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas Becon, London: Day 1564, ffo. 
xli(v), xlvii(v); see Article Twenty-six.
3. At York and Hereford, the priest kissed first the chalice then the corporal: "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Sim­
mons, T. F., The Lay Folks Hass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 112; Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Herfordensis 
ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 133. Neither Missal mentions the giving of the Pax to the choir.
A different order of Fraction, giving of the Pax, saying of the Agnus Dei, and the Commixture is given by The 
Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, pp. 26-27; of Fraction, Commixture, 
Agnus Dei and giving of the Pax by Becon, T., "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse” (1563) in The vorckes of Thomas 
Becon, London: Day 1564, ffo. xvi(v), xlviii(v)-xlix(r). It may well be that either version was a later development of 
the ceremonial adopted pragmatically: the order of the Rationale allowed the priest to put together the saying of Pax 
vobiscum and the giving of the Pax itself? he was then free to concentrate on saying the Agnus Dei and his private 
prayers whilst the Pax was passed round the congregation; in Becon's version the third portion of the host did not have 
to be placed down again during the Agnus Dei (or twice if the Preces in Prostratione were said).
4. The "pax" or "paxbrede” was a small disc or tablet, attached to a handle and bearing a sacred image, usually of the 
Crucifixion, which was kissed. Although normally made of metal, it could also be in a variety of other materials: in 
Dorset, where many paxes remained in 1552, 12 were of silver, 12 silver gilt, 10 brass, 9 latten, 2 copper, 2 glass, 1 
wood and glass , 1 gilt, 1 copper gilt: Inventory Dorset ed. Barnes, W, Miles, Proceedings of the Dorset Hat. Hist, and 
Antiquarian Field Club, Vol. 25 1904 pp. 196-274, Vol. 26 1905 pp. 101-159, passim. A Text (ceremonial book of the 
Gospels and Epistles) might apparently also be used: the Rites of Durham ed. Fowler, J. T., Surtees Soc. Vol. 107 1903, 
p. 9; Dymond, D. and Paine, C., The Spoil of Helford Church, Ipswich: Salient 1992 p. 48. At Salisbury on Maundy Thurs­
day the chrismatory was substituted as it may have been at other cathedrals: Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, 205. At the marriage in 1554 of Mary and Philip, the groom literally "kissed the 
bisshope at the agnus": Fabyan, R., The Hev Chronicles ed. Ellis, H., London: Rivington 1811, p. 712.
For general discussion:
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was to be given by the deacon to the subdeacon and then to the choir (the passing of the 
Pax among the choir was regulated by the solemnity of the day and the presence or 
otherwise of a bishop). In parish churches, the Pax was given by the clerk or the altar 
server to the congregation, again in order of seniority.1
The giving of the Pax at Mass, therefore, was the ceremonial culmination of prayers 
emphasising peace and symbolising an ideal of unity and harmony within the worship­
ping community before the Reception.2 In itself, the intention could not be faulted by 
Protestant reformers; indeed, exactly the same sentiment is found in the immediately 
following prayer of the Communion service expressed in words rather than in "dumme 
ceremonies": "You th a t... be in loue and charitie with your neighbours ... drawe nere 
and take this holy Sacrament".3
The evidence for the survival or otherwise of the ceremony is equivocal. It was evident­
ly a practice which Protestants were more prepared to tolerate than they were others: it 
was not included among the public ceremonies or private devotions comprehensively 
eroded from 1538 onwards nor among the abuses listed in the homily O f Good Works', 
the western rebels did not complain of being deprived of the Pax as they did of other 
ceremonies; citations of Protestants for refusing the Pax seem to have been isolated 
incidents limited to Mary’s reign.4
. . . C o n t i n u e d . . .
Bunpus, J. S., A Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Terms, London: Werner Laurie n.d. pp. 220-221; Fowler op. cit. p. 200; 
Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, p. 343 
fn. 2 (asserting that in parishes the Pax was given at the end of Mass); Fortescue, A., The Hass, a Study of the Roman 
Liturgy, London: Longians, Green 1912 new edn. 1914, pp. 370-372; The Lay Folks Hass Book ed. Simons, T. F., EETS O.S. 
Vol. 71 1879, pp. 295-297.
1. See Becon, Article Twenty-seven; The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickhan, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, p. xxxv. 
The "substitution" here of the congregation for the "choir" of the Uses nay suggest that other ceremonies, for example 
the censing of the choir, were similarly adapted for parochial use.
2. As such, it might be compared to the Kiss of Peace between the priest and his assistants at the start of the Mass. 
For the symbolisa and intent see Article Twenty-seven, and the repeated references to acts of mutual forgiveness and 
reconciliation before worship in The Hyroure of oure Ladye (1530) ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19 1873, pp. xxxix, 
38-39, 151, 166. Cf. Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 
1959, p. 481.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 696.
4. Hughes, P. L. and Larkin, J. F., Tudor Royal Proclamations, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1964, Vol. I 
p. 273-274, 278-280, 394, 416 fn. 1; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin 
Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 105-107, 115-116, 177-182 and especially 183-187 and fn. 1, 192, 194-195 and fns. 1- 
11, 236, 239, 241-242, 244, 264, 266, 276, 277, 284-285, 296-297, 299, 300; Certain Homilies, London: SPCK new edn. 
1843, pp. 57, 60; Greenwood, A. R,, A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph. D. Manchester 1990, pp. 22-36, 50, 52;
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Parochial documents give some credence to the continuation of the practice, although 
the relatively small number of references is surprising and perhaps not representative. 
In 1548/9 a pax was purchased at Tilney All Saints (Norfolk) and another mended at 
St. Michael Comhill (London) after the purchase of the Prayer Book (it was sold by 
1553); clearly here there was no suspicion that the ceremony was to cease in the near 
future. At Cambridge St. Mary the Great a pax survived until at least 1551 after sales 
of other "old stoff" (and may even have been the one that re-appeared in 1556 since no 
purchase is recorded); at Leverton (Lincs.) a pax survived until 1552.1 Elsewhere, 
however, the repurchase of paxes on Mary’s accession shows that in the meantime they 
had gone out of use.2
The Edwardine Inventories are just as equivocal. In Dorset, paxes remained in large 
numbers; elsewhere, even in equally Catholic counties, there were very few.3 In
Con t in ue d . . .
Hale, W., A Series of Precedents and Proceedings, London: Rivington 1847, p. 143; Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts from 
Original Documents Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 311915, p. 107
The ceremony was specifically permitted at Doncaster in 1548 provided that the parish clerk explained its 
meaning at the chancel door: "This is a token of joyful peace, which is betwixt God and men's conscience; Christ alone 
is the peace-maker, which straightly commands peace between brother and brother”: Frere and Kennedy op. cit., p. 172. At 
Elizabeth's coronation Mass, the ceremony of the Pax was retained along with censing and the use of holy water although 
the Elevation was excluded: Calendar of State Papers Venetian Vol. 7 ed. Brown, Rawdon and Bentinck, G. Cavendish, 
London: HMSO 1890, p. 16.
1. Churchwardens' accounts: Tilney All Saints ed. Stallard, A. 0., London: Mitchell Hughes & Clarke 1922, p.173;
London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 ffo. 32r, 43v, ed. Overall, W. A., London: private printing 1868, pp. 75, 113 
(see also Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, p. 449; Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed 
Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, pp. 119, 123, 130-132, 133; Leverton ed. Peacock, E., 
Archaeologia Vol. 41 1867, p. 358.
Parishioners seem to have been equally unwilling to surrender their paxes after Elizabeth's accession. In 1576 
Grindal had to enquire whether "all paxes" among other ritual objects "be utterly defaced, broken and destroyed”; Tew­
kesbury had undefaced "reliques" including a pax in 1565, Cambridge St. Mary the Great in 1567/8 and Halesowen in 
1577/8: Cardwell, E., Documentary Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): 
Gregg 1966, p. 399; churchwardens' accounts: Tewkesbury ed. Litzenberger, C. J., Bristol & Gloucs. Arch. Soc. 1994, p. 
xi; Cambridge St. Mary the Great ed Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, p. 164; Halesowen ed. 
Somers, F., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1957, p. 12.
2. Churchwardens' accounts: Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, p. 65; Wing ed. Woodman, A. 
Vere, Rees, of Bucks Vol. 16 1960, p. 34 (purchased in 1555/6, surprisingly late for an ultra-catholic parish and pos­
sibly disguising its having been hidden earlier); however, there is no mention of a pax in the inventory of 1552, p. 
327). At Baldock (ed. Palmer, A., Herts. Rec. Soc. Vol. I, 1985, pp. 67-70) a pax was not included among the "olde stuff 
besydes the Kinges Inventory" which had been kept from the Commissioners.
3. Inventories: Dorset ed. Barnes, W. Miles, Proceedings of the Dorset Rat. Hist, and Antiquarian Field Club, Vol. 25 
1904 pp. 196-274, Vol. 26 1905 pp. 101-159 (51 paxes, 166 churches); Cumberland ed. Whitehead, H., Transacs. of the 
Cumberland & Westmorland Antiquarian and Arch. Soc. Vol. 8 1886, pp. 186-204 (none); Exeter ed. Cresswell, B. F., Alcuin 
Club Collections Vol. 20 1916 (four); Gloucestershire and Bristol ed. Maclean, J., Transacs. of the Bristol & Gloucs. 
Arch. Soc. Vol. 12 1887-1888, pp. 70-113 (Gloucester city, one); Huntingdonshire ed. Lomas, S. C., Alcuin Club Collec­
tions Vol. 7 1906 (none); Lancashire (West Derby, Blackburn, Leyland Hundreds) 1552 ed. Bailey, J. Eglington, Chetham 
Soc. 1888 (three).
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London, where the inventories are more detailed, sales began in 1547/8, rose in 1549 
and thereafter declined steadily. Surviving inventories of 1547 show that at least forty- 
eight churches had a pax at the beginning of the reign (and, since this was an obligatory 
ritual object1 it is likely that all others did also); by 1552 this was reduced to only 
twelve in over ninety churches, a wholesale disposal which contrasts with the partial 
sales of other ritual objects and vestments.2 On balance, it would seem that by the end 
of Edward’s reign the pax had generally gone out of use in both London and the pro­
vinces.
Where (or if) the ceremony of the Pax were continued during some celebrations of the 
Communion service, it would have been a suitable adjunct to the Fraction suggested 
during singing of "Christ our Pascall lambe". How the following Penitential Prayers 
would have altered the ceremonial is a matter for conjecture: it may be that the Pax was 
taken only to non-communicants or to those in the chancel before the Prayers and to 
those in the nave during the Distribution.
Conclusion
Whilst the Mass and the Communion service between the Lord’s Prayer and the prayers 
before reception may superficially appear similar in their construction, differences of 
emphasis (both doctrinal and ceremonial) would have created difficulties for conserva­
tive priests wishing to preserve a traditional order derived from the Mass. Several solu­
tions have been suggested above; of these, the most satisfactory order seems to be that 
the priest would bless himself with the paten, break his host, sing "The peace of the 
Lorde be alwaye with you", say "Christ our Pascall lambe" and, while the choir also 
sang the prayer, put a portion of the host into the chalice, break the congregational 
hosts and give the Pax (or pragmatically reverse the last two); the Pax itself would be 
given to communicants before the Penitential Prayers and to non-communicants during 
the Distribution.
1. Frere, W, H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 
343 and fn. 2.
2. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, pp. 114, 200, 227, 233, 255, 267, 420, 466, 
530, 536, 587, 612.
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THE PENITENTIAL PRAYERS
Following the Agnus Dei and the giving of the Pax at Mass, the priest was to pray 
privately and then receive the Body and the Blood. In the Communion service these 
private prayers are replaced by penitential prayers said by both priest and people.1
The ceremony with which this was to be done is clearly set out in the Prayer Book, as 
is to be expected in such a departure from the order of the Mass. A brief outline of the 
procedure will suffice, since further discussion of the origin or doctrine of these 
Prayers would here be out of place.2
The priest is first to turn to the communicants,3 inviting them to "drawe near", to take 
the Sacrament and to confess their sins. It is not clear whether the remainder of the 
prayers are to be said with the communicants at their seats, or whether the people are to 
come forward immediately; in its context, "drawe near" seems to be more in the nature 
of a general indication of what is to come than an instruction, although in practice local 
circumstances might well have determined at what point the communicants were to 
move.
All are then to kneel (with the priest facing the altar) whilst the Confession is said by 
one person "in the name of al those that are minded to receiue the holy Communion" (a 
clear indication that congregational use of the Prayer Book was not anticipated). That 
person, however, need not be the priest; he might also be another minister or even one 
of the laity, a striking departure in the Prayer Book and one which must powerfully 
have emphasised the communal aspect of worship which elsewhere had tended to be
1. Frere, ft. H., The Ose of Sana, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 86-87; Sandon, N, The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 34-35; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, p. 35; BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxix(v)-cxxx(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: 
Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 696-700.
2. For the Penitential Prayers in the Order of Communion: The Tvo Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and A.D. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., 
Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 6-7. For general discussion of the prayers: Procter, F. and Frere, H. H., A Rev History of the 
Book of Common Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 1961, pp. 483-489, 491 Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and 
the Book of Common Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn 1891, pp. 213-214 fn. 4; Neil, and Willoughby pp. 325-327, 332- 
333; Srawley, J. H., "The Holy Communion Service" in ed. Clarke, W. K. Lowther and Harris, C, Liturgy and Worship, 
London: SPCK 1954, pp. 333-335, 338-340.
3. It has been suggested in Article Eleven above that conservative priests might do so without turning their backs on 
the consecrated elements.
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eroded.1
Standing again, the priest is to turn to the people and give them Absolution; there is no 
instruction to make the sign of the cross over the people, but this might have been done 
by a conservative priest.
The Absolution is followed immediately by a recital of the Comfortable Words; then 
the priest kneels once more and "in the name of all them, that shall receyue the 
Communion" he (and now he alone) says the Prayer of Humble Access.
Thus the Penitential Prayers are at one and the same time traditional and innovative. 
They are traditional, because they emphasise the principle of confession, absolution 
and reconciliation as a preparation for worship already noted with reference to the 
giving of the Pax2 and expressed repeatedly in the priest’s private prayers before recep­
tion at Mass; and because they preserve the communal aspect of worship which was 
central to the people’s experience of the sacrament at Mass. They are also innovative 
since they replace a private with a public form and because twice they specifically limit 
the "community" to which they are addressed to the communicants, thereby depriving 
the majority of involvement with what in the Mass had been a solemn moment.
1. Significantly, this role was not thought of as the responsibility of the parish clerk; The Clerk's Book (ed. Legg, J. 
Wickhan, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp. 38-39) has nothing for bin to say between "The peace of the Lorde" and "0 
Lanbe of God".
2. See Article TVenty-seven above. Comunicants were also expected even by Protestants to follow tradition by fasting 
before receiving Cominion, although nothing is said of this in the Prayer Book: "After dinner we will not have the 
c o m m o n  in the sacred assembly", Martin Bucer to Hooper (Nov. 1550) in Gorham, G. C., Gleanings of a Few Scattered 
Ears, London: Bell and Dalby 1857, p. 206; see also Staley, V., Hierurgia Anglicana, London: de la More 1848 new edn. 
Vol. Ill 1904, pp. 96-97.
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The - x x v  i i i . Ar'Tjyc 1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
€ ©ar^ cui^ artibcloer miflen ta
Howe the preest doth take the blyssed sacrament with both his handes
reuerently receyuynge it.
For asmoche as they that ar presente & here masse may receue our lorde spiritually at euery masse 
lyke as the preste receyueth hym in the sacramente, therfore whyle the preste vseth ye oughte to 
dyspose you ful dylygently & deuoutly. At Ester oure lorde is taken of crysten people in the sacra­
mente of the aulter as foude of theyr sowles.1
Loke pater-noster thou be seyande, whyll tho preste is receyuande.2
As Christ gaue ye breade to hys disciples, so ought ye to do to the faythful congregation that are 
present, and not like swinish beastes to eate and drynke vp al alone your selues, and afterwarde to 
blesse the people wyth an empty cuppe. If ye come at Easter and then receaue your maker deuoutly, it 
is enough for you. At al other tymes we wyl receaue the Sacramente, for you, and it shall do you as 
much good, as though ye had eaten it yourselfe. Christ with hys Apostles doth sit at the receauing 
of ye Sacrament & not stand. But thys do ye papistes neyther obserue your selues, nor yet suffer 
other to do so. Ye bynde al your captiues to knele at the receauing of the Sacrament, and so make 
them playne Idolaters in worshipping ye bread for a God. Take this bread, sayth our Sauiour Christ. 
Take it in your handes. Hande of, saye ye papistes. Gape and we will put it in your mouthes, and 
fede you, as children vse to fede their Jackdawes. Handle so precious a relique? Mary sir God for­
bid. The woman peraduenture hath lyen with her hisband all night, or the husbande, with his wyfe, 
and shall suche touche the precious body of our Lord with their handes? Mary sir God forbyd. That 
were a piteous case. But ye abhominable whoremasters, ye filthy fornicatours, ye stinking Sodomites, 
ye deceitfull deflowerers of Maydes, ye deuilishe defilers of mennes wyues, ye cankred corrupters of 
widowes, & ye lecherous locustes, may lie with your whores and harlots al nyght, and the next daye 
after, go to Masse, consecrate, make, touche, handle, breake, eate and deuoure your god, and yet ye 
defyle the Sacrament nothing at all. 0 abhomynable whorehunters. 0 monstruous massemongers.3
1. The nyroure of oure Ladye pp. 173, 331.
2. The Lay Folks Hass Book Text E p. 55. Text B gives "rynsande" (abluting) for Text E "receyuande" (receiving the 
sacraient).
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse ffo. xxxvii(r), xlii(r).
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Her'e begjyn n et h the thr-yde parte
of the masse
of the gloiyous resurreccyon of our lorde Jhesu Christe.
The _xxi x _ Article of the masse
<[®atjo:ii:»amneluander mitten m
Howe the preest dothe take all that is within the chalyce 
and dothe emptye it & leue it open.
Haue ye not taken away the cuppe of the Lords blood from the lay people, and reserued it to your 
selues alone? Do not ye minister the Sacrament of Christes body and bloude to the laye people vnder 
one kynde only clean contrary to Christes institution? 0 God robbers. But what maruell it is, seing 
ye wyll not suffer the communicantes to touche your pope holy chalice, wherein notwithstanding is 
not the Sacrament of Christes bloud, but onely mere wyne dedicate, but ye yourselues holdyng the 
Chalice in your handes geue them drynke, as thoughe they were babes of three dayes olde, and coulde 
not put the cuppe to theyr mouth. 0 tender and ielous Nourses.1
1. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse ffo. xlii(v), xlvii(r).
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THE PRIEST’S RECEPTION AND PEOPLE’S COMMUNION
Having given the Pax, the priest at Mass was to pray privately, holding the two por­
tions of the host in both hands and bowing reverently. He was to receive the host and 
the consecrated wine. Before receiving the host, he was to sign the cross with it before 
his mouth; the Missals also show that he was also to sign before receiving the wine, but 
the manner in which he was to do so is not specified.1
He was then to proceed with the Ablutions, nothing being said of Distribution to the 
people. For Protestants, this was anathema. Repeatedly, one of the strongest criticisms 
levelled at the Mass was that it was normally "private", that is, without other com­
municants. Hooper succinctly set out the position demanded by scripture: "the sacra­
ments are instituted of Christ to be used, and not to be gazed upon ... they ought not to 
be kept or worshipped, or any other ways to be used than as Christ did institute them, 
who ... said also of the bread and wine, Take, eat and drink you alT; in saying this, he 
echoed the sentiments of all Protestants, regardless of their place in the doctrinal spec­
trum.2 Even conservatives seem to have been hard-pressed to justify the private Mass: 
the anonymous author of An Apologie o f private Masse rather shamefacedly acknow-
1. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sana, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 86-87; Sandon, N, The Ose of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 35; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, pri­
vate printing 1997, pp. 33-34.
Fugler adds (p. 34) that on receiving the wine the priest was to do so in two or three draughts, being careful 
not to choke: instructions were carefully laid down in medieval sources on how the priest was to deal with spillages, 
nausea and illness after reception, congealed wine and even the presence of flies and spiders in the chalice: Myrc. op. 
cit. p. 61; Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, pp. miv-xxxv.
Scudamore argues (not always convincingly) that it was customary for the priest at Hass to receive kneeling: 
Eotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 607-610.
Edwardine Injunctions, in condemning ceremonial which counterfeited the Mass, mention two details for which I 
an unable to find any other English references: "showing the Sacrament openly before the distribution of the Communion” 
(perhaps in a ceremony similar to that at the Ecce Agnus Dei of the Tridentine Hass: see Fortescue, A. and O'Connell, J.
B., The Ceresionies of the R o m  Rite Described, London: Burns Oates and Washbourne 1917, 5th edn. 1934, p. 66); "holding 
up his forefingers and thumbs joined together towards the temple of his head after receiving of the Sacrament" (Hooper, 
1551/2): Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 
1910, pp. 192-193, 242, 276.
2. Any attempt to set out in detail the arguments for and against such a widely held view would be beyond the scope of 
this thesis. In 1559 and 1560 Bishop Jewel issued a challenge to Catholics to prove, inter alia, that "during the first 
six hundred years" of the Church "there was at that time any private mass in the world" (Cardwell, E., Documentary 
Annals Vol. I, new edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1844 repub. Ridgewood(USA): Gregg 1966, p. 287); an anonymous 
reply to the challenge, and Bishop Cooper's refutation of it (An Apologie of private Hasse and An Answere in defence of 
the truth (1562) ed. Goode, W., Parker Soc. 1850 passim) may be consulted as summaries of both attitudes. For somewhat 
more colourful attacks on the private Mass by Edwardine Protestants see Becon, T., A new Catechism ed. Ayre, J., Parker 
Soc. 1844, p. 238ff. (and cf. Articles TVenty-eight and Twenty-nine); Bucer, H., Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin 
Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 30; Ridley, N., "Conferences between Ridley and Latimer" ed. Christmas, H., The Works 
of Eicholas Ridley, Parker Soc. 1843, pp. 104-105.
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ledged that it was bom out of a necessity which grieved the clergy, and The Rationale 
o f Ceremonial evaded the question by simply ignoring it.1
A second demand, common to all Protestant reformers, was that Communion should be 
given in both kinds according to scriptural precedent.2 This had been incorporated into 
the Order o f Communion (1548)3 and was repeated in the first and subsequent Prayer 
Books. However, it seems to have run into opposition from Catholics, in the early days 
at least, since in Chichester diocese and in Kent priests were cited for failing to give 
Communion in both kinds, whilst both the private Mass and reception of the host only 
were demanded by the western rebels.4
Thus the Communion service of the first Prayer Book once more very visibly departed 
from the order of the Mass, as it had done at the Offertory and at the Elevation. Never­
theless, it should not be thought that either element of the change was entirely without 
precedent. In particular, reception by the people had in pre-Reformation times been 
neither unknown nor unimportant: it had formed an essential part of their celebration of 
Easter and of some other feasts; some churches, especially those with a number of 
guilds and chantries, had weekly communicants in relatively large numbers.5
This should not be taken out of proportion: such occurrences, whilst important, were 
not the norm and in general, lay reception was infrequent and generally limited to
1. Cooper, rather understandably, dismissed the anonymous author's claim as "fair words without any sound truth at all": 
An Answer in Defence of the Truth ed. Goode, W., Parker Soc. 1850, pp. 9, 68; The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. 
S., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 18, 1910, p. 27: the text goes directly from the Commixture to the Communion Verses.
2. Again, it is felt unnecessary to refer widely to such a universally held belief: see Becon Article Twenty-nine; 
Cranmer, letter to Queen Mary Sept. 1555 ed. Williams, C. H., English Historical Documents 1485-1588, London: Eyre & 
Spottiswoode 1967, pp. 882-883; Ridley, N., "A Pituous Lamentation" and "The Last Examination" ed. Christmas, H., The 
Works of Eicholas Ridley, Parker Soc. 1843, pp. 51-52, 268-269.
3. Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 8.
4. Lander, S. J., The Diocese of Chichester 1508-1588, Ph.D. Cambridge 1974, p. 242; Woodruff, C. Eveleigh, "Extracts 
from Original Documents Illustrating the Progress of the Reformation in Kent", Archaeologia Cantiana Vol. 31 1915, p. 
96; Greenwood, A. R., A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph.D. Manchester 1990, p. 45.
5. Reception at Whitsun and Christmas was not uncommon: Brigden, S., London and the Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon Press 
1989, p. 17; other days on which lay communication might be expected were Trinity, All Saints and the Feast of the 
Dedication; pregnant women were also advised to take communion, a clear indication that it might be distributed at any 
time required: Myrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 41, p. 3. For weekly reception 
associated with guilds: churchwardens' accounts for Oxford St. Michael ed. Salter, E., Oxon. Arch. Soc. Vol. 78 1933, 
pp. xviii-xix.
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Easter.1 Yet when communion was taken it was not simply a matter of individual piety, 
but became inextricably bound up in the corporate life of the community and took on a 
significance which went beyond the merely religious. In an illuminating discussion, 
Eamon Dufiy shows that communicants were expected to have reconciled any outstand­
ing differences between them, and that "taking their rights" (as communicating was 
frequently known) could be linked to their also having performed their parochial and 
community duties: thus, to be excluded from the Distribution was also shamefully to be 
excluded from the community itself.2 The rubric, therefore, that non-communicants 
were to leave the chancel after the Offertory takes on a new significance even though 
the two contexts might have been different; when some of the more ardent Protestants 
went further and demanded that non-communicants leave the church building entirely, 
it is inconceivable that they would not feel just as wounded as they would have done if 
deprived of their "rights" at Mass. It is not my place to look into the private motives of 
men such as Becon, Bucer, Hooper, Latimer and Ridley;3 yet it is difficult not to 
suspect an element of blackmail, however genuine their desire to emulate the scriptures 
and encourage frequent communion. In doing so, they made a serious mistake: if men 
were unsure about their response to and acceptance of the new service, and hesitant 
about communicating regularly, nothing could have been better calculated to keep them 
entirely away from church than the knowledge that such uncertainties and hesitations 
were inevitably going to lead to feelings of shame and ostracism.4
Thus the novelty of the new service lay not in the people’s reception per se, but in the 
emphasis on frequent reception and in its being compulsory for at least one member of
1. "They schulen alle to chyrche come ... And ben I-hoseled wyth-owte here on aster day ... In that day be costome ye 
schule be hoselet alle 5 some": Myrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 1868, p. 8.
2. Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 1992, pp. 94-95. See also Brigden, London and the 
Reformation, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1989, p. 17? Greenwood, A. R., A Study of the Rebel Petitions of 1549, Ph.D. Man­
chester 1990, p. 97; Atchley, E. G., C., F., "On the Parish Records of the Church of All Saints, Bristol”, Transacs. of 
the Bristol and Gloucs. Arch. Soc. Vol. 27 1904, pp. 224; The Lay Folks Hass Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 
1879, p. 239 fn. 4.
3. For their pronouncements on this matter: Becon, T. A new Cathéchisme ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844, p. 255; Bucer, 
M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 30; Latimer in ed. Christmas, H., The Works of 
Eicholas Ridley, Parker Soc. 1843, p. 105; Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, 
Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 274; Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. 
N.S. 20 vol II 1877, p. 47.
4. It is worth noting that lay communion remained as infrequent during Edward's reign as it had done previously: Haigh,
C., English Reformations, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1993, p. 182; MacCulloch, D., The Later Reformation in England, Ba­
singstoke: Macmillan 1990, p. 139; Pocock, N,, "The Condition of Morals and Religious Belief in the Reign of Edward VI", 
Eng. Eist. Review No. 39 July 1895, p. 427.
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the congregation.1 Changes were also made to the elements themselves. The first 
Prayer Book laid down that the breade was to be "unleauened, and rounde, as it was 
afor, but without all maner of printe, and somethyng more larger and thicker than it 
was"; when the second Book was published, the bread was to be "as is vsuall to bee 
eaten at the Table ... but the beste and purest wheate bread" - "from the whiche", as 
Myles Huggarde observed with dismay, "though many crommes did fall they forced 
not, so lytle they estemed the matter". He also shows that some Protestants "would 
haue the wine to be dronken in pewter, some in seluer, and some in a glasse or trene 
dishe".2 It is likely that the rubrics in the second Book with regard to the bread con­
firmed a practice already followed in more Protestant churches.
Nevertheless, when it came time to distribute the communion to the laity, the priest 
generally had a traditional ceremonial on which to call, and which he could adapt to the 
new circumstances. The communicants now received within rather than without the 
chancel, but otherwise the accustomed method of distribution could remain the same.
[1] The Words of Administration
As the priest at Communion delivers the host and the wine he is to say "The 
body/bloud of our Lorde lesus Christe whiche was geuen/shed for thee, preserue thy 
bodye and soule vnto euerlasting lyfe". Gardiner seized on this form of words to show 
that it agreed with the doctrine of the Real Presence (just the "corrupt interpretation" 
that Bucer feared): as a result, the second Book substituted a form of words described 
by Brightman as "defiant alike of tradition and of the New Testament": "Take and eate 
this, in remembraunce that Chryst dyed for thee, and feede on him in thy hearte by 
faythe, with thankesgeuing" and "Drinke this in remembraunce that Christ’s bloude 
was shed for thee, and be thankefull".3
1. The nininm requirement of the Prayer Book remained as it had in earlier times at "once in the yeare at leaste"; 
however, if no laity indicated beforehand that they wished to communicate, the service was to be abandoned after the 
alms-giving: BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxxiii(r)-cmiiii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 
1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 714-718.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxiii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 716-717; Huggarde, M., The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: 
Caly 1556, ffo. 81v-82r, 83v.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxx(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. cxlv, clvi, clxii; Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E., Edvard VI and the 
Book of Comon Prayer, London: Hodges 1890 2nd edn 1891, p. 283, 290; Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club 
Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 68.
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[2] Kneeling reception
Traditionally, the laity received kneeling, as can be verified by reference to contempor­
ary iconography (see Figs. 7.5, 7.8, 7.10, but cf. 7.9)1
It was also customary for men to receive first, that is, for the distribution to begin at 
the south. One of the complaints of the western rebels was that the arrangements of the 
Communion service forced men and women to take communion together, giving 
"licence to whoredom";2 the basis (although surely no more) for this surprising claim 
lay in the fact that in most chancels there was insufficient room for the sexes to kneel 
separately. Nevertheless, although men and women came together to communicate, the 
tradition of beginning the distribution at the south persisted (as it would in later times 
and to our own day), (see Fig. 7.6)
The kneeling posture was specifically retained by the Order o f Communion.3 Although 
some freedom in this regard was given by a rubric of the first Prayer Book,4 it may be 
taken for granted that in most parishes it remained the norm and no further guidance 
was thought necessary: items left to St. Lawrence Exeter in 1552 show that the practice 
had survived and that the Commissioners expected it to continue.5
Nevertheless, kneeling reception came under attack from those more extreme Pro­
testants who found no sanction for it in scripture, but rather suspected that it encour­
aged idolatrous adoration. Becon acknowledged that "of itself it be indifferent", but 
since it gave "an outward appearance of evil" it should be taken away or at least the 
people should be taught that no outward reverence was intended. He reported that 
standing reception was used in most reformed churches, but that his preference was for
1. At St. Margaret Westminster "mats for the parishioners to kneel upon when they reverenced their Maker" were purchased 
in 1538; these might have been intended for use (perhaps by torch-bearers) at the Elevation, but the context makes the 
Distribution more likely and "reverencd" may be a mis-reading for "received": Cox, J. C., Churchwardens' Accounts, 
London: Methuen 1913, p. 100.
2. Greenwood, pp. 28, 45. The King's reply barely took this complaint seriously, denying that anything had changed: 
"Does receiving communion make matrimony? Men and women have always received it at the same time, but to their purifica­
tion, not to license filthiness": Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., 
London: HMSO 1992, p. 123.
3. Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 p. 7.
4. "As touching kneeling ... it may be vsed or left as euery mans deuotion serueth": BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. xxxvii(r) 
at close; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg 
International 1970, p. 44.
5. Left to the church "certayne old painted clothes to lye vnder ye fete of ye communicants when ye kneel at ye Lord's 
table": Inventories, Exeter ed. Cresswell, B. F., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 20 1916, pp. 38-41.
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Fig. 7.6 Lay Communion, late 17th century2
1. From a Book of Hours. Note that the torch lit for the Elevation remains burning whilst the Sacrament is present: 
Deamer, P., Everyman's History of the Prayer Book, London: Mowbray 1912, p. 118.
2. Dearmer, P., Everyman's History of the Prayer Book, London: Mowbray 1912, p. 202.
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sitting as at a meal-table. This was echoed by Hooper in his sixth Sermon on Jonas 
preached before Edward (1550), in which he urged that all magistrates should enforce 
seated reception; however, he did not go so far as to insist on it in his Injunctions.1
This pressure took its toll. At St. Michael Bedwardine, Worcester, "ij formes for the 
communion to be receaved at" seem to have been purchased by about Easter 1550;2 
according to Miles Huggard Distribution could be "marueylious confuse" for some 
stood or sat, others knelt, and some went so far as to celebrate "at their owne tables, & 
after souper, according to the institution".3
As preparations for printing the second Prayer Book were under way in 1552, the 
arrival in London of John Knox brought matters to a head. He preached before Ed­
ward, "inveighing with great freedom against kneeling at the Lord’s Supper".4 The 
Council suspended printing of the Prayer Book and ordered Cranmer to consult with 
other divines on the question. Cranmer’s exasperation with those "that cease not to 
make trouble when things are in good order" is clear from his reply to the Council: he 
argues that the matter had already been thoroughly debated and that as the Book had 
been approved by Parliament no individual or even the privy Council might change it. 
He went on:
I trust you will not be moved by these vain and unglorious spirits, which 
can like nothing not after their own fancy ... They say it is not comman­
ded in scripture to kneel, and whatever is not commanded in scripture is 
against scripture ... If this is true, take away the whole book of service: 
why travail to set order in the form of service if none can be set but what 
is already prescribed by scripture? ... Two prayers go before the receiv­
ing of the sacrament and two follow, when the people kneel ... If for the 
sacrament the people should stand or sit, then kneel again, it would 
rather be contemptuous than reverent... If we follow the plain words of 
scripture we shall receive it lying on the ground, the custom then almost 
everywhere, as with Tartars and Turks still. The evangelists’ words 
import the same, as where they say Christ fed five thousand - they sat on
1. Becon, T., A new Catéchisme ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 298-299; Davies, Horton, Worship and Theology in
England from Cranmer to Hooker, Princeton (USA): Princeton University Press 1970, p. 102; Newcoibe, D. G., The Life and
Theological Thought of John Hooper, Ph.D. Cambridge 1989, pp. 121-122, 288. Scudamore suggests that as early as 1533 
Tyndale (The Supper of the Lord) was advocating seated reception: Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 636.
2. Churchwardens' accounts: Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, p. 24.
3. Huggarde, M., The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: Caly 1556, fo. 83v. Although as a Catholic he was far from
disinterested, he is clearly reporting the situation in some Protestant parishes.
4. Jan Utenhove to Bullinger, Original Letters Relative to the English Reformation Vol. II ed. Robinson, H., Parker Soc. 
1847, pp. 591-592.
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the ground, not on stools.1
Fig. 7.7 "In their handes knelina"2
The upshot was that the Prayer Book rubric directing the people to receive "in their 
handes kneling" remained (see Fig. 7.7), but the "Black Rubric" was hastily printed 
and inserted:
Leste yet the same kneelyng myght be thought or taken otherwyse, we 
dooe declare that it is not ment therby, that any adoracion is doone, or 
oughte to be doone, eyther vnto the Sacramentall bread or wyne there 
bodily receyued, or vnto anye reall and essencial presence there beeyng 
of Christ’s naturall fleshe and bloude. For as concemynge the Sacramen­
tall breade and wyne, they remayne styll in theyr verye naturall sub- 
staunces, and therefore may not be adored, for that were Idolatrye to be 
abhorred of all faythfull Christians. And as concemynge the naturall 
body and blood of our sauiour Christ, they are in heauen and not here.
For it is agaynst the tmeth of Christes true natural bodye, to be in moe 
places then in one, at one tyme.3
1. Calendar of State Papers Domstic, Edvard VI 1870 rev. edn. ed. Knighton, C. S., London: HHSO 1992, p. 264 (slightly 
paraphrased). He light also have disconcerted these Refoners had he pointed out that the Pope apparently received 
sitting: Scudamore, W. E., Hotitia Eucharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 609-610.
2. Although found in an Elizabethan publication, the illustration represents also Edvardine practice: Haye, J., A Booke 
of Christian Prayers, London: 1578, the illustration is reproduced in Davies, Horton, Worship and Theology in England 
froi Cramer to Booker, Princeton(USA): Princeton University Press 1970, plate 11.
3. Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, pp. 701, 721. The controversy is discussed in Procter, F. and Frere, W, H., A Rev Bistory of the Book of 
Comn Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, rev. 1961, pp. 83-85; Frere, W, H., The principles of Religious Ceremonial, 
London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, p. 108; Dugnore, C. W., The Hass and the English Reformers, London: Macmillan 
1958,pp. 171-172? pp. 525-528.
The matter did not end in 1552, but remained a bone of contention for generations. Archbishop Parker had to 
insist on kneeling reception in 1566, Hooker defended the practice in 1593 against Puritan objections, and the introduc­
tion of kneeling reception by the priest in the early 17th century may have been a pragmatic refutation of Puritan 
demands.-In 1662, the Black Rubric was re-introduced into the Prayer Book with minor changes: Gee, H. and Hardy, W, J., 
Documents Illustrative of English Church Bistory, London: Macmillan 1910, p. 471; Hooker, R., Of the Laves of Eccle-
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Although strictly speaking this controversy concerned the second rather than the first 
Prayer Book, it grew out of already well established differences of doctrinal and cere­
monial interpretation and should be taken into account when the practice of the first 
Book is considered.
[3] Oral Reception
Fig. 7.8 Oral reception of the Sacrament 13651
The placing of the host into the communicant’s mouth was no less traditional than that 
of kneeling for the Reception (Fig. 7.8)
Again, the practice was objected to by more advanced Protestants on scriptural and 
doctrinal grounds;2 a rubric in the Prayer Book seems to have been designed to forest­
all such objections, but the reason given strains credulity and was understandably rejec-
. . .C o n t in u e d . . .
siasticall Politie Book Five ed. Edelen, G., Caiibridge(lJSÀ)/London: Harvard University Press pp. 321-322, cf. "The Root 
and Branch Petition" of 1640, Gee and Hardy op. cit p. 541; The Consecration and Dedication of Âbbey Dore, 1634 ed. Rus­
sell, J. Fuller, London: Pickering 1874, p. 39; Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English Church, London: Mowbray 1899, 
p. 221; Brighban op. cit. p. 721; Neil, C. and Willoughby, J. M., The Tutorial Prayer Book, London: The Harris Trust 
1913, pp. 365-366.
1. From a miniature in the Coronation Book of Charles V of France: Dearmer, P., Everym's Bistory of the Prayer Book, 
London: Mowbray 1912, p. 20.
2. See, eg. Becon: Article TVenty-eight and A new Cathechism ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844, p. 301.
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ted out of hand by Bucer.1 In April 1550, the newly-installed Bishop Ridley, and 
William May, Dean of St. Paul’s, "toke the host of the prest in their too hondes"2 and 
when the second Prayer Book was drawn up this was the practice adopted.3 Although 
the placing of the host into the mouth, like other traditions such as making the sign of 
the cross before reception (and, indeed, kneeling) doubtless remained the norm in most 
churches until at least 1552,4 the possibility of earlier manual reception in Protestant 
parishes should not be overlooked.
[4] The Unconsecrated Wine
After having received the host, it had been customary at Mass for the laity to drink 
unconsecrated wine and water.5 Although doubtless suggested by the priest’s reception 
of wine as well as the host, the ceremony (which originated in England) was essentially 
one with a practical purpose: Myrc tells priests that the people should be taught it was 
not the Blood of Christ but that
in the chalys ys but wyn and water 
That they receyueth for to drynke 
After that holy hoselynge;
Therefore wame hem thow schal 
That they ne chewe that ost to smal,
Leste to smale they done hyt breke,
And in here teth hyt do steke;
There fore they schule wyth water & wyn 
dense here mowth that noght leue ther In.6
There are two hints in the old ceremony as to when the administration at Mass was took 
place, a detail not set out in the Uses or the Missals nor, to my knowledge, discussed in
1. "And although it bee redde in aunciente writers, that the people many yeares past receiued at the priestes handes ... 
Yet forasiuche as they many tyres conueyghed the saie secretelye awaye, kept it with them, and diuersely abused it to 
supersticion and wickednes: ... it is thought conuenient the people commonly receiue the Sacrament of Christes body, in 
their Bouthes”: BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmiiii(r); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. 
edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p.718. Bucer, H, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club 
Collections Vol. 55 1974, pp. 34-36.
2. The Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 66.
3. Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. 701.
4. And for some time thereafter cf. Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London 1992, pp. 578-579.
5. See the discussions in Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C.
K. 1959, pp. 508, 525-526 and in King, Archdale A., Liturgy of the Roman Church, London: Longmans, Green 1957, pp. 377-
378.
6. Myrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests ed. Peacock, E., EETS Vol. 31 1868, p. 8 & cf. p. 73.
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any detail by later commentators.1
Firstly, Both Myrc and later Becon describe the drink as being a mixture of water and 
wine: "Christ ministered wine to be a commemoration of his blood-shedding to his 
disciples: the papists minister to the people not only wine, but water mingled there­
with".2 Other authorities mention that it was "but very pure and unconsecrated wine" 
(John de Burgo 1385, John Smythe Assertion o f the Sacrament o f the Altar 1546) or 
might be clean water alone (Wycliffe 1360).3 The drink may very well have been the 
water and wine (or one of the other ablutions) with which the priest washed out the 
chalice and his fingers immediately after he had received.
Secondly, although Myrc speaks of the use of the chalice for this purpose, a cup was 
often substituted, and Peacock shows that this might also have been used by the priest 
to wash his fingers after taking taken communion to the sick;4 Such a cup "to geve 
poure people houseling Wyne" was recorded at St. John Bristol in 1470, where "poure" 
must surely mean "poorly".5 Again, there is a link between the wine and water given 
to the people and ablution.
If this relationship is accepted (and it is admittedly tenuous), the distribution of the host 
and of the unsanctified wine at Mass may have followed the first ablution (described in 
Article Thirty below); this would also account for the seemingly unnecessary double 
ablution with wine and water, followed by a third with water alone (which in this 
suggested procedure would have followed the Administration).
Thus even when communion came to be given in both kinds the priest did not face an 
entirely new situation and would almost certainly have administered the chalice to the 
people in the same manner as he had done the unconsecrated wine. However, in the
1. Wordsworth cites two modern authorities who come to different conclusions, one that the people received after the 
priest's communion but before the ablutions, another that they received after Mass was concluded: M e s  on Medieval 
Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 93.
2. "The Jewel of Joy" ed. Ayre, J., The Catechism of Thomas Becon, Parker Soc. 1844, p. 455.
3. Cited, with several examples emphasising that the drink was not consecrated, in Scudamore, W. E., Hotitia Eucharisti­
ca, London: Rivingtons 1872, pp. 626-627.
4. Peacock, E., (éd.): Myrc, J., Instructions for Parish Priests EETS Vol. 31 1868, p. 73. See also The Lay Folks Mass
Book ed. Simmons, T. F., EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, pp. 380-381 fn. 1.
5. Atchley, E. G. F. C. (ed.), "Some More Bristol Inventories", Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 9 
1922-1928, pp. 37-38, 41.
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Communion service of the Prayer Book the deacon is instructed to follow the priest 
immediately with the wine, and no ablution is set out:1 under these new circumstances 
the suggested procedure would have been modified. Where only a chalice was used the 
distribution would have had to follow the priest’s communion; where a Communion 
cup had been purchased it might have been possible to distribute after an ablution of the 
chalice itself.
[5] The Houseling Cloth
When the laity received communion at Mass, it was necessary to prevent particles of 
the hosts from falling to the floor, and was it also felt desirable that communicants 
should not touch the chalice.2 For this purpose a long cloth, known in England as the 
houseling or Easter cloth3 was held over their hands. (Fig. 7.9) or laid over a bench 
before them (Fig. 7.10)
Fig. 7.9 The houseling cloth at the Distribution (held)4
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cm(r); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 700.
2. Cf. be  use of a "nantelluii sericua" worn by b e  acolyte when he carried b e  chalice: Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, p. 69. For an example of b e  power believed to reside in the chalice: 
Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, p. 110.
3. At Cambridge St. Mary b e  Great be  houseling d o b  was described in 1555/6 as b e  "ester towelle": churchwardens' 
accounts ed. Foster, J. E., Cambs. Antiquarian Soc. Octavo Series 35 1905, p. 137.
4. Thirteenb century. The d o b  is held over b e  communicants' hands by two clerks: Dearmer, P., Everyman's History of 
the Prayer Book, London: Mowbray 1912, p. 198.
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Fig. 7.10 The houseling cloth a t the Distribution (on bench)1
Churchwardens’ accounts and inventories repeatedly mention towels, but without fur­
ther clarification it is impossible to know whether houseling cloths are specifically 
intended. However, at St. Stephen, Bristol, several long cloths (distinct from altar 
cloths) survived until at least 1550.2 At St. Michael Comhill payment was made in 
1551 for "washyng the towelles ... agaynst Ester";3 this telling entry shows not only 
that the houseling cloth remained in use well into Edward’s reign, but that the tradition 
of Easter communion was strong.4
Where manual rather than oral reception was adopted, the houseling cloth would of 
necessity have died out; in all events, its use would not, on the face of it, have sat 
easily with a more Protestant understanding of the liturgy since the honour which by
1. From the Liber Catecbumnorm (Venice: 1555): Dearmer, P., The Parson's Handbook, London: Grant Richards 1899 4th 
edn. 1902, plate XV facing p. 374.
2. Inventories: Bristol St. Stephen ed Atchley, E. G. C. F, Transacs. of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Soc. Vol. 6 
1910, p. 174.
3. Churchwardens' accounts: London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 38r, ed. Overall, W. A., London: Waterlow 
1871, p. 92.
4. Evidence for houseling cloths surviving until 1552 (and later) is given in Staley, V., Hierurgia Anglicana, London: 
de la More 1848 new edn. Vol. I 1902, pp. 127-131. They are discussed and their use described in Duffy, E., The Strip­
ping of the Altars, New Haven(USA)/London: Yale University Press 1992, pp. 94, 110 (and plate 41); Staley, V., The 
Ceremonial of the English Church London Mowbray 1899, pp. 129-130; Bumpus, J. S., A Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Terms, 
London: Werner Laurie n.d. pp. 152-153. For method of use in the Roman Catholic church until the second half of the 20th 
century: Fortescue, A. and O'Connell, J. B., The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, London: Burns Oates and Wash- 
bourne 1917 5th edn. 1934, pp. 138-139.
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implication it gave to the host and the chalice was unacceptable. Just as Protestants 
objected to the laity being prevented from taking the host into their hands, so they 
objected to their not being allowed to touch the chalice:
That the sacrament might be had in the greater estimation, they 
decreed ... that they with their profane hands should not touch the sacred 
and hallowed chalice ... A layman to touch the sacramental bread or cup 
with his bare hand is counted in the parish church a grievous sin; but if 
the layman have a glove on his hand, made of a sheep’s skin, then he 
may be bold to touch it: as though there were more holiness or worthi­
ness in a sheep’s skin than in a Christian man’s hands.1
In these circumstances, the use of the houseling cloth would have been discontinued.2
[6] The Agnus Dei
At Mass, when the priest said the Agnus Dei, the choir also took it up, and continued to 
sing it while he received.3 In the first Prayer Book, the clerks are to wait until after the 
Penitential Prayers and sing it during the Distribution, beginning when the priest re­
ceives; unusually, there is no rubric specifically directing the priest to say "O lambe of 
God", regardless of whether clerks are present or not.4 This gives added credence to 
the suggestion (see Article Twenty-five above) that the item "Christ our Pascall lambe" 
was in effect the priest’s "substitute" for his Agnus Dei at Mass. A priest, therefore, 
who wished to retain his spoken Agnus Dei would have had to say "O lambe of God" 
after the Prayer of Humble Access and before his Reception; in these circumstances the 
choir would presumably begin to sing as the priest spoke the prayer and not wait for 
him to receive.
1. Becon, T., A new Catechism ed. Ayre, J., Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 300-301. See also Article TWenty-nine above.
2. It survived, although in modified form, in State services as late as 1820: see Legg, J. Wickham, Three Coronation 
Orders, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 19 1900, pp. 34, 132, 157.
3. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 36; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 34; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, pri­
vate printing 1997, p. 31. The author of The Myroure of oure Ladye (1530 ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 19, p. 34)
tells how King Robert of France would begin it in the middle of the quire "thres with an hygh voyce, knelyng doune at 
yche tyme": I am unaware of any other example of such triple intonation, or that the ruler sang it kneeling (at Salis­
bury, the choir were to stand immediately before Agnus Dei: Frere op. cit. p. 23).
4. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxx(v); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 700-702. This is not entirely unprecedented: Frere observes that the 
Agnus Dei was not always said by the priest: The Principles of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928,
p. 121.
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In the second Prayer Book, the Agnus Dei was entirely omitted,1 probably because of 
the credence it might give to the doctrine of the Real Presence. However, its omission 
had been anticipated as early 1550, since the Injunctions of both Ridley and Hooper 
forbid it to be said.2
Conclusions
Like the re-ordering of the Offertory, the provision for lay Reception as the norm at the 
Communion service, and its associated doctrines, were inevitably going to attract 
controversy, not least because they affected the people directly and intimately. Never­
theless the innovation was doctrinal and not ceremonial: again like the Offertory each 
requirement had its counterpart in medieval practice and priests (and in this case also 
congregations) would have been able to adapt and apply those practices with little diffi­
culty.
In a celebration of this traditional kind, therefore, the priest would have said the Peni­
tential Prayers, risen and (perhaps) said "O lambe of God". He would then have made 
his own communion, crossing himself before each reception and probably pausing for a 
short while in private devotion; in the meantime the choir would have begun the Agnus 
Dei. He would have communicated his assistants, using the form of words set out, and 
the people would have come forward to kneel before the altar, a houseling cloth being 
held over their hands by servers.3 The priest would have communicate the people, 
putting the host into their mouths and he or an assistant holding the chalice whilst 
saying the same words; the people might have crossed themselves before receiving. The 
Distribution completed, the priest would have proceeded to the Ablutions.
If it is accepted that at Mass the unconsecrated wine was administered after the Ablu­
tion with wine and water, the order set out above might have been adapted. The priest
1. Or, to be nore precise, it was "with Displaced ingenuity fused with the Gloria": Dix, G., The Shape of the Liturgy, 
Westiinster: Dacre Jan. 1945 2nd edn. Aug. 1945, p. 668 (see also Chapter 1 above and Vol. II Appendix 1 below).
2. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 
242, 276. Whether they had authority to order this departure from the Prayer Book is a moot point: the Preface allowed 
bishops to determine matters of doubt in its application, but "so that the same ordre be not contrary to any thyng 
conteigned in this boke" (BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. i(v); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 
2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 38). However, religious and ceremonial policy was 
to an extent being made on b e  hoof, and bere can be no doubt bat b e  prohibition enjoyed b e  approval of b e  conpi- 
lers of b e  second Book who merely codified an existing practice. For further discussion see, Frere, W. H., The Princi­
ples of Religious Ceremonial, London: Mowbray 1906 new edn. 1928, pp. 161ff.
3. I have been unable to find any evidence whatever that a bell was rung at the priest's communion to warn communicants 
bat bey should come forward. Nor can I show bat bey would have genuflected eiber before or after receiving.
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would have received himself, then washed his fingers and the chalice in wine and 
water, drinking it and laying the chalice on its side. He would then have administered 
the host and the wine (necessitating a second communion cup) before completing the 
Ablution of both vessels.
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The - x x x -  Ar'"t,yc 1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
C^Batorn^amlid uinoec miflcitea
How the preest cometh with the chalyce towardes the ende of the aulter 
takynge wyne for the percepcyon.
Then followeth the common which is an exciting or a moving to the people to laud and praise God.1
When the boye or Parishe Clerke commeth agayne with the Pax, ye hold forth youre Chalice lyke Sir 
Raffe Rynsepytcher for a little more drynke. And when ye haue once droncken vpp that, ye holde forth 
your Goddarde once agayne to haue a litle more swyll. No maruell. For peraduenture ye fell the nyght 
before into a great heate whyle ye kept company with your toying Thais. But oh good Lorde, what 
wypyng of the mouth, and lyching of the fyngers is there then? It woulde do a woman good, to see how 
clenly Sir lohn Swetelyppes is. And yet not so contented, ye goe to the altares ende, and there once 
agayne ye washe your handes, to shewe how mynion trymme, fyne, neate, & whitte fynggered gentle-men 
ye are in all your doynges, but specially in matters' pertaynyng to Lady Venus courte. After this ye 
returne to the altare, and take another lycke or twoo of the droppyngs of the Chalice bycause ye 
would be loth to losse any thyng.2
1. The Rational of Ceremonial p. 27. Neither the priest's communion nor the ablutions are mentioned. The "common" or 
"comiunion" might in its grammatical context refer to the priest's reception; more probably the Communion Verse is 
meant, and the reference has thus been inserted here alongside the ceremonial which it accompanies in the service.
2. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. li(v).
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POST-COMMUNION ABLUTION AND THE COMMUNION SENTENCES
Having made his communion, the priest at Mass was to pick up the chalice inter 
mams, adhuc digitis coniunctis and take it to the right of the altar. There the subdea­
con was to pour wine and water over the priest’s fingers and into the chalice, ensuring 
that no particles of the host remained. The priest was to drink this, and pray briefly. 
Then the subdeacon was to pour water over the priest’s fingers now held within the 
bowl of the chalice; the priest was to drink the water and return to the middle of the 
altar where he was to lay the chalice sideways onto the paten to allow it to drain. 
Having prayed again, he was once more to go to the right of the altar where the sub­
deacon was to assist him in washing his hands in the normal way.
Meanwhile, the deacon was to fold the corporals and place them in the burse. He was 
to offer to the priest at the right of the altar any drops of liquid remaining in the chalice 
and then to assemble the chalice, paten, corporals, burse and veil, handing them to the 
acolyte. The subdeacon was to move the missal to the right of the altar, where all three 
were to say the Communion Verse.1
The exact conduct of the Ablutions varied from place to place, and the rubrics seem 
unnecessarily complicated not least because in the Customary some of them are repea­
ted; the difficulty of interpreting them has been noted by Sandon.2
It has been tentatively suggested (Article Twenty-nine [4] above) that the wine and 
water given to communicants may have been that of the Ablution, and that the Distribu­
tion of the host and unconsecrated wine was inserted at some point during the Ablu­
tions. This might account for more than one Ablution, the use at first of wine and then
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of S a m ,  Canbridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 87-88. These rubrics are given
in the Customary only; the Consuetudinary mentions only the washing of the hands.
2. Sandon, N., "Some Thoughts on Making Liturgical Constructions" in ed. Gillen, G. and White, H., Musicology in Ire­
land, Dublin (Eire): Irish Academic Press 1990, p. 179. For the development of the number of ablutions: Jungmann, J. A.,
The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 526-527.
At Hereford there were three Ablutions of the chalice (with wine, with wine or with water, and with water, 
this to be drunk at the middle of the altar) plus washing of the hands. At York, Simmons' edition gives no detail of any 
Ablution, although the first two associated prayers are said; Haskell's edition mentions only one. At Bangor, the second 
Ablution was with wine or with water and could be given either by the subdeacon or by another minister. At Lincoln, the 
second deacon folded the corporal and the second subdeacon assisted with the Ablution: Missale ad usum Percelebris 
Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, pp. 134-135; "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Simmons, 
T. F., The Lay Folks Mass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 116; Haskell, W,, The Ancient Liturgy of the Church of Eng­
land, London: Pickering 1844, pp. 62-65; Wordsworth, C,, Motes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 1898, p. 34.
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of wine and/or water, and the different numbers of Ablutions between the Uses. Fur­
thermore, in the Salisbury Customary a further rubric is inserted after the first Ablu­
tion: that where the priest was to celebrate again on the same day,1 he was not to drink 
the Ablution but to put it to one side in sacrario aut in uase mundi as he would if the 
hypothesis were correct.2 It may be that this interpretation goes some way towards 
explaining how and at what point in the Mass lay communication was conducted, a 
question which to my knowledge has not satisfactorily been answered.3
The Communion service of the Prayer Book makes no mention of any Ablution and 
indeed, as Dix observes, it would have been "something to which all the Reformers of 
the Swiss school both in England and abroad took the utmost exception" since it im­
plied that the remaining crumbs of bread or drops of wine were intrinsically holy.4
Nevertheless, the practice continued. Injunctions had to forbid "laying down and lick­
ing the chalice after the Communion" until as late as 1551/2,5 although, as has been 
suggested above with regard to the washing of the hands at the Offertory (Article 
Nine), it was probably neither widespread nor long-lived.
Furthermore, a relationship between the Mass and the first Prayer Book is demonstra­
ted by the scriptural Communion Sentences "to be sayd or song euery daye one, after 
the holy Communion"; although not "proper" items in the full sense of the word, they 
correspond to the Communion Proper of the Mass which was sung during the Ablu-
1. As he might, for exaiple, after midnight Mass at Easter or Christmas - the days on which lay communication could be 
expected.
2. Seen in this light, the rubric seems to be a conflation of two situations: where he was to say Mass again without lay 
communication he was to put the Ablution into the sacrarini; where there was lay communication he might transfer it to 
another vessel.
3. However, it is acknowledged that it creates a further problem in the Communion service where the wine administered is 
the same as that received by the priest, and that adaptations must be made to accommodate this.
4. Dix, G., The Shape of the Liturgy, Westminster: Dacre Press, Jan. 1945 2nd edn. Aug. 1945, 668. The practice was 
mocked by Becon (see Article Thirty). The second Prayer Book went further in this direction than simply omitting the 
Ablution, since (following Bucer) not only was household bread to be used, but anything remaining could be taken by the 
priest for his own use: Bucer, M, Censura ed. Whitaker, E. C., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 55 1974, p. 40; Brightman, 
F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 
717.
5. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
192, 241, 276.
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tions.1 The similarity may have may have encouraged conservative-minded clergy to 
retain the Ablution itself (and probably to say the Communion Sentence after the Ablu­
tion as they would have at Mass).2
The Communion Sentences have been generally discussed above with reference to the 
Offertory Sentences and the textual variants found in musical settings (see Article Nine 
above). However, a further point needs to be made. The Communion Sentences fall 
textually into groups. The first group concentrates on the theme of endurance and 
readiness for the coming of Christ; of these, three Sentences in four anonymous set­
tings are represented in an Edwardine source.3 The second group, with texts from 
John’s Gospel, all paraphrase the teaching that the faithful will be known by their 
keeping of Christ’s words and by their mutual love; of these, two settings by Edwar­
dine composers are known.4
Possibly associated with the latter group, however, are settings by Edwardine compo­
sers of very similar texts, which may have originally been intended for a similar litur­
gical purpose. It has been shown above (Chapter Two) that composers throughout the 
period were able to incorporate minor (but not necessarily insignificant) textual variants 
in canticle settings; more importantly in the present context, settings of both Offertory 
and Communion Sentences reveal variants of text and construction which may suggest 
that the final texts, translations and form of the Sentences were decided relatively late 
in the preparation of the first Prayer Book. This being so, settings such as "A new 
commandment" (Mundy and Tallis), "If ye love me" (Lpro. S.P. 1/246, Tallis, White 
and possibly Batten) and "I give you a new commandment" (R. Johnson, Sheppard)
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cmi(r-v); Brighban, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 
1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 702-706. As was the case at the Offertory (see Article Nine 
above) the nomenclature of these items can lead to confusion. In the Mass the "Communion Verses" were followed by a 
proper "Postcomunion" prayer; in the Cominion Service the scriptural sentence (called the "Postcomvnion") was fol­
lowed by an invariable thanksgiving prayer. The items of the Mass will therefore be pragmatically named here the "Commu­
nion Proper" and the "Postcomunion Prayer" and of the Comunion the "Comunion Sentence" and the "Thanksgiving Prayer".
2. It may also explain why the otherwise doctrinally inoffensive verses were excluded from the second and subsequent 
Books despite the presence of chants, psalms and hymn at this point in some Continental Communion orders: for examples 
see Cuming, G. J, A Bistory of Anglican Liturgy, London: Macmillan 1969 2nd edn. 1982, pp. 22, 27, 283, 302. Although in 
the second Book the Gloria in excelsis was moved to the close of the service, it did not directly follow the Distribu­
tion, and a predominantly spoken service would surely not have been unduly lengthened by the retention of one Sentence.
3. "Happie are those seruantes" (1:10), "The nyghte is passed" (1:14), "If any man will folowe me" (111:76, 84): Wright- 
son, J. (ed.), The Manley Manuscripts, Madison(USA): A-R Editions 1995. Settings by Merbecke are not included.
4. "He that hath my comaundementes" (Mundy), "This is my comaundement" (Mundy/Tallis): Daniel, R. T., and le Huray, 
P., The Sources of English Church Music 1549-1660 Supp. Vol. 1, London: Stainer and Bell 1972 pt. II; Morehen, J., "The 
English Anthem Text, 1548-1660", Journal Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 117 pt. 1 1992, p. 68.
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may well represent Communion Sentences found in earlier drafts of the Prayer Book, 
or, given the close similarity between their texts and the finally authorised Sentences, 
have been used as such even after 1549.1
1. For a not dissimilar argument concerning liturgical flexibility in the Jacobean period with regard to collect-anthems 
and prayers, see Morehen, J., "The English Anthem Text, 1549-1660", Journal Roy. Mus. Assoc. Vol. 117 pt. 1 1992, pp. 
75-84. The use of extra-liturgical settings within services at the Sistine Chapel is well documented: Cummings, A. M,, 
"Towards an Interpretation of the Sixteenth-Century Motet", Journal of the American Musicological Society Vol. 34 1981,
pp. 43-59? cf. Palestrina Stabat Mater sung during the Offertory at St. Peter's, Rome (Preface to ed. Washington, H.,
Chester Music 1974) and the probable "antiphon substitutes" in Monteverdi Vespers. These examples, whilst not true
analogies, are interesting in the present context.
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The . x x x  i _ A r'tyo  1 e  o f  t h e  m a s s e
oâber mtifen eo
Howe the preest in the myddes of the aulter doth tourne hym 
in disioynynge and takynge his handes asondre 
sayth Dominas vobiscum.
The priest in the name of all prayeth and rendereth thanks unto God for their spiritual refaction.1
When tho preste has rinsynge done, opon thi fete thou stonde vp sone.
then tho clerk flyttis tho boke agayne to tho south auter noke,
tho preste turnes til his seruyce and sales forthe more of his office.2
Taking vp your booke in your hande, ye come agayne to the altar ende, wher ye beganne your popyshe
and Idolatrous Masse, a few Collectes mumbled ouer.3
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 27.
2. The Lay Folks Mass Book Text B p. 54. Texts C and F also give "rincing"; Text E gives "receuyng".
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. lii(r).
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THE POSTCOMMUNION THANKSGIVING1
Having said the Communion Proper, the priest at Mass was to sing the Postcommunion 
Prayer, a proper item which corresponded ceremonially to the Collect and which was 
sung in the same manner. Still at the right of the altar he was to cross himself before 
his face, turn (at which the deacon would also turn whilst the subdeacon knelt), and 
with his hands joined and his arms raised sing the greeting before turning back to sing 
the rest. At the end of the Postcommunion Prayer (or the final Prayer when more than 
one was sung) the acolyte was solemnly to carry the chalice to the vestry and remain 
there. (At the same time the taperers were probably to remove the wine, water, bowl 
and napkin to the vestry, but then to return and stand by their candles: there is no 
specific rubric to this effect).2
In the Communion service of the Prayer Book this proper item is replaced by an invari­
able Thanksgiving Prayer; however, it has the traditional introduction, and by giving a 
musical setting Merbecke indicated (as he had not needed to do in the case of the ear­
lier Collect) that it was intended to be sung.3 Although no ceremonial rubrics are given 
by the Prayer Book, where a traditional performance was desired it could have been 
supplied without difficulty.
A more ornate method of singing the Thanksgiving than the monotone given by Mer­
becke may tentatively be set out by analogy with the solution provided for the Collects. 
Again, inflections in the course of the prayer may be ignored, syllables underlined may 
be lengthened and those in italics sung more rapidly (Ex. 7.25).
1. For the terminology used here, see Article Thirty above).
2. Frere, W. H., The Use of S am , Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 88; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 36-38; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, 
private printing 1997, p. 35 (with a noted example).
At Hereford, the priest was to join his hands (suggesting that until then he had sung with his hands open and 
not joined as at Salisbury) and move to the middle of the altar before singing the final clause of last Postcommunion: 
Missale ad u su m  Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W, G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 135. At Lincoln, the 
priest handed the chalice to the principal subdeacon and the corporal to the secondary subdeacon after Ite missa est; 
they were carried out in the normal procession from the altar: Wordsworth, C., Notes on Medieval Services, London: Baker 
1898, p. 34
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxi(v)-cxxxii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. 
rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 706-708; Merbecke, J., The booke of Common praier noted 
(1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. Qi(r-v), set on a monotone throughout except for a 
rising a-c' at the beginning of the greeting and its answer.
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ÿt™** ^  ^  M -I ^ ^  H  H
V/ The Lorde be with you. R/ And with thy spi - rit. Let us pray: Alnightie and
— W
* euerlyuing God, we lost hartely thanke thee, for that thou hast vouchsafed to feed vs in
=
i
these holy Misteries, with the spiritual! foode of the Dost precious body and bloud of thy
y
sonne, our sauior lesus Christ: and haste assured vs, duly receiuing the sane, of thy
i
fauour and goodnes toward vs, that we be very membres incorporate in thy Misticall
<
bodye, whiche is the blessed coipanye of all faythfull people, and heyres through hope
1
of thy euerlasting kingdgne, by the mérités of the most precious death and passion, of
thy dear sonne. We therefore most humbly beseche thee, 0 heauenly father, so to assist vs
=W:
s
with thy grace, that we may continue in that holy felowship, and doe all suche good
?
woorkes, as thou hast prepared for vs to walke in: through lesus Christe our Lorde. to
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1
whome with thee and the holy gost, bee all honour and glory, world without ende.
R/ A - men.1
Ex. 7.25 The Postcommunion Thanksgiving (reconstruction)
1. The Prayer Book does not give "Amen", although where the Postcommunion was sung one would almost certainly have been 
added as it was by Merbecke.
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The _ x x x  i i - Airt i c  1 e  oT t h e  m a s s e
CîDar.xrmj.avtihelüanbecmiflenee
Howe the preest doth tourne hym sayeng Ite missa est 
that is to saye in a maner 
go ye the mysterye of the masse is done.
Then the priest eftsoons turning his face to the people, after the salutation, saith these words 
"Ita missa est" that is to say, go ye the mass is ended and in that he biddeth them go is signified 
that we ought to follow Christ in his holy life.1
The dekyn sayeth Go ye. masse ys done. And therfore the quier thanketh god saynge Do we thankynges
to god.2
Ther-to gew thu gode herkenynge, lowde or stil ay answerynge,
For the masse is noght cest, or the tyme of ite, missa est.
Bot whanne the prest seith ite, or benedicamus, wether hit be,
Thanne is the masse alle do;
And after for sothe wel thu may, in godis name, go horn thi way.3
Ye tourne you to the people, and say Dominus Vobiscum, bydding them Adue, and wyth Ite Hissa est, ye 
bydde them goe homme and tel them the Masse is done.4
1. The Rationale of Ceremonial p. 27; "ita" for "ite" sic.
2. The Hyroure of oure Ladye p. 332.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book pp. 57-59.
4. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Masse fo. lii(r).
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The . x x x  i i i . Ar'tjyc 1 e oT t h e  m a s s e
- ,L  „ \ L_
<®at.OTig.amlteloâBn:roi(rcnce
Howe the preest whan he hath sayd and red all: 
he gyeth the benedyccion upon all those that be there present 
and than he doth tourne hym from the people 
retoumynge thy ther from whens he came.
The priest giveth us at our departure sometimes the benediction in the name of the whole Trinity, 
signifying that last benediction which Christ gave to his disciples in the mount of Olivet.1
It ys commaunded that on feasteful dayes when people are bounde to here dyuyne seruyce, that they go 
nat from mase tyl yt be ended & tyl they haue in the ende of the masse the prestes blyssynge. For 
euery preste may blysse the peple in the end of his masse. When Ite missa est is sayd, and the prest 
hathe blyssed, then they may go.2
In mynde of god I here me blesse, wyt my blessyng god sende me hys.
In nomine patris et filii et spiritus sancti. Amen. God send vs to owre mede. Amen.
Then fall ye once agayne to knelyng doune at the altare, and bycause ye are oure Ladyes Knyghtes, ye 
salute her most humbly with some deuoute orison. That done, ye ryse vp agayne lyke tall fellowes, 
and saying the beginnyng of .S. lohns Gospell, ye blesse you, and Crosse you, as thoghe a thousand 
Deuylls were about you. After all these thynges, ye trusse vp your trinkettes, ye shutte your booke, 
ye folde vp your Chalyce, ye put of your fooles cote, ye put oute the candle, and solemely makyng 
curtesie to youre GOD, that hangeth ouer the altare, ye trudge oute of the Churche eyther home or 
els to the alehouse.3
1. TJie Rationale of Ceremonial p. 28.
2. The Hyroure of oure Ladye pp. 331-332.
3. Becon, The Displayeng of the popishe Hasse fo. lii(r).
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THE DISMISSAL AND BLESSING
After the Postcommunion of the Mass, Ite missa est was sung by the deacon "with a 
great rolling up and down of notes".1 The priest having returned to the middle of the 
altar was to pray, bowing and with his hands joined. The prayer finished he was to sign 
himself, bow and process out with the other ministers, saying the Last Gospel as he 
went. Since the deacon and subdeacon would carry out any Texts they had brought in, 
they would probably pick them up during the priest’s prayer, and the subdeacon move 
the Missal to the credence at the same time. There is no mention of a blessing in the 
Salisbury books.2
The Communion service of the Prayer Book has no dismissal as such.3 In its place is a 
short prayer commending the people to the peace of God, immediately followed by a 
blessing. The introductory rubric shows that the two together were to be considered 
both a dismissal and a blessing: "Then the Priest turning hym to the people, shall let 
them depart with this blessing".4
A later rubric in the Prayer Book directs that at the end of the Ante-communion, the 
priest was to let the people depart "with the accustomed blessing".5 "Accustomed" may 
merely mean "as above".6 However, it is an unexpected way for a new form of words
1. Hugh Lather to Nicholas Ridley, The Works of Nicholas Ridley ed. Christmas, H., Parker Soc. 1843, p. 108.-
2. Frere, W. H.f The Use of Sara, Canbridge: Canbridge University Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 88-89; Sandon, N, The Use of 
Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 38; Fugler, P., Hass for the Feast of All Saints, pri­
vate printing 1997, pp. 36-37. Fugler adds that the priest was to kiss the altar mediately before processing out; this 
was done at Hereford, neither at Hereford nor at York does the Last Gospel seem to be mentioned: Hissale ad usum Perce­
lebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, N. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. 136; "The Order of Mass - York Use" ed. Sin- 
mons, T. F., The Lay Folks Mass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 116.
3. This part of the service (although as amended by the later Prayer Books) and the rationale behind it is usefully 
discussed in Frere, W. H., "The End of the Celebration of Holy Communion" (1926) in A Collection of his Papers ed. Ar­
nold, J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35, pp. 136-138.
4. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 710.
5. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmiii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 714.
6. A marginal note in a 16th century hand adds "the accustomed blessyng" beside the blessing at the end of Communion in 
Lbl. C.P. 1549 d.6.
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to be described,1 and implies that, the Salisbury rubrics notwithstanding, a blessing at 
the end of Mass had not been unusual and was here to be emulated.
It will be noticed that at Article Thirty-three above there are four references to bless­
ings at the end of Mass, and a fifth mention by Becon will be found at Article Twenty- 
eight. Becon’s assertion that the blessing was given with the chalice seems to have been 
based on accurate observation.2 The Hereford Missal gave a Benedictio cum Calice 
super populum in Festis Principalibus et Duplicibus; at York, the blessing was cum 
calice et corporalibus plicatis.3 Where such a blessing was given in the Salisbury Use 
(and Becon’s observations suggest that it was)4 it must have been done at the end of the 
Postcommunion, the acolyte momentarily delaying his departure.
There seems to be no evidence as to whether any of this ceremonial was carried into the 
Communion service; however, whilst a Protestant orthodoxy would absolutely have 
forbidden a blessing with the chalice, it is possible that at the least a blessing with the 
sign of the cross might have been used.5
Becon reports also that before departing, the priest at Mass would kneel and make 
prayers to the Virgin (Article Thirty-three). In this, he may have been (deliberately) 
misinterpreting the final prayer before departure although it was addressed to the Trin­
ity and said standing. I am unable to find any other reference to such a practice in
1. The Order of Comunion (1548) had given the commendatory sentence of the Prayer Book, but not the blessing itself: 
The Tvo Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and A.D. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., Parker Soc. 1844, p. 8.
2. He repeats it elsewhere: Ayre, J., The Catechism of Thomas Becon, Parker Soc. 1844, pp. 238 (where he says this was 
done on principal and high feasts), 457.
3. Hissale ad usum Percelebris Ecclesiae Eerfordensis ed. Henderson, W. G., Surtees Soc. 1874, p. xlvii (immediately 
preceded by Benedictio Panis gui datur populo in die Domidca; The Rationale of Ceremonial ed. Cobb, C. S., Alcuin Club 
Collections Vol. 18, 1910, p. 28. fn. 1. Jungman mentions blessing on the Continent given also with relics, crucifix, 
paten or corporal: Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, 
p. 542.
4. Cf. "A blessing ... was the usual custom at low Mass at the time, though no provision was made for it in the English 
missal of the time": Procter, F. and Frere, W. H., A Hew History of the Book of Common Prayer, London: Macmillan 1855, 
rev. 1961, p. 471 and fn. 3. Nevertheless, Jungmann contends that, on the Continent at least, a blessing was generally 
omitted: Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 540.
5. The sign of the cross was not in itself unacceptable to Protestants; apart from its use immediately before the Words 
of Institution, it was found in the Prayer Book offices of Baptism, Confirmation, Matrimony and the Visitation of the 
Sick (The First and Second Prayer Books of Edward VI ed. Gibson, E. C. S., London: Dent 1910 repr. 1949, pp. 237, 251, 
257, 264). For further discussion of the blessing in the Communion service: Staley, V., The Ceremonial of the English 
Church, Oxford/London: Mowbray 1899, p. 201; Marshall, P., Attitudes of the English People to Priests and Priesthood 
1500-1553, D.Phil Oxford 1990, p. 107.
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England. However, Jungmann shows that on the Continent prayers in praise of the 
Virgin might be added at this point, whilst Carthusian priests were to kneel and say the 
Pater noster;1 it is possible that Becon is here describing a popular devotion such as the 
saying of the Angelas or the Ave Maria.
1. The Hass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 546. After 1859, of course, 
prayers were added to the end of the Roman Mass for political purposes: Jungmann op. cit.; Fortescue, A. and O'Connell, 
J. B., The Ceremonies pf the Roman Rite Described, London: Burns Oates and Washbourne 1917 5th edn. 1934, p. 69.
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Chap "ter' E i g h t
Case Studiesr Reconstructions of 
Two Commun i on Services
It seems trying to complete an uncompleted masterpiece is a mug's game; you're on a 
hiding to nothing.1
Chapter Five above set out in general terms the principles which would have governed 
the conduct of the Communion service of the first Prayer Book and in particular argued 
that a range of ceremonial possibilities was available to celebrants; Chapter Seven 
analysed the service in more detail to show how those principles might have been 
applied to its discrete parts, and to indicate a ceremonial context for the provision of 
music.
The conclusions arising out of this enquiry were then tested by being applied in practi­
cal reconstructions of the Communion service as it might have been conducted in two 
very different situations. Video recordings were made of the results and form part of 
this thesis; the reconstructions are of an elaborate Communion service celebrated at the 
end of September 1549, and a more Protestant service from 1551-1552. (See Vol. Ill)
The course of each service and the liturgical and ceremonial decisions taken will be 
recognisable from the earlier discussion. The present chapter complements the recon­
structions. It indicates the underlying doctrinal ethos of each, it discusses the implica­
tions for the practical relationship between music and ceremonial, and sets out the 
stages of the services in some detail for the benefit of readers without access to the 
video recordings themselves. Crucially, it shows the extent to which the theoretical 
conclusions of Chapter Seven are supported or called into question when subjected to 
practical performance.
Method and general principles
Two very different forms of the Communion service were recorded. Reconstruction I 
retains a high level of pre-Reformation ceremonial, and represents that "counterfeiting" 
of the Mass discussed in Chapter Five above. Reconstruction II is Protestant in nature
1. Richard Osborne on ausic reconstructions, BBC Radio 3, 15 Sept. 1990.
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despite the use of music and some solemnity; it incorporates a number of the changes to 
ceremonial demanded by Reformers such as Bucer and Hooper, again discussed in 
Chapter Five above.
The reconstructions do not seek to be historical re-enactments perfectly accurate at all 
points so much as exemplars of the ceremonial possibilities outlined in Chapters Five 
and Seven above. Thus anachronisms such as altar rails and other furniture are allowed 
to remain, no attempt is made to use original pronunciation either in singing or in 
speaking, the vestments used represent but do not necessarily reproduce those of the 
time, and the congregation appears in modem dress. Other decisions such as a non- 
celebrant rector in Reconstruction I were made simply on pragmatic grounds to show 
specific points of ceremonial (the clerks and conducts bowing to the senior dignitary as 
they enter or leave) or to simplify the introduction of the Exhortation and Bidding 
Prayers.
One video camera was used with one microphone; both were moved as necessary to 
allow for the filming of the ceremonial from more than one position and in discrete 
sections for later editing. However, the time available for carrying out the filming was 
limited. Reconstruction I was completed in two days. On the first day, the ceremonial 
involving the altar party alone was rehearsed and filmed; on the second, the congrega­
tion was instructed, the choir rehearsed and the remaining action was filmed. Recon­
struction II was rehearsed and filmed in the course of one day. On all days the filming 
schedules had to be altered to take account of unexpected absences of personnel; for the 
same reason the director of Reconstruction I had also to act as the subdeacon. The 
inevitable losses of continuity and other infelicities of editing will be acknowledged 
during the discussion of each reconstruction.
It was felt from the initial planning stage that a specific difficulty in the performance of 
the ceremonial would be caused by the importation of post-Reformation develop­
ments.1 Those involved were made aware of this and took steps to avoid it. However, 
whilst the altar party was largely successful, it was noted that the congregations were 
highly reticent. Although asked to be more informal during Reconstruction I and not to 
feel it necessary to remain in their places throughout, they found it impossible not to be
1. This grew out of practical experience: during previous celebrations of early liturgies clergy used to a more elabor­
ate ceremonial were often found to be following Roman or Anglo-Catholic practice from which they could only with diffi­
culty be guided into the Use of Salisbury. Examples of this have included an insistence on genuflecting when entering 
the presbytery and at the Elevation, wearing a biretta, censing by inappropriate methods, signing communicants before 
their reception and refusing to continue the action whilst the choir were singing.
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regimented; actions such as standing for the Gospel or responding to it became clearly 
simultaneous, and some found the lack of a Prayer Book to read uncomfortable. Simi­
larly, when asked to avoid traditional Catholic practices during Reconstruction II, some 
found it very difficult not to bow towards the (empty) sanctuary when taking their 
places or leaving.
The principal difficulty faced by the altar party in Reconstruction I was lack of fami­
liarity with the ceremonial (this was not a significant matter in the simpler Reconstruc­
tion II). It may be assumed that in September 1549 the conduct of the Latin Mass and 
(allowing for necessary adaptations) that of a Communion celebrated ornately would 
have been second nature to most clergy; however, they would perhaps have been 
unfamiliar with the language of the Prayer Book. Those taking part in Reconstruction I 
were in the opposite position of being familiar with the text of the service but less 
conversant with its ceremonial. It is inevitable, therefore, that the performance is 
slower and more dignified than might in reality have been the case, and that the relative 
timings of ceremonial and music cannot entirely be relied upon.
The relationship of music to ceremonial
Before attention is turned to an analysis of the two reconstructions, it may be of value 
to discuss a matter lying at the heart of this element of the thesis, the place of music in 
the Communion service and its relationship to the ceremonial.
It is clear from the rubrics of the Latin Mass that the items of the Ordinary or Proper 
were sung simultaneously with the performance of more elaborate ceremonial or with 
extended private recitations said by the priest; moreover, most of the Ordinary items 
were sung consecutively with items of the Proper, extending the time of singing.
Thus the Intioit-Kyrie were sung during the entry procession, prayers, Kiss of Peace 
and censing, the Gradual during the preparation of the elements, censing of the Text 
(and possibly the Gospel procession), the Offertory Proper (and possibly Credo) during 
the placing of the elements on the altar, censing of the priest and choir and the ablu­
tions, the Sanctus-Benedictus during the Canon, and the Agnus Def-Communion Proper 
during the Pax, priest’s Reception and the Ablutions. The Gloria in excelsis alone was 
not associated with ceremonial or the singing of a proper item (although it follows 
directly from the Kyrie) .1
1. The details of these relationships and alternative orders are set out at the relevant places in Chapter Seven above.
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It is tempting to assume that music and ceremonial were synchronised and an effort 
made to ensure that one did not significantly outlast the other. The evidence both of 
liturgical sources and of the reconstructions is that this was not the case.
The only indications in the Latin liturgical sources that music and ceremonial might be 
synchronised relate to the beginning of the Mass and to the singing of the Sanctus. The 
priest was directed to begin his procession to the altar at the doxology of the sung In­
troït on feast days, but earlier on other days when the Introit was shorter; according to 
the Customary, the versicles and responses following the Absolution were said in full at 
most churches but were considerably curtailed in the Cathedral itself, perhaps to allow 
time for a full performance of the ceremonial; after saying the Kyries the priest was to 
sit if the music continued. At ferial Masses outside Paschaltide it was permitted that the 
singing of the Sanctus and Benedictus should end before the Elevation so that the choir 
might kneel.1 Otherwise, there is no reference to synchronisation.2
In the first Prayer Book the only similar rubric relates to the Offertory Sentences where 
the number to be sung is determined "accordyng to the length and shortenesse of the 
tyme, that the people be offeryng"; directions for the Agnus Dei and Communion 
Sentence show only where they are to begin, the former "so soone as the Prieste doeth 
receyue" and the latter "when the Communion is ended". Again, there are no further 
indications of synchronisation, whilst simultaneous performance of the Sanctus and 
Canon is specifically ruled out.3
It may therefore be argued from liturgical sources that such synchronisation was at best 
an indifferent matter; the evidence from the reconstructions is that had it been desired it
1. Frere, W. H., The Ose of Sana, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. 1 1898, pp. 23, 62, 65, 66, 100; Sandon, 
N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 10, 11, 12. Historically, there had 
alsways been some doubt as to the relationship between the priest's entry and the beginning of the Introit: Jungmann, J. 
A., The Hass of the R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 216. The rubric to sit after 
saying the Kyries must have been intended to take account of lengthy plainsong troped Kyries, since the ceremonial
itself did not vary significantly with the solemnity of the day.
2. Since the discussion is concerned with the synchronisation of ceremonial or prayer with music, moments at which the 
priest or deacon are simply answered by the choir in other contexts are here not included. However, they should be
noted: The opening of the Gloria and Credo, the versicles at the Collect, Gospel, Offertory, Preface, Pax Domini and
Postcommunion Prayer, the endings of the Secrets, Canon and Pater noster, Sostias et preces (Requiem Hass) and Ite missa 
est.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 ffo. cxxvi(r), cxxvii(v), cxxx(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915
2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 662 (for 1552, 1662 p. 659), 686, 702. The Offer­
tory regulation set out in the Prayer Book was founded upon much earlier practice: Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the
R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 326-327.
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could have been achieved only with some difficulty.
Two genres of music are used in the reconstructions. In the first, the Ordinary and 
Propers are sung to polyphony from Wanley, in the second to "plainsong" adaptations 
by Merbecke. Thus not only do they represent styles used during Edward’s reign, but 
they also correspond closely to styles used in the Mass. The Wanley Communion Ser­
vice is among the more elaborate in the part-books; while not to be compared with 
great festal mass settings, it is not dissimilar in scope from works such as Tallis Mass 
fo r Four Voices. Similarly, Merbecke’s two settings of the Ordinary correspond in 
length to many of the less elaborate chants of the Mass (the setting "At the buriall of 
the dead" is directly taken from its Latin predecessor).1 They may therefore provide 
some evidence of the conduct of the Mass as well as of the Communion service.
The difficulties posed by a simultaneous performance of music and ceremonial are 
evident at the start of each reconstruction. In Reconstruction I, which retains all the 
ceremonial of the Mass between the entry procession and the Gloria in excelsis, the 
beginning of the sung Introit and Kyrie was delayed until the entry procession had 
entered the chancel; nevertheless it was not possible to complete the ceremony and the 
saying of the Introit and Kyries before the music had come to an end, and indeed 
something more than a minute of extra music would have been required. It should be 
noted, however, that the Introit did not set the complete psalm and lacked a doxology, 
which suggests that where the ceremonial of the Mass survived the Introit psalm would 
have been sung in full to plainsong (a conclusion also reached from other arguments in 
Chapter Seven Article Two above).
In Reconstruction II the position is reversed. The Introit psalm was sung in full, and 
lasted for nearly four minutes.2 Since simultaneous performance of music and prayer 
was avoided, it was necessary either that the priest should enter with the clerks and 
stand at the table for a considerable time, or that he should delay entry until near the 
end of the psalm. The latter course was adopted, but since the clerks were in effect 
singing only to a congregation it was uncomfortably reminiscent of the "dumme cere-
1. The plainsong of the ordinary iteas sung at Salisbury is usefully set out and arranged by rank in Sandon, N, The Ose
of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 40-75 (esp. pp. 56, 67, 71). These enable compari­
sons of performance time to be estimated.
2. It should be noted that at fifteen verses and doxology the psalm is one of the longer Introits. Most Introit psalms 
have between six and thirteen verses; Sunday Introits have predominantly six, seven, eight or twelve verses, those for 
feasts four, eight, nine or ten verses. There are some anomalies: one Introit has two verses, two (including Easter
Saturday) have eighteen, Whit Sunday has twenty-one and Good Friday thirty-two. The first to the twenty-second Sundays
after Trinity each have eight verses, since Psalm 119 is said in its entirety with eight verses sung each week.
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monies" disliked by Protestants. The priest might have entered with the clerks but then 
sat at a desk (where indeed he might have remained until the Gospel although this 
would have flown in the face of the Prayer Book rubrics); however, the difficulty of 
extended and free-standing sung items in close proximity remains (Introit, Kyries, 
Gloria in excelsis, here omitted). It should be noted that in the second Prayer Book the 
Introit was done away with entirely, the Kyries replaced by a recital of the Command­
ments with a congregational response and the Gloria in excelsis moved to the end of the 
service.
In the Prayer Book the Gospel followed immediately from the Epistle; the ceremonial 
and musical implications have been dealt with in Chapter Seven (Gradual) above and 
need not here be further rehearsed. The next part of the services in which music and 
ceremonial come together is therefore the Offertory.
Evidence that the ceremonial of the Mass Offertory might have taken place during the 
singing of the Credo and not as in the "traditional" order during the Offertory Verse 
itself has been argued in Chapter Seven Article Nine above. In Reconstruction I the 
decision was made to test the practicalities of this hypothesis by following it and adapt­
ing it to the order of the Prayer Book in which the Credo and Offertory are separated 
by the Homily.
The singing of the Credo lasted for a little under six minutes. During this time the 
priest and his assistants said the text, the elements were prepared1 and placed on the 
altar and the censing took place. Despite the time available, it was not possible to 
complete the full ceremonial by censing each member of the choir individually as is 
demanded by the rubrics;2 in the event the choir could be censed only by sides, and 
there may be evidence here to support the argument that time was not spent saying the 
Credo if it was also sung. (For discussion of this suggestion see Chapter Seven Article 
Eight above.) The possibility at Mass of continuing the censing during the singing of 
the Offertory Proper was not available in the present instance. The washing of the 
hands was transferred in this Communion service to the end of the peoples’ Offertory.
If the lessons of Reconstruction I are applied to the Mass the implications are clear. 
Had the "traditional" order been followed there would have been an uncomfortably 
long hiatus whilst the priest waited in silence for the completion of the censing even if
1. For the rationale see Chapter Seven Gradual and Article Nine above.
2. A distinction mist be made here between the choir as foundation and dignitaries, and the choir of singers.
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it had continued during the Secret Prayers. The time available might have been exten­
ded artificially: Higginbottom draws attention to the proliferation of offertory versets 
for organ both in England and on the Continent, some of considerable length, and 
suggests that they were provided "to span the liturgical ceremonies belonging to this 
part of the Mass";1 the same pragmatism is tacitly acknowledged in the Prayer Book 
rubric that Offertory Sentences be sung "accordyng to the length and shortenesse of the 
tyme".2 It should also be noted that in most parish churches the censing would have 
been restricted to the elements and the priest and that therefore much of the present 
discussion is relevant only to cathedrals and collegiate churches. Nevertheless, difficul­
ties remain. Even if the alternative interpretation is accepted and the action of the 
Offertory is begun during the Credo there might have been insufficient time since the 
plainsong setting is relatively short when compared to the polyphonic one sung here; 
there is thus additional evidence that on a pragmatic basis the priest might not have said 
the Credo when it was also sung. The matter remains open for further research but the 
second course seems for practical purposes the most satisfactory solution.
In the Prayer Book the emphasis of the Offertory is reversed from that of the Mass so 
that the peoples’ almsgiving takes precedence, followed by an informal preparation of 
the elements; there is no oblation as such. Reconstruction II shows that this arrange­
ment is practicable, although the time taken would have increased from two minutes 
had a larger congregation been present and had the elements been prepared after rather 
than during the almsgiving. However, where a ceremonial derived from the Mass is 
envisaged as in Reconstruction I, it is clear that the "traditional" order becomes un­
workable since the congregation has to walk through the chancel whilst the choir is 
being censed. In these circumstances the order followed (placing the Offertory ceremo­
nial during and not after the singing of the Credo) is not simply the more satisfactory 
solution but the only one which is practicable.
The singing of the remaining items {Sanctus!Benedictus, "Christ our Paschal Lamb", 
Agnus Dei and Communion Sentences) posed no difficulties comparable to those set out 
above and any matters arising may be more easily discussed in their proper place. 
Attention may therefore now be turned to an analysis of each reconstruction.
1. The Nev Grove Dictionary of Husic and Musicians, Vol. 13 p. 781.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvi(r); Brightian, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 662.
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Reconstruction I: The Celebration of the Holy Communion as it might have been 
conducted at St. Michael Comhill on the Patronal Festival, 29 September 1549
The first reconstruction of the Communion service assumes as a basis the retention of 
as much ceremonial from the High Mass as is practicable, and furthermore that where 
the rubrics of the Mass and Prayer Book conflict, those of the Mass will take prece­
dence; the service, therefore, seeks to emulate the "Counterfeiting of the popish Mass" 
to which Reformers took exception and which the Edwardine Injunctions were partly 
framed to discover, (see Chapter Five above)
The putative environment for the reconstruction is the church of St. Michael Comhill in 
the City of London on 29 September 1549, the feast of the dedication of the church and 
some three months after the first Prayer Book came into force.
This church is exceptionally well documented for the mid-sixteenth century. The 
churchwardens’ accounts are rich in detail, and survive in a handsome volume at 
London Guildhall Library. They have been transcribed and edited by Overall, and de­
spite a cavalier disregard for the original punctuation and a small number of minor slips 
the edition is generally accurate. The parish registers for the period also survive, as do 
the Edwardine Inventories and the vestry minutes from 1563.1
The church stood on the south side of Comhill on a piece of ground bounded by Com­
hill, Birching Lane, Lombard Street and Gracious (now Gracechurch) Street; its near 
neighbour to the east was St. Peter Comhill. (see Fig. 8.1)
A note in the churchwardens’ accounts describes the position and dimensions of the 
church grounds:
The length of the soyle of that parryshe on the streate syde from the 
halfe or Channell of the late Alley called Swann Alley on the East parte, 
vnto the furthermost of the late Alley called newe Alley on the west pte 
conteyneth feete of Assize Cxv feete.
The breadth from the late Swanne Alley abuttinge on the streate on the 
Sowthe pte vnto the grounde, late Richarde Springhams on the north pte
1. Accounts: London Guildhall Library MS 4071/1; accounts ed. Overall, W. H., The Accounts of the Churchwardens of the 
Parish of St. Michael, Cornhill, in the City of London, London: Waterlow 1871? The Parish Registers of St. Michael, 
Cornhill, London ed. Chester, J. L., Harleian Soc. Register Vol. 7 1882; inventories: London Churches at the Reformation 
ed. Walters, H. B., London: SPCK 1939, p. 493; vestry minutes: London Guildhall Library MS 4072/1 pts. 1 and 2. These 
sources will henceforward be shown respectively as Accounts MS; Overall? Register; Inventories; Vestry (with folio or 
page numbers).
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conteyneth the feete of assyze Cviij feete.
And the breadthe from the streate at the late newe Alley gate on the 
sowth pte vnto the growndes late of Christe Churche in Canterbury on 
the northe parte conteyneth Ixij foote of assize. (Accounts MS 
clxxxxvj[v]).
Fig.8.1 St. Michael Cornhill fOoilby and Morgan: A Large and Accurate Map of London. 16761 1
During Edward’s reign extensive building works were undertaken, particularly after 
1549 when tenements were built and subsequently rented on the north side of the
1. Reprinted Lynpne Castle: Margary 1976. For the place-references see Ogilby and Morgan, London Survey'd (London: 1677) 
repr. Lynpne Castle: Margary 1976.
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church (Accounts: MS 35r, 36v-39r; Overall 83, 88-98). This was not an unqualified 
success with all the parishioners; the historian John Stow (whose family belonged to the 
parish) complained:
This hath been a fair and beautiful church, but of late years since the 
surrender of the lands to Edward VI, greatly blemished by the building 
of lower tenements on the north side thereof towards the high street, in 
place of a green churchyard, whereby the church is darkened, and in 
other ways annoyed ... the parish church hath on the south side thereof a 
proper cloister, and a fair churchyard, with a pulpit cross, not much 
unlike to that in Paul’s churchyard.
Fig. 8.2 This represented the sviylitude of tholde steole (a) dni 14212
In 1421 a steeple had been added to the church (see Fig. 8.2). Contemporary maps (see 
figs. 8.3 and 8.4) indicate that the steeple had been demolished or replaced with a 
tower by the mid-sixteenth century, and the church itself was destroyed in the Great 
Fire. However, Overall suggests that the steeple was repaired as late as 1574, and the
1. Stow, J., À S v m y  of London (1598/1603) ed. Wheatley, H. B., London: Dent 1912, pp. 175-178. The cross was erected 
in 1528: Schofield, J., "Medieval Parish Churches in the City of London: the Archaeological Evidence" in French, K. L. 
et al (eds.), The Parish in English Life 1400-1600, Manchester: Manchester University Press 1997, p. 53.
2. Accounts MS: fo. clxxxvj(r). An account of the consecration of the steeple is given at fo. clxxxv(r).
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vestry minutes for 1667 show that a steeple even survived the Fire, although it was in a 
parlous condition (Accounts Overall x-xii; Vestry pt. 2 246v, 247v). The steeple stood 
in Stow’s lifetime, since he visited it and claims to have seen in it tangible evidence of 
a demonic visitation.1
Fig. 8.3 St. Michael Cornhill fCopperplate Hap of London c.1553-1559 showing tower!2
Although not as musically important as St. Mary at Hill, the church had a choir and, 
before 1547, several chantries. A covenant of 1509 appointing the conduct Henry
1. Stow, J., A Svrvay of London (1598/1603) ed. Wheatley, H. B.( London: Dent 1912, p. 176.
2. In Fisher, J., A Collection of Early Haps of London, 1553-1667, Lynpne Castle: Margary 1981.
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S. C^orentz Tjultncv
Fig. 8.4 St. Michael Cornhill [Hollar's Panorama of London 1647. showing tower I1
Orlow shows that on feast days services were sung by a choir of men and four boys 
with organ and pricksong; on ferial days services were much simpler as Orlow was 
permitted to absent himself and teach the children (Accounts MS fly-leaf; Overall 1).
Regulations of 1538 show that services followed the cathedral pattern with a ruler, two 
rectors and choir of chantry priests and clerks corresponding to precentor, rulers, vicars 
choral and lay clerks:
Hereafter ffolowe the Rewles whiche must be obserued and kept of all 
the pristes and Clarkes belonging to the same Churche of Saint Michell.
... that aswell Pristes and Clerkes by & after the thryd peall 
shalbe present in the quyre in theire shurples singing theire from the 
beginnyng of Mattens, Masse, and Euynsong ... Also hathe decreede 
that one discrete priste shalbe chosen by the Pson or in his absens by his 
deputye to be a Ruler or Deane of the quyre in executing and seying the 
dyuyne seruyce executed according to the lymytacon or assignement of 
the ordinall. Also he hathe ordened that there shalbe two Rectors euery 
highe or solemne ffeaste as the Deane shall appoynte them. (Accounts 
MS 85v-86r; Overall 206-208; Vestry pt. 1 clxxxxij-clxxxxiij).
After the Chantries Act of 1547 the music was depleted, and Stow notes that "the
1. In Fisher, J., A Collection of Early Haps of London, 1553-1667, Lynpne Castle: Margary 1981.
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lodgings of the choir men were by the grave fathers of that time charitably appointed 
for the receipt of ancient decayed parishioners".1 Nevertheless, during Edward’s reign 
the church was well supplied with priests, conducts and clerks, payments were made 
for daily service (although not necessarily for sung service), and a choir school sur­
vived until at least 1548/9 (Accounts 1547-1553 MS and Overall passim, and fo. 
32v/p. 77; see also Fig. 4.1 above).
How the doctrinal emphases of the church changed at the Edwardine Reformation is not 
easily determined. On the one hand, there is some evidence that St. Michael’s was 
among those churches to have adopted a vernacular liturgy in 1548 since payment was 
made to "the scolle mr of polies for wrytyng of the masse in englishe & ye benedicites" 
(Accounts MS 29r; Overall 67). Although "the masse in english" may simply have 
been the Order of Communion (1548), it will be noted that (the psalm Venite aside) 
only a new text of the Communion service and the Benedicite were at the time neces­
sary for the performance of Matins, Evensong and Communion in a form virtually 
indistinguishable from that of the first Prayer Book itself; all the other necessary items 
were already available in the King's Primer* Furthermore, the considerable payment 
of 5/- surely represents the effort involved in copying the Communion service than the 
Order of Communion: at Yatton, only M. had been paid to a priest in 1548/9 "for 
wrytynge ye masse in Englych".3 On balance, it seems that St. Michael’s was most 
likely among those churches reported as having "song all the service in Englishe, both 
mattens, masse and even-songe" after Easter 1548.4
Nevertheless, the maintenance of a relatively large body of clergy, singers and other 
staff suggests that services continued to be conducted with some flamboyance. This 
would perhaps have been particularly true of the Patronal Festival of 1549, only a little 
over three months since the Prayer Book had come into force and the last major feast at 
which the three retiring churchwardens would be present before their term of office 
expired on All Saints’ Day.
The reconstruction itself was filmed in Holy Trinity Bosbury (Herefordshire). The 
building largely dates from the twelfth century with additions and alterations made until
1. Stow, J., A S v m y  of London (1598/1603) ed. Wheatley, H. B., London: Dent 1912, p. 178.
2. See Vol. II Appendix 1 below.
3. Cox, J. C., Churchvardens' Accounts, London: Methuen 1913, p. 117.
4. Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hanilton, W. D., Caiiden Soc. M.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 2.
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the sixteenth; the memorials to the Harford family on either side of the presbytery (and 
shown in the Canon during the Prayer for the Dead) are Elizabethan. The church was 
the immediate neighbour of one of the palaces of the Bishops of Hereford until 1503,
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Fig. 8.5 The chancel of Holy Trinity Bosbury1
1. I an indebted to Alice Fletcher and Chris Harper for the preparation and drawing up of this plan and that of Fig. 
8.6.
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when the palace was leased to Thomas and Rowland Morton, brothers (or perhaps ne­
phews) of Cardinal John Morton. The manor and church itself continued to belong to 
the Bishops of Hereford, and the Harfords mentioned above were their stewards.1 
The presbytery is roomy, allowing for an elaborate ceremonial and altar party of seven, 
the chancel is large enough to accommodate a choir and the communicants, the church 
retains a rood screen and, like St. Michael Comhill, is a building of some importance 
(for a plan of the chancel see Fig. 8.5)
The music used in this reconstruction is taken from the Wanley part-books which, as 
Wrightson has argued, were probably compiled for use in a London church.2 The indi­
vidual choral items are:
Ordinary Wanley anon. Communion Service 8 Mv partes for men ij bassys"
Introit Anon. Praise the Lord O ye servants
Offertory Anon. Let your light so shine
Anon. Lay not up fo r yourselves 
Anon. Charge them which are rich 
Pax Sheppard Christ our paschal lamb
Communion Tallis I f  ye love me
The priest’s chant was transcribed from the noted first Prayer Book Ob. C.P. 1549 
d.53 and other chant follows the principles laid down in Chapter Seven above.
It may be taken for granted that the feast of the church’s dedication would have been 
conducted with some grandeur. The service is presided over by the rector John Wil­
loughby, who also preaches; it is celebrated by the curate Sir Olyver, assisted by Wil­
liam Leke and William Pene; there is a party of four servers; William Clarke the
1. The details of the church are taken from A Guide to Holy Trinity, Bosbury, Bosbury: Bosbury PCC 1992.
2. Wrightson, J., The "Hanley1 Manuscripts: A Critical Commentary, New York(USA)/London: Garland 1989, pp. 241-250; for 
a partly dissenting view (that they were possibly compiled for use in a Cathedral, perhaps Exeter): Payne, I., The 
Provision and Practice of Sacred Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals, New York(USA)/London 1993, pp. 26- 
27.
With the exception of one item, the edition followed is that of Wrightson, J., The Hanley Manuscripts, Madi­
son (USA): A-R Editions 1995: 1:13, 11:49, 11:64, ill:68, 111:76. I must record my gratitude to Dr. Wrightson and to his 
publishers for permission to use the edition in this way.
The exception is "Christ our Paschal Lamb", sung from Scot, S. A., The Vernacular Music of John Sheppard, 
M.Phil. Exeter 1990, Vol. II pp. 396-397.
3. Grafton 16275; this may well be the first time the adaptation has been heard since 1552.
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sexton and parish clerk acts as verger.1
The music is sung by a choir of twelve clerks and conducts directed by the organist 
Stephen Robynson who also acts as ruler. Of the choir, most are known to have been 
associated with St. Michael’s (see Table 4.1 above); however, for the purposes of the 
reconstruction it has been speculated that for such an important parochial occasion the 
choir might have been augmented by singers from neighbouring churches (Thomas 
and William Mundy, Lawrence Hethe, Peter Mason and Thomas Blakden). There is 
some evidence that extra singers were hired on important occasions since in 1549/1550 
4/- was paid "to yonge men to syng all chrystmas in ye quere"; the practice was also 
well established elsewhere, especially at St. Mary at Hill.2 Thus a practical necessity of 
the reconstruction had its roots in Edwardine practice. Although the Covenant men­
tioned above specified forces of boys, men and organ on feast days, the decision to use 
men only without organ was made on pragmatic grounds.
The parish is represented by the three incumbent churchwardens Robert Dunkyn, 
Wyllyam Bucknell and Wyllyam Machym; they are responsible for providing the costs 
and charges of the bread and wine, leading the parishioners into the chancel and carry­
ing tapers at the elevation.
0:00:00
Preliminary preparations3
A cross and two candles are placed on the altar; two standards are lit beside the altar. 
The people take their places having crossed themselves on entering the church.
A cross is placed on the altar since the east wall of the church is without a reredos (see 
Chapter Four above).
It will be noted that Bosbury church has a wooden table and not a stone altar. Although
1. The names of the clergy, St. Michael's choir, churchwardens 1548-1549 and the sexton are taken from the churchwar­
dens' accounts; visiting clerks are taken from Baillie, H., "Some Biographical Notes on English Church Musicians", 
R.H.A. Research Chronicle Vol. 2 1962, pp. 18-57; the churchwardens and their wives aside, names of communicants are 
those of leading figures in the parish taken from the accounts; names of servers and other parishioners are taken from 
the parish registers, matched as closely as possible for age.
2. Accounts MS 34v, Overall 82. Baillie, H., "A London Church in Early Tudor Times", Music i Letters Vol. 36 1995, pp. 
55-64? Lloyd, R., "Music at the Parish Church of St Mary at Hill, London", Early Music Vol. 25 No. 2 May 1997, pp. 221- 
226.
3. Discussion of each service is divided into units, defined by elapsed time as shown on the video and by the Articles 
of Chapter Seven. Simple description of the action is shown in italic font, commentary and analysis in roman font. 
References to liturgical sources will not be made except where necessary.
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six altars were taken down at St. Michael Comhill during 1548/9, the high altar re­
mained and was not sold until the following accounting year (Accounts MS 31v, 32r, 
34r; Overall 74, 75, 81). The term "altar" will therefore be used throughout this dis­
cussion for convenience’s sake.
As the people enter the church they cross themselves.1 The churchwardens and other 
leading figures in the parish sit at the head of the nave with their families rather than 
strictly segregated by sex (see Chapter Seven Article Nine above).
0:00:55-0:02:11 
Choir entry and Vesting 
Articles 1-2
The rector is in his place on the south side immediately inside the rood screen door.
The choirmen take their places, bowing to the altar and rector as they enter the chan­
cel.
The priest and his assistants vest and make their way to the altar as he says the Lord's 
Prayer.
The people stand.
The rector wears a surplice and cope.
The choirmen are vested in cassocks and surplices as required by the "Rewles" for St. 
Michael’s (see above) and implied by the Prayer Book.2 The organist as ruler wears a 
cope.
On double feasts both deacon and subdeacon were to carry Texts (ornamental and 
essentially ceremonial copies of the Gospels or the liturgical readings) during the pro­
cession to the altar. In the present instance the deacon carries a Text and the subdeacon 
a Prayer Book.
The Prayer Book indicates that the Lord’s Prayer (and Collect for Purity) should be 
said in the presbytery; the present method is derived from the most probable ceremo­
nial of the Mass.
1. Miles Huggard deplored the effect of the Reformation on young people: once they had been taught "to be reverent in 
the churche, at their first enteraunce into the same to make the sygne of the crosse in their foreheads”; now "(is) more 
vnreuerence in the churche neuer more frequented ... no regarde they haue at all to repayre to the churche vpon the holy 
dayes, but flocke in clusters vpon stalles either skorning the passers by, or with there testamentes vtter some wyse 
stuffe of their owne deuise": The Displaying of the Protestantes, London: Caly 1556, ffo. 93r-v, 95r.
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. xxxvii(r) at close; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. 
rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 38. On Whitsunday 1549 (or according to the Greyfriars' 
chronicler six days earlier) "the cannons and petie cannons in Poules left of their gray and calabre amises, and the 
cannons wore hoodes on their surpleses after the degree of the universities, and the petie cannons tipittes like other 
priestes": Wriothesley, C., A Chronicle of England ed. Hamilton, W. D., Camden Soc. N.S. 20 Vol. II 1877, p. 14; The 
Chronicle of the Grey Friars of London ed. Nichols, J. G., Camden Soc. Vol. 53 1852, p. 59.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxx(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 640; Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press Vol. I 1898, pp. 62, 64; Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, dis­
cussion p. 9.
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0:02:23-0:05:27
Sung Introit and Kyries; prayers at the foot of the altar; censing 
Articles 2-4
0:02:23 The sung Introit begins.
0:02:51 The priest and assistants stand inside the presbytery, the deacon on the
right and the subdeacon on the left.
They complete the Lord's Prayer and say the Collect fo r Purity, bowing 
low.
0:03:07 They exchange the Kiss o f Peace.
0:03:18 The priest goes to the altar and kisses it.
The boys go to the vestry and return with cruets, wine, water and bowl. 
0:04:31 They sit in the quire.
0:04:02 -
0:05:27 The altar and the priest are censed.
0:04:31 The choirmen bow to the altar and begin the Kyries.
The Introit as sung sets verses 1-3 of Psalm 113, the Introit psalm for the day. It is 
without a doxology and may not have been intended for liturgical use.1 It will be noted 
that the full Psalm itself makes no mention of angels, and this draws attention to a 
difficulty faced by the compilers of the Prayer Book. It had been possible in the Introit 
of the Mass to set antiphons or isolated verses chosen for their relevance to the feast 
(that for St. Michael had been Psalm 103:20 "O praise the Lord ye angels of his"). 
However, if entire Psalms were to be said, an otherwise suitable verse might be in an 
unsuitable context or in a Psalm of excessive length.2 Nevertheless, it is difficult to 
understand why Psalms 91 (see verse 11) or 148 (verse 2) were not chosen in place of 
Psalm 113.3 Closer analysis of Introit psalms suggests that, while some were clearly 
chosen for their content, for others length or simply their place in the order of Psalms 
was a more decisive factor.
The Prayer Book rubric makes no reference to bowing at the Collect for Purity, al­
though it speaks of "standing humbly". In the Mass the conclusion of the Lord’s Prayer 
was followed immediately by the Confession which was said bowing; although the 
Collect for Purity is not specifically confessional and derives from the vesting prayers, 
it does contain the words "dense the thoughtes of our hartes" and thus lends itself both 
in its liturgical position and sentiment to the bowing of the Mass Confession.
It will be noticed that there is a hiatus of nearly 45 seconds between the priest standing 
at the altar and the beginning of the censing. This was caused partly by the need for 
both deacon and subdeacon to place the Text and Prayer Book aside, and partly by an 
exaggerated solemnity before and as the censer was charged.
1. Attention should be drawn, however, to the frequency with which festal settings of proper Office psalms omitted 
verses, although I an unaware of any which also omit the doxology.
2. For examples see psalms 34:7, 35:5-6, 68:17, 78:26 & 50; psalm 103 itself is 22 verses in length. For a general
discussion with reference to the Mass see Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951
rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, pp. 217-218.
3. Psalm 91 was set for St. James, but this in itself would not have prevented repeated use, since Psalm 113 was set for
Tuesday in Easter Week as well as for St. Michael.
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0:05:27-0:06:35 
Said Introit and Kyries 
Article 54
The priest and his assistants stand at the right o f the altar to say the Introit and Kyries, 
with the deacon to the right and the subdeacon to the left.
The Psalm is said in full despite having been curtailed in the sung setting.
The difficulty of synchronising the end of the sung and said Introit and Kyries has been 
discussed above.
0:06:35-0:10:16 
Gloria in excelsis 
Article 5
The priest stands at the middle o f the altar and the deacon and subdeacon in their 
places.
The priest intones "Glory be to God on high " and the choir takes up the rest.
Priest, deacon and subdeacon stand at the right o f the altar to say the rest, then sit at 
the sedilia until the choir finishes.
The rubrics for the Mass state that the places of the assistants, unless otherwise direc­
ted, were behind the priest, diaconus directe in proximo gradu, et subdiaconus similiter 
in secundo gradu.1
The intonation is given by the ruler and is repeated by the priest.
0:10:16-0:12:12
Collects
The priest stands at the right o f the altar and the deacon and subdeacon in their places. 
The priest signs himself and turns west with his hands joined.
The deacon turns with him, stepping to one side; the subdeacon kneels in his place.
The priest chants the greeting and turns back to sing the Collects.
The deacon and subdeacon turn and rise to stand in their places.
During the second Collect the subdeacon takes the Epistle book and goes to the lectern.
A  further rubric to that given above directs quociens sacerdos ad populum conuertatur, 
diaconus similiter conuertatur. Subdiaconus uero interim genuflectendo de casula 
aptanda subministret.2 In practice, unless the steps are very deep, a strict interpre­
tation of the rubric would result in the priest being masked by the deacon; the deacon 
therefore steps to one side as he turns, repeating the movement at all analogous parts of 
the service.
The rubric regarding the subdeacon almost certainly derives from a time when the 
chasuble was a heavy and full vestment; to comply with it, it would have been neces­
sary for the subdeacon to move forward before kneeling. By the mid-sixteenth century
1. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 67.
2. Frere, W. H., The Use of Sarum, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Vol. I 1898, p. 67. This was an English prac­
tice: the illustrations at Chapter Seven Collects and Article Thirty-one show the priest turned and the deacon and 
subdeacon bowing but both facing east.
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full compliance with the rubric would have become redundant and is here simplified.1
The Collects are those of the day (Saynte Michaell and all Angels) and the first of two 
for the King as set out in the first Prayer Book.
The Collects are sung to an inflected chant derived from that of the Mass; for further 
discussion of the rationale see Chapter Seven (Collect) above.
0:12:12-0:14:14 
Epistle 
Article 6
The subdeacon sings the Epistle at a lectern outside the rood screen door.
The taperers escort the acolyte who carries the chalice to the credence table and the 
burse to the altar.
The Epistle and Gospel are sung to an adaptation of the chant at Mass prepared for this 
reconstruction (see Chapter Seven Articles Six and Seven above); the choir and altar 
party sit during the recital.
At St. Michael Comhill the Epistle and Gospel might have been sung from the rood 
loft. The rood itself had been dismantled in 1547/8 and "a deske in the fre stowne at 
the quyre dowre" set up. Nevertheless, the screen and a substantial loft survived since 
in 1549/50 two men were paid "to biyng downe ye old chest owt of ye rood loft" 
(Accounts MS 29v, 34v; Overall 68, 82).
Although a screen was in place at Bosbury church, it was unable to bear any weight; 
the lectern was placed outside it and as close as possible to where the "deske" seems to 
have stood; the present arrangement may therefore correspond to that at St. Michael 
Comhill in 1549 (for further discussion of the place of the lectern see Chapter Seven 
Article Six above).
Whilst the Epistle is being sung, the taperers come to the rood screen door to escort the 
acolyte to the presbytery. He carries the chalice, paten, burse and veil; he places the 
chalice and paten on the credence table, then takes the burse to the altar which he kisses 
before he and the taperers sit for the remainder of the Epistle.
Round his shoulders the acolyte wears a mantellum sericum, designed to prevent one 
only in minor orders from touching the chalice.2 Although he continued to wear the 
mantellum when carrying the processional cross at the Gospel this was inconvenient, 
whilst it proved impossible to wear at the Offertory when he handled the cruets and 
censed the choir. It is likely therefore that the mantellum should not be thought of as a 
mark of office and that it would have been laid aside except where necessary.
1. It should be noted that the vestment worn by the priest is in the anachronistic "Roman" style? for illustrations of a 
contemporary style see the Articles in Chapter Seven above and for discussiion see Jungmann, J. A., The Mass of the 
R o m  Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. R. 1959, p. 196.
For similar conclusions regarding the position of the deacon (but not of the subdeacon) see Sandon, N, The Use 
of Salisbury Vol. I, Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, p. 10; Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints,
private printing 1997, p. 6. It is not impossible that the rubric ultimately derived from the instruction flectams
genua which at one time preceded the Collect: Jungmann op. cit. pp. 244-246.
2. For the power believed to reside in the chalice see Duffy, E., The Stripping of the Altars, New Haven (USA)/London:
Yale University Press 1992, p. 110.
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0:14:14-0:16:02
Gradual
Towards the end o f the Epistle the deacon censes the Text on the altar and takes it up. 
Having finished the Epistle the subdeacon returns to the presbytery.
The taperers go to the lectern to prepare it fo r the Gospel.
0:15:21 The Gospel procession forms and makes its way to the lectern.
The choirmen bow to the altar and turn to the lectern; the congregation stands.
In the Prayer Book the Gospel immediately follows from the Epistle, and the resultant 
difficulties for ceremonial and music have been discussed in Chapter Seven (Gradual) 
and Article Nine above. According to the ceremonial of the Mass the elements would 
have been prepared at this point and lengthy chants sung. This was not possible in the 
present context: the action is carried out in silence and the preparation of the elements 
held over until the Credo. No difficulty was experienced in completing the remaining 
ceremonial in the time available (despite some difficulties of continuity in the editing), 
and the silence was not felt to be excessive.
The boys prepare the lectern by turning it to face north in accordance with the rubrics 
of the Mass.
The procession is headed by the acolyte with cross (required only on double feasts); the 
deacon carries the Text and the subdeacon the Gospel book.
0:16:02-0:20:03 
Gospel 
Article Seven
The deacon stands at the lectern facing north; the subdeacon stands to his right, hold­
ing the Text and having placed the Gospel book on the lectern; the rest o f the altar 
party stand facing the lectern.
The deacon announces the Gospel and the choir replies; they turn to face the altar as 
they do so then turn back.
The deacon sings the Gospel.
0:19:33 The Gospel ends; the deacon kisses the Text and the congregation make their 
response.
The altar party returns to the presbytery, the deacon and subdeacon carrying the books 
they had brought down.
The position of the subdeacon to the right and not the left of the deacon follows Lbl. 
Harl. MS 3866;1 although a minority reading, it was found more practical than other 
readings which place the subdeacon to the left but order the kissing of the Text to be 
done to the right.
The acolyte stands to the north of the lectern with the processional cross turned to face 
it; the thurifer stands behind and the taperers on either side.
The lectern stands on the south side of the rood screen door and not on the north; 
whilst the latter might have been preferable by analogy with the placing of the lectern 
when the Gospel was sung in the presbytery, it was not possible owing to the position 
of the pulpit (see Chapter Seven Article Seven and Fig. 8.5 above).
The Gospel is sung to an adaptation of the chant at Mass (see the Epistle).
1. Late fourteenth-century Missal: see Fugler, P., Mass for the Feast of All Saints, private printing 1997, p. ii.
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Although neither the Missals nor the Prayer Books give a response after the Gospel, 
Latin and vernacular responses had been used in the past, one was included in the 
Scottish Prayer Book (1637) and settings of responses are found in the post-Restoration 
New College part-books.1 In the present instance members of the congregation were 
asked to reply using the forms "Thanks be to God", "Thanks be to thee, O Lord" or 
"Thanks be given unto thee, O Lord"; however, there was some unexplained inhibition 
in this and the matter was not pressed.
0:20:03-0:25:40 
Sung Credo and Oblation 
Articles 9 and 10
0:20:03 The priest intones the Credo and kisses the Text.
0:20:49 The priest and assistants say the Credo.
0:22:17 The subdeacon goes to wash his hands.
0:22:32 The priest blesses the water presented by the subdeacon.
0:22:42 Having washed his hands, the deacon opens the corporal on the altar. 
0:22:59 The elements are prepared.
0:23:12 The elements are placed on the altar.
0:23:47 The Oblation.
0:24:04 The elements and the priest are censed.
0:24:59 The priest kisses the Text which the subdeacon takes to the rector.
The acolyte censes the rector, ruler and choir.
0:25:40 The acolyte returns.
The intonation of the Credo is given to the priest by the organist. There was no Mass 
rubric to do so as there was for the Gloria in excelsis, since the Credo was sung to only 
one tune. However, it was felt that where an intonation or chant was followed by 
polyphony at a related pitch it would have been set by the ruler (see Sanctus below).
The rationale for preparing the elements and carrying out the censing during the Credo 
has been discussed at length in an earlier chapter; the synchronisation of music and 
ceremonial have been discussed above. It is therefore here only necessary to draw atten­
tion to the most significant findings. The decision to follow this order was made pri­
marily to test the practicalities of a hypothesis initially arrived at through an admittedly 
contentious interpretation of the liturgical sources (see Chapter Seven Article Nine). 
Some difficulties were experienced, in particular that the censing of the choir had to be 
shortened artificially, yet it would seem that the evidence of the reconstruction supports 
the hypothesis.
At Mass, time would not have been spent in preparing as well as offering the elements 
(since this would have been done at the Gradual), the Credo might not have been said 
as well as sung (Chapter Seven Article Eight above) or it might have been said at far 
greater speed than we now expect, and the censing if begun during the Credo would 
have continued during the singing of the Offertory Proper and the saying of the Secret 
Prayers, allowing sufficient time for it to have been carried out in foil. However, had 
the action of the Offertory entirely followed the Credo it would have considerably 
outlasted the Offertory Proper and probably the Secret.
The Communion service, in emphasising almsgiving at the expense of oblation, 
changed both the nature and the order of the Offertory and any contemporary reinsta­
tement of the full ceremonial must have been short-lived. However, the evidence of the
1. For details, see Chapter Seven Article Seven above.
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reconstruction suggests that where it was retained it could only have been carried out 
successfully when there was experience of performing the Offertory during the Credo 
and continuing the practice regardless of the Prayer Book rubrics. The alternative, to 
make the Oblation and Almsgiving simultaneous (even with the elements prepared 
during the Credo) is simply impractical; whilst the singing of the Offertory Sentences 
might have been extended, the physical proximity in the chancel of censing and a 
moving congregation would have been unsurmountable.1 As it is, the division of the 
ceremonial into two distinct sections draws attention to the different emphases of the 
Mass and the Communion service (since in this reconstruction the significance of the 
Oblation is assumed to have survived); the result seems liturgically and ceremonially 
acceptable.
The rubrics of the Mass direct that during the Gradual the water should be taken for 
blessing to the priest as he sits. In the present context this was not possible, and a 
pragmatic arrangement was made by which the priest stands below the altar steps (to 
allow the deacon room to lay out the corporal) and the water is taken to him there.
When the elements are passed to the priest and placed on the altar, a separate paten is 
provided for the congregational hosts: this may be seen clearly at 0:46:13. However, 
one chalice is used since it contains sufficient wine for all the communicants.
The lack of sound at the censing of the elements and the priest resulted from continuity 
difficulties in editing.
Because of insufficient time the remainder of the ceremonial was artificially curtailed: 
the Text is taken to the rector but is withheld from the choir, and the choir is censed by 
sides and not by individuals.
0:26:03-0:31:17 
The Exhortation 
Homily
The rector is escorted by the sexton to the pulpit where he delivers the Exhortation.
Rather than have the rector preach a Homily (as was done during Reconstruction II), it 
was decided to have him deliver the first Exhortation ordered by the Prayer Book if 
otherwise "the people bee not exhorted to the worthy receiuyng of the holy Sacrament 
of the bodye and blonde of our sauior Christ". This restores the Prayer Book order of 
Credo, Homily or Exhortation and Almsgiving.
1. This assîmes that the poor men's chest stood by the high altar as was required by the Injunctions of 1547. Although 
tany churchwardens' account show the presence of a chest during the reign, there is nothing to show where they stood; 
exceptionally at St. George's Windsor the box stood ad gradui chori. Churchwardens' accounts Baldock ed Palmer, A., 
Herts. Rec. Soc. Vol. I, 1985, p. 66; Boxford ed. Northeast, P., Suffolk Rec. Soc. Vol. 23, 1982, p. 58; Great Halling- 
bury ed Williams, J. P., Transacs. Essex Arch. Soc. Vol. 23 1942-1945, p. 110; Hawkhurst ed. Lightfoot, W. J., Archaeo- 
logia Cantiana Vol. 5 1862-1863, pp. 61, 63? London St. Michael Cornhill Lgl. MS 4071/1 fo. 29r, ed. Overall, W. A., 
W o n :  Waterlow 1871, p. 66; Morebath ed. Binney, J. Erskine, Exeter: Comin 1904, p. 159; Sheriff Hutton ed. Purvis, 
J. S., Yorks. Arch. Journal Vol. 35 No. 2 1845, p. 184; Wandsworth ed. Davis, C. T., Surrey Arch. Collection Vol. 15 
1900-1902, p. 91; Worcester St. Michael in Bedwardine ed. Amphlett, J., Worcs. Hist. Soc. 1896, p. 19. Frere, W. H. and 
Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 15 1910, pp. 127, 216.
In 1552 a new rubric directed the collection to be taken by the churchwardens whilst the people remained in 
their seats, perhaps a tacit acknowledgement of the difficulties experienced by the movement in a small chancel: Bright­
man, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, 
p. 663.
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0:31:17-0:32:02 
Invitation to Almsgiving 
Article 9
The rector returns to his place.
The priest comes to the rood screen door and invites the people to give alms.
The churchwardens give the "holy loaf" money to the priest and lead the people into the 
chancel.
There is no rubric in the Prayer Book that the priest should invite the people forward. 
However, the need for it was understood when the present congregation proved as 
unsure about this unfamiliar requirement as their sixteenth-century counterparts must 
have been. The Draft Articles of 1549 had called on the minister after the Homily "to 
exhort the people ... to remember the poor men’s chest with their charity" and for 
convenience Bishop Ridley’s formula is used here because of the similarity of wording 
(although it was not published until 1550). Its use vindicates Ridley’s Injunction which 
clearly grew out of a contemporary need not recognised by Frere.1
0:32:02-0:34:50 
Offertory 
Article 9
The Offertory Sentences are sung.
The people make their offering to the poor men’s chest.
0:32:16 The priest and his assistants say the Offertory Sentences.
0:33:21 The deacon charges the censer.
The priest washes his hands at the right o f the altar assisted by the 
subdeacon.
0:33:43 The deacon censes the Text.
0:34:08 The priest, deacon and subdeacon stand in their places.
Three Offertory Sentences are sung since the Prayer Book orders as many as necessary 
while the people offer; the third Sentence is begun momentarily before the last of the 
congregation arrives at the poor men’s chest, resulting in a short pause between the end 
of the ceremonial and the end of the singing.
The communicants (the churchwardens, their wives and other leading members of the 
parish identified though the churchwardens’ accounts) remain in the chancel, the men 
on the south side and the women on the north.
There is a editorial difficulty with continuity between the end of the said Sentences and 
the deacon charging the censer.
Although at Mass the washing of the hands follows the Oblation without a break, in the 
present order applied to the Prayer Book it was felt more fitting that it should come 
after the priest had taken the "holy loaf" money and as a close to the entire ceremonial 
sequence of the Offertory.
1. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W, P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, pp. 
193, 244. Frere is suspicious about Ridley's formula, calling it "a distinct addition to the rite"; for further discus­
sion see Chapter Seven Article Nine above.
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0:34:54-0:36:49 
The Bidding Prayer 
Article 9
The rector says the Bidding Prayer.
The altar party and choir kneel in their places.
In cathedrals the Bidding Prayer at Mass followed the procession, in parish churches it 
followed the Offertory and in this reconstruction the latter course is adopted.
The form of the Bidding Prayer is that found in the Injunctions of 1547, omitting 
mention of the deceased Queen Katherine Dowager.1 Although Lord Protector was 
soon to fall from grace, he was still in office at the end of September 1549. The parish­
ioners George Chyllmarshe and John Thometone were buried on 25 and 26 September 
1549 respectively (Registers 179).
0:36:49-0:37:56 
The Preface 
Article 11
The priest sings the Preface, the choir replying to the versicles.
The priest raises his hands a little.
The paten and veil are passed to the acolyte.
The pitch is set by the ruler by analogy with the procedure followed at the Credo.
The Common Preface is used.
The deacon and subdeacon stand in their places.
The acolyte stands behind them, holding the paten in his mantellum.
During the Canon editorial difficulties of continuity were experienced with the position 
of the acolyte.
0:37:56-0:38:26 
Sanctus and Benedictus 
Article 12
The priest and his assistants say the Sanctus.
The priest joins and raises his hands.
They cross themselves as they say the Benedictus.
0:37:56-
0:40:34 The choir sings the Sanctus and Benedictus.
0:38:06 The sanctus bells are rung; the churchwardens are led out.
0:38:20 The priest kisses a crucifix depicted in the Prayer Book.
The deacon and subdeacon return to their places with the acolyte behind.
The crucifixion was invariably depicted in Missals and kissed after the saying of the 
Sanctus. However, I am not aware of any Prayer Book having been so decorated 
(unless it something of this nature which caused Elizabeth’s anger when the Dean of St.
1. Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. M., Visitation Articles and Injunctions II, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 
130.
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Paul’s presented her with a lavishly illustrated Prayer Book);1 it may be that to conti­
nue the practice here is to make an unjustified analogy with the practice of the Mass.
0:38:28-0:42:40
The Canon to the Consecration
Articles 13-17
0:38:28 Let us praie fo r the whole state o f Christes churche.
The priest joins his hands and raises his eyes.
0:38:39 He bows and kisses the altar.
The churchwardens carrying torches kneel at the presbytery.
0:38:44 The priest holds his hands apart.
0:39:00 Specialtye we beseche thee to saue and defende thy semant Edwarde.
0:39:09 The choirmen cross themselves and sing the Benedictus.
0:39:12 Geue grace (O heauenty father) to all Bishoppes, Pastors, and Curates.
0:39:34 And we most humbly beseche thee o f thy goodnes (O Lorde).
The priest joins his hands.
0:39:45 He prays silently fo r the living.
0:40:00 And here we do geue unto thee moste high praise, and heartie thankes.
0:40:10 The priest bows at the name o f Mary.
0:40:23 We commend unto thy mercye (O Lorde) all other thy seruauntes.
0:40:31 The priest prays silently fo r the dead.
The Tudor tomb depicted is found in the presbytery o f the church.
0:40:33 The choir finishes the Benedictus; they kneel until "Christ our 
Paschal Lamb ".
0:41:10 O God heauenty father, which o f thy tender mercie.
The priest bows.
0:41:43 Heare us (o merciful father) we beseche thee.
0:41:45 The priest breathes on the host.
0:41:53 The priest signs the elements; a bell is mng.
0:42:11 The priest wipes his fingers on the altar cloth.
The Mass ceremonies of the Canon and their adaptation to the Communion service have 
been discussed in Chapter Seven Articles Thirteen to Twenty-three above and need 
little further rehearsal beyond the summaries set out here and below.
It will be noted that the singing of the Sanctus and Benedictus stops well short of the 
Elevation and when sung to plainsong would have done so even earlier; it is clear that
even were the canon of Mass or Communion service said much more quickly only the
most elaborate festal setting would extend beyond that point. It is difficult therefore to 
understand the practical significance of the Mass rubric that on ferial days outside
1. MacCulloch, D., The Later Reformation in England, Basingstoke: Macmillan 1990 repr. 1993, p. 29.
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Paschaltide it was permitted that the Sanctus should end before the Elevation.1
In the reconstruction the priest raises his voice and prays audibly when the choir has 
finished singing; this is an unjustified modernisation. There are editorial difficulties of 
continuity regarding the churchwardens and their place in the presbytery.
0:42:43-0:43:31
The Consecration and Elevations 
Articles 18-20
0:42:20 Who in the same nyght that he was betrayed: took breade.
The priest takes the host without breaking it.
0:42:43 The Elevation o f the host.
The priest bows.
0:42:46 He elevates the host.
The altar party bow.
The sacring and sanctus bells are rung
The churchwardens raise their torches until after the Elevation o f the 
chalice.
The priest signs with the host before the chalice and replaces it.
0:42:56 Likewyse after supper he toke the cup.
The priest uncovers the chalice.
0:43:00 He bows.
0:43:02 He signs the chalice.
0:43:06 He takes the chalice.
0:43:15 The Elevation o f the chalice.
The priest bows.
He elevates the chalice saying the final words o f the Consecration.
The altar party bow.
The sacring and sanctus bells are rung.
The priest replaces the chalice, wipes his fingers over it and covers it.
The Consecration and Elevation of the Host are filmed from the rood screen door so as 
to provide a view of the action from behind; the ceremonial of the Consecration and 
Elevation of the chalice are filmed in detail.
The inclusion of the full Mass ceremonial despite Prayer Book rubrics to the contrary 
was justified by a service seeking to "counterfeit" the Mass.
Where the Prayer Book Canon changes the order of the Latin Canon (for example by 
making the Prayer for the Dead follow that for the Living) the associated ceremonial is 
similarly transposed.
Although English liturgical sources seem unanimous that the priest was to bow at the 
Elevation, Becon reports that priests used to genuflect (see Chapter Seven and Articles 
Thirteen, Nineteen and Twenty above). Both gestures were rehearsed and a pragmatic 
decision was made to follow the majority reading.
1. See Chapter Seven Article TVelve above. The entire rubric reads M  quamlibet Bissau, que de feria dicitur extra 
tempus pasche, fiat prostracio a toto choro statim post Sanctus usque Pax domini, licet Sanctus finiatur ante eleuacio- 
nem corporis Christi.
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0:43:31-0:46:13
The Canon after the Consecration 
Articles 21-22
0:43:31 Wherefore, O Lorde and heauenty father.
The priest holds his arms out in the form o f a cross.
0:43:50 The depiction o f the Crucifixion is found on a 16th-century 
Flemish panel decorating the pulpit.
0:44:09 The priest signs the elements and lowers his arms.
The deacon goes to wash his hands at the credence.
0:44:19 The priest signs the elements.
0:44:30 And heere wee offre and present unto thee (O Lorde) our selfe.
0:44:41 The priest bows and crosses his arms against his breast.
0:44:49 He kisses the altar.
0:44:55 He signs the elements and himself.
0:45:00 He joins his hands.
0:45:09 And although we be unworthy (through our manyfolde synnes).
The priest strikes his breast.
0:45:29 He signs the elements.
0:45:36 He joins his hands.
0:45:40 He uncovers the chalice.
The deacon holds the corporal.
0:45:46 By whome, and with whome, in the unitie o f the holy Ghost.
The priest holds the host and signs with it over the chalice.
0:46:02 He replaces the host and covers the chalice.
0:46:06 He sings "worlde without ende".
At Mass the deacon went to wash his hands at Nobis quoque peccatoribus; to do so at 
the analogous point of the Communion service "And though we be unworthy" was 
found in practice to leave insufficient time for him to assist the priest at the Second 
Sacring and his movement was therefore brought forward. However, since he stands 
for a while at the altar it may be that to have moved to the credence a little later would 
have been an improvement.
As has been shown in Chapter Seven Article Twenty-two above the Prayer Book does 
not make the final "Amen" responsorial; however, it was so set by Merbecke and 
would surely have been sung after a chanted end to the Canon.
0:46:13-0:47:12 
The Lord’s Prayer 
Article 24
The priest introduces and chants the Lord's Prayer, the choir singing the final clause. 
The paten and veil are passed from the acolyte to the deacon.
The deacon holds the paten aloft.
The churchwardens remove the torches and return to their places.
The choir replies.
The second paten holding the congregational hosts may be clearly seen during this 
sequence.
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0:47:12
The ceremonial of the Embolism
The deacon returns the paten to the priest and kisses his hand.
The priest kisses the paten, holds it before his eyes and signs with it.
He places it under the folded corporal.
Although there is no break in the Prayer Book between the Lord’s Prayer and the 
Peace, the ceremonial has here been adapted from that accompanying the Embolism of 
the Mass.
The priest’s hesitation arises from an editorial difficulty.
0:47:39-0:48:06
The Fraction, Peace and Commixture 
Articles 25 & 26
The priest uncovers the chalice, bows, takes the host and holds it over the chalice.
He breaks it into three pieces.
He signs with it over the chalice as he sings the Peace.
The choir replies.
He puts a piece o f the host into the chalice.
At Mass the Fraction came between the saying of the Embolism and its chanted termi­
nation, whilst the Commixture followed the saying of the Agnus Dei. In the Prayer 
Book the Embolism is omitted, the congregational hosts are to be broken at some point 
and prayers are added before the Agnus Dei\ a number of variant orders was therefore 
rehearsed and the solution followed here found to be the most satisfactory.
0:48:06-0:49:41
"Christ our Paschal Lamb" and the Pax 
Article 25 & 27
The choir sings "Christ our Paschal Lamb ".
The priest, deacon and subdeacon stand to the right o f the priest and say "Christ our 
Paschal Lamb".
0:48:26 The Priest gives the Pax.
The Pax is taken by the subdeacon to the rector and by the sexton to the 
communicants.
0:48:46 The priest breaks the congregational host.
The deacon and subdeacon stand in their places.
The deacon and subdeacon at Mass were to stand on either side of the priest when 
saying Ordinary or Proper items except at the Agnus Dei when both stood to his right 
in preparation for the Pax. Since it has been argued in Chapter Seven Article Twenty- 
seven above that "Christ our Paschal Lamb" was in some respects analogous to the 
Agnus Dei and that the Pax when given would have followed it, it was decided that the 
deacon and subdeacon should stand as they would have at the Agnus Dei.
There is no rubric in the Prayer Book that "Christ our Paschal Lamb" should be sung; 
however, three musical settings survive (Wanley item 58, Sheppard, Batten) and the 
evidence of the Reconstruction is that a sung performance would have provided an ideal 
opportunity for the congregational hosts to be broken even if the ceremony of the Pax 
had been discontinued (see also Chapter Seven Article Twenty-five above and Appen­
dix Two below).
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There was insufficient time before the Penitential Prayers to take the Pax to the con­
gregation in the nave; Becon shows that the people continued to receive the Pax during 
the priest’s Reception at Mass1 and it was felt that non-communicants at a Communion 
service would have done so during the Distribution. However, there was some resis­
tance on the part of the people and it was not carried out.
0:49:41-0:53:32 
Penitential Prayers
0:49:41 The priest stands, turns and says the Invitatory.
0:50:18 All kneel.
The rector says the Confession.
0:50:18 The priest stands, turns and says the Absolution.
0:51:53 The priest says the Comfortable Words.
0:52:47 The priest kneels facing the altar and says the Prayer o f Humble Access.
When the priest stood and faced the people it was felt he should avoid turning his back 
on the consecrated elements; he therefore half turns, standing to one side, and the 
deacon holds the Prayer Book for him.
The Prayer Book specifies that the Confession was not a congregational item, but that it 
might be recited by the priest or by any communicant;2 it therefore said here by the 
rector as the senior figure in the worshipping community.
0:53:32-0:56:32 
Agnus Dei and Distribution 
Articles 25, 28, 29
0:53:32 The choir begins the Agnus Dei.
The priest, deacon and subdeacon say the Agnus Dei.
Deacon and subdeacon return to their places.
0:53:56 The priest bows, signs before his mouth and receives communion.
A warning bell is rung.
0:54:18 Communion is distributed to the altar party and communicants.
The priest distributes the hosts, the deacon the wine; they say the words 
o f distribution set out in the Prayer Book.
The people receive the host in their mouths, kneeling at the presbytery 
step.
The servers hold a houseling cloth over the hands o f the people.
0:54:43 The sung Agnus Dei finishes.
The Prayer Book indicates that the singing of the Agnus Dei should begin "so soone as 
the Prieste doeth receyue"; it does not specify that the priest should say it even in the 
absence of clerks.3 The present order is adopted from the practice of the Mass.
1. "The Displayeng of the popishe Masse" (1563) in The vorckes of Thoms Becon, London: Day 1564, ffo. xlix(v), li(v).
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(v); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Famborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 696.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxx(v); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 702. But for the second point see also Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxii(r), 
Brightnan p. 710.
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The deacon and subdeacon stand on either side of the priest to say the Agnus Dei since 
there is no necessity to be in place for the Pax (see above); it was found that this arran­
gement also allows the subdeacon to step aside more easily during the Distribution.
There is no evidence that a warning bell was rung at the beginning of the Distribution 
at Mass or at the Communion service (although the practice survived until recently in 
the Roman Mass). Whilst perhaps being of assistance to communicants in the early 
days of the Prayer Book, it might nevertheless have been omitted from the reconstruc­
tion.
It will be noted that despite a relatively small number of communicants there would 
have been sufficient time for the clerks to sing the Agnus Dei and then received had 
they wished;1 at the analogous point of Reconstruction II where Merbecke’s much 
shorter setting is sung the Agnus Dei barely outlasts the priest’s reception. These find­
ings belie Scudamore’s assertion that the Agnus Dei was omitted from the Prayer Book 
to allow time for the clerks to receive.2
0:56:32-0:58:27 
Communion Sentence 
Article 30
The choir sings the Communion Sentence.
The priest returns to the altar and drinks the wine remaining in the chalice.
0:56:44 The priest cleanses the chalice at the right o f the altar and lays it down 
to drain.
He is assisted by the subdeacon.
The deacon replaces the paten and veil on the chalice and hands them to 
the acolyte.
The subdeacon moves the Prayer Book to the right o f the altar.
0:58:16 Priest, deacon and subdeacon say the Communion Sentence at the right 
o f the altar.
The choir sings Tallis I f  ye love me. Although this is not one of the Communion Sen­
tences of the Prayer Book it shares a similarity of sentiment and text with several of 
them and it has been suggested in Chapter Two and Chapter Seven Article above that it 
may have been intended for such use or even have been a Sentence included in earlier 
drafts of the Book and then rejected. The Sentence said by the priest, however, is to be 
found in the Book ("If any man love me, he will keep my word").
At least five Edwardine settings of Communion Sentences survive, several of a similar 
length to that sung here.3 If they were intended for liturgical use, it is unlikely that 
they were sung in isolation since on the evidence of this reconstruction a hiatus of some 
two minutes would have resulted (the Sentences of the Communion service were to be 
sung after and not during the Distribution); there must therefore be a presumption that 
the ceremonial of the Ablutions continued at least for a period.
1. This assîmes, of course, that the clerks were not to be regarded as dignitaries, in which case they would have re­
ceived in order of rank and before the people.
2. Sotitia Eucharisties, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 665.
3. Anon Eappy are those servants, If any man will follow me and The night is passed, Mundy Ee that hath my commandments, 
attrib. Tallis This is my c o m m d m t .
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0:58:27-1:00:17 
Postcommunion Thanksgiving 
Article 31
The priest stands at the right o f the altar.
The deacon and subdeacon stand in their places.
The priest signs himself turns and sings the greeting.
The deacon turns at the same time, stepping to one side.
The subdeacon kneels.
The priest turns back and sings the Postcommunion Thanksgiving.
The deacon and subdeacon stand in their places.
The acolyte takes the chalice to the vestry.
The Postcommunion prayer of the Mass is replaced in the Prayer Book by an invariable 
Thanksgiving Prayer. However, Merbecke’s setting indicates that it was sung in the 
same way as the Collects and Postcommunions had been, and the ceremonial of the 
Mass is therefore incorporated in the reconstruction.1
There are hesitations caused by editorial difficulties.
1:00:17-1:00:56 
Blessing 
Article 33
The priest turns.
The deacon holds the Prayer Book.
All others kneel.
The priest sings the Blessing and signs over the people.
There is nothing in the Prayer Book corresponding to the Ite missa est and the Blessing 
follows immediately from the Postcommunion Thanksgiving. Nor is there any indica­
tion in the Prayer Book that the blessing was to be sung; Merbecke gives only "The 
peace of god. &c. Finis", perhaps intending that the Blessing was to be sung on a 
monotone as his Postcommunion Thanksgiving had been. The tone used here for the 
Blessing is supplied pragmatically. For a discussion of the Blessing at Mass see Chapter 
Seven Article Thirty-three above.
1:00:56-1:01:56 
Procession from the altar
The priest bows and prays silently.
The deacon takes the Text.
The procession forms.
The priest kisses the altar and signs himself as the altar party bow.
As he goes to the vestry, the priest recites the Last Gospel.
The service in the Prayer Book ends with "Amen" after the Blessing; the ceremonies 
included here are adapted from those of the Mass.
1. Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. Qj(r-
v).
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1:01:56
Choir and people leave
The choir leaves informally, bowing to the altar and the rector as they go.
The people leave, acknowledging the altar as they do so.
Reconstruction II: The Celebration of the holy communion when there is a 
burial of the dead
The second reconstruction, that of the Communion which in the first Prayer Book 
follows the Burial Office, is assumed to be a more private service, held during 1551 or 
1552 in a small church with a Protestant ethos. Thus the rubrics of the Prayer Book are 
followed and supplemented by a more Protestant ceremonial such as the responsorial 
recitation of prayers and seated reception of the bread and wine into the hands (for the 
rationale see "The Protestant Ideal", Chapter Five above). The minister wears a cope 
rather than the traditional Mass vestments.
However, the service is conducted with some dignity as might be expected in a founda­
tion which continued to maintain clerks and music, and it is assumed that such a church 
in a rural area would have been associated with a house or family of some importance.
The reconstruction was filmed at St. John the Baptist Stokesay (Shropshire). The build­
ing has its origins in the twelfth century, with additions made until the fifteenth. It was 
severely damaged in 1646 owing to its association with Stokesay Castle and largely 
rebuilt in 1654, although it appears that little work was necessary in the chancel.1
The church is, in effect, the chapel of neighbouring Stokesay Castle. It was chosen for 
this reason as outlined above, and for the interesting practical considerations made 
necessary by the size and furnishings of the chancel. In particular, attention had to be 
paid to the positioning of the table, the minister’s orientation at it, and the seating of 
the preacher and congregation (or, more properly, the mourners).
Fig. 8.6 shows that the chancel west of the (anachronistic) altar rails is limited in size, 
and largely taken up with seating on the south side and an extensive canopied pew on 
the north; it is not impossible that in such circumstances the east end would have been 
used with the table moved somewhat westwards and Protestant sensibilities satisfied by
1. The details of the church and its furnishings are taken fron George, D. C., A History and Guide to the Church of 
Saint John the Baptist Stokesay, Stokesay: Stokesay PCC 1984 2nd edn. rev. 1990 repr. 1994.
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seating communicants in the presbytery itself. However, the chancels of many small 
churches must have been equally cramped, and the decision was made to ignore the 
presbytery except for the placing of the poor men’s chest, the lectern and the minister’s 
seat.
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Fig. 8.6 The chancel of St. John the Baptist Stokesay
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The space available in the chancel was therefore insufficient even for a modestly-sized 
table, and it became necessary to use one which was small and square; when covered 
with a cloth, it bore a striking resemblance to that depicted as the Protestant ideal in 
Foxe (see Fig. 6.2). It was then necessary to place the minister on the north or east side 
of the table (the west side being ruled out as unacceptable to Protestants and the south 
as it would have necessitated his turning his back on the people). Whilst a north side 
position would have allowed the minister to face the people, this created practical diffi­
culties whenever the preacher, clerks or people wished to make their way to the pres­
bytery. The discussion in Chapter Six above has shown that the precise orientation was 
an indifferent matter to Protestants (provided that the people were acknowledged) and 
that a north side celebration was not made compulsory until the second Prayer Book.1 
It was therefore decided pragmatically to place the minister on the east side facing 
west; it was also felt that in the normal situation of a parochial service (rather than the 
more private funeral here reconstructed), the minister would probably have faced west 
towards the nave but with the canopied pew and chancel seats in view.
The rubrics of the first Prayer Book directed the people to sit in the nave until the 
Offertory, when the communicants were to take their places in the chancel.2 As has 
been shown (Chapter Five above) it was expected in a Protestant environment that all 
should communicate; in a non-parochial service such as that envisaged here it was felt 
even more that the distinction between the nave and the chancel was redundant, and the 
mourners sit in the chancel throughout. This arrangement necessitated some changes to 
the traditional position of the preacher. Clearly he could not preach from the pulpit 
which faced down the nave, although he might have retained his seat beneath it; 
however, it was decided that for convenience’s sake and closer physical involvement in 
the service he would both sit and preach from a desk immediately west of the chancel 
seats. Thus all the participants in the service were in close proximity and an element of 
intimacy was achieved.
The service itself closely follows that set out in the Prayer Book with the action occur­
ring consecutively rather than simultaneously; many of the difficulties experienced in 
Reconstruction I did not repeat themselves and as detailed an analysis will not be neces-
1. The indifference of the orientation is graphically shown in the repeated experiments made at Carmarthen (see Chapter 
Six above).
2. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxvi(r); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 662.
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sary here.
The music is sung from Merbecke, The booke o f Common praier noted (1550). The 
Ordinary is "At the Communion when there is a buriall", closely related to the Salis­
bury plainsong Kyrie XXIV, Sanctus X and Agnus Dei X (to be sung at Requiem 
Masses when the corpse was not present except on anniversaries and All Souls’ Day).1 
Whilst these were the shortest Latin settings, others for ferial days were not significant­
ly longer; the time taken to sing Merbecke’s adaptations, therefore, has an important 
bearing on the performance of music both at Mass and at the Communion. In particu­
lar, synchronising ceremonial and music would have been difficult at the start of Mass 
on ferial days when the antiphon to the Introit was not repeated, its doxology might be 
omitted and the Kyrie was short (here about 40 seconds). Similarly, it has been shown 
above that on ferial days the Sanctus was permitted to end before the Elevation so that 
all might kneel, whereas on festal days there was no requirement to kneel and it is 
implied that the singing might continue during the Consecration. In the present in­
stance, however, the Sanctus lasted for some 35 seconds so that even when allowance 
is made for more melismatic plainsong settings (with which the Salisbury books are 
concerned) it is difficult to understand why this seemingly straightforward rubric should 
have been necessary, unless plainsing was sung much more slowly than might be expec­
ted; it may be that is has a further, as yet undisclosed, significance.
The Sentences are chosen for their applicability to a Communion of the dead: Offertor­
ies "Lay not vp for your selues", "Not euery one that saithe vnto me" and Holmes is 
greate riches", and Communion "He that hath my comaundementes".2
0:00:06-00:00:58
The mourners and clerks take their places
0:00:06 The mourners take their places.
0:00:44 The clerks take their places.
A small table covered with a tablecloth and bearing the Prayer Book is set in the chan­
cel; it is without a cross or candles.
A credence table is set at the north-east of the chancel with bread on a paten, a
1. Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs.
Jiv(v), Li(r)-Miv(r), Pi(v), Riv(v)-Sij(r). The Salisbury melodies are given in Sandon, N, The Use of Salisbury Vol. I,
Newton Abbott: Antico 1984 2nd. edn. 1990, pp. 56, 71, 73.
2. ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, esp. sigs. Jiv(v), Li(r)-Miv(r), Pi(v), Riv(v)-Sij(r).
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communion cup and flagons of wine and water.
The lectern is set on the south side of the presbytery; near it is the poor men’s chest.
The mourners and clerks take their seats without acknowledging the table or the east 
end. Since only one side of the chancel is used the traditional separation by sex is not 
possible; instead, the men sit to the east and the women to the west with the chief 
mourners in the front bench. The two clerks sit immediately south of the table; they 
wear cassocks and surplices.
It will be noted that, although the service is a Communion associated with a burial the 
body is not present as it would have been in earlier times when the Requiem Mass 
preceded the burial. In the Prayer Book the Communion follows the Burial Service 
(although the Collect speaks of "this our brother") and the same order is here assumed 
out of deference to Protestant sensibilities.1
0:00:58-0:04:51 
The Introit 
Article 2
The clerks sing the Introit psalm.
0:04:23 The minister and preacher take their places.
The mourners stand.
The Introit is psalm 42 "Like as the hart desireth the water-brookes" sung to Tone 8.
The clergy, being Protestants, wear cassocks and surplices. The minister wears a cope: 
at the Protestant church of All Hallows Bread Street "a black velvet cope to syngge the 
comvnyon at the buriall of ye ded" survived until at least 1552.2 The preacher wears a 
hood: "It is also seemely that Graduates, when they dooe preache, shoulde use such 
hoodes as pertayneth to theyr seuerall degrees".3
The length of time taken in singing the Introit before the clergy enter has been discus­
sed above. The only practicable alternative was their entering earlier and sitting during 
the recitation; whatever course is followed results in an unsatisfactory "dumme céré­
monie".
0:04:51-0:05:19 
Opening prayers 
Articles 2-4
The minister stands at the table facing west. 
0:04:51 He says the Lord's Prayer.
1. Strype reports that this order was followed at the funeral of Edward VI: "Archbishop Cramer, however now under a 
Cloud, celebrated his Burial after the Reformed way, by the English Service Book. To which was joined a Communion, by 
him also administered, thof after much Opposition, as we are told": Ecclesiastical memorials Vol. 2 (1721), London: 
Osborn et al. 1773, p. 431.
2. Walters, H. B., London Churches at the Reformation London: SPCK 1939, p. 86.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. xxxvii(r) at close; Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. 
rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 43.
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0:05:19 He says the Collect fo r Purity.
0:05:42-0:06:27 
Kyries 
Article 5
The clerks sing the Kyries.
The minister remains standing at the table during the singing; here he does not say the 
Introit, Kyries or any other text sung by the clerks as he would have at Mass (although 
a case might be made for his singing with the clerks).
At a Requiem or any other ferial Mass the Gloria in excelsis was not said and some­
thing of the same is found in the Prayer Book: "When the holy Communion is celebra­
ted on the workeday, or in priuate howses: Then may be omitted, the Gloria in excel­
sis, the Crede, the Homely, and the exhortation". The service therefore proceeds 
directly to the Collects.
0:06:27-0:08:58
Collects
The minister chants the Collects.
The Collects sung are those of the day and the second Collect for the King.
The minister chants on a monotone with a simple final inflexion, as set out in several of 
Merbecke’s examples (see Figs. 7.10-12 above). He does not use any of the manual 
acts associated with the Collects at Mass.
0:08:58-0:0:11:43 
The Lessons 
Articles 6-7
0:08:58 A clerk reads the Epistle from the lectern.
0:10:33 The minister reads the Gospel from the lectern.
The people stand.
The reading of the Epistle was one of the duties of the parish clerk (although it might 
also be undertaken by an altar server), but the Gospel was always reserved to a priest 
or deacon.2
A sung performance of Epistle or Gospel was dismissed in this reconstruction as being 
too reminiscent of Catholic practice. The Gospel follows immediately from the Epistle 
in accordance with the Prayer Book rubrics.
Although to sit rather than to stand for the Gospel was demanded by some Protestants
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxii(r); Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 710.
2. The Clerk's Book ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903, pp. xxi-xxiii, esp. p. xxii; Jungmann, J. 
A., The Hass of the Roman Rite, New York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 268. The Epistle "at the 
communion when there is a buriall" is fully set out in The Clerk's Book (p. 52).
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and later by Puritans, it was felt that to have done so in the present context would have 
been to take an inappropriately extreme doctrinal position.1
0:11:43-0:22:27
Homily
The preacher gives the Homily.
The preacher stands at a desk beneath the pulpit, turned east so as to face the people.
The Homily is taken from "An Exhortation against the Fear of Death" published in The 
Book o f Homilies (1547).2 It was originally divided into three parts of which each part 
might be preached on consecutive Sundays when the whole was too lengthy. In the 
present instance the material is shortened: most of the first part is heard together with 
the ending of the third part. It may be concluded from the evidence of the reconstruc­
tion that contemporary parochial sermons were expected to be at least 10-15 minutes in 
length but that they might go on for 45 minutes or more when the full text was 
preached.
0:22:27-0:24:27 
Offertory 
Article 9
0:22:27 The minister invites the mourners to give alms.
The chief mourners come forward with the "Mass penny".
0:23:00 The clerks begin the Offertory Sentences.
All the mourners place alms in the poor men’s chest.
The minister and preacher prepare the elements at the credence and 
place them on the table.
The wording of the invitation to give alms is that of Bishop Ridley, already used in 
Reconstruction I and discussed there.
Simmons shows that the manner of giving offerings at the Requiem Mass was clearly 
laid down by custom: the chief mourners gave the "Mass Penny" (in practice a larger 
sum depending on social status) and the other mourners followed suit.3 In the present 
instance it is assumed that the force of custom would have survived even in a Protestant 
environment, the chief mourners paying for the bread and wine and all contributing to 
the poor men’s chest. However, the Homily is preached before the Offertory in accor­
dance with the Prayer Book rather than after it as was customary at funerals in the 
Latin rite.
1. For Edwardine objections to standing see Hooper 1551-1552: Frere, W. H. and Kennedy, W. P. H., Visitation Articles 
and Injunctions II, Alenin Club Collections Vol. 151910, p. 302; for Puritan objection see the Root and Branch Petition 
1640: Kenyon, J. P., The Stuart Constitution, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1966, p. 173.
2. The edition followed is Certain Sermons or Homilies, London: SPCK 1843, pp. 93-108. Authorship has been attributed to 
Nicholas Ridley.
3. The Lay Folks Hass Book, EETS O.S. Vol. 71 1879, p. 242-243. See also Strype on the funeral of Henry VIII: "The Chief 
Mourners ... came immediately up to the Offering, with the rest following": Ecclesiastical memorials Vol. 2 (1721), 
London: Osborn et al. 1773, Appendix p. 5. The old term "Mass Penny" was not in itself unacceptable: at Hereford Cathe­
dral a canon was elected "in collectorum denariorum missalium" throughout Edward's reign: Hereford Cathedral Chapter 
Acts, Hereford Cathedral Library MS. 7031/1, ffo. 103v, 107r, 113v, 124r.
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The preparation of the elements during rather than after the almsgiving (as is implied 
by the Prayer Book) is done for convenience’s sake. The bread is thicker than that 
which had been used at the Mass and no distinction is made between the minister’s host 
and those of the people;1 the flagons are similar in appearance to those depicted by 
Foxe (see Fig. 6.2).
0:24:27-0:25:17 
Preface 
Article 11
The minister intones the Preface.
The choir replies.
The Common Preface is used, sung on a monotone as given in Merbecke.
0:25:17
Sanctus and Benedictus 
Article 12
The clerks sing the Sanctus and Benedictus.
Although there was a demand from Reformers that the Benedictus should not be said 
and it was not printed in the second Prayer Book (see Chapter One above), it was felt 
that its omission here would have been to take an inappropriately extreme doctrinal 
position.
The significance of the time taken to sing the items has been discussed above.
0:25:54-0:33:29
Canon
Articles 13-23
0:25:54 The minister begins the Canon.
All kneel.
0:30-24 The Consecration.
A rubric of the Prayer Book states that "the Priest ... shall saye or syng, playnly and 
distinctly, this prayer folowyng"; that the "prayer" is the entire Canon and not merely 
the first paragraph is shown by Merbecke, who sets the whole to a monotone.2 This 
mode of performance was rehearsed but abandoned as unrealistic in demanding both a 
stamina and security of pitch which would have been beyond the capability of any
1. The rubrics of the first Prayer Book direct that the bread shall be "unleauened, and rounde, as it was afore, but 
without all maner of printe, and somethyng more larger and thicker than it was, so that it may be aptly diuided in 
diuers pieces". Although elsewhere some anticipations of the second Prayer Book are introduced, in this case it was 
decided not to follow the rubric of 1552 that "it shall suffyse that the bread bee suche, as is vsuall to bee eaten at 
the Table, wyth other meates": BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cmiiii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Ri­
vingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 716, 717,
2. Merbecke, J., The booke of Comon praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abingdon: Sutton Courtenay 1980, sigs. 
Niij(r)-0j(r). The similarity to 6th-century practice may be seen in Jungmann, J. A., The Hass of the R o m  Rite, New 
York: Benziger Brothers 1951 rev. Riepe, C. K. 1959, p. 367.
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priest who was not also a professional singer. It may be on this evidence that the rubric 
was introduced simply to emphasise clarity of words and to prevent the minister begin­
ning the Canon before the end of a sung Sanctus.
No manual acts are used during the Canon other than those in the Prayer Book by 
which the minister is to take the elements into his hands at the Consecration; the bless­
ing of the elements, although permitted, is omitted as inappropriate to the predominant­
ly Protestant ethos of the service.1 The minister raises the paten and chalice a little at 
the Consecration rather than simply holding or touching them, and it may be that even 
this action is too reminiscent of an Elevation.
The thicker bread discussed above is clearly visible; the cup is Elizabethan, closer in 
design to a domestic cup than the chalice, holding more wine and preferred by Pro­
testants (see also Chapter Five "The Protestant Ideal" above).2
The people reply "Amen" to the end of the Canon by analogy with the responsorial 
mode of the following prayers.
0:33:29-0:34:25 
The Lord’s Prayer 
Article 24
The Lord's Prayer is said responsorially by the minister and people.
In the first Prayer Book the Lord’s Prayer is to be said by the priest alone; however, 
Protestants preferred the responsorial method and this was incorporated in the second 
and subsequent Books at the Lord’s Prayer ("the people repeating after him eury peti­
tion") and the Confession before the Offices ("to be sayd of the whole congregation 
after the minister").3
0:34:25-0:35:22
Peace, "Christ our Paschal Lamb" and breaking of the bread 
Articles 25-27
0:34:25 The minister says the Peace; the clerks reply.
0:34:30 The minister says "Christ our Paschal Lamb ".
0:34:52 The minister breaks the bread.
There is no Fraction as such. The breaking of the bread ordered by the first Prayer 
Book is a practical and not a ceremonial act; when it was to be carried out is an indif­
ferent matter and it is done here partly for convenience and partly by analogy with the
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxviii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 
1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 692.
2. I am grateful to Revd. Gareth Jones and to the churchwardens of Leominster Priory for the loan of the Elizabethan cup 
and paten.
3. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxix(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, pp. 131, 696, 704. For a general discussion of Protestant preference for 
this mode of recital see Chapters Five and Seven Article Twenty-four above.
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words of the immediately preceding "Christ our Paschal Lamb".1
0:35:22-0:41:23 
Penitential Prayers
0:35:22 The minister says the Invitatory.
All kneel.
0:35:53 The Confession is said responsorially by the minister and people.
0:38:10 The minister gives the Absolution.
0:38:44 The minister says the Comfortable Words.
0:39:41 The Prayer o f Humble Access is said responsorially.
The responsorial performance of the Confession and Prayer of Humble Access is made 
by analogy with the Lord’s Prayer above.
The minister kneels for the responsorial items and stands for the others.
0:41:23-0:44:54 
Distribution 
Articles 28-30
0:41:23 The clerks sing the Agnus Dei.
The minister receives communion.
0:41:52 The minister takes the bread and cup to the preacher.
0:42:18 The Agnus Dei ends.
0:42:46 The minister and preacher take the bread and cup to the clerks and
mourners.
0:44:20 The clerks sing the Communion Sentence.
The remaining bread and wine are placed on the credence.
The Distribution follows the method preferred by Protestants: the preacher, clerks and 
mourners receive sitting, they take the bread into their hands and hold the cup them­
selves.2
It will be noted that the singing of the Agnus Dei finishes before the Distribution to the 
mourners begins. Although a polyphonic setting would have lasted for longer, this 
again goes some way towards belying Scudamore’s assertion that the Agnus Dei was 
omitted from the second Prayer Book to allow the clerks to communicate.3
The unused elements are placed to one side; the minister does not consume them 
immediately and there is no ablution which would have accorded intrinsic sanctity to 
the wine or the cup. The first Prayer Book makes no special provision for the unused 
elements, which suggests that they were to be consumed as the wine had been at the 
Ablutions of the Mass; the second Book gives the unused elements to the minister "to 
hys owne use" and it was not until the Scottish Book of 1637 and the fifth Prayer Book
1. BCP Whitchurche 16267 fo. cxxxiii(v); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Farnborough: Gregg International 1970, p. 716. See also Chapter Seven Article Twenty-five above.
2. See Chapters Five and Seven Article Twenty-nine above. For the changing Prayer Book rubrics see BCP Whitchurche 16267 
fo. cmiiii(r); Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: 
Gregg International 1970, pp. 701, 718.
3. Rotitia Encharistica, London: Rivingtons 1872, p. 665.
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of 1662 that some reverence was restored: only unconsecrated elements are to be taken 
by the minister, those consecrated are to be consumed by communicants.1
0:44:54-0:46:22 
Postcommunion Thanksgiving 
Article 31
The minister chants the Postcommunion Thanksgiving.
The Thanksgiving, like the Collects above, is chanted on a monotone as set by Mer­
becke.
0:46:22 
Blessing 
Article 33
The minister gives the Blessing.
The Blessing is said rather than sung as it was in Reconstruction I; it is given without 
any signing.
0:46:48
Minister, preacher, clerks and mourners leave 
Article 33
All leave informally but in the order set out; they do not acknowledge the table or 
presbytery.
General Conclusions
The argument that the Communion service of the first Prayer Book was celebrated in a 
variety of modes and in particular that much of the Mass ceremonial might be retained, 
is one that has been repeatedly asserted both by contemporaries of the Book and by 
later commentators (see Chapter Five above). However, I am not aware that the impli­
cations of the argument have been subjected to a close examination and certainly not 
that they have been tested in practical performance. Despite the limitations of the 
method, the evidence of these reconstructions supports the assertion.
These limitations are not mentioned out of false modesty: indeed, they colour the 
performance of the reconstructions and any inferences which may be drawn.
1. Brightnan, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 repub. Farnborough: Gregg Interna­
tional 1970, p. 717; Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book of Edvard VI, Oxford: Parker 1877, pp. 262-263; see also Chapter 
Seven Article Thirty above.
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In the first place, these are not true services, although a sense of reverence is discern­
ible; nor are the participants clergy or parishioners gathered for worship. It has already 
been said that the reconstructions were not intended to be re-enactments but exemplars 
of ceremonial practice, and this emphasis necessarily affected the performance and the 
attitudes of those involved. It was clear, however, that the participants brought with 
them modes of behaviour which (even when anachronistic) were derived from those 
thought appropriate to a true service. Thus, those in the congregation of Reconstruction 
I were very uneasy at the thought that they might behave informally and even move 
about during the course of the action. Similarly, the mourners of Reconstruction II 
seem to be involved at a personal level in the responsorial prayers. During de-briefing 
sessions after the filming there was repeated reference to this phenomenon; congrega­
tional members as well as singers and the altar party reported that even allowing for the 
exigencies of filming they felt they had been drawn into something that went beyond 
simple play-acting. This response, whilst subjective and unsafe as primary evidence, 
goes some way towards suggesting that the modes of performance were not too distant 
from the true acts of worship they sought to reflect.
Secondly, the reconstructions are necessarily artificial. They seek to show not what 
actually happened in the sixteenth century but whether particular modes of performance 
were practicable. Thus, Reconstruction I was concerned to include as much traditional 
ceremonial as possible even when this meant giving rubrics from the Mass precedence 
over those in the Prayer Book, such as at the Offertory; similarly, Reconstruction II 
reflected Protestant ideals and in places anticipated developments in the second Book 
such as the use of responsorial prayers. Edwardine practice clearly varied from place to 
place, but in most cases it is likely to have come somewhere between the extremes set 
out here.
Most importantly, the elaborate Mass ceremonial could not have been sustained long 
after the Prayer Book came into force and certainly not after altars had ubiquitously 
been moved into the chancel. It may be taken for granted that only the most important 
foundations would have supported the choir and clergy necessary for the type of service 
shown in Reconstruction I, but these would have been precisely the establishments most 
under the eye of officialdom. Where traditional ceremonial did survive for any time it 
most likely did so clandestinely or in more remote parish churches. As has been shown 
in Chapter Five above, the Communion at St. Paul’s was being "used as the very mass" 
even in October 1550; nevertheless, it took a government agent to gather evidence 
which would have been obvious to all had a full round of ceremonial, censing and the 
choir of Reconstruction I been employed. To this extent the elaborate conduct of
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Reconstruction I, whilst useful for research purposes, does not pretend to be in any way 
typical.
Thirdly, the conduct of the reconstructions was subject to directorial and editorial inter­
ference. During the filming itself it was necessary to consider different ceremonial 
possibilities, to rehearse them and choose between them; after the event material was 
edited to concentrate on chosen aspects of the ceremonial and to remove some of the 
infelicities. Even though most of this interference has been acknowledged and the 
evidence was never deliberately falsified, it cannot be denied that the outcome has been 
driven by intentions and assumptions far from the minds of those who originally used 
the Prayer Book and to that to some extent the findings will be distorted.
Nevertheless, it seems that the various modes of performance outlined in Chapter Five 
and analysed in Chapter Seven are justified by the reconstructions, and that they throw 
useful light on the question at the heart of this thesis, the relationship between music, 
the Prayer Book texts and contemporary ceremonial. The minutiae of conduct have 
been set out repeatedly in Chapter Seven and in the discussion above, and to go over 
them yet again would be redundant. It will be more valuable to draw attention to the 
widely applicable findings.
The most significant element of Reconstruction I for present purposes (the applicability 
of Mass ceremonial set aside) is the place of music in the service. It has been shown 
that a neat synchronisation of music and action was often difficult to achieve and may 
well have been impossible during the Mass when shorter plainsong items were sung. 
This is particularly evident at the Introit and Kyries. The vexed question of precisely 
where the ceremonial of the Offertory came is still open. In the Communion service a 
full performance must begin during the Credo since the alternatives are either to cense 
the choir at the same time as the people go through the chancel to the poor men’s box 
or to create an unacceptable hiatus before the Preface. If this finding is applied to the 
Mass there must be a strong presumption that even if the censing of the choir were 
continued during the Secret Prayers there would be insufficient time to cense each 
member unless the action had begun during the Credo; however, the matter cannot be 
unquestionably determined. Similarly between the Epistle and Gospel the time taken for 
the subdeacon to return to the presbytery and for the boys to prepare the lectern is not 
so great that a performance in silence is uncomfortable. Clearly music was provided at 
the Mass whilst the elements were prepared, but evidence has been put forward above 
to suggest that the blessing of the deacon and the Gospel procession itself took place 
after the proper items had been completed (and without the need to wait for the subdea­
con who would have returned earlier); the example of the reconstruction is that such an
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arrangement would have been perfectly feasible but that further research is necessary.
Perhaps the most unexpected feature of Reconstruction II is the extent to which it is 
liturgically satisfying. Much has been made (particularly by modem writers associated 
with the "revisionist" view of the Reformation) of the impact the new services must 
have had on contemporary congregations and how bland they must have seemed when 
compared to the Mass. This cannot be denied; yet the reconstruction reveals a poise and 
balance in the Communion service which cannot be appreciated merely by reading the 
text. The prayers and readings at the beginning of the service are interspersed with 
singing, the people move out of their places to offer between the more lengthy Homily 
and Canon, they change posture during the Penitential Prayers and the Distribution 
follows. This is in striking contrast to the second Prayer Book in which music was 
eschewed, the collection was taken as the people sat in their places and the changed 
sequence of spoken items made the service more unrelievedly prolix. The charge may 
with some justice be made that the reformed services sacrificed symbolism for didacti­
cism, action for word and (ironically) active involvement for passive reception; never­
theless, it must surely be levelled at the second and subsequent Prayer Books rather 
than at the first.
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Conclusions
There were many shrugs, many gestures. The only intelligible words were: "Tout droit, tout droit.” 
"Exactly", replied the footsore Murphy, "I turned right, then right again, and kept turning right 
until, in the end, I came back to where I started. And anyway, if I were going there I wouldn't be 
starting from here, to be sure."1
One of the most daunting tasks of this research project has been to draw disparate 
material into a coherent whole and to arrive at general conclusions which will take 
account of all the findings. In the final analysis, it has to be said that this cannot con­
vincingly be done; perhaps the very difficulty reveals a truer reality than an artificial 
coherence, however convenient, might have done. Whether in the variants found 
between different issues of the first Prayer Book, or in the treatment of liturgical texts 
by composers and scribes, or in the varieties of ceremonial with which the services of 
the first Prayer Book (or indeed the Mass) were conducted, discernible patterns are 
constantly challenged by exceptions and inconsistencies.
This is not to say that those actively engaged in liturgy, ceremonial or music during the 
sixteenth century worked a state of near anarchy. Far from it. It must be remembered, 
for example, that the textual variety which this thesis has of necessity emphasised is 
found only in a relatively small number of clauses in those few texts considered, and 
that for the most part there was little departure from orthodoxy; yet it is those depar­
tures which are now most significant. Similarly, between the extremes of ultra-conser­
vative and ultra-Protestant ceremonial practice there lay a continuum of possibilities. It 
is to be expected that clergy who had spent their lives celebrating the Mass would out 
of habit have continued in the same vein in 1549 and would perhaps have felt more 
comfortable doing so until changes to the altar and table and then the unashamedly 
Protestant second Prayer Book rendered that impossible. Nevertheless, there is little if 
any evidence of practice so flagrantly unorthodox that it could have been maintained 
only by a conspiracy of silence on the part of clergy and parishioners alike. The cases 
of clerical non-cooperation in Kent seem to have been prompted more by individual 
stubbornness and innate conservatism than by doctrinal persuasion, and were easily 
uncovered. In Gloucestershire, Bishop Hooper discovered "superstitions" including
1. O'Toole, G., ed. Ridell, J., Lex Horphi, more properly Lex Morpheia, vulgarité: Murphy's Lav, Munster (Eire): Oniver- 
sty Press n.d. p. 19.
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affirmation of the Real Presence, images and even altars in late 1551; yet the number 
of such occurrences was relatively small and concentrated on the deanery of Chipping 
Camden; there were only two surviving altars and there is no evidence to say that they 
were actually in use; and Hooper’s judgment of what constituted superstition must be 
measured against his own stem Calvinist outlook.
The truth seems to be that whether musicians, clergy or churchwardens, men knew 
what was expected of them and provided that they did not stray outside those boundar­
ies, they by and large enjoyed a measure of latitude unsuspected by the nineteenth- 
century ecclesiologists whose writings have done so much to shape the expectations of 
succeeding generations. As long as the contemporary Prayer Book texts of doctrinally 
neutral canticles were largely followed, scribes and composers were able to incorporate 
variants which authority was not unduly concerned to police; of the collections of 
musical sources examined, only Barnard’s The First Book o f Selected Church Musick 
seems to have "corrected" variants with any degree of consistency. However, where 
orthodoxy was demanded, for example in settings of the Communion ordinary items, 
there is a far greater degree of uniformity.
Churches may have protected their interests (ceremonial and financial) by safeguarding 
their goods and perhaps falsifying inventory returns; yet churchwardens’ accounts, even 
those of such a catholic parish as Wing (Bucks.) reveal an outward conformity with 
Edwardine ritual and ceremonial demands.
This might seem a retreat from the interpretation of the evidence argued in much of this 
thesis. It is not meant to be so, but rather to be seen as a backcloth against which depar­
tures from the expected norm may be shown in their true significance but also in 
proportion. The conclusions reached in the separate areas of enquiry have been set out, 
implicitly or explicitly, within each chapter and their reiteration here, beyond perhaps a 
brief summary, would serve no purpose. Instead, attention will be drawn to opportuni­
ties for further research which have been revealed by the discussion. In particular, I 
feel that the conclusions reached would benefit from being tested against research 
which in some cases might be wider in scope and in others narrower.
The first part of this thesis concerned itself with the texts of the Prayer Book: firstly as 
found in different issues of the first Book, secondly as in the first compared to that in 
subsequent Books, and thirdly as treated by composers and musical scribes from 1549 
to the Commonwealth. The most significant finding was the degree of textual variety 
revealed. Modem published editions of the first Book suggest that there was one ortho­
dox version from which some issues departed in unimportant details. In fact there seem
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to have been two substantive versions (of the canticles at least, and possibly of the 
Communion ordinary items); the canticles were still being reworked after the Book 
itself had been published. One of these versions, associated with the publisher Grafton, 
appears to have been the more authoritative: it is closer to the King's Primer than the 
other version (that associated with Whitchurche) and was largely adopted in the second 
Book of 1552. There is an urgent need for a study of the first Prayer Book which will 
take into account those issues which were not available to earlier editors and which will 
redress the balance between the different versions as found in published editions. It 
would also be valuable to examine the different issues of the second and subsequent 
Prayer Books to determine the extent to which they also may reveal textual variety, and 
to trace the influence of linguistic development both in successive editions of the Book 
and in musical settings.
The discovery that distinctively first Prayer Book clauses and phrases survived in 
musical settings up to the Commonwealth alongside other completely unauthorised 
textual variants was unexpected but seems undeniable in view of the evidence. How­
ever, the evidence itself may be distorted, since it is taken from sources pre-selected as 
containing a significant number of works by Edwardine composers; many of the early 
Stuart collections are related by provenance or in some cases by scribe; and the survey 
takes no account of service settings outside those sources. It could usefully be widened 
to include other sources and works, and in particular to determine the extent to which 
such textual variants are related to particular sources or are more widespread. More 
generally, or perhaps in a parallel study, there is scope for a similar examination of 
liturgical texts found in anthems.
The textual identification and isolation of Edwardine compositions is more difficult 
than at first appeared, on the one hand because of the difficulty of distinguishing 
between the "Grafton" version of the first Book and the text of the second, and on the 
other because of the survival of first Prayer Book textual variants in later musical set­
tings. However, the general discussion of scribal practice and its applications in the 
case studies of Tallis Short Service and Sheppard Second Service, suggest that (along 
with stylistic analysis and reference to the historical context) there is a methodology 
which may be applied.
It has not been possible to add any new composers or works to the Edwardine canon, 
although the hypothesis that works attributed to Adrian Batten may be the work of 
earlier men deserves serious exploration. Nor has it been possible in view of the unex­
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pected turn taken by this research to undertake some of the studies I had intended.1 
Nevertheless, it follows from the discussion of textual variants in musical settings that 
when found in sources they need to be treated by editors perhaps more seriously than 
has always been the case and certainly with the same care as purely musical variants. In 
particular, readings should not be rejected simply because they are in a minority or are 
unorthodox; as has been shown, these may transmit an original intention which in other 
sources has been scribally amended.
With regard to the ceremonial context of church music, it has been shown that during 
Edward’s reign services could be celebrated according to a wide range of conduct; nor 
was this entirely lost in later times, as battles with Elizabethan Puritans or the imple­
mentation of the Stuart liturgical revival testify. Yet little evidence survives for the 
conduct of specific Edwardine services apart from the well-documented accounts of a 
few chroniclers and others, nor was there the rubrical detail of the pre-Reformation 
Uses and service books. It has been shown, however, that even the seemingly exhaus­
tive rubrics set out by the Use of Salisbury do not answer all questions of ceremonial 
and that supplementary evidence needs to be found in non-liturgical sources. For 
example, there were lay devotions which would not find their way into books designed 
for use by the altar party only or intended for a monastic church, yet they were a vital 
part of parochial worship; similarly, Becon’s careful descriptions of the Mass as exper­
ienced by him give details not otherwise known and probably reflect developments in 
ceremonial made after the medieval books were drawn up.
At a time when there is a reviving academic interest in liturgical and ceremonial mat­
ters, there is a good argument for saying that attention needs to be turned towards non- 
liturgical sources of evidence not only for the Latin rites but even more for the Prayer 
Book services. A study, for example, of ceremonial practice as revealed in iconography 
would be a valuable addition to the literature, whilst (particularly for the post-Reforma- 
tion era) polemical writings, tracts, even letters and wills, which have hitherto largely 
been regarded as important for their doctrinal evidence, could usefully be examined for 
the primarily ceremonial. Furthermore, the work of the nineteenth-century ecclesio- 
gists, without whose painstaking researches none of this would be possible, deserves a 
study in its own right.
1. For example, all Sheppard's service music shows construction based on textual considerations: that is, whenever
specific clauses are set they are almost unfailingly marked by changes of texture (quite apart from any legacy of proper
melodies derived from the Latin liturgy). Had it been possible with certainty to identify a range of other Edwardine
service music, a comparison of such features would have been made.
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Nevertheless, whilst broad studies can lay the foundation for a richer understanding of 
history, it is when they are applied to specific environments that they come to life. The 
importance of regional and local studies of the course and impact of the Reformation is 
well recognised, particularly as conditions varied considerably even within a small 
geographical area, and more could usefully be done in this area. However, the place 
where liturgical and ceremonial change was most keenly felt was in the parish church, 
and only by detailed examination of that environment can the broad principles laid 
down in this thesis be seen in practice. Nothing could further understanding of the 
doctrinal, liturgical and ceremonial effects of the Reformation than the editing of more 
churchwardens’ accounts and other parochial documents, and their detailed examination 
for evidence of the response to the Reformation shown in changes to the building, its 
ornaments and furniture, and its community.
I began this volume by acknowledging that no research project is undertaken in isola­
tion. I am well aware of the debt of gratitude I owe to those who have gone before, and 
of the unforeseen repercussions our research may have for those who come after. The 
seeds of this thesis were laid over twenty-five years ago following a casual remark 
made by Roger Bowers; shortly afterwards I realised the ceremonial implications in 
the opening chapter of le Huray’s Music and the Reformation-, and some ten years ago a 
chance conversation with Nick Sandon confirmed the direction this thesis was to take. 
Like the inimitable Murphy, I may sometimes feel that I have been going round in 
circles, and were I to begin this journey again I would certainly set out from some­
where else; nevertheless, my hope is that future scholars may in turn find their own 
starting points in what I have written. In this will lie its justification.
Whoso wol rede thys inscripcion 
I pray him of his benison 
In eche masse that he schal here 
Sey a pater noster for the writere. 
And an ane maria, yf he may;
For goddes lone saye not nay.
Amen.
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THE
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prayer and admi= 
nistracion of 
the
sacramentes, and other 
rites and ceremonies of 
the Churche: after the 
vse of the Churche 
of England.
LONDONI IN OFFICINA 
Edowardi Whitchurche.
Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum.
Anno. DO. 1549. Mense
Martii
(Title pages of other issues follow this format, adapted to the differing publishers, 
places of publication, and month and year of issue)
Codicil
Imprinted at London in 
Fletestrete, at the signe of the Sunne ouer against 
the conduyte, by Edwarde VVitechurche.
The seuenth daye of Marche, the 
yeare of our Lorde,
1549.
(Codicils of other issues adapt to the date of issue. Grafton gives "in aedibus Richardi 
Graftoni, Regij impressoris" or "by/in the house of Richard Grafton, printer to his most 
royal Maiestie/printer to the Kynges Maiestie" and "Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum 
solum". Oswen gives "At Worcester by Ihon Os wen" and "Cum priuilegio ad impri­
mendum solum"; one issue adds "The be also to sell at Shrewseburye". Powell gives 
"Imprinted by Humfrey Powell, Printer to the Kynges Maiestie in his hyghnesse realme 
of Ireland dwellyng in the citte of Dublin in the Tour by the Crane. Cum priuilegio ad 
imprimendum solum".)
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Appendix 1 
The Texts of Canticles and 
Commun i on Or'd i nar\y Items
Sources
Texts of the canticles (among which the Venite will pragmatically be included) and of 
the Communion ordinary items are found at their usual liturgical places in the works 
consulted, unless otherwise indicated: further references to folio or page numbers will 
therefore not be given. Spelling has been modernised; punctuation and capitalisation are 
as in Whitchurche 16267; original verse or prose formats have been retained. Reference 
to issues of the first Prayer Book is by publisher and STC number. Dates shown as eg. 
1552 refer to editions of the Prayer Book; where given eg. 1552+ they indicate the 
edition shown and all subsequent editions.
Where "Whitchurche" and "Grafton" versions of the Te Deum, Magnificat and Nunc 
Dimittis are identified, they are shown in italics', for an explanation of the distinction 
see Chapter 1 above.
The various issues of the first Book of Common Prayer and those other liturgical 
sources which have been collated for the present purpose are given below.
Issues of the first Book of Common Prayer
STC
16267 Whitchurche 7 March
16268 Grafton 8 March
16269 Grafton March
16269.5 Grafton March
16270 Whitchurche 4 May
16270a Whitchurche 4 May
16271 Oswen 24 May
16272 Whitchurche 16 June
16273 Whitchurche 16 June
16274 Grafton June
16275 Grafton June
16276 Oswen 30 July
16277 Powell 1551
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Modem editions of the Books of Common Prayer
Brightman, F. E., The English Rite, London: Rivingtons 1915 2nd. edn. rev. 1921 
repub. Famborough: Gregg International 1970 (1549, 1559, 1662).
The First and Second Prayer Books o f Edward VI ed. Gibson, E. C. S., London: Dent 
1910 repr. 1949.
Parker, J., The First Prayer-Book o f Edward VI Compared with the Successive Revi­
sions., Oxford/London: Parker 1877 (all Prayer Books 1549-1662, Scottish Book 
1637).
The Two Liturgies, A.D. 1549, and A.D. 1552 ed. Ketley, J., Parker Soc. 1844 (also 
includes 1553 Primer).
Liturgical Services o f the Reign o f Queen Elizabeth ed. Clay, W. Keatinge, Parker Soc.
Other sources of liturgical texts
The Clerk’s Book (1549) ed. Legg, J. Wickham, Henry Bradshaw Soc. Vol. 25 1903.
Merbecke, J., The booke o f Common praier noted (1550) ed. Leaver, R. A., Abing­
don: Sutton Courtenay 1980.
Cuming, G., The Godly Order, Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 65 1983 (pp. 26-48, 
canticle texts in Henrician Primers including The King’s Primer 1545).
Wrightson, J., The "Wanley Manuscripts: A Critical Commentary, New York(USA): 
Garland 1989 (pp. 282-287 doxologies, evening canticle texts in Henrician Bibles 
including the Great Bible 1539/1541).
Blezzard, J., The Sacred Music o f the Lumley Books, Ph.D. Leeds 1972 (p. 382, 
doxologies).
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Canticle texts
Venite
O come, let us sing unto the Lord: let us heartily rejoice in the strength of our salva­
tion.1
Let us come before his presence with thanksgiving: and show our self2 glad in him 
with Psalms.
For the Lord is a great God: and a great king above all gods.
In his hand3 are all the comers of the earth: and the strength of the hills is his also.
The sea is his and he made it:4 and his hands prepared the dry land.
O come, let us worship and fall down: and kneel before the Lord our maker.
For he is (the Lord) our God: and we are the people of his pasture and the sheep of his 
hands.5
Today, if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts: as in the provocation, and as 
in6 the day of temptation in the wilderness.
When your fathers tempted me: proved me, and saw my works.
Forty years7 long was I grieved with this generation and said: it is a people that do err 
in their heart: For they have not known my ways.
Unto whom I sware in my wrath: that they should not enter into my rest.
Gloiy be to the father, and to the son: and to the holy ghost.
As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be: world without end. Amen.8
1. Merbecke ends here with "Sc. And so forth".
2. Parker edn. mistakenly gives "selves" for Whitchurche 16267, probably by association with 1552 reading.
3. Although the variant is found in no Prayer Book, composers repeatedly set "hands".
4. "hath made it": Grafton 16269, 16269.5.
5. "hand": 1662.
6. "and in": Grafton 16268, 16269, Oswen 16271.
7. "year": Grafton 1559; this reading is also mistakenly given by Parker for Whitchurche 16267.
8. the doxology is abbreviated in Grafton 16269, 16269.5, 16275 and in The Clerk's Book.
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Te Deum1
We praise thee, O God,2 we knowledge3 thee to be the Lord.
All the earth doth worship thee, the father everlasting.
To thee all Angels cry aloud, the heavens and all the powers4 therein.
To thee Chérubin and Séraphin continually do cry.
Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of sabaoth.
Heaven and earth are 
replenished with5 fu ll of5 
the majesty of7 thy glory.
The glorious company of the Apostles, praise thee.
The goodly8 fellowship of the Prophets, praise thee.
The holy church throughout all the world doth knowledge9 thee.
The father of an infinite majesty.
Thy10 honourable, true and only son.
The holy ghost also being the comforter.11 Also the holy ghost the comforter.22 
Thou art the king of glory, O Christ.
1. The text is not given in Grafton 16268, 16269; omitted at its proper place in Grafton 16269.5 and Oswen 16271, it is 
separately bound elsewhere in the copies consulted.
2. "lord": Merbecke.
3. "acknowledge": Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
4. "all powers": Grafton 16269.5.
5. "Witchurche" version: Whitchurche 16267, 16270, 16270a, 16272, 16273, Oswen 16271, 16276, Powell 16277.
6. "Grafton" version: King's Primer, Grafton 16269.5, 16274, 17275, The Clerk's Book, Merbecke, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
7. "of of" by compositor error: Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16273.
8. "godly": Oswen 16271.
9. "acknowledge": Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
10. "Thine": 1559 (issue of 1596), Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
11. "Whitchurche" version: Whitchurche 16267, 16270, 16270a, 16272, 16273, Oswen 16276, Powell 16277.
12. "Grafton" version: King's Primer, Grafton 16269.5, 16274, 16275, The Clerk's Book, Merbecke, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
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Thou art the everlasting son of the father.
When thou tookest upon thee to deliver man, thou didst not abhor the virgin’s womb.
When thou hadst overcomed1 the sharpness of death, thou didst open the kingdom of 
heaven to all believers.
Thou sittest on2 the right hand of God in the glory of the father.
We believe that thou shalt come to be our judge.
We therefore pray thee, help thy servants whom thou hast redeemed with thy precious 
blood.
Make them to be numbered with thy saints, in glory everlasting.
O Lord save thy people: and bless thine heritage.
Govern them, and lift them up for ever.
Day by day we magnify thee.
And we worship thy name ever world without end.
Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep us this day without sin.
O Lord, have mercy upon us: have mercy upon us.
O Lord, let thy mercy lighten upon us: as our trust is in thee.
O Lord, in thee have I trusted: let me never be confounded.
1. "overcome": King's Primer, Grafton 16269.5, Oswen 16271, Merbecke, Grafton edns. 1552, 1559, Primer of 1553, 1559 
(issue of 1596), 1604+.
2. "at": 1559 (issue of 1596), Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
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Benedicite1
O all ye2 works of the Lord,
speak good of the Lord: praise him and set him up for ever.3 
O ye Angels of the Lord, ...
O ye heavens, ...
O ye waters that be above the firmament, ...
O all ye powers of the Lord, ...
O ye Sun and Moon, ...
O ye stars of heaven, ...
O ye showers and dew, ...
O ye winds of God, ...
O ye fire and heat, praise ye the Lord:4 ...
O ye winter and summer, ...
O ye dews and frosts, ...5 
O ye frost and cold, ...
O ye ice and snow, ...
O ye nights and days, ...
O ye light and darkness, ...6 
O ye lightnings and clouds, ...
O let the earth speak good of the Lord: yea, let it praise him, and set him up for ever. 
O ye mountains and hills, ...
1. The canticle is given after Evensong in Merbecke.
2. "the": 1559 (Grafton issues and issue of 1596).
3. The refrain "speak good ... for ever" is repeated after each invocation and is hereafter omitted except where var­
iants are found. The refrain was entirely replaced 1552+ by "bless ye the Lord? praise him and magnify him for ever” and 
is not further collated.
4. This unique variant to the refrain is found in all sources, and may result from the copying of an original error. 
However, for variants at the analogous verse in Henrician primers, see Cuming The Godly Order p. 38.
5. Verse omitted in Oswen 16271.
6. Verse omitted in Oswen 16271.
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O all ye green things upon the earth, ...
O ye wells, ...
O ye seas and floods, ...
O ye whales, and all that move in the waters, ...
O all1 ye fowls of the air, ...
O all ye beasts and cattle, speak ye2 good of the Lord, .. .3
O ye children of men, ...
O let Israel speak good of the Lord: ...
O ye priests of the Lord, speak good of4 the Lord, ...5
O ye servants of the Lord, ...
O ye spirits and souls of the righteous, ...
O ye holy and humble men of heart, speak ye good of the Lord: 
praise ye6 him, and set him up for ever.
O Ananias, Asarias, and Misael, speak ye good of the Lord: 
praise ye7 him and set him up for ever.
Glory be to the father, and to the son, and to the holy ghost.
As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be: world without end. Amen.9
1. "all” omitted Whitchurche 16270, 16273, Grafton 16274, Powell 16277.
2. "ye" omitted Grafton 16275, The Clerks' Book.
3. Verse omitted in Grafton 16274.
4. "of good": Whitchurche 16272.
5. Verse omitted in Oswen 16271.
6. "ye" omitted Whitchurche 16272, 16273, Grafton 16275.
7. "ye" omitted Whitchurche 16272.
8. Verse omitted in Grafton 16274.
9. The doxology is abbreviated in Whitchurche 16270, 16272, 16273, Grafton 16274, 16275, Powell 16277, The Clerk's Book. 
For earlier versions of the doxology to Benedicite see The Kyroare of our Ladye (1530) ed. Blunt, J. H., EETS E.S. Vol. 
19 1873, p. 125; Neil, C. and Willoughby, J. M., The Tutorial Prayer Book, London: The Harrison Trust 1912, 2nd impres­
sion. rev. 1913, p. 104
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Benedictus1
Blessed be the lord God of Israel: for he hath visited and redeemed his people.
And hath lifted up an horn of salvation to us:2 in the3 house of his servant David.
As he spake by the mouth of his holy Prophets: which hath4 been since the world 
began.
That we should be saved from our enemies: and from the hands5 of all that hate us.
To perform the6 mercy7 promised to our fathers:8 and to remember his holy covenant.
To perform the oath9 which he swore to our father10 Abraham: that he would give 
us.11
That we being delivered out of the hands of our enemies: might serve him without fear.
In holiness and righteousness before him all the days of out life.
And thou child, shalt be called the prophet of the highest: for thou shalt go before the 
face of the Lord, to prepare his ways.1
To give knowledge of salvation unto his people: for13 the remission of their sins.
1. The text is not given in Grafton 16268, 16269; omitted at its proper place in Grafton 16269.5 and Oswen 16271, it is 
separately elsewhere in the copies consulted.
2. "And hath raised up a mighty salvation for us" 1552+, except Scottish Book 1637: And hath raised up an horn of salva­
tion for us”.
3. "thee": Oswen 16276.
4. "have": Whitchurche 16272, Oswen 16276, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
5. "hand": Scottish Book 1637.
6. "thy": 1559 (Jugge and Cawood issue), described by Clay as a misprint.
7. "oath": Whitchurche 16272.
8. "forefathers": 1552+ except Scottish Book 1637.
9. "mercy": Whitchurche 16272.
10. "forefather": 1552+ except Scottish Book 1637.
11. "grant unto us": Scottish Book 1637.
12. "way": Merbecke.
13. "by": Scottish Book 1637.
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Through the tender mercy of our god: whereby the dayspring from an1 high hath 
visited us.
To give light to them that sit in darkness, and in the shadow of death: and to guide our 
feet into the way2 of peace.
Glory be to the father, and to the son, and to the holy ghost:
As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.3.
1. "on": 1552 (Grafton issue), 1552 (1559 issue), 1604+.
2. "ways": Primer of 1553.
3. The doxology is given in full only in Merbecke and in the Primer of 1553.
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Magnificat1
My soul doth magnify the lord.
And my spirit rejoiced2 And my spirit hath rejoiced3 
in God my saviour.
For he hath regarded4 the lowliness5 of his handmaiden.6
For behold from henceforth all generations7 shall call me blessed.
For he that is mighty hath magnified me,8 and holy is his name.
And his mercy is on them that fear him throughout all generations.9
He hath showed strength with his arm, he hath scattered the proud in the imagination10 
of their hearts.
He hath put down the mighty from their seat: and hath exalted the humble and meek.11
He hath filled the hungry with good things: and the rich he hath sent 
away empty.22 empty away.
1. The text is not given in Grafton 16268, 16269. Omitted also at its proper place in Grafton 16269.5 and Oswen 16271, 
it is separately bound later in the copies consulted; in Grafton 16269.5 it is given in prose form where other issues 
use a verse form.
2. "Whitchurche" version; Whitchurche 16267, 16273, Grafton 16269.5, Oswen 16271, 16276. Although the variant is found 
in no Prayer Book, composers repeatedly set "rejoiceth".
3. "Grafton" version": Redm's Primer, King's Primer, Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16272, 16273, Grafton 16274, 16275, 
Powell 16277, The Clerk's Book, Merbecke, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
4. "rewarded": Oswen 16271.
5. "low estate": Scottish Book 1637.
6. "handmaid": Coverdale Bible, Merbecke.
7. "nations": Oswen 16276.
8. "hath done to me great things": Redman's Primer, Tyndale's and the Great Bible? "done me great things": Scottish Book 
1637.
9. "from generation to generation": Great Bible, Scottish Book 1637.
10. Although the variant is found in no Prayer Book, composers repeatedly set "imaginations".
11. "them of low degree": Redman's Primer, Tyndale's, Coverdale's and Great Bibles, Scottish Book 1637.
12. "Whitchurche" version: Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276.
13. "Grafton" version: King's Primer, Grafton 16269.5, 16274, 16275, Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16272, 16273, Powell 
16277, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
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He remembering his mercy, hath holpen1 his servant Israel: as he promised to our 
fathers,2 Abraham and his seed3 for ever.
Glory be to the father and to the son and to the holy ghost.
As it was in the beginning 
and is now* is now5
and ever shall be world without end. Amen.
1. "hopen”: Oswen 16276.
2. "forefathers": 1552+ except Scottish Book 1637.
3. "and to his seed": Redm's Primer, Tyndale's, Coverdale's, Great Bibles, Scottish Book 1637. This otherwise unau­
thorised variant was commonly adopted in musical settings after 1549.
4. "Whitchurche" version: King's Primer, Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276. The variant continued to be set musical­
ly although it was not authorised after 1552.
5. "Grafton" version: Whitchurche 16272, Merbecke, 1552+, Primer of 1553; in other sources the doxology is abbreviated, 
probably indicating that the "Grafton" version found in the other canticles was intended.
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Nunc Dimittis1
Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, according to thy word.
For mine eyes have seen thy salvation.
Which thou2 hast prepared, before the face
o f all thy people.3 o f all people.4 o f thy people.5
To be a light
fo r to lighten the Gentiles:6 to lighten the Gentiles:7 
and to be the glory
o f thy people o f Israel.3 o f thy people Israel.9
Glory be to the father, and to the son, and to the holy ghost.
As it was in the beginning is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.10
1. The text is not given in Grafton 16268, 16269. Quitted also at its proper place in Grafton 16269.5 and Oswen 16271,
it is separately bound later in the copies consulted; in Grafton 16269.5 it is given in prose fom where other issues
use a verse fora.
2. "hou": Oswen 16271.
3. "Whitchurche" version: King's Primer, Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276.
4. "Grafton" version: Tyndale's and Great Bibles, Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16272, 17273, Grafton 16274, 16275, Powell 
16277, 1552+, Priaer of 1553.
5. Grafton 16269.5.
6. "Whitchurche" version: King's Primer, Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276.
7. "Grafton" version: (Siiilar to Tyndale's and Great Bibles), Grafton 16269.5, 16274, 16275, Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 
16272, 16273, Powell 16277, The Clerk's Book, Merbecke, 1552+; "for to light the Gentiles": Priaer of 1553.
8. "Whitchurche" version: King's Primer, Whitchurche 16267, Oswen 16271, 16276.
9. "Grafton* version: Grafton 16269.5, 16274, 16275, Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16272, 16273, Powell 16277, The Clerk's
Book, Merbecke, 1552+, Primer of 1553.
10. Full doxology: Whitchurche 16270, 16270a, 16273, Merbecke, Primer of 1553; in other sources it is abbreviated.
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Texts of the Communion ordinary items 
Kyrie
iij. Lord have mercy upon us. 
iij. Christ have mercy upon us. 
iij. Lord have mercy upon us
Responses to the Commandments1
Lord have mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep this law.
Lord have mercy upon us, and write all these thy laws in our hearts we beseech thee.
Gloria in excelsis2
Glory be to God on high.
And on earth peace, good will towards men.
We praise thee, we bless thee, we worship thee, we glorify thee, we give thanks to thee 
for thy great glory, O Lord GOD heavenly king, God the father almighty.
O3 Lord the only begotten son Jesu Christ, O Lord God, Lamb of GOD, son of the 
father, that takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us: [thou that takest 
away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us] :4 thou that takest away the sins of the 
world, receive our prayer.
Thou that sittest at the right hand of GOD the father, have mercy upon us: For thou 
only art holy, thou only art the Lord. Thou only (O Christ) with the holy Ghost, art 
most high in the glory of God the father. Amen.
1. The threefold Kyrie of 1549 was replaced 1552+ by a recital of the Ten Commandments and the Responses.
2. The Gloria in excelsis, which in 1549 stood in its traditional place after the Kyrie, was removed 1552+ to the end of 
the Cominion service.
3. n0n omitted: Grafton 16268, 16269.
4. The clause in brackets was introduced 1552+.
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Nicene Creed
I believe in one God.
The father almighty maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible: 
and in one Lord Jesu1 Christ, the only begotten son of GOD, begotten of his father 
before all worlds, God of GOD,2 light of light, very God of veiy God, begotten,3 not 
made, being of one substance with the father, by whom all things were made, who for 
us men, and for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incarnate by the holy 
Ghost, of the Virgin Mary, and was made man, and was Crucified also for us under 
Pontius Pilate, he suffered and was buried, and the third day he arose4 again according 
to the scriptures, and ascended5 into heaven, and sitteth at6 the right hand of the father: 
and he shall come again with glory, to judge both the quick and the dead.7 [Whose 
kingdom shall have none end.]8
And I believe in the holy ghost, the Lord and giver of life, who proceedeth from the 
father and the son, who with the father and the son together, is worshipped and glori­
fied, who spake by the prophets. And I believe one Catholic and Apostolic church. I 
acknowledge one Baptism,9 for the remission of sins. And I look for the resurrection of 
the dead: and the life of the world to come. Amen.
1. "Jesus": Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
2. "Gods": 1552 (one issue each of Whitchurche and Grafton).
3. "gotten": 1552, 1559 (one Grafton issue of each).
4. "rose": Oswen 16271, 16276, The Clerk's Book, 1552 (one Whitchurche issue), 1559+.
5. "he ascended": Powell 16277.
6. "sitteth on": Scottish Book 1637, 1662.
7. "quick and dead”: Powell 16277.
8. The clause in brackets, omitted in 1549, was restored 1552+. It is found in Merbecke after "at the right hand of the
father". The Clerk's Book ends a page with "the quick and the dead", the remainder of the Creed not being given; it is
possible that the additional clause was anticipated but not incorporated.
"No end": 1662.
9. "Babtism": Grafton 16275.
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Sanctus and Benedictus (1549)1
Holy, holy, holy. Lord God of Hosts: heaven & earth are full of thy glory: Osanna in 
the highest. Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord: Glory to thee O Lord in 
the highest.
Sanctus (1552+)
Holy, holy, holy, lord God of hosts: heaven and earth are full of thy glory, glory be to 
thee O lord most high. [Amen.]2
Agnus Dei3
ij. O lamb of god that takest away the sins of the world: have mercy upon us. 
O lamb of god that takest away the sins of the world: grant us thy4 peace.
1. The text in Powell 16277 is printed in such as way as to incorporate it into the Preface as it was to be in 1662; in 
other issues it is given as a discrete itea.
2. "Men" added 1662.
3. The text was entirely omitted 1552+. This form was to be retained in 1549 for the Communion when there is a burial of 
the dead: the traditional "give them rest/eternal" was not adopted, nor was it set by Merbecke
4. "the"; Oswen 16276.
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Texts of the Communion ordinary items: Wanlev Services 1. 4. 5r 71
Identified by Frere2 as "another substantive version" of the Communion ordinary. It is 
possible that these texts were originally associated with the "Whitchurche" version of 
the canticles.
The text given here follows Communion Service 5, which has some claim to be the 
standard; spelling is modernised and punctuation supplied pragmatically.
Kyrie
Lord have mercy upon us. 
Christ have mercy upon us 
Lord have mercy upon us.
Gloria in excelsis
[Glory be to God on high.]3
And peace on the earth, and unto men a good will.4 We praise thee, we magnify thee, 
we worship thee, we glorify thee, we give thanks unto thee for thy great glory, O lord 
God, heavenly king, God the father omnipotent.
O lord the only begotten son Jesu Christ: O lord God, the lamb of God, the son of the 
father:5 which takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us: which takest 
away the sins of the world, graciously receive our supplications.6
Which sittest at7 the right hand of the father,8 have mercy upon us. For thou only art9 
holy, thou only art lord,10 thou only art highest, O Jesu Christ, with the holy ghost unto 
the glory of God the father. Amen.
1. Ob. MSS Mus. Sob. e. 420-422; Service 1 (John Heath) ffo. 2r-4v, 2r-3v, 2r-4v; Service 4 ffo. 64r-68r, 65v-69r, 63r- 
66r; Service 5 ffo. 68r-70r, 69r-74r, 66v-68v; Service 7 ffo. 85v-88v, 88v-91r, 83v-86v.
2. Frere, W. H., "Edvardine Vernacular Services before the First Prayer Book" (1900), in A Collection of his Papers ed. 
Arnold, J. H. and Wyatt, E. G. P., Alcuin Club Collections Vol. 35 1940, pp. 9-10.
3. The incipit is not given in the musical sources.
4. "of a good will": Service 4; "of good will": Service 7.
5. "the son of the father": omitted in Service 7.
6. "supplication": Service 7, Ct2 and B only.
7. "sittest on": service 4; Service 5 bass only.
8. "of God the father": Service 4.
9. "art only": Service 4.
10. "art the lord": Services 1 and 4.
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The Apostles’ Creed is given in all settings
Sanctus and Benedictus1
Holy art thou, holy art thou, holy art thou,2 O lord God of hosts: heaven and earth are 
replenished with thy glory:3 Osanna in the highest. Blessed is he that cometh in the 
name of the lord: Osanna in the highest.
Agnus Dei
O lamb of God, that4 takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us. 
O lamb of God, that5 takest away the sins of the world, grant us thy peace.
1. Cf. the setting in Lbl. Add. MS 34191 (Henrician/early Edvardine) fo. 42r: Holy art thou, holy art thou, holy art 
thou, lord God of hosts: heaven and earth are full of thy glory: Osanna in the highest. Blessed is he that coieth in the 
name of the lord: Osanna in the highest.
2. "Holy, holy" (set three times): Service 1. This may represent a later adaptation of a triple "holy art thou" in 
accordance with the text of the Prayer Book.
3. The similarity of this to the analogous clause in the Te Dew ("Whitchurche" version only) will be noted.
4. "which": Service 7.
5. "which": Service 7.
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Appendix 2 
The Texts of Canticles and 
Communion Omdinairy Items 
in Musical Settings
Method
Music sources (mainly C.1548-C.1645 but also including some post-Restoration man­
uscripts) which most significantly preserve Service music by known Edwardine compo­
sers were identified using Daniel and le Huray The Sources o f English Church Music 
1549-1660f  these sources are given in the Bibliography. Where a set of part-books 
survives complete or nearly complete, a representative sample of never less than half the 
set was selected for detailed examination according to voice and side of the choir. All 
Service items in these sources were then analysed for their texts.
The data of that analysis is set out below. Column 1 gives an identifying code for each 
Service. Column two gives identifying abbreviations for each discrete item within that 
Service. Column 3 identifies the textual variants in abbreviated form with a source refe­
rence for each occurrence.
Library sigla follow RISM as given in The New Grove Dictionary o f Music and Musi­
cians2; reference after the colon is to folio or page number.
Thus:
A01 V O Oc Lbl-Add.30480:9v indicates that Robert Adams’ Venite begins "O come 
let us sing" in London, British Library Additional Manuscript 30480 at folio 9 verso.
References to settings in John Day "Certaine Notes" are to Holman John Day’s "Cer­
taine Notes" by number of work in edition, page: (voice) bar.3
References to works in Barnard "The First Book of Selected Church Music" are shown 
by Bar voice:folio.
Thus:
BarlCTcan:18v indicates Barnard 1st Counter-tenor book at folio 18 verso.
1. EECH Supp. Vol. 1, London: Stainer and Bell 1972.
2. ed. Sadie, S., London: Macmillan 1980 repr. & corr. 1995
3. Ph.D. Kansas(USA) 1991, Vol. II.
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Column 1 - Services examined
The titles given to works follow Daniel and le Huray Sources o f English Church Music 
1549-1660, pts. I & II. The numbering of anonymous services accords with Daniel and 
le Huray Pt. II p. 67: thus 01A = Anonymous Service (item) 1.
Anonymous Services 1, 4, 9, 12, 16, 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 40, 41, 42, 
45, 46, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68.
(Items 1, 12, 16, 25, 54 form part of one Service; item 60 is the same as the TD of 
Service 68.)
A01 Adams Venite
A02 Nunc dimittis
AOX Amner 2nd Venite
A04 2nd Service
A06 3rd Service
B01 Barcroft Te Deum and Benedictus
B01 Batten Creed
B04 Short Service for Men
B05 Short Service in D sol re
B06 First Service
B07 Long Service
B08 First Verse Service
B08 Second Verse Service
BIO Third Verse Service
B ll Fourth Verse Service
B12 Bevin First Service
B14 Blancks Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
B16 Boyce Short Service
B18 Brimley Kyrie to Sheppard Second Service
B1V Browne First Evening Service
B19 Bryne Short Service
B21 Byrd Short Service
B23 Second Service
B24 Third Service
B25 Service in F
B26 Great Service
C01 Caustun Service for Men
€02 Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
€03 Service for Children
€06 Child Sanctus and Gloria II
€08 Evening Service for Verses in A re
€09 Short Service
€14 Whole Service in C fa ut
€15 Whole Service in D sol re
€17 Evening Service in d
€18 Last Service
€19 Short Service for Verses in e la mi flat
€20 Sharp Service in e la mi
€22 Whole Service in F fa ut
€23 Whole Service in Gam ut
€25 Coste Te Deum, Benedictus, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
D04 Derrick Jubilate
D05 Kyrie and Creed (same service as D08)
D06 Kyrie
D08 Short Service
E03 Ellis Sanctus
F05 Farrant Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
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F07 Farrant, J. Short Service
F09 Farrant, R. High Service
F1C Foster Service in C
F1F Service in d
F12 Frost Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
G02 Gibbons Short Service
G03 Second Service
G04 Giles Short Service
G05 First Service
G06 Second Service
HOY Hall Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis for Verses
HOI Heath, J. [II] Evening Service
H02 Heath Service for Men
H03 Communion Service
H06 Hilton Whole Service
H09 Holmes First Evening Service
H ll Hooper Great Service
H12 Short Service
H13 Third Service
HOY Hughes Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis to Derrick
J05 Jeffreys Service for Meanes
KOI Knight Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis for Men
LOI Loosemore First Service
L02 Second Service
L06 Lugg Service
MOI Marson, G. Credo for Hunt
M02 Service
M03 Second Service
M05 Mericocke Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M06 Molle First Service
M07 Second Service
M08 Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M09 Morley First Service
M10 Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M il Second Service
M12 Short Evening Service
M13 Mudd Te Deum
M18 Mundy Te Deum for Five Men’s Voices
M20 Service in Three Parts for Men
M21 Service in Four Parts for Men
M22 Evening Service in C fa ut
M23 Evening Service In Medio Chori
M24 First Evening Service
M25 Fourth Evening Service
M26 Mundy, W. First Service
M27 Second Service
M28 Short Service
M29 Evening Service to Parsons
NOl Nichols Service
POl Palmer Kyrie, Creed at Second Service
P02 Parsley First Service
P03 Te Deum
P04 Benedictus
P07 Parsons (R?) Exeter Service
P09 Parsons Second Service
P10 Parsons (Wells) Flatt Service
P ll Parsons, R. [I] First Service
P12 Service for Two Countertenors
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P13 Partyne Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
P14 Patrick Short Service
P15 Portman Short Service
ROX Ramsey Te Deum
R01 Whole Service
R03 Randall Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
R04 Read Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis to Mundy
R05 Rogers Whole Service in D sol re
R06 Service in small e la mi
R08 Whole Service for Verses in Gam ut
R09 Evening Service
S02 Sheppard Te Deum
S04 Short Kyrie, Creed and Offertory
S05 Second Creed
S06 Third Creed
S07 First Service
S08 Second Service
S09 Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
S10 Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis in e la me
S14 Silver Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
S15 Smith, J. Te Deum, Benedictus
S16 Smith, W. First Kyrie and Creed
S17 Second Kyrie and Creed
S18 Kyrie, ten several ways
SOV Stevenson Whole Service
SOW Stonard Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
S19 Strogers Short Service
TOI Tallis Sanctus, Gloria
T02 Benedictus
T03 Te Deum in Five Parts
T04 Service in Five Parts
T05 Short Service
TOW Taverner Communion Service Meone Mass
TOX Communion Service
Sancti Wilhelmi Devotio - Small Devotion
T06 Tomkins, J. Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
T07 Tomkins, T. First Service
T08 Second Service
T12 Magnificat, Nunc Dimiitis for Verses
T1V Tucker, W? Benedicite Service
T1X Short Service
T15 Tye Evening Service to Parsley
T16 Nunc Dimittis
W01 Ward First Service
W03 Te Deum, Kyrie, Creed
W04 Weelkes First Service
W07 Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis for Trebles
W10 Service of Four Parts
W12 Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis of Seven Parts
W13 West Sharp Service
W14 Whitbroke Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
WOV Wigthorpe Jubilate and Magnificat In Modo Lydio
W17 Wilkinson Te Deum, Benedictus
WOX Wilson Venite II
W19 Sanctus
W20 Evening Service I
W21 Evening Service II
W22 Woodson Te Deum in Four Parts
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Abbreviations
Column 2 (and column 3 after X)
A: Agnus Dei
B: Benedictus
Be: Benedicite
C: Credo
G: Gloria in excelsis
Gs: Gospel responses
K: Kyrie
M: Magnificat
N: Nunc dimittis
Off: Offertory sentence
S: Sanctus
T : Te Deum
V: Venite
X: Doxology
Column 3
1549: Credo, Gloria or Sanctus follows first Prayer Book text
1552: Credo, Gloria or Sanctus follows second Prayer Book text
1552none: 1552 text of Credo with "whose kingdom shall have none end"
1552no: 1552 text of Credo with "whose kingdom shall have no end"
1662: Sanctus follows fifth Prayer Book text adding "Amen"
A1 : acknowledge thee to be the lord
A2: acknowledge thee the father
added: the word added subsequently
Ae: away empty
Ah: an high
and: doxology: and is now
AP: all people
ATP: all thy people
A: arose
B2: buri’d
B3: buried
C: come let us sing
C3: crucifi’d
C4: crucified
del: a word originally written subsequently deleted
Ea: empty away
Ehath: eyes hath seen
Fl(s): father(s) and to remember (Benedictus)
F2(s): father(s) Abraham (Benedictus)
F(s): father(s) Magnificat
FFl(s): forefather(s) and to remember (Benedictus)
FF2(s): forefather(s) Abraham (Benedictus)
FF(s): forefather(s) (Magnificat)
Fo: full of
Ftl: for to lighten
G3: glorifi’d
G4: glorified
Gf(a): right hand of God the father (almighty)
H: heritage
Hd: hand are all the corners
HEis: heaven and earth is full
Hgc: also the holy ghost the comforter
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Hgn: the holy ghost also being the comforter
Hmd: handmaid
Hmn: handmaiden
Hs: hands are all the corners
Ht: hath been
Hv: have been
Inc: inheritance
Ing: inheritage
Int: opening words set
is: doxology: beginning is now
I/im(s): I/imagination(s)
Js: Jesus
Ju: Jesu
Kl: knowledge thee to be the lord
K2: knowledge thee the father
Lh: lifted up an horn of salvation to us
Mel: a phrase is melismatic
Mpb: most precious blood
Nfe: name for ever
Oc: 0  come let us sing
Od: overcomed
Oe: overcome
Oh: on high
Olg: 0  lord God of sabaoth
Pc: Ponce
Pol: people of Israel
Pre: the text pre-dates the Prayer Book
Pt: Pontius
Pt2: Pontius
Pt3: Pon-ti-us
Rd: rejoiced
Rep: textual repetition
Req: opening words not set, intonation required
Res: Responses to the Commandments
Rm: raised up a mighty salvation for us
Rt: rejoiceth
Rw: replenished with
R: rose
S2: suffer’d
S3: suffered
Sa: sittest/sitteth at
set in: set in darkness
Sf: show ourself
So: sittest/sitteth on
standard: to be a light to lighten the gentiles and to 
thy people Israel
Sv: show ourselves
Tbf: to be the father
Tn: thine honourable
TP: thy people
Ty: thy honourable
W2: worshipp’d
W3: worshipped
Watf: which art the father
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Textual variants by Service, item, source and folio/page
Anonymous 1, 12, 16, 25, 541
01A Ag Lbl-Add.34191:42v
12A C B3 Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C C3 Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C G4 Lbl-Add.34191:41v
12A C Int Lbl-Add.34191:40v
12A C Ju Lbl-Add.34191:40v
12A C knowledge one baptism Lbl-Add.34191:41v
12A C 1552none Lbl-Add.34191:41v
12A C Pc Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C R Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C S2 Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C Sa Lbl-Add.34191:41r
12A C W3 Lbl-Add.34191:41v
16A G 1552 Lbl-Add.34191:40r
16A G Req Lbl-Add.34191:39v
16A G that sittest at Lbl-Add.34191:40r
25A K res Lbl-Add.34191:43r
54A S pre (+  preface) Lbl-Add.34191:42r
Anonymous 4
04A Be pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:50r 
04A Be pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:51r 
04A Be pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:50r
Anonymous 9
09A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:25v
09A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:24v
09A B Ah Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:25r
09A B called a prophet Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:24v
09A B called a prophet Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:25r
09A B called a prophet Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:25r
09A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:24r
09A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:24r
09A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:24v
09A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:24v
09A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:24r
09A B F2 Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:24v
09A B Ht Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:24r
1. These items are given discretely in Daniels and le Huray Sources of English Church Husic 1549-1660 although they fora 
part of one service.
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09A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:23r
09A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:24r
09A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:24r
09A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:23r
09A B Lh Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:24r
09A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:25v
09A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:25r
09A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:25v
Anonymous 17
17A C D Lbl-Add.34191:50r
17A C G3 Lbl-Add.34191:50v
17A c Ju Lbl-Add.34191:49r
17A c Req Lbl-Add.34191:48v
17A c Sa Lbl-Add.34191:49v
17A c W3 Lbl-Add.34191:50r
17A G 1549 Lbl-Add.34191:48r
17A G Req Lbl-Add.34191:47v
Anonymous 18
18A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:16r
18A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:15v
18A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:16r
18A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14(2)r
18A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14(2)v
18A C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:13r
18A C 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14(2)v
18A C 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:13v
18A C 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:14r
18A C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:14v
18A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14r
18A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:12v
18A C Ju Ob-Mus. Sch.e422:12v
18A C Pc Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14(2)r
18A C Pc Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:13v
18A C R Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:14(2)v
18A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:13v
18A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:14r
18A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14r
18A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:12r
18A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:12v
18A C S3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14(2)r
18A C S3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:13r
18A C S3 Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:14r
18A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:13v
18A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:14v
18A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:14r
18A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:14v
18A G art most highest Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:12v
18A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:1 Iv
18A G art most highest Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:12r
18A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:1 Ir
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ISA G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:10r 
ISA G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:10v 
ISA S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:15v 
ISA S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:14v 
ISA S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:15r
Anonymous 23
23A K res Lbl-R.App.74:27r
23A K res Lbl-R.App.75:27r
23A K res Lbl-R.App.76:35r
Anonymous 26
26A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:63v
26A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:65r
26A Ag 1549 Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:62v
26A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:62r
26A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63v
26A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r
26A C C3 Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:62r
26A C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63v
26A C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r
26A C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:62v
26A C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:64r
26A C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61v
26A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:61v
26A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63r
26A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:60r
26A C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:62r
26A C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63v
26A C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r
26A C R Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:62r
26A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63v
26A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r
26A C req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:61v
26A C req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63r
26A C req Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:60r
26A C S2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:62r
26A C S2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:63v
26A C S2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r,
26A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:62v
26A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:64r
26A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61r
26A C W3 Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:62v
26A C W3 Ob-Mus. Sch. e421:64r
26A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:61v
26A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:61v
26A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:62v
26A G art most highest Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:60v
26A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:60v
26A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:62r
26A G Req Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:59v
26A G So Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:61r
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26A G So Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:62r
26A G So Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:60r
26A G thanks unto thee Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:60v
26A G thanks unto thee Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:62r
26A G thanks unto thee Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:60r
26A G which takest away Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:61r
26A G which takest away Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:62r
26A G which takest away Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:60r
26A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:60v
26A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:61v
26A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:59v
26A S O lord god of hosts Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:63r
26A S O lord god of hosts Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:64v
26A S O lord god of hosts Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:62r
Anonymous 27
27A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:67r 
27A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:68v 
27A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:66r 
27A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:65v 
27A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:67r 
27A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:64r 
27A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:64r 
27A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:65v 
27A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:63r 
27A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:64v 
27A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:66r 
27A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:63v 
27A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:66v 
27A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:68r 
27A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:65v
Anonymous 28
28A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74r 
28A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:70r 
28A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:68v 
28A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:70r
28A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:69r
28A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:67v
28A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:69v
28A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:68r 
28A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:66v
28A K Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:68r 
28A K Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:69r 
28A K Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:66v 
28A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:71v 
28A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:70r 
28A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:68r
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Anonymous 29
29A Ag Ob-Mus .Sch. e420:76r
29A Ag Ob-Mus. Sch. e421:79r
29A Ag Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:74r
29A C A Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A C B2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A c C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A c G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:75r
29A c G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:78r
29A c G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:73v
29A c Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74r
29A c Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:77r
29A c Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:72r
29A c Pc Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A c Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74r
29A c Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:77r
29A c Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:72r
29A c S3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A c Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74v
29A c Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:77v
29A c Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:73r
29A c W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:75r
29A c W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:78r
29A c W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:73r-v
29A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:74r
29A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:77r
29A G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:72r
29A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:73r
29A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:76r
29A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:71r
29A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:73r
29A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:76r
29A Ky Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:71r
29A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:75v
29A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:78v
29A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:73v
Anonymous 30
30A Ag which takest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:88v
30A Ag which takest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:91r
30A Ag which takest Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:86v
30A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:86v
30A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:89v
30A C apostles Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:84v
30A C Int Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:86v
30A C Int Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:89v
30A C Int Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:84v
30A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:85v
30A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:88v
30A G pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:84r
30A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:88r
30A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:90r
30A S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:86r
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Anonymous 31
31A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:99r
31A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:101r
31A Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:98v/99r
31A C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:97v
31A C C3324:99v
31A C D Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:97v
31A C D Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:100r
31A C D Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:96v/97r
31A C 03 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:98r
31A C 03 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:100r
31A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:96v
31A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:99v
31A C Ju Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:95v/96r
31A C Pc Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:97v
31A C PcOb-Mus.Sch.e421:99v
31A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:97v
31A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e421 : lOOr
31A C R Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:96v/97r
31A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:96v
31A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:99v
31A C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:95v/96r
31A C S2 0b-Mus.Sch.e421:100r
31A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:97v
31A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:100r
31A C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:96v/97r
31A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:98r
31A C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:100r
31A G HO art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:96v
31A G HO art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:99r
31A G HG art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:94v/95r
31A G lord the only begotten Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:96r
31A G lord the only begotten Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:98v,
31A G lord the only begotten Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:94v/95r
31A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:95v
31A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:98v
31A G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:93v/94r
31A K Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:95v
31A K Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:98r
31A K Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:93v/94r
31A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:98v,
31A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:100v 
31A S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:97v/98r
Anonymous 40
40A M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:7r 
40A M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:6v 
40A M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:6v
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Anonymous 41
41A M Imn Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:5r
41A M Ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:4v
41A M Ims Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:4v
41A M pre Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:4v
41A M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:4r
41A M pre Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:4r
41A N ATP Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:6v
41A N ATP Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:5r
41A N ATP Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:5v
41A N Ftl Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:6r
41A N Ftl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:5v
41A N Ftl Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:5v
41A N Po(del)I Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:6r
41A X M and(added Ob-Mus.Sch.e420
41A X M and Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:5r
41A X M and Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:5v
41A X N and Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:6r
41A X N and Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:5v
41A X N and Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:5v
Anonymous 42
42A M Ea Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:39v
42A M Ea Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:39v
42A M Ea Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:39r
42A M F Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:39v
42A M F Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:40r
42A M F Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:39v
42A M Hmn Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:37v
42A M Hmn Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37v
42A M Hmn Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:37v
42 A M ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:39r
42A M ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:39r
42A M ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:39r
42A M Rt Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:37v
42A M Rt Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37v
42A M Rt Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:37v
42A M seats Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:39r
42A M seats Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:39v
42A M seats Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:39r
42A M Ths Ob-Mus. Sch.e420:39v
42A M Ths Ob-Mus. Sch.e421:40r
42A M Ths Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:39v
42A N standard Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:40v
42A N standard Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:40v
42A N standard Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:40r
42A N the word Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:40v
42A N TP Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:40v
42A N TP Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:40v
42A N TP Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:40r
42A X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:40r
42A X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:40r
42A X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:39v
42A X N is Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:40v
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42A X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41r 
42A X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:40r
Anonymous 45
45A N AP Lbl-R.App.74:28r 
45A N AP Lbl-R.App.75:28r 
45A N AP Lbl-R.App.76:36r 
45A N Lord now let Lbl-R.App.74:27v
45A N Lord now let Lbl-R.App.75:27v
45A N Lord now let Lbl-R.App.76:35v
45A N standard Lbl-R. App.74:28r
45A N standard Lbl-R.App.75:28r 
45A N standard Lbl-R.App.76:36r 
45A X N is Lbl-R.App.74:28r 
45A X N is Lbl-R.App.75:28r 
45A X N is Lbl-R.App.76:36r
Anonymous 46
46A N AP Lbl-R.App.74:30v&31r 
46A N AP Lbl-R.App.75:43v 
46A N AP Lbl-R.App.76:42v 
46A N standard Lbl-R.App.74:30v&31r 
46A N standard Lbl-R.App.75:43v 
46A N standard Lbl-R.App.76:42v 
46A X N Lbl-R.App.74:30v&31r 
46A X N Lbl-R.App.75:43v 
46A X N Lbl-R.App.76:42v
Anonymous 61
61A T Fo Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:30r
61A T Fo Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:29v
61A T Fo Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:30v
61A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:30r
61A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:30r
61A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:30v
61A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:31r
61A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:31v
61A T H Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:31v
61A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:30v
61A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:30r
61A T Hgc Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:31r
61A T Holy art thou Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:30r
61A T Holy art thou Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:29v
61A T Holy art thou Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:30v
61A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:29v
61A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:29v
61A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:30r
61A T k2 Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:30v
61A T k2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:30r
61A T k2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:31r
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61A T Oe Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:30v
61A T Oe Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:31r
61A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:29v
61A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:29v
61A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:30r
61A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:31r
61A T SoOb-Mus.Sch.e421:30v
61A T the honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:30v
61A T the honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:30r
61A T the honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:31r
61A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:30r
61A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:29v
61A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:30r
Anonymous 62
62A T H Lbl-Add.34191:38v
62A T holy art thou Lbl-Add.34191:37r
62A T Hgn Lbl-Add.34191:37v
62A T Kl Lbl-Add.34191:36v
62A T K2 Lbl-Add.34191:37v
62A T Req Lbl-Add.34191:36v
62A T Rw Lbl-Add.34191:37r
62A T So Lbl-Add.34191:38r
62A T Ty Lbl-Add.34191:37v
62A T worship thy holy name Lbl-Add.34191:39r
Anonymous 63
63A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:38r
63A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:38r
63A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:38r
63A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:37r
63A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37v
63A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:37v
63A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:37v x3
63A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37v x3
63A B F2 Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:37v x3
63A B hands of all Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:37r
63A B hands of all Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37r
63A B hands of all Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:37v
63A B Ht Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:37r
63A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37r
63A B Ht Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:37r
63A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:37r
63A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:37r
63A B Lh Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:37r
63A T Fo Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:35r
63A T Fo Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35r
63A T Fo Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:35r
63A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:35r
63A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35r
63A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:35r
63A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:35v
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63A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35v
63A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:35v
63A T Ing Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:36r
63A T Ing Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:36v
63A T Ing Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:36v
63A T Int (now missing) T, rests Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:34v
63A T Int (now missing) T, rests Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34v,
63A T Int (now missing) T, rests Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:35r
63A T Kl Ob-Mus. Sch.e420:34v
63A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34v
63A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:35r
63A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:35v
63A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35v
63A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:35v
63A T Oe Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:35v
63A T Oe Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35v
63A T Oe Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:36r
63A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:36r
63A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:36r
63A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:36r
63A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:35r
63A T thy majesty of 32435r
63A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus. Sch.e422:35r
63A T Ty Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:35v
63A T Ty Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:35v
63A T Ty Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:35v
63A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:38r
63A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:38v
63A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:38v
Anonymous 64
64A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:44v
64A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:45r
64A B Ah Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:44v
64A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:43r
64A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:44r
64A B Fis Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:43v
64A B F2 Ob-Mus. Sch.e420:44r
64A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:44r
64A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:43v
64A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:43r
64A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:44r
64A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:43v
64A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:43r
64A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:43v-44r
64A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:43r
64A T Fo Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:41v
64A T Fo Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41v
64A T Fo Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:40v
64A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:41v
64A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41v
64A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:41r
64A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:42v
64A T Hgc Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:42r
64A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:42r
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64A T Hgc Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:41v
64A T Ing Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:43r
64A T Ing Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:42r
64A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:41r
64A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41r
64A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:40v
64A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:41v
64A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:42r
64A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:41r
64A T Oe Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:42r
64A T Oe Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:42v
64A T Oe Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:42r
64A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:41r
64A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41r
64A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:40r
64A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:42r
64A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:42v
64A T So Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:42r
64A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:41v
64A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:41v
64A T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:40v
64A T Ty Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:41v
64A T Ty Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:42r
64A T Ty Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:41v
64A X B is Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:45r
64A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:45r
64A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:44v
Anonymous 66
66A V and in the day Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:46r
66A V and in the day Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:46r
66A V and in the day Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:45v
66A V C Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:45r
66A V C Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:45v
66A V C Ob-Mus. Sch.e422:45r
66A V Hs Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:45v
66A V Hs Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:45v
66A V Hs Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:45r
66A V Sv Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:45r
66A V Sv Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:45r
66A V Sv Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:45r
66A X V is Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:46r
66A X V is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:46v
66A X V is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:46r
Anonymous 67
67A V C Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:108r 
67A V COb-Mus.Sch.e421:116v 
67A V C Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:108v 
67A V Hs Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:108r 
67A V Hs Ob-Mus. Sch. e421:116v 
67A V Hs Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:108v
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67A V Sv Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:116v
67A V SvOb-Mus.Sch.e422:108v
67A V Sv?Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:108r
67A V that generation Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:108v
67A X V and Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:109r
67A X V and Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:117r
67A X V and Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:109r
Anonymous 68 (The Te Deum is the same as Anonymous 60)
68A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:83r
68A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:86r
68A B Ah Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:81v
68A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:82v
68A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:85v
68A B FIs Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:81r
68A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:82v
68A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:85v
68A B F2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:81r
68A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:82v
68A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:85v
68A B Ht Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:80v
68A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:82r
68A B LhOb-Mus.Sch.e421:85r
68A B Lh Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:80v
68A B shall be called Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:83r
68A B shall be called Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:81r
68A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:80v
68A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:83v
68A T godly fellowship Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:79r
68A T H Lbl-R.App.75:33v&34r
68A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:81v(in del)
68A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:84v
68A T H Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:80r
68A T Hgc Lbl-R.App.74:28v&29r
68A T Hgc Lbl-R.App.76:40v 41r
68A T Hgn Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:81r
68A T Hgn Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:84r
68A T Hgn Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:79r
68A T Kl Lbl-R.App.75:32v&33r
68A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:83r
68A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:80r
68A T Kl Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:78v
68A T K2 Lbl-R.App.75:32v&33r
68A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:81r
68A T K2 0b-Mus.Sch.e421:83v
68A T K2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:79r
68A T let my never Lbl-R.App.74:29v&30(corrected)
68A T majesty of the glory Lbl-R.App.75:32v
68A T in thy have I trusted Lbl-R.App.74:29v&30r
68A T Oe Lbl-R.App.74:28v&29r
68A T Oe Lbl-R.App.76:40v&41r
68A T Req Lbl-R.App.75:32v&33r
68A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:83r
68A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:80r
68A T Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:78v
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68A T Rw Lbl-R.App.75:32v&33r
68A T Rw Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:80v
68A T RwOb-Mus.Sch.e421:83v
68A T Rw Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:78v
68A T So Lbl-R.App.75:33v&34r
68A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:81v
68A T SoOb-Mus.Sch.e421:84v
68A T So Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:79v
68A T The honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:81r
68A T The honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:84r
68A T The honourable Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:79r
68A T Ty Lbl-R.App.74:32v&33r
68A T Thy majesty Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:80v
68A T Thy majesty Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:83v
68A T Thy majesty Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:78v
68A V pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:78v
68A V pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:81v
68A V pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:77r
68A X B and Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:86v
68A X B is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:83v
Robert Adams Venite
A01 V Oc Lbl-Add.30480:9v
A01 V Oc Lbl-Add.30482:5v
A01 V Oc Lbl-Add.30483:8v
A01 V pre Lbl-Add.30480:9v
A01 V pre Lbl-Add.30482:5v
A01 V pre Lbl-Add.30483:8v
Robert Adams Nunc Dimittis
A02 N AP Lbl-Add.30480:19r
A02 N AP Lbl-Add.30481:20v
A02 N AP Lbl-Add.30482:17v
A02 N AP Lbl-Add.30483:20v
A02 N Eyes hath Lbl-Add.30480:19r
A02 N Eyes hath Lbl-Add.30481:20v
A02 N Eyes hath Lbl-Add.30482:17v
A02 N Eyes hath Lbl-Add.30483:20v
A02 N Pol Lbl-Add.30483:20v
A02 N standard Lbl-Add.30480:19r
A02 N standard Lbl-Add.30481:20v
A02 N standard 1st Lbl-Add.30483:20v
A02 N standard Lbl-Add.30482:17v-18r
A02 X N and Lbl-Add.30480:19v
A02 X N and Lbl-Add.30481:20v
A02 X N and Lbl-Add.30482:18r
A02 X N and Lbl-Add.30483:21r
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John Amner Second Venite
AOX V Hs Cp-486:P6(2)v
AOX V Hs Cp-489:106v
AOX X V is Cp-486:P6(2)v
AOX X V is Cp-488:P4v
John Amner Second Service
A04 C 1552 Cp-480:47v
A04 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C 1552 Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C B3 Cp-475:49r
A04 C B3 Cp-476:5 Ir
A04 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C C3 Cp-475:49r
A04 C C3 Cp-476:51r
A04 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C G3 Cp-475:49v
A04 C G3 Cp-476:51v
A04 C G3 Cp-480:47v
A04 C G3 Cp-481:50r
A04 C G3 Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 C G3 Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C 1552no Cp-475:49r
A04 C 1552no Cp-481:50r
A04 C Pc Cp-475:49r
A04 C Pc Cp-476:51r
A04 C Pc Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C R Cp-475:49r
A04 C R Cp-480:47v
A04 C R Cp-481:49v
A04 C Req Cp-475:49r
A04 C Req Cp-476:51r
A04 C Req Cp-479:44v
A04 C Req Cp-480:47r
A04 C Req Cp-48 l:49v
A04 C Req Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C Req Y-M. 1/3:76
A04 C Req Y-M. 1/6:84
A04 C Gf Cp-481:49v
A04 C S2 Cp-476:51r
A04 C S3 Cp-475:49r
A04 C S3 Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 C S3 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 C Sa Cp-480:47v
A04 C So Cp-476:51v
A04 C So Cp-479:44v
A04 C W3 Cp-475:49v
A04 C W3 Cp-476:51v
A04 C W3 Cp-480:47v
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A04 C W3 Cp-481:50r
A04 c W3 Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 c W3 Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 K res Cp-475:49r
A04 K res Cp-476:51r
A04 K res Cp-478:57r
A04 K res Cp-479:44v
A04 K res Cp-480:47r
A04 K res Cp-481:49v
A04 K res Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 K res Y-M. 1/3:76
A04 K res Y-M. 1/6:84
A04 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 M FF Cp-476:52r
A04 M FF(s) Cp-480:48r
A04 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 M FFs Cp-475:49v
A04 M Ffs Cp-481:50v
A04 M FFs Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 M Hmd Cp-478:57r
A04 M Hmd Cp-479:44v
A04 M Hmd Cp-480:48r
A04 M Hmd Cp-481:50r
A04 M Hmd Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 M Hmd Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 M Hmd Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 M Hmn Cp-475:49v
A04 M Ims Cp-478:57r
A04 M ims Cp-481:50r
A04 M ims Y-M. 1/6:85
A04 M ims Cp-479:44v
A04 M ims Cp-475:49v
A04 M Rt Cp-478:57r
A04 M Rt Cp-479:44v
A04 M Rt Cp-481:50r
A04 M Ths Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 N AP Cp-475:50r
A04 N AP Cp-480:48v
A04 N AP Cp-48 l:50v
A04 N AP Y-M. 1/2:86
A04 N AP Y-M. 1/3:78
A04 N AP(mel) Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 N standard Cp-475:50r
A04 N standard Cp-480:48v
A04 N standard Y-M. 1/2:86
A04 N standard Y-M. 1/3:78
A04 N standard Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 T A2 Y-M. 1/6:83
A04 T A2? Cp-476:50r
A04 T Fo Cp-475:47v
A04 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T Fo(mel) Y-M. 1/6:83
A04 T H Cp-475:48r
A04 T H Cp-476:50v
A04 T H Y-M. 1/2:83
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A04 T HGC Cp-475:48r
A04 T HOC Cp-481:48v
A04 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:83
A04 T K1 Cp-475:47v
A04 T K1 Cp-476:50r
A04 T K1 Cp-480:46r
A04 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:83
A04 T K2 Cp-475:47v
A04 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T Oe Cp-475:48r
A04 T Req Cp-475:47v
A04 T Req Cp-476:50r
A04 T req Cp-478:57r
A04 T Req Cp-479:44v
A04 T Req Cp-480:46r
A04 T req Cp-481:48v
A04 T req Cp-481:48v
A04 T Req Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T req Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T Req Y-M. 1/6:83
A04 T Sa Cp-479:44v
A04 T Sa Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T So Cp-475:48r
A04 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:75
A04 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:83
A04 T Ty Cp-480:46r
A04 T Ty Cp-481:48v
A04 V Hs Cp-479:44v
A04 V Oc Cp-475:47r
A04 V Oc Cp-476:49v
A04 V Oc Cp-480:45v
A04 V Oc Cp-481:48r
A04 X V and Cp-476:50r
A04 X V is Cp-475:47v
A04 X V is Cp-480:45v
A04 X J Cp-481:49v
A04 X J is Y-M. 1/3:76
A04 X J is Y-M. 1/6:84
A04 X Jis(mel) Y-M. 1/2:84
A04 X J is Cp-476:51r
A04 X J is Cp-480:47r
A04 X M and Cp-476:52r
A04 X M and Cp-480:48v
A04 X M is Cp-481:50v
A04 X M is Y-M. 1/3:77
A04 X M is Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:85
A04 X Nand Y-M. 1/2:86
A04 X N is Cp-48l:50v
A04 X N is Y-M. 1/3:78
A04 X N is Y-M. 1/6:86
A04 X N and Cp-476:52r
A04 X N and Cp-480:48v
A04 X N is Cp-475:50r
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A04 X V is Cp-48l:48r
John Amner Third Service
A06 B Ah Cp-475:86v
A06 B Ah Cp-476:94v
A06 B Ah Cp-479:84r
A06 B Ah Cp-480:82v
A06 B Fl(s) Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 B FIs (3 notes) Cp-480:82r
A06 B FIs Lbl-Harl.7337:105r
A06 B FIs Cp-475:86r
A06 B FIs Cp-476:94r
A06 B FIs Cp-479:84r
A06 B FIs Cp-481:86r
A06 B F2 Lbl-Harl.7337:105v
A06 B FFls Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 B FF2 Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 B FF2 Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 B FF2s Cp-475:86r
A06 B FF2s Cp-476:94r
A06 B FF2s Cp-479:84r
A06 B FF2s Cp-480:82r
A06 B Fs Cp-478:90r
A06 B hand of all Lbl-Harl.7337:105r
A06 B Ht Cp-475:86r
A06 B Ht Cp-476:94r
A06 B Ht Cp-479:84r
A06 B Ht Cp-480:82r
A06 B Ht Cp-481:86r
A06 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:105r
A06 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 B Hv Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:106r
A06 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:104v
A06 B Rm Cp-475:86r
A06 B Rm Cp-476:94r
A06 B Rm Cp-480:82r
A06 B Rm Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 B swear Lbl-Harl.7337:105v
A06 B visited us, spring from Cp-476:94v
A06 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 C B3 Cp-475:87r
A06 C B3 Cp-476:95r
A06 C B3 Cp-480:83r
A06 C B3 Cp-481:87r
A06 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 C Pt2 Cp-481:87r
A06 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 C C3 Cp-475:87r
A06 C C3 Cp-476:95r
A06 C C3 Cp-480:83r
A06 C C3 Cp-481:87r
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A06 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 c G3 Lbl-Harl.7337:109v
A06 c 03 Cp-475:87v
A06 c 03 Cp-476:95v
A06 c 03 Cp-480:83v
A06 c 03 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 c Js Lbl-Harl.7337:107v
A06 c Js Cp-475:87r
A06 c Js Cp-476:95r
A06 c Js Cp-480:83r
A06 c Js Cp-481:86v
A06 c 1552no Lbl-Harl.7337:109r
A06 c 1552no Cp-475:87v
A06 c 1552no Cp-476:95r
A06 c 1552no Cp-480:83v
A06 c 1552no Cp-481:87r
A06 c 1552no Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 c Pc Cp-475:87r
A06 c pc Cp-479:84r
A06 c Pc Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 c Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 c R Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 c R Cp-475:87r
A06 c R Cp-476:95r
A06 c R Cp-480:83r
A06 c R Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 c R Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 c Req Lbl-Harl.7337:107v
A06 c Req Cp-475:87r
A06 c Req Cp-476:94v
A06 c Req Cp-478:90r
A06 c Req Cp-479:84r
A06 c Req Cp-480:83r
A06 c Req Cp-481:86v
A06 c Req Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 c Req Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 c S3 Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 c S3 Cp-475:87r
A06 c S3 Cp-476:95r
A06 c S3 Cp-480:83r
A06 c S3 Cp-481:87r
A06 c S3 Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 c S3 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 c Sa Cp-475:87r
A06 c Sa Cp-476:95r
A06 c Sa Cp-480:83r
A06 c Sa Cp-481:87r
A06 c So Lbl-Harl.7337:108v
A06 c W3 Lbl-Harl.7337:109v
A06 c W3 Cp-475:87v
A06 c W3 Cp-476:95v
A06 c W3 Cp-480:83v
A06 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 G 1552 Cp-475:84r
A06 G 1552 Cp-476:92r
A06 G 1552 Cp-480:80r
A06 G 1552 Cp-481:84r
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A06 G Int Cp-481:84r
A06 G Js Cp-481:84r
A06 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:107r
A06 K res Cp-475:86v
A06 K res Cp-476:94v
A06 K res Cp-478:90r
A06 K res Cp-479:84r
A06 K res Cp-480:82v
A06 K res Cp-481:86v
A06 K res Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 K res Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337: l l lv
A06 M Ea Cp-476:96r
A06 M Ea Cp-480:84r
A06 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 M ea Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 M Ff Lbl-Harl.7337: l l lv
A06 M FF Y-M. 1/2:90
A06 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 M FF2 Cp-478:90r
A06 M FF2s Cp-481:88r
A06 M FFs Cp-475:88r
A06 M FFs Cp-476:96r
A06 M Ffs Cp-479:84r
A06 M FFs Cp-480:84r
A06 M Hmd Lbl-Harl.7337: IlOv
A06 M Hmd Cp-475:88r
A06 M Hmd Cp-476:95v
A06 M Hmd Cp-478:90r
A06 M Hmd Cp-479:84r
A06 M Hmd Cp-480:83v
A06 M Hmd Cp-48 l:87v
A06 M Hmd Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 M Hmd Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337: l l l r
A06 M ims Cp-475:88r
A06 M ims Cp-476:96r
A06 M ims Cp-479:84r
A06 M ims Cp-480:84r
A06 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337: HOr
A06 M Rt Cp-475:87v
A06 M Rt Cp-476:95v
A06 M Rt Cp-478:90r
A06 M Rt Cp-479:84r
A06 M Rt Cp-480:83v
A06 M Rt Cp-481:87v
A06 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:89
A06 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:89
A06 N AP Cp-476:96v
A06 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:112v
A06 N AP Cp-475:88v
A06 N AP Cp-480:84v
A06 N AP Cp-481:88r
A06 N AP Y-M. 1/2:90
A06 N AP Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:112v
A06 N standard Cp-475:88v
A06 N standard Cp-476:96v
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A06 N standard Cp-480:84v
A06 N standard Cp-481:88r
A06 N standard Y-M. 1/2:90
A06 N standard Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337: lOlv
A06 T Fo Cp-475 :(85)r
A06 T Fo Cp-476:93r
A06 T Fo Cp-480:81r
A06 T Fo Cp-481:85r
A06 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:87
A06 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:102r
A06 T HGC Cp-476:93r
A06 T HGC Cp-480:8Ir
A06 T HGC Cp-481:85r
A06 T HGC Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T Hgc(mel) Y-M. 1/6:87
A06 T In(c/g) Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T Inc Lbl-Harl.7337:103v
A06 T Inc Y-M. 1/6:87
A06 T Ing Cp-475:(85)v
A06 T Ing Cp-476:93v
A06 T Ing Cp-479:84r
A06 T Ing Cp-480:81v
A06 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7337: lOlr
A06 T K1 Cp-475 :(85)r
A06 T K1 Cp-476:93r
A06 T K1 Cp-479:84r
A06 T K1 Cp-480:8Ir
A06 T K1 Cp-481:85r
A06 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:87
A06 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337: lOlv
A06 T K2 Cp-475 :(85)r
A06 T K2 Cp-476:93r
A06 T K2 Cp-480:8Ir
A06 T K2 Cp-481:85r
A06 T Nfe Cp-480:81v
A06 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:102v
A06 T Oe Cp-476:93r
A06 T Oe Cp-48 l:85r
A06 T req Lbl-Harl.7337: lOlr
A06 T Req Cp-475 :(85)r
A06 T Req Cp-476:93r
A06 T Req Cp-478:90r
A06 T Req Cp-479:84r
A06 T Req Cp-480:81r
A06 T Req Cp-48 l:85r
A06 T Req Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T Req Y-M. 1/6:87
A06 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:102v
A06 T Sa Cp-475 :(85)v
A06 T Sa Cp-476:93v
A06 T Sa Cp-479:84r
A06 T Sa Cp-480:81v
A06 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:102r
A06 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:87
A06 T Ty Cp-476:93r
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A06 T Ty Cp-480:8Ir
A06 T Ty Cp-481:85r
A06 X B is Cp-475:86v
A06 X B is Cp-476:94v
A06 X B is Lbl-Harl.7337:106v
A06 X B is Cp-480:82v
A06 X B is Cp-48 l:86v
A06 X Bis Y-M. 1/2:88
A06 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:88
A06 X M and Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 X M is Cp-475:88v
A06 X M is Cp-476:96r
A06 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:112r
A06 X M is Cp-480:84r
A06 X M is Cp-481:88r
A06 X M is Y-M. 1/2:90
A06 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337: H23r
A06 X N is Cp-480:84v
A06 X N is Cp-48 l:88v
A06 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:90
A06 X N is/and Y-M. 1/6:90
A06 X N is Cp-475:88v
A06 X N is Cp-476:96v
George Barcroft Te Deum and Benedictus
B01 B from the hand Lbl-Harl.7337:94r
B01 B FIs Lbl-Harl.7337:94r
B01 B F2 Lbl-Harl.7337:94v
B01 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:94r
B01 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:95v
B01 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:93v
B01 B prepare his way Lbl-Harl.7337:95r
B01 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:90r
B01 T H Lbl-Harl.7337:92r
B01 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:9Ir
B01 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7337:89v
B01 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:90v
B01 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:91v
B01 T Req Lbl-Harl.7337:89v
B01 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:91v
B01 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:90v
B01 X B and/is Lbl-Harl.7337:96r
Adrian Batten Creed
B03 C B3 Lbl-Add.29289:109v 
B03 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:109v 
B03 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:109v 
B03 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:110r 
B03 C Pc Lbl-Add.29289:109v 
B03 C Gf Lbl-Add.29289:1 lOr 
B03 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:109v 
B03 C S2 Lbl-Add.29289:109v
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B03 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:110r 
B03 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289: HOr 
B03 C R Lbl-Add.29289:109v
Adrian Batten Short Service for Men
B04 Be pre 1549 Lem-1046:90v
B04 Be pre 1549 Lcm-1047:95v
B04 Be pre Ob-Mus.c48:66v
B04 C apostles Lem-1048:88v
B04 C Apostles Lem-1046:92v
B04 C apostles Lcm-1047:97v
B04 C apostles Lem-1051:109v
B04 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C 1552no 34 Ob-Mus.c48:69r
B04 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C Req Lcm-1046:92v
B04 C Req Lcm-1047:97v
B04 C Req Lem-1048:88v
B04 C Req Lem-1051:109v
B04 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C S3 Ob-Mus.c48:68v
B04 C So Ob-Mus.c48:69r
B04 C W3 Ob-Mus.c48:69r
B04 C G3 Ob-Mus.c48:69r
B04 Gs (also T05) Ob-Mus.c48:68r
B04 Gs (also T05, R05) Ob-Mus.c48:81v
B04 K res rep Lcm-1046:92r
B04 K res rep Lem-1047:97r
B04 K res rep Lem-1048:88r
B04 K res rep Lcm-1051:109r
B04 K res rep Ob-Mus.c48:68r
B04 M Ea Lcm-1046:93v
B04 M Ea Lcm-1047:99r
B04 M Fs Lem-1048:89v
B04 M Hmn Lcm-1048:89r
B04 M Ims Lcm-1046:93v
B04 M ims Lcm-1047:98v
B04 M Rt Lcm-1046:93r
B04 M Rt Lem-1047:98r
B04 M Rt Lem-1048:89r
B04 M Ths Lem-1048:89v
B04 N AP Lcm-1046:94v
B04 N AP Lcm-1047:99v
B04 N AP Lcm-1048:90r
B04 N standard Lcm-1046:94v
B04 N standard Lem-1047:99v
B04 N standard Lcm-1048:90r-v
B04 X Be and Lcm-1047:96r
B04 X Be and Lem-1048:86v
B04 X Be and Lcm-1051:108r
B04 X Be and Ob-Mus.c48:67r
B04 X J and Ob-Mus.c48:68r
B04 X M and Lcm-1047:99r
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B04 X M and Lcm-1046:94r
B04 X M and Lem-1048:90r
B04 X N and Lcm-1046:94v
B04 X N and Lem-1047:99v
B04 X N and Lem-1048:90v
Adrian Batten Short Service in D s
B05 B Ah DRc-C13v:120
B05 B FI Lcm-1047:91v
B05 B FIs Lcm-1046:86v
B05 B FIs DRc-C13v:119
B05 B F2s Lem-1048:82v
B05 B F2s Lcm-1051:103v
B05 B F2s DRc-C12v:177
B05 B Ht Lcm-1046:86v
B05 B Ht Lcm-1047:91v
B05 B Ht DRc-C13v:119
B05 B Oh Lem-1046:86v
B05 B Oh Lcm-1047:92r
B05 B Rm Lem-1046:86r
B05 B Rm Lcm-1047:91v
B05 B Rm Lcm-1048:82r
B05 B Rm Lcm-1051:103r
B05 B Rm DRc-C12v:176
B05 B Rm DRc-C13v:119
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 C 1552 Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C B3 Lem-1046:87v
B05 C B3 Lcm-1047:93r
B05 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 C B3 Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C B3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 C B3 Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 C B3 DRc-C13v:123
B05 C C3 Lem-1048:83v
B05 c C3 Lcm-1051:104v
B05 c C3 Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 c C3 Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 c C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 c C3 Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 c C3 DRc-C12v:179
B05 c G3 Lem-1048:84r
B05 c G3 Lcm-1051:105r
B05 c G3 Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 c G3 Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 c G3 Ob-Mus.c48:62v
B05 c G3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 103
B05 c G3 Ob-Mus.e22:9r
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B05 C G3 DRc-C12v:180
B05 C Js Lem-1047:92v
B05 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C Js Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 C Js Ob-Mus.e22:8r
B05 C Ju Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C Ju DRc-C13v:122
B05 C 1552no Lem-1048:84r
B05 C 1552no Lcm-1046:88r
B05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:62v
B05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 103
B05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 C 1552no DRc-C12v:180
B05 C 1552no DRc-C13v:123
B05 C Pt3 Lcm-1046:87v
B05 C Pt3 Lcm-1047:93r
B05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 C Pt3 DRc-C13v:123
B05 C R Lem-1046:87v
B05 C R Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 C R Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 C R Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C R Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 C R Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 C remission of their sins Lcm-1048:84r
B05 C R(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C Req Lem-1046:87v
B05 C Req Lcm-1047:92v
B05 C Req Lcm-1048:83v
B05 C Req Lem-1051:104v
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 C Req Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 105
B05 C Req Ob-Mus.e22:8r
B05 C Req DRc-C12v:179
B05 C Req DRc-C13v:122
B05 C S3 Lem-1048:83v
B05 C S3 Lcm-1051:104v
B05 C S3 Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 C S3 Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 C S3 Ob-Mus.c48:62r
B05 C S3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 104
B05 C S3 Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 C S3 DRc-C12v:179
B05 C Sa Lem-1046:88r
B05 C Sa Lem-1047:93r
B05 C Sa Lem-1048:83v
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B05 C Sa Lcm-1051:104v
B05 c Sa Ob-Mus.c48:62v
B05 c Sa Ob-Mus.e22:8v
B05 c Sa DRc-C12v:180
B05 c So DRc-C13v:123
B05 c So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 103
B05 c W3 Lcm-1046:88r
B05 c W3 Lcm-1047:93r
B05 c W3 Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 c W3 Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:62v
B05 c W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 103
B05 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:9r
B05 c W3 DRc-C13v:123
B05 G 1552 Lcm-1046:89r
B05 G 1552 Lcm-1047:94r
B05 G 1552 Lcm-1048:84v
B05 G 1552 Lcm-1051:105v
B05 G most highest Lem-1047:94v
B05 G Js Lcm-1046:88v
B05 G receive our prayers Lem-1046:89r
B05 G Req Lem-1046:88v
B05 G Req Lcm-1047:93v
B05 G Req Lem-1048:84v
B05 G Req Lcm-1051:105v
B05 G Sa Lem-1047:94r
B05 G Sa Lcm-1048:84v
B05 G So Lcm-1046:89r
B05 Gs Ob-Mus.e22:7v
B05 K res Lem-1046:87r
B05 K res Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 K res DRc-C13v:121
B05 K res mel rep DRc-C12v:178
B05 K res rep Lcm-1047:92v
B05 K res rep Lcm-1048:83r
B05 K res rep Lcm-1051:104r
B05 K res rep Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 K res rep Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 K res rep Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 K res rep Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 K res rep Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 K res rep Ob-Mus.c48:61v
B05 K res rep Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 105
B05 K res rep Ob-Mus.e22:7v
B05 M Ea Lem-1048:85v
B05 M Ea Lcm-1051:106v
B05 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 102
B05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e22:10r
B05 M Ea DRc-C12v:182
B05 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:63r
B05 M F Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 101
B05 M F Ob-Mus.e22:10r
B05 M FFs Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 M FFs Ob-Mus.c48:63v
B05 M Fs Lem-1048:85v
B05 M Fs Lcm-1051:106v
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B05 M Fs Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 M Fs DRc-C12v:182
B05 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e22:9r
B05 M Hmn Lem-1048:85r
B05 M Hmn Lcm-1051:106r
B05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:63r
B05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 102
B05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e22:9r
B05 M Hmn DRc-C12v:181
B05 M ims Lcm-1046:89v
B05 M Ims Lcm-1047:94v
B05 M ims Lem-1048:85v
B05 M Ims Lcm-1051:106v
B05 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:63r
B05 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 102
B05 M Ims Ob-Mus.e22:9v
B05 M Ims DRc-C12v:182
B05 M Ims DRc-C13v:125
B05 M Rt Lcm-1046:89r
B05 M Rt Lem-1047:94v
B05 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:63r
B05 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 102
B05 M Rt DRc-C13v:124 DRc-C13v:124
B05 N AP Lem-1048:86r
B05 N AP Lcm-1051:107r
B05 N AP Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 N AP Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:63v
B05 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 101
B05 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:10v
B05 N AP DRc-C12v:183
B05 N standard Lem-1048:86r
B05 N standard Lem-1051:107r
B05 N standard Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 N standard Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:63v
B05 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 101
B05 N standard Ob-Mus.e22:10v
B05 N standard DRc-C12v:183
B05 S 1552 Lem-1046:88v
B05 S 1552 Lcm-1047:93v
B05 s 1552 Lem-1048:84v
B05 s 1552 Lcm-1051:105v
B05 T Fo Lcm-1048:81r
B05 T Fo Lcm-1051:102r
B05 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T Fo Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 109
B05 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:5r
B05 T Fo DRc-C12v:173
B05 T HEis Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T H Lcm-1048:81v
B05 T H Lcm-1051:102v
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B05 T H Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T H Ob-Mus.c48:60v
B05 T H Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 107
B05 T H Ob-Mus.e22:6r
B05 T H DRc-C12v:175
B05 T Hgc Lcm-1046:85r-v
B05 T Hgc Lcm-1047:90v
B05 T Hgc Lcm-1048:81r-v
B05 T Hgc Lcm-1051:102v
B05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:67
B05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:58
B05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e22:5v
B05 T HGC DRc-C12v:174
B05 T HGC DRc-C13v:116
B05 T Hgc(mel) Y-M. 1/8:53
B05 T Ht(c/g) Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T K1 Lcm-1046:84v
B05 T K1 Lcm-1047:90r
B05 T K1 Lem-1048:80v
B05 T K1 Lcm-1051:102r
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:67
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:58
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T K1 Ob-Mus.e22:5r
B05 T K1 DRc-C12v:173
B05 T K1 DRc-C13v:115
B05 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:53
B05 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:53
B05 T K2 Lcm-1046:85r
B05 T K2 Lcm-1047:90r
B05 T K2 Lem-1048:8Ir
B05 T K2 Lcm-1051:102r
B05 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:67
B05 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:58
B05 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 108
B05 T K2 Ob-Mus.e22:5v
B05 T K2 DRc-C12v:174
B05 T K2DRc-C13v:116
B05 T Oe Lcm-1048:81v
B05 T Oe Lcm-1051:102v
B05 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:60v
B05 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 108
B05 T Oe Ob-Mus.e22:6r
B05 T Oe DRc-C12v:174
B05 T Req Lem-1046:84v
B05 T Req Lcm-1047:90r
B05 T Req Lem-1048:80v
B05 T Req Lcm-1051:102r
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B05 T Req Y-M. 1/2:67
B05 T Req Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T Req Y-M. 1/3:58
B05 T Req Y-M. 1/3:73
B05 T Req Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 T Req Y-M. 1/8:53
B05 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 109
B05 T Req Ob-Mus.e22:5r
B05 T Req DRc-C12v:173
B05 T Req DRc-C13v:115
B05 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:60v
B05 T So Lcm-1046:85v
B05 T So Lcm-1047:90v
B05 T So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 107
B05 T So Ob-Mus.e22:6r
B05 T So DRc-C13v:117
B05 T Tn Lcm-1046:85r
B05 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:67
B05 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:58
B05 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:53
B05 T Tn Ob-Mus.e22:5v
B05 T Ty Lcm-1047:90v
B05 T Ty Lcm-1048:81r
B05 T Ty Lcm-1051:102v
B05 T Ty Ob-Mus.c48:60r
B05 T Ty DRc-C12v:174
B05 T Ty DRc-C13v:116
B05 V Hs Lem-1046:84v
B05 V Hs Lcm-1047:89r
B05 V Oc Lem-1046:84r
B05 V Oc Lcm-1047:89r
B05 V Oc Lem-1048:80r
B05 V Oc Lcm-1051:101r
B05 V Sv Lem-1046:84v
B05 V Sv Lcm-1047:89r
B05 V Sv Lem-1048:80r
B05 V Sv Lcm-1051:101r
B05 X B and Lcm-1046:87r
B05 X B and Lem-1047:92r
B05 X B and Lem-1048:83r
B05 X B and Lcm-1051:104r
B05 X B and DRc-C12v:178
B05 X B and DRc-C13v:121
B05 X land  Y-M. 1/2:68
B05 X J and Y-M. 1/2:92
B05 X J and Y-M. 1/3:59
B05 X land  Y-M. 1/3:74
B05 X J and Y-M. 1/6:59
B05 X land  Y-M. 1/8:54
B05 X J and Ob-Mus.c48:61v
B05 X J and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 105
B05 X J and Ob-Mus.e22:7v
B05 X M and Lem-1046:89v
B05 X M and Lcm-1047:94v
B05 X M and Lem-1048:85v
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B05 X M and Lem-1051:106v
B05 X Mand Y-M. 1/2:69
B05 X Mand Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 X Mand Y-M. 1/3:60
B05 X Mand Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 X Mand Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 X M and Ob-Mus.c48:63v
B05 X M and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 101
B05 X M and Ob-Mus.e22:10r
B05 X M and DRc-C12v:182
B05 X M and DRc-C13v:126
B05 X N and Lcm-1046:90r
B05 X N and Lcm-1048:86r
B05 X N is Lem-1047:95r
B05 X N is Lcm-1051:107r
B05 X N is Y-M. 1/2:69
B05 X N is Y-M. 1/2:93
B05 X N is Y-M. 1/3:60
B05 X N is Y-M. 1/3:75
B05 X N is Y-M. 1/6:60
B05 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:63v
B05 X N is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:101
B05 X N is Ob-Mus.e22:10v
B05 X N is DRc-C12v:183
B05 X N is DRc-C13v:127
B05 X V and Lem-1046:84v
B05 X V and Lem-1047:89v
B05 X V and Lem-1048:80v
B05 X V and Lcm-1051: lOlv
Adrian Batten First Service in F fa
B06 C B3 DRc-C13v:108 
B06 C 03 DRc-C13v:109 
B06 C 1552noDRc-C13v:108 
B06 C Pt2 DRc-C13v:108 
B06 C R DRc-C13v:108 
B06 C Req DRc-C13v: 107 
B06 K res mel rep DRc-C13v:107 
B06 M Ea DRc-C13v:lll 
B06 M Fs DRc-C13v:lll 
B06 M Hmn DRc-C13v:110 
B06 M Rt DRc-C13v:110 
B06 N AP DRc-C13v:113 
B06 N standard DRc-C13v: 113 
B06 X M and DRc-C13v:112 
B06 X N and DRc-C13v:114
Adrian Batten Long Service
B07 C B3 Lcm-1046:83r
B07 C B3 Lcm-1047:88r
B07 C C3 Lcm-1048:79r
B07 C C3 Lcm-1051:86r
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B07 C Gf Lcm-1046:83r
B07 c Gf Lcm-1051:86r
B07 c G3 Lem-1046:83v
B07 c G3 Lem-1047:88r
B07 c Judge the quick Lcm-1046:83r
B07 c Judge the quick Lem-1048:79r
B07 c Js Lem-1048:78v
B07 c Ju Lcm-1046:82v
B07 c Ju Lcm-1047:87v
B07 c Ju Lcm-1051:85v
B07 c 1552no Lcm-1046:83r
B07 c 1552no Lem-1047:88r
B07 c 1552no Lcm-1048:79r
B07 c 1552no x4 Lcm-1051:86r
B07 c Pc Lcm-1048:79r
B07 c Pc Lcm-1051:86r
B07 c R Lcm-1046:83r
B07 c G(added)f Lcm-1048:79r
B07 c Rem of their sinns Lcm-1047:88v
B07 c Req Lem-1046:82v
B07 c Req Lem-1047:87v
B07 c Req Ivcm-1048:78v
B07 c Req Lcm-1051:85v
B07 c S2 Lem-1046:83r
B07 c S2 Lcm-1047:88r
B07 c Sa Lem-1046:83r
B07 c Sa Lem-1047:88r
B07 c Sa Lem-1048:79r
B07 c Sa Lcm-1051:86r
B07 c W3 Lem-1048:79r
B07 c W3 Lcm-1051:86v
B07 K res (mel) Lcm-1051:85v
B07 K res Lcm-1046:82v
B07 K res Lem-1047:87v
B07 K res mel Lcm-1048:78v
B07 M Ea Lem-1046:99r
B07 M Ea Lem-1047:103v
B07 M Ea Lem-1048:94r
B07 M Ea Lcm-1051:113r
B07 M EEs Lem-1047:103v
B07 M EEs Lcm-1048:94r
B07 M Hmn Lem-1047:102v
B07 M Hmn Lem-1048:93r
B07 M Hmn Lcm-1051:112r
B07 M ims Lcm-1046:98v
B07 M ims Lem-1047:103r
B07 M ims Lcm-1051:112v
B07 M Rt Lcm-1046:97v
B07 M Rt Lem-1047:102v
B07 M Rt Lem-1048:93r
B07 M Rt Lcm-1051:112r
B07 N AP Lcm-1046:99v
B07 N AP Lem-1047:104v
B07 N AP Lcm-1048:95r
B07 N AP Lcm-1051:114r
B07 N Ftl (verse) Lcm-1051:114r
B07 N Ftl Lcm-1046:99v
B07 N standard 2nd Lem-1046:99v
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B07 N standard 2nd Lcm-1051:114r
B07 T Fo Lcm-1046:95v
B07 T Fo Lem-1047:100r
B07 T Fo Lcm-1051:110r
B07 T H Lcm-1046:96v
B07 T He Lcm-1051 : l l lv
B07 T Hgc Lcm-1046:95v
B07 T Hgc Lem-1047: lOOv
B07 T Hgc Lcm-1048:91v
B07 T Hgc Lcm-1051:110v
B07 T K1 Lem-1046:95r
B07 T K1 Lem-1047: lOOr
B07 T K1 Lem-1048:91r
B07 T K1 Lcm-1051:110r
B07 T K2 Lcm-1046:95v
B07 T K2Lcm-1047:100v
B07 T K2 Lcm-1048:91v
B07 T K2 Lcm-1051:110v
B07 T Oe Lem-1048:92r
B07 T Oe Lcm-1051:lllr
B07 T Req Lem-1046:95r
B07 T Req Lem-1047: lOOr
B07 T Req Lem-1048:91r
B07 T Req Lcm-1051:110r
B07 T So Lcm-1046:96r
B07 T So Lcm-1047:101r
B07 T So Lem-1048:92r
B07 T Tn/ty Lcm-1048:91v
B07 T Ty Lcm-1046:95v
B07 T Ty Lcm-1047:100v
B07 T Ty Lcm-1051:110v
B07 X M and Lcm-1046:99r
B07 X M and Lcm-1047:104r
B07 X M and Lcm-1048:94v
B07 X M and Lcm-1051:113v
B07 X N and Lcm-1046:100r
B07 X N and Lem-1047:104v
B07 X N and Lem-1048:95r
B07 X N and Lcm-1051:114r
B07 X N and DRc-C13:305
Adrian Batten First Verse Service
B08 C apostles Lem-1046:103v 
B08 C Req Lem-1046:103v 
B08 K res mel rep DRc-C13v:79 
B08 K res rep Lem-1046:103v 
B08 M Ea Lem-1046:104v 
B08 M ea DRc-Cl:193 
B08 M Ea DRc-Ella:494 
B08 M FFs Lcm-1046:105r 
B08 M FF DRc-Ella:494 
B08 M Ffs DRc-Cl:194 
B08 M FFs DRc-C13v:91 
B08 M Hmn Lem-1046:104r 
B08 M Hmn DRc-Cl:193
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B08 M Hmn DRc-C13v:90
B08 M Hmn DRc-Ella:493
B08 M Ims Lcm-1046:104v
B08 M ims DRc-Cl:193
B08 M ims DRc-C13v:90
B08 M ims DRc-Ella:494
B08 M Rt DRc-Ella:493
B08 N AP DRc-Cl:194
B08 N AP DRc-C13v:91
B08 N AP DRc-El la:496
B08 T K2 Lcm-1046:101v
B08 T HDRc-Ella:224
B08 T Hgc Lem-1046:101v
B08 T Hgc Lem-1047:106r
B08 T HGC DRc-C13v:76
B08 T HGC DRc-Ella:222
B08 T Int DRc-Ella:221
B08 T K1 DRc-Ella:221
B08 T K2 Lem-1047:106r
B08 T K2 DRc-C13v:75
B08 T k2 DRc-Ella:222
B08 T Nfe DRc-Ella:224
B08 T Nfe Lem-1046:102v
B08 T Nfe DRc-C13v:77
B08 T Oe Lem-1046:102r
B08 T Oe Lem-1047:106r
B08 T Oe DRc-El la:223
B08 T So Lem-1046:102r
B08 T So DRc-C13v:76
B08 T So DRc-El la:223
B08 T Ty Lem-1046: lOlv
B08 T Ty Lem-1047:106r
B08 T Ty DRc-C13v:76
B08 T Ty DRc-El la:222
B08 V Oc Lem-1046: lOOv
B08 V Oc Lem-1047:105r
B08 V Sv Lem-1046: lOOv
B08 V Sv Lem-1047:105r
B08 X J and DRc-C13v:78
B08 X J and Lem-1046:103r
B08 X J and DRc-El la:227
B08 X M and Lem-1046:105r
B08 X M and DRc-Cl:194
B08 X M and DRc-C13v:91
B08 X M and DRc-El la:495
B08 X N and Lem-1046:105v
B08 X N and DRc-Cl:195
B08 X N and DRc-C13v:92
B08 X N and DRc-El la:496
B08 X V and Lem-1046: lOlr
B08 X V and Lem-1047:105v
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Adrian Batten Second Verse Service
B09 C apostles Lcm-1046:108v
B09 M FFs DRc-El la:498
B09 K res mel rep DRc-C13v:84
B09 K res mel rep DRc-C 18:94
B09 K res rep Lcm-1046:108v
B09 M Ea Lcm-1046:110v
B09 M ea DRc-C12v:250
B09 M Ea DRc-C13v:93
B09 M Ea DRc-El la:498
B09 M Ffs DRc-Cl:196
B09 M Ffs DRc-C12v:250
B09 M FFs DRc-C13v:93
B09 M Hmd DRc-El la:497
B09 M Hmn Lem-1046:1 lOr
B09 M Hmn DRc-Cl:195
B09 M Hmn DRc-C12v:249
B09 M Hmn DRc-C13v:92
B09 M ims Lcm-1046:110v
B09 M ims DRc-Cl:196
B09 M Rt DRc-Cl:195
B09 N AP Lcm-1046:lllr
B09 N AP DRc-Cl:197
B09 N AP DRc-C 12v:251
B09 N AP DRc-C13v:95
B09 N AP DRc-El la:499
B09 N standard Lem-1046:111v
B09 N standard 2nd DRc-El la:499
B09 N standard DRc-Cl:198
B09 N standard DRc-C12v:251
B09 T Fo DRc-C18:91
B09 T Hgc Lem-1046:106v
B09 T HGC DRc-C13v:81
B09 T HGC DRc-C18:91
B09 T Int Lcm-1046:106v
B09 T Int DRc-C 18:91
B09 T K1 Lcm-1046:106v
B09 T K2 Lcm-1046:106v
B09 T K2 DRc-C13v:80
B09 T K2 DRc-C 18:91
B09 T K2 DRc-El la:228
B09 T Oe Lcm-1046:107r
B09 T So DRc-El la:229
B09 T Ty DRc-El la:228
B09 V Hs Lem-1046:105v
B09 V Oc Lem-1046:105v
B09 V Sv Lem-1046:105v
B09 X J and Lcm-1046:108r
B09 X J and DRc-C 13v: 83
B09 X J and DRc-C18:93
B09 X J and DRc-El la:232
B09 X M and Lcm-1046:lllr
B09 X Mand DRc-Cl:197
B09 X M and DRc-C12v:250
B09 X M and DRc-C13v:94
B09 X M and DRc-El la:498
B09 X N and Lcm-1046:11 Iv
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B09 X N and DRc-Cl:198
B09 X N and DRc-C 12v: 252
B09 X N and DRc-C13v:95
B09 X N and DRc-El la:499
B09 X V and Lcm-1046:106r
Adrian Batten Third Verse Service
BIO M Ea DRc-C 1:200
BIO M Ea DRc-C12v:253
BIO M Ea DRc-C13v:96
BIO M Ea DRc-E5:164
BIO M Ea DRc-E6:156
BIO M Ea DRc-E8:163
BIO M Ea DRc-E9:157
BIO M ea DRc-El la:501
BIO M FFs DRc-C 1:200
BIO M Ffs DRc-C 13v:97
BIO M Ffs DRc-E5:164
BIO M Ffs DRc-E9:158
BIO M Hmn DRc-Cl:199
BIO M Hmn DRc-C12v:252
BIO M Hmn DRc-C13v:96
BIO M Hmn DRc-E5:163
BIO M Hmn DRc-E6:155
BIO M Hmn DRc-E8:163
BIO M Hmn DRc-E9:157
BIO M Hmn DRc-El 1:163
BIO M Hmn DRc-El la:500
BIO M ims DRc-El 1:164
BIO M Rt DRc-El la:500
BIO N AP DRc-Cl:201
BIO N AP DRc-C 12v:255
BIO N AP DRc-C13v:98
BIO N AP DRc-E5:165
BIO N AP DRc-E6:157
BIO N AP DRc-E8:165
BIO N AP DRc-E9:159
BIO N AP DRc-El 1:165
BIO N AP DRc-El la:502
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-Cl:201
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-C 12v:255
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-C 13v: 98
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-E5:166
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-E6:157
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-E8:165
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-E9:159
BIO N standard 2nd DRc-El la:502
BIO N standard DRc-El 1:166
BIO X M and DRc-Cl:200
BIO X M and DRc-C12v:254
BIO X M and DRc-C13v:97
BIO X M and DRc-E5:165
BIO X M and DRc-E6:156
BIO X M and DRc-E8:164
BIO X M and DRc-E9:158
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BIO X M and DRc-El 1:165
BIO X M and DRc-El la:501
BIO X N and DRc-C 1:201
BIO X N and DRc-C12v:255
BIO X N and DRc-C13v:98
BIO X N and DRc-E5:166
BIO X N and DRc-E6:157
BIO X N and DRc-E8:166
BIO X N and DRc-E9:159
BIO X N and DRc-El 1:166
BIO X N and DRc-El la:503
Adrian Batten Fourth Verse i
B ll AP
1do!
B ll M Ea Cp-486:Glr
B ll M Ea Cp-488:F3r
B ll M Ea Cp-489:23r
B ll M ea Cp-490:F5r
B ll M Ea DRc-C 1:203
B ll M Ea DRc-C13v:99
B ll M Ea DRc-E5:168
B ll M Ea DRc-E6:159
B ll M Ea DRc-E8:167
B ll M ea DRc-E9:160
B ll M Ea DRc-El la:505
B ll M Ff(s) DRc-Cl:203
B ll M Ffs Cp-489:23r
B ll M Ffs DRc-E5:168
B ll M Hmn Cp-489:23r
B ll M Hmn DRc-Cl:202
B ll M Hmn DRc-C13v:99
B ll M Hmn DRc-E5:167
B ll M Hmn DRc-E9:160
B ll M Hmn DRc-El la:503
B ll M Ims Cp-486:Glr
B ll M Ims Cp-488:F3r
B ll M ims Cp-489:23r
B ll M Ims Cp-490:F5r
B ll M ims DRc-C 1:202
B ll M ims DRc-C13v:99
B ll M ims DRc-E5:167
B ll M ims DRc-E6:159
B ll M ims DRc-E8:167
B ll M ims DRc-E9:160
B ll M ims DRc-El la:504
B ll M Rt Cp-488:F3r
B ll M Ths DRc-Cl:203
B ll N AP Cp-486:Glv
B ll N AP Cp-489:23v
B ll N AP Cp-490:F5v
B ll N AP DRc-Cl:204
B ll N AP DRc-C13v:100
B ll N AP DRc-E5:169
B ll N AP DRc-E6:160
B ll N AP DRc-E8:168
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Bll N AP DRc-E9:162
Bll N AP DRc-El la:506
B ll N standard Cp-488 :F3v
B ll X M and Cp-486:Glr
B ll X M and Cp-488 :F3v
B ll X M and Cp-489:23v
B ll X M and Cp-490:F5r
B ll X M and DRc-C13v:100
B ll X M and DRc-E5:168
B ll X M and DRc-E6:160
B ll X M and DRc-E8:168
B ll X M and DRc-E9:160
B ll X M and DRc-El la:505
B ll X N and Cp-486:Glv
B ll X N and Cp-488:F3v
B ll X N and Cp-489:23v
B ll X N and Cp-490:F5v
B ll X N and DRc-C 1:204
B ll X N and DRc-C13v:100
B ll X N and DRc-E5:169
B ll X N and DRc-E6:161
B ll X N and DRc-E8:169
B ll X N and DRc-E9:162
B ll X N and DRc-El la:506
Elway Bevin First Service
B12 B Ah DRc-C 12v: 142
B12 B Ah BarlCTcan:18v
B12 B Ah BarBcan:18v
B12 B Ah BarMcan:18v
B12 B Ah BarTcan:18v
B12 B Fl(s) Lcm-1051:66r
B12 B FIs Y-M. 1/2:20
B12 B FIs Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 B FIs DRc-C12v:141
B12 B FIs BarlCTcan:18r
B12 B FIs BarBcan:18r
B12 B FIs BarMcan:18r
B12 B FIs BarTcan:18r
B12 B F2 Lbl-Add.29289:59r
B12 B F2 0jc-180:100r
B12 B F2 Y-M. 1/2:20
B12 B F2 Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 B F2 Y-M. 1/6:16
B12 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 B F2 DRc-C 12v: 142
B12 B F2 DRc-C 13v: 165
B12 B F2 BarlCTcan:18r
B12 B F2 BarBcan:18r
B12 B F2 BarMcan:18r
B12 B F2 BarTcan:18r
B12 B F2(s) Lcm-1046:150v
B12 B F2(s) Lem-1047:142v
B12 B F2(s) Lcm-1051:66r
B12 B F2s BarlCTdec:18r
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B12 B F2s BarBdec:18r
B12 B F2s BarMdec:18r
B12 B F2s BarTcan:18r
B12 B Ht Lcm-1051:66r
B12 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:20
B12 B Hv Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 B Hv DRc-C12v:141
B12 B Hv BarlCTcan:18r
B12 B Hv BarBcan:18r
B12 B Hv BarMcan:18r
B12 B Hv BarTcan:18r
B12 B Oh Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:59r
B12 B Rm Lcm-1046:150v
B12 B Rm Lcm-1047:142r
B12 B Rm 0jc-180:100r
B12 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:16
B12 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:16-17
B12 B Rm DRc-C13v:165
B12 B Rm BarlCTdec:18r
B12 B Rm BarBdec:18r
B12 B Rm BarMdec:18r
B12 B Rm BarTcan:18r
B12 C 1552 Lcm-1046:151r
B12 C 1552 L an-1047:143r
B12 C 1552 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C B3 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C B3 BarlCTcan:19v
B12 C B3 BarBcan:19v
B12 C B3 BarMcan:19v
B12 C B3 BarTcan:19v
B12 C C3 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C C3 Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C C3 DRc-C12v:144
B12 C C3 BarlCTcan:19v
B12 C C3 BarBcan:19v
B12 C C3 BarMcan:19v
B12 C G3 Lcm-1046:151v
B12 C G3 Lcm-1047:143r
B12 C G3 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C G3 Ojc-180:103v
B12 C G3 Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 C G3 Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 C G3 Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 C G3 DRc-C12v:145
B12 C G3 BarlCTcan:20r
B12 C G3 BarlCTdec:20r
B12 c G3 BarBcan:20r
B12 c G3 BarBdec:20r
B12 c G3 BarMcan:20r
B12 c G3 BarMdec:20r
B12 c G3 BarTcan:20r
B12 c G3 BarTcan:20r
B12 c Js DRc-C 12v: 144
B12 C Js DRc-C 13v: 168
B12 C Js BarlCTcan:19r
B12 C Js BarlCTdec:19r
B12 C Js BarBcan:19r
B12 C Js BarBdec:19r
B12 C Js BarMcan:19r
B12 C Js BarMdec:19r
B12 C Js BarTcan:19r
B12 C Js BarTcan:19r
B12 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:60r
B12 C Ju Lcm-1047:143r
B12 C Ju Ojc-180:102r
B12 C Ju Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C Ju Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:16
B12 C Ju Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:60v
B12 C 1552no Qjc-180:103v
B12 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 C 1552no DRc-C 12v: 145
B12 C 1552no DRc-C13v:169
B12 C 1552no BarlCTdec:19v
B12 C 1552no BarBcan:19v
B12 C 1552no BarMdec:19v
B12 C 1552no BarTcan:19v
B12 C 1552no BarTcan:19v
B12 C Pc Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C Pc Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C Pc Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C Pc DRc-C12v:144
B12 C Pc BarlCTcan: 19v
B12 C Pc BarBcan:19v
B12 C Pc BarMcan:19v
B12 C Pc BarTcan:19v
B12 C R Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C R Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C R Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C R DRc-C 12v: 144
B12 C R BarlCTcan: 19v
B12 C R BarBcan:19v
B12 C R BarMcan:19v
B12 C R BarTcan:19v
B12 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:60r
B12 C Req Lcm-1046:151r
B12 C Req Lcm-1047:142v
B12 C Req Lcm-1051:66v
B12 C Req Qjc-180:102r
B12 C Req Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C Req Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C Req Y-M. 1/6:16
B12 C Req Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 C Req DRc-C 12v: 144
B12 C Req DRc-C 13v: 167
B12 C Req BarlCTcan: 19r
B12 C Req BarlCTdec:19r
B12 C Req BarBcan:19r
B12 C Req BarBdec:19r
B12 C Req BarMcan:19r
B12 C Req BarMdec:19r
B12 C Req BarTcan: 19r
B12 C Req BarTcan: 19r
B12 C Rt Lbl-Add.29289:61r
B12 C S2 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C S2 Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C S2 BarlCTcan: 19v
B12 C S2 BarBcan:19v
B12 C S2 BarMcan:19v
B12 C S2 BarTcan: 19v
B12 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:60v
B12 C Sa Ojc-180:103r
B12 C So Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 C So Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 C So Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 C So Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 C So DRc-C12v:145
B12 C So DRc-C13v:169
B12 C So BarlCTcan: 19v
B12 C So BarlCTdec:19v
B12 C So BarBcan: 19v
B12 C So BarBdec:19v
B12 C So BarMcan:19v
B12 C So BarMdec:19v
B12 C So BarTcan: 19v
B12 C So BarTcan: 19v
B12 C W 3 BarMdec:20r
B12 C W3 Lcm-1046:151v
B12 C W3 Lcm-1047:143r
B12 C W3 Lcm-1051:67r
B12 C W3 Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 C W3 Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 C W3 DRc-C12v:145
B12 C W3 BarlCTcan:20r
B12 C W3 BarBcan :20r
B12 C W3 BarBdec:20r
B12 C W3 BarMcan:20r
B12 C W3 BarTcan:20r
B12 C W3 BarTcan:20r
B12 K res BarlCTcan: 18v
B12 K res BarlCTdec:18v
B12 K res BarBcan: 18v
B12 K res BarBdec:18v
B12 K res BarMdec:18v
B12 K res BarTcan: 18v
B12 K res BarTcan: 18v
B12 K res Lbl-Add.29289:59v
B12 K res Lcm-1046:15Ir
B12 K res Lem-1047:142v
B12 K res Lcm-1051:66v
B12 K res Qjc-180:101v
B12 K res Y-M. 1/3:20
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B12 K res Y-M.1/6:16
B12 K res Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 K res DRc-C12v:143
B12 K res DRc-C13v:167
B12 K res B12 21
B12 M Ea Lcm-1046:152r
B12 M Ea Lem-1047:143v
B12 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 M ea Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 M Ea DRc-C13v:172
B12 M Ea BarBdec:21r
B12 M Ea BarMdec:21r
B12 M Ea BarTcan:21r
B12 M F(s) Lcm-1051:67v
B12 M Ffs Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 M FFs DRc-C12v:147
B12 M Fs Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 M Fs BarlCTcan:21r
B12 M Fs BarBcan:21r
B12 M Fs BarMcan:21r
B12 M Fs BarTcan:21r
B12 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:6lr
B12 M Hmn Lem-1046:15Iv
B12 M Hmn Lem-1047:143v
B12 M Hmn Lcm-1051:67v
B12 M Hmn Qjc-180:104v
B12 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 M Hmn DRc-C12v:146
B12 M Hmn DRc-C13v:171
B12 M Hmn BarlCTcan:20v
B12 M Hmn BarlCTdec:20v
B12 M Hmn BarBcan:20v
B12 M Hmn BarBdec:20v
B12 M Hmn BarMcan:20v
B12 M Hmn BarMdec:20v
B12 M Hmn BarTcan :20v
B12 M Hmn BarTcan:20v
B12 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:61v
B12 M Ims Ojc-180:105r
B12 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 M Ims Y-M.1/8:18
B12 M Ims DRc-C12v:147
B12 M Ims DRc-C13v:172
B12 M Ims BarlCTcan:20v
B12 M Ims BarlCTdec:20v
B12 M Ims BarBcan:20v
B12 M Ims BarBdec:20v
B12 M Ims BarMcan:20v
B12 M Ims BarMdec:20v
B12 M Ims BarTcan:20v
B12 M Ims BarTcan:20v
B12 M Rd BarlCTdec:20v
B12 M Rt Qjc-180:104v
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B12 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 M Rt DRc-C12v:146
B12 M Rt DRc-C13v:171
B12 M Rt BarlCTcan:20r
B12 M Rt BarBcan :20r
B12 M Rt BarBdec:20v
B12 M Rt BarMcan:20r
B12 M Rt BarMdec:20v
B12 M Rt BarTcan:20r
B12 M Rt BarTcan:20v
B12 M Rt(mel) Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 N AP Lcm-1051:68r
B12 N AP Ojc-180:106r
B12 N AP Y-M. 1/2:23
B12 N AP Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 N AP DRc-C12v:148
B12 N AP BarlCTcan:21v
B12 N AP BarBcan:21v
B12 N AP BarMcan:21v
B12 N AP BarTcan:21v
B12 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:62r
B12 N standard Lcm-1046:152r
B12 N standard Lem-1047:143v-144r
B12 N standard Ojc-180:106r
B12 N standard Y-M. 1/6:15(1)
B12 N standard Y-M. 1/6:18
B12 N standard Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 N standard DRc-C13v: 173-174
B12 N standard BarlCTdec:21v
B12 N standard BarBdec:21v
B12 N standard BarMdec:21v
B12 N standard BarTcan:21v
B12 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:60r
B12 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:58r
B12 T Fo Lcm-1046:150r
B12 T Fo Lcm-1047:141v
B12 T Fo Qjc-180:97v
B12 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T Fo DRc-C13v:162
B12 T Fo BarlCTdec:16v
B12 T Fo BarBdec:16v
B12 T Fo BarMdec:16v
B12 T Fo BarTcan: 16v
B12 T H Lcm-1051:65v
B12 T H Y-M. 1/2:20
B12 T H Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 T H DRc-C12v:140
B12 T H BarlCTcan: 17r
B12 T H BarBcan :17r
B12 T H BarMcan:17r
B12 T H BarTcan: 17r
B12 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:58r
B12 T Hgc Lcm-1046:150r
B12 T Hgc Lcm-1047:142r
B12 T Hgc Lcm-1051:65v
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B12 T Hgc Qjc-180:98r
B12 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T Hgc DRc-C12v:139
B12 T Hgc DRc-C13v:163
B12 T Hgc BarlCTcan: 17r
B12 T Hgc BarlCTdec:17r
B12 T Hgc BarBcan: 17r
B12 T Hgc BarBdec:17r
B12 T Hgc BarMcan:17r
B12 T Hgc BarMdec:17r
B12 T Hgc BarTcan: 17r
B12 T Hgc BarTcan: 17r
B12 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:57v
B12 T K1 Lcm-1046:149v
B12 T K1 Lem-1047:14Iv
B12 T K1 Lcm-1051:65v
B12 T K1 Ojc-180:97v
B12 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:18
B12 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T K1 DRc-C12v:139
B12 T K1 DRc-C13v:162
B12 T K1 BarlCTcan: 16v
B12 T K1 BarlCTdec:16v
B12 T K1 BarBcan: 16v
B12 T K1 BarBdec:16v
B12 T K1 BarMcan:16v
B12 T K1 BarMdec:16v
B12 T K1 BarTcan: 16v
B12 T K1 BarTcan: 16v
B12 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:58r
B12 T K2 Lcm-1046:150r
B12 T K2 Lcm-1051:65v
B12 T K2 Qjc-180:98r
B12 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T K2 DRc-C12v:139
B12 T K2 DRc-C13v:163
B12 T K2 BarlCTcan: 16v
B12 T K2BarlCTdec:17r
B12 T K2 BarBcan: 16v
B12 T K2 BarBdec:17r
B12 T K2 BarMcan:16v
B12 T K2 BarMdec:17r
B12 T K2 BarTcan: 16v
B12 T K2 BarTcan: 17r
B12 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:20
B12 T Oe DRc-C12v:140
B12 T Oe BarlCTcan: 17r
B12 T Oe BarBcan: 17r
B12 T Oe BarMcan:17r
B12 T Oe BarTcan: 17r
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B12 T Pray thee to help Qjc-180:99r
B12 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:57v
B12 T Req Lcm-1046:149v
B12 T Req Lcm-1047:141v
B12 T Req Lem-1051:65v
B12 T Req Qjc-180:97v
B12 T Req Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 T Req Y-M. 1/3:18
B12 T Req Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T Req Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T Req DRc-C12v:139
B12 T req DRc-C13v:162
B12 T Req BarlCTcan: 16v
B12 T Req BarlCTdec:16v
B12 T Req BarBcan: 16v
B12 T Req BarBdec:16v
B12 T Req BarMcan:16v
B12 T Req BarMdec:16v
B12 T Req BarTcan: 16v
B12 T Req BarTcan: 16v
B12 T Sa DRc-C13v:163
B12 T Sa BarlCTdec:17r
B12 T Sa BarBdec:17r
B12 T Sa BarMdec:17r
B12 T Sa BarTcan: 17r
B12 T Sa BarlCTdec:17v
B12 T servant BarlCTdec:17r
B12 T So Lbl-Add.29289:58v
B12 T So Ojc-180:98v
B12 T So Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T So Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:19
B12 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 T Tn DRc-C13v:163
B12 T Tn BarlCTcan: 17r
B12 T Tn BarlCTdec:17r
B12 T Tn BarBdec:17r
B12 T Tn BarMdec.T7r
B12 T Tn BarTcan: 17r
B12 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:58r
B12 T Ty Lcm-1046:150r
B12 T Ty Lem-1047:142r
B12 T Ty Lcm-1051:65v
B12 T Ty Qjc-180:98r
B12 T Ty DRc-C12v:139
B12 T Ty BarBcan: 17r
B12 T Ty BarMcan:17r
B12 T Ty BarTcan: 17r
B12 V C Lbl-Add.29289:57r
B12 V C Qjc-180:96r
B12 V C Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 V C Y-M.l/3:18
B12 V C Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 V C Y-M. 1/8:15
B12 V Hd BarlCTdec:15v
B12 V Hd BarBdec:15v
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B12 V Hd BarMdec:15v
B12 V Hd BarTcan: 15v
B12 V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:57r
B12 V Hs Lcm-1046:149v
B12 V Hs Lcm-1047:141v
B12 V Hs Qjc-180:96r
B12 V Hs Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:15
B12 V Oc Lcm-1046:149v
B12 V Oc Lcm-1047:141v
B12 V Oc Lcm-1051:65r
B12 V Oc BarlCTcan: 15v
B12 V Oc BarlCTdec:15v
B12 V Oc BarBcan: 15v
B12 V Oc BarBdec:15v
B12 V Oc BarMcan:15v
B12 V Oc BarMdec:15v
B12 V Oc BarTcan: 15v
B12 V Oc BarTcan: 15v
B12 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:57r
B12 V Sv Ojc-180:96r
B12 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:15
B12 V Sv BarlCTdec:15v
B12 V Sv BarBdec:15v
B12 V Sv BarMdec:15v
B12 V Sv BarTcan: 15v
B12 X B is Lbl-Add.29289:59v
B12 X B is Lcm-1046:150v
B12 X B is Lcm-1047:142v
B12 X B is Lcm-1051:66v
B12 X B is Ojc-180:101v
B12 X B is Y-M. 1/2:21
B12 X B is Y-M. 1/3:20
B12 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:16
B12 X B is Y-M. 1/8:17
B12 X B is DRc-C12v:143
B12 X B is BarlCTcan: 18v
B12 X B is BarlCTdec:18v
B12 X B is BarBcan: 18v
B12 X B is BarBdec.TSv
B12 X B is BarMcan:18v
B12 X B is BarMdec:18v
B12 X B is BarTcan: 18v
B12 X B is BarTcan: 18v
B12 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:61v
B12 X M and Lcm-1046:152r
B12 X M and Lcm-1051:67v
B12 X M and Y-M. 1/2:22
B12 X Mand Y-M. 1/3:21
B12 X M and Y-M. 1/8:18
B12 X M and DRc-C12v:147
B12 X M and DRc-C13v:173
B12 X M and BarlCTcan:21r
B12 X M and BarlCTdec:21r
B12 X M and BarBcan:21r
B12 X M and BarBdec:21r
B12 X M and BarMcan:21r
B12 X M and BarMdec:21r
B12 X M and BarTcan:21r
B12 X M and BarTcan:21r
B12 X M is Lcm-1047:143v
B12 X M[ is Qjc-180:105v
B12 X M[ is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:17
B12 X N and Lcm-1046:152r
B12 X N and L an-1047:144r
B12 X N and Lcm-1051:68r
B12 X N and Y-M. 1/2:23
B12 X N and Y-M. 1/3:22
B12 X N and Y-M. 1/6:18
B12 X N and Y-M. 1/6:492:15(1)
B12 X N and Y-M. 1/8:19
B12 X N and DRc-C13v:174
B12 X N and BarlCTcan:21v
B12 X N and BarlCTdec:21v
B12 X N and BarBdec:21v
B12 X N and BarMcan:21v
B12 X N and BarMdec:21v
B12 X N and BarTcan:21v
B12 X N is Qjc-180:106r
B12 X N is BarBcan:21v
B12 X N is BarTcan:21v
B12 X N is(mel) DRc-C12v:148
B12 X V and Y-M. 1/6:15
B12 X V and BarMcan:16r
B12 X V and BarMdec:16r
B12 X V and Lcm-1046:149v
B12 X V is Lcm-1047:141v
B12 X V is Lcm-1051:65r
B12 X V is Y-M. 1/2:19
B12 X V is Y-M. 1/8:16
B12 X V is BarlCTcan: 16r
B12 X V is BarlCTdec:16r
B12 X V is BarBcan: 16r
B12 X V is BarBdec:16r
B12 X V is BarTcan: 16r
B12 X V is(mel) Lbl-Add.29289:57v
B12 X V is(mel) Qjc-180:97r
B12 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:18
Edward Blancks Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
B14 M Ea Cp-475:40r
B14 M Ea Cp-476:54v
B14 M Ea Cp-480:38v
B14 M Ea Cp-481:41v
B14 M Ea DRc-C 13:276
B14 M Ea DRc-C 18:72
B14 M Ea DRc-Ella:439
B14 M F Cp-477:36r
B14 M FFs Cp-475:40r
B14 M FFs DRc-Ella:440
B14 M FFs Cp-480:38v
B14 M Hmn Cp-475:39v
B14 M Hmn Cp-476:54r
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B14 M Hmn Cp-480:38r
B14 M Hmn Cp-481:41r
B14 M Hmn DRc-C 13:275
B14 M Hmn DRc-C18:71
B14 M Hmn DRc-Ella:438
B14 M ims Cp-479:37v
B14 M ims Cp-480:38v
B14 M ims Cp-481:41r
B14 M ims DRc-Ella:438
B14 M Rt Cp-477:36r
B14 M Rt Cp-478:43r
B14 M Rt Cp-479:37v
B14 M Rt Cp-480:38r
B14 M Rt Cp-481:41r
B14 M Rt DRc-C 13:275
B14 M Rt DRc-C 18:71
B14 M Rt DRc-Ella:437
B14 N AP Cp-481:41v
B14 N AP DRc-Ella:441
B14 N AP(mel) ATP DRc-C13:278
B14 N ATP Cp-476:55r
B14 N ATP Cp-480:39r
B14 N standard Cp-475:40r
B14 N standard Cp-476:55r
B14 N standard DRc-C13:278
B14 N standard DRc-C 18:73
B14 X M and Cp-475:40r
B14 X M and Cp-476:54v
B14 X M and Cp-480:39r
B14 X M and Cp-477:36r
B14 X M and Cp-478:43r
B14 X M and Cp-479:37v
B14 X M and Cp-481:41v
B14 X M and DRc-C13:277
B14 X M and DRc-C18:72
B14 X M and DRc-El la:440
B14 X N and Cp-476:55r
B14 X N and Cp-480:39r
B14 X N and Cp-475:40v
B14 X N and Cp-477:37r
B14 X N and Cp-478:43r
B14 X N and Cp-479:37v
B14 X N and Cp-481:42r
B14 X N and DRc-C13:279
B14 X N and DRc-C18:73
B14 X N and DRc-El 1 a:442
Thomas Boyce Short Service
B16 B Ah Cp-479:67r
B16 B Ah Cp-480:57v
B16 B Ah DRc-C 12v: 120
B16 B Ah DRc-El la:90
B16 B Fl(s del) Cp-480:57v 
B16 B Fis Cp-479:67r
B16 B Fis Cp-481:63v
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B16 B FIs Ob-Mus.c48:65v
B16 B FIs Ob-Mus.e23:8r
B16 B FIs Ob-Mus.e24:7v
B16 B FIs DRc-C12v:120
B16 B FIs DRc-El la:89
B16 B F2 Cp-479:67r
B16 B F2 Cp-480:57v
B16 B F2 Cp-481:63v
B16 B F2 Ob-Mus.c48:65v
B16 B F2 Ob-Mus.e23:8r
B16 B F2 Ob-Mus.e24:7v
B16 B F2 DRc-Ella:89
B16 B F2s DRc-C12v:120
B16 B Ht Cp-480:57v
B16 B Ht Cp-481:63v
B16 B Ht DRc-El la:89
B16 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:65v
B16 B Hv Ob-Mus.e23:8r
B16 B Hv Ob-Mus.e24:7v
B16 B Hv DRc-C12v:119
B16 B Oh Cp-481:64r
B16 B Oh Ob-Mus.c48:66r
B16 B Oh Ob-Mus.e23:8v
B16 B Oh Ob-Mus.e24:8r
B16 B Rm Cp-475:57v
B16 B Rm Cp-476:66r
B16 B Rm Ob-Mus.c48:65v
B16 B Rm Ob-Mus.e25:4v
B16 B Rm DRc-C13:161
B16 C B3 Cp-480:58r
B16 C B3 Cp-481:64v
B16 C B3 DRc-C 1:289
B16 C B3 DRc-C12v:122
B16 C B3 DRc-El la:282
B16 C C3 Cp-475:58v
B16 C C3 Cp-476:67r
B16 C C3 DRc-C 13:163
B16 C G3 Cp-475:58v
B16 C G3 Cp-476:67r
B16 C G3 DRc-C13:164
B16 C Js Cp-475:58r
B16 C Ju DRc-C13:163
B16 C 1552no Cp-475:58v
B16 C 1552no Cp-476:67r
B16 C 1552no Cp-480:58v
B16 C 1552no Cp-481:64v
B16 C 1552no DRc-C 1:289
B16 C 1552no DRc-C 12v: 123
B16 C 1552no DRc-C13:164
B16 C 1552no DRc-El la:282
B16 C Pc Cp-475:58v
B16 C Pc Cp-476:67r
B16 C Pc DRc-C13:164
B16 C R Cp-476:67r
B16 C RDRc-C13:164
B16 C remission of their sins DRc-C 12v: 123
B16 C Req Cp-476:66v
B16 C Req Cp-478:63v
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B16 C Req Cp-479:67r
B16 C Req Cp-480:58r
B16 C Req Cp-481:64r
B16 C Req DRc-C 1:288
B16 C Req DRc-C 12v: 122
B16 C Req DRc-C13:163
B16 C Req DRc-El la:281
B16 C S2 Cp-480:58r
B16 C S2 Cp-481:64v
B16 C S2 DRc-C 1:289
B16 C S2 DRc-C 12v: 122
B16 C S2 DRc-El la:282
B16 C Sa DRc-C 13:164
B16 C So Cp-475:58v
B16 C W3 Cp-475:58v
B16 C W3 Cp-476:67r
B16 C W3 DRc-C 13:164
B16 K res Cp-475:58r
B16 K res Cp-476:66v
B16 K res Cp-478:63v
B16 K res Cp-479:67r
B16 K res Cp-480:58r
B16 K res Cp-481:64r
B16 K res DRc-Cl:288
B16 K res DRc-C12v:121
B16 K res DRc-C13:162
B16 K res DRc-El la:281
B16 M Ea Cp-476:67v
B16 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94r
B16 M F Cp-478:63v
B16 M F Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94r
B16 M FDRc-C13:165
B16 M FF Cp-475:59r
B16 M FFs Cp-476:67v
B16 M hath Rd Cp-476:67v
B16 M Hmd DRc-C 1:290
B16 M Hmn Cp-480:58v
B16 M Hmn Cp-481:65r
B16 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:81v
B16 M Hmn DRc-C 12v: 124
B16 M Hmn DRc-El la:407
B16 M ims Cp-475:59r
B16 M ims Cp-476:67v
B16 M ims Cp-479:67r
B16 M Ims Cp-480:58v
B16 M ims Cp-48 l:65r
B16 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:81v
B16 M ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75r
B16 M ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94r
B16 M Ims DRc-C 1:290
B16 M Ims DRc-C 12v: 124
B16 M ims DRc-C13:165
B16 M ims DRc-El la:407
B16 M imn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75r
B16 M Rt Cp-475:58v
B16 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94r
B16 M Rt DRc-C13:165
B16 N AP Cp-480:59r
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B16 N AP Cp-48l:65v
B16 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:8lr
B16 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:74v
B16 N AP DRc-C 1:291
B16 N AP DRc-El la:408
B16 N standard Cp-475:59r-95v
B16 N standard Cp-476:68r
B16 N standard Cp-480:59r
B16 N standard Cp-48 l:65v
B16 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:81r
B16 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:74v
B16 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:93v
B16 N standard DRc-Cl:291
B16 N standard DRc-C13:166
B16 N standard DRc-El la:408
B16 T Fo Cp-481:63r
B16 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:7r
B16 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:6v
B16 T Fo DRc-C12v:117
B16 T Fo DRc-El la:87
B16 T HEis Ob-Mus.c48:64r
B16 T H Cp-481:63v
B16 T H Ob-Mus.c48:64v
B16 T H Ob-Mus.e23:7v
B16 T H Ob-Mus.e24:7r
B16 T H DRc-Ella:88
B16 T HGC Cp-475:57r
B16 T HGC Cp-476:65v
B16 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:64r
BJ6 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25:3v
B16 T HGC DRc-C13:159
B16 T Inc DRc-C12v:118
B16 T K1 Cp-475:57r
B16 T K1 Cp-476:65v
B16 T K1 Cp-481:63r
B16 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:64r
B16 T K1 Ob-Mus.e23:7r
B16 T K1 Ob-Mus.e24:6v
B16 T K1 Ob-Mus.e25:3v
B16 T K1 DRc-C12v:117
B16 T K1 DRc-C13:159
B16 T K1 DRc-El la:87
B16 T K2 Cp-480:57r
B16 T K2 Cp-481:63r
B16 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:64r
B16 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:7r
B16 T K2DRc-C12v:117
B16 T K2 DRc-El la:87
B16 T Oe Cp-475:57r
B16 T Oe Cp-476:65v
B16 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:64v
B16 T Oe Ob-Mus.e25:3v
B16 T Oe DRc-C 13:159
B16 T Req Cp-475:57r
B16 T Req Cp-476:65v
B16 T Req Cp-478:63v
B16 T Req Cp-479:67r
B16 T Req Cp-480:57r
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B16 T Req Cp-480:57r
B16 T Req Cp-481:63r
B16 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:64r
B16 T Req Ob-Mus.e23:7r
B16 T Req Ob-Mus.e24:6v
B16 T Req Ob-Mus. e25:3v
B16 T Req DRc-C12v: 117
B16 T req DRc-C13:159
B16 T Req DRc-El la:87
B16 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:64v
B16 T Sa DRc-C12v:118
B16 T So Cp-480:57r
B16 T So Cp-481:63r
B16 T So Ob-Mus.e23:7v
B16 T So Ob-Mus.e24:7r
B16 T So DRc-Ella:88
B16 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:64r
B16 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:7r
B16 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:6v
B16 T Ty Cp-480:57r
B16 T Ty Cp-481:63r
B16 T Ty DRc-C12v:117
B16 T Ty DRc-El la:87
B16 X B and Ob-Mus.e24:8r
B16 X B and DRc-C12v:121
B16 X B and DRc-C13:162
B16 X B and DRc-El la:90
B16 X B and Cp-480:58r
B16 X B is Cp-475:58r
B16 X B is Cp-476:66v
B16 X B is Cp-478:63v
B16 X B is Cp-481:64r
B16 X B is Ob-Mus.c48:66r
B16 X B is Ob-Mus.e23:8v
B16 X B is Ob-Mus.e25:5r
B16 X M and Cp-478:63v
B16 X M and Cp-479:67r
B16 X M and Cp-480:59r
B16 X M and Cp-481:65r
B16 X M and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:81v
B16 X M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94r
B16 X M and DRc-Cl:291
B16 X M and DRc-C12v:124
B16 X M and DRc-C13:166
B16 X M and DRc-El la:408
B16 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75r
B16 X M and Cp-475:59r
B16 X M and Cp-476:67v
B16 X N is Cp-475:59v
B16 X N is Cp-476:68r
B16 X N and Cp-480:59r
B16 X N and DRc-El la:409
B16 X N is (scribal error?) DRc-C 1:291
B16 X N is Cp-478:63v
B16 X N is Cp-481:65v
B16 X N is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:74v
B16 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:93v
B16 X N is DRc-C13:166
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John Brimley Kyrie to Mr. Sheppard’s Creed (See S08)
B18 K res DRc-E9:105
B18 K res DRc-El 1:118
B18 K res mel rep DRc-C 13:222
B18 K res mel rep DRc-El la:286
B18 K res mel rpt 1549? DRc-E6:107
B18 K res mel rpt 1549? DRc-E8:115
Richard Browne First Evening Service
B1V M Ea Lcm-1051:45r 
B1V M Hmn Lcm-1051:44v 
B1V N AP Lcm-1051:45r 
B1V X M is Lcm-1051:45r 
B1V X N and Lcm-1051:45v
Albertus Bryne Short Service
B19 C B2 DRc-C13v:(8)
B19 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7338:194v 
B19 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 C B3 Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:91r 
B19 C C3Lbl-Harl.7338.194v 
B19 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 C C3 Y-M. 1/3:27
B19 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:91r 
B19 C 03 Lbl-Harl.7338:195v 
B19 C 03 Y-M. 1/8:24 
B19 C 03 Ob-Mus.c48:91v 
B19 C 03 DRc-C13v:(9)
B19 C Js Lbl-Harl.7338:194r 
B19 C Js Y-M. 1/8:23 
B19 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:91r 
B19 C Js DRc-C12v:215 
B19 C Ju Y-M. 1/2:28 
B19 C Ju Y-M. 1/3:27 
B19 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:22 
B19 C Ju DRc-C13v:(7)
B19 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7338:195r 
B19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:29 
B19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:27 
B19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:22 
B19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:24 
B19 C Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7338:194v 
B19 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.c48:91r 
B19 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:27 
B19 C Pt3/2 Y-M. 1/2:29 
B19 C R Lbl-Harl.7338:194v 
B19 C R Y-M. 1/6:22 
B19 C R Y-M. 1/8:23 
B19 C R DRc-C13v:(8)
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B19 C R(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:91r
B19 C Req Lbl-Harl.7338:194r
B19 C Req Y-M. 1/2:28
B19 C Req Y-M. 1/3:27
B19 C Req Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 C Req Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:91r
B19 C Req DRc-C12v:214
B19 C Req DRc-C13v:(7)
B19 C S2 Ob-Mus.c48:91r
B19 C S3 Lbl-Harl.7338:194v
B19 C S3 Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 C S3 DRc-C13v:(8)
B19 C S3(e added) Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 C Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:195r
B19 C Sa Ob-Mus.c48:91v
B19 C Sa DRc-C12v:215
B19 C Sa DRc-C13v:(8)
B19 C So Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 C So Y-M. 1/3:27
B19 C So Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 C So(at del) Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7338:195v
B19 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:91v
B19 c W3 DRc-C13v:(9)
B19 Gs Ob-Mus. c48:9 Ir
B19 K res Lbl-Harl.7338:193v
B19 K res Y-M. 1/2:28
B19 K res Y-M. 1/3:27
B19 K res Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 K res Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 K res DRc-C 12v:214
B19 K res DRc-C13v:(7)
B19 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:197r
B19 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 M ea Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:92r
B19 M Ea DRc-C 12v:217
B19 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:197r
B19 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 M Ffs Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 M FFs Ob-Mus.c48:92r
B19 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 M hath rd Ob-Mus.c48:92r
B19 M hath rd DRc-C12v:216
B19 M heart/s Lbl-Harl.7338:196v
B19 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:196r
B19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:29
B19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:92r
B19 M Hmn DRc-C13v:(10)
B19 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:196v
B19 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:92r
B19 M Ims DRc-C13v:(10)
B19 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:196r
B19 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 M Rt DRc-C13v:(10)
B19 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:197v
B19 N AP Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 N AP Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:92v
B19 N AP DRc-C 13v:( 12)
B19 N standard 1st Y-M. 1/2:30
B19 N standard 1st Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:197v
B19 N standard 2nd Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 N standard 2nd Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:92v
B19 S as Rogers Ob-Mus.c48:90v
B19 N standard 1st DRc-C12v:218
B19 T A1 Lbl-Harl.7338:189v
B19 T A2 Lbl-Harl.7338:190v
B19 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:190r
B19 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:89r
B19 T Fo DRc-C12v:210
B19 T H Lbl-Harl.7338:191v
B19 T H Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:190v
B19 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:89v
B19 T In(added)g Ob-Mus. c48:90r
B19 T Inc Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T Inc DRc-C13v:(5)
B19 T Int Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T Int Y-M. 1/3:26
B19 T Int Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T Int Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T Int Ob-Mus.c48:89r
B19 T Int DRc-C12v:210
B19 T Int Lbl-Harl.7338:189v
B19 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:26
B19 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:89r
B19 T K1 DRc-C12v:210
B19 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:26
B19 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:89v
B19 T K2 DRc-C12v:210
B19 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:191r
B19 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:21
B19 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:22
B19 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:89v
B19 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:191r
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B19 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T So Y-M. 1/3:26
B19 T So Ob-Mus.c48:89v
B19 T So DRc-C12v:211
B19 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:190v
B19 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:27
B19 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:89v
B19 T Tn DRc-C12v:210
B19 X J is Lbl-Harl.7338:193r
B19 X J is Y-M. 1/2:28
B19 X J is Y-M. 1/3:27
B19 X J is Y-M. 1/6:22
B19 X J is Y-M. 1/8:23
B19 X J is Ob-Mus.c48:90v
B19 X J is DRc-C13v:(6)
B19 X K is DRc-C 12v:213
B19 X M is Lbl-Harl.7338:197r
B19 X M is Y-M. 1/2:30
B19 X M is Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 X M is Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 X M is Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:92v
B19 X M is DRc-C12v:218
B19 X M is DRc-C13v:(ll)
B19 X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:197v
B19 X N is Y-M. 1/2:30
B19 X N is Y-M. 1/3:28
B19 X N is Y-M. 1/6:23
B19 X N is Y-M. 1/8:24
B19 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:92v
B19 X N is DRc-C 13v: (12)
William Byrd Short Service
B21 B Ah Ob-Mus.e23:29r
B21 B Ah Ob-Mus.e24 verso:59r
B21 B Ah Ob-Mus.e25:35v
B21 B Ah Ob-Mus. e22:18v
B21 B Ah DRc-C8:18
B21 B Ah DRc-C13:13
B21 B Ah BarBdec:25r
B21 B B Hv BarBcan:24r
B21 B F(added)Fls Cp-490:C4v
B21 B FIs Lbl-Harl.7337:42v
B21 B F2 Lbl-Harl.7337:42v
B21 B F2 Cp-489:94r
B21 B F2 Ob-Mus.e23:28v
B21 B FFl(s) Lem-1048:44v
B21 B FFl(s) Lcm-1051:62v
B21 B FFls Cp-489:6v
B21 B FFls Y-M. 1/2:11
B21 B Ffls Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 B FFls Ob-Mus.c48:48r
B21 B FFls Ob-Mus.e23:28r
B21 B FF Is Ob-Mus. e24 verso :60r
B21 B FF Is Ob-Mus. e25:34v
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B21 B FF Is Ob-Mus. e22:17v
B21 B FFls DRc-C12v:17
B21 B FFls DRc-El la:43
B21 B FFls BarlCTcan:24v
B21 B FFls BarBcan:24v
B21 B FF Is BarMcan:24v
B21 B FFls BarTcan:24v
B21 B FF2 Lcm-1051:62v
B21 B FF2 Y-M. 1/2:11
B21 B FF2 Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 B FF2 Ob-Mus.c48:48r
B21 B FF2 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:59v
B21 B FF2 Ob-Mus.e22:18r
B21 B FF2 DRc-El la:43
B21 B FF2 BarlCTcan:24v
B21 B FF2 BarBcan:24v
B21 B FF2 BarMcan:24v
B21 B FF2 BarTcan:24v
B21 B FF2s Cp-489:6v
B21 B FF2s Cp-490:C4v
B21 B FF2s Ob-Mus.e25:35r
B21 B Ht Cp-489:6v
B21 B Ht Cp-489:94r
B21 B Ht DRc-C12v:17
B21 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:42r
B21 B Hv Cp-490:C4v
B21 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:11
B21 B Hv Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:48r
B21 B Hv Ob-Mus.e23:28r
B21 B Hv Ob-Mus.e24 verso:60r
B21 B Hv Ob-Mus.e25:34v
B21 B Hv Ob-Mus. e22:17v
B21 B Hv DRc-El la:43
B21 B Hv BarlCTcan:24r
B21 B Hv BarMcan:24r
B21 B Hv BarTcan:24r
B21 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:44r
B21 B Oh Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 B Oh Ob-Mus.c48:48r
B21 B Oh Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 11(2)
B21 B prepare his way Lbl-Harl.7337:43v
B21 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:41v
B21 B Rm Lcm-1046:153v
B21 B Rm Lem-1047:145r
B21 B Rm Cp-486:Nlr
B21 B Rm Cp-488:Elv
B21 B Rm Ojc-180:88v
B21 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus.c48:48r
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus.d 162 verso: 10(2)
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus.e23:28r
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus.e24 verso:60r
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus.e25:34v
B21 B Rm Ob-Mus. e22:17v
B21 B Rm DRc-C8:16
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B21 B Rm DRc-C13:12
B21 B Rm BarlCTdec:24r
B21 B Rm BarBdec:24r
B21 B Rm BarMdec:24r
B21 B Rm BarTcan:24r
B21 C 1552 Lcm-1046:154r
B21 C 1552 L an-1047:145v
B21 C 1552 Lcm-1048:45v
B21 C 1552 L an-1048:49r
B21 C 1552 Lcm-1051:63v
B21 C 1552 Cp-486:01v
B21 C 1552 Cp-488:01r
B21 C B2 Cp-489:7v
B21 C B2 Cp-489:95r
B21 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 C B3 L an-1048:45v
B21 C B3 Lan-1048:49r
B21 C B3 Lcm-1051:63r
B21 C B3 Cp-490:N5r
B21 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:30r
B21 C B3 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58r
B21 C B3 Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 C B3 Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 C B3 DRc-El la:256
B21 C B3 BarlCTcan:26r
B21 C B3 BarBcan:26r
B21 C B3 BarMcan:26r
B21 C B3 BarTcan:26r
B21 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:54v
B21 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 C C3 Lcm-1046:154r
B21 C C3 L an-1048:49r
B21 C C3 Cp-486:01v
B21 C C3 Ojc-180:91v
B21 C C3 Cp-489:7v
B21 C C3 Cp-489:95r
B21 C C3 Cp-490:C5v
B21 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 C C3 Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 12(2)
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.e23:30r
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58r
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 C C3 Ob-Mus.e22:19r
B21 C C3 DRc-C13v:159
B21 C C3 DRc-El la:256
B21 C C3 BarlCTdec:26r
B21 C C3 BarBdec:26r
B21 C C3 BarMdec:26r
B21 C C3 BarTcan:26r
B21 C god of gods Cp-489:94v
B21 C Gf BarTcan:26r
B21 C Gf Ob-Mus. e23:30v
B21 C Gf Ob-Mus.e24 verso:57v
B21 C Gf Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 C Gf DRc-C 13v: 160
B21 c G3 Lbl-Harl.7337:47v
B21 c G3 Lcm-1046:154v
B21 c G3 Lem-1048:45v
B21 c G3 Lem-1048:49r
B21 c G3 Cp-489:7v
B21 c G3 Cp-489:95r
B21 c G3 Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 c G3 Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:30v
B21 c G3 Ob-Mus.e22:20r
B21 c G3 DRc-C 12v:20
B21 c G3 DRc-El la:257
B21 c G3 BarlCTcan:26v
B21 c G3 BarMcan:26v
B21 c G3 BarMdec:26v
B21 c Js Lbl-Harl.7337:45v
B21 c js Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 c Js Ob-Mus.e23:29v
B21 c Js Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58v
B21 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:36r
B21 c Js Ob-Mus.e22:19r
B21 c Js BarlCTcan:25v
B21 c Js BarBcan:25v
B21 c Js BarMcan:25v
B21 c Js BarTcan:25v
B21 c Ju Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 c Ju Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 c Ju DRc-C8:168
B21 c Ju DRc-C13:14
B21 c light of lights Cp-486:N2v
B21 c 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:55r
B21 c 1552no Lbl-Harl.7337:47r
B21 c 1552no Ojc-180:92r
B21 c 1552no Cp-489:7v
B21 c 1552no Cp-489:95r
B21 c 1552no Cp-490:C5v
B21 c 1552no Cp-490:N5r
B21 c 1552no Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 c 1552no Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 c 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:49r
B21 c 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 12(2)
B21 c 1552no Ob-Mus.e24 verso:57v
B21 c 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 c 1552no Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 c 1552no DRc-C12v:20
B21 c 1552no DRc-El la:257
B21 c 1552no BarlCTcan:26r
B21 c 1552no BarBcan:26r
B21 c 1552no BarMcan:26r
B21 c 1552no BarMdec:26r
B21 c Pc Lem-1048:49r
B21 c Pc Cp-489:7v
B21 c Pc Cp-489:95r
B21 c Pc Cp-490:C5v
B21 c Pc DRc-El la:256
B21 c Pc3 (sic) Lcm-1048:45v
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B21 C Pt3 Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 C Pt3 Lcm-1051:63r
B21 c Pt3 Cp-490:N5r
B21 c Pt3 Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 c Pt3 Y-M.1/3:12
B21 c Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 c Pt3 Ob-Mus.e23:30r
B21 c Pt3 Ob-Mus. e24 verso : 5 8r
B21 c Pt3 Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 c Pt3 Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 c Pt3 BarlCTcan:26r
B21 c Pt3 BarBcan:26r
B21 c Pt3 BarMcan:26r
B21 c Pt3 BarTcan:26r
B21 c R Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 c R Lem-1048:45v
B21 c R Lcm-1048:49r
B21 c R Lcm-1051:63r
B21 c R Cp-490:C5v
B21 c R Cp-490:N5r
B21 c R Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 c R Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 c R Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 c R Ob-Mus. e23:30r
B21 c R Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58r
B21 c R Ob-Mus. e25:36v
B21 c R Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 c R DRc-C 12v:20
B21 c R DRc-El la:256
B21 c R BarlCTcan:26r
B21 c R BarBcan:26r
B21 c Req Lbl-Add.29289:54v
B21 c Req Lbl-Harl.7337:45r
B21 c Req Lcm-1046:154r
B21 c Req Lcm-1047:145r
B21 c Req Lem-1048:48v
B21 c Req Lcm-1051:63r
B21 c Req Cp-486:N2r
B21 c Req Cp-486:01v
B21 c Req Cp-488 :El(2)r
B21 c Req Cp-488:01r
B21 c Req Ojc-180:90v
B21 c Req Cp-489:7r
B21 c Req Cp-489:94v
B21 c Req Cp-490:C5r
B21 c Req Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 c Req Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 c Req Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 c Req Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 12(2)
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.e23:29v
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58v
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.e25:36r
B21 c Req Ob-Mus.e22:19r
B21 c Req DRc-C8:168
B21 c Req DRc-C12v:19
B21 c Req DRc-C13:14
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B21 C Req DRc-C13v:158
B21 C req DRc-El la:255
B21 C Req BarlCTcan:25v
B21 C Req BarlCTdec:25v
B21 C Req BarBcan:25v
B21 C Req BarBdec:25v
B21 C Req BarMcan:25v
B21 C Req BarMdec:25v
B21 C Req BarTcan:25v
B21 C Req BarTcan:25v
B21 C S2 Lem-1048:49r
B21 C S2 Cp-489:7v
B21 C S2 Cp-489:95r
B21 C S2 DRc-El la:256
B21 C S3 Lbl-Add.29289:54v
B21 C S3 Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 C S3 Lem-1047:145v
B21 C S3 Cp-486:01v
B21 C S3 Cp-488:01r
B21 C S3 Qjc-180:91v
B21 C S3 Cp-490:C5v
B21 C S3 Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 C S3 Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 12(2)
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.e23:30r
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58r
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 C S3 Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 C S3 DRc-C13v:159
B21 C S3 BarlCTdec:26r
B21 C S3 BarBdec:26r
B21 C S3 BarMdec:26r
B21 C S3 BarTcan:26r
B21 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:55r
B21 C Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:46v
B21 C Sa Cp-486:N2v
B21 C Sa Ojc-180:91v
B21 C Sa Cp-490:N5r
B21 C Sa Ob-Mus.e23:30v
B21 C Sa Ob-Mus.e24 verso:57v
B21 C Sa Ob-Mus.e25:36v
B21 C Sa DRc-C8:169
B21 C Sa DRc-C13:15
B21 C So Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 C So Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 C So Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 C So Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 C So Ob-Mus.c48:49r
B21 C So Ob-Mus.d 162 verso: 12(2)
B21 C So Ob-Mus.e22:19v
B21 C So DRc-C 13v: 160
B21 C So BarlCTcan:26r
B21 C So BarlCTdec:26r
B21 C So BarBcan :26r
B21 C So BarBdec:26r
B21 C So BarMcan:26r
B21 C So BarMdec:26r
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B21 C So BarTcan:26r
B21 C So BarTcan:26r
B21 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:55r
B21 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7337:47v
B21 C W3 Lcm-1046:154v
B21 C W3 Lem-1048:45v
B21 C W3 Lem-1048:49r
B21 C W3 Cp-489:7v
B21 C W3 Cp-489:95r
B21 C W3 Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23:30v
B21 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:20r
B21 c W3 DRc-C12v:20
B21 c W3 DRc-El la:257
B21 c W3 BarlCTcan:26v
B21 c W3 BarlCTdec:26v
B21 c W3 BarMcan:26v
B21 c W3 BarMdec:26v
B21 K K res BarlCTcan:25r
B21 K K res BarlCTdec:25r
B21 K K res BarBcan:25r
B21 K K res BarBdec:25r
B21 K K res BarMcan:25r
B21 K K res BarMdec:25r
B21 K K res BarTcan:25r
B21 K K res BarTcan:25r
B21 K res Lbl-Add.29289:54r
B21 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:44v
B21 K res Lcm-1046:154r
B21 K res Lem-1047:145r
B21 K res Lcm-1048:45r
B21 K res Lem-1048:48v
B21 K res Lcm-1051:63r
B21 K res Cp-481:159v
B21 K res Cp-486:Blr
B21 K res Cp-486:N2r
B21 K res Cp-486:01v
B21 K res Cp-488:A3r
B21 K res Cp-488:El(2)r
B21 K res Cp-488:01r
B21 K res Ojc-180:90v
B21 K res Cp-489:7r
B21 K res Cp-489:94v
B21 K res Cp-490:C5r
B21 K res Cp-490:N5r
B21 K res Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 K res Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 K res Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 K res Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 K res Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 11(2)
B21 K res Ob-Mus.e23:29v
B21 K res Ob-Mus.e24 verso:58v
B21 K res Ob-Mus.e25:36r
B21 K res Ob-Mus.e22:l 8v
B21 K res DRc-C8:167
B21 K res DRc-C12v:18
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B21 K res DRc-C13:13
B21 K res DRc-C13v:158
B21 K res DRc-El la:255
B21 M (I)ms DRc-C8:248
B21 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:56r
B21 M ea Lbl-Harl.7337:49v
B21 M Ea Lem-1048:46r
B21 M Ea Cp-486:N3r
B21 M Ea Cp-488 :C5r
B21 M Ea Cp-488:El(2)v
B21 M Ea Cp-489:8r
B21 M Ea Cp-489:95v
B21 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:13
B21 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:71v
B21 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 14(2)
B21 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86v
B21 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:99v
B21 M Ea Ob-Mus.e22:21r
B21 M Ea DRc-C8:249
B21 M Ea DRc-C 12v:22
B21 M Ea DRc-C13:16
B21 M Ea DRc-El la:365
B21 M Ea BarlCTcan:27v
B21 M Ea BarlCTdec:27v
B21 M Ea BarBcan:27v
B21 M Ea BarBdec:27v
B21 M Ea BarMcan:27v
B21 M Ea BarMdec:27v
B21 M Ea BarTcan:27v
B21 M Ea BarTcan:27v
B21 M F Lbl-Add.29289:56r
B21 M F Lbl-Harl.7337:50r
B21 M F Cp-486:D6r
B21 M F Cp-488 :C5v
B21 M F Ojc-180:94r
B21 M F Cp-489:8v
B21 M F Cp-490:C6r
B21 M F Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M F Ob-Mus.c48:71v
B21 M F Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 14(2)
B21 M F Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86v
B21 M F Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80v
B21 M F DRc-C8:250
B21 M F DRc-C13:17
B21 M F DRc-El la:365
B21 M F BarlCTcan:27v
B21 M F BarlCTdec:28r
B21 M F BarMdec:27v
B21 M F(2) Lem-1048:46r
B21 M F(s) Lcm-1046:155r
B21 M F(s) Lem-1047:146r
B21 M F(s) Lcm-1051:64r
B21 M F(s) Cp-486:N3r
B21 M F(s) Cp-488:El(2)v
B21 M F(s) Cp-489:95v
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B21 M FF(s) Lem-1048:50r
B21 M Ffs Y-M. 1/3:13
B21 M Ffs Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M FFs Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 M FFs Ob-Mus.e25 verso:99v
B21 M fs DRc-C 12v:22
B21 M Fs BarBcan :27v
B21 M Fs BarBdec:27v
B21 M Fs BarTcan:27v
B21 M Fs BarTcan:27v
B21 M hath rd Lbl-Add.29289:55v
B21 M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:49r
B21 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:55v
B21 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:48v
B21 M Hmn Lcm-1046:154v
B21 M Hmn Lem-1048:46r
B21 M Hmn Lem-1048:49v
B21 M Hmn Lem-1051:64r
B21 M Hmn Cp-486:D6r
B21 M Hmn Cp-486:N2v
B21 M Hmn Cp-488 :C5r
B21 M Hmn Cp-488 :El(2)v
B21 M Hmn Ojc-180:93r
B21 M Hmn Cp-489:8r
B21 M Hmn Cp-489:95r
B21 M Hmn Cp-490:C6r
B21 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:7lr
B21 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 13(2)
B21 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87r
B21 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:81r
B21 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e22:20v
B21 M Hmn DRc-C8:247
B21 M Hmn DRc-C8:253
B21 M Hmn DRc-C12v:21
B21 M Hmn DRc-C13:15
B21 M Hmn DRc-El la:364
B21 M Hmn BarlCTcan:27r
B21 M Hmn BarlCTdec:27r
B21 M Hmn BarBcan:27r
B21 M Hmn BarBdec:27r
B21 M Hmn BarMcan:27r
B21 M Hmn BarMdec:27r
B21 M Hmn BarTcan:27r
B21 M Hmn BarTcan:27r
B21 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:56r
B21 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:49r
B21 M ims Cp-486:D6r
B21 M ims Cp-488:C5r
B21 M Ims Ojc-180:93v
B21 M ims Cp-490:C6r
B21 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M ims Y-M. 1/3:13
B21 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:11
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B21 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:71r
B21 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 14(2)
B21 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87r
B21 M ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:8lr
B21 M Ims Ob-Mus. e22:20v
B21 M Ims DRc-C8:254
B21 M ims DRc-C13:16
B21 M ims DRc-El la:364
B21 M Ims BarlCTcan:27v
B21 M Ims BarlCTdec:27v
B21 M Ims BarBcan:27r
B21 M Ims BarBdec:27r
B21 M Ims BarMcan:27v
B21 M Ims BarMdec:27v
B21 M Ims BarTcan:27r
B21 M Ims BarTcan:27v
B21 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:48v
B21 M Rt Cp-486:D6r
B21 M Rt Cp-488 :C5r
B21 M Rt Ojc-180:93r
B21 M Rt Cp-489:8r
B21 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:12
B21 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:71r
B21 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 13(2)
B21 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87r
B21 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:8lr
B21 M Rt Ob-Mus.e22:20v
B21 M Rt DRc-C8:247
B21 M Rt DRc-C12v:21
B21 M Rt DRc-C13:15
B21 M Rt DRc-El la:364
B21 M Rt BarlCTcan:27r
B21 M Rt BarlCTdec:27r
B21 M Rt BarBcan:26v
B21 M Rt BarBdec:26v
B21 M Rt BarMcan:27r
B21 M Rt BarMdec:27r
B21 M Rt BarTcan:26v
B21 M Rt BarTcan:27r
B21 M T(added)hs Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 M T(added)hs Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 M T(added)hs Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80v
B21 M T(added)hs DRc-C13:17
B21 M Ths Lbl-Add.29289:56r
B21 M Ths Lbl-Harl.7337:50r
B21 M Ths Lcm-1051:64r
B21 M Ths Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 M Ths Y-M. 1/3:13
B21 M Ths Ob-Mus.c48:71v
B21 M Ths Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 14(2)
B21 M Ths Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86v
B21 M Ths DRc-C8:255
B21 M Ths BarlCTcan:27v
B21 M Ths BarlCTdec:27v
B21 M Ths BarTcan:27v
B21 M Ths BarTcan:27v
B21 M Ea Qjc-180:94r
B21 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:56v
B21 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:50v
B21 N AP Lcm-1046:155r
B21 N AP Lcm-1051:64v
B21 N AP Cp-486:D6v
B21 N AP Cp-488 :C5v
B21 N AP Cp-489:8v
B21 N AP Cp-489:96r
B21 N AP Cp-490:C6v
B21 N AP Y-M.l/2:14
B21 N AP Y-M.l/3:13
B21 N AP Y-M.l/8:12
B21 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
B21 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86r
B21 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80r
B21 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:99r
B21 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:21v
B21 N AP DRc-C8:251
B21 N AP DRc-C8:256
B21 N AP DRc-C12v:23
B21 N AP DRc-C13:17
B21 N AP DRc-Ella:366
B21 N AP BarlCTcan:28r
B21 N AP BarlCTdec:28r
B21 N AP BarBcan:28r
B21 N AP BarBdec:28r
B21 N AP BarMcan:28r
B21 N AP BarMdec:28r
B21 N AP BarTcan:28r
B21 N AP BarTcan:28r
B21 N AP(mel) Lem-1048:46v
B21 N AP(mel) Y-M.1/6:10
B21 N AP(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:72r
B21 N ATP Qjc-180:95r
B21 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:56v
B21 N standard 1st Ob-Mus.e22:21v
B21 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:5 Ir
B21 N standard Lcm-1046:155r
B21 N standard Lem-1047:146v
B21 N standard Lem-1048:46v
B21 N standard Lem-1051:64v
B21 N standard Cp-486:D6v
B21 N standard Cp-486:N3v
B21 N standard Cp-488 :C5v
B21 N standard Cp-488 :E2r
B21 N standard Cp-489:8v
B21 N standard Cp-489:96r
B21 N standard Cp-490:C6v
B21 N standard Y-M. 1/2:14
B21 N standard Y-M. 1/8:12
B21 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:72r
B21 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
B21 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86r
B21 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80r
B21 N standard DRc-C8:251-252
B21 N standard DRc-C12v:23
B21 N standard DRc-C13:17-18
B21 N standard DRc-Ella:366
B21 N standard Qjc-180:95r-v
B21 N standard BarlCTcan:28r
B21 N standard BarlCTdec:28r
B21 N standard BarBcan:28r
B21 N standard BarBdec:28r
B21 N standard BarMcan:28r
B21 N standard BarMdec:28r
B21 N standard BarTcan:28r
B21 N standard BarTcan:28r
B21 T Al Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 T Ah Lbl-Add.29289:54r
B21 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:38r
B21 T Fo Cp-489:6r
B21 T Fo Cp-489:93v
B21 T Fo Cp-490:C4r
B21 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:47r
B21 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:26r
B21 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24 verso:62r
B21 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:32v
B21 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:15v
B21 T Fo DRc-C12v:15
B21 T Fo DRc-Ella:41
B21 T Fo BarlCTcan:23r
B21 T Fo BarBcan:23r
B21 T Fo BarMcan:23r
B21 T Fo BarTcan:23r
B21 T H Y-M. 1/2:11
B21 T H Ob-Mus.c48:47v
B21 T H Ob-Mus.e25:33v
B21 T H BarlCTcan:23v
B21 T H BarMcan:23v
B21 T H(mel) Ob-Mus.e24 verso:61r
B21 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:52v
B21 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:39r
B21 T Hgc Lcm-1046:153r
B21 T Hgc Le m-1047:144v
B21 T Hgc Lcm-1048:47v
B21 T HGC Cp-486:Nlr
B21 T HGC Cp-488:Elr
B21 T HGC Ojc-180:87v
B21 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 T Hgc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:9(2)
B21 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:26v
B21 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24 verso:61v
B21 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25:33r
B21 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e22:16r
B21 T HGC DRc-C8:13
B21 T HGC DRc-C13:10
B21 T Hgc BarlCTdec:23v
B21 T Hgc BarBdec:23v
B21 T Hgc BarMdec:23v
B21 T Hgc BarTcan:23v
B21 T Inc/g Lcm-1051:62r
B21 T Inc Lbl-Harl.7337:40v
B21 T Inc Cp-490:C4r
B21 T Inc Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 T Inc Ob-Mus.e23:27r
B21 T Inc Ob-Mus.e22:17r
B21 T Inc DRc-El la:42
B21 T Inc/g Lem-1048:44v
B21 T Inc/g DRc-C12v:16
B21 T Ing/c Cp-489:94r
B21 T Int Lbl-Add.29289:52v
B21 T Int DRc-C12v:15
B21 T Int Lbl-Harl.7337:37v
B21 T Int Lcm-1046:152v
B21 T Int Lem-1047:144v
B21 T Int Lem-1048:44r
B21 T Int Lcm-1051:62r
B21 T Int Cp-486:Nlr
B21 T Int Cp-488:Elr
B21 T Int Ojc-180:86v
B21 T Int Cp-489:6r
B21 T Int Cp-490:C4r
B21 T Int Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 T Int Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 T Int Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T Int Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.c48:47r
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:9(2)
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.e23:26r
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.e24 verso :62r
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.e25:32v
B21 T Int Ob-Mus.e22:15v
B21 T Int DRc-C13:10
B21 T Int DRc-Ella:40
B21 T Int BarTcan:23r
B21 T Int BarlCTcan:23r
B21 T Int BarlCTdec:23r
B21 T Int BarBcan:23r
B21 T Int BarBdec:23r
B21 T Int BarMcan:23r
B21 T Int BarMdec:23r
B21 T Int Cp-489:93v
B21 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:52v
B21 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7337:37v
B21 T K1 Lem-1046:152v
B21 T K1 Lem-1048:44r
B21 T K1 Lcm-1048:47v
B21 T K1 Lcm-1051:62r
B21 T K1 Cp-486:Nlr
B21 T K1 Cp-488 :Elr
B21 T K1 Ojc-180:86v
B21 T K1 Cp-489:93v
B21 T K1 Cp-490:C4r
B21 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:47r
B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:9(2)
B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.e23:26r
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B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:62r
B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.e25:32v
B21 T K1 Ob-Mus.e22:15v
B21 T K1 DRc-C8:12
B21 T K1 DRc-C12v:15
B21 T K1 DRc-C13:10
B21 T K1 DRc-Ella:40
B21 T K1 BarlCTcan:23r
B21 T K1 BarlCTdec:23r
B21 T K1 BarBcan:23r
B21 T K1 BarBdec:23r
B21 T K1 BarMcan:23r
B21 T K1 BarMdec:23r
B21 T K1 BarTcan:23r
B21 T K1 BarTcan:23r
B21 T k2 Lbl-Add.29289:52v
B21 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:38v
B21 T K2 Lcm-1046:153r
B21 T K2 Lem-1048:47v
B21 T K2 Cp-489:6r
B21 T K2 Cp-488 :Elr
B21 T K2 Ojc-180:87r
B21 T K2 Cp-489:6r
B21 T K2 Cp-490:C4r
B21 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:47r
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:9(2)
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:26v
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24 verso:61v
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:33r
B21 T K2 Ob-Mus.e22:16r
B21 T K2DRc-C8:13
B21 T K2 DRc-C13:10
B21 T k2 DRc-Ella:41
B21 T K2 BarlCTcan:23r
B21 T K2 BarlCTdec:23r
B21 T K2 BarBcan:23r
B21 T K2 BarBdec:23r
B21 T K2 BarMcan:23r
B21 T K2 BarMdec:23r
B21 T K2 BarTcan:23r
B21 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:53r
B21 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:39v
B21 T Oe Cp-486:Nlr
B21 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:47v
B21 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:9(2)
B21 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23:26v
B21 T Oe Ob-Mus.e25:33r
B21 T Oe Ob-Mus.e22:16v
B21 T Oe DRc-C8:14
B21 T Oe DRc-C13:10
B21 T Oe BarlCTdec:23v
B21 T Oe BarBdec:23v
B21 T Oe BarTcan:23v
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B21 T Req Lem-1048:47v
B21 T Req DRc-C8:12
B21 T Rm Lbl-Add.29289:53v
B21 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:39v
B21 T Sa Cp-489:6r
B21 T Sa Cp-490:C4r
B21 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:11
B21 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:47v
B21 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23:27r
B21 T Sa Ob-Mus.e24 verso:61r
B21 T Sa Ob-Mus.e25:33v
B21 T Sa Ob-Mus.e22:16v
B21 T Sa BarlCTcan:23v
B21 T Sa BarBcan:23v
B21 T Sa BarMcan:23v
B21 T Sa BarTcan:23v
B21 T So Cp-489:94r
B21 T So Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 T So DRc-C12v:16
B21 T So DRc-Ella:41
B21 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:38v
B21 T Tn Cp-490:C4r
B21 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:47r
B21 T Tn BarlCTcan:23r
B21 T Tn BarBcan:23r
B21 T Tn BarMcan:23r
B21 T Tn BarTcan:23r
B21 T Ty Lem-1048:44r
B21 T Ty Lem-1048:47v
B21 T Ty Lcm-1051:62r
B21 T Ty Ob-Mus.e23:26v
B21 T Ty Ob-Mus.e24 verso:61v
B21 T Ty Ob-Mus.e25:33r
B21 T Ty Ob-Mus.e22:16r
B21 T Ty DRc-El la:41
B21 V Hd Y-M. 1/6:7
B21 V Hd BarlCTdec:22r
B21 V Hd BarBdec:22r
B21 V Hd BarMdec:22r
B21 V Hd BarTcan:22r
B21 V Hs Lcm-1046:152v
B21 V Hs Lcm-1047:144r
B21 V Hs Lcm-1051:61v
B21 V Hs Ojc-180:85v
B21 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:8
B21 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:51v
B21 V Oc Lcm-1046:152v
B21 V Oc Lem-1047:144r
B21 V Oc Lcm-1048:43v
B21 V Oc Lem-1048:47r
B21 V Oc Lcm-1051:61v
B21 V Oc Ojc-180:85r
B21 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 V Oc Y-M. 1/3:9
B21 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:7
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B21 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:8
B21 V Oc BarlCTcan:22r
B21 V Oc BarlCTdec:22r
B21 V Oc BarBcan:22r
B21 V Oc BarBdec:22r
B21 V Oc BarMcan:22r
B21 V Oc BarMdec:22r
B21 V Oc BarTcan:22r
B21 V Oc BarTcan:22r
B21 V sheep of his hand Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:51v
B21 V Sv Ojc-180:85r
B21 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:7
B21 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:8
B21 V Sv BarBdec:22r
B21 V Sv BarMdec:22r
B21 V Sv BarTcan:22r
B21 V that generation Ojc-180:86r
B21 X B and Lbl-Add.29289:54r
B21 X B and Lbl-Harl.7337:44v
B21 X B and Lcm-1048:45r
B21 X B and Lcm-1051:63r
B21 X B and Cp-486:N2r
B21 X B and Cp-488 :Elv
B21 X B and Ojc-180:90r
B21 X B and Cp-490:C5r
B21 X Band Y-M. 1/3:11
B21 X B and Ob-Mus.c48:48v
B21 X B and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 11(2)
B21 X B and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:59r
B21 X B and Ob-Mus.e25:35v
B21 X B and Ob-Mus.e22:18v
B21 X B and DRc-El la:44
B21 X B and BarBcan:25r
B21 X B and BarBdec:25r
B21 X B and BarMcan:25r
B21 X B and BarMdec:25r
B21 X B and BarTcan:25r
B21 X B and BarTcan:25r
B21 X B is (and del) Cp-489:7r
B21 X B is Lcm-1048:48v
B21 X B is Cp-489:94v
B21 X Bis Y-M. 1/2:12
B21 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:9
B21 X Bis Y-M. 1/8:10
B21 X B is DRc-C8:18
B21 X B is BarlCTcan:25r
B21 X B is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23:29r
B21 X B is(mel) DRc-C12v:18
B21 X B is(mel) DRc-C13:13
B21 X M is Lbl-Add.29289:56v
B21 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:50r
B21 X M is Lcm-1046:155r
B21 X M is Lem-1047:146r
B21 X M is Lem-1048:46v
B21 X M is Lcm-1051:64v
B21 X M is Cp-486 :D6v
B21 X M is Cp-486:N3r
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B21 X M is Cp-488 :C5v
B21 X M is Cp-488 :E2r
B21 X M is Ojc-180:94v
B21 X M is Cp-489:8v
B21 X M is Cp-489:95v
B21 X M is Cp-490:C6v
B21 X M is Y-M. 1/2:13
B21 X M is Y-M. 1/3:13
B21 X M is Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 X M is Y-M. 1/8:11
B21 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:71v
B21 X M is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 14(2)
B21 X M is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:86v
B21 X M is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80v
B21 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:99v
B21 X M is DRc-C8:250
B21 X M is DRc-C13:17
B21 X M is BarlCTcan:28r
B21 X M is BarlCTdec:28r
B21 X M is BarBcan:27v
B21 X M is BarBdec:27v
B21 X M is BarMcan:28r
B21 X M is BarMdec:28r
B21 X M is BarTcan:27v
B21 X M is BarTcan:28r
B21 X M is DRc-El la:365
B21 X N and DRc-C8:252
B21 X N and (added) Cp-490:C6v
B21 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:56v
B21 X N and Lbl-Harl.7337:51r
B21 X N and Lcm-1046:155r
B21 X N and Lcm-1047:146v
B21 X N and Lem-1048:50r
B21 X N and Lcm-1051:64v
B21 X N and Cp-486:N3v
B21 X N and Cp-488:E2r
B21 X N and Ojc-180:95v
B21 X N and Cp-489:8v
B21 X N and Cp-489:96r
B21 X N and Y-M. 1/2:14
B21 X N and Y-M. 1/6:10
B21 X N and Y-M. 1/8:12
B21 X N and Ob-Mus.c48:72r
B21 X N and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
B21 X N and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:80r
B21 X N and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:99r
B21 X N and DRc-C13:18
B21 X N and DRc-El la:366
B21 X N and BarlCTcan:28v
B21 X N and BarlCTdec:28v
B21 X N and BarBcan:28r
B21 X N and BarBdec:28r
B21 X N and BarMcan:28v
B21 X N and BarMdec:28v
B21 X N and BarTcan:28r
B21 X N and BarTcan:28v
B21 X N and(added) Cp-486 :D6v
B21 X N is DRc-C8:257
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B21 X V is Lbl-Add.29289:52r
B21 X V is Lcm-1046:152v
B21 X V is Lcm-1047:144r
B21 X V is Lcm-1048:44r
B21 X V is Lcm-1051:61v
B21 X V is Qjc-180:86r
B21 X V is Y-M. 1/2:10
B21 X V is Y-M. 1/3:10
B21 X V is Y-M. 1/6:8
B21 X V is Y-M. 1/8:9
B21 X V is BarlCTcan:22v
B21 X V is BarlCTdec:22v
B21 X V is BarBcan:22v
B21 X V is BarBdec:22v
B21 X V is BarMcan:22v
B21 X V is BarMdec:22v
B21 X V is BarTcan:22v
B21 X V is BarTcan:22v
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B23 M Ea Ojc-180:135r
B23 M Ea BarlCTcan:73v
B23 M Ea BarlCTdec:69v
B23 M Ea BarlCTdec:74r
B23 M Ea Bar2CTdec:68v
B23 M Ea BarBcan:69v
B23 M Ea BarBdec:72v
B23 M Ea BarMcan:69r
B23 M Ea BarMcan:72v
B23 M Ea BarMdec:69v
B23 M Ea BarMdec:73v
B23 M Ea BarTcan:69r
B23 M Ea BarTdec:70v
B23 M FFs BarlCTdec:70r
B23 M FFs BarMdec:73v
B23 M Hmd BarlCTdec:69r
B23 M Hmd BarMcan:68r
B23 M Hmd BarMdec:68v
B23 M Hmn Qjc-180:134r
B23 M Hmn BarlCTcan:73r
B23 M Hmn BarlCTdec:73v
B23 M Hmn Bar2CTdec:68r
B23 M Hmn BarBcan:69r
B23 M Hmn BarBdec:71r
B23 M Hmn BarMcan:72r
B23 M Hmn BarMdec:73r
B23 M Hmn BarTdec:70r
B23 M Hmn BarTcan:68v
B23 M imn BarBcan:69v
B23 M imn BarBdec:71v
B23 M Ims Ojc-180:134v
B23 M ims BarlCTcan:73v
B23 M ims BarlCTdec:69v
B23 M ims BarlCTdec:74r
B23 M ims BarMcan:68v
B23 M ims BarMcan:72v
B23 M ims BarMdec:69r
B23 M ims BarMdec:73v
B23 M ims BarTcan:69r
B23 M ims BarTdec:70v
B23 M Rt Ojc-180:134r
B23 M Rt BarlCTcan:73r
B23 M Rt BarlCTdec: 73v
B23 M Rt BarBcan:69r
B23 M Rt BarBdec:71r
B23 M Rt BarMcan:68r
B23 M Rt BarMcan:72r
B23 M Rt BarMdec:68v
B23 M Rt BarMdec:73r
B23 M Rt BarTcan:68v
B23 M Rt BarTdec:70r
B23 N AP Ojc-180:135v
B23 N AP BarlCTcan:74r
B23 N AP BarlCTdec:74v
B23 N AP BarBcan:70r
B23 N AP BarBdec:72r
B23 N AP BarMcan:73r
B23 N AP BarMdec:74r
B23 N AP BarTcan:69v
B23 N AP BarTdec:71r
B23 N standard BarlCTcan:74v
B23 N standard BarlCTdec:74v
B23 N standard BarMcan:73r
B23 N standard BarMdec:74r
B23 X M and Ojc-180:135r
B23 X M and BarlCTcan:74r
B23 X M and BarlCTdec:74r
B23 X M and BarBcan:69r
B23 X M and BarBdec:71v
B23 X M and BarMcan:72v
B23 X M and BarMdec:73v
B23 X M and BarTcan:69r
B23 X M and BarTdec:70v
B23 X N and Qjc-180:136r
B23 X N and BarlCTcan:74v
B23 X N and BarlCTdec:74v
B23 X N and BarBcan:70r
B23 X N and BarBdec:72r
B23 X N and BarMcan:73r
B23 X N and BarMdec:74r
B23 X N and BarTcan:69v
B23 X N and BarTdec:71r
William Byrd Third Service
B24 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:78r 
B24 M Ea Qjc-180:132r
B24 M ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:83v
B24 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:77v
B24 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:96v
B24 M Ea BarlCTcan:75v
B24 M Ea BarlCTdec:75v
B24 M Ea BarBcan:71r
B24 M Ea BarBdec:73r
B24 M Ea BarMcan:74r
B24 M Ea BarMdec:75r
B24 M Ea BarTcan:70v
B24 M Ea BarTdec:72r
B24 M FFs BarBcan:71r
B24 M Fs BarlCTcan:75v
B24 M Fs Bar2CTcan:72v
B24 M Fs BarMcan:74r
B24 M Fs BarTcan:70v
B24 M Hmn Ojc-180:131r
B24 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:84r
B24 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:78r
B24 M Hmn BarlCTdec:75r
B24 M Hmn BarBdec:72v
B24 M Hmn BarMdec:74v
B24 M Hmn BarTdec:71v
B24 M Ims Ojc-180:131v
B24 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:84r
B24 M ims BarlCTcan:75r
B24 M ims BarlCTdec:75v
B24 M ims BarBcan:70v
B24 M ims BarBdec:72v
B24 M ims BarMcan:74r
B24 M ims BarMdec:74v
B24 M ims BarTcan:70r
B24 M ims BarTdec:71v
B24 M Rt Ojc-180:131r
B24 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:84r
B24 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso :78r
B24 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:97r
B24 M Rt BarlCTcan:75r
B24 M Rt BarlCTdec:75r
B24 M Rt BarBcan:70v
B24 M Rt BarBdec:72v
B24 M Rt BarMcan:73v
B24 M Rt BarMdec:74v
B24 M Rt BarTcan:70r
B24 M Rt BarTdec: 71v
B24 M Ths BarlCTdec:75v
B24 M Ths BarMdec:75r
B24 M Ths BarTdec:72r
B24 N AP Qjc-180:133r
B24 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:83r
B24 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:77r
B24 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:96r
B24 N AP BarlCTdec:76r
B24 N AP BarBdec:73v
B24 N AP BarMdec:75v
B24 N AP BarTdec:72v
B24 N standard Ojc-180:133r
B24 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:83r
B24 N standard BarlCTdec:76r
B24 N standard BarBdec:73v
B24 N standard BarMdec:75v
B24 X M and Ojc-180:132v
B24 X M and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:83v
B24 X M and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:77v
B24 X M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:96v
B24 X M and BarlCTcan:75v
B24 X M and BarlCTdec:75v
B24 X M and Bar2CTcan:72v
B24 X M and BarBcan:71r
B24 X M and BarBdec:73r
B24 X M and BarMcan:74v
B24 X M and BarMdec:75r
B24 X M and BarTcan:70v
B24 X M and BarTdec:72r
B24 X N and Ojc-180:133v
B24 X N and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:83r
B24 X N and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:77r
B24 X N and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:96r
B24 X N and BarlCTdec:76v
B24 X N and BarBcan:71v
B24 X N and BarBdec:73v
B24 X N and BarMcan:75r
B24 X N and BarMdec:76r
B24 X N and BarTcan:71r
B24 X N and BarTdec :72v
B24 X N and Bar2CTcan:79r
William Byrd Service in F
B25 B F2s Cp-476:18v
B25 B Rm Cp-476:18r
B25 T Fo Cp-476:17r
B25 T Int Cp-476:17r
B25 T Int Cp-479:15r
B25 T K1 Cp-476:17r
B25 T K2 Cp-476:17r
B25 X B and Cp-476:19r
William Byrd Great Service
B26 B Ah DRc-C13:250
B26 B Ah DRc-C 18:48
B26 B Ah DRc-E6:85
B26 B Ah DRc-E9:83
B26 B Fls(mel) DRc-El 1:96
B26 B FFls DRc-C 13:248
B26 B FFls DRc-C 18:47
B26 B FFls DRc-E5:88
B26 B FFls DRc-E6:84
B26 B FFls DRc-E8:87
B26 B FFls DRc-E9:82
B26 B FFls DRc-El la: 176
B26 B FF2 DRc-C13:249
B26 B Ff2 DRc-C 18:47
B26 B FF2 DRc-E6:84
B26 B FF2 DRc-E8:87
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B26 B FF2 DRc-E9:82
B26 B FF2 DRc-El la: 177
B26 B Ff2s DRc-E5:88
B26 B FF2s DRc-El 1:96
B26 B Ht DRc-E5:88
B26 B Hv DRc-E8:86
B26 B Hv DRc-El 1:96
B26 B Hv DRc-El la: 176
B26 B Rm DRc-C13:248
B26 B Rm DRc-C 18:47
B26 B Rm DRc-E5:87
B26 B Rm DRc-E6:83
B26 B Rm DRc-E8:86
B26 B Rm DRc-E9:81
B26 B Rm DRc-El 1:95
B26 B Rm DRc-El la: 176
B26 B set in DRc-El la: 178
B26 C B3 DRc-C13:253
B26 C B3 DRc-C 18:49
B26 C B3 DRc-E5:123
B26 C B3 DRc-E6:116
B26 C B3 DRc-E8:124
B26 C B3 DRc-E9:113
B26 C B3 DRc-El 1:127
B26 C B3 DRc-El la:300
B26 C C3 DRc-C13:253
B26 C C3 DRc-C 18:49
B26 C C3 DRc-E6:116
B26 C C3 DRc-E9:113
B26 C Ju DRc-C13:252
B26 C Ju DRc-C 18:49
B26 C Ju DRc-E6:115
B26 C Ju DRc-E9:112
B26 C 1552no DRc-C 13:253
B26 C 1552no DRc-C 18:50
B26 C 1552no DRc-E5:123
B26 C 1552no DRc-E6:116
B26 C 1552no DRc-E9:113
B26 C 1552no DRc-El 1:127
B26 C 1552no DRc-El la:302
B26 C Pt3 Pilatus DRc-E5:122-123
B26 C Pt3 Pilatus DRc-E8:124
B26 C Pt3 Pilatus DRc-El 1:127
B26 C Pt3 Pilatus DRc-El la:300
B26 c R DRc-C13:253
B26 c R DRc-C 18:49
B26 c R DRc-E5:123
B26 c R DRc-E6:116
B26 c R DRc-E8:124
B26 c RDRc-E9:113
B26 c R DRc-El la:300
B26 c Req DRc-C 13:252
B26 c Req DRc-E5:122
B26 c Req DRc-E9:112
B26 c Req DRc-El la:300
B26 c S3 DRc-C 13:253
B26 c S3 DRc-C 18:49
B26 c S3 DRc-E5:123
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B26 C S3 DRc-E6:116
B26 C S3 DRc-E8:124
B26 C S3 DRc-E9:113
B26 C S3 DRc-El 1:127
B26 C S3 DRc-El la:300
B26 C Sa DRc-C 13:253
B26 C Sa DRc-C 18:50
B26 C Sa DRc-E5:123
B26 C Sa DRc-E6:116
B26 C Sa DRc-E8:124
B26 C Sa DRc-E9:113
B26 c Sa DRc-El 1:127
B26 c Setteth at DRc-El la:302
B26 M FFs Cp-486:L3(2)r
B26 M M DRc-El la:434
B26 K res DRc-C13:251
B26 K res DRc-C 18:49
B26 K res DRc-E5:121
B26 K res DRc-E6:114
B26 K res DRc-E8:123
B26 K res DRc-E9:lll
B26 K res DRc-El 1:125
B26 K res DRc-El la:300
B26 M Ea Cp-475:101r
B26 M Ea Cp-476:85v
B26 M Ea Cp-480:75v
B26 M Ea Cp-480:97v
B26 M Ea Cp-481:79v
B26 M Ea Cp-486:L3(2)r
B26 M Ea DRc-C 13:257
B26 M Ea DRc-C18:52
B26 M Ea DRc-E5:147
B26 M Ea DRc-E6:143
B26 M Ea DRc-E8:149
B26 M Ea DRc-E9:143
B26 M Ea DRc-El 1:151
B26 M ea DRc-El la:434
B26 M FF Cp-476:85v
B26 M FF Cp-480:98r
B26 M FF Cp-48 l:79v
B26 M FF DRc-C13:257
B26 M FF DRc-E6:143
B26 M FF DRc-E9:143
B26 M FF DRc-El 1:151
B26 M FFs Cp-480:76r
B26 M Hmn Cp-475:100v
B26 M Hmn Cp-475:77r
B26 M Hmn Cp-476:85r
B26 M Hmn Cp-480:75r
B26 M Hmn Cp-480:97r
B26 M Hmn Cp-481:79r
B26 M Hmn Cp-486:L3v
B26 M Hmn DRc-C13:255
B26 M Hmn DRc-C 18:51
B26 M Hmn DRc-E5:145
B26 M Hmn DRc-E6:141
B26 M Hmn DRc-E8:147
B26 M Hmn DRc-E9:141
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B26 M Hmn DRc-El 1:149
B26 M Hmn DRc-El la:432
B26 M ims Cp-475:lOlr
B26 M ims Cp-475:77v
B26 M ims Cp-476:85v
B26 M Ims Cp-478:106v
B26 M ims Cp-478:84r
B26 M ims Cp-479:77r
B26 M ims Cp-479:99v
B26 M ims Cp-480:75v
B26 M ims Cp-480:97v
B26 M ims Cp-48 l:79v
B26 M Ims DRc-C18:52
B26 M ims DRc-E5:146
B26 M ims DRc-El 1:150
B26 M ims DRc-El la:433
B26 M Rt Cp-475:100v
B26 M Rt Cp-475:77r
B26 M Rt Cp-476:85r
B26 M Rt Cp-477:47v
B26 M Rt Cp-478:106v
B26 M Rt Cp-478:84r
B26 M Rt Cp-479:77r
B26 M Rt Cp-480:75r
B26 M Rt Cp-480:97r
B26 M Rt Cp-481:79r
B26 M Rt Cp-486:L3v
B26 M Rt DRc-C 13:255
B26 M Rt DRc-C18:51
B26 M Rt DRc-E5:145
B26 M Rt DRc-E6:141
B26 M Rt DRc-E8:147
B26 M Rt DRc-E9:141
B26 M Rt DRc-El 1:149
B26 M Rt DRc-El la:432
B26 M hath Rd (from Rt) Cp-479:99v
B26 M seates Cp-486:L3v
B26 M Ths DRc-E9:143
B26 M Ths DRc-El 1:151
B26 M Ths DRc-El la:434
B26 X M and Cp-476:86r
B26 N AP Cp-475:lOlv
B26 N AP Cp-475:78v
B26 N AP Cp-486:L3(2)v
B26 N AP DRc-C18:54
B26 N AP DRc-E5:150
B26 N AP DRc-E6:145
B26 N AP DRc-E8:152
B26 N standard Cp-475:101v
B26 N standard Cp-475:78v
B26 N standard Cp-476:86v
B26 N standard Cp-48 l:80r
B26 N standard DRc-C18:54
B26 N standard DRc-E5:150
B26 N standard DRc-E 11:153
B26 T K2 DRc-C 18:45
B26 T K2 DRc-E6:80
B26 T Fo Y-M. 13/1:102
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B26 T Fo Y-M. 13/4:94
B26 T Fo DRc-C 13:244
B26 T Fo DRc-E5:84
B26 T Fo DRc-El 1:92
B26 T H Y-M. 13/5:100
B26 T H Y-M. 13/4:97
B26 T H DRc-C 13:247
B26 T H DRc-C 18:46
B26 T H DRc-E6:82
B26 T H DRc-E9:78
B26 T H DRc-El la: 174
B26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/1:103
B26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/5:99
B26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/4:95
B26 T HGC DRc-C13:245
B26 T HGC DRc-C 18:45
B26 T HGC DRc-E6:81
B26 T HGC DRc-E8:83
B26 T HGC DRc-E9:78
B26 T HGC DRc-El 1:92
B26 T HGC DRc-El la: 173
B26 T Int no music Y-M. 13/5:98
B26 T K1 Y-M. 13/1:102
B26 T K1 Y-M. 13/4:94
B26 T K1 DRc-C 13:244
B26 T K1 DRc-E5:83
B26 T K1 DRc-E9:77
B26 T K2 Y-M. 13/1:103
B26 T K2 Y-M. 13/5:99
B26 T K2 Y-M. 13/4:95
B26 T K2 DRc-C13:245
B26 T K2 DRc-E5:84
B26 T K2 DRc-E8:83
B26 T K2 DRc-E9:78
B26 T K2 DRc-El 1:93
B26 T K2 DRc-El la: 173
B26 T Oe Y-M. 13/1:104
B26 T Oe Y-M. 13/5:100
B26 T Oe Y-M. 13/4:96
B26 T Req Y-M. 13/1:102
B26 T Req Y-M. 13/4:94
B26 T Req DRc-C 13:244
B26 T Req DRc-E5:83
B26 T Req DRc-E9:77
B26 T Sa DRc-E5:85
B26 T So Y-M. 13/1:104
B26 T So DRc-El la: 174
B26 T incomplete Y-M.13/5:100
B26 T Ty Y-M. 13/1:103
B26 T Ty Y-M. 13/5:99
B26 T Ty Y-M. 13/4:95
B26 T Ty DRc-C13:245
B26 T Ty DRc-C 18:45
B26 T Ty DRc-E5:84
B26 T Ty DRc-E6:80
B26 T Ty DRc-E8:83
B26 T Ty DRc-E9:78
B26 T Ty DRc-El 1:93
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B26 T Ty DRc-El la: 173
B26 V Hd DRc-E6:78
B26 V Hd DRc-E9:75
B26 V Hs Y-M. 13/1:100
B26 V Hs Y-M. 13/5:96
B26 V Hs Y-M. 13/4:92
B26 V Hs DRc-C 18:43
B26 V Oc Y-M. 13/1:99
B26 V Oc Y-M. 13/5:96
B26 V Oc Y-M. 13/4:92
B26 V Oc DRc-C 18:43
B26 V Oc DRc-E5:81
B26 V Oc DRc-El la: 170
B26 V Sv Y-M. 13/1:100
B26 V Sv Y-M. 13/4:92
B26 V Sv DRc-C 18:43
B26 V Sv DRc-E5:81
B26 V Sv DRc-E6:78
B26 V Sv DRc-E8:80
B26 V Sv DRc-E9:75
B26 V Sv DRc-El 1:90
B26 V Sv DRc-El la: 170
B26 V that gen DRc-E5:82
B26 X B and DRc-C13:250
B26 X B and DRc-C18:48
B26 X B and DRc-E5:90
B26 X B and DRc-E6:85
B26 X B and DRc-E8:89
B26 X B and DRc-E9:83
B26 X B and DRc-El 1:98
B26 X B and DRc-El la: 179
B26 X M and Cp-477:47v
B26 X M and Cp-478:106v
B26 X M and Cp-478:84r
B26 X M and Cp-479:77r
B26 X M and Cp-479:99v
B26 X M and Cp-480:76r
B26 X M and Cp-480:76v
B26 X M and Cp-480:98r
B26 X M and Cp-481:80r
B26 X M and Cp-486:L3(2)r
B26 X M and DRc-C 13:258
B26 X M and DRc-C18:53
B26 X M and DRc-E5:148
B26 X M and DRc-E6:143
B26 X M and DRc-E8:150
B26 X M and DRc-E9:144
B26 X Mand DRc-El 1:152
B26 X M and DRc-El la:435
B26 X M and Cp-475:101v
B26 X M and Cp-475:78r
B26 X N and Cp-475:101v
B26 X N and Cp-475:79r
B26 X N and Cp-476:86v
B26 X N and Cp-477:49r
B26 X N and Cp-478:106v
B26 X N and Cp-478:84r
B26 X N and Cp-479:77r
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B26 X N and 1 I
B26 X N and Cp-480:98v
B26 X N and Cp-481:80r
B26 X N and Cp-486:L3(2)v
B26 X N and DRc-C13:259
B26 X N and DRc-C18:54
B26 X N and DRc-E5:151
B26 X N and DRc-E6:145
B26 X N and DRc-E8:152
B26 X N and DRc-E9:145
B26 X N and DRc-El 1:154
B26 X N and DRc-El la:436
B26 X V and Y-M. 13/1:101
B26 X V and Y-M. 13/5:98
B26 X V and Y-M. 13/4:93
B26 X V and DRc-C18:44
B26 X V and DRc-E5:83
B26 X V and DRc-E6:79
B26 X V and DRc-E8:82
B26 X V and DRc-E9:76
B26 X V and DRc-El 1:91
B26 X V and DRc-El la: 172
Thomas Caustun Service for Men
COI B Ah Day3:84
COI B Fis Day3:37
COI B F2 Day3:44
COI B Ht Day3:23
COI B Rm Day3:ll
COI C B2 Day5b:M55
COI C B3 Day5b:CtTB55
COI C C3 Day5b:49
COI C G3 Day5b:93
COI C 1552no Day5b:77
COI C Pt3 Day5b:52
COI C R Day5b:57
COI C ReqDay5b:l
COI C S2 Day5b:54
COI C Sa Day5b:MTB67
COI C So Day5b:Ct67
COI C W3 Day5b:92
COI G 1549 Day5e:42
COI G most highest Day5e:72
COI G rec our prayers Day5e:48
COI G ReqDay5e:l
COI G F which takest Day5e:34
COI K Res Day5a
COI M Ea Day7:53
COI M FFs Day7:64
COI M Hmn Day7:ll
COI M Ims Day7:41
COI M Rt Day7:5
COI M their ims Day7:MB39
COI N AP Day8:14
COI N standard Day8:16
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COI s 1552 Day5d:22
COI T Fo Day2:26
COI T glory my Christ Day2:T61
COI T Hg Day2:106
COI T Hgc Day2:55
COI T Int Day2:l
COI T Kl Day2:l
COI T K2 Day2:48
COI T Oe Day2:73
COI T So Day2:83
COI T Ty Day2:52
COI V C D aylrl
COI V Hs Day 1:24
COI V show yourselves Dayl:M14
COI V Sv Dayl:CtTB14
COI V that gen Daylt:70
COI X B is Day3:106
COI X M and Day7:77
COI X N and Day8:30
COI X V is Day 1:92
Thomas Caustun Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
C02 M Ea Day9:50
C02 M F Day9:58
C02 M hath Rd Day9:4
C02 M Hmn Day9:ll
C02 M imn Day9:37
C02 N AP Day 10:14
C02 N let Day 10:1
C02 N standard 1st Day 10:16
C02 X M is Day9:68
C02 X N is Day 10:31
Thomas Caustun Service for Children
C03 B Ah Lbl-Add.30480:36r
C03 B Ah Lbl-Add.3048l:39r
C03 B Ah Day23:107
C03 B FIs Lbl-Add.30480:35v
C03 B Fis Lbl-Add.30481:38r
C03 B FIs Lbl-Add.30482:35v
C03 B Fis Day23:38
C03 B F2 Lbl-Add. 30480:35v
C03 B F2 Lbl-Add.30481:38r
C03 B F2 Lbl-Add.30482:35v
C03 B F2 Day23:51
C03 B from all high Lbl-Add.30482:36v
C03 B Ht Lbl-Add.30480:35r
C03 B Ht Lbl-Add.30481:37v
C03 B Ht Day23:24
C03 B Rm Lbl-Add.30480:35r
C03 B Rm Lbl-Add.30481:37v
C03 B Rm Lbl-Add.30482:35r
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C03 B Rm Day23:10
C03 B way Day23:94
C03 C B3 Day24b:51
C03 C €3 Day24b:M47
C03 C €3/4 Day24b :CtTB44-47
C03 C G3 Day24b:88
C03 C Ju Day24b:10
C03 C 1552no Day24b:CtTB70-73
C03 C 1552none Day24b : M71
C03 C Pt3 Day24b:49
C03 C R Day24b:54
C03 C Req Day24b:l
C03 C S2 Day24b:51
C03 C W3 Day24b:87
C03 G 1552 (rep29) Day24d:34
C03 G 1552 Lbl-Add.30480:37r
C03 G 1552 Lbl-Add.30481:39v-40r
C03 G 1552 Lbl-Add.30482:37v-3 8r
C03 G Req Lbl-Add.30480:36v
C03 G Req Lbl-Add.30482:37v
C03 G thou sittest Lbl-Add.30481:40r
C03 K res Day24a
C03 M Ea Day25:64
C03 M Fs Day25:72
C03 M Hmn Day25:ll
C03 M ims Day25:43
C03 M Rt Day25:5
C03 M Ths Day25:74
C03 N AP Day26:17
C03 N let Day26:1
€03 N standard Day26:18-34
C03 S 1552 Day24c
C03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30480:33r
C03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30481:35v
C03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30482:33r
C03 T Fo Day22:31
C03 T H Lbl-Add.30480:34v
C03 T H Lbl-Add.30481:37r
C03 T H Lbl-Add.30482:34v
€03 T H Day22:117
€03 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30480:33v
€03 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30481:36r
€03 T Hgc Day22:62
€03 T Ht Lbl-Add.30482:35v
€03 T Kl Lbl-Add.30480:33r
€03 T Kl Lbl-Add.30481:35v
€03 T Kl Lbl-Add.30482:33r
€03 T Kl Day22:l
€03 T K2 Lbl-Add. 30480:33v
€03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30481:36r
€03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30482:33v
€03 T K2 Day22:51
€03 T Oe Lbl-Add.30481:36v
€03 T Oe Lbl-Add.30482:34r
€03 T Oe Day22:81
€03 T Req Lbl-Add.30480:33r
€03 T Req Lbl-Add.30481:35v
€03 T Req Lbl-Add.30482:33r
C03 T Req Day22:l
C03 T Sa Lbl-Add. 30480:34r
C03 T Sa Lbl-Add.30481:36v
C03 T Sa Lbl-Add.30482:34r
C03 T Sa Day22:92
C03 T Ty Lbl-Add.30480:33v
C03 T Ty Lbl-Add.30481:36r
C03 T Ty Lbl-Add.30482:33v
C03 T Ty Day22:57
C03 T Watf Lbl-Add.30482:33r
C03 T Watf Lbl-Add.30481:35v
C03 T Watf Lbl-Add.30480:33r
C03 T Watf Day22:5
C03 V and in the day Day21:77
C03 V doth err Day21:M98
C03 V Hs Lbl-Add.30480:31r
C03 V Hs Lbl-Add.30481:33v
C03 V hs Lbl-Add.30482:31r
C03 V Hs Day21:23
C03 V Oc Lbl-Add.30480:31r
C03 V Oc Lbl-Add.30481:33v
C03 V Oc Lbl-Add.30482:31r
C03 V Oc Lbl-Add.30483:33v
C03 V Oc Day21:l
C03 V doth err Lbl-Add.30480:32r
C03 V Sv Lbl-Add.30480:3 lr
C03 V Sv Lbl-Add.30481:33v
C03 V Sv Day21:13
C03 X B and Lbl-Add.30481:39r
C03 X B and Lbl-Add.30482:37r
C03 X B is Lbl-Add.30480:36v
C03 X B is Day23:135
C03 X M is Day25:90
C03 X N is Day26:44
C03 X V is Lbl-Add.30480:32v
C03 X V is Lbl-Add.30481:35r
C03 X V is Lbl-Add.30482:32v
C03 X V is Day21:123
William Child Sanctus and Gloria [II]
C06 G 1552 Cp-475:141v
C06 G 1552 Cp-476:30:152r
C06 G 1552 Cp-480:132v
C06 G 1552 Cp-481:137v
€06 G Req Cp-475:141r
€06 G Req Cp-476:152r
€06 G Req Cp-479:140v
€06 G glory of the father Cp-480:132v
€06 S 1552 Cp-475:141r
€06 S 1552 Cp-476:152r
€06 S 1552 Cp-478:143v
€06 S 1552 Cp-479:140v
€06 S 1552 Cp-480:132v
€06 S 1552 Cp-481:137r
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William Child Evening Service for Verses in A re
C08 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:39r
C08 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:39v
C08 M hath rd Lbl-Harl.7338:37v
C08 M heart/s Lbl-Harl.7338:38v
C08 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:37v
C08 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:38v
C08 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:40v
C08 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:41r
C08 X M is Lbl-Harl.7338:40r
C08 X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:41r
William Child Short Service
C09 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:99
C09 c 1552 Y-M. 1/3:83
C09 c 1552 Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c 1552no DRc-C8:490
C09 c 1552no DRc-C 12:86
C09 c B3 Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c €3 Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c G3 DRc-C 12:86
C09 c Js DRc-C8:489
C09 c Js DRc-C 12:85
C09 c Pc(mel) Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c Req Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 c Req Y-M. 1/3:83
C09 c Req Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c Req DRc-C8:488
C09 c Req DRc-C 12:85
C09 c S2 Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 c So DRc-C8:489
C09 c So DRc-C 12:85
C09 c W3 DRc-C12:86
C09 K res Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 K res Y-M. 1/3:83
C09 K res Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 K res DRc-C8:488
C09 K res DRc-C 12:84
C09 M Ea DRc-C8:492
C09 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 M Ea DRc-C12:87
C09 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:99
C09 M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:95
C09 N AP Y-M. 1/2:99
C09 N AP DRc-C8:493
C09 N AP DRc-C12:88
C09 N AP DRc-C12v:275
C09 N standard Y-M. 1/6:96
€09 N standard DRc-C8:493
€09 S full of the majesty 1662 DRc-C 12:84
€09 S full of the majesty 1662 DRc-C8:487
€09 T A1 DRc-C12:81
€09 T A1 (added) Y-M. 1/2:98
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C09 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:94
C09 T Fo DRc-C8:483
C09 T H Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 T H DRc-C 12:82
C09 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:94
C09 T HGC DRc-C8:484
C09 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:82
C09 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:94
C09 T K2 DRc-C8:483
C09 T K2 DRc-C12:81
C09 T K2(mel) Y-M. 1/6:94
C09 T Req Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 T Req Y-M. 1/3:82
C09 T Req Y-M. 1/6:94
C09 T Req DRc-C8:483
C09 T Req DRc-C12:81
C09 T Sa DRc-C8:484
C09 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 T Tn DRc-C12:81
C09 X J and Y-M. 1/2:98
C09 X J and DRc-C8:487
C09 X J is DRc-C 12:83
C09 X Mand Y-M. 1/6:96
C09 X M is DRc-C8:492
C09 X M is DRc-C 12:87
C09 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:99
C09 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:83
C09 X N is Y-M. 1/2:99
C09 X N is DRc-C8:493
C09 X N is DRc-C12v:275
C09 X N is(mel) DRc-C12:88
William Child Whole Service in C fa ut
C14 C B2 DRc-C8:478
C14 c C3 DRc-C8:478
C14 c G3 DRc-C8:479
C14 c Js DRc-C8:477
C14 c 1552no DRc-C8:479
C14 c 1552no DRc-C12v:29
C14 c Pt2 DRc-C8:478
C14 c R DRc-C8:478
C14 c Req DRc-C8:477
C14 c Req DRc-C 12v: 28
C14 c S2 DRc-C8:478
C14 c So DRc-C12v:29
C14 c So DRc-C8:478
C14 c W3 DRc-C8:479
C14 K res DRc-C8:476
C14 K res DRc-C 12v:27
C14 M FFs DRc-C8:481
C14 M Hmn DRc-C8:480
C14 M ims DRc-C8:480
C14 M Rt DRc-C8:480
C14 M Rt DRc-C 12v: 30
C14 N AP DRc-C8:482
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C14 N AP DRc-C 12v:31
C14 N standard 1st DRc-C8:482
C14 S 1552 DRc-C8:476
C14 S 1662 DRc-C 12v:27
C14 T Fo DRc-C8:472
C14 T HGC DRc-C8:473
C14 T Inc DRc-C8:473
C14 T Int DRc-C8:472
C14 T Int DRc-C 12v:24
C14 T K1 DRc-C8:472
C14 T K1 DRc-C 12v:24
C14 T K2 DRc-C8:472
C14 T Oe DRc-C 12v:25
C14 T Sa DRc-C8:473
C14 X J and DRc-C8:475
C14 X M and DRc-C8:481
C14 X M and DRc-C12v:31
C14 X N is(mel) DRc-C8:482
William Child Whole Service in D sol re
C15 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:16r
C15 c B2 Y-M. 1/8:28
C15 c B2 Ob-Mus.e25:21r
C15 c B2 Ob-Mus.c48:87r
C15 c B3 Lbl-Harl.7338:1 Iv
C15 c B3 Cp-476: lOv
C15 c B3 Y-M. 1/6:29
C15 c B3 Ob-Mus.e24:22r
C15 c B3 Ob-Mus.e22:25r
C15 c C3 Lbl-Add.29289:117v
C15 c C3 Lbl-Harl.7338:Hr
C15 c C3 Cp-476: lOv
C15 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:29
C15 c C3 Y-M. 1/8:28
C15 c C3 Ob-Mus.c48:87r
C15 c C3 Ob-Mus.e23:16r
C15 c C3 Ob-Mus.e24:22r
C15 c C3 Ob-Mus.e25:21r
C15 c C3 Ob-Mus.e22:25r
C15 c G3 Lbl-Harl.7338:12r
C15 c G3 Cp-480: lOr
C15 c G3 Cp-481:9v
C15 c G3 Y-M. 1/2:37
C15 c G3 Y-M. 1/3:36
C15 c G3 Y-M. 1/6:29
C15 c G3 Y-M. 1/8:29
C15 c G3 Ob-Mus.c48:87v
C15 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:16v
C15 c G3 Ob-Mus.e24:22v
C15 c G3 Ob-Mus.e25:21r
C15 c G3 Ob-Mus.e22:26r
C15 c Js Lbl-Add.29289:117v
C15 c Js Lbl-Harl.7338:lOv
C15 c Js Cp-476: lOr
C15 c Js Cp-478:8r
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C15 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:86v
C15 C Js Ob-Mus.e23:15v
0 5 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:20v
0 5 c Js Ob-Mus.e22:25r
0 5 c Ju Y-M. 1/6:28
0 5 c Ju Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 c 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:118r
0 5 c 1552no Lbl-Harl.7338:12r
0 5 c 1552no Cp-476: l l r
0 5 c 1552no Cp-480: lOr
0 5 c 1552no Cp-481:9v
0 5 c 1552no Y-M. 1/2:37
0 5 c 1552no Y-M. 1/3:35
0 5 c 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:87r
0 5 c 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:21r
0 5 c 1552no DRc-C 12v:241
0 5 c Pc Ob-Mus.e25:21r
0 5 c Pc Ob-Mus.e22:25r
0 5 c Pc(mel) Ob-Mus. e23:16r
0 5 c Pc(mel) Ob-Mus.e24:22r
0 5 c Pt Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 c Pt2 Lbl-Add.29289:117v
0 5 c Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7338:llv
0 5 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:29
0 5 c Pt2 Ob-Mus.c48:87r
0 5 c R Lbl-Harl.7338:llv
0 5 c R Cp-476: lOv
0 5 c R Y-M. 1/6:29
0 5 c R Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 c R Ob-Mus.c48:87r
0 5 c R Ob-Mus.e23:16r
0 5 c R Ob-Mus.e24:22r
0 5 c R Ob-Mus.e22:25v
0 5 c Req Lbl-Add.29289:117v
0 5 c Req Lbl-Harl.7338:lOv
0 5 c Req Cp-476: lOr
0 5 c Req Cp-478:8r
0 5 c Req Cp-479:8r
0 5 c Req Cp-480:9v
0 5 c Req Cp-481:9r
0 5 c Req Y-M. 1/2:37
0 5 c Req Y-M. 1/3:35
0 5 c req Y-M. 1/6:28
0 5 c Req Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 c Req Ob-Mus. c48:86v
0 5 c Req Ob-Mus.e23:15v
0 5 c Req Ob-Mus.e24:21v
0 5 c Req Ob-Mus.e25:20v
0 5 c Req Ob-Mus.e22:25r
0 5 c Req DRc-C12v:240
0 5 c S2 Lbl-Add.29289:117v
0 5 c S2 Lbl-Harl.7338:llv
0 5 c S2 Cp-476: lOv
0 5 c S2 Y-M. 1/6:29
0 5 c S2 Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 c S2 Ob-Mus.c48:87r
0 5 c S2 Ob-Mus.e23:l6r
0 5 c S2 Ob-Mus.e24:22r
0 5 C S2 Ob-Mus.e25:21r
0 5 c S2 Ob-Mus.e22:25r
0 5 c Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:llv
0 5 c So Lbl-Add.29289:118r
0 5 c So Cp-476: lOv
0 5 c So Cp-478:8r
0 5 c So Cp-480: lOr
0 5 c So Cp-481:9v
0 5 c So Y-M. 1/2:37
0 5 c So Y-M. 1/3:35
0 5 c So Y-M. 1/6:29
0 5 c So Y-M. 1/8:29
0 5 c So Ob-Mus.c48:87r
0 5 c So Ob-Mus.e23:16r
0 5 c So Ob-Mus.e24:22r
0 5 c So Ob-Mus.e25:2lr
0 5 c So Ob-Mus.e22:25v
0 5 c So DRc-C12v:241
0 5 c W3 Lbl-Harl.7338:12r
0 5 c W3 Cp-480: lOr
0 5 c W3 Cp-481:9v
0 5 c W3 Y-M. 1/2:37
0 5 c W3 Y-M. 1/3:36
0 5 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:29
0 5 c W3 Y-M. 1/8:29
0 5 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:87v
0 5 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23:16v
0 5 c W3 Ob-Mus.e24:22v
0 5 c W3 Ob-Mus.e25:2lr
0 5 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:26r
0 5 Gs Ob-Mus. c48:86v
0 5 K res Lbl-Add.29289:117r
0 5 K res Lbl-Harl.7338:lOr
0 5 K res Cp-476: lOr
0 5 K res Cp-478:8r
0 5 K res Cp-480:9v
0 5 K res Cp-481:9r
0 5 K res Y-M. 1/2:36
0 5 K res Y-M. 1/3:35
0 5 K res Y-M. 1/6:28
0 5 K res Y-M. 1/8:28
0 5 K res Ob-Mus.c48:86v
0 5 K res Ob-Mus.e23:15r
0 5 K res Ob-Mus.e24:21r
0 5 K res Ob-Mus.e25:20r
0 5 K res Ob-Mus.e22:24v
0 5 K res DRc-C12v:240
0 5 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:119r
0 5 M ea Lbl-Harl.7338:14v
0 5 M Ea Cp-476:llv
0 5 M Ea Cp-480:llr
0 5 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:35
0 5 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:34
0 5 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:30
0 5 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:29
0 5 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:88r
0 5 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23:65v
0 5 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65r
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C15 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82v
C15 M Ea Ob-Mus.e22:27r
C15 M Ea DRc-C12v:243
C15 M FF Ob-Mus.c48:88r
C15 M FF Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65r
C15 M FF Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82v
C15 M FFs Lbl-Add.29289:119r
€15 M FFs Lbl-Harl.7338:14v-15r
€15 M FFs Cp-476:13r
€15 M FFs Cp-480: H r
€15 M FFs Cp-481:10v
€15 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:35
€15 M FFs Y-M. 1/3:34
€15 M FFs Y-M. 1/8:30
€15 M FFs Ob-Mus.e23:65v
€15 M FFs DRc-C12v:243
€15 M hath rd Y-M. 1/3:33
€15 M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:29
€15 M hath rd DRc-C12v:242
€15 M heart Lbl-Harl.7338:14r
€15 M Hm Cp-481:10r
€15 M Hmd Cp-476: llv
€15 M Hmd Cp-478:8r
€15 M Hmd Cp-479:8r
€15 M Hmd Y-M. 1/6:29
€15 M Hmd Y-M. 1/8:29
€15 M Hmd Ob-Mus.e23:65r
€15 M Hmd Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65v
€15 M Hmd(mel) Ob-Mus.e22:26v
€15 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:118v
€15 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:13r
€15 M Hmn Cp-480: lOv
€15 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:35
€15 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:33
€15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:87v
€15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:83r
€15 M Hmn DRc-C12v:242
€15 M imn Ob-Mus.e22:27r
€15 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:14r
€15 M ims Cp-479:8r
€15 M ims Cp-480: H r
€15 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:35
€15 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:34
€15 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:30
€15 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:29
€15 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:88r
€15 M Ims Ob-Mus. e23:65r
€15 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65v
€15 M ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82v
€15 M ims DRc-C12v:242
€15 M ims Cp-481:10r
€15 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:118v
€15 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:13r
€15 M Rt Cp-476:1 Iv
€15 M Rt Cp-478:8r
€15 M Rt Cp-479:8r
€15 M Rt Cp-480: lOv
€15 M Rt Cp-481:10r
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C15 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:35
C15 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:29
C15 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:87v
C15 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23:65r
C15 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65v
C15 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:83r
C15 M Rt Ob-Mus.e22:26v
C15 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:15v
C15 N AP Cp-480:llv
C15 N AP Cp-481:10v
C15 N AP Y-M. 1/2:36
C15 N AP Y-M. 1/3:34
C15 N AP Y-M. 1/6:30
C15 N AP Y-M. 1/8:30
C15 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:88v
C15 N AP Ob-Mus.e23:66r
C15 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:64v
C15 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82r
C15 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:28r
C15 N AP DRc-C12v:243
C15 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:119v
C15 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:15v-16r
C15 N standard Cp-476:13r
C15 N standard Cp-480:1 Iv
C15 N standard Cp-481:1 Ir
C15 N standard Y-M. 1/2:36
C15 N standard Y-M. 1/3:34
C15 N standard Y-M. 1/6:30
C15 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:88v
C15 N standard Ob-Mus.e23:66r
C15 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:64v
C15 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82r-81v
C15 N standard Ob-Mus.e22:28r
C15 S as R05 Ob-Mus.c48:86v
C15 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:115v
C15 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:5r
C15 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:27
C15 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:27
C15 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:85r
C15 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:3Ir
C15 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:19r
C15 T Fo Ob-Mus. e25:18r
C15 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:22r
C15 T Fo thy Majesty Cp-476:8v
C15 T HEis Ob-Mus.e23:13r
€15 T HEis Ob-Mus.e24:19r
€15 T HEis Ob-Mus. e25:18r
€15 T H Lbl-Harl.7338:7r
€15 T H Y-M. 1/6:27
€15 T H Y-M. 1/8:27
€15 T H Ob-Mus.c48:85v
€15 T H Ob-Mus.e23:14r
€15 T H Ob-Mus.e22:23v
€15 T H(mel) Ob-Mus.e24:20r
€15 T H(mel) Ob-Mus. e25:19r
€15 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:115v
€15 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:5v
€15 T HGC Cp-476:8v
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C15 T HGC Cp-480:8v
C15 T HGC Cp-481:8r
C15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:34
C15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:32
C15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:27
C15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:27
C15 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:85r
C15 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:13v
C15 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:19v
C15 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25:18v
C15 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e22:22v
C15 T HGC DRc-C12v:238
€15 T Inc Cp-476:9r
€15 T Inc/Hc Lbl-Add.29289:116r
€15 T Int Ob-Mus. c48:85r
€15 T Is Ob-Mus.e24:21v
€15 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7338:4v
€15 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:115v
€15 T K1 Cp-476:8v
€15 T K1 Cp-480:8r
€15 T K1 Cp-481:7v
€15 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:33
€15 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:32
€15 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:27
€15 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:27
€15 T K1 Ob-Mus. c48:85r
€15 T K1 Ob-Mus.e24:19r
€15 T K1 Ob-Mus.e25:18r
€15 T K1 DRc-C12v:237
€15 T k2 Lbl-Add.29289:115v
€15 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7338:5v
€15 T K2 Cp-476:8v
€15 T K2 Cp-480:8r
€15 T K2 Cp-481:7v
€15 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:34
€15 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:32
€15 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:27
€15 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:27
€15 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:85r
€15 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:13v
€15 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24:19r
€15 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:18v
€15 T K2 Ob-Mus.e22:22v
€15 T k2 DRc-C12v:238
€15 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:6r
€15 T Oe Cp-480:8v
€15 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:34
€15 T Oe Y-M. 1/3:32
€15 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:85v
€15 T Oe Ob-Mus.e24:19v
€15 T Oe Ob-Mus.e25:18v
€15 T Oe DRc-C12v:238
€15 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:115v
€15 T Req Lbl-Harl.7338:4v
€15 T Req Cp-476:8v
€15 T Req Cp-478:8r
€15 T req Cp-479:8r
€15 T Req Cp-480:8r
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C15 T Req Cp-481:7v
C15 T Req Y-M. 1/2:33
C15 T req Y-M. 1/3:32
C15 T Req Y-M. 1/6:27
C15 T Req Y-M. 1/8:27
C15 T Req Ob-Mus.e23:13r
C15 T Req Ob-Mus.e24:19r
C15 T Req Ob-Mus. e25:18r
C15 T Req Ob-Mus.e22:22r
C15 T req DRc-C12v:237
C15 T Sa Y-M. 1/6:27
C15 T Sa Lbl-Add.29289:116r
C15 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:6v
C15 T Sa Cp-476:8v
C15 T Sa Y-M. 1/8:27
C15 T Sa Ob-Mus.e24:19v
C15 T Sa Ob-Mus.e25:18v
C15 T Sa Ob-Mus.e22:23r
C15 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23:13v
C15 T sitteth at Ob-Mus.c48:85v
C15 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:5v
C15 T Tn Cp-480:8r
C15 T Tn Cp-481:7v
€15 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:32
€15 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:85r
€15 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:13v
€15 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:19v
€15 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:18v
€15 T Tn Ob-Mus.e22:22v
€15 T Tn DRc-C12v:238
€15 X J is Lbl-Harl.7338:9v
€15 X J is Cp-479:8r
€15 X J is Cp-481:9r
€15 X J is Y-M. 1/2:35
€15 X J is Y-M. 1/3:33
€15 X J is Y-M. 1/6:28
€15 X J is Y-M. 1/8:28
€15 X J is Ob-Mus.c48:86v
€15 X J is Ob-Mus.e24:21r
€15 X J is Ob-Mus.e25:20r
€15 X J is Ob-Mus.e22:24v
€15 X J is DRc-C12v:240
€15 X J is(mel) Lbl-Add.29289:117r
€15 X J is Cp-476: lOr
€15 X J is Cp-480:9v
€15 X M and Cp-480: H r
€15 X M and Lbl-Harl.7338:15r
€15 X Mand Y-M. 1/2:36
€15 X M and Y-M. 1/3:34
€15 X M and Y-M. 1/6:30
€15 X M and Ob-Mus.e23:65v
€15 X M and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:65r
€15 X M and Ob-Mus.e22:27v
€15 X M and DRc-C12v:243
€15 X M is Cp-479:8r
€15 X M is Cp-481:10v
€15 X M is Y-M. 1/8:30
€15 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:88v
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C15 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:82r
C15 X M is(mel) Lbl-Add.29289:119r
C15 X M is Cp-476:13r
C15 X N is Cp-476:13r
C15 X N is Cp-480:llv
C15 X N is Lbl-Add.29289:119v
C15 X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:16r
C15 X N is Cp-479:8r
C15 X N is Cp-481: H r
C15 X N is Y-M. 1/2:36
C15 X N is Y-M. 1/3:35
C15 X N is Y-M. 1/6:31
C15 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:88v
C15 X N is Ob-Mus.e23:66r
C15 X N is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:64r
C15 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:81v
C15 X N is Ob-Mus.e22:28r
C15 X N is DRc-C12v:244
William Child Evening Service in d
C17 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:43v
C17 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:43v
C17 M hath rd Lbl-Harl.7338:42r
C17 M heart/s Lbl-Harl.7338:43r
C17 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:42r
C17 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:43r
C17 M Ths Lbl-Harl.7338:43v
C17 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:44v
C17 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:45r
C17 X M is Lbl-Harl.7338:44r
C17 X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:45r
William Child Last Service
C18 C 1552no DRc-C12v:84
C18 C Req DRc-C12v:83
C18 C So DRc-C12v:84
C18 K res DRc-C12v:82
C18 M Rt DRc-C12v:84
C18 N standard DRc-C12v:86
C18 T Inc DRc-C12v:80
C18 T K1 DRc-C12v:78
C18 T K2 DRc-C12v:79
C18 T Oe DRc-C12v:79
C18 T Req DRc-C12v:78
C18 T Tn DRc-C12v:79
C18 X J is DRc-C12v:82
C18 X M is(mel) DRc-C12v:85
C18 X N is(mel) DRc-C12v:86
William Child Short Service for Verses in e la mi fiat
C19 C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 C Req Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 C Req Y-M. 1/3:84
0 9 C Req Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 C Req DRc-C12v:8
0 9 C So DRc-C12v:9
0 9 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 K res Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 K res Y-M. 1/3:84
0 9 K res Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 K res DRc-C12v:8
0 9 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:85
0 9 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 M Ea DRc-C12v:ll
0 9 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 N AP Y-M. 1/2:101
0 9 N AP(rep) Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 N standard Y-M. 1/2:101
0 9 N standard Y-M. 1/3:85
0 9 N standard DRc-C12v:12
0 9 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:96
0 9 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:96
0 9 T Int Y-M. 1/2:99
0 9 T Int Y-M. 1/3:83
0 9 T Int Y-M. 1/6:96
0 9 T Int DRc-C12v:4
0 9 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:99
0 9 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:83
0 9 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:96
0 9 T Kl DRc-C12v:4
0 9 T Oe DRc-C12v:5
0 9 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:83
0 9 T Ty Y-M. 1/2:99
0 9 X J is Y-M. 1/3:84
0 9 X J is Y-M. 1/6:96
0 9 X l i s  DRc-C12v:7
0 9 X Jis(mel) Y-M. 1/2:100
0 9 X M is Y-M. 1/2:101
0 9 X M is Y-M. 1/6:97
0 9 X N is Y-M. 1/2:101
0 9 X N is Y-M. 1/6:97
William Child Sharp Service in e la mi
C20 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7338:8Ir 
C20 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:39 
C20 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:33 
C20 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:72v 
C20 C B3 Ob-Mus.e22:2v 
C20 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7338:8Ir
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C20 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C C3 Ob-Mus.e23:72v
C20 C C3 Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C G3 Lbl-Harl.7338:82r
C20 C G3 Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C G3 Ob-Mus.e23:73r
C20 C G3 Ob-Mus.e22:3r
C20 C Js Lbl-Harl.7338:80v
C20 C Js Ob-Mus.e23:72r
C20 C js Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:32
C20 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7338:8Iv
C20 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C 1552no Y-M.1/3:37
C20 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:31
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:78v
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:7l
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23:72v
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:14r
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:13r
C20 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e22:3r
C20 C 1552no DRc-C12v:206
C20 C Pc Ob-Mus.e23:72v
C20 C Pc(mel) Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7338:8Ir
C20 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C R Lbl-Harl.7338:81r
C20 C R Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C R Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C R Ob-Mus.e23:72v
C20 C R Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C Req Lbl-Harl.7338:80r
C20 C Req Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C Req Y-M. 1/3:37
C20 C Req Y-M. 1/6:32
C20 C Req Y-M. 1/8:31
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:78v
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:72
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:72r
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:13v
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.e25:12v
C20 C Req Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C Req DRc-C12v:206
C20 C S2 Lbl-Harl.7338:8Ir
C20 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C S2 Ob-Mus.e22:2v
C20 C S3 Ob-Mus.e23:72v
C20 C Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:81v
C20 C Sa Ob-Mus.e22:3r
C20 C So Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 C So Y-M. 1/3:37
C20 C So Y-M. 1/8:31
C20 C So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:7l
C20 C So Ob-Mus.e23:72v
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C20 C So Ob-Mus.e24:13v
C20 C So Ob-Mus.e25:12v
C20 C So DRc-C12v:206
C20 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7338:81v
C20 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:33
C20 C W3 Ob-Mus.e23:73r
C20 C W3 Ob-Mus.e22:3r
C20 M FFs Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75r
C20 K res Lbl-Harl.7338:80r
C20 K res Y-M. 1/2:39
C20 K res Y-M. 1/3:37
C20 K res Y-M. 1/6:32
C20 K res Y-M. 1/8:31
C20 K res Ob-Mus.c48:78r
C20 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:72
C20 K res Ob-Mus.e23:7lv
C20 K res Ob-Mus.e24:13r
C20 K res Ob-Mus.e25:12r
C20 K res Ob-Mus.e22:2r
€20 K res DRc-C12v:205
C20 M ea Lbl-Harl.7338:83v
€20 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:40
€20 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:38
€20 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:34
€20 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 M ea Ob-Mus.c48:79r
€20 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:70
€20 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75r
€20 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69v
€20 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:87r
€20 M ea Ob-Mus.e22:4r
€20 M Ea DRc-C12v:208
€20 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:83v
€20 M FF Ob-Mus.c48:79r
€20 M FF Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:70
€20 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:40
€20 M Ffs Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 M Ffs Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69v
€20 M Ffs Ob-Mus.e25 verso:87r
€20 M Ffs DRc-C12v:208
€20 M Heart Lbl-Harl.7338:83r
€20 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:82v
€20 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:39
€20 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:33
€20 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75v
€20 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e22:3v
€20 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:83r
€20 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:34
€20 M Ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75v
€20 M Ims Ob-Mus.e22:4r
€20 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:82v
€20 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:39
€20 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:37
€20 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:33
€20 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:79r
€20 M Rt Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:71
€20 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75v
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C20 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69v
C20 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:87r
C20 M Rt Ob-Mus.e22:3v
C20 M Rt DRc-C12v:207
C20 M Ths Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:84v
€20 N AP Y-M. 1/6:34
€20 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74v
€20 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:4v
€20 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:84v
€20 N standard Y-M. 1/2:40
€20 N standard Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:79v
€20 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:70
€20 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74v
€20 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69r
€20 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86v
€20 N standard DRc-C12v:209
€20 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:76v
€20 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:31
€20 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:30
€20 T Fo Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
€20 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:69r
€20 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:llr
€20 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:lOr
€20 T HEis Ob-Mus.c48:77r
€20 T HEis Ob-Mus.e23:69r
€20 T HEis Ob-Mus.e24:llr
€20 T HEis Ob-Mus.e25:lOr
€20 T H Y-M. 1/6:31
€20 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:77r
€20 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:31
€20 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:30
€20 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:77r
€20 T Hgc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
€20 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:69v
€20 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25 : lOv
€20 T Inc Ob-Mus.e23:70v
€20 T Inc Ob-Mus.e22:lr
€20 T Ing Lbl-Harl.7338:78r
€20 T Int Lbl-Harl.7338:76r
€20 T Int Y-M. 1/2:37
€20 T Int Y-M. 1/3:36
€20 T Int Y-M. 1/6:31
€20 T Int Y-M. 1/8:30
€20 T Int Ob-Mus.c48:77r
€20 T Int Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
€20 T Int Ob-Mus. e23:69r
€20 T Int Ob-Mus.e24:llr
€20 T Int Ob-Mus.e25 : lOr
€20 T Int DRc-C12v:201
€20 T Kl Lbl-Harl.7338:76r
€20 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:37
€20 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:36
€20 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:31
€20 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:30
€20 T kl Ob-Mus.c48:77r
€20 T kl Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:74
C20 T K1 Ob-Mus. e23:69r
C20 T K1 Ob-Mus.e24: H r
C20 T K1 Ob-Mus.e25:10r
C20 T kl DRc-C12v:201
C20 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7338:77r
C20 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:37
C20 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:36
C20 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:31
C20 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:30
C20 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:77r
C20 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
C20 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:69v
C20 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24: H r
C20 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:lOr
C20 T K2 DRc-C12v:202
C20 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:77v
C20 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:38
C20 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23:70r
C20 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:77v
C20 T Sa Y-M. 1/8:30
C20 T Sa Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
C20 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23:70r
C20 T Sa Ob-Mus.e25:10v
C20 T sittest at Ob-Mus.c48:77r
C20 T So Ob-Mus.e24:llv
C20 T thy majesty of thy glory Ob-Mus.c48:77r
C20 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:77r
C20 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:37
C20 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:36
€20 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:77r
€20 T Tn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:74
€20 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:69v
€20 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:10v
€20 T Tn DRc-C12v:202
€20 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:llv
€20 X J is Lbl-Harl.7338:79v
€20 X J is Y-M. 1/2:38
€20 X J is Y-M. 1/6:32
€20 X J is Y-M.1/8:31
€20 X J is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:72
€20 X J is Ob-Mus.e23:71v
€20 X J is Ob-Mus.e25:12r
€20 X J is Ob-Mus.e22:2r
€20 X J is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:37
€20 X J is(mel) DRc-C12v:205
€20 X M and(added) Y-M. 1/2:40
€20 X M is Lbl-Harl.7338:84r
€20 X M is Y-M. 1/3:38
€20 X M is Y-M. 1/8:32
€20 X M is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69v
€20 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86v
€20 X M is Ob-Mus.e22:4r
€20 X M is DRc-C12v:208
€20 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:34
€20 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:79r
€20 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:70
€20 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23 verso:75r
€20 X N and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:69r
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C20 X N is(mel) DRc-C12v:209
C20 X N is Y-M. 1/6:34
C20 X N is Y-M. 1/8:32
C20 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:79v
€20 X N is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:69
€20 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86v
€20 X N is Ob-Mus.e22:4v
€20 X Nis(mel) Y-M. 1/2:40
€20 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:38
€20 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74v
€20 X N is(some mel)/and Lbl-Harl.7338:85r
William Child Whole Service in F fa ut
€22 C B2 Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c €3 Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c €3 Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c G3 Y-M. 1/3:40
€22 c G3 DRc-C12v:93
€22 c Ju Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c Ju Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c 1552no Y-M. 1/2:42
€22 c 1552no Y-M. 1/3:40
€22 c 1552no Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c 1552no Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c 1552no DRc-C12v:92
€22 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c R Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c Req Y-M. 1/2:42
€22 c Req Y-M. 1/3:39
€22 c Req Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c Req Y-M. 1/8:33
€22 c Req DRc-C12v:90
€22 c S2 Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c S2 Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c Sa DRc-C12v:92
€22 c So Y-M. 1/2:42
€22 c So Y-M. 1/3:40
€22 c So Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 c So Y-M. 1/8:34
€22 c W3 Y-M. 1/3:40
€22 c W3 DRc-C12v:93
€22 K res Y-M. 1/2:42
€22 K res Y-M. 1/3:39
€22 K res Y-M. 1/6:36
€22 K res Y-M. 1/8:33
€22 K res DRc-C12v:90
€22 S 1552 Lbl-Harl.7338:34r
€22 S God of Sabaoth DRc-C12v:90
€22 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:3Ir
€22 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:35
€22 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:32
€22 T H Lbl-Harl.7338:32r
€22 T H DRc-C12v:88
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C22 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:3Iv
C22 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:41
C22 T HGC DRc-C12v: 87-88
C22 T Kl Lbl-Harl.7338:30v
C22 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:41
C22 T kl Y-M. 1/3:38
C22 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:34
C22 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:32
C22 T Kl DRc-C12v:87
C22 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7338:31r
C22 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:41
C22 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:38
C22 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:35
C22 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:32
C22 T K2 DRc-C12v:87
C22 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:31v
C22 T Oe DRc-C12v:88
C22 T Req Lbl-Harl.7338:30v
C22 T Req Y-M. 1/2:41
C22 T Req Y-M. 1/3:38
C22 T Req Y-M. 1/6:34
C22 T Req Y-M. 1/8:32
C22 T Req DRc-C12v:87
C22 T Sa Y-M. 1/6:35
C22 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:31v
C22 T So Y-M. 1/8:33
C22 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:31r
C22 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:35
C22 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:33
C22 X J and Y-M. 1/8:33
C22 X J is Lbl-Harl.7338:33v
C22 X J is Y-M. 1/2:42
C22 X J is Y-M. 1/3:39
C22 X J is Y-M. 1/6:36
C22 X J is DRc-C12v:90
William Child Whole Service in Gam ut
C23 Be 1552 Cp-475:70r
C23 Be 1552 Cp-476:77r
C23 Be 1552 Cp-479:70r
C23 Be 1552 Cp-480:67r
C23 Be 1552 Cp-481:70r
C23 Be 1552 Y-M. 1/2:74
C23 Be 1552 Y-M. 1/3:65
C23 Be 1552 Y-M. 1/6:67
C23 Be 1552 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:82
C23 Be 1552 DRc-C12v:128
C23 Be 1552 DRc-C13:178
C23 Be 1552 DRc-Ella:81
C23 Be Req DRc-C12v:128
C23 C 1552 Cp-475:72r
C23 C 1552 Cp-476:79r
C23 C 1552 Cp-480:69r
C23 C 1552 Cp-481:71v
C23 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:76
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C23 C 1552 Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:79
C23 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23:34r
C23 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:42r
C23 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:46v
C23 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e22:41r
C23 C 1552no DRc-Ella:285res
C23 C B2 DRc-C12v:135
C23 C B3 Cp-475:lOr
C23 C B3 Cp-480:69r
C23 C B3 Cp-481:71v
C23 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:33v
C23 C B3 Ob-Mus.e24:41v
C23 C B3 DRc-Ella:284
C23 C €3 Cp-475:lOr
C23 C €3 Cp-481:71v
C23 C €3 Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 C €3 Ob-Mus.e23:33v
C23 C €3 Ob-Mus.e24:41v
C23 C €3 DRc-C12v:135
C23 C €3 DRc-Ella:284
C23 C G3 Cp-480:69r
C23 C G3 Cp-481:72r
C23 C G3 Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 C G3 Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:34r
C23 c G3 Ob-Mus.e24:42r
C23 c G3 DRc-C12v:135
C23 c G3 DRc-Ella:285
C23 c Js Cp-475:9v
C23 c Js Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:79
C23 c Js Ob-Mus.e23:33r
C23 c Js Ob-Mus.e24:41r
C23 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:46r
C23 c Js Ob-Mus.e22:40v
C23 c Pt2 DRc-Ella:284
C23 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 c Pt2 Ob-Mus.e24:41v
C23 c Pt2(mel) Ob-Mus.e23:33v
C23 c Pt3 DRc-C12v:135
C23 c R Cp-475:10r
€23 c R Y-M. 1/2:76
€23 c R Y-M. 1/3:66
€23 c R Ob-Mus.e23:33v
€23 c R Ob-Mus.e24:41v
€23 c R DRc-C12v:135
€23 c R DRc-El la:284
€23 c Req Cp-475:71v
€23 c req Cp-475:9v
€23 c Req Cp-476:78v
€23 c Req Cp-478:75r
€23 c Req Cp-479:70r
€23 c Req Cp-480:68v
€23 c Req Cp-481:71v
€23 c Req Y-M. 1/2:76
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C23 C Req Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 C Req Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 C Req Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:79
C23 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:33r
C23 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:41r
C23 C req Ob-Mus. e25:46r
C23 C Req Ob-Mus.e22:40v
C23 C Req DRc-C12v:134
C23 C Req DRc-C13:184
C23 C req DRc-Ella:284
C23 C S2 Cp-480:69r
C23 C S2 Cp-481:71v
C23 c S2 Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 c S2 Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 c S2 Ob-Mus.e23:33v
C23 c S2 Ob-Mus.e24:41v
C23 c S2 DRc-C12v:135
C23 c S2 DRc-El la:284
C23 c Sa Ob-Mus.e23:34r
C23 c Sa DRc-C13:185
C23 c Sa DRc-El la:285
C23 c So Cp-475:10r
C23 c So Cp-478:75r
C23 c So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:79
C23 c So Ob-Mus.e24:41v
C23 c So Ob-Mus.e25:46v
C23 c So Ob-Mus.e22:41r
C23 c So DRc-C12v:135
C23 c W3 Cp-475:72r
C23 c W3 Cp-476:79r
C23 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 c W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:78
C23 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23:34r
C23 c W3 Ob-Mus.e24:42r
C23 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:41v
C23 c W3 DRc-C13:185
C23 c C3 Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 K res Drc-C13:183
C23 K res Cp-475:29:9v
C23 K res Cp-475:71v
C23 K res Cp-476:78v
C23 K res Cp-478:75r
C23 K res Cp-479:70r
C23 K res Cp-480:68v
C23 K res Cp-481:71v
C23 K res Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 K res Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 K res Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:80
C23 K res Ob-Mus.e23:33r
C23 K res Ob-Mus.e24:41r
C23 K res Ob-Mus.e25:45v
C23 K res Ob-Mus.e22:40v
C23 K res DRc-C12v:134
C23 K res DRc-El la:283
C23 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:88r
C23 M Ea Cp-475:lOv
C23 M Ea Cp-475:72v
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C23 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:67(1)
C23 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:78
C23 M ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:76v
C23 M ea DRc-C13:186
C23 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:88r
C23 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/6:67(1)
C23 M FF(s?) Cp-475:72v
C23 M FF(s?) Cp-476:79v
C23 M Ffs Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:77
C23 M Ffs Ob-Mus.e25 verso:76r
C23 M FFs DRc-C13:186
C23 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 M hath rd DRc-C12v:136
C23 M hath rd DRc-El la:417
C23 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7338:87r
C23 M Hmn Cp-475:10v
C23 M Hmn Cp-475:72v
C23 M Hmn Cp-476:79v
C23 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:78
C23 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:77r
C23 M Hmn DRc-C13:186
C23 M ims Lbl-Harl.7338:87v
C23 M ims Cp-478:75r
C23 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:78
C23 M Ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:76v
C23 M ims DRc-C13:186
C23 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:87r
C23 M Rt Cp-475:10v
C23 M Rt Cp-478:75r
C23 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:78
C23 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:77r
C23 M Rt DRc-C13:186
C23 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:89r
C23 N AP Cp-480:69v
C23 N AP Cp-481:72v
C23 N AP Y-M. 1/2:77
C23 N AP Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:75v
C23 N AP DRc-C12v:138
C23 N AP DRc-El la:419
C23 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:89r
C23 N standard Cp-475:1 Ir
C23 N standard Cp-475:73r
C23 N standard Cp-476:80r
C23 N standard Cp-480:70(b)r
C23 N standard Cp-481:72v
C23 N standard Y-M. 1/2:77
C23 N standard Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:77
C23 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:75v
C23 N standard DRc-C12v:138
C23 N standard DRc-C 13:187
C23 N standard DRc-El la:419
C23 T A2 Y-M. 1/2:97
C23 T Fo Cp-475:8r
C23 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:97
C23 T H Cp-475:8v
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C23 T H Y-M. 1/6:98
C23 T HGC Cp-475:8r
C23 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:97
C23 T Kl Cp-475:8r
C23 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:97
C23 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:82
C23 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:98
C23 T K2 Cp-475:8r
C23 T req Cp-475:8r
C23 T Req Y-M. 1/2:97
C23 T Req Y-M. 1/3:82
C23 T Req Y-M. 1/6:98
C23 T Sa Cp-475:8v
C23 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:98
C23 V Hs Cp-475:7v
C23 V Hs Cp-476:7v
C23 V Oc Cp-475:7v
C23 V Oc Cp-476:7v
C23 V Oc Cp-480:7v
C23 V Oc Cp-481:7r
C23 V Sv Cp-475:7v
C23 V Sv Cp-476:7v
C23 X Be and Cp-478:75r
C23 X Be and Cp-479:70r
C23 X Be and Cp-480:68r
C23 X Be and Y-M. 1/2:75
C23 X be and Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 X Be and Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 X Be and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:81
C23 X Be and DRc-C12v:131
C23 X Be and DRc-C13:182
C23 X Be and DRc-El la:85
C23 X Be and Cp-475:71r
C23 X Be and Cp-476:78r
C23 X J and Cp-478:75r
C23 X J and Cp-480:68v
C23 X J and Y-M. 1/2:76
C23 X J and Y-M. 1/3:66
C23 X J and Y-M. 1/6:67(2)
C23 X J and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:80
C23 X J and DRc-C12v:133
C23 X J and DRc-C13:183
C23 X J and DRc-El la:86
C23 X J and Cp-475:71v
C23 X J is (clumsy) Cp-476:78v
C23 X J is Cp-475:9r
C23 X Mand Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 X M and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:77
€23 X M and DRc-C12v:137
€23 X Mand DRc-C13:187
€23 X M and DRc-El la:418
€23 X M and Cp-475:72v
€23 X M and Cp-476:79v
€23 X M is Cp-475:Hr
€23 X M is Cp-479:70r
€23 X M is Y-M. 1/2:77
€23 X M is Y-M. 1/6:67(1)
€23 X M is(mel) Lbl-Harl.7338:88v
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C23 X N and Cp-479:70r
C23 X N and Cp-480:70(b)r
C23 X N and Cp-481:72v
C23 X N and Y-M. 1/2:77
C23 X N and Y-M. 1/3:67
C23 X N and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:77
C23 X N and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:75v
C23 X N and DRc-C 13:188
C23 X N and DRc-El la:419
C23 X N and Cp-475:73r
C23 X N and Cp-476:80r
C23 X N is Cp-475:H r
C23 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:76r
C23 X N is(mel)/and Lbl-Harl.7338:89v
C23 X V and Cp-475:8r
C23 X V and Cp-478:7v
C23 X V and Cp-479:7v
C23 X V and Cp-481:7v
C23 X V and Cp-476:8r
C23 X V and Cp-480:8r
Thomas Coste Te Deum, Benedictus, Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis
C25 B Ah DRc-C8:155
C25 B Ah DRc-C13:131
C25 B F2 DRc-C8:153
C25 B F2 DRc-C13:130
C25 B F2 DRc-El la: 146
C25 B Ht DRc-C8:152
C25 B Ht DRc-C13:130
C25 B Hv DRc-El la: 146
C25 B Rm salvation unto us DRc-El la: 145
C25 B set in darkness DRc-El la.T48
C25 M F DRc-El la:405
C25 M Ea DRc-C8:324
C25 M Ea DRc-C 13:133
C25 M Ea DRc-El la:404
C25 M Hmn DRc-El la:404
C25 M ims DRc-C13:133
C25 M Rt DRc-C13:132
C25 M Rt DRc-El la:404
C25 N AP DRc-El la:406
C25 N standard DRc-C13:135
C25 T cry aloud, doth cry aloud DRc-El la: 142
C25 T H DRc-C8:150
C25 T H DRc-C13:128
C25 T HGC DRc-C8:147
C25 T HGC DRc-C13:127
C25 T HGC DRc-El la: 143
C25 T Kl DRc-C8:145
C25 T Kl DRc-C13:126
C25 T Kl DRc-El la: 142
C25 T k2 DRc-C8:146
C25 T K2DRc-C13:126
C25 T K2 DRc-El la: 142
C25 T Nfe DRc-El la: 144
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C25 T Oe DRc-C13:127
C25 T Oe DRc-El la: 143
C25 T Req DRc-C8:145
C25 T Req DRc-C13:126
C25 T Req DRc-El la: 142
C25 T Ty DRc-C8:147
C25 T Ty DRc-C 13:127
C25 T Ty DRc-El la: 143
C25 V Hs DRc-C8:139
C25 X B and DRc-C8:157
C25 X B and DRc-C13:132
C25 X B and Drc-Ella:148
C25 X M and DRc-C8:325
C25 X M and DRc-C13:134
C25 X M and DRc-El la:405
C25 X N and DRc-C8:327
C25 X N and DRc-C13:135
C25 X N and DRc-El la:406
C25 X V and DRc-C8:144
Derrick Jubilate
D04 X J and Cp-488:C2v 
D04 X J and Cp-489:5r
Derrick Kyrie and Creed (the same service as D08 Short Service)
D05 C 1552 Cp-486:K4r
D05 C 1552 Cp-489:20r
D05 c 1552no Cp-475:8Ir
D05 c 1552no Cp-476:88v
D05 c 1552no Cp-480:78r
D05 c 1552no DRc-C8:215
D05 c 1552no DRc-El la:271
D05 c B3 Cp-480:78v
D05 c B3 Cp-481:82v
D05 c B3 Cp-489:20r
D05 c B3 Cp-490:E6r
D05 c B3 DRc-C 12v:247
D05 c B3 DRc-El la:270
D05 c C3 Cp-480:78r
D05 c C3 Cp-481:82r
D05 c C3 Cp-490:E6r
D05 c C3 DRc-C 12v:246
D05 c C3 DRc-El la:270
D05 c G3 Cp-475:8Ir
D05 c G3 Cp-480:78r
D05 c G3 Cp-489:20v
D05 c G3 Cp-490:E6r
D05 c G3 DRc-C 12v: 247
D05 c G3 DRc-El la:271
D05 c Js Cp-475:80v
D05 c Js Cp-476:88r
D05 c Ju DRc-C8:213
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D05 C Pt2 Cp-490:E6r
D05 C Pt2 DRc-C12v:246
D05 C Pt2 DRc-El la:270
D05 C R Cp-475:8Ir
D05 C R Cp-476:88v
D05 C R Cp-480:78v
D05 C R Cp-481:82v
D05 C R Cp-486:K4r
D05 C R Cp-488 :G2r
D05 C R Cp-489:20r
D05 C R Cp-490:E6r
D05 C R DRc-C8:215
D05 C R DRc-C12v:247
D05 C R DRc-El la:270
D05 C Req Cp-475:80v
D05 C Req Cp-476:88r
D05 C Req Cp-477:47v
D05 C Req Cp-478:86v
D05 C req Cp-480:78r
D05 C Req Cp-48 l:82r
D05 C Req Cp-486:K4r
D05 C Req Cp-489:20r
D05 c Req Cp-490:E6r
D05 c Req DRc-C8:213
D05 c Req DRc-C12v:245
D05 c Req DRc-El la:269
D05 c S2 Cp-480:78v
D05 c S2 Cp-481:82v
D05 c S2 Cp-489:20r
D05 c S2 Cp-490:E6r
D05 c S2 DRc-C 12v:246
D05 c S2 DRc-El la:270
D05 c Sa Cp-475:8Ir
D05 c Sa Cp-476:88v
D05 c Sa Cp-480:78v
D05 c Sa Cp-481:82v
D05 c Sa Cp-490:E6r
D05 c Sa DRc-C8:215
D05 c Sa DRc-C 12v:247
D05 c Sa DRc-El la:270
D05 c So Cp-478:86v
D05 c W3 Cp-475:8Ir
D05 c W3 Cp-480:78r
D05 c W3 Cp-489:20v
D05 c W3 Cp-490:E6r
D05 c W3 DRc-C12v:247
D05 c W3 DRc-El la:271
D05 K res Cp-475:80v
D05 K res Cp-476:88r
D05 K res Cp-477:47v
D05 K res Cp-478:86v
D05 K res Cp-480:78r
D05 K res Cp-48 l:82r
D05 K res Cp-486:K4r
D05 K res Cp-488 :G2r
D05 K res Cp-489: 20r
D05 K res Cp-490:E6r
D05 K res DRc-C8:212
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DOS K res DRc-C12v:245 
DOS K res DRc-El la:269
Derrick Kyrie
D06 K res Cp-486:B2r
Derrick Short Service (the same service as DOS Kyrie and Creed)
DOS B Ah DRc-El la:76 
DOS B FIs DRc-El la:75 
DOS B F2DRc-C8:95 
DOS B F2DRc-C13:86 
DOS B F2 DRc-El la:75 
DOS B Ht DRc-C8:94 
DOS B Ht DRc-C13:86 
DOS B Rm DRc-El la:75 
DOS B Rm DRc-C12v:13 
DOS C Ju DRc-C13:88 
DOS C R DRc-C13:89 
DOS C Req DRc-C13:88 
DOS C Sa DRc-C13:89 
DOS K res DRc-C13:88 
DOS T Fo DRc-C8:89 
DOS T Fo DRc-C13:83 
DOS T HGC DRc-El la:73 
DOS T Ing DRc-C12v:3 
DOS T Ing DRc-El la:74 
DOS T Kl DRc-C8:89
DOS T Kl DRc-C13:83
DOS T Kl DRc-El la:72 
DOS T K2DRc-C8:90
DOS T K2DRc-C13:84
DOS T Oe DRc-C13:84
DOS T Req DRc-C8:89
DOS T req DRc-C13:83
DOS T Req DRc-El la:72 
DOS T Sa DRc-C12v:2
DOS T Sa DRc-El la:73
DOS T Ty DRc-C8:90
DOS T Ty DRc-C13:84
DOS X Band DRc-El la:77 
DOS X B is DRc-C13:87 
DOS X B is(mel) DRc-C8:97
Michael East Evening Service
E01 M Ea Cp-486:I2v
E01 M Ea Cp-489:46v
E01 M FFs Cp-488 :E4v
E01 M Ffs Cp-489:47r
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E01 M Ffs Cp-490:L3v
EOl M Hmn Cp-486:I2r
EOl M Hmn Cp-489:46r
EOl M ims Cp-486:I2r
EOl M ims Cp-488:E4r
EOl M ims Cp-490:L3r
EOl M Rt Cp-489:46r
EOl N AP Cp-486:I3r
EOl N AP Cp-488:E4(2)r
EOl N AP Cp-489:47v
EOl N AP Cp-490:L4r
EOl N standard 2nd Cp-486:I3r
EOl N standard 2nd Cp-488:E4(2)r
EOl N standard 2nd Cp-490:L4r
EOl N standard Cp-489:47v
EOl X M is Cp-486:I2v
EOl X M is Cp-488:E4v
EOl X M is Cp-489:47r
EOl X M is Cp-490:L3v
EOl X N is Cp-486:I3v
EOl X N is Cp-488:E4(2)v
EOl X N is Cp-489:47v
EOl X N is Cp-490:L4r
William Ellis Sanctus (not included in Daniel and le Huray) 
E03 S 1552 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:21(2)
Farrant Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
F05 M Hmn DRc-C18:31 
F05 N ATP DRc-C18:31 
F05 X M and DRc-C18:31
John Farrant Short Service
F07 C Apostles Ojc-181:90r 
F07 C apostles Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 C apostles Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 C apostles Y-M.l/3:57
F07 C apostles Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 C apostles Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 C Apostles DRc-C13v: 133 
F07 C Apostles? Cp-476:64v 
F07 C Req Ojc-181:90r
F07 C Req Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 C Req Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 C Req Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 C Req Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 C Req DRc-C13v:133
F07 K res Cp-475:56r
F07 K res Cp-476:64v
F07 K res Cp-478:62r
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F07 K res Cp-479:55r
F07 K res Cp-480:56r
F07 K res Cp-481:62r
F07 K res Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 K res Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 K res Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 K res Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 K res Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 K res DRc-C13:156
F07 K res DRc-C 13v: 133
F07 K res 89v
F07 M Ea Cp-476:65r
F07 M Ea Ojc-181:92r
F07 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 M Ea DRc-C13:157
F07 M Ea DRc-C 13v: 136
F07 M F Cp-475:56v
F07 M F DRc-C13:157
F07 M F DRc-C13v:136
F07 M F(s) Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 M FI Cp-476:65r
F07 M Ffs Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 M Fs Ojc-181:92r-v
F07 M fs Y-M. 1/3:58
F07 M Fs Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 M hath Rd Cp-476:64v
F07 M hath Rd Ojc-181:91v
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 M hath rd Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 M hath rd DRc-C12v:170
F07 M hath rdDRc-C13v: 135
F07 M Hmn Cp-475:56v
F07 M Hmn Cp-476:64v
F07 M Hmn Cp-481:62v
F07 M Hmn Ojc-181:91v
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 M Hmn DRc-C12v:170
F07 M Hmn DRc-C13:157
F07 M Hmn DRc-C 13v: 135
F07 M Hmn DRc-El la:409
F07 M Ims DRc-C12v:171
F07 M ims DRc-El la:410
F07 M Rt DRc-C13:156
F07 M Rt DRc-El la:409
F07 N AP Cp-475:56v
F07 N AP Cp-476:65r
F07 N AP Cp-481:62v
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F07 N AP Ojc-181:93r
F07 N AP Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 N AP Y-M. 1/3:58
F07 N AP Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 N AP DRc-C12v:172
F07 N AP DRc-C13:158
F07 N AP DRc-C13v:138
F07 N AP DRc-El la:411
F07 N AP(mel) Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 N standard Cp-475:56v
F07 N standard Cp-476:65r
F07 N standard Cp-481:62v
F07 N standard Ojc-181:93r
F07 N standard Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 N standard Y-M. 1/3:58
F07 N standard Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 N standard Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 N standard DRc-C 12v: 172
F07 N standard DRc-C 13:158
F07 N standard DRc-C13v:138
F07 N standard DRc-El la:411
F07 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 T Fo Cp-475:55v
F07 T Fo Cp-476:63v
F07 T Fo Ojc-181:86v
F07 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:65
F07 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:37v
F07 T Fo DRc-C13:153
F07 T Fo DRc-C13v:128
F07 T H Cp-476:64r
F07 T H Ojc-181:87v
F07 T H Y-M. 1/2:65
F07 T H Y-M. 1/3:56
F07 T H Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 T H Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 T H DRc-C13:154
F07 T H DRc-C13v:130
F07 T HGC Cp-480:55v
F07 T HGC Cp-481:61v
F07 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:90
F07 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:38r
F07 T HGC DRc-C12v:167
F07 T HGC DRc-El la:91
F07 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 T Kl Cp-475:55r
F07 T Kl Cp-476:63v
F07 T Kl Cp-480:55r
F07 T Kl Cp-481:61v
F07 T Kl Ojc-181:86r
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:65
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:90
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:56
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:52
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F07 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:37v
F07 T Kl DRc-C12v:166
F07 T Kl DRc-C13:153
F07 T kl DRc-C13v:128
F07 T Kl DRc-El la:90
F07 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 T K2 Cp-475:55v
F07 T K2 Cp-476:63v
F07 T K2 0jc-181:86v
F07 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:56
F07 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:38r
F07 T K2 DRc-C 13:153
F07 T K2 DRc-C 13v: 129
F07 T Nfe DRc-C12v:168
F07 T Nfe DRc-C13v:130
F07 T Nfe Lbl-Add.29289:68r
F07 T Nfe DRc-El la:92
F07 T Nfe Ojc-181:87v
F07 T oe Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:38r
F07 T Oe DRc-C12v:167
F07 T req Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 T Req Cp-475:55r
F07 T Req Cp-476:63v
F07 T req Cp-478:62r
F07 T Req Cp-479:55r
F07 T Req Cp-480:55r
F07 T Req Cp-481:61v
F07 T Req Ojc-181:86r
F07 T Req Y-M. 1/2:65
F07 T Req Y-M. 1/2:90
F07 T Req Y-M. 1/3:56
F07 T req Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 T Req Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 T Req Y-M. 1/8:51
F07 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:37v
F07 T Req DRc-C12v: 166
F07 T Req DRc-C13:153
F07 T Req DRc-C13v:128
F07 T Req DRc-El la:90
F07 T Sa DRc-C 13v: 129
F07 T So Cp-476:63v
F07 T So Ojc-181:87r
F07 T So Ob-Mus.c48:38r
F07 T So DRc-C13:154
F07 T Tn Cp-475:55v
F07 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:65
F07 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:56
F07 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:57
F07 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 T Ty Cp-476:63v
F07 T Ty Ojc-181:86v
F07 T Ty Ob-Mus.c48:38r
F07 T Ty DRc-C13:153
F07 T Ty DRc-C 13v: 129
F07 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:67r
F07 V Hs Cp-479:55r
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F07 V Hs Cp-48 l:61r
F07 V Oc Cp-475:55r
F07 V Oc Cp-476:63r
F07 V Oc Cp-480:55r
F07 V Oc Cp-481:61r
F07 V Oc Ojc-181:84v
F07 V Sv Cp-476:63r
F07 V Sv Cp-481:61r
F07 V Sv Ojc-181:84v
F07 X J and Cp-478:62r
F07 X J and Cp-481:62r
F07 X land Y-M. 1/2:66
F07 X J and Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 X J and Y-M. 1/3:57
F07 X J and Y-M. 1/3:72
F07 X J and Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 X land Y-M. 1/8:52
F07 X J and DRc-C13:156
F07 X J and DRc-C13v:132
F07 X J and DRc-El la:94
F07 X J is DRc-C12v:170
F07 X J and Cp-475:56r
F07 X J and Cp-476:64v
F07 X J and Cp-480:56r
F07 X Mand Y-M. 1/2:91
F07 X M and Y-M. 1/3:73
F07 X M is Cp-478:62r
F07 X M is Cp-481:62v
F07 X M is Ojc-181:92v
F07 X M is Y-M. 1/3:58
F07 X M is Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 X M is DRc-C 12v: 171
F07 X M is DRc-C 13:157
F07 X M is DRc-C13v:137
F07 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 X M is(mel) DRc-El la:410
F07 X M is Cp-475:56v
F07 X M is Cp-476:65r
F07 X M is Cp-480:56v
F07 X N and Cp-475:56v
F07 X N and Cp-480:56v
F07 X N and Cp-478:62r
F07 X N and Cp-481:63r
F07 X N and Ojc-181:93v
F07 X N and Y-M. 1/2:67
F07 X N and Y-M. 1/3:58
F07 X Nand Y-M. 1/6:58
F07 X Nand Y-M. 1/8:53
F07 X N and DRc-C12v:172
F07 X Nand DRc-C13:158
F07 X Nand DRc-C13v:138
F07 X N and DRc-El la:411
F07 X V is Cp-481:61r
F07 X V is Ojc-181:86r
F07 X V is Cp-475:55r
F07 X V is Cp-476:63v
F07 X V is Cp-480:55r
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Richard Farr ant High Service
F09 B Ah DRc-C8:26
F09 B Ah DRc-C12v:36
F09 B Ah DRc-C 13:23
F09 B Ah DRc-Ella:49
F09 B FI Y-M. 1/2:45
F09 B FIs DRc-C12v:35
F09 B FIs DRc-Ella:48
F09 B F2 Cp-486:N4v
F09 B F2 Cp-489:97r
F09 B F2 Y-M. 1/3:43
F09 B F2 Y-M. 1/6:39
F09 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 B F2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:96
F09 B F2 DRc-C8:25
F09 B F2 DRc-C 12v:35
F09 B F2 DRc-C13:22
F09 B F2 DRc-Ella:48
F09 B F2s Lbl-Harl.7337:170r
F09 B F2(s) Cp-488:E2(2)r
F09 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:169v
F09 B Hv Cp-488 :E2(2)r
F09 B Hv Y-M. 1/6:39
F09 B Hv Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 B Hv Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:96
F09 B Hv DRc-C8:24
F09 B Hv DRc-C13:22
F09 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:171r
F09 B Oh Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 B Oh Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:95
F09 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:169v
F09 B Rm Cp-488 :E2(2)r
F09 B Rm Cp-489:97r
F09 B Rm Y-M. 1/2:45
F09 B Rm Y-M. 1/3:42
F09 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:39
F09 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 B Rm Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:96
F09 B Rm DRc-C8:24
F09 B Rm DRc-C13:21
F09 B Rm DRc-Ella:47
F09 C 1552 Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 C 1552 Cp-489:98r
F09 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7338:75r
F09 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:30r
F09 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso
F09 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:40v
F09 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 C 1552no DRc-C12v:38
F09 C 1552no DRc-Ella:259
F09 C B2 Cp-488:E2(3)r
F09 c B2 Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 c B2 Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 c B2 DRc-C12v:38
F09 c B2 DRc-C 13:25
F09 c B3 Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 c B3 Cp-486:N5r
F09 c B3 Cp-489:98r
F09 c B3 Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 c B3 Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 c B3 Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 c B3 Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 c B3 Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 c B3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 c B3 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 c B3 DRc-C8:174
F09 c B3 DRc-Ella:259
F09 c C3 Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 c C3 Cp-488:E2(3)r
F09 c C3 Cp-489:98r
F09 c C3 Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 c C3 Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 c C3 Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 c C3 Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 c C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 c C3 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 c C3 Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 c C3 Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 c C3 DRc-C8:173
F09 c C3 DRc-C12v:38
F09 c C3 DRc-El la:259
F09 c Req Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 c G3 Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 c G3 Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 c G3 Ob-Mus.c48:30r
F09 c G3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:93
F09 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 c G3 Ob-Mus.e24:40v
F09 c G3 Ob-Mus.e25:45v
F09 c G3 DRc-C8:175
F09 c G3 DRc-C13:25
F09 c Js Lbl-Harl.7338:74r
F09 c Js Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 c Js Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 c Js Ob-Mus.e23:31v
F09 c Js Ob-Mus.e24:39v
F09 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:44v
F09 c Ju Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 c Ju Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 c Ju DRc-C13:24
F09 c Pt2 Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 c Pt3 Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 c Pt3 Cp-489:98r
F09 c Pt3 Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 c Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 c Pt3 Y-M. 1/8:37
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F09 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 C Pt3 DRc-C8:174
F09 C Pt3 DRc-C12v:38
F09 C Pt3 DRc-C13:25
F09 C Pt3 DRc-Ella:259
F09 C R Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 C R Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 C R Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 C R Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 C R Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 C R DRc-C12v:38
F09 C R DRc-Ella:259
F09 C Req Lbl-Harl.7338:73v
F09 C Req Cp-486:N5r
F09 C Req Cp-488 :E2(2)v
F09 C Req Cp-489:97v
F09 C Req Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 C Req Y-M. 1/3:43
F09 C Req Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 C Req Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:31v
F09 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:39v
F09 C req Ob-Mus. e25:44v
F09 C Req DRc-C12v:37
F09 C Req DRc-C13:24
F09 C S2 Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 C S2 Cp-486:N5r
F09 C S2 Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 C S2 Cp-489:98r
F09 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 C S2 Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 C S2 Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 C S2 Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 C S2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 C S2 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 C S2 Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 C S2 Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 C S2 DRc-C8:174
F09 C S2 DRc-C 12v:38
F09 C S2 DRc-C 13:25
F09 C S2 DRc-El la:259
F09 C Sa Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 C Sa Ob-Mus.e24:40r
F09 C Sa Ob-Mus.e25:45r
F09 C Sa DRc-C8:174
F09 C Sa DRc-C 12v:38
F09 C Sa DRc-C13:25
F09 C Sa DRc-El la:259
F09 C Scripture Lbl-Harl.7338:74v
F09 C So Lbl-Harl.7338:75r
F09 C So Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 C So Y-M. 1/3:44
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F09 C So Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 C So Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 C So Ob-Mus.c48:29v
F09 C So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7338:75v
F09 C W3 Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:30r
F09 c W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:93
F09 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23:32r
F09 c W3 Ob-Mus.e24:40v
F09 c W3 Ob-Mus.e25:45v
F09 c W3 DRc-C8:175
F09 c W3 DRc-C 13:25
F09 M F(s) DRc-El la:368
F09 K res Lbl-Harl.7338:73v
F09 K res Cp-486:N5r
F09 K res Cp-488 :E2(2)v
F09 K res Cp-489:97v
F09 K res Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 K res Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 K res Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 K res Ob-Mus.c48:29r
F09 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:94
F09 K res Ob-Mus.e23:3lv
F09 K res Ob-Mus.e24:39v
F09 K res Ob-Mus.e25:44v
F09 K res DRc-C12v:37
F09 K res DRc-C13:24
F09 K res DRc-El la:258
F09 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:173r
F09 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:30v
F09 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:76v
F09 M Ea DRc-C 12v:40
F09 M Ea DRc-El la:367
F09 M F Lbl-Harl.7337:173r
F09 M F Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 M F Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82v
F09 M F Ob-Mus.e24 verso:76r
F09 M F(s) Cp-489:98v
F09 M FIs Lbl-Harl.7337:170r
F09 M Fs Ob-Mus.c48:31r
F09 M Fs DRc-C 12v:40
F09 M heart/s Lbl-Harl.7337:172v
F09 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:172r
F09 M Hum Cp-488 :E2(3)r
F09 M Hmn Cp-489:98r
F09 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:41
F09 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:30v
F09 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:93
F09 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82v
F09 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:76v
F09 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:95v
F09 M Hmn DRc-C12v:39
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F09 M Hmn DRc-C13:26
F09 M Hmn DRc-El la:367
F09 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:172v
F09 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 M ims Y-M. 1/6:41
F09 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:30v
F09 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:93
F09 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82v
F09 M ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:76v
F09 M ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:95v
F09 M ims DRc-C 12v:40
F09 M ims DRc-C13:27
F09 M ims DRc-El la:367
F09 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:172r
F09 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:44
F09 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:41
F09 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:30v
F09 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 93
F09 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82v
F09 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:76v
F09 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:95v
F09 M Rt DRc-C8:253
F09 M Rt DRc-C12v:39
F09 M Rt DRc-C13:26
F09 M Rt DRc-El la:367
F09 M Ths Lbl-Harl.7337:173r
F09 M Ths Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 M Ths Y-M. 1/6:41
F09 M Ths Y-M. 1/8:38
F09 M Ths Ob-Mus.c48:31r
F09 M Ths Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:92
F09 M Ths Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82v
F09 M Ths Ob-Mus.e25 verso:95r
F09 M Ths DRc-C 12v:40
F09 M Ths DRc-C13:27
F09 M Ths DRc-El la:368
F09 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:174r
F09 N AP Cp-488 :E2(3)v
F09 N AP Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 N AP Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 N AP Y-M. 1/6:42
F09 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:31r
F09 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:92
F09 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82r
F09 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75v
F09 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94v
F09 N AP DRc-C12v:41
F09 N AP DRc-C 13:28
F09 N AP DRc-El la:368
F09 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:174r
F09 N standard 2nd Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 N standard 2nd Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 N standard Cp-489:98v
F09 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:3Ir
F09 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82r
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F09 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75v
F09 N standard DRc-El la:368
F09 N standard(mel) DRc-C12v:41
F09 T Wa(?)tf Cp-489:96r
F09 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:166v
F09 T Fo Cp-489:96r
F09 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Fo Y-M.1/3:41
F09 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T Fo DRc-C12v:32
F09 T Fo DRc-El la:45
F09 T H Y-M. 1/6:39
F09 T H Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 T H Ob-Mus.c48:29r
F09 T H Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:97
F09 T help thy servant Lbl-Harl .7337:168r
F09 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:167r
F09 T HOC Cp-489:96v
F09 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:42
F09 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T HGC DRc-El la:45
F09 T Inc DRc-C8:22
F09 T Inc DRc-C13:21
F09 T Inc/Ing Cp-486:N4r
F09 T Ing Lbl-Harl.7337:168v
F09 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7337:166r
F09 T K1 Cp-486:N3v
F09 T kl Cp-488:E2r
F09 T K1 Cp-489:96r
F09 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:41
F09 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:38
F09 T Kl Y-M.l/8:35
F09 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T Kl Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:98
F09 T Kl DRc-C8:19
F09 T Kl DRc-C12v:32
F09 T kl DRc-C13:19
F09 T Kl DRc-El la:44
F09 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:167r
F09 T K2 Cp-488:E2v
F09 T K2 Cp-489:96v
F09 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T K2 Y-M.1/3:42
F09 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:38
F09 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:98
F09 T K2 DRc-C8:20
F09 T K2DRc-C13:19
F09 T K2 DRc-El la:45
F09 T oe Lbl-Harl.7337:167v
F09 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Oe Y-M.1/3:42
F09 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:38
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F09 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T Oe DRc-C12v:33
F09 T Oe DRc-C13:20
F09 T Req Lbl-Harl.7337:166r
F09 T Req Cp-486:N3v
F09 T Req Cp-488 :E2r
F09 T Req Cp-489:96r
F09 T Req Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Req Y-M. 1/3:41
F09 T req Y-M. 1/6:38
F09 T Req Y-M. 1/8:35
F09 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:98
F09 T Req DRc-C8:19
F09 T Req DRc-C12v:32
F09 T Req DRc-C13:19
F09 T Req DRc-El la:44
F09 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:167v
F09 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:44
F09 T Sa DRc-C12v:33
F09 T So Y-M. 1/3:42
F09 T So Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T So DRc-El la:46
F09 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:167r
F09 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:38
F09 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:36
F09 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T Tn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 98
F09 T Ty Cp-486:N3v
F09 T Ty Cp-488 :E2v
F09 T Ty DRc-C8:20
F09 T Ty DRc-C13:19
F09 T Watf DRc-C 12v: 32
F09 T Watf DRc-C13:19
F09 T Watf DRc-El la:44
F09 T Watf Ob-Mus.c48:27v
F09 T Watf Ob-Mus.c48:28r
F09 T Watf DRc-C8:19
F09 T Watf Cp-488:E2r
F09 V Hs Ob-Mus.c48:26v
F09 V Oc Ob-Mus.c48:26v
F09 V Sv Ob-Mus.c48:26v
F09 X B and Y-M. 1/6:40
F09 X B and DRc-C12v:36
F09 X Bis Lbl-Harl.7337:171v
F09 X B is Cp-486:N4v
F09 X B is Cp-488 :E2(2)v
F09 X B is Cp-489:97v
F09 X B is Y-M. 1/2:46
F09 X Bis Y-M. 1/8:37
F09 X B is Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:95
F09 X B is DRc-C8:27
F09 X B is DRc-El la:49
F09 X B is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:43
F09 X B is(mel) DRc-C13:23
F09 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:173v
F09 X M is Cp-489:98v
F09 X M is Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 X M is Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:31r
F09 X M is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82r
F09 X M is DRc-C 12v:40
F09 X M is DRc-El la:368
F09 X N and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:75v
F09 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:174r
F09 X N is Cp-488 :E2(3)v
F09 X N is Cp-489:98v
F09 X N is Y-M. 1/2:47
F09 X N is Y-M. 1/6:42
F09 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:31r
F09 X N is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:91
F09 X N is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:82r
F09 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:94v
F09 X N is DRc-El la:369
F09 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:45
F09 X N is(mel) DRc-C12v:41
F09 X N is(mel) DRc-C13:28
F09 X V is Ob-Mus.c48:27r
John Foster Service in C (not included in Daniel and le Huray)
F1C B Ah DRc-C8:160(6v)
F1C B Ah DRc-Cl3:289
F1C B Ah DRc-El la: 117
F1C B FIs DRc-C8:160(5r)
F1C B FIs DRc-C13:288
F1C B FIs DRc-El la: 116
F1C B F2s DRc-C 13:288
F1C B F2s DRc-El la: 116
F1C B FF2s DRc-C8:160(5r)
F1C B Ht DRc-C8:160(4v)
F1C B Ht DRc-C13:288
F1C B Hv DRc-El la: 115
F1C B Rm DRc-C8:160(4r)
F1C B Rm DRc-C 13:287
F1C B Rm DRc-El la: 115
F1C C B3 DRc-C8:233
F1C C B3 DRc-C13:292
F1C C B3 DRc-El la:279
F1C C C3 DRc-C8:233
F1C C C3 DRc-C13:292
F1C C C3 DRc-El la:279
F1C C G3 DRc-C8:234
F1C C G3 DRc-C13:293
F1C C G3 DRc-El la:280
F1C C Ju DRc-C8:231
F1C C Ju DRc-C 13:291
F1C C Ju DRc-El la:278
F1C C 1552no DRc-C8:234
F1C C 1552no DRc-Cl3:292
F1C C 1552no DRc-El la:280
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F1C C Pc DRc-C8:233
F1C C Pc DRc-C13:292
F1C C R DRc-C8:233
F1C C R DRc-C 13:292
F1C C R DRc-El la:279
F1C C Req DRc-C8:230
F1C C Req DRc-C 13:291
F1C C Req DRc-El la:278
F1C C S2 DRc-C8:233
F1C C S2 DRc-C13:292
F1C C S2 DRc-El la:279
F1C C Sa DRc-El la:280
F1C C So DRc-C8:234
F1C C So DRc-C13:292
F1C C W3 DRc-C8:234
F1C C W3 DRc-C13:292-293
F1C C W3 DRc-El la:280
F1C K res DRc-C13:290
F1C K res DRc-El la:278
F1C K res mel rep DRc-C8:229
F1C T Fo DRc-C 13:284
F1C T Fo DRc-El la: 112
F1C T H DRc-C8:160(2v)
F1C T H DRc-C 13:286
F1C T H DRc-El la: 114
F1C T HGC DRc-C8:160(lr)
FIG T HGC DRc-C13:285
F1C T HGC DRc-El la: 113
F1C T Kl DRc-C8:158
F1C T Kl DRc-C 13:284
F1C T Kl DRc-Ella:l 11
F1C T K2 DRc-C8:160
F1C T K2 DRc-C13:285
F1C T K2 DRc-El la: 112
F1C T Oe DRc-C8:160(lv)
F1C T Oe DRc-Cl3:285
F1C T Oe DRc-El la: 113
F1C T Req DRc-C8:158
F1C T Req DRc-C 13:284
F1C T Req D R c-E lla:lll
F1C T So DRc-C8:160(2r)
F1C T So DRc-C 13:285
F1C T So DRc-El la: 113
F1C T Tn DRc-C8:160(lr)
F1C T Ty DRc-C13:285
F1C T Ty DRc-El la: 112
F1C X B and DRc-C13:290
F1C X B is DRc-C8:160(7v)
F1C X B is DRc-El la: 118
John Foster Service in d (not included in Daniel and le Huray)
F1F C G3 DRc-C12v:101 
F1F C Js DRc-C8:199 
F1F C 1552no DRc-C8:200 
F1F C 1552no DRc-C12v:101
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F1F C Pt2 DRc-C8:200
F1F C R DRc-C8:200
F1F C Req DRc-C8:199
F1F C W3 DRc-C12v:101
F1F K res DRc-C8:198
F1F M Ea DRc-C12v:103
F1F M FF(s) DRc-C13:(17)
F1F M Ffs DRc-C12v:103
F1F M Hmn DRc-C13:(17)
F1F M Rt DRc-C12v:102
F1F M Rt DRc-C13:(17)
F1F N AP DRc-C12v:104
F1F N standard DRc-C12v:104
F1F N standard DRc-C13:(18)
F1F T Fo DRc-C12v:97
F1F T Fo DRc-C13:(13)
F1F T HGC DRc-C12v:97
F1F T HGC DRc-C13:(14)
F1F T Inc DRc-C13:(15)
F1F T Kl DRc-C12v:96
F1F T Kl DRc-C13:(13)
F1F T K2 DRc-C13:(13)
F1F T Req DRc-C12v:96
F1F T Req DRc-C13:(13)
F1F T Sa DRc-C12v:98
F1F T Tn DRc-C13:(13)
F1F X J is DRc-C 12v: 100
F1F X J is DRc-C13:(17)
F1F X M is DRc-C 12v: 103
F1F X M is DRc-C13:(18)
F1F X N is DRc-C 12v: 104
F1F X N is(mel) DRc-C13:(18)
Frost Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
F12 M Ea DRc-C18:32 
F12 M Hmd DRc-C18:32 
F12 M Ims DRc-C18:32 
F12 M Rt DRc-C18:32 
F12 N AP DRc-C18:33 
F12 X M is(mel) DRc-C18:33 
F12 X N is(mel) DRc-C18:33
Orlando Gibbons Short Service
G02 B Ah Lbl-Add.29289:112v
G02 B Ah Qjc-180:123r
002 B Ah Ob-Mus.e23:37r
G02 B Ah Ob-Mus.e25:49r
G02 B Ah Ob-Mus.e22:44v
002 B Ah DRc-C13:98
002 B Ah BarlCTdec:31v
G02 B Ah BarBdec:31v
002 B Ah BarMdec:31v
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G02 B Ah BarTcan:31v
G02 B and Lbl-Add.29289:113r
G02 B FI Lbl-Harl.7337:128r
G02 B Fl(s) Lem-1046:49v
G02 B Fl(s)(mel) Lcm-1051:59v
G02 B FIs Lem-1048:41v
G02 B FIs Y-M. 1/2:24
G02 B FIs DRc-C12v:230
G02 B FIs DRc-El la:79
G02 B FIs BarlCTcan:31r
G02 B FIs BarBcan:30v
G02 B FIs BarBcan:31r
G02 B FIs BarMcan:31r
G02 B FIs BarTcan:30v
G02 B FIs BarTcan:31r
G02 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:20
G02 B F2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 17(2)
G02 B F2 BarlCTdec:31r
G02 B F2 BarBdec:31r
G02 B F2 BarTcan:31r
G02 B F2(s) Lcm-1047:52r
G02 B F2s Lbl-Add.29289:112v
G02 B FF Lbl-Harl.7337:128r
G02 B FFls Y-M. 1/3:23
G02 B FFls Ob-Mus.c48:50r
G02 B FFls Ob-Mus.e23:36v
G02 B FFls Ob-Mus.e24:44r
G02 B FFls Ob-Mus.e22:44r
G02 B FF2 Ojc-180:122v
G02 B FF2 Ob-Mus.c48:50r
G02 B FF2 Ob-Mus.e23:36v
G02 B Ff2 DRc-C13:97
G02 B FF2 BarMdec:31r
G02 B FF2(s) Cp-486:L5v
G02 B FF2(s) Cp-488:Dlv
G02 B FF2s Cp-489:86v
G02 B FF2s Y-M. 1/6:19
G02 B FF2s Ob-Mus.e24:44v
G02 B FF2s Ob-Mus.e25:48v
G02 B FF2s Ob-Mus.e22:44r
G02 B his ye mercy Cp-489:86v
G02 B Ht Lbl-Harl.7337:127v
G02 B Ht Lcm-1051:59v
G02 B Ht Cp-489:86v
G02 B Ht BarlCTcan:30v
G02 B Ht BarlCTcan:31r
G02 B Ht BarBcan:30v
G02 B Ht BarBcan:31r
G02 B Ht BarMcan:30v
G02 B Ht BarMcan:31r
G02 B Ht BarTcan:30v
G02 B Ht BarTcan:31r
G02 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:24
G02 B Hv Y-M. 1/3:23
G02 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:50r
G02 B Hv Ob-Mus.e23:36v
G02 B Hv Ob-Mus.e24:44r
G02 B Hv Ob-Mus.e22:44r
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G02 B Hv DRc-El la:79
G02 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:129r
G02 B Oh Y-M. 1/6:19
G02 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:20
G02 B Oh Ob-Mus.c48:50v
G02 B Oh Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 18(2)
G02 B Oh Ob-Mus.e24:45r
G02 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:112v
G02 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:127v
G02 B Rm Lem-1046:49v
G02 B Rm Lem-1047:51v-52r
G02 B Rm Cp-488:Dlv
G02 B Rm Ojc-180:122v
G02 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:19
G02 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:20
G02 B Rm Ob-Mus.c48:50r
G02 B Rm Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 17(2)
G02 B Rm Ob-Mus.e23:36v
G02 B Rm Ob-Mus.e24:44r
G02 B Rm Ob-Mus.e25:48v
G02 B Rm DRc-C13:97
G02 B Rm BarlCTdec:31r
G02 B Rm BarBdec:31r
G02 B Rm BarMdec:31r
G02 B Rm BarTcan:31r
G02 B prepare his way Lbl-Harl.7337:128v
G02 C 1552 Lcm-1046:50r
G02 C 1552 Lem-1047:52v
G02 C 1552 Lem-1048:42r
G02 C 1552 Lcm-1051:60r
G02 C 1552 Cp-486:L6r
G02 C 1552 Cp-488 :D2r
G02 C 1552 Cp-489:87r
G02 C 1552no BarMdec:32v
G02 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:113v
G02 C 1552no Ojc-180:124v
G02 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:26
G02 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
G02 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:46v
G02 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:50r
G02 C 1552no DRc-C8:221
G02 C 1552no DRc-C12v:233
G02 C 1552no DRc-C13:99
G02 C 1552no BarlCTcan:32v
G02 C 1552no BarlCTdec:32v
G02 C 1552no BarBcan:33r
G02 C 1552no BarMcan:33r
G02 C 1552no BarTcan:32v
G02 C 1552no BarTcan:33r
G02 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7337:13Ir
G02 c B3 Lbl-Harl.7337:13 Ir
G02 c B3 Lem-1048:42r
G02 c B3 Lcm-1051:60r
G02 c B3 Cp-489:87r
G02 c B3 Cp-490:R4(2)v
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G02 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:25
G02 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:24
G02 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:38v
G02 C B3 Ob-Mus.e24:46r
G02 C B3 Ob-Mus.e22:46r
G02 C B3 DRc-El la:273
G02 C B3 BarlCTcan:32v
<302 C B3 BarBcan:32v
<302 C B3 BarMcan:32v
<302 C B3 BarTcan:32v
<302 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:113v
<302 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7337:130v
<302 C C3 Lcm-1046:50r
<302 C C3 Lem-1047:52v
<302 C C3 Cp-486:L6r
<302 C C3 Cp-488 :D2r
<302 C C3 Ojc-180:124v
(302 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:20
(302 C C3 Y-M. 1/8:21
(302 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
(302 C C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 18(2)
(302 C C3 Ob-Mus.e23:38v
<302 C C3 Ob-Mus.e24:46r
(302 C C3 Ob-Mus.e25:5Or
(302 C C3 Ob-Mus.e22:46r
<302 C C3 DRc-C8:220
(302 C C3 DRc-C13:99
(302 C C3 BarlCTdec:32v
<302 C C3 BarBdec:32v
(302 C C3 BarMdec:32v
(302 C C3 BarTcan:32v
(302 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:113v
<302 C G3 Lbl-Harl.7337:13 Iv
(302 C G3 Lcm-1047:52v
(302 C G3 Cp-486:L6v
(302 C G3 Cp-488 :D2r
(302 C G3 Qjc-180:125r
(302 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:20
(302 C G3 Y-M. 1/8:21
(302 C G3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
(302 C G3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
(302 C G3 Ob-Mus.e23:39r
(302 C G3 Ob-Mus.e24:46v
(302 C G3 Ob-Mus.e22:46v
(302 C G3 DRc-C8:221
(302 C G3 DRc-C 13:100
(302 C G3 BarlCTdec:33r
(302 C G3 BarBdec:33r
<302 C G3 BarMdec:33r
(302 C G3 BarTcan:33r
(302 C Js Lbl-Harl.7337:130r
(302 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:50v
(302 C Js Ob-Mus.d 162 verso: 18(2)
(302 C Js Ob-Mus.e23:38r
<302 C Js Ob-Mus.e24:45v
(302 C Js Ob-Mus.e25:49v
(302 C Js Ob-Mus.e22:45v
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G02 C Js BarlCTdec:32v
G02 C Js BarBdec:32v
G02 C Js BarMdec:32v
G02 C Js BarTcan:32v
G02 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:113r
G02 C Ju Qjc-180:124r
G02 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 C Ju DRc-C8:219
G02 C Ju DRc-C 13:99
G02 C Lord of Lords Cp-490:R4(2)v
G02 C Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7337:13Ir
G02 C Pt2 Lem-1047:52v
G02 C Pt2 Cp-488:D2r
G02 C Pt2 Qjc-180:124v
G02 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
G02 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.e23:38v
G02 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.e24:46r
G02 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.e25:50r
G02 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.e22:46r
G02 C Pt2 DRc-C8:220
G02 C Pt2 DRc-C 13:99
G02 C Pt2 BarBdec:32v
G02 C Pt2 BarTcan:32v
G02 C Pt3 Lbl-Add.29289:113v
G02 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C Pt3 BarlCTdec:32v
G02 C Pt3 BarMdec:32v
G02 C R Lbl-Harl.7337:13 Ir
G02 C R Lcm-1051:60r
G02 C R Cp-490:R4(2)v
G02 C R Y-M. 1/2:25
G02 C R Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C R Ob-Mus.e23:38v
G02 C R Ob-Mus.e24:46r
G02 C R Ob-Mus.e22:46r
G02 C R DRc-El la:273
G02 C R BarlCTcan:32v
G02 C R BarBcan:32v
G02 C R BarMcan:32v
G02 C R BarTcan:32v
G02 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:113r
G02 C Req Lbl-Harl.7337:130r
G02 C Req Lcm-1046:50r
G02 C Req Lem-1047:52r
G02 C Req Lcm-1048:42r
G02 C Req Lcm-1051:60r
G02 C Req Cp-486:L6r
G02 C Req Cp-488 :D2r
G02 C Req Ojc-180:123v
G02 C Req Cp-489:87r
G02 C Req Cp-490:R4(2)v
G02 C Req Y-M. 1/2:25
G02 C Req Y-M. 1/3:24
G02 C Req Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 C req Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:50v
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G02 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 18(2)
G02 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:38r
G02 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:45v
G02 C Req Ob-Mus.e25:49v
G02 C Req Ob-Mus.e22:45v
G02 C Req DRc-C8:219
G02 C Req DRc-C12v:232
G02 C Req DRc-C 13:99
G02 C Req DRc-El la:272
G02 C Req BarlCTcan:32r
G02 C Req BarlCTdec:32r
G02 C Req BarBcan:32r
G02 C Req BarBdec:32r
G02 C Req BarMcan:32r
G02 C Req BarMdec:32r
G02 C Req BarTcan:32r
G02 C S2 Lcm-1051:60r
G02 C S2 Cp-489:87r
G02 C S2 Cp-490:R4(2)v
G02 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:25
G02 C S2 Y-M. 1/3:24
G02 C S2 Ob-Mus.e23:38v
G02 C S2 Ob-Mus.e24:46r
G02 C S2 Ob-Mus.e22:46r
G02 C S2 DRc-C12v:232
G02 C S2 DRc-El la:273
G02 C S2 BarlCTcan:32v
G02 C S2 BarBcan:32v
G02 C S2 BarTcan:32v
G02 C S3 Lbl-Harl.7337:131r
G02 C S3 Lcm-1048:42r
G02 C S3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C S3 BarMcan:32v
G02 C Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:13 Ir
G02 C Sa Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C Sa Ob-Mus.e23:38v
G02 C Sa Ob-Mus.e22:46r
G02 C Sa DRc-El la:273
G02 C Sa BarBcan:32v
G02 C Sa BarMcan:32v
G02 C Sa BarTcan:33r
G02 C So Cp-490:R4(2)v
G02 C So Y-M. 1/2:25
G02 C So Y-M. 1/3:24
G02 C So Ob-Mus.e24:46r
G02 C So DRc-C12v:233
G02 C So BarlCTcan:32v
G02 C W2 Cp-486:L6v
G02 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:113v
G02 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7337:13Iv
G02 C W3 Lcm-1047:52v
G02 C W3 Cp-488 :D2r
G02 C W3 Ojc-180:125r
G02 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 C W3 Ob-Mus.c48:51r
G02 C W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
G02 C W3 Ob-Mus.e23:39r
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G02 C W3 Ob-Mus.e24:46v
G02 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:46v
G02 c W3 DRc-C8:221
G02 c W3 DRc-C13:100
G02 c W3 BarlCTdec:33r
G02 c W3 BarBdec:33r
G02 c W3 BarMdec:33r
G02 c W3 BarTcan:33r
G02 K res BarlCTcan:32r
G02 K res BarlCTdec:32r
G02 K res BarBcan:32r
G02 K res BarBdec:32r
G02 K res BarMcan:32r
G02 K res BarMdec:32r
G02 K res BarTcan:32r
G02 K res BarTcan:32r
G02 K res Lbl-Add.29289:113r
G02 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:129v
G02 K res Lem-1046:50r
G02 K res Lcm-1047:52r
G02 K res Lem-1048:42r
G02 K res Lcm-1051:59v
G02 K res Cp-486:B2v
G02 K res Cp-486:L6r
G02 K res Cp-488 :D2r
G02 K res Ojc-180:123v
<302 K res Cp-489:86v
<302 K res Cp-490:R4(2)r
<302 K res Y-M. 1/2:25
<302 K res Y-M. 1/3:24
<302 K res Y-M. 1/8:20
<302 K res Ob-Mus.c48:50v
<302 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 18(2)
<302 K res Ob-Mus.e23:37v
<302 K res Ob-Mus.e24:45v
<302 K res Ob-Mus. e25:49v
<302 K res Ob-Mus.e22:45r
<302 K res DRc-C8:218
<302 K res DRc-C 12v:231
<302 K res DRc-C13:98
<302 K res DRc-El la:272
<302 K res Y-M. 1/6:19
<302 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:114r
<302 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:133v
<302 M Ea Lcm-1046:50v
<302 M Ea Lcm-1047:53r
<302 M Ea Lem-1048:42v
<302 M Ea Lcm-1051:60v
<302 M Ea Cp-486:Mlr
G02 M Ea Cp-488 :D2v
<302 M Ea Ojc-180:126v
<302 M Ea Cp-489:87v
<302 M Ea Cp-490:R7v
<302 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:26
<302 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:25
<302 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:20
<302 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:21
<302 M Ea Ob-Mus. c48:70r
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G02 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:20(2)
G02 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78v
002 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72v
002 M ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91v
002 M Ea DRc-C12v:235
002 M Ea DRc-C13:101
002 M Ea DRc-El la:393
002 M Ea BarlCTcan:34r
002 M Ea BarlCTdec:34r
002 M Ea BarBcan:33r
002 M Ea BarMcan:34r
002 M Ea BarMdec:34r
002 M Ea BarTcan:34r
002 M Ea BarTcan:34r
002 M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:133v
002 M FF DRc-El la:394
002 M FFs Lcm-1048:43r
002 M FFs Lcm-1051:60v
002 M FFs Cp-489:27r
002 M FFs Cp-490:R7v
002 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:26
002 M Ffs Y-M. 1/3:25
002 M Ffs Ob-Mus.c48:70r
002 M FFs Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78v
002 M FFs Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72v
002 M FFs Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91v
002 M FFs BarlCTcan:34r
002 M FFs BarBcan:34r
002 M FFs BarMcan:34r
002 M FFs BarTcan:34r
002 M Fs Cp-490:F6r
002 M fs DRc-C12v:235
002 M hath Rd Cp-490:R7r
002 M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:133r
002 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:114r
002 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:132v
002 M Hmn Lcm-1046:50v
002 M Hmn Lcm-1047:52v
002 M Hmn Lcm-1048:42v
002 M Hmn Lcm-1051:60v
002 M Hmn Cp-486:L6v
002 M Hmn Cp-488:D2v
002 M Hmn Ojc-180:126r
002 M Hmn Cp-489:27r
002 M Hmn Cp-489:87v
002 M Hmn Cp-490:R7r
002 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:26
002 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:24
002 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:20
002 M Hmn Y-M.l/8:21
002 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:69v
002 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
002 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:79r
002 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:73r
002 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:92r
002 M Hmn DRc-C8:303
002 M Hmn DRc-C13:100
002 M Hmn DRc-El la:393
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G02 M Hmn BarlCTcan:33v
G02 M Hmn BarlCTdec:33v
G02 M Hmn BarBcan:33v
G02 M Hmn BarBdec:33v
G02 M Hmn BarMcan:33v
G02 M Hmn BarMdec:33v
G02 M Hmn BarTcan:33v
G02 M Hmn BarTcan:33v
G02 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:114r
G02 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:133r
G02 M Ims Qjc-180:126v
G02 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:69v
G02 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:20(2)
G02 M Ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:79r
G02 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:73r
G02 M Ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:92r
G02 M ims DRc-C13:101
G02 M Ims BarlCTdec:34r
G02 M Ims BarBdec:34r
G02 M Ims BarMdec:34r
G02 M Ims BarTcan:34r
G02 M Rd Cp-488 :D2v
G02 M Rd BarlCTdec:33v
G02 M Rd BarBcan:33v
G02 M Rd BarBdec:33v
G02 M Rd BarMcan:33v
G02 M Rd BarMdec:33v
G02 M Rd BarTcan:33v
G02 M Rd BarTcan:33v
G02 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:114r
G02 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:132v
G02 M Rt Ojc-180:125v
G02 M Rt Cp-489:27r
G02 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:26
G02 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:24
G02 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:20
G02 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:69v
G02 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 19(2)
G02 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:79r
G02 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:73r
G02 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:92r
G02 M Rt DRc-C8:303
G02 M Rt DRc-C12v:234
G02 M Rt DRc-C13:100
G02 M Rt DRc-El la:393
G02 M Rt BarlCTcan:33v
G02 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:21
G02 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:114v
G02 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:134v
G02 N AP Lcm-1046:51r
G02 N AP Lcm-1047:53r
G02 N AP Lem-1048:43r
G02 N AP Cp-486:Mlr
G02 N AP Cp-488 :D3r
G02 N AP Ojc-180:127v
G02 N AP Cp-489:27v
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G02 N AP Cp-489:88r
G02 N AP Cp-490:R7v
G02 N AP Y-M. 1/2:27
G02 N AP Y-M. 1/3:25
G02 N AP Y-M. 1/6:21
G02 N AP Y-M. 1/8:22
G02 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:70v
G02 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:21(2)
G02 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78r
G02 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72r
G02 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91r
G02 N AP DRc-C8:306
G02 N AP DRc-C 12v:236
G02 N AP DRc-C13:102
002 N AP DRc-El la:395
002 N AP BarlCTcan:34v
002 N AP BarlCTdec:34v
002 N AP BarBcan:34v
002 N AP BarBdec:34v
002 N AP BarMcan:34v
002 N AP BarMdec:34v
002 N AP BarTcan:34v
002 N AP BarTcan:34v
002 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:114v
002 N standard 1st DRc-C12v:236
002 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:134v
002 N standard Lem-1046:51r
002 N standard Lem-1047:53r
002 N standard Lem-1048:43r
002 N standard Lem-1051:61r
002 N standard Cp-488 :D3r
002 N standard Ojc-180:127v
002 N standard Cp-489:27v
002 N standard Cp-489:88r
002 N standard Cp-490:F6r-v
002 N standard Y-M. 1/2:27
002 N standard Y-M. 1/3:25
002 N standard Y-M. 1/6:21
002 N standard Y-M. 1/8:22
002 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:70v
002 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:21(2)
002 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78r
002 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72r
002 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91r
002 N standard DRc-C8:307-307
002 N standard DRc-C 13:102
002 N standard DRc-El la:395
002 N standard BarlCTcan:34v
002 N standard BarlCTdec:34v
002 N standard BarBcan:34v
002 N standard BarBdec:34v
002 N standard BarMcan:34v
002 N standard BarMdec:34v
002 N standard BarTcan:34v
002 N standard BarTcan:34v
002 T A1 Ob-Mus. e23:34v
002 T A1 Ob-Mus. e25:47r
002 T A2 Ob-Mus.e23:35r
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G02 T FFls Cp-490:R4v
G02 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
G02 T Fo Lem-1046:49r
G02 T Fo Cp-488:Dir
G02 T Fo Ojc-180:120r
G02 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:49r
G02 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:34v
G02 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:42v
G02 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:47r
G02 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:42r
G02 T Fo DRc-C8:99
G02 T Fo DRc-C13:95
G02 T Fo BarlCTdec:30r
G02 T Fo BarBdec:29v
<302 T Fo BarMdec:30r
<302 T Fo BarTcan:30r
<302 T Fo thy Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
<302 T H Ojc-180:121v
<302 T H Y-M. 1/6:19
<302 T H Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 16(2)
<302 T H Ob-Mus.e25:48r
<302 T H BarlCTdec:30v
<302 T H BarMdec:30v
<302 T H BarMdec:30v
<302 T H BarTcan:30v
<302 T H(mel) Ob-Mus.e24:43v
<302 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:125r
<302 T Hgc Lcm-1051:59r
<302 T HGC Cp-489:86r
<302 T HGC Cp-490:R4r
<302 T HGC Y-M. 1/2:24
<302 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:22
<302 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:49v
<302 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:35r
<302 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:43r
<302 T HGC DRc-El la:78
<302 T Hgc BarlCTcan:29r-30v
<302 T Hgc BarBcan:29v
<302 T Hgc BarMcan:30v
<302 T Hgc BarTcan:29v
<302 T Hv Cp-490:R4v
<302 T Inc Lbl-Add.29289:112r
<302 T Inc Lbl-Harl.7337:126v
<302 T Inc Y-M. 1/8:20
<302 T Inc Ob-Mus.c48:49v
<302 T Inc DRc-C8:101
<302 T Inc DRc-C13:96
<302 T Inc/Ing Cp-486:L5r
<302 T Ing Ob-Mus.e23:35v
<302 T Int Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
<302 T Int Lbl-Harl.7337:124r
<302 T Int Lcm-1047:51r
<302 T Int Lem-1048:40v
<302 T Int Lcm-1051:58v
<302 T Int Cp-486:L5r
<302 T Int Y-M. 1/2:24
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G02 T Int Y-M. 1/3:22
G02 T Int Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 T Int Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.c48:49r
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.e23:34v
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.e24:42v
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.e25:47r
G02 T Int Ob-Mus.e22:42r
G02 T Int DRc-C12v:227
G02 T Int DRc-C13:94
G02 T Int DRc-El la:77
G02 T Int BarMdec:29v
G02 T Int BarTcan:29r
G02 T Int BarlCTdec:29v
G02 T Int BarBcan:29r
G02 T Int BarBdec:29v
G02 T Int BarMcan:29v
G02 T Int BarTcan:29v
G02 T Int Cp-489:86r
G02 T Int Cp-488:Dlr
G02 T Kl Lbl-Harl.7337:124r
G02 T Kl Lcm-1046:48v
G02 T Kl Lem-1047:51r
G02 T Kl Lem-1048:40v
G02 T Kl Lcm-1051:58v
G02 T Kl Cp-486:L5r
G02 T Kl Cp-488:Dir
<302 T Kl Ojc-180:120r
<302 T Kl Cp-489:86r
<302 T Kl Cp-490:R4r
<302 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:24
<302 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:22
<302 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:18
<302 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:19
<302 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:49r
<302 T Kl Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 15(2)
<302 T Kl Ob-Mus.e24:42v
<302 T Kl Ob-Mus.e22:42r
<302 T Kl DRc-C8:98
<302 T Kl DRc-C12v:227
<302 T Kl DRc-C13:94
<302 T Kl DRc-El la:77
<302 T Kl BarlCTcan:29v
<302 T Kl BarlCTdec:29v
<302 T Kl BarBcan:29r
<302 T Kl BarBdec:29v
<302 T Kl BarMcan:29v
<302 T Kl BarMdec:29v
<302 T Kl BarTcan:29r
<302 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
<302 T k2 Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
<302 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:125r
<302 T K2 Lem-1047:5Iv
<302 T K2 Ojc-180:120v
<302 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:19
<302 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:49v
<302 T K2 Ob-Mus.d 162 verso: 16(2)
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G02 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24:42v
G02 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:47v
G02 T K2 Ob-Mus.e22:42v
G02 T K2 DRc-C8:99
G02 T K2 DRc-C13:95
G02 T K2 BarlCTdec:30r
G02 T K2 BarBdec:30r
G02 T K2 BarMdec:30r
G02 T K2 BarTcan:30r
G02 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:112r
G02 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:125v
G02 T Oe Ojc-180:121r
G02 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:19
G02 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 16(2)
G02 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23:35v
G02 T Oe Ob-Mus.e24:43r
G02 T Oe Ob-Mus.e25:47v
G02 T Oe Ob-Mus.e22:42v
G02 T Oe DRc-C8:100
G02 T Oe BarlCTdec:30r
G02 T Oe BarBdec:30r
G02 T Oe BarMdec:30r
002 T Oe BarTcan:30r
002 T Req Lcm-1046:48v
002 T Req Ojc-180:120r
002 T req Cp-490:R4r
002 T Req DRc-C8:98
002 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:125v
002 T Sa Cp-489:86r
002 T Sa Cp-490:R4r
002 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:49v
002 T sa Ob-Mus.e23:35v
002 T Sa BarlCTcan:30r
002 T Sa BarBcan:30r
002 T Sa BarMcan:30r
002 T Sa BarTcan:30r
002 T Servant Lbl-Harl.7337:126r
002 T So Y-M. 1/2:24
002 T So Y-M. 1/3:23
002 T So Ob-Mus.e24:43r
002 T So Ob-Mus.e22:42v
002 T So DRc-C12v:228
002 T So DRc-El la:78
002 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:125r
002 T Tn Cp-486:L5r
002 T Tn Ojc-180:120v
002 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:18
002 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:19
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:49v
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 169(2)
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:35r
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:42v
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:47v
002 T Tn Ob-Mus.e22:42v
002 T Tn DRc-C8:99
002 T Tn DRc-C13:95
002 T Tn BarlCTdec:30r
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G02 T Tn BarBdec:30r
G02 T Tn BarMdec:30r
G02 T Tn BarTcan:3Qr
G02 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
G02 T Ty Lcm-1046:49r
G02 T Ty Lcm-1047:51v
G02 T Ty Cp-488:Dlr
G02 V C BarBdec:28v
G02 V Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:124v
G02 V Hd BarlCTdec:28v
G02 V Hd BarBdec:28v
G02 V Hd BarMdec:28v
G02 V Hd BarTcan:28v
G02 V Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:113r
G02 V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:lllr
G02 V Hs Lbl-Harl.7337:112v
G02 V Hs Lcm-1046:48v
G02 V Hs Lcm-1047:51r
G02 V Hs Cp-488 :B8r
G02 V Hs Ojc-180:118v
G02 V hs Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:lllr
G02 V Oc Lbl-Harl.7337:122r
G02 V Oc Lcm-1046:48v
G02 V oc Lcm-1047:51r
G02 V Oc Lcm-1048:40v
G02 V Oc Lcm-1051:58v
G02 V Oc Cp-488:B8r
G02 V Oc Ojc-180:118v
G02 V Oc Cp-490:F3r
G02 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:23
G02 V Oc Y-M. 1/3:22
G02 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 V Oc BarlCTcan:28v
G02 V Oc BarlCTdec:28v
G02 V Oc BarBcan:28v
G02 V Oc BarMcan:27v
G02 V Oc BarMdec:28v
G02 V Oc BarTcan:28v
G02 V Oc BarTcan:28v
G02 V sheep of his hand Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:lllr
G02 V Sv Lbl-Harl.7337:112v
G02 V Sv Cp-488:B8r
G02 V Sv Ojc-180:118v
G02 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 V Sv BarlCTdec:28v
G02 V Sv BarBdec:28v
G02 V Sv BarMdec:28v
G02 V Sv BarTcan:28v
G02 X Band Lbl-Harl.7337:129v
G02 X B and Lcm-1046:49v
G02 X B and Lcm-1047:52r
G02 X B and Lcm-1051:59v
G02 X B and Cp-486:L6r
G02 X B and Cp-488 :D2r
G02 X B and Qjc-180:123v
<302 X B and Cp-489:86v
<302 X Band Y-M. 1/2:25
<302 X B and Y-M. 1/3:23
<302 X Band Y-M. 1/6:19
<302 X B and Y-M. 1/8:20
<302 X B and Ob-Mus.c48:50v
<302 X B and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 18(2)
<302 X B and Ob-Mus.e23:37v
<302 X B and Ob-Mus.e25:49r
<302 X B and Ob-Mus.e22:45r
<302 X B and DRc-C13:98
<302 X B and DRc-El la:80
<302 X B and BarlCTcan:31v
<302 X B and BarlCTdec:31v
<302 X B and BarBcan:31v
<302 X B and BarBdec:31v
<302 X B and BarMcan:31v
<302 X B and BarMdec:31v
<302 X B and BarTcan:31v
<302 X B and BarTcan:31v
<302 X B is Cp-490:R4(2)r
<302 X B is Ob-Mus.e24:45r
<302 X B is DRc-C12v:231
<302 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:114r
<302 X M and Lbl-Harl.7337:134r
<302 X M and Lem-1046:50v
<302 X M and Lcm-1047:53r
<302 X M and Lem-1048:43r
<302 X M and Lcm-1051:60v
<302 X M and Y-M. 1/2:26
<302 X M and Y-M. 1/6:20
<302 X M and Y-M. 1/8:22
<302 X M and Ob-Mus.c48:70r
<302 X M and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:20(2)
<302 X M and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78v
(302 X M and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72v
<302 X M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91v
<302 X M and BarlCTcan:34r
<302 X M and BarlCTdec:34r
<302 X M and BarBdec:34r
<302 X M and BarMcan:34r
<302 X M and BarMdec:34r
<302 X M and(added) Y-M. 1/3:25
<302 X M is Cp-486:Mir
<302 X M is Cp-488 :D2v
(302 X M is Ojc-180:127r
<302 X M is Cp-489:27r
<302 X M is Cp-489:87v
<302 X M is Cp-490:F6r
<302 X M is Cp-490:R7v
<302 X M is DRc-C12v:236
<302 X M is DRc-C13:101
<302 X M is DRc-Ella:394
<302 X M is BarTcan:34r
<302 X M is BarTcan:34r
<302 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:114v
<302 X N and Lbl-Harl.7337:134v
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G02 X N and Lem-1046:5 Ir
G02 X N and Lem-1047:53r
G02 X N and Lcm-1048:43r
G02 X N and Lcm-1051:61r
G02 X N and Cp-486:Mlr
G02 X N and Cp-489:27v
G02 X N and Cp-489:88r
G02 X N and Y-M. 1/2:27
G02 X Hand Y-M. 1/3:25
G02 X Nand Y-M. 1/6:21
G02 X Nand Y-M. 1/8:22
G02 X N and Ob-Mus.c48:70v
G02 X N and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:21(2)
G02 X N and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:78r
G02 X N and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:91r
G02 X N and DRc-C8:307
G02 X N and DRc-El la:395
G02 X N and BarlCTcan:34v
G02 X N and BarlCTdec:34v
G02 X N and BarBcan:34v
G02 X N and BarBdec:34v
G02 X N and BarMcan:34v
G02 X N and BarMdec:34v
G02 X N and BarTcan:34v
G02 X N and BarTcan:34v
G02 X N and(added) Ob-Mus.e24 verso:72r
G02 X N is Ojc-180:128r
G02 X N is Cp-490:F6v
G02 X N is Cp-490:R7v
G02 X N is DRc-C12v:237
G02 X N is DRc-C13:102
G02 X N standard Cp-490:R7v
G02 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:lllv
G02 X V and Lcm-1046:48v
G02 X V and Lcm-1047:51r
G02 X V and Cp-490:F3v
G02 X V and Y-M. 1/2:23
G02 X V and BarlCTcan:29r
G02 X V and BarlCTdec:29v
G02 X V and BarTcan:29v
G02 X V is Lbl-Harl.7337:124r
G02 X V is Lcm-1048:40v
G02 X V is Lcm-1051:58v
G02 X V is Cp-488:B8r
G02 X V is Ojc-180:119v
G02 X V is Y-M. 1/6:18
G02 X V is Y-M. 1/8:19
G02 X V is Y-M. 1/3:22
G02 X V is BarBcan:29r
G02 X V is BarBdec:29r
G02 X V is BarMcan:28r
G02 X V is BarMdec:29v
G02 X V is BarTcan:29r
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Orlando Gibbons Second Service
G03 M Ea Cp-475:95r 
G03 M Ea Cp-476:105r 
G03 M Ea Cp-480:91r 
G03 M Ea Cp-481:95r 
G03 M Ea Ojc-180:129r 
003 M Ea DRc-Cl:180 
003 M ea DRc-C12v:257 
003 M Ea DRc-C13v:70 
003 M Ea DRc-C18:29 
003 M Ea DRc-Ella:510 
003 M Ea BarlCTcan:82v 
003 M Ea BarlCTdec:82v 
003 M Ea Bar2CTcan:77v 
003 M Ea Bar2CTdec:80r 
003 M Ea BarBcan:77r 
003 M Ea BarBdec:79v 
003 M Ea BarMcan:82v 
003 M Ea BarMdec:83r 
003 M Ea BarTcan:77v 
003 M Ea BarTdec:79v 
003 M FFs Cp-475:95r
003 M FFs Cp-476:105r
003 M Ffs DRc-Cl:181
003 M FFs BarlCTdec:83r
003 M FFs BarMcan:82v
003 M FFs BarMdec:83r 
003 M hath Rd BarlCTdec:82r-v 
003 M Hmn Cp-475:95r 
003 M Hnm Cp-476:105r 
003 M Hmn Cp-480:91r 
003 M Hmn Cp-481:95r 
003 M Hmn Ojc-180:128v 
003 M Hmn DRc-Cl:180 
003 M Hmn DRc-C12v:256 
003 M Hmn DRc-C13v:69 
003 M Hmn DRc-C18:29 
003 M Hmn DRc-Ella:510 
003 M Hmn BarlCTcan:82r 
003 M Hmn BarlCTdec:82v 
003 M Hmn Bar2CTcan:77v 
003 M Hmn Bar2CTdec:79v 
003 M Hmn BarBcan:76v 
003 M Hmn BarBdec:79r 
003 M Hmn BarMcan:82r 
003 M Hmn BarMdec:82v 
003 M Hmn BarTcan:77r 
003 M Hmn BarTdec:79r 
003 M ims Cp-476:105r
003 M ims Cp-480:91r
003 M Ims DRc-C12v:257
003 M ims DRc-C13v:69
003 M ims DRc-Ella:510
003 M ims BarlCTcan:82v
003 M ims BarlCTdec:82v
003 M ims BarTcan:77r
003 M ims BarTdec:79v
G03 M Rt Cp-475:95r
G03 M Rt Cp-476:105r
G03 M Rt DRc-C13v:69
G03 M Rt BarTdec:79r
G03 N AP Cp-475:95v
G03 N AP Cp-476:105v
G03 N AP Cp-480:91v
G03 N AP Cp-481:95v
G03 N AP Qjc-180:130r
G03 N AP DRc-Cl:182
G03 N AP DRc-C12v:259
G03 N AP DRc-C13v:71
G03 N AP DRc-C18:30
G03 N AP DRc-Ella:512
G03 N AP BarlCTdec:83v
G03 N AP Bar2CTcan:78r
G03 N AP Bar2CTdec:80v
G03 N AP BarBcan:79v
G03 N AP BarBdec:80r
G03 N AP BarMcan:83v
G03 N AP BarMdec:84r
G03 N AP BarTcan:78r
G03 N AP BarTdec:80
G03 N standard Cp-475:95v
G03 N standard DRc-Cl:182
G03 N standard BarMcan:83v
G03 N standard BarMdec:84r
G03 T Fo BarlCTcan:79r
G03 T Fo BarMdec:79r
G03 T H BarlCTcan:80v
G03 T H BarlCTdec:80v
G03 T H Bar2CTcan:76r
G03 T H Bar2CTdec:78r
G03 T H BarBcan:75r
G03 T H BarBdec:77r
G03 T H BarMcan:80r
G03 T H BarMdec:80v
G03 T H BarTcan:75v
G03 T H BarTdec:77r
G03 T Hgc BarlCTcan:79v
G03 T Hgc BarlCTdec:80r
G03 T Hgc Bar2CTcan:75r
G03 T Hgc Bar2CTdec:77v
G03 T Hgc BarBcan:74v
G03 T Hgc BarBdec:76v
G03 T Hgc BarMcan:78v-79r
G03 T Hgc BarMdec:80r
G03 T Hgc BarTcan:74v
G03 T Hgc BarTdec:76v
G03 T Int BarTdec:75v
G03 T K1 BarTdec:75v
G03 T K2 BarlCTcan:79v
G03 T K2 BarlCTdec:79v
G03 T K2 Bar2CTcan:75r
G03 T K2 Bar2CTdec:77v
G03 T K2 BarBcan:74v
G03 T K2 BarBdec:76v
G03 T K2 BarMcan:78v
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G03 T K2 BarMdec:79v
G03 T K2 BarTcan:74v
G03 T K2 BarTdec:76r
G03 T Oe BarlCTdec:80r
G03 T Oe BarMcan:79r
G03 T Req BarMdec:79r
G03 T Sa BarlCTcan:80r
G03 T Sa BarMcan:79v
G03 T Sa BarMdec:80r
G03 T Tn BarlCTcan:79v
G03 T Tn BarlCTdec:79v
G03 T Tn Bar2CTcan:75r
G03 T Tn Bar2CTdec:77v
G03 T Tn BarBcan:74v
G03 T Tn BarBdec:76v
G03 T Tn BarMcan:78v
G03 T Tn BarMdec:79r
G03 T Tn BarTcan:74v
G03 T Tn BarTdec:76r
G03 T name world/ever world BarBdec:77v
G03 T name world/ever world BarTcan:75v
G03 X J and BarlCTcan:82r
G03 X J is BarMdec:82v
G03 X M and DRc-Cl:181
G03 X M and DRc-C12v:258
G03 X M and DRc-El la:511
G03 X M and BarlCTcan:82v
G03 X M and Bar2CTdec:80r
G03 X M and BarMdec:83v
G03 X M and BarTcan:77v
G03 X M and BarTdec:79v
G03 X M and Cp-476:105v
G03 X M is Cp-475:95v
G03 X M and/is Cp-481:95r
G03 X M is (3 notes) Cp-480:9Ir
G03 X M is Ojc-180:129v
G03 X M is DRc-C 18:29
G03 X M is BarlCTdec:83r
G03 X M is Bar2CTcan:77v
G03 X M is BarBcan:77r
G03 X M is BarBdec:79v
G03 X M is(mel) DRc-C 13v:70
G03 X M and BarMcan:83r
G03 X N and DRc-Ella:512
G03 X N and Bar2CTdec:80v
G03 X N and BarTcan:78v
G03 X N and BarTdec:80v
G03 X N and/is Cp-480:91v
G03 X N is Cp-475:95v
G03 X N is Cp-476:105v
G03 X N is Cp-481:95v
G03 X N is Qjc-180:130v
G03 X N is DRc-Cl:183
G03 X N is DRc-C18:30
G03 X N is BarBcan:80r
G03 X N is BarBdec:80r
G03 X N is BarMdec:84r
G03 X N is(mel) DRc-C12v:259
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G03 X N is(mel) DRc-C13v:71
John Gibbs Service to the Organs
GOV M Ea DRc-C18:20 
GOV M Ims DRc-C18:20 
GOV N AP DRc-C18:21 
GOV T K2DRc-C18:18 
GOV T So DRc-C18:18 
GOV T Ty DRc-C18:18 
GOV X J and DRc-C18:20 
GOV X M and DRc-C18:21 
GOV X N and DRc-C18:21
Nathaniel Giles Short Service
G04 C B3 Ojc-181:114v 
G04 C C3 Ojc-181:114r 
G04 C G3 Ojc-181:115r 
G04 C Ju Ojc-181:113v 
004 C 1552no Ojc-181:115r 
004 C Pc Ojc-181:114v 
004 C R Ojc-181:113v 
004 C Req Ojc-181:113v 
004 C S3 Ojc-181:114v 
004 C Sa Ojc-181:113v 
004 C W3 0jc-181:115r 
004 K res Ojc-181:113r 
004 T Fo Ojc-181:108v 
004 T H Ojc-181:110r 
004 T HGC Ojc-181:109r 
004 T K1 Ojc-181:108r 
004 T K2Ojc-181:109r 
004 T Nfe Ojc-181:110v 
004 T Req Ojc-181:108r 
004 T So0jc-181:109v 
004 T Ty Ojc-181:109r 
004 X J is Ojc-181:112v
Nathaniel Giles First Service
005 C B2 Cp-476:15v 
005 C B3 Cp-475:14v 
005 C B3 Cp-480:14r 
005 C B3DRc-Cl:160 
005 C B3 DRc-C13v:42 
005 C B3DRc-C18:15 
005 C B3DRc-E5:126 
005 C B3DRc-E6:120 
005 C B3DRc-E8:128 
005 C B3DRc-E9:118 
005 C B3 DRc-El 1:130 
005 C B3 DRc-El la:329
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G05 C B3 BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C B3 BarlCTdec:66v
G05 C B3 Bar2CTcan:64r
G05 C B3 Bar2CTdec:65v
G05 C B3 BarBcan:63v
G05 C B3 BarBdec:65r
G05 C B3 BarMcan:65r
G05 C B3 BarMdec:66r
G05 C B3 BarTcan:62r
G05 C B3 BarTdec:63v
G05 C C3 Cp-476:15v
G05 C C3 DRc-E5:126
G05 C C3 Cp-475:14v
G05 C C3 Cp-480:14r
G05 C C3 DRc-Cl:160
G05 C C3 DRc-C18:15
G05 C C3 DRc-E6:120
G05 C C3 DRc-E8:128
G05 C C3 DRc-E9:118
G05 C C3 DRc-El 1:130
G05 C C3 DRc-El la:329
G05 C C3 BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C C3 BarlCTdec:66v
G05 C C3 Bar2CTcan:64r
G05 C C3 Bar2CTdec:65v
G05 C C3 BarBcan:63v
G05 C C3 BarBdec:65r
G05 C C3 BarMcan:65r
G05 C C3 BarMdec:65v
G05 C C3 BarTcan:62r
G05 C C3 BarTdec:63v
G05 C G3 BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C 03 Cp-475:14v
G05 C 03 Cp-476:15v
G05 C 03 DRc-C13v:43
G05 C 03 DRc-C18:16
G05 C 03 DRc-E6:121
G05 C 03 DRc-E9:119
G05 C 03 Bar2CTcan:64v
G05 C 03 BarBcan:64r
G05 C 03 BarMcan:65v
G05 C Js Cp-475:13r
G05 C Js Cp-476:15r
G05 C Js BarlCTcan:66r
G05 C Js Bar2CTcan:64r
G05 C Js BarBcan:63v
G05 C Js BarMcan:64v
G05 C Js BarTcan:62r
G05 C Ju DRc-C13v:42
G05 C Ju DRc-C18:15
G05 C Ju DRc-E6:119
G05 C Ju DRc-E9:117
G05 C 1552no Cp-475:14v
G05 C 1552no DRc-Cl:160
G05 C 1552no DRc-E5:127
G05 C 1552no BarMcan:65v
G05 C 1552no BarMdec:66r
G05 C Pc Cp-475:14v
G05 C Pc Cp-480:14r
G05 C pc DRc-Cl:160
G05 C Pc DRc-C13v:42
G05 C Pc DRc-C18:15
G05 C Pc DRc-E5:126
G05 C Pc DRc-E6:120
G05 C Pc DRc-E8:128
G05 C Pc DRc-E9:118
G05 C Pc DRc-El 1:130
G05 C Pc DRc-El la:329
G05 C Pc BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C Pc BarlCTdec:66v
G05 C Pc Bar2CTcan:64r
G05 C Pc Bar2CTdec:65v
G05 C Pc BarBcan:63v
G05 C Pc BarBdec:65r
G05 C Pc BarMcan:65r
G05 C Pc BarMdec:66r
G05 C Pc BarTcan:62r
G05 C Pc BarTdec:63v
G05 C R Cp-475:14v
G05 C R Cp-476:15v
G05 C R Cp-480:14r
G05 C R DRc-Cl:160
G05 C R DRc-C13v:42
G05 C R DRc-C18:15
G05 C R DRc-E5:126
G05 C R DRc-E6:120
G05 C R DRc-E8:128
G05 C R DRc-E9:118
G05 C R DRc-El 1:130
G05 C R DRc-El la:329
G05 C R BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C R BarlCTdec:66v
G05 C R Bar2CTcan:64v
G05 C R Bar2CTdec:65v
G05 C R BarBcan:64r
G05 C R BarBdec:65v
G05 C R BarMcan:65r
G05 C R BarMdec:66r
G05 C R BarTcan:62r
G05 C R BarTdec:63v
G05 C Gfa BarMcan:65r
G05 C Gfa BarMdec:66r
G05 C Gfa DRc-Cl:160
G05 C Gfa DRc-E5:127
G05 C req Cp-475:13r
G05 C Req Cp-479:llv
G05 C Req Cp-480:14r
G05 C Req DRc-Cl:159
G05 C Req DRc-C13v:42
G05 C req DRc-E5:125
G05 C Req DRc-E9:117
G05 C Req DRc-El la:328
G05 C Req BarlCTdec:66r
G05 C Req BarBdec:65r
G05 C Req BarMcan:64v
G05 C req BarMdec:65v
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G05 C req BarTcan:61v
G05 C S2 Cp-475:14v
G05 C S2 Cp-480:14r
G05 C S2 DRc-Cl:160
G05 C S2 DRc-C13v:42
G05 C S2 DRc-C18:15
G05 C S2 DRc-E5:126
G05 C S2 DRc-E6:120
G05 C S2 DRc-E8:128
G05 C S2 DRc-E9:118
G05 C S2 DRc-El 1:130
G05 C S2 DRc-El la:329
G05 C S2 BarlCTcan:66v
G05 C S2 BarlCTdec:66v
G05 C S2 Bar2CTcan:64r
G05 C S2 BarBdec:65r
G05 C S2 BarMcan:65r
G05 C S2 BarMdec:66r
G05 c S2 BarTcan:62r
G05 c S2 BarTdec:63v
G05 c S3 Cp-476:15v
G05 c Sa Cp-475:14v
G05 c Sa DRc-Cl:160
G05 c Sa DRc-E5:126
G05 c Sa BarMcan:65r
G05 c Sa BarMdec:66r
G05 c W3 Cp-475:14v
G05 c W3 Cp-476:15v
G05 c W3 DRc-C 13v:43
G05 c W3 DRc-C18:16
G05 c W3 DRc-E6:121
G05 c W3 DRc-E9:119
G05 c W3 BarlCTcan:66v
G05 c W3 Bar2CTcan:64v
G05 c W3 BarBcan:64r
G05 c W3 BarMcan:65v
G05 c W3 BarTcan:62v
G05 K res BarlCTcan:65v
G05 K res BarlCTdec:66r
G05 K res Bar2CTcan:63v
G05 K res Bar2CTdec:64v
G05 K res BarBcan:63r
G05 K res BarBdec:64v
G05 K res BarMcan:64r
G05 K res BarMdec:65r
G05 K res BarTcan:61v
G05 K res BarTdec:63r
G05 K res DRc-Cl:159
G05 K res DRc-C13v:41
G05 K res DRc-E5:125
G05 K res DRc-E6:119
G05 K res DRc-E8:127
G05 K res DRc-E9:117
G05 K res DRc-El 1:129
G05 M Ea Cp-475:93v
G05 M Ea Cp-476:103v
G05 M Ea Cp-481:93v
G05 M ea DRc-Cl:162
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G05 M Ea DRc-C 13v:44
G05 M Ea DRc-C18:16
G05 M Ea DRc-E5:154
G05 M Ea DRc-E6:147
G05 M Ea DRc-E8:155
G05 M Ea DRc-E9:149
G05 M Ea DRc-El 1:156
G05 M Ea DRc-El la:487
G05 M Ea BarlCTcan:67v
G05 M Ea BarlCTcan:67v
G05 M Ea Bar2CTcan:65r
G05 M Ea Bar2CTdec : 66v
G05 M Ea BarBcan:65r
G05 M Ea BarBdec:66v
G05 M Ea BarMcan:66v
G05 M Ea BarMdec:67r
G05 M Ea BarTcan:63r
G05 M Ea BarTdec:64v
G05 M FFs Cp-475:93v
G05 M Ffs DRc-Cl:162
G05 M FFs DRc-E5:154
G05 M FFs BarMcan:66v
G05 M FFs BarMdec:67r
G05 M Hmd BarMcan:66r
G05 M Hmn Cp-475:93v
G05 M Hmn Cp-476:103v
G05 M Hmn Cp-480:89v
G05 M Hmn DRc-Cl:161
G05 M Hmn DRc-E5:153
G05 M Hmn DRc-El la:486
G05 M Hmn BarlCTcan:67r
G05 M Hmn BarMdec:66v
G05 M im Cp-476:103v
G05 M ims Cp-480:89v
G05 M ims DRc-El la:486
G05 M ims BarlCTcan:67v
G05 M Rt BarTdec:64r
G05 N AP Cp-475:94r
G05 N AP Cp-476:104r
G05 N AP Cp-480:90v
G05 N AP Cp-481:94r
G05 N AP DRc-Cl:164
G05 N AP DRc-C 13v:45
G05 N AP DRc-C18:17
G05 N AP DRc-E5:155
G05 N AP DRc-E6:149
G05 N AP DRc-E8:157
G05 N AP DRc-E9:151
G05 N AP DRc-El 1:157
G05 N AP DRc-El la:488
G05 N AP BarlCTcan:68r
G05 N AP BarlCTdec:68v
G05 N AP Bar2CTcan:66r
G05 N AP Bar2CTdec:67r
G05 N AP BarBdec:67r
G05 N AP BarMcan:67r
G05 N AP BarMdec:68r
G05 N AP BarTcan:64r
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G05 N AP BarTdec:65r
G05 N AP G0565v
G05 N standard 1st BarlCTdec:68v
G05 N standard 1st Bar2CTcan:66r
G05 N standard 1st BarBcan:65v
G05 N standard 1st BarBdec:67r
G05 N standard 1st BarTdec:65r-v
G05 N standard (most) BarlCTcan:67r-v
G05 N standard 1st Cp-476:014r
G05 N standard 1st Cp-481:94r
G05 N standard 1st DRc-C18:17
G05 N standard 1st DRc-E6:149
G05 N standard 1st DRc-E8:157
G05 N standard 1st DRc-El 1:157
G05 N standard Cp-475:94v
G05 N standard Cp-480:90v
G05 N standard DRc-C 1:164
G05 N standard DRc-C13v:46
G05 N standard DRc-E9 :151
G05 N standard DRc-El la:488
G05 N standard BarMcan:67r-v
G05 N standard BarMdec:68r
G05 N standard BarTcan:64r
G05 N standard(lst) Bar2CTdec:67r
G05 T Fo DRc-C18:13
G05 T Fo BarBdec:62v
G05 T H Cp-475:12v
G05 T H DRc-Cl:155
G05 T H DRc-E5:97
G05 T H BarMcan:62v
G05 T H BarMdec:63v
G05 T HGC Cp-475:12r
G05 T HGC Cp-476:13v
G05 T HGC Cp-480:12v
G05 T HGC DRc-C13v:38
G05 T HGC DRc-C18:13
G05 T HGC DRc-E5:96
G05 T HGC DRc-E6:92
G05 T HGC DRc-E8:100
G05 T HGC DRc-E9:88
G05 T HGC DRc-El 1:104
G05 T HGC DRc-El la:212
G05 T Hgc BarlCTcan:63v
G05 T Hgc BarlCTdec:64r
G05 T Hgc Bar2CTcan:62r
G05 T Hgc Bar2CTdec:63r
G05 T Hgc BarBcan:61v
G05 T Hgc BarBdec:63r
G05 T Hgc BarMcan:62r
G05 T Hgc BarTcan:59v
G05 T Hgc BarTdec:61r
G05 T Int Cp-476:13v
G05 T Int DRc-C13v:37
G05 T Int BarTdec:60v
G05 T Int no mus Cp-480:12r
G05 T K1 Cp-475: llv
G05 T K1 Cp-476:13v
G05 T K1 Cp-480:12r
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G05 T K1 DRc-C 13v: 37
G05 T K1 DRc-El la:211
G05 T K1 BarlCTcan:63r
G05 T K1 BarlCTdec:63v
G05 T K1 BarMdec:62v
G05 T K2 Cp-475:12r
G05 T K2 Cp-476:13v
G05 T K2 Cp-480:12r
G05 T K2DRc-Cl:154
G05 T K2 DRc-C13v:38
G05 T K2DRc-C18:13
G05 T K2 DRc-E5:96
G05 T K2 DRc-E6:92
G05 T K2 DRc-E8:lOO
G05 T K2 DRc-E9:88
G05 T K2 DRc-El 1:104
G05 T K2 DRc-El la:212
G05 T K2 BarlCTcan:63v
G05 T K2 BarlCTdec:64r
G05 T K2 Bar2CTdec:63r
G05 T K2 BarBcan:61v
005 T K2 BarBdec:63r
005 T K2 BarMcan:62r
005 T K2 BarMdec:63r
005 T K2 BarTcan:59v
005 T K2 BarTdec:61r
005 T Mpb BarlCTdec:64v
005 T Mpb Bar2CTcan:62v
005 T Nfe DRc-Cl:156
005 T Nfe DRc-E9:89
005 T Nfe DRc-El 1:105
005 T Nfe BarlCTcan:64r
005 T Nfe BarlCTdec:64v
005 T Nfe Bar2CTcan:62v
005 T Nfe Bar2CTdec:63v
005 T Nfe BarBcan:62r
005 T Nfe BarBdec:63v
005 T Nfe BarMcan:62v
005 T Nfe BarMdec:63v
005 T Nfe DRc-C18:14
005 T Nfe DRc-E6:93
005 T Nfe DRc-E8:101
005 T Nfe DRc-E5:97
005 T Nfe Cp-475:12v
005 T Nfe Cp-476:14r
005 T Oe DRc-C18:13
005 T Oe BarBcan:61v
005 T Oe BarBdec:63r
005 T Req BarBdec:62v
005 T Sa Cp-475:12r
005 T Sa Cp-479:llv
005 T Sa DRc-E5:96
005 T Sa BarMcan:62r
005 T Sa BarMdec:63r
005 T So DRc-Cl:155
005 T Tn Cp-475:12r
005 T Tn Cp-478:12v
005 T Tn BarlCTcan:63v
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G05 T Tn BarlCTdec:64r
G05 T Tn Bar2CTcan:62r
G05 T Tn Bar2CTdec:63r
G05 T Tn BarBcan:61v
G05 T Tn BarBdec:63r
G05 T Tn BarMcan:62r
G05 T Tn BarMdec:63r
G05 T Tn BarTcan:59v
G05 T Tn BarTdec:61r
G05 T Ty Cp-476:13v
G05 T Ty Cp-480:12v
G05 T Ty DRc-Cl:155
G05 T Ty DRc-C13v:38
G05 T Ty DRc-C18:13
G05 T Ty DRc-E5:96
G05 T Ty DRc-E6:92
G05 T Ty DRc-E8:100
G05 T Ty DRc-E9:88
G05 T Ty DRc-El 1:104
G05 T Ty DRc-El la:212
G05 X J DRc-E8:103
<305 X J and Cp-475:13r
<305 X J and Cp-478:12v
<305 X J and Cp-479:llv
<305 X J and DRc-Cl:158
<305 X J and DRc-C13v:41
<305 X J and DRc-C18:15
<305 X J and DRc-E5:100
<305 X J and DRc-E6:95
<305 X J and DRc-E9:91
<305 X J and DRc-El 1:107
<305 X J and DRc-El la:215
<305 X J and BarlCTcan:65v
<305 X J and BarlCTdec:65v
<305 X J and Bar2CTcan:63v
<305 X J and Bar2CTdec:64v
<305 X J and BarBcan:63r
<305 X J and BarBdec:64v
<305 X J and BarMcan:64r
<305 X J and BarMdec:64v
<305 X J and BarTcan:61r
<305 X J and BarTdec:62v
<305 X J and Cp-476:14r
<305 X J and Cp-480:13v
<305 X M and Cp-475:94r
<305 X M and Cp-476:104r
<305 X M and Cp-478:99v
<305 X M and Cp-479:92v
<305 X M and Cp-480:90r
<305 X M and DRc-Cl:163
<305 X M and DRc-C13v:45
<305 X Mand DRc-C18:17
<305 X M and DRc-E5:154
<305 X M and DRc-E6:148
<305 X M and DRc-E8:156
<305 X M and DRc-E9:150
<305 X Mand DRc-El 1:156
<305 X M and DRc-El la:487
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<305 X M and BarlCTcan:67v 
G05 X M and Bar2CTdec:66v 
<305 X M and BarBcan:65r 
<305 X M and BarBdec:66v 
<305 X M and BarMcan:66v 
<305 X M and BarMdec:67v 
<305 X M and BarTcan:63v 
G05 X M and BarTdec:65r 
<305 X M is Cp-481:93v 
<305 X M is Bar2CTcan:65v 
G05 X N and Cp-475:94v
005 X N and Cp-476:104r
<305 X N and Cp-479:92v
005 X N and Cp-480:90v
005 X N and Cp-481:94r
005 X N and DRc-Cl:164
<305 X N and DRc-C18:17
005 X N and DRc-E5:156
005 X N and DRc-E6:149
005 X N and DRc-E8:157
005 X N and DRc-El 1:157 
005 X N and DRc-El la:488 
<305 X N and BarlCTcan:68v
005 X N and BarlCTdec:68v
<305 X N and BarBcan:65v
005 X N and BarMcan:67v
005 X N and BarMdec:68r
005 X N is DRc-C13v:46
005 X N is DRc-E9:151
005 X N is Bar2CTcan:66r
005 X N is BarBdec:67r 
<305 X N is BarTcan:64r 
005 X N is BarTdec:65v 
005 X N and Cp-478:99v
Nathaniel Giles Second Service
006 C B3 Cp-481:13v 
<306 C B3DRc-Cl:174 
006 C B3DRc-C18:26 
006 C B3 DRc-El la:332 
<306 C C3 Cp-481:13v 
<306 C C3DRc-Cl:174 
006 C C3 DRc-C18:26 
<306 C C3 DRc-El la:332 
006 C 03 DRc-C18:27 
<306 C Ju DRc-C18:26 
<306 C 1552no DRc-Cl :175 
006 C Pc Cp-481:13v 
006 C Pc DRc-Cl:174 
006 C Pc DRc-C18:26 
<306 C Pc DRc-El la:332 
006 C R Cp-481:13v 
<306 C R DRc-C18:26 
<306 C Gfa DRc-Cl:175 
<306 C Req DRc-Cl:173
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<306 C S2 Cp-481:13v
<306 C S2 DRc-Cl:174
<306 C S2 DRc-C 18:26
<306 C S2 DRc-El la:332
<306 C Sa DRc-Cl:175
<306 C W3 DRc-C18:27
<306 K res DRc-Cl:173
<306 K res DRc-C 18:25
<306 K res DRc-El la:331
<306 M Ea DRc-Cl:177
<306 M Ea DRc-C18:28
<306 M Ea DRc-El la:490
<306 M FF DRc-El la:490
<306 M FFs DRc-Cl:177
<306 M Hmd DRc-El la:489
<306 M Rt DRc-C18:27
<306 N AP DRc-Cl:178
<306 N AP DRc-El la:492
<306 N standard DRc-Cl:178
<306 T Fo DRc-C 18:23
<306 T Fo DRc-El la:216
<306 T HDRc-Cl:170
<306 T HGC Cp-481:llv
<306 T HGC DRc-Cl:169
<306 T HGC DRc-C18:23
<306 T HGC DRc-El la:217
<306 T Int DRc-El la:216
<306 T K1 DRc-Cl:168
<306 T K2 Cp-481:llv
<306 T K2DRc-Cl:168
<306 T K2 DRc-C 18:23
<306 T K2 DRc-El la:217
<306 T Nfe DRc-Cl:170
<306 T Nfe DRc-C 18:24
<306 T Oe Cp-481:12r
<306 T Oe DRc-El la:217
<306 T So DRc-C 18:23
<306 T So DRc-El la:217
<306 T Ty Cp-481:llv
<306 T Ty DRc-Cl:169
<306 T Ty DRc-C 18:23
<306 T Ty DRc-El la:217
<306 X J and Cp-481:13r
<306 X J and DRc-C 18:25
<306 X J and DRc-El la:220
<306 X J is(mel) DRc-Cl:172
<306 X M is DRc-Cl:178
<306 X M is DRc-C 18:28
<306 X M is DRc-El la:491
<306 X N and DRc-Cl:179
<306 X N and DRc-C18:28
<306 X N and DRc-El la:492
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Hall Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis for Verses
HOV C B3 DRc-C13v:65
HOV C C3 DRc-C13v:65
HOV C G3 DRc-C13v:65
HOV C Ju DRc-C13v:64
HOV C Pc DRc-C 13v:65
HOV C R DRc-C13v:65
HOV C Req DRc-C13v:64
HOV C S2 DRc-C13v:65
HOV C W3 DRc-C13v:65
HOV K res DRc-C13v:63
HOV M Ea DRc-C13v:67
HOV N AP DRc-C13v:68
HOV T Fo DRc-C13v:59
HOV T H DRc-C 13v:61
HOV T HGC DRc-C13v:60
HOV T Int DRc-C13v:59
HOV T K1 DRc-C 13v:59
HOV T K2 DRc-C 13v:60
HOV T Nfe DRc-C13v:61
HOV T So DRc-C13v:60
HOV T Ty DRc-C13v:60
HOV X J and DRc-C13v:63
HOV X M is DRc-C13v:67
HOV X N and DRc-C13v:68
John Heath [II] Evening Service
HOI M Ea Lcm-1046:34v 
HOI M Ea Lcm-1051:33r 
HOI M Ea Cp-486:Al(2)r 
HOI M Ffs Lcm-1046:34v 
HOI M FFs Lcm-1047:34v 
HOI M FFs Lcm-1048:30v 
HOI M FFs Lcm-1051:33v 
HOI M FFs Cp-486:Al(2)v 
HOI M Ffs Cp-488:Alr 
HOI M FFs Cp-490: Ir 
HOI M hath rd Lcm-1047:34r 
HOI M hath rd Lcm-1048:3Qr 
HOI M hath rd Lem-1051:33r 
HOI M hath Rd Cp-486:Al(2)r 
HOI M hath Rd Cp-488:Alr 
HOI M hath Rd Cp-490: Ir 
HOI M Hmn Lcm-1046:34r 
HOI M Hmn Lcm-1047:34r 
HOI M Hmn Lcm-1048:30r 
HOI M Hmn Lcm-1051:33r 
HOI M Hmn Cp-486:Al(2)r 
HOI M Hmn Cp-488:Alr 
HOI M Hmn Cp-490: Ir 
HOI M ims Lcm-1046:34v 
HOI M ims Cp-486:Al(2)r 
HOI M Rt Lcm-1046:34r 
HOI M Rt Cp-478:24r
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HOI N AP Lem-1047:35r
HOI N AP Cp-486:Al(2)v
HOI N AP Cp-488:Alv
HOI N standard Lem-1048:31r
HOI X M is Lcm-1046:35r
HOI X M is Lcm-1047:34v
HOI X M is Lem-1048:30v
HOI X M is Lem-1051:33v
HOI X M is Cp-478:24r
HOI X M is Cp-486:Al(2)v
HOI X M is Cp-488:Air
HOI X M is Cp-490: Ir
HOI X N and Lcm-1046:35r
HOI X N and Lcm-1047:35r
HOI X N and Lcm-1051:34r
HOI X N and Cp-478:24r
HOI X N and Cp-486:A1 (2)v
HOI X N and Cp-488:Alv
HOI X N and Cp-490: Iv
HOI X N and/is Lem-1048:32r
HOI X V and Cp-488 :B6(3)r
Heath Service for Men
H02 B Ah Day 14:75
H02 B FIs Dayl4:30
H02 B F2s Dayl4:38
H02 B Ht Day 14:17
H02 B Lh Dayl4:7
H02 B Req Day 14:1
H02 C A Dayl5b:7
H02 C B2 Dayl5b:7
H02 C C3 Dayl5b:6
H02 C D Dayl5b:9
H02 C G3 Dayl5b:12
H02 C Ju Day 15b:2
H02 C Pt3 Dayl5b:6
H02 C Req Day 15b: 1
H02 C S3 Dayl5b:7
H02 C Sa Dayl5b:8
H02 C W3 Dayl5b:12
H02 G 1549 Dayl5e:5
H02 G Req Dayl5e:l
H02 K res Day 15a: 1
H02 Off and thieves do not Day 15c:2
H02 Off heaven Dayl5c:2
H02 S 1549? Dayl5d:2
H02 T Fo Day 13:6
H02 T H Dayl3:21
H02 T Hgc Day 13:13
H02 T K1 Day 13:1
H02 T K2 Dayl3:10
H02 T Oe Day 13:17
H02 T Req Dayl3:l
H02 T So Day 13:18
H02 T The bon Day 13:12
H02 V Hd Dayl2:2 
H02 V Oc Day 12:1 
H02 V Sv Day 12:1 
H02 X Bis Day 14:97 
H02 X V is Dayl2:6
Heath (Communion Service)
H03 Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:4r 
H03 Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:4r 
H03 Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:4v 
H03 C apostles pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:3r 
H03 C apostles pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:2v 
H03 C apostles pre Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:3r 
H03 C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:3r 
H03 C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:2v 
H03 C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:3r 
H03 G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:2r 
H03 G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:2r 
H03 G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:2r 
H03 K Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:2r 
H03 K Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:2r 
H03 K Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:2r 
H03 S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:4r 
H03 S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:3v 
H03 S pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:3v
John Hilton Whole Service
H06 K res DRc-C 1:286
H06 K res DRc-C13:140
H06 M Ea DRc-C 12v: 154
H06 M Ea DRc-El la:416
H06 M Es DRc-C13:141
H06 M ims DRc-C13:141
H06 M Rd DRc-C 12v: 153
H06 M Rt DRc-C13:140
H06 M Rt DRc-El la:415
H06 N AP DRc-C 13:142
H06 N standard DRc-El la:416-417
H06 T Fo DRc-C12v:149
H06 T Fo DRc-El la:94
H06 T HGC DRc-C12v: 149-150
H06 T HGC DRc-El la:95
H06 T Ing DRc-C12v:151
H06 T Ing DRc-El la:96
H06 T Int DRc-C 1:282
H06 T Int DRc-C12v:149
H06 T Int DRc-El la:94
H06 T K1 DRc-C 12v: 149
H06 T K1 DRc-C13:136
H06 T K1 DRc-El la:94
H06 T K2 DRc-C 1:282
H06 T K2 DRc-C 1:283
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H06 T k2 DRc-C 12v: 149
H06 T K2DRc-C13:136
H06 T K2 DRc-El la:95
H06 T Nfe DRc-C 1:284
H06 T Nfe DRc-C13:138
H06 T Oe DRc-C12v:150
H06 T Oe DRc-C13:137
H06 T Req DRc-C13:136
H06 T Sa DRc-C12v:150
H06 T So DRc-El la:95
H06 T Tn DRc-C13:136
H06 T Ty DRc-C 1:283
H06 X J and DRc-C 1:286
H06 X J and DRc-C12v:152
H06 X J and DRc-C13:139
H06 X J and DRc-El la:98
H06 X M and DRc-C12v:154
H06 X M and DRc-C13:141
H06 X M is DRc-Ella:416
H06 X N and DRc-C13:142
H06 X N and DRc-El la:417
John Holmes First Evening Service
H09 M Ea DRc-C13v:140 
H09 M Hmn DRc-C13v:139 
H09 N AP DRc-C13v: 142 
H09 X M and DRc-C13v:141 
H09 X N and DRc-C13v:143
Edmund Hooper Great Service
H ll M Ea Cp-476:75v 
H ll M EaCp-480:65v 
H ll M Ea Cp-48l:67v 
H ll M EaDRc-C8:271 
H ll M Ea DRc-C13:57 
H ll M Ea DRc-C18:56 
H ll M Ea DRc-Ella:376 
H ll M F Cp-481:67v 
H ll M F DRc-Ella:377 
H ll M Fs Cp-479:68r 
H ll M Fs Cp-475:68r 
H ll M Fs Cp-476:75v 
H ll M FsCp-477:40r 
H ll M Fs Cp-478:81r 
H ll M Fs Cp-480:65v 
H ll M Fs DRc-C8:272 
H ll M Fs DRc-C13:57 
H ll M Fs DRc-C18:56 
H ll M Hmd Cp-475:68r 
H ll M Hmd Cp-476:75r 
H ll M Hmd Cp-477:40r 
H ll M Hmd Cp-478:81r
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H ll M Hmd Cp-480:65r
H ll M Hmd Cp-481:67r
H ll M Hmd DRc-C8:268
H ll M Hmd DRc-C13:56
H ll M Hmd DRc-El la:375
H ll M Hmn Cp-479:68r
H ll M Hmn DRc-C 18:55
H ll M Ims Cp-475:68r
H ll M Ims Cp-476:75v
H ll M Ims Cp-477:40r
H ll M Ims Cp-478:81r
H ll M Ims Cp-479:68r
H ll M Ims Cp-480:65r
H ll M ims Cp-481:67r
H ll M Ims DRc-C8:270
H ll M ims DRc-C 13:57
H ll M Ims DRc-C18:55
H ll M ims DRc-El la:376
H ll M Rt Cp-475:68r
H ll M Rt Cp-476:75r
H ll M Rt Cp-477:40r
H ll M Rt Cp-478:8Ir
H ll M Rt Cp-479:68r
H ll M Rt Cp-480:65r
H ll M Rt Cp-481:67r
H ll M Rt DRc-C8:268
H ll M Rt DRc-C13:56
H ll M Rt DRc-C 18:55
H ll M Rt DRc-El la:374
H ll M T(added)hs DRc-C13:58
H ll M Ths DRc-C 18:56
H ll M Ths DRc-El la:377
H ll N AP Cp-475:69r
H ll N AP Cp-476:76r
H ll N AP Cp-480:66r
H ll N AP Cp-481:69r
H ll N AP DRc-C13:59
H ll N AP DRc-El la:378
H ll N standard Cp-475:69r
H ll N standard Cp-476:76r
H ll N standard Cp-480:66r
H ll N standard DRc-El la:378-379
H ll X M and Cp-477:40r
H ll X M and Cp-478:8Ir
H ll X M and Cp-479:68r
H ll X M and Cp-480:65v
H ll X M and Cp-481:67v
H ll X M and DRc-C18:56
H ll X M and Cp-475:68r
H ll X M and Cp-476:75v
H ll X M and DRc-C8:273
H ll X M and DRc-C13:58
H ll X M and DRc-El la:377
H ll X N and Cp-478:81r
H ll X N and Cp-479:68r
H ll X N and Cp-480:66r
H ll X N and Cp-481:69r
H ll X N and DRc-C 18:57
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H ll X N and/is DRc-C13:59
H ll X N and/is DRc-Ella:379
H ll X N and/is Cp-476:76r
H ll X N is DRc-C8:273
Edmund Hooper Short Service
H12 B Ah Ojc-181:9v
H12 B F2Qjc-181:8v
H12 B Rm Ojc-181:8v
H12 C B3 Ojc-181:llv
H12 C C3 0jc-181:llv
H12 C G3 0jc-181:12v
H12 C Js Ojc-181:llr
H12 C 1552no Ojc-181:12r
H12 C Pt3 0jc-181:llv
H12 C R Ojc-181:12r
H12 C S2 0jc-181:llv
H12 C Sa Ojc-181:12r
H12 C W3 Ojc-181:12v
H12 G 1549? Cp-488:Clv
H12 G Req Cp-488:Clv
H12 K res Ojc-181:10v
H12 M Ea Cp-475:99v
H12 M Ea Cp-476:109r
H12 M Ea Cp-480:96r
H12 M Ea Ojc-181:14r
H12 M F Cp-480:96r
H12 M Ffs Cp-476:109v
H12 M Fs Cp-475:99v
H12 M Fs Cp-48 l:100r
H12 M Fs Ojc-181:14v
H12 M Fs Cp-479:98r
H12 M Ths Cp-479:98r
H12 M Hmd Cp-476:109r
H12 M Hmd Cp-478:105v
H12 M Hmd Cp-480:95v
H12 M Hmd Cp-481:99v
H12 M Hmd Ojc-181:13r
H12 M Hmn Cp-475:99r
H12 M Ims Cp-475:99r
H12 M Ims Cp-476:109r
H12 M ims Cp-478:105v
H12 M ims Cp-479:98r
H12 M ims Cp-480:95v
H12 M ims Cp-48 l:99v
H12 M Ims Ojc-181:14r
H12 M Rt Cp-475:99r
H12 M Rt Cp-476:109r
H12 M Rt Cp-478:105v
H12 M Rt Cp-480:95v
H12 M Rt Cp-481:99v
H12 M Rt Ojc-181:13r
H12 M Ths Ojc-181:14v
H12 N AP Cp-476:109v
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H12 N AP Cp-480:97v
H12 N AP Cp-48 l:100v
H12 N ATP Ojc-181:15r
H12 N ATP Cp-475:lOOr
H12 N standard Cp-475:100r
H12 N standard Cp-476:109v
H12 N standard Cp-480:96v
H12 N standard Cp-481 : lOOv
H12 N standard Ojc-181:15v
H12 S 1552 highst (of G) Cp-486:Flr
H12 S 1549? god Allmighty(garbled) Cp-488:Clr
H12 T Fo Ojc-181:6r
H12 T H Ojc-181:7v
H12 T HGC Ojc-181:6v
H12 T K1 Ojc-181:5v
H12 T K2 0jc-181:6r
H12 T Oe Ojc-181:6v
H12 T Req Ojc-181:5v
H12 T So Ojc-181:7r
H12 T Ty Ojc-181:6r
H12 V Hd Ojc-181:4r
H12 V Oc Ojc-181:3v
H12 V Sv Ojc-181:3v
H12 X B and Ojc-181:10r
H12 X M is Cp-480:96r
H12 X M is Cp-481:100r
H12 X M is Ojc-181:14v
H12 X M is Cp-475:99v
H12 X M is Cp-476:109v
H12 X N is Cp-475:lOOr
H12 X N is Cp-476: HOr
H12 X N is Cp-480:96v
H12 X N is Cp-481:100v
H12 X N is Ojc-181:16r
H12 X V is Ojc-181:5r
Edmund Hooper Third Service
H13 M Ea Cp-475:50v
H13 M Ea Cp-476:42v
H13 M Ea Cp-476:58v
H13 M Ea Cp-480:50r
H13 M Ea Cp-481:44v
H13 M ea DRc-Cl:189
H13 M Ea DRc-C13v:102
H13 M Ea DRc-C18:78
H13 M Ea DRc-El la:514
H13 M F(s) Cp-480:50r
H13 M F(s) DRc-El la:514
H13 M F(s?) Cp-476:59r
H13 M Fs (from FFs) Cp-475:51r
H13 M Fs Cp-479:49r
H13 M Fs DRc-Cl:190
H13 M Hmd Cp-475:50v
H13 M Hmd Cp-478:52v
H13 M Hmd Cp-479:49r
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H13 M Hmd DRc-Cl:188
H13 M Hmd DRc-C13v:101
H13 M Hmd DRc-C 18:77
H13 M Hmd DRc-El la:513
H13 M Hmn Cp-476:42r
H13 M Hmn Cp-481:44v
H13 M ims Cp-475:50v
H13 M ims Cp-476:42v
H13 M Ims Cp-478:52v
H13 M ims Cp-479:49r
H13 M ims Cp-481:44v
H13 M Ims DRc-Cl:189
H13 M ims DRc-C13v:101
H13 M ims DRc-C 18:77
H13 M ims DRc-El la:514
H13 M Rd Cp-475:50v
H13 M Rt Cp-476:58v
H13 M Rt Cp-479:49r
H13 M Rt DRc-Cl:188
H13 M Ths DRc-Cl:190
H13 M Ths DRc-El la:514
H13 N AP Cp-475:51r
H13 N AP Cp-476:42v
H13 N AP Cp-476:59r
H13 N AP Cp-480:50v
H13 N AP Cp-481:45r
H13 N AP DRc-Cl:191
H13 N AP DRc-C13v:103
H13 N AP DRc-C 18:79
H13 N AP DRc-El la:516
H13 N standard Cp-475:51r-51v
H13 N standard 2nd Cp-481:45r
H13 N standard 2nd DRc-C18:79
H13 N standard 2ns DRc-C13v:103
H13 N standard Cp-476:59r-59v
H13 N standard Cp-480:50v
H13 N standard DRc-Cl: 191-192
H13 N standard DRc-El la:516
H13 X M and Cp-475:5Ir
H13 X M and Cp-476:59r
H13 X M and Cp-480:50r
H13 X M and Cp-479:49r
H13 X M and Cp-481:45r
H13 X Mand DRc-Cl:190
H13 X M and DRc-C18:78
H13 X M and DRc-El la:515
H13 X M is DRc-C13v:102
H13 X N and Cp-478:52v
H13 X N and Cp-479:49r
H13 X N and Cp-481:45r
H13 X N and DRc-Cl:192
H13 X N and DRc-C13v:103
H13 X N and DRc-C18:79
H13 X N and DRc-El la:516
H13 X N and Cp-476:42v
H13 X N and Cp-476:59v
H13 X N and Cp-480:50v
H13 X N is/and Cp-475:51v
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Hughes Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis to Derrick
HOY M Ea Cp-475:41r
HOY M Ea Cp-476:45r
HOY M Ea Cp-481:42v
HOY M Ea DRc-C8:297
HOY M Ea DRc-C13:92
HOY M ea DRc-El la:390
HOY M F Cp-475:41r
HOY M F Cp-478:44v
HOY M F DRc-C8:299
HOY M F DRc-C 13:92
HOY M F(s?) Cp-476:57r
HOY M Fs Cp-476:45r
HOY M Hmn Cp-475:40v
HOY M Hmn DRc-C8:294
HOY M Hmn DRc-C 13:90
HOY M ims Cp-475:41r
HOY M Ims Cp-476:45r
HOY M ims Cp-476:56v
HOY M Ims Cp-478:44v
HOY M Ims DRc-C8:296
HOY M ims DRc-C13:92
HOY M Rt Cp-476:44v
HOY M Rt Cp-478:44v
HOY M Rt Cp-479:39r
HOY M Rt Cp-481:42r
HOY M Rt DRc-C8:294
HOY M Rt DRc-C 13:90
HOY M Rt DRc-El la:388
HOY M Ths DRc-C13:92
HOY M Ths DRc-Ella:39l
HOY N AP Cp-475:41v
HOY N AP Cp-476:45v
HOY N AP Cp-476:57r
HOY N AP Cp-481:43r
HOY N AP DRc-C8:301
HOY N AP DRc-C13:93
HOY N AP DRc-El la:392
HOY N standard 2nd Cp-476:45v
HOY N standard Cp-475:41v
HOY N standard 2nd DRc-C8:301
HOY N standard 2nd DRc-C 13:93
HOY N standard Cp-476:57r-57v
HOY N standard Cp-481:43r
HOY N standard DRc-El la:392
HOY X M and Cp-475:41r
HOY X M and Cp-478:44v
HOY X M and Cp-481:42v
HOY X M and Cp-476:45r
HOY X M and Cp-476:57r
HOY X M and DRc-C8:299
HOY X M and DRc-C13:92
HOY X M and DRc-El la:391
HOY X N is Cp-475:41v
HOY X N is Cp-478:45v
HOY X N is Cp-481:43r
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HOY X N is DRc-C8:302
HOY X N is DRc-C13:94
HOY X N is DRc-El la:392
Matthew Jeffreys Morning and Evening Service for Meanes
J05 B Ah DRc-C18:87
J05 B f2s DRc-C18:87
J05 M Ea DRc-C18:89
J05 M Hmn DRc-C18:88
J05 M Ims DRc-C18:89
J05 M Rt DRc-C18:88
J05 N standard DRc-C18:90
J05 T Fo DRc-C18:84
J05 T K1 DRc-C18:84
J05 T K2 DRc-C 18:84
J05 T Req DRc-C18:84
J05 T Tn DRc-C18:84
J05 X B is DRc-C18:88
J05 X M is DRc-C18:89
J05 X N and DRc-C18:90
Knight Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis for Men
KOI M Ea Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:33v
KOI M Ea Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:33v
KOI M Ea Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:33v
KOI M Ea Dayl9:118
KOI M F Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:34r
KOI M F Ob-Mus.Sch.e42l :34r
KOI M F Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:34r
KOI M F Day 19:143
KOI M Hmn Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:33r
KOI M Hmn Ob-Mus.Sch.e42l :33r
KOI M Hmn Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:33r
KOI M Hmn Dayl9:21
KOI M Ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:33v
KOI M Ims Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:33v
KOI M Imn Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:33v
KOI M imn Dayl9:74
KOI M Rd Dayl9:7
KOI M Rt Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:33r
KOI M Rt Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:33r
KOI M Rt Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:33r
KOI M seats Ob-Mus. Sch.e420:33v
KOI M seats Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:33v
KOI M seats Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:33v
KOI N ATP Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:34v
KOI N ATP Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:34v
KOI N ATP Day20:29
KOI N F(added)tl Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:34v
KOI N Ftl Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:34v
KOI N Ftl Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34v
KOI N Ht Day20:15
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KOI N Pol Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:34v
KOI N Pol Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34v
KOI N Pol Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:34v
KOI N standard Day20:32-51
KOI X M and(del) Dayl9:B186
KOI X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34r
KOI X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:34r
KOI X M is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:34r
KOI X M is Dayl9:MCtT186
KOI X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:34v
KOI X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:34v
KOI X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:34v
KOI X N is Day20:78
Henry Loosemore First Service
LOI Be 1552 Cp-475:159r
LOI C 1552 Cp-476:168v
LOI C 1552 Cp-480:17v
LOI C 1552 Cp-481:18r
LOI C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7338:121v
LOI C 1552no Cp-475:158r
LOI C 1552no DRc-C12v:112
LOI C B3 Lbl-Harl.7338:120v
LOI C B3 Cp-480:17v
LOI C B3Cp-481:18r
LOI C B3DRc-C12v:lll
LOI C C3 Lbl-Harl.7338:120r
LOI C C3 Cp-475:158r
LOI C C3 Cp-476:168r
LOI C C3 DRc-C13v:152
LOI C G3 Lbl-Harl.7338:121r
LOI C G3 Cp-475:158r
LOI C 03 DRc-C13v:153
LOI C Js Lbl-Harl.7338:119r
LOI C Js Cp-475:157v
LOI C Js DRc-C12v:110
LOI C Js DRc-C13v:151
LOI C Pt2/(3?) Lbl-Harl.7338:120v
LOI C m  DRc-C13v:152
LOI C R Lbl-Harl.7338:120v
LOI C R Cp-481:18r
LOI C R DRc-C12v:lll
LOI C Req Lbl-Harl.7338:119r
LOI C Req Cp-475:157v
LOI C Req Cp-476:168r
LOI C Req Cp-478:166v
LOI C Req Cp-479:153v
LOI C Req Cp-480:17r
LOI C Req Cp-481:18r
LOI C Req DRc-C12v:110
LOI C Req DRc-C13v:150
LOI C S2 Lbl-Harl.7338:120v
LOI C S2 Cp-480:17v
LOI C S2 Cp-481:18r
LOI C S2 DRc-C12v:lll
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LOI C So Lbl-Harl.7338:120v
LOI C So Cp-475:158r
LOI c So DRc-C12v:112
LOI c So DRc-C13v:152
LOI c W3 Lbl-Harl.7338:121r
LOI c W3 Cp-480:17v
LOI c W3 Cp-481:18r
LOI Gs Cp-480:17r
LOI Gs Cp-478:166v
LOI Gs Cp-479:153v
LOI Gs Cp-481:18r
LOI Gs DRc-C12v:110
LOI Gs DRc-C13v:150
LOI K res Lbl-Harl.7338:118v
LOI K res Cp-475:157v
LOI K res Cp-476:168r
LOI K res Cp-478:166v
LOI K res Cp-479:153v
LOI K res Cp-480:17r
LOI K res Cp-481:18r
LOI K res DRc-C12v:110
LOI K res DRc-C13v:150
LOI M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:123v
LOI M Ea Cp-481:18v
LOI M Ea DRc-C12v:115
LOI M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:123v
LOI M FF(s) Cp-480:18r
LOI M FF(s) Cp-481:18v
LOI M fs DRc-C12v:115
LOI M hath Rd 158v
LOI M hath Rd Cp-476:168v
LOI M hath rd DRc-C 12v: 113
LOI M hath rd DRc-C13v:154
LOI M Heart Lbl-Harl.7338:123r
LOI M Hmd Lbl-Harl.7338:122r
LOI M Hmn Cp-475:158v
LOI M Hmn Cp-476:168v
LOI M Hmn DRc-C12v:113
LOI M Hmn DRc-C13v:154
LOI M imn Lbl-Harl.7338:123r
LOI M ims Cp-475:158v
LOI M Ims DRc-C12v:114
LOI M Ims DRc-C13v:155
LOI M Imn Cp-480:17v
LOI M Rd Cp-478:166v
LOI M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:122r
LOI N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:124v
LOI N AP Cp-480:18r
LOI N AP Cp-481:18v
LOI N AP DRc-C12v:116
LOI N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:124v
LOI N standard Cp-475:159r
LOI N standard 2nd Cp-480:18r
LOI N standard 2nd Cp-481:18v
LOI N standard 2nd DRc-C12v:116
LOI N standard Cp-476:169r
LOI N standard DRc-C 13 v : 156-157
LOI T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:113v
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LOI T Fo Cp-481:17r
LOI T Fo DRc-C8:508
LOI T Fo DRc-C12v:105
LOI T Fo DRc-C13v:145
LOI T Fo Cp-475:155v
LOI T thy maj Cp-475:155v
LOI T H Lbl-Harl.7338:116r
LOI T H Cp-480:16r
LOI T H DRc-C12v:107
LOI T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:114v
LOI T HGC Cp-475:155v
LOI T HGC DRc-C8:508-509
LOI T HGC DRc-C13v:145
LOI T Kl Lbl-Harl.7338:113r
LOI T Kl Cp-475:155v
LOI T Kl Cp-476:167r
LOI T Kl Cp-480:15v
LOI T Kl Cp-481:17r
LOI T Kl DRc-C8:508
LOI T Kl DRc-C13v:144
LOI T K2 Lbl-Harl.7338:114r
LOI T K2 Cp-475:155v
LOI T K2 DRc-C8:508
LOI T K2 DRc-C13v:145
LOI T Mpb Lbl-Harl.7338:116r
LOI T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:115r
LOI T Oe DRc-C8:509
LOI T Oe DRc-C13v:146
LOI T Req Lbl-Harl.7338:1133
LOI T Req Cp-475:155v
LOI T Req Cp-476:167r
LOI T Req Cp-478:166v
LOI T req Cp-479:153v
LOI T Req Cp-480:15v
LOI T Req Cp-481:17r
LOI T Req DRc-C8:508
LOI T Req DRc-C13v:144
LOI T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:115v
LOI T So Cp-475:156r
LOI T So Cp-480:16r
LOI T So DRc-C8:509
LOI T Mpb DRc-C 13v : 146
LOI T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:114v
LOI T Tn Cp-480:15v
LOI T Tn Cp-481:17r
LOI X J and Cp-478:166v
LOI X J and Cp-479:153v
LOI X J and Cp-481:17v
LOI X J and Cp-475:156v
LOI X J and Cp-476:167v
LOI X J and Cp-480:16v
LOI X J and DRc-C12v:109
LOI X J and DRc-C13v:149
LOI X M and Lbl-Harl.7338:124r
LOI X M and Cp-478:166v
LOI X M and Cp-479:153v
LOI X M and Cp-481:18v
LOI X Mand DRc-C12v:115
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LOI X M and DRc-C13v:156
LOI X M and Cp-475:158v
LOI X M and Cp-476:169r
LOI X M and Cp-480:18r
LOI X N and Cp-481:18v
LOI X N is Cp-475:159r
LOI X N is Cp-476:169r
LOI X N is Cp-480:18r
LOI X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:125r
LOI X N is Cp-478:166v
LOI X N is DRc-C12v:116
LOI X N is DRc-C13v:157
Henry Loosemore Second Service
L02 Be 1552 Cp-476:169v 
L02 Be 1552 Cp-479:156v 
L02 Be 1552 Cp-481:20r 
L02 X Be and Cp-476:170v 
L02 X Be and Cp-478:168v 
L02 X Be and Cp-479:156v 
L02 X Be and Cp-481:20v 
L02 X J is Cp-479:156v 
L02 X J is Cp-481:21r 
L02 X J is Cp-476:170v
Robert Lugg Service
L06 C B3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 C C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 C G3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:63 
L06 C Is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:65 
L06 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:65 
L06 C S3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 C So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 C W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:63 
L06 C R Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:64 
L06 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:65 
L06 M Ffs Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:62 
L06 M hath rd Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:63 
L06 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:63 
L06 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:62 
L06 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:61 
L06 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:61 
L06 T Fo Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:69
L06 T Hgc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:68 
L06 T Inc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:67
L06 T K1 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:69
L06 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:68
L06 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:68
L06 T Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:69 
L06 T Tn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:68
L06 X J and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:66
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L06 X M is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:62 
L06 X N is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:61
G. Marson Credo for Hunt
MOI C B2/3 Lcm-1047:23r
MOI C B3? Lcm-1046:24r
MOI C C3 L an-1046:24r
MOI C C3 Lcm-1047:23r
MOI C G3 L an-1046:24v
MOI C Ju Lcm-1046:23v
MOI C Ju L an-1047:22v
MOI C 1552no L an-1048:23v
MOI C 1552no Lcm-1051:21v
MOI C Pc Lcm-1047:23r
MOI C Pt3 Lcm-1046:24r
MOI C R Lcm-1048:23r
MOI C R L an-1051:2Iv
MOI C Req Lcm-1046:23v
MOI C Req Lcm-1047:22v
MOI c Req Lcm-1048:23r
MOI c Req Lcm-1051:21r
MOI c S2 L an-1047:23r
MOI c S3 Lcm-1046:24r
MOI c So Lcm-1046:24r
MOI c So L an-1047:23r
MOI c W3 Lcm-1048:23v
MOI c W3 Lcm-1051:21v
G. Marson Service
M02 M Ea DRc-C 1:280
M02 M Ea DRc-C13:300
M02 M ea DRc-Ella:413
M02 M Es DRc-Cl:280
M02 M Es DRc-C13:300
M02 M Hmd DRc-Cl:279
M02 M Hmd DRc-C13:299
M02 M Hmd DRc-Ella:412
M02 M ims DRc-C 1:280
M02 M ims DRc-C13:300
M02 M ims DRc-Ella:412
M02 M Rt DRc-C 1:279
M02 M Rt DRc-C 13:299
M02 M Rt DRc-Ella:412
M02 N AP DRc-Cl:281
M02 N AP DRc-C 13:301
M02 N AP DRc-Ella:414
M02 N standard DRc-C 1:281
M02 N standard DRc-C13:301
M02 N standard DRc-Ella:414
M02 T Fo DRc-C 1:275
M02 T Fo DRc-C 13:294
M02 T Fo DRc-Ella:106
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M02 T H DRc-C 1:277
M02 T HGC DRc-C 1:276
M02 T HGC DRc-C 13:295
M02 T HGC DRc-Ella:107
M02 T Inc DRc-C13:296
M02 T Ing DRc-Ella:108
M02 T K1 DRc-C 1:275
M02 T K1 DRc-C13:294
M02 T K1 DRc-Ella:106
M02 T K2 DRc-C 1:276
M02 T K2 DRc-C 13:295
M02 T K2DRc-Ella:107
M02 T Nfe DRc-C 1:277
M02 T Oe DRc-C 1:276
M02 T Req DRc-Cl:275
M02 T Req DRc-C 13:294
M02 T Req DRc-Ella:106
M02 T So DRc-C 1:276
M02 T So DRc-C13:295
M02 T So DRc-Ella:108
M02 T Tn DRc-C 1:276
M02 T Tn DRc-C 13:295
M02 T Tn DRc-Ella:107
M02 X J and DRc-C 1:279
M02 X J and DRc-C 13:298
M02 X J and D R c-E lla:lll
M02 X M and DRc-Cl:281
M02 X M and DRc-Ella:413
M02 X M is DRc-C13:301
M02 X N is DRc-C 1:282
M02 X N is DRc-Ella:414
G. Marson Second Service
M03 C B3 Lcm-1046:20v 
M03 C B3 Lcm-1047:19v 
M03 C C3 Lcm-1047:19v 
M03 C C4 Lcm-1046:20v 
M03 C 03 Lcm-1046:21r
M03 C G3 Lcm-1047:20r
M03 C Js Lcm-1046:20r
M03 C Js Lcm-1047:19r
M03 C 1552no Lcm-1048:20v 
M03 C 1552no Lcm-1051:18v 
M03 C Pc Lcm-1046:20v
M03 C Pt2 Lcm-1047:19v 
M03 C R Lcm-1046:20v
M03 C RLcm-1047:19v
M03 C Req Lcm-1046:20r 
M03 C Req Lcm-1047:19r 
M03 C Req Lcm-1048:20r 
M03 C Req Lcm-1051:18r 
M03 C S2 Lcm-1046:20v
M03 C S2 Lcm-1047:19v
M03 C So Lcm-1046:20v
M03 C So Lcm-1047:19v
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M03 C So Lcm-1048:20v
M03 c So Lcm-1051:18v
M03 c W3 Lcm-1046:20v
M03 c W3 Lcm-1047:20r
M03 K res Lcm-1046:20r
M03 K res Lcm-1047:19r
M03 K res Lcm-1048:20r
M03 K res Lcm-1051:18r
M03 M fs Lcm-1046:21v
M03 M Fs Lcm-1047:20v
M03 M Hmd Lcm-1046:21r
M03 M Hmd Lcm-1047:20v
M03 M Hmd Lcm-1048:21r
M03 M Hmd Lcm-1051:19r
M03 M Ims Lcm-1046:21v
M03 M ims Lcm-1047:20v
M03 M ims Lcm-1048:21v
M03 M ims Lcm-1051:19v
M03 M Rt Lcm-1046:21r
M03 M Rt Lcm-1047:20r
M03 M Rt Lcm-1048:21r
M03 M Rt Lcm-1051:19r
M03 N AP Lcm-1046:22r
M03 N AP Lcm-1047:21v
M03 N standard Lcm-1048:22r
M03 T Fo Lcm-1046:18r
M03 T Fo Lcm-1047:17r
M03 T Fo Lcm-1048:18r
M03 T Fo Lcm-1051:16r
M03 T H Lcm-1051:17r
M03 T Hgc Lcm-1051:16v
M03 T K1 Lcm-1046:18r
M03 T K1 Lcm-1047:17r
M03 T K2 Lcm-1046:18r
M03 T K2 Lcm-1047:17r
M03 T K2 Lcm-1048:18r
M03 T K2Lcm-1051:16r
M03 T Mpb Lcm-1047:17v
M03 T Nfe Lcm-1046:19r
M03 T Oe Lcm-1048:18v
M03 T Req Lcm-1046:18r
M03 T Req Lcm-1047:17r
M03 T So Lcm-1046:18v
M03 T So Lcm-1047:17v
M03 T Ty Lcm-1046:18v
M03 T Ty Lcm-1047:17r
M03 T Ty H Lcm-1048:19r
M03 V Hs Lcm-1051:15r
M03 V Oc Lcm-1047:16r
M03 V Oc Lcm-1051:15r
M03 V Sv Lcm-1051:15r
M03 X J is Lcm-1046:19v
M03 X J is Lcm-1047:18v
M03 X J is Lcm-1048:19v
M03 X J is(mel) Lcm-1051:17v
M03 X M is Lcm-1046:22r
M03 X M is Lcm-1047:21r
M03 X M is Lcm-1048:21v
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M03 X M is Lcm-1051:19v
M03 X N is Lcm-1047:21v
M03 X N is Lcm-1048:22r
M03 X N is Lcm-1051:10r
M03 X N is(mel) Lcm-1046:22v
M03 X V is Lcm-1051:15v
M03 X V is(mel) Lcm-1046:17v
M03 X V is(mel)249:16v
Mericocke Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M05 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:82r
M05 M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:82v
M05 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:81v
M05 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:81v
M05 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:82v
M05 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:82v-83r
M05 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:80v
M05 T H Lbl-Add.29289:81v
M05 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:81r
M05 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:80v
M05 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:80v
M05 T name for eur Lbl-Add.29289:81v
M05 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:8Ir
M05 T Rw Lbl-Add.29289:80v
M05 T So Lbl-Add.29289:8lr
M05 T Tn Lbl-Add.29289:80v
M05 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:82v
M05 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:83r
Henry Molle First Service
M06 M Ea Cp-476:19v 
M06 M Ea Cp-480:18v 
M06 M Ea Cp-480:59v 
M06 M Ea Cp-481:19v 
M06 M Ea Cp-486:03v 
M06 M Ea Cp-489:73r 
M06 M FFs Cp-480:19r 
M06 M FFs Cp-480:59v 
M06 M FFs Cp-489:73r 
M06 M Hmn Cp-475:19r 
M06 M Hmn Cp-476:102(2)r 
M06 M Hmn Cp-476:19v 
M06 M Hmn Cp-480:18v 
M06 M Hmn Cp-480:59v 
M06 M Hmn Cp-481:19v 
M06 M Hmn Cp-486:03v 
M06 M Imn Cp-486:03v 
M06 M ims Cp-475:19r 
M06 M Ims Cp-476:102(2)r 
M06 M ims Cp-476:19v 
M06 M Ims Cp-478:61r 
M06 M ims Cp-479:121v
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M06 M ims Cp-479:18r
M06 M ims Cp-480:18v
M06 M ims Cp-480:59v
M06 M Ims Cp-481:19v
M06 M Rt Cp-475:19r
M06 N AP Cp-475:19v
M06 N AP Cp-476:20r
M06 N AP Cp-480:19r
M06 N AP Cp-480:60r
M06 N AP Cp-481:20r
M06 N AP Cp-486:03v
M06 N AP Cp-489:73r
M06 N standard 2nd Cp-480:19r
M06 N standard 2nd Cp-480:60r
M06 N standard Cp-489:73r
M06 X N and Cp-476:102(2)v
M06 X N and Cp-476:20r
M06 X N and Cp-480:19r
M06 X M and Cp-489:73r
M06 X N and Cp-478:61r
M06 X N and Cp-480:60r
M06 X N and Cp-481:20r
M06 X N and Cp-486:03v
Henry Molle Second Service
M07 M Ths Cp-490:Flv
M07 M Ea Cp-481:101v
M07 M Ea Cp-486:F6r
M07 M Ea Cp-486:Llv
M07 M Ea Cp-488:Flr
M07 M Ea Cp-489:22r
M07 M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:155v
M07 M FF(s) Cp-486:Llv
M07 M FFs Cp-481: lOlv
M07 M FFs Cp-486:F6v
M07 M FFs Cp-488:Flv
M07 M FFs Cp-489:22v
M07 M Ffs Cp-490:Flv
M07 M hath rd Lbl-Harl.7337:154v
M07 M heart Lbl-Harl.7337:155r
M07 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:154v
M07 M Hmn Cp-481:101 v
M07 M Hmn Cp-486:Llr
M07 M Hmn Cp-488 :Flr
M07 M Hmn Cp-489:22r
M07 M Hmn Cp-490:Flr
M07 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:155r
M07 M ims Cp-481:101 v
M07 M ims Cp-488 :Flr
M07 M ims Cp-489:22r
M07 M ims Cp-490:Flr
M07 M Rd Cp-488:Flr
M07 M Rd Cp-490:Flr
M07 M Rt Cp-481:101 v
M07 M Rt Cp-489:22r
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M07 M T(added)hs Cp-488:Flv
M07 M Ths Lbl-Harl.7337:155v
M07 M ThsFôv
M07 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:156v
M07 N APCp-481:102r
M07 N AP Cp-486:F6v
M07 N AP Cp-488:Flv
M07 N AP Cp-489:22v
M07 N AP Cp-490:Flv
M07 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:156v
M07 N standard Cp-481:102r
M07 N standard Cp-488:Flv
M07 N standard Cp-489:22v
M07 N standard Cp-490:Flv
M07 X M is Cp-486:F6v
M07 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:156r
M07 X M is Cp-481:101 v
M07 X M is Cp-486:Llv
M07 X M is Cp-488:Flv
M07 X M is Cp-489:22v
M07 X M is Cp-490:Flv
M07 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:157r
M07 X N is Cp-481:102r
M07 X N is Cp-486:F6v
M07 X N is Cp-489:22v
M07 X N is Cp-490:Flv
M07 X N is Cp-488:Flv
Henry Molle Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M08 M ea Lbl-Harl.7337:140v
M08 M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:141r
M08 M Heart/s Lbl-Harl.7337:140v
M08 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:139v
M08 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:140r
M08 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:139v
M08 M Ths Lbl-Harl.7337:141r
M08 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:141v
M08 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:141v-142r
M08 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:141r
M08 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:142r
Thomas Morley First Service
M09 B Ah Lcm-1046:146r
M09 B Ah Lcm-1048:124v
M09 B Ah Cp-475:90v
M09 B Ah Cp-476:98v
M09 B Ah Cp-479:88r
M09 B Ah Cp-480:86v
M09 B Ah DRc-E5:107
M09 B Ah DRc-Ella:210
M09 B Ah BarlCTcan:58r
M09 B Ah BarlCTdec:59v
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M09 B Ah BarMcan:57v
M09 B FIs Lcm-1046:145v
M09 B FIs Lcm-1047:137v
M09 B FIs Lcm-1048:124r
M09 B FIs Lcm-1051:139r
M09 B FIs Cp-475:90r
M09 B FIs Cp-476:98r
M09 B FIs Cp-480:86r
M09 B FIs Cp-481:90r
M09 B FIs Qjc-180:141r
M09 B FIs Ob-Mus.e23:2v
M09 B FIs Ob-Mus.e24:2v
M09 B FIs Ob-Mus.e25:lv
M09 B FIs DRc-Cl:142
M09 B FIs DRc-C13v:50
M09 B FIs DRc-C18:6
M09 B FIs DRc-E5:106
M09 B FIs DRc-E6:100
M09 B FIs DRc-E8:108
M09 B FIs DRc-E9:96
M09 B FIs DRc-Ell:112
M09 B FIs DRc-Ella:209
M09 B FIs BarlCTcan:57v
M09 B FIs BarlCTdec:58v
M09 B FIs Bar2CTcan:57r
M09 B FIs Bar2CTdec:58r
M09 B FIs BarBcan:57r
M09 B FIs BarBdec:58r
M09 B FIs BarMcan:57r
M09 B FIs BarMdec:58r
M09 B FIs BarTcan:55r
M09 B FIs BarTdec:56r
M09 B F2 Lcm-1046:145v
M09 B F2 BarlCTdec:59r
M09 B F2s Cp-476:98r
M09 B Ht Lcm-1048:123v
M09 B Ht Lcm-1051:139r
M09 B Ht Cp-481:90r
M09 B Ht DRc-E5:105
M09 B Ht DRc-E8:107
M09 B Ht DRc-Ell:112
M09 B Ht BarlCTcan:57v
M09 B Ht BarBcan:56v
M09 B Ht BarMcan:56v
M09 B Hv Cp-480:86r
M09 B Hv Ob-Mus.e23:2v
M09 B Hv DRc-Cl:142
M09 B Hv DRc-Ella:208
M09 B Hv Bar2CTcan:57r
M09 B Hv BarTcan:54v
M09 B Oh Ob-Mus.e23:3r
M09 B Oh DRc-Cl:143
M09 B Oh BarMdec:58v
M09 B Rm Lcm-1046:145v
M09 B Rm Lcm-1047:137v
M09 B Rm Lcm-1048:123v
M09 B Rm Lcm-1051:139r
M09 B Rm Cp-475:90r
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M09 B Rm Cp-476:98r
M09 B Rm Cp-480:86r
M09 B Rm Cp-481:90r
M09 B Rm Qjc-180:141r
M09 B Rm Ob-Mus.e23:2v
M09 B Rm Ob-Mus.e24:2v
M09 B Rm Ob-Mus.e25 : Iv
M09 B Rm DRc-C 13v:49
M09 B Rm DRc-C18:6
M09 B Rm DRc-E5:105
M09 B Rm DRc-E6:100
M09 B Rm DRc-E8:107
M09 B Rm DRc-E9:96
M09 B Rm DRc-El 1:111
M09 B Rm DRc-El la:208
M09 B Rm BarlCTcan:57v
M09 B Rm BarlCTdec:58v
M09 B Rm Bar2CTcan:57r
M09 B Rm Bar2CTdec:58r
M09 B Rm BarBcan:56v
M09 B Rm BarBdec:57v
M09 B Rm BarMcan:56v
M09 B Rm BarMdec:57v
M09 B Rm BarTcan:54v
M09 B Rm BarTdec:55v
M09 C B2 BarlCTcan:59v
M09 C B3 Lcm-1048:125v
M09 C B3 Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C B3 Cp-481:91r
M09 C B3 DRc-Cl:145
M09 C B3 DRc-E5:130
M09 C B3 DRc-E8:131
M09 C B3 DRc-El 1:133
M09 C B3 DRc-El la:326
M09 C B3 Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 C B3 BarBcan:58v
M09 C B3 BarTcan:56v
M09 C C3 Lcm-1048:125v
M09 C C3 Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C C3 Cp-480:87r
M09 C C3 Cp-481:91r
M09 C C3 DRc-Cl:145
M09 C C3 DRc-E5:130
M09 C C3DRc-E8:131
M09 C C3 DRc-El 1:133
M09 C C3 DRc-El la:326
M09 C C3 BarlCTcan:59v
M09 C C3 BarBcan:58v
M09 C C3 BarTcan:56v
M09 C C4 Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 c Gf BarlCTdec:61r
M09 c Gf BarTdec:58r
M09 c Gf Lcm-1047:139r
M09 c Gf Lcm-1048:125v
M09 c Gf BarBdec:59v
M09 c Gf BarTcan:56v
M09 c Gf Lcm-1051:140r
M09 c Gf Lcm-1046:147v
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M09 C Gf DRc-C18:8
M09 C Gf Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 C Gf BarBcan:58v
M09 C Gf BarMcan:59r
M09 C Gf DRc-Cl:145
M09 C Gf DRc-El 1:134
M09 C Gf DRc-El la:326
M09 C Gf DRc-C13v:54
M09 C Gf Qjc-180:144r
M09 C Gf Cp-476:99v
M09 C Gf BarMdec:60r
M09 C Gf Cp-480:87r
M09 C Gf DRc-E6:125
M09 C Gf DRc-E8:132
M09 C Gf DRc-E9:123
M09 C G3 Lcm-1047:139v
M09 C G3 Cp-476:99v
M09 C G3 Qjc-180:144v
M09 C G3 DRc-C18:9
M09 C G3 DRc-E9:123
M09 C G3 BarMdec:60r
M09 C Js Cp-475:91r
M09 C Js Cp-476:99r
M09 C Js Cp-480:87r
M09 C Js Cp-481:90v
M09 C Js BarlCTcan:59r
M09 C Js BarlCTdec:60v
M09 C Js Bar2CTdec:59v
M09 C Js BarBcan:58r
M09 C Js BarBdec:59r
M09 C Js BarMcan:58v
M09 C Js BarMdec:59r
M09 C Js BarTcan:56r
M09 C Js BarTdec:57v
M09 C Ju Lcm-1046:147r
M09 C Ju Lcm-1047:138v
M09 C Ju Lcm-1048:125r
M09 C Ju Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C Ju Ojc-180:143r
M09 C Ju DRc-C13v:52
M09 C Ju DRc-C18:8
M09 C Ju DRc-E5:129
M09 C Ju DRc-E6:123
M09 C Ju DRc-E8:130
M09 C Ju DRc-E9:121
M09 C Ju DRc-El 1:132
M09 C Ju DRc-El la:325
M09 C 1552no DRc-E8:132
M09 C 1552no Lcm-1046:147v
M09 C 1552no Lcm-1047:139v
M09 C 1552no Lcm-1048:125v
M09 C 1552no Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C 1552no Cp-475:91v
M09 C 1552no Cp-476:99v
M09 C 1552no Cp-480:87r
M09 C 1552no Cp-481:91r
M09 C 1552noOjc-180:144v
M09 C 1552no DRc-Cl:145
M09 C 1552no DRc-C 13v:54
M09 C 1552no DRc-C18:8
M09 C 1552no DRc-E5:130
M09 C 1552no DRc-E6:125
M09 C 1552no DRc-E9:123
M09 C 1552no DRc-El 1:134
M09 C 1552no DRc-El la:326
M09 C 1552no BarlCTcan:59v
M09 C 1552no BarlCTdec:61r
M09 C 1552no Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 C 1552no Bar2CTdec:60r
M09 C 1552no BarBcan:58v
M09 C 1552no BarMcan:59r
M09 C 1552no BarMdec:60r
M09 C 1552no BarTcan:56v
M09 C 1552no BarTdec:58r
M09 C Pc Lcm-1048:125v
M09 C Pc DRc-Cl:145
M09 C Pc DRc-E8:131
M09 C Pc DRc-El 1:133
M09 C Pc DRc-El la:326
M09 C Pc BarlCTcan:59v
M09 C Pc Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 C Pc BarBcan:58v
M09 C Pc BarMcan:58v
M09 C Pc BarTcan:56v
M09 C Pt2 Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C Pt3 Cp-481:91r
M09 C R Lcm-1048:125v
M09 C R Cp-480:87r
M09 C R Cp-481:91r
M09 C R DRc-Cl:145
M09 C R DRc-E5:130
M09 C R DRc-E8:131
M09 C R DRc-El la:326
M09 C R BarlCTcan:59v
M09 C R Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 C R BarBcan:58v
M09 C R BarTcan:56v
M09 C remission of their sins Cp-480:87v
M09 C Req Lcm-1046:147r
M09 C req Lcm-1047:138v
M09 C Req Lcm-1048:125r
M09 C Req Lcm-1051:140r
M09 C Req Cp-475:91r
M09 C Req Cp-476:99r
M09 C Req Cp-477:52r
M09 C Req Cp-478:95r
M09 C Req Cp-479:88r
M09 C req Cp-480:86v
M09 C req Cp-481:90v
M09 C Req Ojc-180:143r
M09 C Req DRc-Cl:144
M09 C Req DRc-C13v:52
M09 C Req DRc-C18:8
M09 C Req DRc-E5:129
M09 C Req DRc-E6:123
M09 C Req DRc-E8:130
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M09 C Req DRc-E9:121
M09 c Req DRc-El 1:132
M09 c Req DRc-El la:325
M09 c Req BarlCTcan:59r
M09 c Req BarlCTdec:60r
M09 c Req Bar2CTcan:58v
M09 c Req Bar2CTdec:59v
M09 c Req BarBcan:58r
M09 c Req BarBdec:59r
M09 c Req BarMcan:58r
M09 c Req BarMdec:59r
M09 c Req BarTcan:56r
M09 c Req BarTdec:57r
M09 c S2 Lcm-1051:140r
M09 c S2 Cp-481:91r
M09 c S2 DRc-Cl:145
M09 c S2 DRc-E8:131
M09 c S2 DRc-El 1:133
M09 c S2 BarBcan:58v
M09 c S2 BarTcan:56v
M09 c S3 Lcm-1048:125v
M09 c S3 DRc-E5:130
M09 c S3 DRc-El la:326
M09 c S3 BarlCTcan:59v
M09 c S3 Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 c Sa Lcm-1047:139r
M09 c Sa Ojc-180:144r
M09 c Sa DRc-Cl : 145
M09 c Sa DRc-C18:8
M09 c Sa DRc-El la:326
M09 c Sa Cp-476:99v
M09 c Sa DRc-E6:125
M09 c So Lcm-1046:147v
M09 c So Lcm-1048:125v
M09 c So Lcm-1051:140r
M09 c So Cp-481:91r
M09 c So DRc-C13v:54
M09 c So DRc-E5:130
M09 c So DRc-E9:123
M09 c So DRc-El 1:133
M09 c So BarlCTcan:59v
M09 c So BarlCTdec:61r
M09 c So Bar2CTcan:59r
M09 c So Bar2CTdec:60r
M09 c So BarBcan:58v
M09 c So BarBdec:59v
M09 c So BarMdec:60r
M09 c So BarTcan:56v
M09 c So BarTdec:58r
M09 c So DRc-E8:132
M09 c W3 DRc-E8:132
M09 c W3 Lcm-1048:125v
M09 c W3 Lcm-1051:140v
M09 c W3 Cp-480:87r
M09 c W3 DRc-Cl:146
M09 c W3 DRc-E5:130
M09 c W3 DRc-El 1:134
M09 c W3 DRc-El la:326
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M09 C W3 BarlCTcan:60r 
M09 C W3 BarBcan:58v 
M09 C W3 BarMcan:59r 
M09 C W3 BarTcan:57r 
M09 K res BarlCTcan:58v 
M09 K res BarlCTdec:60r 
M09 K res Bar2CTcan:58r 
M09 K res Bar2CTdec:59r 
M09 K res BarBcan:57v 
M09 K res BarBdec:58v 
M09 K res BarMcan:58r 
M09 K res BarTcan:55v 
M09 K res BarTdec:57r 
M09 K res rep BarMdec:59r 
M09 K res Lcm-1046:146v 
M09 K res Lcm-1047:138v 
M09 K res Lcm-1048:125r 
M09 K res Lcm-1051:139v 
M09 K res Cp-475:991r 
M09 K res Cp-476:99r 
M09 K res Cp-477:52r 
M09 K res Cp-478:95r 
M09 K res Cp-479:88r 
M09 K res Cp-480:86v 
M09 K res Cp-481:90v 
M09 K res DRc-Cl:144 
M09 K res DRc-C13v:52 
M09 K res DRc-C18:7 
M09 K res DRc-E5:128 
M09 K res DRc-E6:123 
M09 K res DRc-E8:130 
M09 K res DRc-E9:121 
M09 K res DRc-El 1:132 
M09 K res DRc-El la:325 
M09 M Ea Lcm-1048:126v 
M09 M Ea DRc-Cl:148 
M09 M F Lcm-1047:140v 
M09 M F Cp-480:88r 
M09 M F DRc-C13v:57 
M09 M F DRc-E9:154 
M09 M Fs Lcm-1046:148v 
M09 M Fs Cp-478:95r 
M09 M Fs DRc-C18:10 
M09 M Hmn Lcm-1046:148r 
M09 M Hmn Lcm-1047:140r 
M09 M Hmn Lcm-1048:126r 
M09 M Hmn Lcm-1051:140v 
M09 M Hmn Ojc-180:145v
M09 M Hmn DRc-Cl:146
M09 M Hmn DRc-C13v:55
M09 M Hmn DRc-C18:9
M09 M Hmn DRc-E9:153
M09 M Hmn S87v 
M09 M ims Cp-479:88r 
M09 M Ims Cp-480:88r 
M09 M Rt Cp-479:88r 
M09 M Rt Cp-480:87v 
M09 M Ths Lcm-1046:148v
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M09 M Ths Lcm-1047:140v
M09 M Ths DRc-C18:10
M09 M Ths DRc-E9:155
M09 M Ths Cp-480:88r
M09 N AP Lcm-1046:149r
M09 N AP Lcm-1047:141r
M09 N AP Lcm-1048:127v
M09 N AP Lcm-1051:141v
M09 N AP Cp-480:88v
M09 N AP Qjc-180:147r
M09 N AP DRc-Cl:149
M09 N AP DRc-C13v:58
M09 N AP DRc-C18:10
M09 N AP DRc-E9:156
M09 N standard 2nd Lcm-1046:149r
M09 N standard 2nd Lcm-1047:141r
M09 N standard 2nd Lcm-1048:127v
M09 N standard 2nd Lcm-1051:141v
M09 N standard 2nd Qjc-180:147r
M09 N standard 2nd DRc-Cl:149
M09 N standard 2nd DRc-C18:10
M09 N standard 2nd DRc-E9:156
M09 N standard Cp-480:88v
M09 T Fo Lcm-1046:144r
M09 T Fo Lcm-1047:136v
M09 T Fo Cp-475:89r
M09 T Fo Cp-476:97r
M09 T Fo Qjc-180:138v
M09 T Fo DRc-C 13v:47
M09 T Fo DRc-C18:5
M09 T Fo DRc-E9:93
M09 T Fo BarlCTdec:57r
M09 T Fo BarBdec:56r
M09 T Fo BarMdec:56r
M09 T Fo BarTdec:54v
M09 T H Lcm-1046:145r
M09 T H DRc-C18:6
M09 T H BarlCTdec:58r
M09 T H BarBdec:57r
M09 T H BarMdec:57r
M09 T H BarTdec:55r
M09 T Hgc Lcm-1046:144v
M09 T Hgc Lcm-1047:136v
M09 T Hgc Lcm-1048:122v
M09 T Hgc Lcm-1051:138r
M09 T HGC Cp-475:89r
M09 T HGC Cp-476:97r
M09 T HGC Cp-480:85r
M09 T HGC Cp-481:89r
M09 T HGC Qjc-180:139r
M09 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:lv
M09 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:lr
M09 T HGC DRc-C13v:47
M09 T HGC DRc-E5:102
M09 T HGC DRc-E6:98
M09 T HGC DRc-E8:105
M09 T HGC DRc-E9:94
M09 T HGC DRc-El 1:109
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M09 T HGC DRc-El la:206
M09 T Hgc BarlCTcan:56r
M09 T Hgc BarlCTdec:57r
M09 T Hgc Bar2CTcan:56r
M09 T Hgc Bar2CTdec:57r
M09 T Hgc BarBcan:55v
M09 T Hgc BarBdec:56v
M09 T Hgc BarMcan:55r-v
M09 T Hgc BarTcan:53
M09 T Inc Lcm-1047:137r
M09 T Inc Cp-475:89v
M09 T Inc Cp-476:97v
M09 T Inc Ojc-180:140r
M09 T Inc DRc-C13v:48
M09 T Inc DRc-E9:95
M09 T Int Lcm-1046:144r
M09 T Int Lcm-1048:122r
M09 T Int Cp-475:89r
M09 T Int Cp-480:85r
M09 T Int DRc-El la:205
M09 T Int BarlCTcan:55v
M09 T Int no mus Cp-481:89r
M09 T Int no mus DRc-E5:101
M09 T Int, no mus Cp-476:97r
M09 T Int? Cp-477:52r
M09 T Kl Lcm-1046:144r
M09 T Kl Lcm-1048:122r
M09 T Kl Cp-475:89r
M09 T Kl Cp-476:97r
M09 T Kl Cp-479:88r
M09 T Kl Ob-Mus.e23:lr
M09 T Kl DRc-E5:101
M09 T Kl BarlCTdec:56v
M09 T Kl BarMcan:54v
M09 T Kl BarMdec:55v
M09 T K2 Lcm-1046:144r
M09 T K2 Lcm-1047:136v
M09 T K2 Lcm-1048:122v
M09 T K2 Lcm-1051:138r
M09 T K2 Cp-475:89r
M09 T K2 Cp-476:97r
M09 T K2 Cp-480:85r
M09 T K2 Cp-481:89r
M09 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:lr
M09 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24:lr
M09 T k2 DRc-C18:5
M09 T K2 DRc-E5:102
M09 T K2 DRc-E6:97
M09 T K2 DRc-E8:105
M09 T K2 DRc-E9:93
M09 T K2 DRc-El 1:108
M09 T K2 DRc-El la:205
M09 T K2 BarlCTcan:56r
M09 T K2 BarlCTdec:57r
M09 T K2 Bar2CTcan:56r
M09 T K2 Bar2CTdec:57r
M09 T K2 BarBcan:55v
M09 T K2 BarBdec:56v
M09 T K2 BarMcan:55r
M09 T K2 BarMdec:56r
M09 T K2 BarTcan:53v
M09 T Oe Lcm-1047:137r
M09 T Oe Lcm-1048:123r
M09 T Oe Lcm-1051:138r
M09 T Oe Cp-475:89v
M09 T Oe Cp-476:97v
M09 T Oe Cp-481:89r
M09 T Oe Ojc-180:139v
M09 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23 : Iv
M09 T Oe Ob-Mus.e24:lv
M09 T Oe DRc-C13v:48
M09 T Oe DRc-E5:102
M09 T Oe DRc-E8:105
M09 T Oe DRc-E9:94
M09 T Oe DRc-El 1:109
M09 T Oe DRc-El la:206
M09 T Oe BarlCTcan:56v
M09 T Oe BarlCTdec:57v
M09 T Oe Bar2CTcan:56r
M09 T Oe Bar2CTdec:57r
M09 T Oe BarBcan:55v
M09 T Oe BarBdec:56v
M09 T Oe BarMdec:56v
M09 T Oe BarTcan:53v
M09 T Oe BarTdec:55r
M09 T Req Ob-Mus.e23:lr
M09 T Sa Bar2CTdec:57r
M09 T Sa BarBdec:57r
M09 T Sa BarTdec:55r
M09 T So Lcm-1046:144v
M09 T So Lcm-1047:137r
M09 T So Cp-476:97v
M09 T So Ojc-180:139v
M09 T So DRc-C13v:48
M09 T So DRc-C18:5
M09 T So DRc-E6:98
M09 T So DRc-E9:94
M09 T So BarlCTdec:57v
M09 T So BarMdec:56v
M09 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:lr
M09 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:lr
M09 T Tn BarlCTcan:56r
M09 T Tn BarlCTdec:57r
M09 T Tn Bar2CTcan:56r
M09 T Tn Bar2CTdec:57r
M09 T Tn BarBdec:56v
M09 T Tn BarMcan:55r
M09 T Tn BarMdec:56r
M09 T Tn BarTcan:53v
M09 T Ty Lcm-1046:144v
M09 T Ty Lcm-1047:136v
M09 T Ty Lcm-1048:122v
M09 T Ty Lcm-1051:138r
M09 T Ty Cp-475:89r
M09 T Ty Cp-476:97r
M09 T Ty Cp-480:85r
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M09 T Ty Cp-481:89r
M09 T Ty Ojc-180:139r
M09 T Ty DRc-C 13v:47
M09 T Ty DRc-C18:5
M09 T Ty DRc-E6:97
M09 T Ty DRc-E8:105
M09 T Ty DRc-E9:93
M09 T Ty DRc-El 1:109
M09 T Ty DRc-El la:205
M09 T Ty BarBcan:55v
M09 V Hd BarlCTcan:53v
M09 V Hd BarlCTdec:55v
M09 V Hd Bar2CTcan:54v
M09 V Hd Bar2CTdec:55v
M09 V Hd BarBcan:54r
M09 V Hd BarBdec:55r
M09 V Hd BarMcan:53v
M09 V Hd BarMdec:54v
M09 V Hd BarTcan:52r
M09 V Hd BarTdec:53r
M09 V Hs Lcm-1046:143r
M09 V Hs Lcm-1047:135v
M09 V Hs Lcm-1048:121r
M09 V Hs Lcm-1051:137r
M09 V Hs Ojc-180:137r
M09 V Oc Lcm-1046:143r
M09 V Oc Lcm-1047:135v
M09 V Oc Lcm-1048:121r
M09 V Oc Lcm-1051:137r
M09 V Oc Ojc-180:136v
M09 V Oc BarlCTcan:54v
M09 V Oc BarlCTdec:55v
M09 V Oc Bar2CTcan:54v
M09 V Oc Bar2CTdec:55v
M09 V Oc BarBcan:54r
M09 V Oc BarBdec:55r
M09 V Oc BarMcan:53v
M09 V Oc BarMdec:54v
M09 V Oc BarTcan:52r
M09 V Oc BarTdec:53r
M09 V Sv Bar2CTcan:54v
M09 V Sv Lcm-1046:143r
M09 V Sv Lcm-1047:135v
M09 V Sv Lcm-1048:12lr
M09 V Sv Lcm-1051:137r
M09 V Sv Ojc-180:136v
M09 V Sv BarlCTdec:55v
M09 V Sv Bar2CTdec:55v
M09 V Sv BarBcan:54r
M09 V sv BarBdec:55r
M09 V Sv BarMdec:54v
M09 V Sv BarTcan:52r
M09 V Sv BarTdec:53r
M09 X B is Lcm-1046:146v
M09 X B is Lcm-1047:138r
M09 X B is Lcm-1048:124v
M09 X B is Lcm-1051:139v
M09 X B is Cp-480:86v
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M09 X B is Cp-475:90v
M09 X B is Cp-476:98v
M09 X B is Cp-481:90v
M09 X B is Ojc-180:142v
M09 X B is Ob-Mus.e23:3v
M09 X B is Ob-Mus.e24:3r
M09 X B is Ob-Mus.e25:2r
M09 X Bis DRc-Cl:144
M09 X B is DRc-C 13v:51
M09 X B is DRc-C18:7
M09 X B is DRc-E5:108
M09 X B is DRc-E8:109
M09 X B is DRc-E9:97
M09 X Bis DRc-El 1:113
M09 X B is DRc-El la:210
M09 X B is BarlCTcan:58v
M09 X B is BarlCTdec:59v
M09 X B is Bar2CTcan:57v
M09 X B is Bar2CTdec:59r
M09 X B is BarBcan:57v
M09 X B is BarBdec:58v
M09 X B is BarMcan:57v
M09 X B is BarMdec:58v
M09 X B is BarTcan:55v
M09 X B is BarTdec:56v
M09 X M and Lcm-1046:148v
M09 X M and Lcm-1047:140v
M09 X M and Lcm-1048:127r
M09 X M and Lcm-1051:141v
M09 X M and Cp-478:95r
M09 X M and Cp-479:88r
M09 X M and Cp-480:88r
M09 X M and Qjc-180:146v
M09 X M and DRc-Cl:148
M09 X M and DRc-C18:10
M09 X M and DRc-E9:154
M09 X N and Lcm-1046:149r
M09 X N and Lcm-1047:141r
M09 X N and Lcm-1048:127v
M09 X N and Lcm-1051:141v
M09 X N and Cp-478:95r
M09 X N and Cp-480:88v
M09 X Nand DRc-Cl:149
M09 X N and DRc-C13v:58
M09 X N and DRc-C18:10
M09 X N and DRc-E9:156
M09 X N and Qjc-180:147v
M09 X V and Lcm-1046:143v
M09 X V and Lcm-1047:136r
M09 X V and Lcm-1048:122r
M09 X V and Lcm-1051:137v
M09 X V and Qjc-180:138r
M09 X V and BarlCTcan:55v
M09 X V and BarlCTdec:56v
M09 X V and Bar2CTcan:55r
M09 X V and Bar2CTdec:56v
M09 X V and BarBcan:55r
M09 X V and BarBdec:56r
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M09 X V and BarMcan:54v
M09 X V and BarMdec:55v
M09 X V and BarTcan:53r
M09 X V and BarTdec:54r
Thomas Morley Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
M10 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:84v
MIO M Ea Cp-475:92r
MIO M Ea Cp-476:102r
MIO M Ea Cp-489:5(2)v
MIO M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:99
MIO M Ea DRc-E5:159
MIO M Ea DRc-El la:483
MIO M Ea BarlCTcan:61r
MIO M Ea BarMcan:60r
MIO M Ea BarMdec:61v
MIO M F Lbl-Harl.7337:85r
MIO M F DRc-E6:142
MIO M F BarlCTdec:62r
MIO M F Bar2CTdec:61r
MIO M F BarBdec:61r
MIO M F BarTdec:59v
MIO M Fs Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:99
MIO M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:83v
MIO M Hmd BarlCTcan:60r
MIO M Hmd(mel) DRc-E6:141
MIO M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:8 lr
MIO M Hmn Cp-475:92r
MIO M Hmn Cp-476: lOOv
MIO M Hmn Cp-481:91v
MIO M Hmn Cp-489:5(2)r
MIO M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 100
MIO M Hmn DRc-C12v:260
MIO M Hmn DRc-E5:157
MIO M Hmn DRc-E8:158
MIO M Hmn DRc-El 1:158
MIO M Hmn DRc-El la:481
MIO M Hmn BarlCTdec:61v
MIO M Hmn Bar2CTcan:59v
MIO M Hmn Bar2CTdec:60v
MIO M Hmn BarBcan:59r
MIO M Hmn BarBdec:60v
MIO M Hmn BarMcan:59v
MIO M Hmn BarMdec:60v
MIO M Hmn BarTcan:57v
MIO M Hmn BarTdec:58v
MIO M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:83r
MIO M Ims Cp-476: lOOv
MIO M Ims Cp-489:5(2)v
MIO M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 100
MIO M ims DRc-El la:482
MIO M ims BarlCTcan:61r
MIO M Ims BarBdec:61r
MIO M ims BarMdec:61r
MIO M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:8lr
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MIO M Rt Cp-476: lOOv
MIO M Rt Cp-489:5(2)r
MIO M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 100
MIO M Rt DRc-C 12v:260
MIO M Rt DRc-El la:481
MIO M Rt BarlCTcan:60r
MIO M Rt BarlCTdec:61v
MIO M Rt BarMdec:60v
MIO M Rt BarTcan:57r
MIO M Ths Lbl-Harl.7337:85v
MIO M Ths Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:99
MIO M Ths DRc-E6:142
MIO M Ths BarlCTdec:62r
MIO M Ths Bar2CTdec:61r
MIO M Ths BarBdec:61r
MIO N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:87v
MIO N AP Cp-475:92v
MIO N AP Cp-476:102v
MIO N AP Cp-481:92v
MIO N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:99
MIO N AP DRc-C12v:263
MIO N AP DRc-E5:160
MIO N AP DRc-E6:143
MIO N AP DRc-E8:161
MIO N AP DRc-El 1:160
MIO N AP DRc-El la:484
MIO N AP BarlCTcan:62r
MIO N AP BarlCTdec:62v
MIO N AP Bar2CTcan:60v
MIO N AP Bar2CTdec:61v
MIO N AP BarBcan:60r
MIO N AP BarBdec:61v
MIO N AP BarMcan:61r
MIO N AP BarMdec:62r
MIO N AP BarTcan:58v
MIO N AP BarTdec:60r
MIO N standard (2nd ) BarBdec:61v
MIO N standard (2nd pt) Cp-475:92v
MIO N standard (2nd) Bar2CTcan:61r
MIO N standard (2nd) BarBcan:60r
MIO N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:87v
MIO N standard 2nd Cp-48 l:92v
MIO N standard 2nd DRc-E5:160
MIO N standard 2nd DRc-E6:143
MIO N standard 2nd DRc-E8:161
MIO N standard 2nd DRc-El 1:160
MIO N standard Cp-476:102v
MIO N standard Cp-489:85v
MIO N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 99
MIO N standard DRc-C 12v: 263
MIO N standard DRc-El la:484
MIO N standard BarlCTcan:62r
MIO N standard Bar 1CTdec : 62v-63r
MIO N standard BarMdec:62r
MIO N standard BarTcan:58v
MIO N standard(2nd) Bar2CTdec:61v
MIO X N and Cp-475:92v
MIO X N and Cp-476:102v
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MIO X M and Cp-475:92v
MIO X M and Cp-476:102r
MIO X Mand Cp-481:92r
MIO X M and Cp-489:5(2)v
MIO X M and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:99
MIO X M and DRc-C12v:262
MIO X M and DRc-E5:159
MIO X M and DRc-E6:142
MIO X M and DRc-E8:160
MIO X Mand DRc-El 1:160
MIO X Mand DRc-El la:484
MIO X M and BarlCTcan:61v
MIO X M and BarlCTdec:62v
MIO X M and Bar2CTcan:60v
MIO X M and Bar2CTdec:61r
MIO X M and BarBcan:60r
MIO X M and BarBdec:61v
MIO X M and BarMcan:60v
MIO X M and BarTcan:58r
MIO X M and BarTdec:59v
MIO X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:86r
MIO X Nand Cp-481:92v
MIO X N and Cp-489:85v
MIO X N and Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:98
MIO X N and DRc-E5:160
MIO X N and DRc-E6:143
MIO X N and DRc-E8:161
MIO X Nand DRc-El 1:161
MIO X Nand DRc-El la:485
MIO X N and BarlCTcan:62v
MIO X N and BarlCTdec:63r
MIO X N and Bar2CTcan:61r
MIO X N and Bar2CTdec:62r
MIO X N and BarBcan:60v
MIO X N and BarBdec:62r
MIO X N and BarMcan:61r
MIO X N and BarMdec:62r
MIO X N and BarTcan:58v
MIO X N and BarTdec:60r
MIO X N and/is(mel) Lbl-Harl.7337:88v
Thomas Morley Second Service
M il B Ah Y-M. 13/1:92 
M il B Ah Y-M. 13/2:90 
M il B FIs Y-M. 13/1:90 
M il B FIs Y-M. 13/2:89 
M il B FIs Y-M. 13/5:87 
M il B FIs Y-M. 13/4:83 
M il B F2s Y-M. 13/2:89
M il B Rm Y-M. 13/1:90
M il B Rm Y-M. 13/2:89
M il B Rm Y-M. 13/5:87
M il B Rm Y-M. 13/4:83
M il C G3 Y-M. 13/1:94
M il C G3 Y-M. 13/2:93
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M il C G3 Y-M. 13/5:91
M il C G3 Y-M. 13/4:87
M il c Ju Y-M. 13/1:93
M il c Ju Y-M. 13/2:92
M il c Ju Y-M. 13/5:89
M il c Ju Y-M. 13/4:85
M il c 1552no Y-M. 13/1:94
M il c 1552no Y-M. 13/2:93
M il c 1552no Y-M. 13/5:90
M il c 1552no Y-M. 13/4:87
M il c Req Y-M. 13/1:93
M il c Req Y-M. 13/2:91
M il c Req Y-M. 13/5:89
M il c Req Y-M. 13/4:85
M il c Sa Y-M. 13/1:94
M il c Sa Y-M. 13/5:90
M il c Sa Y-M. 13/4:87
M il c So Y-M. 13/2:93
M il M F DRc-El la:444
M il M Ea Cp-486:R4r
M il M Ea Cp-488:Q10v
M il M Ea Qjc-180:149r
M il M Ea Cp-490:T2v
M il M Ea Y-M. 13/1:97
M il M Ea Y-M. 13/2:96
M il M Ea Y-M. 13/5:93
M il M Ea Y-M. 13/4:89
M il M Ea DRc-Cl:151
M il M Ea DRc-C13:281
M il M Ea DRc-C18:ll
M il M Ea DRc-El la:444
M il M Ea BarlCTcan:77v
M il M Ea BarlCTdec:77v
M il M Ea Bar2CTcan:73r
M il M Ea Bar2CTdec:75v
M il M Ea BarBdec:74v
M il M Ea BarMcan:76r
M il M Ea BarMdec:77r
M il M Ea BarTcan:72r
M il M Ea BarTdec:73v
M il M F Cp-486:R4v
M il M fCp-488:Q10v
M il M F Qjc-180:149v
M il M F Cp-490:T2v
M il M F Y-M. 13/2:96
M il M F Y-M. 13/5:94
M il M f DRc-C18:12
M il M F BarBdec:74v
M il M Ffs BarlCTcan:77v
M il M FFs Bar2CTdec:75v
M il M FFs BarMcan:76v
M il M Ffs BarMdec:77v
M il M FFs BarTcan:72v
M il M FFs BarTdec:74r
M il M Fs Cp-489:122v
M il M Fs Y-M. 13/1:97
M il M Fs Y-M. 13/4:90
M il M Fs DRc-C 13:281
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M il M Fs BarlCTdec:77v
M il M Fs Bar2CTcan:73r
M il M Fs BarBcan:72v
M il M Fs(mel) DRc-Cl:152
M il M hath Rd BarBcan:72r
M il M Hmn Cp-486:R4r
M il M Hmn Cp-488:Q10r
M il M Hmn Qjc-180:148r
M il M Hmn Cp-489:122r
M il M Hmn Cp-490:T2r
M il M Hmn Y-M. 13/1:95
M il M Hmn Y-M. 13/2:94
M il M Hmn Y-M. 13/5:92
M il M Hmn Y-M. 13/4:88
M il M Hmn DRc-Cl:150
M il M Hmn DRc-Cl3:280
M il M Hmn DRc-C18:ll
M il M Hmn DRc-El la:443
M il M Hmn BarlCTcan:77r
M il M Hmn BarlCTdec:77r
M il M Hmn Bar2CTdec:75r
M il M Hmn BarBcan:72r
M il M Hmn BarBdec:74r
M il M Hmn BarMcan:75v
M il M Hmn BarMdec:76v
M il M Hmn BarTcan:71v
M il M Hmn BarTdec:73r
M il M ims Cp-486:R4r
M il M ims Cp-488 :Q10r
M il M Ims Qjc-180:148v
M il M ims Cp-489:122r
M il M ims Cp-490:T2r
M il M ims Y-M. 13/1:96
M il M Ims Y-M. 13/2:95
M il M Ims Y-M. 13/5:93
M il M Ims Y-M. 13/4:89
M il M Ims DRc-Cl: 151
M il M ims DRc-C 13:280
M il M Ims DRc-C18:ll
M il M ims DRc-El la:443
M il M ims BarlCTcan:77v
M il M ims BarlCTdec:77v
M il M ims Bar2CTcan:73r
M il M ims Bar2CTdec:75v
M il M ims BarBcan:72v
M il M ims BarBdec:74v
M il M ims BarMcan:76r
M il M ims BarMdec:77r
M il M ims BarTcan:72r
M il M ims BarTdec:73v
M il M Rd BarTcan:71v
M il M Rt Cp-486:R4r
M il M Rt Cp-488:Q10r
M il M Rt Qjc-180:148r
M il M Rt Cp-489:122r
M il M Rt Cp-490:T2r
M il M Rt Y-M. 13/1:95
M il M Rt Y-M. 13/2:94
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M il M Rt Y-M. 13/5:92
M il M Rt Y-M. 13/4:88
M il M Rt DRc-Cl: 150
M il M Rt DRc-C 13:280
M il M Rt DRc-C18:ll
M il M Rt DRc-El la:442
M il M Rt BarlCTcan:77r
M il M Rt BarlCTdec:77r
M il M Rt Bar2CTdec:75r
M il M Rt BarBdec:74r
M il M Rt BarMcan:75v
M il M Rt BarMdec:76v
M il M Rt BarTdec:73r
M il M Ths Cp-486:R4v
M il M Ths Cp-489:122v
M il M Ths DRc-Cl: 152
M il M Ths DRc-C13:281
M il M Ths DRc-C18:12
M il M Ths DRc-El la:444
M il M Ths BarlCTcan:78r
M il M Ths Bar2CTcan:73r
M il M Ths Bar2CTdec:75v
M il M Ths BarBcan:72v
M il M Ths BarBdec:74v
M il M Ths BarMcan:76v
M il M Ths BarMdec:77v
M il M Ths BarTcan:72v
M il M Ths BarTdec:74r
M il M Ths Y-M. 13/1:97
M il N AP Cp-486:R4v
M il N AP Cp-488:Q10v
M il N AP Qjc-180:150v
M il N AP Cp-489:122v
M il N AP Cp-490:T2v
M il N AP Y-M. 13/1:98
M il N AP Y-M. 13/2:97
M il N AP Y-M. 13/5:95
M il N AP Y-M. 13/4:91
M il N AP DRc-Cl: 153
M il N AP DRc-C 13:282
M il N AP DRc-C18:12
M il N AP DRc-El la:445
M il N AP BarlCTcan:78v
M il N AP BarlCTdec:78v
M il N AP Bar2CTcan:74r
M il N AP Bar2CTdec:76v
M il N AP BarBcan:73r
M il N AP BarBdec:75r
M il N AP BarMcan:77r
M il N AP BarMdec:78r
M il N AP BarTcan:73r
M il N AP BarTdec:74v
M il N standard Cp-486:R4v
M il N standard Cp-488:Q10v
M il N standard Qjc-180:150v
M il N standard Cp-489:122v
M il N standard Cp-490:T2v-T2(2)r
M il N standard Y-M. 13/1:98
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M il N standard Y-M. 13/2:97
M il N standard Y-M. 13/5:95
M il N standard Y-M. 13/4:91
M il N standard DRc-Cl:153
M il N standard DRc-C13:282-283
M il N standard DRc-Ella:445
M il N standard BarlCTcan:78v
M il N standard BarlCTdec:78v
M il N standard Bar2CTcan:74r
M il N standard Bar2CTdec:76v
M il N standard BarBcan:73v
M il N standard BarBdec:75v
M il N standard BarMcan:77r
M il N standard BarMdec : 7 8r
M il N standard BarTcan:73r
M il N standard BarTdec : 74v
M il T Fo Y-M. 13/1:86
M il T Fo Y-M. 13/2:86
M il T Fo Y-M. 13/5:84
M il T Fo Y-M. 13/4:80
M il T H Y-M. 13/2:88
M il T H Y-M. 13/5:86
M il T Hgc Y-M. 13/1:87
M il T Hgc Y-M. 13/2:86
M il T Hgc Y-M. 13/5:85
M il T Hgc Y-M. 13/4:81
M il T In Y-M. 13/1:89
M il T In Y-M. 13/4:82
M il T Int (words, no mus) Y-M. 13/4:80
M il T Int no music Y-M. 13/5:84
M il T K1 Y-M. 13/1:86
M il T K1 Y-M. 13/2:85
M il T K1 Y-M. 13/4:80
M il T K2 Y-M. 13/1:87
M il T K2 Y-M. 13/2:86
M il T K2 Y-M. 13/5:84
M il T Oe Y-M. 13/1:88
M il T Oe Y-M. 13/2:87
M il T Oe Y-M. 13/5:85
M il T Oe Y-M. 13/4:81
M il T Req Y-M. 13/1:86
M il T Req Y-M. 13/2:85
M il T So Y-M. 13/1:88
M il T So Y-M. 13/2:87
M il T So Y-M. 13/5:85
M il T So Y-M. 13/4:81
M il T Ty Y-M. 13/1:87
M il T Ty Y-M. 13/2:86
M il T Ty Y-M. 13/5:85
M il T Ty Y-M. 13/4:81
M il V Hs Y-M. 13/1:84
M il V Hs Y-M. 13/2:83
M il V Hs Y-M. 13/5:82
M il V Hs Y-M. 13/4:78
M il V Oc Y-M. 13/1:83
M il V Oc Y-M. 13/2:83
M il V Oc Y-M. 13/5:81
M il V Oc Y-M. 13/4:77
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M il V Sv Y-M. 13/1:84
M il V Sv Y-M. 13/2:83
M il V Sv Y-M. 13/5:81
M il V Sv Y-M. 13/4:78
M il X Bis Y-M. 13/1:92
M il X Bis Y-M. 13/2:91
M il X Bis Y-M. 13/5:89
M il X Bis Y-M. 13/4:85
M il X M and Cp-486:R4v
M il X M and Cp-488:Q10v
M il X M and Qjc-180:150r
M il X M and Cp-489:122v
M il X M and Cp-490:T2v
M il X M and Y-M. 13/1:97
M il X M and Y-M. 13/2:96
M il X M and Y-M. 13/5:94
M il X M and Y-M. 13/4:90
M il X Mand DRc-Cl:152
M il X M and DRc-C13:282
M il X M and DRc-C18:12
M il X M and DRc-Ella:444
M il X M and BarlCTcan:78r
M il X M and BarlCTdec:78r
M il X M and Bar2CTcan:73v
M il X M and Bar2CTdec:76r
M il X M and BarBcan:73r
M il X M and BarBdec:75r
M il X M and BarMcan:76v
M il X M and BarMdec:77v
M il X M and BarTcan:72v
M il X M and BarTdec:74r
M il X N and Cp-486:R4(2)r
M il X N and Cp-488:Q10v
M il X N and Qjc-180:151r
M il X N and Cp-489:123r
M il X N and Cp-490:T2(2)r
M il X N and Y-M. 13/1:99
M il X N and Y-M. 13/2:98
M il X N and Y-M. 13/5:95
M il X N and Y-M. 13/4:91
M il X N and DRc-Cl:153
M il X N and DRc-C13:283
M il X N and DRc-C18:12
M il X N and DRc-Ella:446
M il X N and BarlCTcan:78v
M il X N and BarlCTdec:78v
M il X N and Bar2CTcan:74r
M il X N and Bar2CTdec:76v
M il X N and BarBcan:73v
M il X N and BarBdec:75v
M il X N and BarMcan:77r
M il X N and BarMdec:78r
M il X N and BarTcan:73r
M il X N and BarTdec:74v
M il X Vand Y-M. 13/1:86
M il X Vand Y-M. 13/2:85
M il X Vand Y-M. 13/5:83
M il X Vand Y-M. 13/4:79
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Thomas Morley Short Evening Service
M12 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:39v
M12 M Ea Ojc-181:64r
M12 M F Ojc-181:64v
M12 M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:39v
M12 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:39r
M12 M Hmn Ojc-181:63r
M12 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:39r
M12 M Ims Ojc-181:63v
M12 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:39r
M12 M Rt Ojc-181:63r
M12 M Ths Ojc-181:64v
M12 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:40r
M12 N AP Ojc-181:65v
M12 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:40r
M12 N standard Ojc-181:65v
M12 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:39v
M12 X M and Ojc-181:65r
M12 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:40r
M12 X N and Ojc-181:65v
Mudd Te Deum
M13 T H Ob-Mus.c48:26r 
M13 T So Ob-Mus.c48:26r
Mundy Te Deum for Five Men’s Voices1
M18 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:73v
M18 T H Lbl-Add.29289:74v
M18 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:74r
M18 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:73v
M18 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:74r
M18 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:74r
MIS T Req Lbl-Add.29289:73v
MIS T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:74r
Mundy Service in Three Parts for Men
M20 B F/FF1 Cp-490:Clv
M20 B Fis Cp-478:16r
M20 B Fis Cp-488:C4(2)r
M20 B F2 Cp-478:16r
1. Following a detailed survey, G. Reeve has concluded that all service music ascribed to "Kundy" was the work of william 
Mundy: The Life and Worts of William Wundy, Ph.D. London University 1980, pp. 230-231.
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M20 B F2 Cp-481:154r
M20 B F2 Cp-490:Clv
M20 B F2(s) Cp-488:C4(2)r
M20 B FFls Cp-476:23v
M20 B FF2s Cp-476:23v
M20 B Ht Cp-476:23r
M20 B Ht Cp-486:D5r
M20 B Oh Cp-481:154v
M20 B Rm Cp-476:23r
M20 B Rm salvation unto us Cp-490:Clv
M20 M Ea Cp-476:25r
M20 M Ea Cp-480:144r
M20 M Ea Cp-486:Elr
M20 M Ea Cp-488:C6r
M20 M F Cp-478:16r
M20 M F(s)? Cp-480:144v
M20 M FFs Cp-481:155v
M20 M Fs Cp-476:25r
M20 M Fs Cp-486:Elr
M20 M Hnm Cp-476:24v
M20 M Hmn Cp-480:144r
M20 M Hmn Cp-481:154v
M20 M Hmn Cp-488 :C6r
M20 M ims Cp-481:155r
M20 M Rd Cp-476:24v
M20 M Rd Cp-478:16r
M20 M Rd Cp-48 l:154v
M20 M Rm Cp-481:153v
M20 N AP Cp-476:25v
M20 N AP Cp-480:144v
M20 N AP Cp-486:Elv
M20 N standard Cp-481:155v-156r
M20 N standard Cp-488 :C6v
M20 T F2(s) Cp-480:143v
M20 T FFl(s)? Cp-480:143v
M20 T Fo Cp-476:22r
M20 T Fo Cp-486:D4r
M20 T Fo Cp-488 :C4r
M20 T H Cp-476:22v
M20 T HGC Cp-476:22r
M20 T HGC Cp-480:142v
M20 T HGC Cp-481:153r
M20 T HGC Cp-486:D4r
M20 T HGC Cp-488 :C4r
M20 T K1 Cp-476:22r
M20 T K1 Cp-480:142v
M20 T K1 Cp-481:152v
M20 T K1 Cp-486:D4r
M20 T K1 Cp-488 :C4r
M20 T K1 Cp-490:Clr
M20 T K2 Cp-476:22r
M20 T K2 Cp-481:152v
M20 T K2 Cp-486:D4r
M20 T K2 Cp-490:Clr
M20 T Oe Cp-476:22v
M20 T Req Cp-476:22r
M20 T Req Cp-478:16r
M20 T Req Cp-480:142v
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M20 T Req Cp-48 l:152v
M20 T req Cp-486:D4r
M20 T Req Cp-488 :C4r
M20 T Req Cp-490:Clr
M20 T So Cp-48 l:153r 
M20 T So Cp-490:Clr 
M20 T Tn Cp-476:22r 
M20 T Ty Cp-480:142v 
M20 T Ty Cp-481:152v 
M20 T Ty Cp-486:D4r 
M20 T Ty Cp-488:C4r 
M20 T Ty Cp-490:Clr 
M20 X Band Cp-478:16r
M20 X B and Cp-481:154v
M20 X B and Cp-486:D5v
M20 X B and Cp-488 :C4(2)v
M20 X B and Cp-490:C2v 
M20 X B and Cp-476:24r 
M20 X M and Cp-476:25r 
M20 X M and Cp-478:16r 
M20 X M and Cp-480:144v 
M20 X M and Cp-481:155v 
M20 X M and Cp-488 :C6r 
M20 X M and ? Cp-486:Elv 
M20 X N and Cp-478:16r
M20 X N and Cp-480:145r
M20 X N and Cp-481:156r
M20 X N and Cp-488 :C6v
M20 X N is Cp-486:Elv
M20 X N is Cp-476:25v
Mundy Service in Four Parts for Men
M21 B F is Cp-488:C3(2)r 
M21 B F2Cp-486:C4r 
M21 B F2Cp-490:B2r 
M21 B F2s(melis) Cp-488:C3(2)r 
M21 B Ht Cp-488:C3(2)r 
M21 B Oh Cp-488:C3(2)v 
M21 B Oh Cp-490:B2v 
M21 B Rm Cp-486:C4r 
M21 B Rm Cp-488:C3(2)r 
M21 B Rm S to us Cp-490:B2r 
M21 C B3Cp-486:C5r 
M21 C C3 Cp-486:C5r 
M21 C C3 Cp-488:C3(3)r 
M21 C G3 Cp-488:C3(3)v 
M21 C G3Cp-490:B3v 
M21 C Ju Cp-486:C5r 
M21 C Ju Cp-488:C3(3)r 
M21 C 1552no Cp-486:C5v 
M21 C 1552no Cp-488:C3(3)v 
M21 C 1552no Cp-490:B3r-v 
M21 C Ptl ? Cp-488:C3(3)r 
M21 C Pt3 Cp-486:C5r 
M21 C Req Cp-486:C5r
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M21 C Req Cp-488 :C3(3)r
M21 C Req Cp-490:B3r
M21 C S2 Cp-486:C5r
M21 c S? Cp-488 :C3(3)r
M21 c Sa Cp-486:C5r
M21 c Sa Cp-488:C3(3)v
M21 c W3 Cp-488:C3(3)v
M21 c W3 Cp-490:B3v
M21 K res Cp-486:C5r
M21 K res Cp-488 :C3(3)r
M21 K res Cp-490:B3r
M21 M Ea Cp-486:C6r
M21 M Ea Cp-488 :C3(4)4
M21 M fs Cp-486:C6r
M21 M Hmn Cp-486:C5v
M21 M Hmn Cp-488:C3(3)v
M21 M Hmn Cp-490:B3v
M21 M Ims Cp-486:C6r
M21 M Rt Cp-486:C5v
M21 M Rt Cp-490:B3v
M21 N standard Cp-486:C6v
M21 N standard Cp-488 :C3 (4)v
M21 N standard Cp-490:B4r
M21 T Fo Lbl-Add.30480:13v
M21 T Fo Lbl-Add.30481:14v
M21 T Fo Lbl-Add.30482:1 Iv
M21 T Fo Lbl-Add.30483:14v
M21 T Fo Cp-490:Blr
M21 T Fo thy maiesty Cp-486:C3r
M21 T H Lbl-Add.30480:15r
M21 T H Lbl-Add.30481:16v
M21 T H Lbl-Add.30482:13v
M21 T H Lbl-Add.30483:16v
M21 T H Cp-488 :C3v
M21 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30480:14r
M21 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30481:15v
M21 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30482:12r
M21 T HGC Cp-486:C3r
M21 T HGC Cp-488 :C3r
M21 T Kl Lbl-Add.30480:13v
M21 T Kl Lbl-Add.30482:llv
M21 T Kl Lbl-Add. 30483:14v
M21 T Kl Cp-486:C3r
M21 T Kl Cp-488:C3r
M21 T Kl Cp-490:Blr
M21 T K2 Lbl-Add.30480:14r
M21 T K2 Lbl-Add.30481:14v
M21 T K2 Lbl-Add.30481:15r
M21 T K2 Lbl-Add.30482:12r
M21 T K2 Lbl-Add.30483:15r
M21 T K2 Cp-486 :C3r
M21 T K2 Cp-488:C3r
M21 T K2 Cp-490:Blr
M21 T Oe Lbl-Add.30480:14v
M21 T Oe Lbl-Add.30481:15v
M21 T Oe Lbl-Add.30483:15v
M21 T Req Lbl-Add.30480:13v
M21 T Req Lbl-Add.30481:14v
M21 T req Lbl-Add.30482:llv 
M21 T Req Lbl-Add.30483:14v 
M21 T Req Cp-486:C3r 
M21 T req Cp-488:C3r
M21 T req Cp-490:Blr
M21 T So Lbl-Add.30480:14v 
M21 T So Lbl-Add.30481:16r 
M21 T So Lbl-Add.30482:13r 
M21 T So Lbl-Add.30483:16r 
M21 T So Cp-488:C3r
M21 T The honourable Cp-488:C3r
M21 T Ty Lbl-Add.30480:14r 
M21 T Ty Lbl-Add.30481:15r 
M21 T Ty Lbl-Add.30482:12r 
M21 T Ty Lbl-Add.30483:15r 
M21 T Ty Cp-490:Blr 
M21 X B and Cp-486:C4v 
M21 X B and Cp-488 :C3(2)v 
M21 X B and Cp-490:B2v 
M21 X M and Cp-486:C6r 
M21 X M and Cp-490:B4r 
M21 X N and Cp-486:C6v 
M21 X N and Cp-490:B4r 
M21 X M and Cp-488 :C3(4)r 
M21 X N is Cp-488:C3(4)v
Mundy Evening Service in C fa ut
M22 M Ea Cp-486:Q3v
M22 M Ea Cp-488:Qlv
M22 M Ea Cp-489:115v
M22 M Ea Cp-490:Dlr
M22 M Ea Cp-490:R6r
M22 M Ea DRc-C8:402
M22 M F Cp-486:Q3v
M22 M F Cp-488 :Qlv
M22 M FF(s)? Cp-490:Dlr
M22 M Fs Cp-489:115v
M22 M Hmn Cp-486:Q3r
M22 M Hmn Cp-488:Qlr
M22 M Hmn Cp-489:115r
M22 M Hmn Cp-490:Dlr
M22 M Hmn Cp-490:R6r
M22 M Hmn DRc-C8:329
M22 M ims Cp-486:Q3v
M22 M Ims DRc-C8:401
M22 M Rt Cp-486:Q3r
M22 M Rt Cp-488:Qlr
M22 M Rt Cp-489:115r
M22 M Rt Cp-490:R6r
M22 M Rt DRc-C8:328
M22 N AP Cp-489:116r
M22 N AP Cp-490:R6v
M22 N standard Cp-486:Q3(2)r
M22 N standard Cp-488:Q2r
M22 N standard Cp-489:116r
M22 N standard Cp-490:R7r
M22 N standard DRc-C8:405
M22 X M and Cp-486:Q3(2)r
M22 X M and Cp-488:Qlv
M22 X M and Cp-489:115v
M22 X M and Cp-490:Dlr
M22 X M and Cp-490:R6v
M22 X M and DRc-C8:403
M22 X N and Cp-486:Q3(3)r
M22 X N and Cp-488:Q2r
M22 X N and Cp-489:116r
M22 X N and Cp-490:Dlv
M22 X N and DRc-C8:407
M22 X N is Cp-490:R7r
Mundy Evening Service In Medio Chori
M23 M Ea Cp-475:38v
M23 M F Cp-481:40r 
M23 M F(s?) Cp-476:52v 
M23 M F(s?) Cp-476:53v 
M23 M Fs Cp-475:38v
M23 M Fs Cp-478:41r
M23 M Fs Cp-479:36r
M23 M Fs Cp-480:37v
M23 M ims Cp-475:38r
M23 M ims Cp-478:41r
M23 M ims Cp-479:36r
M23 M ims Cp-480:37r
M23 M ims Cp-481:40r
M23 M Rt Cp-475:38r
M23 M Rt Cp-476:53r
M23 M Rt Cp-478:41r
M23 M Rt Cp-479:36r
M23 M Rt Cp-480:37r
M23 M Rt Cp-481:40r
M23 N AP Cp-476:54r
M23 N standard Cp-475:39r
M23 N standard Cp-476:52v
M23 N standard Cp-480:37v
M23 N standard Cp-48 l:40v
M23 X M and Cp-475:39r 
M23 X M and Cp-478:41r 
M23 X M and Cp-479:36r 
M23 X M and Cp-481:40v 
M23 X M and Cp-476:52v 
M23 X M and Cp-476:53v 
M23 X M and Cp-480:37v 
M23 X N and Cp-476:52v 
M23 X N and Cp-476:54r 
M23 X N and Cp-480:38r 
M23 X N and Cp-475:39r 
M23 X N and Cp-481:40v
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Mundy First Evening Service
M24 M ea Lbl-Add.29289:21v 
M24 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:21r 
M24 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:21v 
M24 M Rd Lbl-Add.29289:21r 
M24 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:22r 
M24 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:21v 
M24 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:22r
Mundy Fourth Evening Service
M25 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:19v 
M25 M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:20r 
M25 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:18v 
M25 M i/Ims Lbl-Add.29289:19v 
M25 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:18v 
M25 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:20v 
M25 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:20r 
M25 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:20v
William Mundy First Service
M26 B Ah Lbl-Add.29289:10r
M26 B Ah Y-M. 13/1:49
M26 B Ah Y-M. 13/2:48
M26 B Ah Y-M. 13/5:46
M26 B Ah Y-M. 13/4:44
M26 B Ah DRc-C13:235
M26 B Ah DRc-C18:61
M26 B Ah DRc-E6:77
M26 B Ah DRc-E9:74
M26 B Ah BarlCTdec:40r
M26 B Ah BarBdec:40r
M26 B Ah BarMdec:40r
M26 B Ah BarTcan:39v
M26 B Fl(s) Cp-488 :E3v
M26 B FIs Lbl-Add.29289:9v
M26 B FIs Y-M. 1/6:50
M26 B FIs Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 B FIs Y-M. 13/1:47
M26 B FIs Y-M. 13/2:46
M26 B FIs Y-M. 13/5:45
M26 B FIs Y-M. 13/4:43
M26 B FIs DRc-C13:234
M26 B FIs DRc-C 18:60
M26 B FIs DRc-E6:75
M26 B FIs DRc-E9:73
M26 B FIs BarlCTdec:39r
M26 B FIs BarBdec:39v
M26 B FIs BarMdec:39v
M26 B FIs BarTcan:39r
M26 B F2 Cp-490:05v
M26 B F2 Y-M. 1/2:57
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M26 B F2 Y-M. 1/6:50
M26 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 B F2 Y-M. 13/1:47
M26 B F2 Y-M. 13/3:42
M26 B F2 Y-M. 13/5:45
M26 B F2 Y-M. 13/4:43
M26 B F2 DRc-C 13:234
M26 B F2 DRc-C 18:60
M26 B F2 DRc-E6:76
M26 B F2 DRc-E9:73
M26 B F2 DRc-E 11:77
M26 B F2 BarlCTcan:39r
M26 B F2 BarlCTdec:39r
M26 B F2 BarBcan:39r
M26 B F2 BarBdec:39v
M26 B F2 BarMcan:39r
M26 B F2 BarMdec:39v
M26 B F2 BarTcan:39r
M26 B F2 BarTcan:39r
M26 B F2(s) Cp-486:K6(2)r
M26 B F2(s) Cp-488 :E3v
M26 B F2s Lbl-Add.29289:9v
M26 B F2s Lem-1048:130r
M26 B F2s Lcm-1051:145r
M26 B F2s Y-M. 13/2:47
M26 B F2s DRc-E5:77
M26 B FF2 DRc-Ella:167
M26 B FF2s DRc-E8:77
M26 B Ht Lbl-Add.29289:9r
M26 B Ht Cp-486:K6(2)r
M26 B Ht Y-M. 13/1:47
M26 B Ht Y-M. 13/2:46
M26 B Ht Y-M. 13/5:45
M26 B Ht Y-M. 13/4:43
M26 B Ht DRc-C 18:60
M26 B Ht BarBdec:39r
M26 B Hv Cp-488:E3v
M26 B Hv Y-M. 1/6:50
M26 B Hv Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 B Hv DRc-C 13:234
M26 B Hv DRc-E6:75
M26 B Hv DRc-E9:73
M26 B Hv BarlCTdec:39r
M26 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:9r
M26 B Rm Lcm-1051:144v
M26 B Rm Cp-486:K6(2)r
M26 B Rm Cp-490:05v
M26 B Rm Y-M. 1/2:57
M26 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:50
M26 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 B Rm Y-M. 13/1:46
M26 B Rm Y-M. 13/2:46
M26 B Rm Y-M. 13/3:41
M26 B Rm Y-M. 13/5:44
M26 B Rm Y-M. 13/4:42
M26 B Rm DRc-C 13:234
M26 B Rm DRc-C 18:59
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M26 B Rm DRc-E5:77
M26 B Rm DRc-E6:75
M26 B Rm DRc-E8:76
M26 B Rm DRc-E9:72
M26 B Rm DRc-Ell:76
M26 B Rm DRc-Ella:166
M26 B Rm BarlCTcan:38v
M26 B Rm BarlCTdec:38v
M26 B Rm BarBcan:39r
M26 B Rm BarBdec:39r
M26 B Rm BarMcan:38v
M26 B Rm BarMdec :39r
M26 B Rm BarTcan:38v
M26 B Rm BarTcan:38v
M26 C 1552 Cp-486:K7v
M26 C 1552(rpt by whom made?) Cp-488:E3(2)v
M26 C B3 Lcm-1048:132r
M26 C B3 Lcm-1051:146r
M26 C B3 Cp-475:37r
M26 C B3 Cp-490:Plr
M26 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C B3 Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C B3 Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C B3 DRc-E5:119
M26 C B3 DRc-E8:120
M26 C B3 DRc-El 1:123
M26 C B3 DRc-El la:298
M26 C B3 BarlCTcan:41v
M26 C B3 BarBcan:41r
M26 C B3 BarTcan:41r
M26 C C3 Lcm-1048:131v
M26 C C3 Lcm-1051:146r
M26 C C3 Cp-475:37r
M26 C C3 Cp-490:06v
M26 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C C3 Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C C3 Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C C3 DRc-E5:119
M26 C C3 DRc-E8:120
M26 c C3 DRc-El 1:123
M26 c C3 DRc-El la:298
M26 c C3 BarlCTcan:41r
M26 c C3 BarTcan:40v
M26 c G3 Lcm-1048:132r
M26 c G3 Lcm-1051:146v
M26 c G3 Cp-475:37v
M26 c G3 Cp-486:K7v
M26 c G3 Cp-488 :E3(2)v
M26 c G3 Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 c G3 Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 c G3 Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 c G3 Y-M. 13/1:52
M26 c G3 Y-M. 13/2:51
M26 c G3 Y-M. 13/3:46
M26 c G3 Y-M. 13/5:49
M26 c G3 DRc-C 18:63
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M26 C G3 DRc-E5:120
M26 C G3 DRc-E6:113
M26 C G3 DRc-E8:121
M26 C G3 DRc-El 1:124
M26 C G3 DRc-El la:299
M26 C G3 BarlCTcan:42r
M26 C G3 BarlCTdec:41v
M26 C G3 BarBcan:41v
M26 C G3 BarBdec:42r
M26 C G3 BarMcan:42r
M26 C G3 BarMdec:42r
M26 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:llv
M26 C Js BarlCTdec:40v
M26 C Js BarBdec:41r
M26 C Js BarMdec:41r
M26 C Js BarTcan:40v
M26 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289: H r
M26 C Ju Cp-475:37r
M26 C Ju Cp-488:E3(2)r
M26 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C Ju Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C Ju Y-M. 13/1:50
M26 C Ju Y-M. 13/2:49
M26 C Ju Y-M. 13/5:48
M26 C Ju Y-M. 13/4:45
M26 C Ju DRc-C 13:237
M26 C Ju DRc-C18:62
M26 C Ju DRc-E6:lll
M26 C Ju DRc-E9:109
M26 C 1552no (rptby whom?) DRc-El 1:123
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom?) BarBdec:41v
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom?) BarBcan:41r
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom?) BarMdec :42r
M26 C 1552no (rpt I ack?) BarMcan:42r
M26 C 1552no (rpt according?) Lem-1048:132r
M26 C 1552no (rpt according?) Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom ?) Lcm-1051:146v
M26 C 1552no Cp-475:37v
M26 C 1552no Cp-490:Plr
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 13/1:51
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 13/2:50
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 13/5:49
M26 C 1552no Y-M. 13/4:46
M26 C 1552no DRc-E6:113
M26 C 1552no DRc-E8:120
M26 C 1552no DRc-El la:298
M26 C 1552no BarlCTdec:41v
M26 C 1552no BarTcan:41r
M26 C 1552no BarTcan:41r
M26 C 1552no cf acc script? DRc-E5:119
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom ? DRc-C18:62
M26 C 1552no (rpt before all?) Lbl-Add.29289:llv
M26 C 1552no (rpt by whom?) DRc-E9:110
M26 C Pc Lcm-1048:131v
M26 C Pc Lcm-1051:146r
M26 C Pc Cp-490:Plr
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M26 C Pc Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C Pc Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C Pc Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C Pc Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C Pc DRc-E5:119
M26 C Pc DRc-E8:120
M26 C Pc DRc-El 1:123
M26 C Pc DRc-El la:298
M26 C Pc BarlCTcan:41r
M26 C Pc BarBcan:41r
M26 C Pc BarMcan:41v
M26 C Pc BarTcan:41r
M26 C R Lem-1048:132r
M26 C R Lcm-1051:146r
M26 C R Cp-475:37r
M26 C R Cp-490:Plr
M26 C R Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C R Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C R Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C R Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C R Y-M. 13/1:49
M26 C R Y-M. 13/2:49
M26 C R Y-M. 13/3:44
M26 C R Y-M. 13/5:47
M26 C R Y-M. 13/4:45
M26 C R DRc-E5:119
M26 C R DRc-E8:120
M26 C R DRc-El 1:123
M26 C R DRc-El la:298
M26 C R BarlCTcan:41v
M26 C R BarBcan:41r
M26 C R BarMcan:41v
M26 C R BarTcan:41r
M26 C Re BarlCTdec:40v
M26 C Remission of their sins Lcm-1051:147r
M26 C Req Lbl-Add.29289: lOv
M26 C Req Lem-1048:13 Iv
M26 C Req Lem-1051:146r
M26 C req Cp-475:37r
M26 C Req Cp-486:K7r
M26 C Req Cp-488:E3(2)r
M26 C Req Cp-490:06v
M26 C Req Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C Req Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C Req Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C Req Y-M. 13/1:50
M26 C Req Y-M. 13/2:49
M26 C Req Y-M. 13/3:44
M26 C Req Y-M. 13/5:48
M26 C Req Y-M. 13/4:45
M26 C Req DRc-C 13:237
M26 C Req DRc-C 18:62
M26 C Req DRc-E5:118
M26 C Req DRc-E6:lll
M26 C Req DRc-E8:119
M26 C Req DRc-E9:109
M26 C Req DRc-El 1:122
M26 C Req DRc-El la:297
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M26 C Req BarlCTcan:40v
M26 C Req BarBcan:40v
M26 C Req BarBdec:41r
M26 C Req BarMcan:41r
M26 C Req BarMdec:41r
M26 C Req BarTcan:40r
M26 C Req BarTcan:40v
M26 C S2 Lcm-1048:13Iv
M26 C S2 Lcm-1051:146r
M26 C S2 Cp-475:37r
M26 C S2 Cp-490:Plr
M26 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C S2 Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C S2 Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C S2 DRc-E8:120
M26 C S2 DRc-El 1:123
M26 C S2 DRc-El la:298
M26 C S2 BarlCTcan:41r
M26 C S2 BarBcan:41r
M26 C S2 BarTcan:40v
M26 C S3 DRc-E5:119
M26 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:llv
M26 C Sa Lcm-1048:132r
M26 C Sa Lcm-1051:146v
M26 C Sa Cp-490:Plr
M26 C Sa Y-M. 13/2:50
M26 C Sa Y-M. 13/3:45
M26 C Sa Y-M. 13/4:46
M26 C Sa DRc-C13:238
M26 C Sa DRc-E5:119
M26 C Sa DRc-E9:110
M26 C Sa DRc-El 1:123
M26 C Sa DRc-El la:298
M26 C Sa BarBcan:41r
M26 C Sa BarBdec:41v
M26 C Sa BarTcan:40v
M26 C Sa BarTcan:41r
M26 C Sa DRc-E8:120
M26 C So Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C So Cp-475:37r
M26 C So Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 C So Y-M. 13/1:51
M26 C So Y-M. 13/5:48
M26 C So DRc-C 18:62
M26 C So DRc-E6:112
M26 C So BarlCTcan:41v
M26 C So BarlCTdec:41r
M26 C So BarMcan:41v
M26 C So BarMdec:41v
M26 C W3 Lcm-1048:132r
M26 C W3 Lcm-1051:146v
M26 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:llv
M26 C W3 Cp-475:37v
M26 C W3 Cp-486:K7v
M26 C W3 Cp-488:E3(2)v
M26 C W3 Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:51
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M26 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 C W3 Y-M. 13/1:52
M26 c W3 Y-M. 13/2:51
M26 c W3 Y-M. 13/3:46
M26 c W3 Y-M. 13/5:49
M26 c W3 DRc-C 18:63
M26 c W3 DRc-E5:120
M26 c W3 DRc-E6:113
M26 c W3 DRc-E8:121
M26 c W3 DRc-El 1:124
M26 c W3 DRc-El la:299
M26 c W3 BarlCTcan:42r
M26 c W3 BarlCTdec:41v
M26 c W3 BarBcan:41v
M26 c W3 BarBdec:42r
M26 c W3 BarMcan:42r
M26 c W3 BarMdec :42r
M26 K res BarlCTdec:40r
M26 K res rep BarlCTcan:40v
M26 K res rep BarBcan:40r
M26 K res rep BarBdec:40v
M26 K res rep BarMcan:40v
M26 K res rep BarMdec:40v
M26 K res rep BarTcan:40r
M26 K res rep BarTcan:40r
M26 K res Cp-475:36v
M26 K res Cp-486:Blv
M26 K res Cp-486:K7r
M26 K res Cp-490:06v
M26 K res DRc-E8:118
M26 K res DRc-E9:109
M26 K res mel rep DRc-C13:237
M26 K res mel rep DRc-C18:61
M26 K res mel rpt 1549? DRc-E5:117
M26 K res mel rpt 1549? DRc-E6:lll
M26 K res mel rpt DRc-El 1:122
M26 K res rep Lbl-Add.29289: lOv
M26 K res rep Lcm-1048:131r
M26 K res rep Lem-1051:145v
M26 K res rep Y-M. 1/2:58
M26 K res rep Y-M. 1/6:51
M26 K res rep Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 K res rep DRc-El la:296
M26 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:13r
M26 M Ea Lcm-1048:133r
M26 M Ea Lcm-1051:147v
M26 M Ea Cp-486:K8r
M26 M Ea Cp-488:E3(3)r
M26 M Ea Cp-490:P2r
M26 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 M Ea Y-M. 13/2:53
M26 M Ea Y-M. 13/3:48
M26 M Ea Y-M. 13/5:52
M26 M Ea Y-M. 13/4:48
M26 M Ea DRc-C 13:241
M26 M Ea DRc-C 18:64
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M26 M Ea DRc-E5:142
M26 M Ea DRc-E6:138
M26 M Ea DRc-E8:145
M26 M Ea DRc-E9:138
M26 M ea DRc-El 1:146
M26 M Ea DRc-El la:429
M26 M Ea BarlCTcan:42v
M26 M Ea BarlCTdec:43r
M26 M Ea BarBcan:42v
M26 M Ea BarBdec:43r
M26 M Ea BarMcan:43v
M26 M Ea BarMdec :43v
M26 M Ea BarTcan:42r
M26 M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:13r
M26 M Fs Cp-490:P2r
M26 M Fs Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 M Fs Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 M Fs Y-M. 13/1:55
M26 M Fs Y-M. 13/2:53
M26 M Fs Y-M. 13/5:52
M26 M Fs Y-M. 13/4:49
M26 M Fs DRc-C13:241
M26 M Fs DRc-C 18:65
M26 M Fs DRc-E9:139
M26 M Fs BarlCTdec:43v
M26 M Fs BarBdec:43v
M26 M Fs BarMdec:43v
M26 M Fs BarTcan:42v
M26 M Fs/F DRc-E6:138-139
M26 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:12v
M26 M Hmn Lcm-1048:132v
M26 M Hmn Lem-1051:147r
M26 M Hnm Cp-486:K8r
M26 M Hmn Cp-488:E3(2)v
M26 M Hmn Cp-490:Plv
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 13/1:53
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 13/2:52
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 13/3:47
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 13/5:50
M26 M Hmn Y-M. 13/4:47
M26 M Hmn DRc-C13:239
M26 M Hmn DRc-C18:63
M26 M Hmn DRc-E5:141
M26 M Hmn DRc-E6:137
M26 M Hmn DRc-E8:143
M26 M Hmn DRc-E9:137
M26 M Hmn DRc-El 1:145
M26 M Hmn DRc-El la:428
M26 M Hmn BarlCTcan:42v
M26 M Hmn BarlCTdec:42v
M26 M Hmn BarBcan:42r
M26 M Hmn BarBdec:42v
M26 M Hmn BarMcan:42v
M26 M Hmn BarMdec:42v
M26 M Hmn BarTcan:41v
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M26 M Hmn BarTcan:41v
M26 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:13r
M26 M ims Cp-490:P2r
M26 M ims Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 M Ims Y-M. 13/1:54
M26 M Ims Y-M. 13/2:53
M26 M Ims Y-M. 13/5:51
M26 M Ims Y-M. 13/4:48
M26 M ims DRc-C 13:241
M26 M Ims DRc-C 18:64
M26 M Ims DRc-E6:138
M26 M Ims DRc-E9:138
M26 M Ims BarlCTdec:43r
M26 M Ims BarBdec:43r
M26 M Ims BarMdec :43v
M26 M Ims BarTcan:42r
M26 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:12v
M26 M Rt Lcm-1048:132v
M26 M Rt Lcm-1051:147r
M26 M Rt Cp-490:Plv
M26 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:47
M26 M Rt Y-M. 13/1:53
M26 M Rt Y-M. 13/2:52
M26 M Rt Y-M. 13/3:47
M26 M Rt Y-M. 13/5:50
M26 M Rt Y-M. 13/4:47
M26 M Rt DRc-C13:239
M26 M Rt DRc-C18:63
M26 M Rt DRc-E5:141
M26 M Rt DRc-E6:137
M26 M Rt DRc-E8:143
M26 M Rt DRc-E9:137
M26 M rt DRc-El 1:145
M26 M Rt DRc-El la:428
M26 M Rt BarlCTcan:42v
M26 M Rt BarlCTdec:42v
M26 M Rt BarBcan:42r
M26 M Rt BarBdec:42v
M26 M Rt BarMcan:42v
M26 M Rt BarMdec :42v
M26 M Rt BarTcan:41v
M26 M Rt BarTcan:41v
M26 M Ths Lbl-Add.29289:13r
M26 M Ths Cp-490:P2r
M26 M Ths DRc-C 13:241
M26 M Ths DRc-C18:65
M26 M Ths DRc-E6:139
M26 M Ths DRc-E9:139
M26 M Ths BarlCTdec:43v
M26 M Ths BarBdec:43v
M26 M Ths BarMdec :43v
M26 M Ths BarTcan:42v
M26 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:14r
M26 N AP Cp-486 :K8v
M26 N AP Cp-488:E3(3)r
M26 N AP Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 N AP Y-M. 13/1:56
M26 N AP Y-M. 13/2:55
M26 N AP Y-M. 13/5:53
M26 N AP Y-M. 13/4:50
M26 N AP DRc-C 13:242
M26 N AP DRc-C 18:65
M26 N AP DRc-E6:140
M26 N AP DRc-E9:140
M26 N AP BarlCTdec:44r
M26 N AP BarBdec:44r
M26 N AP BarMdec:44r
M26 N AP BarTcan:43r
M26 N AP(mel) Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 N Hv DRc-E9:140
M26 N standard Lem-1048:133v
M26 N standard Lem-1051:148r
M26 N standard Cp-490:P2v
M26 N standard Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 N standard Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 N standard Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 N standard Y-M. 13/1:56
M26 N standard Y-M. 13/3:49
M26 N standard DRc-E5:144
M26 N standard DRc-E8:146
M26 N standard DRc-El 1:147
M26 N standard DRc-El la:431
M26 N standard BarlCTcan:43v
M26 N standard BarBcan:44v
M26 N standard BarMcan:44r
M26 N standard BarMdec :44r-v
M26 N standard BarTcan:42v-43r
M26 T Fo Cp-475:35v
M26 T H Lbl-Add.29289: 8v
M26 T H Lcm-1051:144r
M26 T H Cp-486:K6v
M26 T H Cp-488:E3r
M26 T H Cp-490:05r
M26 T H Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T H Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T H Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T H Y-M. 13/1:45
M26 T H Y-M. 13/2:45
M26 T H Y-M. 13/3:40
M26 T H Y-M. 13/5:43
M26 T H Y-M. 13/4:41
M26 T H DRc-C13:232
M26 T H DRc-C 18:59
M26 T H DRc-E5:75
M26 T H DRc-E6:74
M26 T H DRc-E8:75
M26 T H DRc-E9:71
M26 T H DRc-El 1:75
M26 T H DRc-El la: 165
M26 T H BarlCTcan:37v
M26 T H BarlCTdec:37v
M26 T H BarBcan:38r
M26 T H BarBdec:38r
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M26 T H BarMcan:38r
M26 T H BarMdec:38r
M26 T H BarTcan:38r
M26 T H BarTcan:38r
M26 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:7v
M26 T Hgc Lcm-1048:129v
M26 T Hgc Lcm-1051:143v
M26 T HGC Cp-475:35v
M26 T HGC Cp-486:K6r
M26 T HGC Cp-490:O4r
M26 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/1:44
M26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/2:43
M26 T Hgc Y-M.13/3:39
M26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/5:43
M26 T Hgc Y-M. 13/4:40
M26 T HGC DRc-C13:231
M26 T HGC DRc-C18:58
M26 T HGC DRc-E5:73
M26 T HGC DRc-E6:72
M26 T HGC DRc-E8:74
M26 T HGC DRc-E9:70
M26 T HGC DRc-El 1:74
M26 T HGC DRc-El la:164
M26 T Hgc BarlCTcan:37r
M26 T Hgc BarlCTdec:37r
M26 T Hgc BarBcan:37v
M26 T Hgc BarBdec:37v
M26 T Hgc BarMcan:37r
M26 T HGC BarMdec:37v
M26 T Hgc BarTcan:37r
M26 T Hgc BarTcan:37r
M26 T Hgc(rep) Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T Hgc(rep) Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T Inc Cp-475:36r
M26 T Kl Y-M. 13/2:42
M26 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:7r
M26 T Kl Lcm-1048:129r
M26 T Kl Lcm-1051:143r
M26 T Kl Cp-475:35v
M26 T Kl Cp-486:K6r
M26 T kl Cp-488:E3r
M26 T Kl Cp-490:O4r
M26 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T Kl Y-M. 13/1:43
M26 T Kl Y-M. 13/3:38
M26 T Kl Y-M. 13/5:42
M26 T Kl Y-M. 13/4:39
M26 T Kl DRc-C13:230
M26 T Kl DRc-C18:57
M26 T Kl DRc-E5:72
M26 T Kl DRc-E6:71
M26 T Kl DRc-E8:73
M26 T Kl DRc-El 1:73
M26 T Kl DRc-El la: 163
M26 T Kl BarlCTcan:36v
M26 T K1 BarlCTdec:36v
M26 T K1 BarBcan:37r
M26 T K1 BarBdec:37r
M26 T K1 BarMcan:36v
M26 T K1 BarMdec :36v
M26 T K1 BarMdec :36v
M26 T K1 BarMdec:37r
M26 T K1 BarTcan:36v
M26 T K1 BarTcan:36v
M26 T K2 Lcm-1048:129v
M26 T K2 Lem-1051:143v
M26 T K2 Cp-475:35v
M26 T K2 Cp-486:K6r
M26 T K2 Cp-490:O4r
M26 T K2 43
M26 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T K2 Y-M. 13/1:43
M26 T K2 Y-M. 13/2:43
M26 T K2 Y-M. 13/3:38
M26 T K2 Y-M. 13/4:40
M26 T K2 DRc-C 13:230
M26 T k2 DRc-C18:58
M26 T K2 DRc-E5:73
M26 T K2 DRc-E6:72
M26 T K2 DRc-E8:73
M26 T K2 DRc-El 1:73
M26 T k2 DRc-El la: 164
M26 T K2 BarlCTcan:37r
M26 T K2 BarlCTdec:37r
M26 T K2 BarBcan:37v
M26 T K2 BarMcan:37r
M26 T K2 BarMdec:37v
M26 T K2 BarTcan:37r
M26 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:7v
M26 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T Oe Y-M. 13/1:44
M26 T Oe Y-M. 13/2:44
M26 T Oe Y-M. 13/5:43
M26 T Oe Y-M. 13/4:40
M26 T Oe DRc-C13:231
M26 T oe DRc-C18:58
M26 T Oe DRc-E9:70
M26 T Oe BarMdec:37v
M26 T Oe BarTcan:37v
M26 T req Lbl-Add.29289:7r
M26 T Req Lcm-1048:129r
M26 T Req Lcm-1051:143r
M26 T req Cp-475:35v
M26 T Req Cp-486:K6r
M26 T Req Cp-488:E3r
M26 T Req Cp-490:O4r
M26 T Req Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T Req Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T Req Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T Req Y-M. 13/1:43
M26 T Req Y-M. 13/2:42
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M26 T Req Y-M. 13/3:38
M26 T Req Y-M. 13/5:42
M26 T Req Y-M. 13/4:39
M26 T req DRc-C13:230
M26 T Req DRc-C 18:57
M26 T Req DRc-E5:72
M26 T req DRc-E6:71
M26 T Req DRc-E8:73
M26 T Req DRc-E9:69
M26 T Req DRc-El 1:73
M26 T req DRc-El la: 163
M26 T Req BarlCTcan:36v
M26 T Req BarlCTdec:36v
M26 T Req BarBcan:37r
M26 T Req BarBdec:37r
M26 T Req BarMcan:36v
M26 T Req BarMdec :36v
M26 T Req BarMdec :36v
M26 T Req BarMdec :37r
M26 T Req BarTcan:36v
M26 T Req BarTcan:36v
M26 T (Rw) Cp-488 :E3r
M26 T Rw Cp-486:K6r
M26 T Rw Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T Rw DRc-C13:230
M26 T Rw DRc-C18:57
M26 T Rw DRc-E6:72
M26 T Rw Lbl-Add.29289:7v
M26 T Rw Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T Rw Y-M. 13/1:496:43
M26 T Rw Y-M. 13/2:43
M26 T Rw Y-M. 13/5:42
M26 T Rw Y-M. 13/4:39
M26 T Rw DRc-E9:69
M26 T Rw BarlCTdec:36v
M26 T Rw BarBdec:37r
M26 T Rw BarMdec :36v
M26 T Rw BarMdec :36v
M26 T Rw BarMdec :37r
M26 T Rw BarTcan:37r
M26 T Sa Cp-475:35v
M26 T Sa DRc-E5:74
M26 T Sa an the(del) Cp-490:(
M26 T Sa BarBcan:37v
M26 T So Lem-1051:143v
M26 T So Y-M. 1/2:56
M26 T So Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T So Y-M. 1/8:45
M26 T So Y-M. 13/3:39
M26 T So DRc-E8:74
M26 T So DRc-El 1:74
M26 T So DRc-El la: 164
M26 T So BarlCTcan:37v
M26 T So BarMcan:37v
M26 T So BarTcan:37v
M26 T thine Apostles DRc-E8:
M26 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:49
M26 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:45
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M26 T Tn BarlCTcan:37r
M26 T Tn BarlCTdec:37r
M26 T Tn BarBcan:37v
M26 T Tn BarBdec:37v
M26 T Tn BarMcan:37r
M26 T Tn BarMdec:37v
M26 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:7v
M26 T Ty Lcm-1048:129v
M26 T Ty Lcm-1051:143v
M26 T Ty Cp-475:35v
M26 T Ty Cp-486:K6r
M26 T Ty Cp-488 :E3r
M26 T Ty Cp-490:04r
M26 T Ty Y-M. 13/1:43
M26 T Ty Y-M. 13/2:43
M26 T Ty Y-M. 13/3:39
M26 T Ty Y-M. 13/5:43
M26 T Ty Y-M. 13/4:40
M26 T Ty DRc-C13:231
M26 T Ty DRc-C18:58
M26 T Ty DRc-E5:73
M26 T Ty DRc-E6:72
M26 T Ty DRc-E8:74
M26 T Ty DRc-E9:70
M26 T Ty DRc-El 1:74
M26 T Ty DRc-El la: 164
M26 T Ty BarTcan:37r
M26 T Ty BarTcan:37r
M26 V Hd DRc-E6:69
M26 V Hd DRc-E9:67
M26 V Hd BarlCTdec:35r
M26 V Hd BarBcan:35v
M26 V Hd BarBdec:35v
M26 V Hd BarTcan:35v
M26 V Hd BarTcan:35v
M26 V Hs BarlCTcan:35r
M26 V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:6r
M26 V Hs Lcm-1046:155v
M26 V Hs Lem-1047:147r
M26 V hs Lcm-1048:128r
M26 V Hs Lcm-1051:142r
M26 V Hs Y-M. 1/2:55
M26 V Hs Y-M. 1/6:47
M26 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:44
M26 V Hs Y-M. 13/1:40
M26 V Hs Y-M. 13/2:42
M26 V Hs Y-M. 13/3:36
M26 V Hs Y-M. 13/5:40
M26 V Hs Y-M. 13/4:37
M26 V Hs DRc-E5:69
M26 V Hs DRc-E8:70
M26 V Hs DRc-El 1:70
M26 V Hs BarMcan:35r
M26 V Hs BarMdec :35r
M26 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:6r
M26 V Oc Lcm-1046:155v
M26 V Oc Lcm-1047:146v
M26 V oc Lcm-1048:128r
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M26 V Oc Lcm-1051:142r
M26 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:55
M26 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:47
M26 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:44
M26 V Oc Y-M. 13/2:40
M26 V Oc Y-M. 13/3:35
M26 V Oc Y-M. 13/5:40
M26 V Oc Y-M. 13/4:37
M26 V Oc DRc-E5:69
M26 V Oc DRc-E6:69
M26 V Oc DRc-E8:70
M26 V oc DRc-E9:67
M26 V Oc DRc-El 1:70
M26 V Oc BarlCTcan:35r
M26 V Oc BarlCTdec:35r
M26 V Oc BarBcan:35v
M26 V Oc BarBdec:35v
M26 V Oc BarMcan:35r
M26 V Oc BarMdec :35r
M26 V Oc BarTcan:35v
M26 V Oc BarTcan:35v
M26 V provocation and in DRc-E5:70
M26 V sheep hand Y-M. 1/8:44
M26 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:6r
M26 V Sv Lem-1046:155v
M26 V Sv Lcm-1047:146v
M26 V Sv Lcm-1048:128r
M26 V Sv Lcm-1051:142r
M26 V Sv Y-M. 1/2:55
M26 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:47
M26 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:44
M26 V Sv Y-M. 13/1:40
M26 V Sv Y-M. 13/2:40
M26 V Sv Y-M. 13/3:35
M26 V Sv Y-M. 13/5:40
M26 V Sv Y-M. 13/4:37
M26 V Sv DRc-E5:69
M26 V Sv DRc-E8:70
M26 V Sv DRc-E9:67
M26 V Sv DRc-El 1:70
M26 V Sv BarlCTcan:35r
M26 V Sv BarlCTdec:35r
M26 V Sv BarBdec:35v
M26 V Sv BarMcan:35r
M26 V Sv BarMdec :35r
M26 V Sv BarTcan:35v
M26 V Sv BarTcan:35v
M26 V that generation Y-M. 13/5:41
M26 X Band Lbl-Add.29289: lOv
M26 X B and Lcm-1048:13Ir
M26 X B and Lem-1051:145v
M26 X B and Cp-486:K6(2)v
M26 X B and Cp-488:E3(2)r
M26 X B and Cp-490:06r
M26 X Band Y-M. 1/2:57
M26 X B and Y-M. 1/8:46
M26 X Band Y-M. 13/2:48
M26 X B and Y-M. 13/3:43
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M26 X Band Y-M. 13/5:47
M26 X Band Y-M. 13/4:44
M26 X B and DRc-C13:236
M26 X B and DRc-C18:61
M26 X B and DRc-E5:80
M26 X B and DRc-E6:77
M26 X B and DRc-E8:79
M26 X B and DRc-E9:74
M26 X Band DRc-El 1:79
M26 X B and DRc-El la: 169
M26 X B and BarlCTcan:40r
M26 X B and BarlCTdec:40r
M26 X B and BarBcan:40r
M26 X B and BarBdec:40r
M26 X B and BarMcan:40r
M26 X B and BarMdec:40v
M26 X B and BarTcan:39v
M26 X B and BarTcan:39v
M26 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:50
M26 X Bis Y-M. 13/1:49
M26 X J is Cp-475:36v
M26 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:13v
M26 X M and Lcm-1048:133v
M26 X M and Lcm-1051:148r
M26 X M and Cp-488:E3(3)r
M26 X Mand Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 X Mand Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 X Mand Y-M. 1/8:48
M26 X Mand Y-M. 13/1:55
M26 X M and Y-M. 13/2:54
M26 X Mand Y-M. 13/3:48
M26 X Mand Y-M. 13/5:52
M26 X Mand Y-M. 13/4:49
M26 X M and DRc-C13:242
M26 X M and DRc-C18:65
M26 X M and DRc-E5:143
M26 X M and DRc-E6:139
M26 X M and DRc-E8:145
M26 X M and DRc-E9:139
M26 X M and DRc-El 1:146
M26 X M and DRc-El la:430
M26 X M and BarlCTcan:43v
M26 X M and BarlCTdec:43v
M26 X M and BarBcan:43r
M26 X M and BarBdec:43v
M26 X M and BarMcan:43v
M26 X M and BarTcan:42v
M26 X M and BarTcan:42v
M26 X M is Cp-490:P2v
M26 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:14r
M26 X N and Lcm-1048:134r
M26 X N and Lcm-1051:148r
M26 X N and Cp-486:K8v
M26 X N and Cp-488:E3(3)r
M26 X N and Cp-490:P2v
M26 X Nand Y-M. 1/2:59
M26 X Nand Y-M. 1/6:52
M26 X Nand Y-M. 1/8:48
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M26 X Nand Y-M. 13/1:56
M26 X N and Y-M. 13/2:55
M26 X N and Y-M. 13/3:49
M26 X Nand Y-M. 13/5:53
M26 X Nand Y-M. 13/4:50
M26 X N and DRc-C13:243
M26 X N and DRc-C18:65
M26 X N and DRc-E5:144
M26 X N and DRc-E6:140
M26 X N and DRc-E8:146
M26 X N and DRc-E9:140
M26 X Nand DRc-El 1:148
M26 X N and DRc-El la:431
M26 X N and BarlCTcan:44r
M26 X N and BarlCTdec:44v
M26 X N and BarBcan:43v
M26 X N and BarBdec:44r
M26 X N and BarMcan:44r
M26 X N and BarMdec:43v
M26 X N and BarMdec :44v
M26 X N and BarTcan:43r
M26 X N and BarTcan:43r
M26 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:7r
M26 X V and Lan-1046:156r
M26 X V and Lcm-1048:129r
M26 X V and Lcm-1051:142v
M26 X V and Y-M. 1/2:55
M26 X V and Y-M. 1/6:48
M26 X V and Y-M. 13/2:42
M26 X Vand Y-M. 13/3:37
M26 X V and Y-M. 13/5:41
M26 X V and Y-M. 13/4:38
M26 X V and DRc-E6:71
M26 X V and DRc-E8:72
M26 X V and DRc-E9:68
M26 X V and DRc-El 1:72
M26 X V and BarlCTcan:36r
M26 X V and BarlCTdec:36r
M26 X V and BarBcan:36v
M26 X V and BarBdec:36v
M26 X V and BarMcan:36v
M26 X V and BarMdec :36r
M26 X V and BarTcan:36r
M26 X V and BarTcan:36r
M26 X V and(added) Y-M. 1/8:44
M26 X V and Lan-1047:147v
William Mundy Second Service
M27 B Ah Lbl-Add.29289:18r
M27 B Ah Lcm-1046:160r
M27 B Ah Lcm-1047:150v
M27 B Ah DRc-C13:120
M27 B Fis Lbl-Add.29289:17v
M27 B Fis Lcm-1046:159v
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M27 B FIs Lem-1047:150r
M27 B FIs Lcm-1048:136v
M27 B FIs DRc-C13:119
M27 B FIs DRc-Ella:139
M27 B F2 DRc-C13:120
M27 B F2s Lbl-Add.29289:17v
M27 B F2s Lcm-1046:159v
M27 B F2s Lem-1047:150v
M27 B FFls Lcm-1051:151r
M27 B Ht Lbl-Add.29289:17v
M27 B Ht Lcm-1046:159r
M27 B Ht Lem-1047:150r
M27 B Ht DRc-C13:119
M27 B Lh Lem-1046:159r
M27 B Lh Lem-1047:150r
M27 B Lh Lem-1051:15 Ir
M27 B Lh DRc-Ella:139
M27 B Lh Lbl-Add.29289:17r
M27 B raised up an horn DRc-C13:119
M27 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:23r
M27 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:44v
M27 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 M Ea DRc-C8:319
M27 M Ea DRc-C13:123
M27 M Ea DRc-Ella:401
M27 M F Ob-Mus.c48:45vs
M27 M F DRc-Ella:401
M27 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:22v
M27 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:44v
M27 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 M Hmn DRc-C8:316(l)
M27 M Hmn DRc-C13:122
M27 M Hmn DRc-Ella:400
M27 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:23r
M27 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 M Ims DRc-C8:318
M27 M ims DRc-C13:123
M27 M Rd Lbl-Add.29289:22v
M27 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:44v
M27 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 M Rt DRc-C8:316(l)
M27 M Rt DRc-C13:122
M27 M Rt DRc-Ella:400
M27 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:23v
M27 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:46r
M27 N AP DRc-C8:321
M27 N AP DRc-C13:124
M27 N AP DRc-Ella:403
M27 N Ftl Lbl-Add.29289:23v
M27 N Ftl DRc-C8:321
M27 N Ftl Ob-Mus.c48:46r
M27 N F(added)tl DRc-C13:125
M27 N standard 2nd Lbl-Add.29289:23v-24r
M27 N standard 2nd Ob-Mus.c48:46r
M27 N standard 2nd DRc-C8:321-322
M27 N standard 2nd DRc-C 13:125
M27 T H Lem-1051:150r
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M27 T HDRc-Ella:137
M27 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:15v
M27 T Hgc Lcm-1046:158r
M27 T Hgc Lcm-1047:149r
M27 T Hgc Lem-1048:135v
M27 T Hgc Lcm-1051:149v
M27 T HGC DRc-C13:116
M27 T HGC DRc-Ella:136
M27 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:15r
M27 T K1 Lcm-1046:157v
M27 T K1 Lcm-1047:148v
M27 T K1 Lem-1048:135r
M27 T K1 DRc-C13:115
M27 T K1 DRc-Ella:135
M27 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:15v
M27 T K2 Lcm-1046:158r
M27 T K2 Lem-1047:149r
M27 T K2Lcm-1048:135v
M27 T K2Lcm-1051:149v
M27 T K2Lcm-1051:149v
M27 T K2DRc-C13:116
M27 T K2 DRc-Ella:136
M27 T Oe Lcm-1048:135v
M27 T Oe Lcm-1051:150r
M27 T Oe DRc-Ella:137
M27 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:15r
M27 T Req Lem-1046:157v
M27 T Req Lem-1047:148v
M27 T Req Lem-1048:135r
M27 T Req Lem-1051:149v
M27 T req DRc-C13:115
M27 T Req DRc-Ella:135
M27 T Rw Lcm-1046:157v
M27 T Rw Lem-1047:148v
M27 T Rw DRc-C13:115
M27 T Rw Lbl-Add.29289:15v
M27 T So Lcm-1048:135v
M27 T So Lcm-1051:150r
M27 T So DRc-Ella:137
M27 T Tn DRc-C13:116
M27 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:15v
M27 T Ty Lcm-1046:158r
M27 T Ty Lem-1047:149r
M27 V Hs Lcm-1048:134v
M27 V Hs Lcm-1051:148v
M27 V Oe Lbl-Add.29289:14r
M27 V Oe Lcm-1046:156v
M27 V oe Lem-1047:147v
M27 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:14v
M27 V Sv Lem-1046:156v
M27 V Sv Lem-1047:147v
M27 X Band Lbl-Add.29289:18v
M27 X B and Lcm-1046:160r
M27 X B and Lcm-1047:151r
M27 X B and Lcm-1048:137v
M27 X B and Lcm-1051:152r
M27 X Band DRc-C13:121
M27 X B and DRc-Ella:141
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M27 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:23v
M27 X M and Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 X M and Ob-Mus.c48:46r
M27 X M and DRc-C8:320
M27 X M and DRc-C13:124
M27 X M is/and DRc-El la:402
M27 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:24r
M27 X N and Ob-Mus.c48:45r
M27 X N and Ob-Mus.c48:46r
M27 X N and DRc-C8:322
M27 X N and DRc-C13:125
M27 X N and DRc-El la:403
M27 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:15r
M27 X V and Lcm-1047:148v
M27 X V and Lcm-1048:135r
M27 X V and Lcm-1051:149r
William Mundy Short Service
M28 B AhOjc-181:33v
M28 B F2 0jc-181:32v
M28 B Hv Ojc-181:32r
M28 B Rm Ojc-181:32r
M28 C B3Cp-476:73v
M28 C B3Cp-480:54r
M28 C B3Cp-481:77r
M28 C B3 0jc-181:35r
M28 C B3DRc-C8:185
M28 C B3 DRc-C13:44
M28 C B3 DRc-El la:264 
M28 C C3Cp-476:73v
M28 C C3Cp-480:54r
M28 C C3Cp-481:77r
M28 C C3 Ojc-181:34v
M28 C C3DRc-C8:185
M28 C C3 DRc-C13:43
M28 C C3 DRc-Ella:264 
M28 C 03 Cp-476:74r 
M28 C 03 Cp-480:54v 
M28 C 03 Cp-481:77v 
M28 C 03 Ojc-181:35v 
M28 C 03 DRc-C8:186 
M28 C 03 DRc-C13:44 
M28 C 03 DRc-Ella:265 
M28 C Ju Cp-476:73v 
M28 C Ju Cp-480:54r 
M28 C Ju Cp-481:77r 
M28 C Ju Ojc-181:34r 
M28 C Ju DRc-C8:183 
M28 C Ju DRc-C13:43 
M28 C Ju DRc-Ella:263 
M28 C 1552no Cp-480:54v 
M28 C 1552no Cp-481:77v 
M28 C 1552no Ojc-181:35v 
M28 C 1552noDRc-C8:186 
M28 C 1552no DRc-C13:44
M28 C 1552no DRc-El la:265
M28 C Pc Ojc-181:34v
M28 c Pt3 DRc-C8:185
M28 c Pt3 DRc-C13:44
M28 c Pt3 DRc-El la:264
M28 c R Cp-476:73v
M28 c R Cp-480:54r
M28 c R Cp-481:77r
M28 c ROjc-181:35r
M28 c R DRc-C8:185
M28 c R DRc-C 13:44
M28 c R DRc-El la:264
M28 c Req Cp-476:73v
M28 c Req Cp-478:67r
M28 c Req Cp-480:54r
M28 c Req Cp-481:77r
M28 c Req Ojc-181:34r
M28 c Req DRc-C8:183
M28 c Req DRc-C 13:43
M28 c Req DRc-El la:263
M28 c S2 Cp-480:54r
M28 c S2 Cp-481:77r
M28 c S2 Ojc-181:34v
M28 c S2 DRc-C8:185
M28 c S2 DRc-C13:44
M28 c S2 DRc-El la:264
M28 c S3 Cp-476:73v
M28 c SaOjc-181:35r
M28 c Sa DRc-C8:185
M28 c Sa DRc-C 13:44
M28 c Sa DRc-El la:264
M28 c So Cp-480:54v
M28 c So Cp-481:77v
M28 c W3 Cp-480:54v
M28 c W3 Cp-481:77v
M28 c W3 Ojc-181:35v
M28 c W3 DRc-C8:186
M28 c W3 DRc-C13:44
M28 c W3 DRc-El la:265
M28 K res Cp-476:73r
M28 K res Cp-478:67r
M28 K res Cp-480:54r
M28 K res Cp-48 l:76v
M28 K res DRc-C8:182
M28 K res DRc-C 13:42
M28 K res DRc-El la:263
M28 M Ea Ojc-181:37v
M28 M Fs Ojc-181:37v
M28 M Hmn Ojc-181:36v
M28 M Ims Ojc-181:37r
M28 M Rt Ojc-181:36r
M28 M Ths Ojc-181:37v
M28 N AP Ojc-181:38v
M28 N standard Ojc-181:38v
M28 T Fo Cp-476:72r
M28 T Fo Ojc-181:29v
M28 T Fo DRc-C8:42
M28 T Fo DRc-C 13:39
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M28 T HOjc-181:31r
M28 T HGC Cp-476:72r
M28 T HGC Cp-480:53r
M28 T HGC Cp-481:75v
M28 T HGC Qjc-181:30r
M28 T HGC DRc-C8:43
M28 T HGC DRc-C 12v:43
M28 T HGC DRc-C13:39
M28 T HGC DRc-El la:56
M28 T Inc DRc-C8:44
M28 T Inc DRc-C13:40
M28 T Ing Cp-476:72v
M28 T K1 Cp-476:72r
M28 T K1 Cp-480:52v
M28 T K1 Cp-481:75v
M28 T K1 Ojc-181:29r
M28 T K1 DRc-C8:41
M28 T K1 DRc-C12v:42
M28 T K1 DRc-El la:55
M28 T K2 Cp-476:72r
M28 T K2 Cp-480:53r
M28 T K2 Cp-481:75v
M28 T K2 0jc-181:29v
M28 T K2 DRc-C8:42
M28 T K2 DRc-C12v:42
M28 T K2 DRc-C13:39
M28 T K2 DRc-El la:55
M28 T Oe Cp-480:53r
M28 T oe DRc-C12v:43
M28 T Req Cp-476:72r
M28 T Req Cp-478:67r
M28 T Req Cp-479:62r
M28 T Req Cp-480:52v
M28 T Req Cp-481:75v
M28 T Req Ojc-181:29r
M28 T Req DRc-C8:41
M28 T Req DRc-C12v:42
M28 T Req DRc-C13:38
M28 T Req DRc-El la:55
M28 T Sa DRc-C8:43
M28 T Sa DRc-C13:40
M28 T So Ojc-181:30v
M28 T Tn Cp-476:72r
M28 T Tn Cp-478:67r
M28 T Tn Cp-479:62r
M28 T Tn Cp-480:53r
M28 T Ty Cp-481:75v
M28 T Ty Ojc-181:30r
M28 T Ty DRc-C8:42
M28 T Ty DRc-C 13:39
M28 T Ty DRc-El la:55
M28 V Hs Ojc-181:27v
M28 V Oc Ojc-181:27r
M28 V Sv Ojc-181:27r
M28 X B is Ojc-181:33v
M28 X J and/is DRc-C8:48
M28 X J is Cp-48l:76v
M28 X J is DRc-C 13:42
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M28 X J is DRc-El la:58
M28 X J is Cp-476:73r
M28 X J is Cp-480:53v
M28 X M is Ojc-181:38r
M28 X N and 38v
M28 X V is Ojc-181:28v
William Mundy Evening Service to Parsons
M29 M EEs DRc-El la:426
M29 M Ea Cp-475:42v
M29 M Ea Cp-480:40r
M29 M Ea Cp-481:43v
M29 M Ea Y-M.13/l:19
M29 M Ea Y-M.13/2:19
M29 M Ea Y-M.13/3.16
M29 M Ea Y-M.13/5:18
M29 M Ea Y-M. 13/4:20
M29 M Ea DRc-C 18:40
M29 M Ea DRc-El la:425
M29 M F Y-M. 13/4:20
M29 M F(s?) Cp-476:56r
M29 M Fs Cp-475:42v
M29 M Fs Cp-479:40v
M29 M Fs Cp-48O:4Or
M29 M Fs Y-M. 13/1:19
M29 M Fs Y-M. 13/2:20
M29 M Hmn Cp-475:42r
M29 M Hmn Cp-479:40v
M29 M Hmn Cp-480:39v
M29 M Hmn Cp-481:43r
M29 M Hmn Y-M. 13/1:17
M29 M Hmn Y-M. 13/2:18
M29 M Hmn Y-M. 13/3:14
M29 M Hmn Y-M. 13/5:16
M29 M Hmn Y-M. 13/4:18
M29 M Hmn DRc-C18:39
M29 M Hmn DRc-El la:424
M29 M ims Cp-479:40v
M29 M ims Cp-480:40r
M29 M ims Cp-481:43v
M29 M Ims Y-M. 13/3:15
M29 M ims DRc-El la:425
M29 M Rt Cp-475:42r
M29 M Rt Cp-477:37v
M29 M Rt Cp-478:46r
M29 M Rt Cp-479:40v
M29 M Rt Cp-480:39v
M29 M Rt Cp-481:43r
M29 M Rt Y-M. 13/1:17
M29 M Rt Y-M. 13/3:14
M29 M Rt Y-M. 13/5:16
M29 M Rt Y-M. 13/4:18
M29 M Rt DRc-C 18:39
M29 M Rt DRc-El la:424
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M29 N AP Cp-480:40v
M29 N AP Cp-48 l:44r
M29 N AP Y-M. 13/3:17
M29 N AP DRc-El la:427
M29 N standard 1st Cp-480:40v
M29 N standard Cp-475:43r
M29 N standard Cp-476:56r
M29 N standard Cp-481:44r
M29 N standard Y-M. 13/1:21
M29 N standard Y-M. 13/2:22
M29 N standard Y-M. 13/3:17
M29 N standard Y-M. 13/5:19
M29 N standard Y-M. 13/4:22
M29 N standard DRc-C 18:40
M29 N standard DRc-El la:427
M29 X M is Cp-475:42v
M29 X M is Cp-476:56r
M29 X M is Cp-480:40r
M29 X M is Cp-479:40v
M29 X M is Cp-481:43v
M29 X M is Y-M. 13/1:20
M29 X M is Y-M. 13/2:21
M29 X M is Y-M. 13/3:16
M29 X M is Y-M. 13/5:18
M29 X M is Y-M. 13/4:21
M29 X M is DRc-C18:40
M29 X M is DRc-El la:426
M29 X N and Y-M. 13/4:23
M29 X N is Cp-475:43r
M29 X N is Cp-476:56r
M29 X N is Cp-480:40v
M29 X N is Cp-481:44r
M29 X N is Y-M. 13/1:21
M29 X N is Y-M. 13/2:22
M29 X N is Y-M. 13/3:18
M29 X N is Y-M. 13/5:20
M29 X N is DRc-C 18:40
M29 X N is(mel) DRc-El la:427
John Nichols Service (not included in Daniel and le Huray)
N01 M ims DRc-C12v:199 
N01 M Rt DRc-C12v:198 
N01 N standard DRc-C12v:201 
N01 T Fo DRc-C12v:194 
N01 T K1 DRc-C12v:194 
N01 T Req DRc-C12v:194 
NOl X J and DRc-C12v:198 
N01 X M is DRc-C12v:200 
NOl X N is DRc-C12v:201
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Henry Palmer Kyrie, Creed at Second Service
P01 c 1552 Cp-481:16r
P01 c 1552no DRc-C8:197
POl c 1552no DRc-C 13v: 86
POl c 1552no DRc-El la:338
POl c B3 DRc-El la:338
POl c C3 Cp-481:16r
POl c God of gods Cp-479:19r
POl c G3 DRc-C 13v: 86
POl c Pc Cp-481:16r
POl c Pc DRc-C8:196
POl c Pc DRc-C 13v: 86
POl c Pc DRc-El la:338
POl c Req Cp-478:165r
POl c S2 DRc-El la:338
POl c W3 DRc-C13v:86
POl Gs Cp-481:16r
POl K res Cp-475:21r
POl K res Cp-478:165r
POl K res Cp-479:19r
POl K res Cp-481:16r
POl K res DRc-C8:194
POl K res DRc-C13v:85
POl K res DRc-El la:337
Osbert Parsley First Service
P02 B Ah Cp-489:93v
P02 B Ah DRc-El la:67
P02 B FI DRc-El la:66
P02 B FIs Cp-490:C3v
P02 B F2 DRc-El la:66
P02 B F2(s) Cp-490:C3v
P02 B F2s Cp-489:93r
P02 B FF2s Cp-489:93r
P02 B Ht Cp-488 :D6v
P02 B Ht DRc-C8:77
P02 B Hv DRc-C 13:68
P02 B raised up an horn DRc-C13:68
P02 B raised up an horn DRc-C8:77
P02 B Rm Cp-488:D6v
P02 T Fo Cp-489:92v
P02 T Fo Cp-490:C3r
P02 T Fo DRc-El la:64
P02 T H Cp-490:C3r
P02 T H DRc-El la:65
P02 T Hc/g Cp-489:92v-93r
P02 T HGC Cp-489:92v
P02 T HGC Cp-490:C3r
P02 T HGC DRc-El la:64
P02 T K1 Cp-488 :D6r
P02 T K1 Cp-489:92v
P02 T K1 Cp-490:C3r
P02 T K1 DRc-C8:72
P02 T K1 DRc-El la:63
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P02 T K2 Cp-489:92v
P02 T K2 DRc-El la:64
P02 T Oe DRc-El la:64
P02 T Req Cp-488:D6r
P02 T Req Cp-489:92v
P02 T Req Cp-490:C3r
P02 T Req DRc-C8:72
P02 T Req DRc-C 13:66
P02 T Req DRc-El la:63
P02 T Sa DRc-C8:74
P02 T Sa DRc-C13:67
P02 T So Cp-488:D6v
P02 T the hon Cp-488 :D6r
P02 T Ty Cp-489:92v
P02 T Ty DRc-C8:73
P02 T Ty DRc-C13:66
P02 X B is Cp-488:D6v
P02 X B is Cp-489:93v
P02 X B is Cp-490:C3v
P02 X B is DRc-C8:80
P02 X B is DRc-C13:70
P02 X B is DRc-El la:67
Osbert Parsley Te Detim
P03 T Oe Lbl-Add.30482:3r
P03 T Full with the majesty Lbl-Add.30481:5v
P03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30480:4v
P03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30482:2r
P03 T Fo Lbl-Add.30483:5v
P03 T H Lbl-Add.30480:6r
P03 T bless thine own inheritage Lbl-Add.30480:6r
P03 T H Lbl-Add.30480:6r
P03 T H Lbl-Add.30481:6v
P03 T H Lbl-Add.30482:4r
P03 T H Lbl-Add.30483:7r
P03 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30480:5r
P03 T Hgc Lbl-Add.30483:6r
P03 T Int Lbl-Add.30480:4r
P03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30480:4v
P03 T K1 Lbl-Add.30480:4r
P03 T K1 Lbl-Add.30481:5r
P03 T K1 Lbl-Add.30482:2r
P03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30480:4v
P03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30481:5v
P03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30482:2v
P03 T K2 Lbl-Add.30483:5v
P03 T Nfe Lbl-Add.30481:7r
P03 T Nfe Lbl-Add.30483:7r
P03 T Oe Lbl-Add.30480:5v
P03 T Oe Lbl-Add.30481:6r
P03 T Req Lbl-Add.30481:5r
P03 T Req Lbl-Add.30482:2r
P03 T Req Lbl-Add.30483:5r
P03 T So Lbl-Add.30480:5v
P03 T So Lbl-Add.30481:6v
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P03 T So Lbl-Add.30482:3v
P03 T So Lbl-Add.30483:6v
P03 T the honourable Lbl-Add.30483:6r
P03 T the honourable Lbl-Add.30482:2v
P03 T Ty Lbl-Add.30480:5r
P03 T Ty Lbl-Add.30481:6r
Osbert Parsley Benedictus
P04 B Ah Lbl-Add.30480:12v
P04 B Ah Lbl-Add.30481:13v
P04 B Ah Lbl-Add.30482:10v
P04 B Ah Lbl-Add.30483:13v
P04 B FIs Lbl-Add.30480:12r
P04 B FIs Lbl-Add.30481:13r
P04 B FIs Lbl-Add.30482: lOr
P04 B FIs Lbl-Add.30483:13r
P04 B F2 Lbl-Add.30480:12r
P04 B F2 Lbl-Add.30482: lOr
P04 B F2 Lbl-Add.30483:13r
P04 B F2s Lbl-Add.30481:13r
P04 B Ht Lbl-Add.30480: l lv
P04 B Ht Lbl-Add.30482:9v
P04 B Ht Lbl-Add.30483:12v
P04 B Hv Lbl-Add.30481:12v
P04 B Raised up an horn Lbl-Add. 30483:12v
P04 B Raised up an horn Lbl-Add.30481:12v
P04 B Raised up an horn Lbl-Add.30480:llv
P04 B Raised up an horn Lbl-Add.30482:9v
P04 X B and Lbl-Add.30480:13r
P04 X Band Lbl-Add.30481:14r
P04 X B and Lbl-Add.30482:llr
P04 X B and Lbl-Add.30483:14r
Parsons (of Exeter)1 (Service)
P07 B Ah Cp-486:Q2(2)v
P07 B Ah Cp-488:P6v
P07 B Ah DRc-C13:171
P07 B F(added)F2s Cp-489:109v
P07 B FIs Cp-489:109v
P07 B FIs DRc-C 1:221
P07 B Fls(mel) DRc-C12v:158
P07 B Fls(melis) Cp-490:Q5v
P07 B FF DRc-C12v:158
P07 B FF2 DRc-C8:499
P07 B FF2s Cp-486:Q2(2)r
P07 B FF2s Cp-488:P6r
P07 B FF2s Cp-490:Q5v
P07 B FF2s(mel) DRc-Cl:221
1. Attributed to Robert Parsons in Cp-490:Q4r.
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P07 B FFs DRc-C13:171
P07 B hand of all DRc-C8:498
P07 B Ht DRc-C13:170
P07 B Hv Cp-488 :P6r
P07 B Hv Cp-489:109r
P07 B Hv Cp-490:Q5r
P07 B Hv DRc-Cl:221
P07 B Hv DRc-C8:498
P07 B Hv DRc-C12v:158
P07 B Oh DRc-C8:500
P07 B remission of their sins DRc-C12v:159
P07 B Rm Cp-486:Q2(2)r
P07 B Rm Cp-488:P6r
P07 B Rm Cp-489:109r
P07 B Rm Cp-490:Q5r
P07 B Rm DRc-C 1:220
P07 B Rm DRc-C8:498
P07 B Rm DRc-C12v:157
P07 B Rm DRc-C13:170
P07 C B3 Cp-489: HOv
P07 C B3 Cp-490:Q6v
P07 C B3 DRc-C 1:224
P07 C B3 DRc-C12v:161
P07 C C3 Cp-489: HOv
P07 C C3 Cp-490:Q6v
P07 C C3 DRc-Cl:224
P07 C C3 DRc-C12v:161
P07 C G3 Cp-489:1 H r
P07 C G3 Cp-490:Rlr
P07 C G3 DRc-C12v:162
P07 C G3 DRc-Cl:225
P07 C Js Cp-488 :P7r
P07 C Js Cp-489: HOv
P07 C Js Cp-490:Q6v
P07 C Js DRc-C 1:223
P07 C Js DRc-C8:501
P07 C Js DRc-C12v:160
P07 C Js DRc-C13:173
P07 C Ju Cp-486:Q2(3)r
P07 C 1552no Cp-486:Q2(3)v
P07 C 1552no Cp-488 :P7v
P07 C 1552no Cp-489:1 H r
P07 C 1552no Cp-490:Rlr
P07 C 1552no DRc-C 1:224
P07 C 1552no DRc-C8:503
P07 c 1552no DRc-C12v:162
P07 c 1552no DRc-C13:174
P07 c Pt2 Cp-489: HOv
P07 c Pt2 + Pc DRc-C12v:161
P07 c Pt2+ Pc(impl) Cp-490:Q6v
P07 c Pt3 and Pt2 DRc-C 1:224
P07 c R Cp-489:HOv
P07 c R Cp-490:Q6v
P07 c R DRc-C 1:224
P07 c R DRc-C12v:161
P07 c Req Cp-486:Q2(3)r
P07 c Req Cp-488 :P7r
P07 c Req Cp-489: HOv
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P07 C Req Cp-490:Q6v
P07 C Req DRc-Cl:223
P07 C Req DRc-C8:501
P07 C Req DRc-C12v:160 
P07 C Req DRc-C13:173 
P07 C S2Cp-490:Q6v 
P07 C S2DRc-Cl:224 
P07 C S2 DRc-C12v:161 
P07 C S3 Cp-489: IlOv 
P07 C Sa Cp-490:Rlr 
P07 C Sa DRc-Cl:224
P07 C Sa DRc-C12v:161
P07 C Sa DRc-C13:174
P07 C So Cp-486:Q2(3)v
P07 C So Cp-488:P7r
P07 C So Cp-489: l l l r
P07 C So DRc-C8:503
P07 C W3 Cp-489:lllr
P07 C W3Cp-490:Rlr
P07 C W3DRc-Cl:225
P07 C W3 DRc-C12v:162
P07 K res DRc-C12v:160
P07 K res Cp-486:Q2(3)r
P07 K res Cp-488:P6v
P07 K res Cp-489: HOr
P07 K res Cp-490:Q6r
P07 K res DRc-Cl:223
P07 K res DRc-C8:501
P07 K res DRc-C13:172
P07 M Ea Cp-486:Q2(4)r
P07 M Ea Cp-488:P8r
P07 M Ea DRc-C8:505
P07 M Ea DRc-C13:176
P07 M FF DRc-C12v:164
P07 M Ffs Cp-486:Q2(4)v
P07 M FFs Cp-488:P8r
P07 M FFs Cp-489: lll(B )v
P07 M Ffs DRc-C 1:227
P07 M FFs DRc-C13:176
P07 M FFs DRc-C8:506
P07 M Hmd Cp-490:R2r
P07 M Hmd DRc-C13:175
P07 M Hmn Cp-486:Q2(4)r
P07 M Hmn Cp-488:P8r
P07 M HMN Cp-489: lll(B )r
P07 M Hmn DRc-Cl :226
P07 M Hmn DRc-C8:504
P07 M Hmn DRc-C12v:163
P07 M ims Cp-486:Q2(4)r
P07 M ims Cp-488:P8r
P07 M ims DRc-C8:505
P07 M ims DRc-C13:176
P07 M Rt Cp-486:Q2(4)r 
P07 M Rt Cp-488 :P8r 
P07 M Rt Cp-489: lll(B )r
P07 M Rt Cp-490:R2r 
P07 M Rt DRc-Cl :226 
P07 M Rt DRc-C8:504
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P07 M Rt DRc-C12v:163
P07 M Rt DRc-C13:175
P07 M T(added)hs DRc-Cl :227
P07 M T(added)hs DRc-C8:506
P07 M Ths Cp-486:Q2(4)v
P07 M Ths Cp-490:R2v
P07 M Ths DRc-C12v:164
P07 M Ths DRc-C13:176
P07 N AP Cp-486:Q2(4)v
P07 N AP Cp-488 :P8v
P07 N AP Cp-489:112r
P07 N AP Cp-490:R3r
P07 N AP DRc-Cl :228
P07 N AP DRc-C8:507
P07 N AP DRc-C12v:165
P07 N AP DRc-C13:177
P07 N standard 2nd Cp-488:P8v
P07 N standard Cp-486:Q2(4)v-(5)r
P07 N standard Cp-489:112r
P07 N standard Cp-490:R3r
P07 N standard DRc-Cl :228
P07 N standard DRc-C8:507
P07 N standard DRc-C12v: 166
P07 N standard DRc-C13:177-178
P07 T Fo Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T Fo Cp-488 :P5r
P07 T Fo Cp-489:108r
P07 T Fo Cp-490:Q4r
P07 T Fo DRc-C8:494
P07 T Fo DRc-C13:167
P07 T H Cp-486:Q2v
P07 T H Cp-488:P5v
P07 T H Cp-489:108v
P07 T H Cp-490:Q4v
P07 T H DRc-Cl :219
P07 T H DRc-C8:496
P07 T H DRc-C12v:156
P07 T H DRc-C13:169
P07 T HGC Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T HGC Cp-488:P5r
P07 T HGC DRc-C8:495
P07 T HGC DRc-C13:168
P07 T Kl Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T Kl Cp-488 :P5r
P07 T Kl Cp-489:108r
P07 T Kl Cp-490:Q4r
P07 T kl DRc-C8:494
P07 T Kl DRc-C13:167
P07 T K2Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T K2 Cp-488:P5r
P07 T K2 Cp-489:108r
P07 T K2Cp-490:Q4r
P07 T K2 DRc-Cl :218
P07 T K2DRc-C8:495
P07 T K2 DRc-C13:168
P07 T name without end world without end DRc-C 13:169 
P07 T Nfe DRc-C12v:156 
P07 T Nfe Cp-488:P5v
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P07 T Nfe Cp-489:108v
P07 T Oe Cp-488:P5v
P07 T Oe DRc-C8:495
P07 T Oe DRc-C13:168
P07 T pray thee to help DRc-C8:496
P07 T pray thee to(added) help DRc-C13:169
P07 T pray thee to(added) help Cp-488:P5v
P07 T pray thee to(added) help Cp-490:Q4v
P07 T Req Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T Req Cp-488 :P5r
P07 T Req Cp-489:108r
P07 T Req Cp-490:Q4r
P07 T Req DRc-C8:494
P07 T Req DRc-C13:167
P07 T Sa Cp-489:108r
P07 T Sa DRc-Cl :219
P07 T So Cp-490:Q4v
P07 T So DRc-C12v:155
P07 T Tn Cp-486:Q2r
P07 T Tn Cp-488:P5r
P07 T Tn DRc-C8:495
P07 T Tn DRc-C13:168
P07 X B is Cp-486:Q2(2)v
P07 X B is Cp-488:P6v
P07 X B is Cp-489: HOr
P07 X B is Cp-490:Q6r
P07 X Bis DRc-Cl :222
P07 X B is DRc-C8:500
P07 X B is DRc-C12v:159
P07 X B is DRc-C13:172
P07 X M is Cp-486:Q2(4)v
P07 X M is Cp-488:P8v
P07 X M is Cp-489: lll(B)v
P07 X M is Cp-490:R2v
P07 X M is DRc-Cl:227
P07 X M is DRc-C8:506
P07 X M is DRc-C12v:165
P07 X M is DRc-C13:177
P07 X N and DRc-C12v:166
P07 X N is Cp-486:Q2(5)r
P07 X N is Cp-488:P8v
P07 X N is Cp-489:112r
P07 X N is Cp-490:R3r
P07 X N is DRc-C8:507
P07 X N is(mel) DRc-C13:178
P07 X Nis(mel) DRc-Cl :228
Parsons Second Service
P09 B FIs Lbl-Add.29289:3r
P09 B F2 Lbl-Add.29289:3r
P09 B F2 Lcm-1051:168v
P09 B Hv Lcm-1051:168r
P09 B Oh Lcm-1051:169r
P09 B remission of sins Lbl-Add.29289:3v
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P09 B Rm salvation unto us Lbl-Add.29289:2v
P09 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:14v
P09 M F Lbl-Add.29289:15r
P09 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:14r
P09 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:14v
P09 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:14r
P09 M Ths Lbl-Add.29289:15r
P09 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:15v
P09 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289: Ir
P09 T H Lbl-Add.29289:2r
P09 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:1v
P09 T Hgc Lcm-1051:166v
P09 T K1 Lcm-1051:166r
P09 T K2 Lcm-1051:166v
P09 T Name for ever Lbl-Add.29289:2r
P09 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289: Iv
P09 T Oe Lcm-1051:166v
P09 T Req Lcm-1051:166r
P09 T So Lbl-Add.29289: Iv
P09 T So Lcm-1051:166v
P09 T Tn Lbl-Add.29289: Ir
P09 T Tn Lcm-105 l:166v
P09 T Watf Lem-1051:166v
P09 T Watf Lbl-Add.29289: Ir
P09 V C Lcm-1051:165r
P09 V Sv Lcm-1051:165r
P09 X B is Lbl-Add.29289:3v
P09 X B is Lcm-1051:169r
P09 X M is Lbl-Add.29289:15r
P09 X N is Lbl-Add.29289:15v
P09 X V is Lcm-1051:166r
Parsons (of Wells) Flatt Service
P10 B Ah DRc-C18:70 
P10 B Ah DRc-El la: 125 
P10 B FI DRc-C8:59 
P10 B FI DRc-C18:69 
P10 B FI DRc-El la: 123 
P10 B FIs DRc-C13:53 
P10 B F2 DRc-C8:59 
P10 B F2DRc-C13:53 
P10 B F2 DRc-El la: 123 
P10 B Hv DRc-El la: 123 
P10 B Rm DRc-C8:57 
P10 B Rm DRc-C13:52 
P10 B Rm DRc-C18:68 
P10 T Fo DRc-C8:50 
P10 T Fo DRc-C13:48 
P10 T Fo DRc-Cl 8:66 
P10 T H DRc-C8:54 
P10 T H DRc-C13:50 
P10 T H DRc-C18:67 
P10 T HGC DRc-C8:51 
P10 T HGC DRc-C13:49 
P10 T HGC DRc-C18:66
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P10 T HGC DRc-El la: 119
P10 T K1 DRc-C8:49
P10 T K1 DRc-Cl 3:48
P10 T K1 DRc-C 18:66
P10 T K1 DRc-El la: 118
P10 T K2 DRc-C8:50
P10 T K2 DRc-C 13:48
P10 T k2 DRc-C18:66
P10 T K2 DRc-El la: 119
P10 T Oe DRc-El la: 119
P10 T req DRc-C8:49
P10 T req DRc-C 13:48
P10 T Req DRc-C18:66
P10 T Req DRc-El la: 118
P10 T So DRc-C8:52
P10 T So DRc-C13:50
P10 T So DRc-C18:67
P10 T So DRc-El la: 120
P10 T Ty DRc-El la: 119
P10 X B is DRc-C8:63
P10 X B is DRc-C13:54
P10 X B is DRc-C 18:70
P10 X B is DRc-El la: 126
Robert Parsons [1] First Service
P ll B Ah Y-M. 13/1:31
P ll B Ah Y-M. 13/2:32
P ll B Ah Y-M. 13/3:27
P ll B Ah Y-M. 13/5:30
P ll B Ah DRc-E5:58
P ll B Ah DRc-E6:59
P ll B Ah DRc-E8:59
P ll B Ah DRc-El 1:58
P ll B Ah BarlCTcan:49r
P ll B Ah BarlCTdec:50v
P ll B Ah BarBcan:48v
P ll B Ah BarMcan:49r
P ll B Ah BarMdec:50r
P ll B FIs Lcm-1051:173r
P ll B FIs Y-M. 13/1:29
P ll B FIs Y-M. 13/2:30
P ll B FIs Y-M. 13/3:25
P ll B FIs Y-M. 13/5:29
P ll B FIs Y-M. 13/4:30
P ll B FIs DRc-C13:207
P ll B FIs DRc-E5:56
P ll B FIs DRc-E6:58
P ll B FIs DRc-E9:56
P ll B FIs DRc-El 1:57
P ll B FIs BarBcan:48r
P ll B FIs BarBdec:49r
P ll B FIs BarMcan:48r
P ll B FIs BarMdec:49v
P ll B FIs BarTcan:48r
P ll B FFls BarlCTdec:49v
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P ll B F2 Lcm-1051:173r
P ll B F2 Y-M. 13/3:26
P ll B F2 DRc-C13:207
P ll B F2 DRc-E6:58
P ll B F2 DRc-E9:56
P ll B F2 DRc-El 1:57
P ll B F2 BarlCTcan:48v
P ll B F2 BarlCTdec:49v
P ll B F2 BarBcan:48r
P ll B F2 BarBdec:49v
P ll B F2 BarMcan:48r-v
P ll B F2 BarMdec:49r
P ll B F2 BarTcan:47v
P ll B F2 BarTcan:48r
P ll B F2s Y-M. 13/1:30
P ll B F2s Y-M. 13/2:31
P ll B F2s Y-M. 13/5:29
P ll B F2s Y-M. 13/4:30
P ll B F2s DRc-E5:57
P ll B F2s DRc-E8:57
P ll B Ht Y-M. 13/1:29
P ll B Ht Y-M. 13/2:30
P ll B Ht Y-M. 13/3:25
P ll B Ht Y-M. 13/5:29
P ll B Ht Y-M. 13/4:29
P ll B Ht DRc-El 1:57
P ll B Ht BarBcan: 48r
P ll B Hv Lcm-1051:173r
P ll B Hv DRc-C13:207
P ll B Hv DRc-E5:56
P ll B Hv DRc-E6:57
P ll B Hv DRc-E8:57
P ll B Hv DRc-E9:55
P ll B Hv BarlCTcan:48r
P ll B Hv BarlCTdec:49r
P ll B Hv BarBdec:49r
P ll B Hv BarMcan:48r
P ll B Hv BarMdec:48v
P ll B Hv BarTcan:47r
P ll B Hv BarTcan:48r
P ll B Oh Lcm-1051:173v
P ll B Rm Y-M. 13/1:29
P ll B Rm Y-M. 13/2:29
P ll B Rm Y-M. 13/5:28
P ll B Rm Y-M. 13/4:29
P ll B Rm DRc-C13:206
P ll B Rm DRc-E6:57
P ll B Rm DRc-E9:55
P ll B Rm BarlCTdec:49r
P ll B Rm BarBdec:49r
P ll B Rm BarMdec:48v
P ll B Rm BarTcan:47v
P ll C Sa Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll C B3 Lcm-1051:175r
P ll C B3 Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll C B3 Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll C B3 Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll C B3 Y-M. 13/5:33
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P ll c B3 Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c B3 DRc-C 13:211
P ll c B3 DRc-E5:112
P ll c B3 DRc-E6:104
P ll c B3 DRc-E8:112
P ll c B3 DRc-E9:101
P ll c B3 DRc-El 1:116
P ll c B3 BarlCTcan:51r
P ll c B3 BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c B3 BarBcan :50v
P ll c B3 BarBdec:51v
P ll c B3 BarMdec:51v
P ll c B3 BarTcan:49r
P ll c B3 BarTcan:50r
P ll c crucified for us also Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c C3 BarlCTcan:50v
P ll c C3 Lcm-1051:175r
P ll c C3 Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c C3 Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c C3 Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll c C3 Y-M. 13/5:33
P ll c C3 Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c C3 DRc-C 13:210
P ll c C3 DRc-E5:112
P ll c C3 DRc-E6:104
P ll c C3 DRc-E8:112
P ll c C3 DRc-E9:101
P ll c C3 DRc-El 1:116
P ll c C3 BarlCTcan:50v
P ll c C3 BarBcan:50r
P ll c C3 BarBdec:51v
P ll c C3 BarMdec:51r
P ll c C3 BarTcan:49r
P ll c C3 BarTcan:50r
P ll c Gfa Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c Gfa BarlCTcan:51r
P ll c Gfa BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c Gfa Lcm-1051:175r-v
P ll c Gfa BarBdec:51v
P ll c Gfa DRc-E8:112-113
P ll c Gfa DRc-E6:104-105
P ll c Gfa DRc-C13:211
P ll c Gfa Y-M. 13/3:30
P ll c Gfa BarMcan:50v
P ll c Gfa DRc-El 1:116
P ll c Gfa BarMdec:51v
P ll c Gfa BarTcan:49r
P ll c G3 Lcm-1051:175v
P ll c G3 DRc-E8:113
P ll c G3 DRc-El 1:117
P ll c G3 BarlCTcan:51v
P ll c G3 BarBcan:51r
P ll c G3 BarMcan:51r
P ll c G3 York BC Y-M. 1/2:30
P ll c Js BarlCTdec:51v
P ll c Js BarBdec:51r
P ll c Js BarMdec:51r
P ll c Js BarTcan:49v
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P ll c Ju Y-M. 13/1:33
P ll c Ju Y-M. 13/2:33
P ll c Ju Y-M. 13/5:32
P ll c Ju Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c Ju DRc-C 13:210
P ll c Ju DRc-E6:103
P ll c Ju DRc-E9:101
P ll c 1552no Y-M. 13/1:35
P ll c 1552no Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c 1552no Y-M. 13/3:30
P ll c 1552no Y-M. 13/5:34
P ll c 1552no Y-M. 13/4:33
P ll c 1552no DRc-C13:211
P ll c 1552no DRc-E5:113
P ll c 1552no DRc-E6:105
P ll c 1552no DRc-E8:113
P ll c 1552no DRc-E9:102
P ll c 1552no DRc-El 1:116-117
P ll c 1552no BarlCTcan:51r
P ll c 1552no BarBcan:50v
P ll c 1552no BarBdec:52r
P ll c 1552no BarMcan:51r
P ll c 1552no BarMdec:51v
P ll c 1552no BarTcan:49r
P ll c 1552no REP BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c 1552nox2Lcm-1051:175v
P ll c Pc Lcm-1051:175r
P ll c Pc Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c Pc Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c Pc Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll c Pc Y-M. 13/5:33
P ll c Pc Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c Pc DRc-C13:210
P ll c Pc DRc-E5:112
P ll c Pc DRc-E6:104
P ll c Pc DRc-E8:112
P ll c Pc DRc-E9:101
P ll c Pc DRc-El 1:116
P ll c Pc BarlCTcan:50v
P ll c Pc BarlCTdec:51v
P ll c Pc BarBcan :50r
P ll c Pc BarBdec:51v
P ll c Pc BarMcan:50v
P ll c Pc BarMdec:51r
P ll c Pc BarTcan:49r
P ll c Pc BarTcan:50r
P ll c RLcm-1051:175r
P ll c R Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c R Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c R Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll c R Y-M. 13/5:33
P ll c R Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c R DRc-C13:211
P ll c R DRc-E6:104
P ll c R DRc-E8:112
P ll c R DRc-E9:101
P ll c R DRc-El 1:116
P ll c R BarlCTcan:51r
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P ll c R BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c R BarBcan :50v
P ll c R BarBdec:51v
P ll c R BarBdec:51v
P ll c R BarBdec:51v
P ll c R BarMcan:50v
P ll c R BarMdec:51v
P ll c R BarTcan:49r
P ll c R BarTcan:50r
P ll c Req Lem-1051:174v
P ll c Req Y-M. 13/1:33
P ll c Req Y-M. 13/2:33
P ll c Req Y-M. 13/3:28
P ll c Req Y-M. 13/5:32
P ll c Req Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c Req DRc-C 13:210
P ll c Req DRc-E5:lll
P ll c Req DRc-E6:103
P ll c Req DRc-E9:101
P ll c Req DRc-El 1:115
P ll c Req BarlCTcan:50r
P ll c Req BarlCTdec:51r
P ll c Req BarBcan:49v
P ll c Req BarBdec:51r
P ll c Req BarMcan:50r
P ll c Req BarMdec:50v
P ll c Req BarTcan:48v
P ll c Req BarTcan:49v
P ll c S2 Lcm-1051:175r
P ll c S2 Y-M. 13/1:34
P ll c S2 Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c S2 Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll c S2 Y-M. 13/5:33
P ll c S2 Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c S2 DRc-C13:210
P ll c S2 DRc-E5:112
P ll c S2DRc-E8:112
P ll c S2 DRc-E9:101
P ll c S2 DRc-El 1:116
P ll c S2 BarBcan:50v
P ll c S2 BarBdec:51v
P ll c S2 BarMdec:51v
P ll c S2 BarTcan:49r
P ll c S2 BarTcan:50r
P ll c S3 DRc-E6:104
P ll c S3 BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c Sa Y-M. 13/2:34
P ll c Sa Y-M. 13/3:29
P ll c Sa Y-M. 13/5:34
P ll c Sa Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll c Sa DRc-E5:112
P ll c Sa DRc-El 1:116
P ll c Sa DRc-C 13:211
P ll c Sa DRc-E6:104-105
P ll c So Lcm-1051:175r
P ll c So BarlCTcan:51r
P ll c So BarlCTdec:52r
P ll c So BarBcan :50v
P ll c So BarBdec:51v
P ll c So BarMcan:50v
P ll c So BarMdec:51v
P ll c So BarTcan:49r
P ll c So BarTcan:50r
P ll c So DRc-E8:112-113
P ll c W3 Y-M. 13/1:35
P ll c W3 Y-M. 13/2:35
P ll c W3 Y-M. 13/5:34
P ll c W3 Y-M. 13/4:33
P ll c W3 DRc-C 13:211
P ll c W3 DRc-E9:102
P ll c W3 BarlCTdec:52v
P ll c W3 BarBdec:52r
P ll c W3 BarMdec:51v
P ll K Res Y-M. 13/1:31
P ll K Res Y-M. 13/2:32
P ll K Res Y-M. 13/3:28
P ll K Res Y-M. 13/5:32
P ll K Res Y-M. 13/4:32
P ll K res Rep BarlCTcan:50r
P ll K res rep BarlCTdec:51r
P ll K res rep BarBcan:49v
P ll K res rep BarBdec:50v
P ll K res rep BarMcan:49v
P ll K res rep BarMdec:50v
P ll K res rep BarTcan:48r
P ll K res rep BarTcan:49r
P ll K res DRc-E6:103
P ll K res DRc-E9:100
P ll K res DRc-El 1:115
P ll K res mel rep DRc-C13:210
P ll K res mel rpt 1549? DRc-E8:lll
P ll K res melis 1549? DRc-E5:lll
P ll K res rep Lcm-1051:174v
P ll M Ea Y-M. 13/1:38
P ll M Ea Y-M. 13/2:37
P ll M Ea Y-M. 13/3:33
P ll M Ea Y-M. 13/5:37
P ll M Ea Y-M. 13/4:35
P ll M Ea DRc-C13:214
P ll M Ea DRc-E5:134
P ll M Ea DRc-E6:131
P ll M Ea DRc-E8:137
P ll M Ea DRc-E9:128
P ll M ea DRc-El 1:138
P ll M Ea BarlCTcan:53r
P ll M Ea BarlCTdec:54r
P ll M Ea BarBcan :52r
P ll M Ea BarBdec:53v
P ll M Ea BarMcan:52r
P ll M Ea BarMdec:53r
P ll M Ea BarTcan:50v
P ll M Ea BarTcan:51v
P ll M F Y-M. 13/1:38
P ll M F Y-M. 13/5:37
P ll M F DRc-E6:131
P ll M Fs Y-M. 13/2:38
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P ll M Fs Y-M. 13/4:35
P ll M Fs DRc-C13:214
P ll M Fs DRc-E9:129
P ll M Fs BarlCTdec:54r
P ll M Fs BarBdec:53v
P ll M Fs BarMdec:53r
P ll M Fs BarTcan:51v
P ll M Hmn Y-M. 13/1:36
P ll M Hmn Y-M. 13/2:36
P ll M Hmn Y-M. 13/3:31
P ll M Hmn Y-M. 13/5:36
P ll M Hmn Y-M. 13/4:34
P ll M Hmn DRc-C13:212
P ll M Hmn DRc-E5:133
P ll M Hmn DRc-E6:129
P ll M Hmn DRc-E8:135
P ll M Hmn DRc-E9:127
P ll M Hmn DRc-El 1:137
P ll M Hmn BarlCTcan:52r
P ll M Hmn BarlCTdec:53r
P ll M Hmn BarBdec:52v
P ll M Hmn BarBcan:51v
P ll M Hmn BarMcan:51v
P ll M Hmn BarMdec:52v
P ll M Hmn BarTcan:50r
P ll M Hmn BarTcan:51r
P ll M Ims Y-M. 13/1:37
P ll M Ims Y-M. 13/2:37
P ll M Ims Y-M. 13/3:32
P ll M Ims Y-M. 13/5:37
P ll M ims DRc-E5:134
P ll M Ims DRc-E6:130
P ll M ims DRc-E8:136
P ll M ims DRc-El 1:138
P ll M ims BarlCTcan:52v
P ll M ims BarlCTdec:53v
P ll M Ims BarBcan:52r
P ll M Ims BarBdec:53r
P ll M ims BarMcan:52r
P ll M Ims BarMdec:53r
P ll M Rt Y-M. 13/1:36
P ll M Rt Y-M. 13/2:497:36
P ll M Rt Y-M. 13/3:31
P ll M Rt Y-M. 13/5:35
P ll M Rt Y-M. 13/4:34
P ll M Rt DRc-C13:212
P ll M Rt DRc-E5:133
P ll M Rt DRc-E6:129
P ll M Rt DRc-E8:135
P ll M Rt DRc-E9:127
P ll M Rt DRc-El 1:137
P ll M Rt BarlCTcan:52r
P ll M Rt BarlCTdec:53r
P ll M Rt BarBcan:51v
P ll M Rt BarBdec:52v
P ll M Rt BarMcan:51v
P ll M Rt BarMdec:52r
P ll M Rt BarTcan:49v
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P ll M Rt BarTcan:50v
P ll N AP DRc-E8:138
P ll N AP BarlCTcan:53v
P ll N AP BarBcan:53r
P ll N AP BarMcan:53r
P ll N AP BarTcan:51r
P ll N ATP Y-M. 13/3:34
P ll N ATP DRc-E5:135
P ll N ATP DRc-El 1:139
P ll N standard Y-M. 13/1:39
P ll N standard Y-M. 13/2:39
P ll N standard Y-M. 13/3:34
P ll N standard Y-M. 13/5:38-39
P ll N standard Y-M. 13/4:36
P ll N standard DRc-C 13:215
P ll N standard DRc-E5 :135
P ll N standard DRc-E6:132
P ll N standard DRc-E8 :13 8
P ll N standard DRc-E9:130
P ll N standard DRc-El 1:139
P ll N standard BarlCTcan:53v
P ll N standard BarlCTdec:54v
P ll N standard BarBcan:53r
P ll N standard BarBdec:54r
P ll N standard BarMcan:53r
P ll N standard BarMdec:53v-54r
P ll N standard BarTcan:51r
P ll N standard BarTcan:52r
P ll T Ah BarBdec:50r
P ll T H Y-M. 13/1:27
P ll T H Y-M. 13/2:28
P ll T H Y-M. 13/5:27
P ll T H Y-M. 13/4:28
P ll T H BarlCTdec:48r
P ll T H BarBdec:48r
P ll T H BarMdec:48r
P ll T H BarTcan:47r
P ll T Hgc Lcm-1051:171v
P ll T Hgc Y-M. 13/1:26
P ll T Hgc Y-M. 13/2:27
P ll T Hgc Y-M. 13/3:22
P ll T Hgc Y-M. 13/5:25
P ll T Hgc Y-M. 13/4:27
P ll T HGC DRc-Cl3:204
P ll T HGC DRc-E5:54
P ll T HGC DRc-E6:54
P ll T HGC DRc-E8:54
P ll T HGC DRc-E9:52
P ll T HGC DRc-El 1:54
P ll T Hgc BarlCTcan:46v
P ll T Hgc BarlCTdec:47v
P ll T Hgc BarBcan:46v
P ll T Hgc BarBdec:47v
P ll T Hgc BarMcan:46v
P ll T Hgc BarMdec:47r
P ll T Hgc BarTcan:45v
P ll T Hgc BarTcan:46v
P ll T Inc DRc-C13:205
P ll T Inc DRc-E6:56
P ll T Inc DRc-E9:53
P ll T K1 Lcm-1051:170v
P ll T K1 Y-M. 13/1:24
P ll T K1 Y-M. 13/2:26
P ll T K1 Y-M. 13/3:21
P ll T K1 Y-M. 13/5:24
P ll T K1 Y-M. 13/4:26
P ll T K1 DRc-C 13:203
P ll T K1 DRc-E5:53
P ll T K1 DRc-E6:53
P ll T K1 DRc-E8:53
P ll T K1 DRc-E9:51
P ll T K1 DRc-El 1:53
P ll T K1 BarlCTcan:45v
P ll T K1 BarBcan:45v
P ll T K1 BarBdec:46v
P ll T K1 BarMcan:46r
P ll T K1 BarMdec:46v
P ll T K1 BarTcan:45r
P ll T K1 BarTcan:45v
P ll T K2 Y-M. 13/5:25
P ll T K2 Lcm-105 l:171v
P ll T K2 Y-M. 13/1:25
P ll T K2 Y-M. 13/2:27
P ll T K2 Y-M. 13/4:27
P ll T K2 DRc-C13:204
P ll T K2 DRc-E5:53
P ll T K2 BarlCTcan:46v
P ll T K2 BarBcan:46r
P ll T K2 BarlCTdec:47r
P ll T K2 BarBdec:47r
P ll T K2 BarTcan:45r
P ll T K2 BarTcan:46r
P ll T K2 DRc-El 1:54
P ll T K2 BarMdec:47r
P ll T K2 DRc-E8:54
P ll T K2 DRc-E9:52
P ll T K2 DRc-E6:54
P ll T K2 BarMcan:46v
P ll T K2 Y-M. 13/3:22
P ll T Oe Lcm-1051:172r
P ll T Oe Y-M. 13/2:28
P ll T Oe Y-M. 13/3:23
P ll T Oe Y-M. 13/5:26
P ll T Oe DRc-E8:54
P ll T Oe BarlCTcan:46v
P ll T Oe BarlCTdec:47v
P ll T Oe BarBcan:46v
P ll T Oe BarBdec:47v
P ll T precious blood, Mpb DRc-C 13:205
P ll T precious blood, Mpb DRc-E9:53
P ll T Req Lcm-1051:170v
P ll T Req Y-M. 13/1:24
P ll T Req Y-M. 13/2:26
P ll T Req Y-M. 13/3:21
P ll T Req Y-M. 13/5:24
P ll T Req Y-M. 13/4:26
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P ll T req DRc-C13:203
P ll T Req DRc-E5:53
P ll T Req DRc-E6:53
P ll  T Req DRc-E8:53
P ll  T Req DRc-E9:51
P ll T Req DRc-El 1:53
P ll  T Req BarlCTcan:45v
P ll T Req BarlCTdec:46v
P ll  T Req BarBcan:45v
P ll  T Req BarBdec:46v
P ll  T Req BarMcan:436r
P ll  T Req BarMdec:46v
P ll T Req BarTcan:45r
P ll  T Req BarTcan:45v
P ll  T Rw Lcm-1051:171r
P ll  T Rw DRc-C 13:203
P ll  T Rw DRc-E5:53
P ll  T Rw DRc-E6:53
P ll  T Rw DRc-E9:51
P ll  T Rw Y-M. 13/1:25
P ll  T Rw Y-M. 13/2:26
P ll  T Rw Y-M. 13/3:22
P ll  T Rw Y-M. 13/5:24
P ll  T Rw Y-M. 13/4:26
P ll  T Rw DRc-E8:53
P ll  T Rw DRc-El 1:53
P ll  T Rw BarlCTcan:46r
P ll  T Rw BarlCTdec:47r
P ll  T Rw BarBcan:46r
P ll  T Rw BarBdec:47r
P ll  T Rw BarMcan:46r
P ll T Rw BarMdec:47r
P ll  T Rw BarTcan:45r
P ll  T Rw BarTcan:46r
P ll  T So Y-M. 13/1:27
P ll  T So Y-M. 13/4:28
P ll  T So DRc-C13:204
P ll T So DRc-E5:54
P ll  T So DRc-E9:53
P ll  T So BarMcan:46v
P ll  T So BarMdec:47v
P ll T So BarTcan:46r
P ll  T So BarTcan:46v
P ll T Tbf BarTcan:46r
P ll  T Tbf BarlCTcan:46v
P ll  T Tbf BarTcan:45v
P ll  T Tbf F Y-M. 13/1:26
P ll T Tbf F Y-M. 13/2:27
P ll  T Tbf F Y-M. 13/3:22
P ll  T Tbf BarMdec:47r
P ll T Tbf DRc-El 1:54
P ll T Tbf DRc-E9:52
P ll T Tbf DRc-E8:54
P ll T Tbf BarMcan:46v
P ll T Tbf Y-M. 13/5:25
P ll T Tbf BarlCTdec:47r
P ll T Tbf DRc-C 13:204
P ll T Tn Lcm-1051:171v
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P li T Tn BarlCTcan:46v
P li T Tn BarlCTdec:47r
P li  T Tn BarMcan:46v
P li T Tn BarMdec:47r
P li  T Tn BarTcan:45v
P li  T Tn/Ty BarTcan:46r
P li  T TyY-M. 13/1:26
P li  T Ty Y-M. 13/2:27
P li  T TyY-M. 13/3:22
P li  T Ty Y-M. 13/5:25
P li  T Ty Y-M. 13/4:27
P li  T Ty DRc-C 13:204
P li  T Ty DRc-E5:53
P li  T Ty DRc-E6:54
P li  T Ty DRc-E8:54
P li T Ty DRc-E9:52
P li  T Ty DRc-Ell:54
P li  T Ty BarBcan:46r
P li  T Ty BarBdec:47r
P li  T Watf BarMcan:46r
P li  T Watf BarlCTcan:46r
P li  T Watf BarBcan:45v
P li  T Watf BarBdec:46v
P li T Watf BarTcan:45r
P li  T Watf BarTcan:45v
P li  T Watf BarlCTdec:46v
P li T Watf DRc-E9:51
P li  T Watf Lcm-1051:170v-171r
P li  T Watf Y-M. 13/4:26
P li  T Watf DRc-E6:53
P li  T Watf Y-M. 13/3:21
P li  T Watf Y-M. 13/1:24
P li  T Watf BarMdec:46v
P li  T Watf DRc-C13:203
P li  T Watf DRc-E8:53
P li  V C Lcm-1051:169v
P li  V C Y-M. 13/1:22
P li  V C Y-M. 13/2:23
P li  V C Y-M. 13/3:18
P li  V C Y-M. 13/5:21
P li  V C Y-M. 13/4:23
P li  V C DRc-E6:50
P li V C DRc-E8:50
P li V C DRc-E9:48
P li V C DRc-Ell:49
P li  V C BarlCTcan:44v
P li V C BarlCTdec:45r
P li  V C BarBcan:44r
P li V C BarBdec:45r
P li  V C BarMcan:44v
P li V C BarMdec:45r
P li  V C BarTcan:43v
P li V C BarTcan:44r
P li V Hd Y-M. 13/1:22
P li V Hd BarlCTcan:44v
P li V Hd BarlCTdec:45r
P li V Hd BarBcan:44r
P li V Hd BarBdec:45r
P li V Hd BarMcan:44v
P li V Hd BarMdec:45r
P li V Hd BarTcan:43v
P li V Hd BarTcan:44r
P li V Hs Lcm-1051:169v
P li V Hs Y-M. 13/2:23
P li V Hs Y-M. 13/3:19
P li V Hs Y-M. 13/5:21
P li V Hs Y-M. 13/4:24
P li V Hs DRc-E5:50
P li V Hs DRc-E6:50
P li V Hs DRc-E8:50
P li V Hs DRc-E9:48
P li V Hs DRc-E 11:49
P li V Sv Lcm-1051:169v
P li V Sv Y-M. 13/1:22
P li V Sv Y-M. 13/2:23
P li Y Sv Y-M. 13/3:18
P li V Sv Y-M. 13/5:21
P li V Sv Y-M. 13/4:24
P li V Sv DRc-E6:50
P li V Sv DRc-E8:50
P li V Sv DRc-E9:48
P li V Sv DRc-Ell:49
P li V Sv BarlCTdec:45r
P li V Sv BarBcan:44r
P li V Sv BarBdec:45r
P li V Sv BarMdec:45r
P li V Sv BarTcan:43v
P li V Sv BarTcan:44r
P li X Band Y-M. 13/4:31
P li X B and DRc-E5:59
P li X B and BarMcan:49v
P li X B and BarTcan:48r
P li X B is Y-M. 13/2:32
P li X B is Y-M. 13/3:27
P li X Bis Y-M. 13/5:31
P li X B is DRc-E6:60
P li X B is DRc-E8:60
P li X B is DRc-E 11:59
P li X B is BarlCTcan:49v
P li X B is BarlCTdec:50v
P li X B is BarBcan:49r
P li X B is BarBdec:50v
P li X B is BarMdec:50r
P li X B is(lig) and Lcm-1051:174r
P li X B is(mel), and DRc-E9:57
P li X is(mel) DRc-E6:131
P li X M and Y-M. 13/1:38
P li X Mand Y-M. 13/2:38
P li X M and Y-M. 13/4:35
P li X M and DRc-C13:214
P li X M and DRc-E9:129
P li X M and BarlCTcan:53r
P li X M and BarMdec:53v
P li X M and BarTcan:49r
P li X M and BarTcan:50v
P li X M and BarTcan:51v
P ll X M is Y-M. 13/3:33
P ll X M is Y-M. 13/5:38
P ll X M is DRc-E8:137
P ll X M is DRc-El 1:139
P ll X M is BarlCTdec:54r
P ll X M is BarBcan:52v
P ll X M is BarBdec:53v
P ll X M is BarMcan:52v
P ll X M is(mel) DRc-E5:135
P ll X N and Y-M. 13/2:39
P ll X Nand Y-M. 13/3:35
P ll X Nand Y-M. 13/5:39
P ll X N and Y-M. 13/4:36
P ll X N and DRc-C13:215
P ll X N and DRc-E5:136
P ll X N and DRc-E6:132
P ll X N and DRc-E9:130
P ll X Nand DRc-El 1:140
P ll X N and BarlCTdec:54v
P ll X N and BarBcan:53r
P ll X N and BarMcan:53r
P ll X N and BarTcan:51v
P ll X N and BarTcan:52v
P ll X N is Y-M. 13/1:39
P ll X N is DRc-E8:139
P ll X N is BarlCTcan:53v
P ll X N is BarBdec:54v
P ll X N is BarMdec:54r
P ll X V and Lcm-1051:170v
P ll X Vand Y-M. 13/1:24
P ll X V and Y-M. 13/2:25
P ll X Vand Y-M. 13/3:21
P ll X Vand Y-M. 13/5:23
P ll X Vand Y-M. 13/4:26
P ll X V and DRc-E5:52
P ll X V and DRc-E6:52
P ll X V and DRc-El 1:52
P ll X V and BarlCTdec:46r
P ll X V and BarBdec:46r
P ll X V and BarMcan:45v
P ll X V and BarMdec:46r
P ll X V and BarTcan:44v
P ll X V and BarTcan:45r
P ll X V andf BarBcan:45r
P ll X V is DRc-E8:52
P ll X V is BarlCTcan:45v
P ll X V and DRc-E9:50
Robert Parsons [1] Service for Two Countertenors
P12 B Ah Y-M. 13/1:12
P12 B Ah Y-M. 13/4:12
P12 B Ah DRc-C 13:266
P12 B FIs Lcm-1051:162v
P12 B FIs Y-M.13/1:10
P12 B FIs Y-M.13/2:10
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P12 B FIs Y-M. 13/3:8
P12 B FIs Y-M. 13/5:9
P12 B FIs Y-M. 13/4:10
P12 B FIs DRc-C13:265
P12 B FIs DRc-El la: 160
P12 B FIs DRc-C18:36
P12 B F2 DRc-C18:36
P12 B F2 Lcm-1051:162v
P12 B F2 DRc-C 13:265
P12 B F2 DRc-El la: 161
P12 B F2s Y-M. 13/1:10
P12 B F2s Y-M. 13/2:11
P12 B F2s Y-M. 13/3:9
P12 B F2s Y-M. 13/5:10
P12 B F2s Y-M. 13/4:11
P12 B Ht Lcm-1051:162v
P12 B Ht Y-M. 13/1:9
P12 B Ht Y-M. 13/2:10
P12 B Ht Y-M. 13/3:8
P12 B Ht Y-M. 13/5:9
P12 B Ht Y-M. 13/4:10
P12 B Hv DRc-C13:265
P12 B Hv DRc-C18:36
P12 B Hv DRc-El la: 160
P12 B Rm Y-M. 13/2:10
P12 B Rm Y-M. 13/5:9
P12 B Rm Y-M. 13/4:10
P12 B Rm DRc-C13:264
P12 B Rm DRc-C18:36
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/1:15
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/2:16
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/3:13
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/5:14
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/4:16
P12 C 1552no DRc-C13:269
P12 C 1552no DRc-C18:38
P12 C 1552no DRc-El la:295
P12 C 1552no x2 Lcm-1051:164v
P12 C 1552no Y-M. 13/1:15
P12 C B3 DRc-El la:294
P12 C C3 DRc-C13:268
P12 C C3 Y-M. 13/1:15
P12 C C3 Y-M. 13/4:15
P12 C G3 DRc-C 13:269
P12 C G3 DRc-C18:38
P12 C G3 Y-M. 13/1:16
P12 C G3 Y-M. 13/2:17
P12 C G3 Y-M. 13/5:15
P12 C G3 Y-M. 13/4:17
P12 C Gf DRc-C13:269
P12 C Gf DRc-C18:38
P12 C Gf Lcm-1051:164v
P12 C Gf Y-M. 13/1:15
P12 C Ju DRc-C 13:268
P12 C Ju DRc-C 18:37
P12 C Ju Y-M. 13/1:14
P12 c Ju Y-M. 13/2:15
P12 c Ju Y-M. 13/5:13
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P12 C Ju Y-M. 13/4:14
P12 C Pc DRc-C 13:268
P12 c Pc Y-M. 13/1:15
P12 c Pc Y-M. 13/2:16
P12 c Pc Y-M. 13/4:16
P12 c R Drc-Ella:294
P12 c Req DRc-C 13:268
P12 c Req DRc-C 18:37
P12 c Req DRc-El la:293
P12 c Req Lcm-1051:164r
P12 c Req Y-M. 13/1:13
P12 c Req Y-M. 13/2:14
P12 c Req Y-M. 13/5:12
P12 c Req Y-M. 13/4:14
P12 c Req Y-M. 13/3:11
P12 c S2 DRc-El la:294
P12 c Sa DRc-C13:269
P12 c Sa DRc-C18:38
P12 c Sa DRc-El la:294
P12 c Sa Lcm-1051:164v
P12 c So Y-M. 13/2:16
P12 c So Y-M. 13/3:12
P12 c So Y-M. 13/5:14
P12 c So Y-M. 13/4:16
P12 c W3 DRc-C 13:269
P12 c W3 DRc-C18:38
P12 c W3 Y-M. 13/1:16
P12 c W3 Y-M. 13/2:17
P12 c W3 Y-M. 13/5:15
P12 c W3 Y-M. 13/4:17
P12 K res DRc-Cl3:267
P12 K res Lcm-1051:163v
P12 K res mel DRc-El la:293
P12 K Res Y-M. 13/1:13
P12 K Res Y-M. 13/2:14
P12 K Res Y-M. 13/3:11
P12 K Res Y-M. 13/5:12
P12 K Res Y-M. 13/4:14
P12 M Ea DRc-C 13:272
P12 M F DRc-C 13:272
P12 M Hmn DRc-C 13:270
P12 M Rt DRc-C13:270
P12 M Rt Y-M. 13/2:17
P12 N standard DRc-C13:273-274
P12 T Ah Y-M. 13/2:12
P12 T Fo Y-M. 13/1:5
P12 T Fo Y-M. 13/2:5
P12 T Fo Y-M. 13/5:5
P12 T Fo Y-M. 13/4:5
P12 T Fo DRc-Cl3:261
P12 T Fo DRc-C 18:34
P12 T H Y-M. 13/1:8
P12 T H Y-M. 13/2:8
P12 T H Y-M. 13/4:8
P12 T H DRc-C 13:263
P12 T Hgc Lcm-1051:161r
P12 T Hgc Y-M. 13/1:5
P12 T Hgc Y-M. 13/3:4
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P12 T Hgc Y-M. 13/5:6
P12 T Hgc Y-M. 13/4:6
P12 T HGC DRc-C 13:262
P12 T HGC DRc-C18:34
P12 T HGC DRc-El la: 157
P12 T K1 Lcm-1051:160v
P12 T K1 Y-M. 13/1:4
P12 T K1 Y-M. 13/2:4
P12 T K1 Y-M. 13/3:3
P12 T K1 Y-M. 13/5:4
P12 T K1 Y-M. 13/4:4
P12 T K1 DRc-C13:260
P12 T K1 DRc-El la: 156
P12 T K2 Lcm-1051:161r
P12 T K2 Y-M. 13/1:5
P12 T K2 Y-M. 13/2:6
P12 T K2 Y-M. 13/3:4
P12 T K2 Y-M. 13/5:5
P12 T K2 Y-M. 13/4:6
P12 T K2 DRc-C 13:261
P12 T K2 DRc-C18:34
P12 T k2 DRc-El la: 157
P12 T Nfe DRc-C13:263
P12 T Oe Lcm-1051:161v
P12 T Oe Y-M. 13/2:7
P12 T Oe Y-M. 13/3:5
P12 T Oe Y-M. 13/4:6
P12 T Oe DRc-C 13:262
P12 T Oe DRc-C 18:35
P12 T Req Y-M. 13/1:4
P12 T Req Lem-1051:160v
P12 T Req Y-M. 13/2:4
P12 T Req Y-M. 13/3:3
P12 T Req Y-M. 13/5:4
P12 T Req Y-M. 13/4:4
P12 T Req DRc-C 13:260
P12 T Req DRc-C18:34
P12 T req DRc-El la: 156
P12 T Sa DRc-El la: 158
P12 T So Lem-1051:161 v
P12 T So Y-M. 13/3:5
P12 T Tn Lcm-1051:161r
P12 T TyY-M. 13/1:5
P12 T TyY-M. 13/2:6
P12 T Ty Y-M. 13/3:4
P12 T TyY-M. 13/5:5
P12 T TyY-M. 13/4:6
P12 T Ty DRc-C 13:262
P12 T Ty DRc-C18:34
P12 T Ty DRc-El la: 157
P12 V C Lcm-1051:160r
P12 V C Y-M. 13/2:1
P12 V C Y-M. 13/3:1
P12 V C Y-M. 13/5:1
P12 V C Y-M. 13/4:1
P12 V C Y-M. 13/1:1
P12 V Hs Y-M. 13/2:1
P12 V Hs Y-M. 13/5:1
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P12 V Hs Y-M. 13/4:1
P12 V Sv Lcm-1051:160r
P12 V Sv Y-M. 13/1:1
P12 V Sv Y-M. 13/2:1
P12 V Sv Y-M. 13/3:1
P12 V Sv Y-M.13/5:1
P12 V Sv Y-M. 13/4:1
P12 V that generation Y-M. 13/1:2
P12 V that generation Y-M. 13/2:3
P12 X B and DRc-C13:267
P12 X B and DRc-El la: 162
P12 X B is Lcm-1051:163v
P12 X Bis Y-M. 13/1:12
P12 X Bis Y-M. 13/3:10
P12 X Bis Y-M. 13/5:11
P12 X Bis Y-M. 13/4:13
P12 X B is DRc-C18:37
P12 X M is DRc-C 13:273
P12 X N and DRc-C13:274
P12 X V is Lcm-1051:160v
P12 X V is Y-M. 13/1:3
P12 X V is Y-M. 13/2:4
P12 X V is Y-M. 13/3:3
P12 X V is Y-M. 13/5:3
Partyne Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
P13 M Ea Lbl-Add.30483:4r
P13 M Ffs Lbl-Add.3048 l:3r
P13 M FFs Lbl-Add.30483:4r
P13 M Hmn Lbl-Add.3048 l:2r
P13 M Ims Lbl-Add.30481:2v
P13 M Rd Lbl-Add.30481:2r
P13 N AP Lbl-Add.3048l:4r
P13 N eyes hath seen Lbl-Add.3048 l:4r
P13 N standard Lbl-Add.30481:4r
P13 X M is Lbl-Add.30481:3v
P13 X M is Lbl-Add.30483:4v
P13 X N is(mel) Lbl-Add.30481:4v
Nathaniel Patrick Short Service
P14 B Ah DRc-C8:70
P14 B Ah DRc-C12v:223
P14 B Ah DRc-C13:63
P14 B Ah DRc-El la:62
P14 B FIs Lbl-Harl.7337:161r
P14 B FIs Ob-Mus.c48:23r
P14 B FIs Ob-Mus.e25:39v
P14 B FIs DRc-C8:69
P14 B F2 Lbl-Harl.7337:161r
P14 B F2 Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 B F2 Ob-Mus.c48:23r
P14 B F2 Ob-Mus.e25:40r
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P14 B F2 DRc-C 12v:222
P14 B F2 DRc-El la:62
P14 B F2(s) Cp-490:N4r
P14 B FFl(s) Cp-486:M2r
P14 B FFls Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 B FFls Ob-Mus.e23 verso:61(a)v
P14 B FFls Ob-Mus.e24:35r
P14 B Ffls DRc-C13:62
P14 B FF2(s) Y-M. 1/2:73
P14 B FF2s Ob-Mus.e24:35v
P14 B FF2s no Abraham Ob-Mus.e23 verso:61(a)r
P14 B hand of all Ob-Mus.e24:35r
P14 B hand of our enemies Ob-Mus.e24:35v
P14 B Ht Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 B Ht Ob-Mus.e25:39v
P14 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:160v
P14 B Hv Cp-490:N4r
P14 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:73
P14 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:23r
P14 B Hv Ob-Mus.e23 verso:61(a)v
P14 B Hv Ob-Mus.e24:35r
P14 B Hv DRc-El la:61
P14 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:162r
P14 B Oh Ob-Mus.c48:23v
P14 B Oh Ob-Mus.e23 verso:60v
P14 B Oh Ob-Mus.e24:36r
P14 B Oh Ob-Mus. e25:40v
P14 B prepare his way Ob-Mus.e24:35v
P14 B prepare his way Lbl-Harl.7337:16Iv
P14 B remission of sins Lbl-Harl.7337:161v
P14 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:160v
P14 B Rm Cp-488 :D3v
P14 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 B Rm Ob-Mus.c48:23r
P14 B Rm Ob-Mus.e23 verso:61(a)v
P14 B Rm Ob-Mus.e24:35r
P14 B Rm Ob-Mus.e25:39v
P14 B Rm DRc-C8:68
P14 B Rm DRc-C13:62
P14 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:24v
P14 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:37v
P14 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:79
P14 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 C B3 Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 C B3 Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 C C3 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 C C3 Ob-Mus.e24:37r
P14 C C3 Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 C C3 Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 C G3 Y-M. 1/3:79
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P14 C G3 Ob-Mus.c48:24v
P14 C G3 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:58v
P14 c G3 Ob-Mus.e24:37v
P14 c G3 Ob-Mus.e25:42v
P14 c G3 Ob-Mus.e22:38v
P14 c Js Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59v
P14 c Js Ob-Mus.e24:36v
P14 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:41v
P14 c Js Ob-Mus.e22:37v
P14 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 c Pt2 Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 c pt2 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 c Pt2 Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 c Pt2(mel) Ob-Mus.e24:37r
P14 c Pt2(mel) Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 c Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:79
P14 c R Y-M. 1/3:79
P14 c R Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 c R Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 c R Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 c R Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 c Req Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 c Req Y-M. 1/3:78
P14 c Req Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 c Req Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 c Req Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59v
P14 c req Ob-Mus.e24:36v
P14 c Req Ob-Mus.e25:41v
P14 c Req Ob-Mus.e22:37v
P14 c S3 Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 c S3 Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 c S3 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 c S3 Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 c S3 Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 c So Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 c So Ob-Mus.e23 verso:59r
P14 c So Ob-Mus.e22:38r
P14 c W3 Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:24v
P14 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:58v
P14 c W3 Ob-Mus.e24:37v
P14 c W3 Ob-Mus.e25:42v
P14 c W3 Ob-Mus.e22:38v
P14 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:162v
P14 K res Y-M. 1/3:78
P14 K res Y-M. 1/6:90
P14 K res Ob-Mus.c48:24r
P14 K res Ob-Mus.e23 verso:6Or
P14 K res Ob-Mus.e24:36v
P14 K res Ob-Mus.e25:41r
P14 K res Ob-Mus.e22:37r
P14 K res rep Y-M. 1/2:94
P14 M ea Lbl-Harl.7337:164v
P14 M Ea Cp-486:M2v
P14 M Ea Cp-488 :D4v
P14 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:74
P14 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:65
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P14• M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:25r
P14 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:57v
P14 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24:38v
P14 M Ea Ob-Mus.e22:39v
P14 M Ea DRc-C8:279
P14 M Ea DRc-C12v:225
P14 M Ea DRc-C 13:64
P14 M Ea DRc-El la:381
P14 M FF Cp-486:M2v
P14 M FF Ob-Mus.e24:38v
P14 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 M Ffs Cp-488 :D4v
P14 M Ffs Ob-Mus.c48:25r
P14 M FFs Ob-Mus.e23 verso:57v
P14 M FFs Ob-Mus.e25:43v
P14 M FFs Ob-Mus.e22:39v
P14 M FFs DRc-C8:280
P14 M Fs Lbl-Harl.7337:164v
P14 M heart Lbl-Harl.7337:164r
P14 M Hmn Cp-486:M2v
P14 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:24v
P14 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:58r
P14 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24:38r
P14 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25:43r
P14 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e22:39r
P14 M Hmn DRc-C8:278
P14 M Hmn DRc-C13:64
P14 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:164r
P14 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:25r
P14 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:58r
P14 M Ims Ob-Mus.e25:43r
P14 M Ims Ob-Mus.e22:39r
P14 M ims DRc-C12v:224
P14 M ims DRc-El la:380
P14 M Rd Lbl-Harl.7337:163v
P14 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:24v
P14 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:58r
P14 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24:38r
P14 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25:43r
P14 M Rt Ob-Mus.e22:39r
P14 M Rt DRc-C8:278
P14 M Rt DRc-C12v:224
P14 M Rt DRc-C 13:64
P14 M Rt DRc-El la:380
P14 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:165v
P14 N AP Cp-490:N4v
P14 N AP Y-M. 1/2:74
P14 N AP Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:25v
P14 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:57r
P14 N AP Ob-Mus.e24:39r
P14 N AP Ob-Mus.e25:44r
P14 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:40r
P14 N AP DRc-C12v:226
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P14 N AP DRc-El la:382
P14 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:165v
P14 N standard Cp-486:M2v
P14 N standard Cp-488 :D4v
P14 N standard Y-M. 1/6:66
P14 N standard Ob-Mus. c48:25v
P14 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:57r
P14 N standard Ob-Mus.e24:39r
P14 N standard Ob-Mus.e25:44r
P14 N standard Ob-Mus.e22:40r
P14 N standard DRc-C8:281
P14 N standard DRc-C 13:65
P14 T A2 Ob-Mus.e24:33v
P14 T A2 Ob-Mus.e22:34v
P14 T A2 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62r
P14 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:157v
P14 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:22r
P14 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62v
P14 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:33r
P14 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:37v
P14 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:34r
P14 T Fo DRc-C8:64
P14 T Fo DRc-C13:60
P14 T Fo(mel) Y-M. 1/6:64
P14 T H Lbl-Harl.7337:159v
P14 T H Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T H Ob-Mus.e24:34r
P14 T H Ob-Mus.e25:38v
P14 T H Ob-Mus.e22:35r
P14 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7337:158r
P14 T HGC Cp-490:N4r
P14 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:73
P14 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62r
P14 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:33v
P14 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25:38r
P14 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e22:34v
P14 T HGC DRc-C12v:219-220
P14 T HGC DRc-El la:60
P14 T Hv Ob-Mus.e22:36r
P14 T In(c/g) Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 T Inc/Ing Cp-486:Mlv
P14 T Inc/Ing Cp-488 :D3v
P14 T Ing DRc-C8:67
P14 T Ing DRc-C13:61
P14 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7337:157r
P14 T K1 Cp-486:Mlv
P14 T K1 Cp-488 :D3r
P14 T K1 Cp-490:N4r
P14 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:73
P14 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:64
P14 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:22r
P14 T K1 Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62v
P14 T K1 Ob-Mus. e24:33r
P14 T K1 Ob-Mus. e25:37v
P14 T K1 Ob-Mus. e22:34r
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P14 T K1 DRc-C8:64
P14 T kl DRc-C12v:219
P14 T kl DRc-Cl3:60
P14 T Kl DRc-El la:59
P14 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:158r
P14 T K2 Cp-488 :D3r
P14 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:64
P14 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:38r
P14 T K2 DRc-C8:65
P14 T K2 DRc-C13:60
P14 T Mpb Ob-Mus.e22:25r
P14 T Mpb Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 T Mpb Lbl-Harl.7337:159r
P14 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:158v
P14 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62r
P14 T Oe Ob-Mus.e22:34v
P14 T Req Lbl-Harl.7337:157r
P14 T Req Cp-486:Mlv
P14 T Req Cp-488 :D3r
P14 T Req Cp-490:N4r
P14 T Req Y-M. 1/2:73
P14 T Req Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 T Req Y-M. 1/6:64
P14 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:22r
P14 T Req Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62v
P14 T Req Ob-Mus.e24:33r
P14 T Req Ob-Mus.e25:37v
P14 T Req Ob-Mus.e22:34r
P14 T Req DRc-C8:64
P14 T Req DRc-C 12v:219
P14 T Req DRc-C 13:60
P14 T Req DRc-El la:59
P14 T Rm Ob-Mus.e22:35v
P14 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:159r
P14 T Sa Ob-Mus.e22:34v
P14 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23 verso:61(b)v
P14 T Sa Ob-Mus.e24:34r
P14 T So Ob-Mus.e25:38v
P14 T So Ob-Mus.e25:42r
P14 T So DRc-C8:66
P14 T So DRc-C13:61
P14 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:158r
P14 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:64
P14 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:22v
P14 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:62r
P14 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:33v
P14 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:38r
P14 T Tn Ob-Mus.e22:34v
P14 T Ty Cp-486:Mlv
P14 T Ty Cp-488 :D3r
P14 T Ty DRc-C8:65
P14 T Ty DRc-C13:60
P14 X B is Cp-486:M2r
P14 X B is Cp-488 :D4r
P14 X Bis Y-M. 1/2:74
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P14 X Bis Y-M. 1/3:64
P14 X B is Ob-Mus.c48:23v
P14 X B is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:60v
P14 X B is Ob-Mus.e24:36r
P14 X B is Ob-Mus.e25:40v
P14 X B is Ob-Mus.e22:37r
P14 X B is DRc-C8:71
P14 X B is DRc-C 13:63
P14 X B is DRc-El la:63
P14 X Bis(mel) Y-M. 1/6:65
P14 X B is(mel)/and Lbl-Harl.7337:162v
P14 X M and Lbl-Harl.7337:164v
P14 X Mand Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 X M and Ob-Mus.e22:39v
P14 X M is Cp-486:M2v
P14 X M is Cp-488 :D4v
P14 X M is Cp-490:N4v
P14 X M is Y-M. 1/2:74
P14 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:25r
P14 X M is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:57v
P14 X M is Ob-Mus.e24:38v
P14 X M is Ob-Mus.e25:43v
P14 X M is DRc-C8:280
P14 X M is DRc-C 13:65
P14 X M is DRc-El la:381
P14 X N and Lbl-Harl.7337:165v
P14 X N and Cp-486:M2v
P14 X N and Cp-488 :D4v
P14 X N and Cp-490:N4v
P14 X N and Y-M. 1/2:74
P14 X Nand Y-M. 1/3:65
P14 X N and Y-M. 1/6:66
P14 X N and Ob-Mus.c48:25v
P14 X N and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:56v
P14 X N and Ob-Mus.e24:39r
P14 X N and Ob-Mus.e25:44r
P14 X N and Ob-Mus.e22:40r
P14 X N and DRc-C8:282
P14 X N and DRc-C13:65
P14 X N and DRc-El la:382
Richard Portman Short Service
P15 B Ah Cp-489:100v
P15 B B2 0jc-181:21r
P15 B Fis Lbl-Harl.7337:148r
P15 B Fis Cp-489:100r
P15 B Fis Cp-490:P4(2)v
P15 B Fis Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 B Fis Y-M. 1/3:46
P15 B F2 Lbl-Harl.7337:148r
P15 B FF2s Cp-486:06(3)v
P15 B FF2s Cp-488:06v
P15 B FF2s Y-M. 1/6:43
P15 B FF2s Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 B Ht Cp-489:100r
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P15 B Ht Cp-490:P4(2)r
P15 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337:148r
P15 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:48
P15 B Hv Y-M. 1/3:46
P15 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:149r
P15 B Oh Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337:147r
P15 B Rm Cp-486:06(3)v
P15 B Rm Cp-488:06v
P15 B Rm Ojc-181:20v
P15 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:43
P15 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7337:150v
P15 C B3 Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 C B3 Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 C C3 Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7337:150v
P15 C C3 Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 C C3 Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 C C3(ffom4) Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 C 03 Lbl-Harl.7337:15Iv
P15 C 03 Cp-489:100(2)v
P15 C 03 Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 C Js Lbl-Harl.7337:150r
P15 C Js Cp-486:06(4)v
P15 C Js Cp-488:07v
P15 C Js Ojc-181:23r
P15 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 C Ju Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7337:15 Ir
P15 C 1552no Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 C 1552no Cp-490:P4(3)v
P15 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 C Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7337:150v
P15 C Pt2 Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 C Pt2 Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 c R Lbl-Harl.7337:15Ir
P15 c R Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 c R Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 c Gf Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 c Req Lbl-Harl.7337:150r
P15 c Req Cp-486:06(4)v
P15 c Req Cp-488:07v
P15 c Req Ojc-181:22v
P15 c Req Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 c Req Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 c Req Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 c Req Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 c Req Y-M. 1/6:43
P15 c Req Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 c S2 Lbl-Harl.7337:150v
P15 c S2 Cp-489:100(2)r
P15 c S2 Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 c S2 Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 C S2 Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 C SaOjc-181:23v
P15 c sittest at Lbl-Harl.7337:151r
P15 c So Cp-486:06(4)v
P15 c So Cp-488:07v
P15 c So Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 c So Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 c W3 Lbl-Harl.7337:151v
P15 c W3 Cp-489:100(2)v
P15 c W3 Cp-490:P4(3)v
P15 c W3 Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:149v
P15 K res Cp-486:06(4)r
P15 K res Cp-488:07r
P15 K res Ojc-181:22v
P15 K res Cp-489: lOOv
P15 K res Cp-490:P4(3)r
P15 K res Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 K res Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 K res Y-M. 1/6:43
P15 K res Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 M Ea Cp-486:06(5)r
P15 M Ea Cp-488:08r
P15 M Ea Ojc-181:25r
P15 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:76r
P15 M ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74r
P15 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68r
P15 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 M F Ojc-181:25v
P15 M F Ob-Mus.c48:76r
P15 M F Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 M F Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68r
P15 M F Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:153r
P15 M FF(added)s Cp-488:08r
P15 M FFs Cp-486:06(5)r
P15 M FFs Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M FFs Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 M hath Rd Cp-488:08r
P15 M Hath Rd Ojc-181:24v
P15 M hath Rd Cp-489:100(2)v
P15 M hath Rd Cp-490:P4(3)v
P15 M hath rd Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 M hath rd Ob-Mus.c48:76r
P15 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74r
P15 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68v
P15 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86r
P15 M hath Rt(del) Rd Cp-486:06(5)r
P15 M heart Lbl-Harl.7337:152v
P15 M Hmd Lbl-Harl .7337:152r
P15 M Hmn Cp-486:06(5)r
P15 M Hmn Cp-488:08r
P15 M Hmn Ojc-181:24v
P15 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:76r
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P15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74r
P15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68v
P15 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86r
P15 M Imn Cp-486:06(5)r
P15 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:152v
P15 M Ims Ojc-181:25r
P15 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:76r
P15 M Ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:74r
P15 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68v
P15 M Ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:86r
P15 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:152r
P15 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:47
P15 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M T(added)hs Cp-486:06(5)v
P15 M T(added)hs Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 M Tbs Lbl-Harl.7337:153r
P15 M Ths Cp-488:08r
P15 M Ths Ojc-181:25v
P15 M Ths Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 M Ths Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 M Ths Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68r
P15 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:153v
P15 N AP Cp-486:06(5)v
P15 N AP Cp-488:08v
P15 N AP Ojc-181:26r
P15 N AP Cp-489:lOlr
P15 N AP Cp-490:P4(4)r
P15 N AP Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 N AP Y-M. 1/3:48
P15 N AP Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 N AP Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:76v
P15 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:67v
P15 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:153v
P15 N standard Cp-486:06(5)v
P15 N standard Cp-488:08v
P15 N standard Ojc-181:26r
P15 N standard Cp-489: lOlr
P15 N standard Cp-490:P4(4)r
P15 N standard Y-M. 1/2:50-51
P15 N standard Y-M. 1/3:48
P15 N standard Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 N standard Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:76v
P15 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:67v
P15 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:145r
P15 T Fo Cp-486:06(2)v
P15 T Fo Cp-488:05r
P15 T Fo Ojc-181:18v
P15 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:39
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P15 T HQjc-181:20r
P15 T H Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T HGC Ojc-181:19r
P15 T HGC Cp-488:06r
P15 T HGC Cp-489:99v
P15 T HGC Cp-490:P4v
P15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:48
P15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:45
P15 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T Inc Lbl-Harl.7337:146v
P15 T Inc Cp-486:06(3)r
P15 T Inc Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T Ing Cp-488:06r
P15 T Kl Lbl-Harl.7337:144v
P15 T Kl Cp-486:06(2)v
P15 T Kl Cp-488:05v
P15 T Kl Ojc-181:18r
P15 T Kl Cp-489:99v
P15 T Kl Cp-490:P4v
P15 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:48
P15 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:45
P15 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:145v
P15 T K2 Cp-486:06(2)v
P15 T K2 Cp-488:06r
P15 T K2 0jc-181:19r
P15 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T oe Lbl-Harl.7337:146r
P15 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T Req Lbl-Harl.7337:144v
P15 T Req Cp-486:06(2)v
P15 T Req Cp-488:05v
P15 T Req Ojc-181:18r
P15 T Req Cp-489:99v
P15 T Req Cp-490:P4v
P15 T Req Y-M. 1/2:48
P15 T Req Y-M. 1/3:45
P15 T Req Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T Req Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:146r
P15 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:48
P15 T So Cp-489:99v
P15 T So Cp-490:P4v
P15 T So Y-M. 1/3:46
P15 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:145v
P15 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:42
P15 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:39
P15 T Ty Cp-486: 06(3)r
P15 T Ty Ojc-181:19r
P15 T Ty HGC Cp-486:06(3)r
P15 V Hs Lbl-Harl.7337:143r
P15 V Hs Cp-486:06(2)r
P15 V Hs Cp-488:05r
P15 V Hs Ojc-181:16v
P15 V Oc Lbl-Harl.7337:142v
P15 V Oc Cp-486:06(2)r
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P15 V Oc Cp-488:05r
P15 V Oc Ojc-181:16v
P15 V Oc Cp-489:99r
P15 V Oc Cp-490:P4r
P15 V Sv Lbl-Harl.7337:142v
P15 V Sv Cp-486:06(2)r
P15 V Sv Cp-488:05r
P15 V Sv Ojc-181:16v
P15 X B is Lbl-Harl.7337:149v
P15 X B is Cp-486:06(4)r
P15 X B is Cp-488:07r
P15 X B is Ojc-181:22r
P15 X B is Cp-489:lOOv
P15 X B is Cp-490:P4(2)v
P15 X B is Y-M. 1/2:49
P15 X Bis Y-M. 1/3:46
P15 X B is Y-M. 1/6:43
P15 X Bis Y-M. 1/8:40
P15 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:153r
P15 X M is Cp-488:08r
P15 X M is Ojc-181:25v
P15 X M is Cp-489: lOlr
P15 X M is Cp-486:06(5)v
P15 X M is Cp-490:P4(4)r
P15 X M is Y-M. 1/2:50
P15 X M is Y-M. 1/3:48
P15 X M is Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 X M is Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:76r
P15 X M is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 X M is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:68r
P15 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 X N and Ojc-181:26v
P15 X Nand Y-M. 1/2:51
P15 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:154r
P15 X N is Cp-489: lOlr
P15 X N is Cp-490:P4(4)r
P15 X N is Y-M. 1/3:48
P15 X N is Y-M. 1/6:44
P15 X N is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:67v
P15 X N is(mel) Cp-488:08v
P15 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/8:41
P15 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:76v
P15 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23 verso:73v
P15 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.e25 verso:85v
P15 X N is(melis) Cp-486:06(5)v
P15 X V is Lbl-Harl.7337:144r
P15 X V is Cp-486:06(2)v
P15 X V is Cp-488:05v
P15 X V is Ojc-181:18r
P15 X V is Cp-489:99r
P15 X V is Cp-490:P4v
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Robert Ramsey Te Deum
ROX T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:66r
ROX T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:66v
ROX T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:66r
ROX T k2 Lbl-Add.29289:66r
ROX T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:66v
ROX T Req Lbl-Add.29289:66r
ROX T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:66v
Robert Ramsey Whole Service
ROI C 1552 Cp-475:150r
ROI C 1552 Cp-476:159(2)r
ROI C B3Cp-476:159(2)r
ROI C B3 Cp-475:150r
ROI C C3Cp-476:159(2)r
ROI C Godof Gods, Cp-478:152v
ROI C Light of Lightss Cp-478:152v
ROI C R Cp-478:152v
ROI C Req Cp-475:150r
ROI C Req Cp-476:159(2)r
ROI C Req Cp-478:152v
ROI C S3 Cp-475:150r
ROI C S3 ? Cp-476:159(2)r
ROI Gs Cp-476:158(2)v
ROI Gs Cp-475:149v
ROI K res Cp-475:149v
ROI K res Cp-476:158(2)v
ROI K res Cp-478:152v
ROI M FFs Cp-476:160r
ROI M Hmn Cp-476:160r
ROI M Rt Cp-478:152v
ROI N standard Cp-475:150r
ROI N standard Cp-476:160v
ROI T HGC Cp-475:148v
ROI T Kl Cp-475:148v
ROI T Kl Cp-476:157(2)v
ROI T Req Cp-475:148v
ROI T Req Cp-476:157(2)v
ROI T Req Cp-478:152v
ROI T Tn Cp-475:148v
ROI T Tn Cp-476:157(2)v
ROI T Tn Cp-478:152v
ROI X J and Cp-478:152v
ROI X Mand Cp-478:152v
ROI X M and Cp-475:151r
ROI X M and Cp-476:160r
ROI X N and Cp-475:150r
ROI X N and Cp-476:160v
ROI X N and Cp-478:152v
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William Randall Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
R03 M ea DRc-C 18:42 
R03 N Ftl, tl x3 DRc-Cl8:42 
R03 N standard 2nd DRc-C18:42 
R03 X M is DRc-C 18:42 
R03 X N is DRc-C 18:43
Read Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis to Mundy
R04 M Ea DRc-C12v:67
R04 M Ea DRc-El la:372
R04 M FFs DRc-C8:265
R04 M FFs DRc-C 13:46
R04 M hath rd DRc-C8:263
R04 M hath Rd DRc-C12v:66
R04 M hath rd DRc-C13:45
R04 M hath rd DRc-El la:372
R04 M Hmn DRc-C12v:67
R04 M Hmn DRc-El la:372
R04 M Ims DRc-C8:264
R04 M ims DRc-C 13:46
R04 N AP DRc-C 12v:68
R04 N AP DRc-El la:374
R04 N standard 2nd DRc-C8:266
R04 N standard 2nd DRc-C 13:47
R04 N standard DRc-C 12v:68
R04 N standard DRc-El la:374
R04 X M is DRc-C 12v:67
R04 X M is DRc-El la:373
R04 X N is DRc-C 12v:68
R04 X N is DRc-El la:374
Benjamin Rogers Whole Service in D sol re
R05 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 C B3 Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 c B3 Ob-Mus.e24:18r
R05 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 c C3 Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 c C3 Ob-Mus.e24:18r
R05 c G3 Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 c G3 Ob-Mus.c48:82r
R05 c G3 Ob-Mus.c48:99v
R05 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:12v
R05 c G3 Ob-Mus.e24:18v
R05 c G3 Ob-Mus.e25:17v
R05 c Js Ob-Mus.c48:81v
R05 c Js Ob-Mus.c48:99r
R05 c Js Ob-Mus.e23:llv
R05 c Js Ob-Mus.e24:17v
R05 c Js Ob-Mus.e25:16v
R05 c Ju Y-M. 1/2:31
R05 c Ju Y-M. 1/3:30
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R05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:82r
R05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:99v
R05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23:12v
R05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:18r
R05 C 1552no Ob-Mus. e25:17r
R05 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 C Pt2 Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 C R Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 C Req Y-M. 1/2:31
R05 C Req Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 C Req Y-M. 1/6:24
R05 C Req Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:81v
R05 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:99r
R05 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:llv
R05 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:17v
R05 C Req Ob-Mus.e25:16v
R05 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 c S2 Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 c S3 Ob-Mus. e24:18r
R05 c Sa Ob-Mus.c48:99r
R05 c So Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 c So Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 c So Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 c So Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 c So Ob-Mus.c48:81v
R05 c So Ob-Mus.e23:12r
R05 c So Ob-Mus.e24:18r
R05 c So Ob-Mus.e25:17r
R05 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:82r
R05 c W3 Ob-Mus.c48:99v
R05 c W3 Ob-Mus.e23:12v
R05 c W3 Ob-Mus.e24:18v
R05 c W3 Ob-Mus.e25:17v
R05 Gs Ob-Mus.c48:98v
R05 Gs (also B04, T05) Ob-Mus.c48:81v
R05 K res Y-M. 1/2:31
R05 K res Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 K res Y-M. 1/6:24
R05 K res Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 K res Ob-Mus.c48:81v
R05 K res Ob-Mus.c48:98v
R05 K res Ob-Mus.e23:11 v
R05 K res Ob-Mus.e24:17v
R05 K res Ob-Mus.e25:16v
R05 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:75r
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77r
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:71r
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:80v
R05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88v
R05 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:32
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R05 M FFs Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 M FFs Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 M FFs Ob-Mus.c48:75r
R05 M Ffs Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77r
R05 M FFs Ob-Mus.e24 verso:71r
R05 M FFs Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88v
R05 M Hmd Ob-Mus.c48:74v
R05 M Hmd Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77v
R05 M Hmd Ob-Mus.e24 verso:71v
R05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:8Ir
R05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89r
R05 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:74v
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:91
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77v
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:71v
R05 M Ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89r
R05 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:32
R05 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:25
R05 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:74v
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus. c48:99v
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:91
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77v
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:7lv
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:81r
R05 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89r
R05 N AP Y-M. 1/6:26
R05 N AP Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:100v
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:75v
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:90
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:76v
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:80r
R05 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88r
R05 N standard Y-M. 1/2:33
R05 N standard Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 N standard Y-M. 1/6:26
R05 N standard Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.c48 : lOOv
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:75v
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:90
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:76v
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:71r
R05 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88r
R05 S 1552 Ob-Mus.c48:8Ir
R05 S full of the majesty Ob-Mus.e23: H r
R05 s HEis full of the majesty Ob-Mus.e25:16r
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R05 S HEis full of the majesty Ob-Mus.e24:17r
R05 T didst overcome Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:9r
R05 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:14v
R05 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:13v
R05 T HEis Ob-Mus.e24:14v
R05 T HEis Ob-Mus.e25:13v
R05 T H Ob-Mus.c48:98r
R05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:23
R05 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Hgc Ob-Mus. e23: 9v
R05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:15r
R05 T Hgc Ob-Mus. e25:14r
R05 T Inc Y-M. 1/6:23
R05 T Inc Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T Inc Ob-Mus.c48:80v
R05 T Inc Ob-Mus.e23:9v
R05 T Inc Ob-Mus.e24:15v
R05 T Inc Ob-Mus.e25:14v
R05 T Int Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:23
R05 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:79v
R05 T Kl Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Kl Ob-Mus.e24:14v
R05 T Kl Ob-Mus.e25:13v
R05 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:23
R05 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:9v
R05 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24:15r
R05 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:14r
R05 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Oe Ob-Mus.e23:9v
R05 T Req Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T Req Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T Req Y-M. 1/6:23
R05 T Req Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:79v
R05 T Req Ob-Mus. e23: 9r
R05 T Req Ob-Mus.e24:14v
R05 T Req Ob-Mus.e25:13v
R05 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T Sa Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T Sa Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23:9v
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R05 T Sa Ob-Mus.e24:15v
R05 T Sa Ob-Mus.e25:14v
R05 T So Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:30
R05 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:29
R05 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:80r
R05 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:97v
R05 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:9v
R05 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:15r
R05 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:14r
R05 X J and Ob-Mus.c48:98v
R05 X land  Y-M. 1/3:30
R05 X J and Ob-Mus.c48:8Ir
R05 X J and Ob-Mus.e23:llr
R05 X J and Ob-Mus.e24:17r
R05 X J and Ob-Mus.e25:16r
R05 X J is Y-M. 1/6:24
R05 X J is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:31
R05 X J is(mel) Y-M. 1/8:25
R05 X M is Y-M. 1/2:33
R05 X M is Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 X M is Y-M. 1/6:26
R05 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:80v
R05 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:75r
R05 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:90
R05 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23 verso:77r
R05 X M is(mel) Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88v
R05 X N is Y-M. 1/2:33
R05 X N is Y-M. 1/6:26
R05 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:100r
R05 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:100v
R05 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:80r
R05 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:88r
R05 X N is Ob- Mus.e24 verso:503v:71r
R05 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:31
R05 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/8:26
R05 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.c48:75v
R05 X N is(mel) Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:90
Benjamin Rogers Service in small e la mi
R06 C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 c 1552 Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 c 1552 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 c B3 Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 c B3 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 c B3 Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 c C3 Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 c C3 Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 c G3 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 c G3 Ob-Mus.e23:19v
R06 c G3 Ob-Mus.e25:24v
R06 c G3 Ob-Mus.e22:31v
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R06 C Js Ob-Mus.e23:19r
R06 C Js Ob-Mus.e24:25r
R06 C Js Ob-Mus.e25:24r
R06 C Js Ob-Mus.e22:31r
R06 C Ju Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:25r
R06 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e25:24v
R06 C 1552noOb-Mus.e22:31v
R06 C Pc Y-M. 1/2:70 
R06 C Pc Y-M. 1/6:62 
R06 C Pc Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 C R Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 C R Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 C Req Y-M. 1/2:70 
R06 C Req Y-M. 1/3:61 
R06 C Req Y-M. 1/6:62 
R06 C Req Ob-Mus.e23:19r 
R06 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:25r 
R06 C Req Ob-Mus.e25:24r 
R06 C Req Ob-Mus.e22:31r 
R06 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 C S2 Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 C Sa Ob-Mus.e23:19v
R06 C Sa Ob-Mus.e24:25r
R06 C Sa Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 C So Ob-Mus.e25:24v
R06 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 C W3 Ob-Mus.e23:19v
R06 C W3 Ob-Mus.e25:24v
R06 C W3 Ob-Mus.e22:31v
R06 Gs Ob-Mus.e24:24v
R06 Gs Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 Gs Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 Gs Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 Gs Ob-Mus.e23:18v
R06 Gs Ob-Mus. e25:24r
R06 Gs Ob-Mus. e22:3 Ir
R06 K res Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 K res Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 K res Ob-Mus.e23:18v
R06 K res Ob-Mus.e24:24v
R06 K res Ob-Mus.e25:24r
R06 K res Ob-Mus.e22:30v
R06 K res rep Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7338:11 Iv
R06 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23:63v
R06 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:63r
R06 M ea Ob-Mus.e22:33r
R06 M FF Lbl-Harl.7338:lllv
R06 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 M FFs Ob-Mus.e23:64r
R06 M Hmd Lbl-Harl.7338:1 lOv
R06 M Hmd Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 M Hmd Ob-Mus.e24 verso:63v
R06 M Hmd/n? Y-M. 1/2:71
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R06 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23:63v
R06 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e22:32v
R06 M ims Lbl-HarL7338:lllr
R06 M ims Ob-Mus.e22:32v
R06 M Rt Lbl-Harl.7338:110v
R06 M Rt Ob-Mus.e23:63v
R06 M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:63v
R06 M Rt Ob-Mus.e22:32r
R06 N AP Lbl-Harl.7338:112r
R06 N AP Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 N AP Y-M. 1/3:62
R06 N AP Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 N AP Ob-Mus. e23:64v
R06 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:62v
R06 N AP Ob-Mus.e22:33v
R06 N standard Lbl-Harl.7338:112r
R06 N standard Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 N standard Ob-Mus. e23:64v
R06 S 1552 Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 S 1552 Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 s 1552 Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 s 1552 Ob-Mus.e23:18v
R06 s 1552 Ob-Mus.e22:30v
R06 s full of the majesty Ob-Mus.e24:24v
R06 s full of the majesty Ob-Mus.e25:24r
R06 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7338:107r
R06 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:69
R06 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:60
R06 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 T Fo Ob-Mus.e23:17r
R06 T Fo Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T Fo Ob-Mus. e25:22v
R06 T Fo Ob-Mus.e22:28v
R06 T H Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 T H Ob-Mus.e22:29v
R06 T Htc(mel) Ob-Mus.e25:23r
R06 T Hgc Lbl-Harl.7338:107v
R06 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:69
R06 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:60
R06 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e23:17r
R06 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e25:22v
R06 T Hgc Ob-Mus.e22:29r
R06 T Htc Ob-Mus.e23:17v
R06 T lug Lbl-Harl.7338: lO8v
R06 T Int Y-M. 1/3:60
R06 T Int Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 T Int Ob-Mus. e23:16v
R06 T Int Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T Int Ob-Mus.e25:22v
R06 T Int Ob-Mus.e22:28v
R06 T K1 Lbl-Harl.7338:106v
R06 T kl Y-M. 1/3:60
R06 T K1 Ob-Mus. e23:16v
R06 T Kl Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T Kl Ob-Mus.e25:22v
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R06 T Kl Ob-Mus.e22:28v
R06 T K2 (ac del) Ob-Mus.e22:29r
R06 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7338:107r
R06 T K2 Ob-Mus.e23:17r
R06 T K2 Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:22v
R06 T Nf(added)e Ob-Mus.e25:23r
R06 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7338:107v
R06 T Oe Ob-Mus.e22:29r
R06 T Req Lbl-Harl.7338:106v
R06 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7338:108r
R06 T Sa Ob-Mus.e23:17r
R06 T Sa Ob-Mus.e25:23r
R06 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7338:107v
R06 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:69
R06 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:60
R06 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 T Tn Ob-Mus.e23:17r
R06 T Tn Ob-Mus.e24:23r
R06 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:22v
R06 T Tn Ob-Mus.e22:29r
R06 X J and Y-M. 1/2:70
R06 X J is Lbl-Harl.7338:HOr
R06 X J is Y-M. 1/6:61
R06 X J is Ob-Mus.e22:30v
R06 X J is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:61
R06 X J is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23:18r
R06 X J is(mel) Ob-Mus.e24:24r
R06 X J is(mel) Ob-Mus.e25:23v
R06 X M is Lbl-Harl.7338:112r
R06 X M is Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 X M is Y-M. 1/3:62
R06 X M is Y-M. 1/6:62
R06 X M is Ob-Mus.e23:64r
R06 X M is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:63r
R06 X M is Ob-Mus.e22:33r
R06 X N is Lbl-Harl.7338:112r
R06 X N is Y-M. 1/2:71
R06 X N is Y-M. 1/3:62
R06 X N is Y-M. 1/6:63
R06 X N is Ob-Mus.e23:64v
R06 X N is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:62v
R06 X N is Ob-Mus.e22:33v
Benjamin Rogers Whole Service for Verses in Gam ut
R08 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 C G3 Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 C Ju Y-M. 1/2:61
R08 C Ju Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:50
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R08 C Pc Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 c R Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 c Req Y-M. 1/2:61
R08 c Req Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 c Req Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 c Req Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 c S2 Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 c Sa Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 c So Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 c So Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 c So Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 c W3 Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 Gs Y-M. 1/2:61
R08 Gs Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 Gs Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 Gs Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 K res Y-M. 1/2:61
R08 K res Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 K res Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 K res Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:101r
R08 M EEs Ob-Mus.c48:101r
R08 M Fs Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 M Ths Ob-Mus.c48:101r
R08 N AP Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 N AP Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 N AP Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 N AP Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:101r
R08 N standard Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 N standard Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 N standard Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 N standard Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:101v
R08 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T H Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T H Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 T H Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 T Kl Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T Kl Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T Kl Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T Kl Y-M. 1/8:48
R08 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T Req Y-M. 1/2:60
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R08 T Req Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T Req Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 T Req Y-M. 1/8:48
R08 T Sa Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:60
R08 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:52
R08 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 X land  Y-M. 1/2:61
R08 X J is Y-M. 1/3:53
R08 X J is Y-M. 1/6:53
R08 X J is Y-M. 1/8:49
R08 X J is(mel) Ob-Mus.e23:68v
R08 X M and Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 X M is Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 X M is Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 X M is Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:101r
R08 X N is Y-M. 1/2:62
R08 X N is Y-M. 1/3:54
R08 X N is Y-M. 1/6:54
R08 X N is Y-M. 1/8:50
R08 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:101 v
Benjamin Rogers Evening Service
R09 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:94 
R09 M F(s) Y-M. 1/6:137 
R09 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 M FF(s) Y-M. 1/3:94 
R09 M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:136 
R09 M Hmd Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 M Hmd Y-M.l/3:94 
R09 N AP Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 N AP Y-M. 1/3:94 
R09 N AP Y-M. 1/6:137 
R09 N standard Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 N standard Y-M. 1/3:94 
R09 N standard Y-M. 1/6:137 
R09 X M is Y-M.1/3:94 
R09 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/2:123 
R09 X M is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:137 
R09 X N and Y-M. 1/6:137 
R09 X N is(me) Y-M.1/2:123 
R09 X Nis(mel) Y-M. 1/3:94
John Sheppard Te Deum
S02 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:75r
S02 T H Lbl-Add.29289:75v
S02 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:74v
S02 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:75r
S02 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:75v
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S02 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:74v 
S02 T So Lbl-Add.29289:75v 
S02 T Tn Lbl-Add.29289:75r
John Sheppard Short Kyrie, Creed and Offertory
S04 C B3 Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:36v
S04 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:36v
S04 C Pt3 Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 C R Lbl-Add.29289:36v
S04 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 C S2 Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:36v
S04 K res(rep) Lbl-Add.29289:36r
S04 Off 1552 ? BCP Lbl-Add.29289:36v
S04 Gs Lbl-Add.29289:35v
John Sheppard Second Creed
S05 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:100v 
S05 C R Lbl-Add.29289:100r 
S05 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:10Qr 
S05 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:100r 
S05 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:100v
John Sheppard Third Creed
S06 C 1549 Lbl-Add.29289:101r 
S06 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:101r 
S06 C Req Lbl-Add.29289: lOOv 
S06 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289: lOlr 
S06 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289: lOlr
John Sheppard First Service
S07 B Ah Lcm-1048:140r
S07 B Fis Lcm-1048:139v
S07 B Fis Lcm-1051:154v
S07 B F2 Lbl-Add.29289:27r 
S07 B F2Lcm-1048:140r
S07 B F2Lcm-1051:154V
S07 B F2 Y-M. 13/1:77
S07 B F2 Y-M. 13/2:497:76
S07 B F2 Y-M. 13/5:74
S07 B F2 Y-M. 13/4:70
S07 B F2sLcm-1046:163r
S07 B FF2sLcm-l047:154r
S07 B Ht Lcm-1046:163r
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S07 B Ht Lcm-1047:154r
S07 B Ht Lcm-1051:154v
S07 B Ht Y-M. 13/1:76
S07 B Ht Y-M. 13/2:76
S07 B Ht Y-M. 13/5:74
S07 B Ht Y-M. 13/4:70
S07 B Hv Lbl-Add.29289:27r
S07 B Hv Lcm-1048:139v
S07 B Lh Lcm-1048:139v
S07 B Lh for Lcm-1051:154v
S07 C Apostles Y-M. 13/2:78
S07 C Apostles Y-M. 13/5:76
S07 C Apostles Y-M. 13/4:72
S07 C Apostles MD Y-M. 13/1:78
S07 C Req Y-M. 13/1:78
S07 C Req Y-M. 13/2:78
S07 C Req Y-M. 13/4:72
S07 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:28v
S07 M Ea Lcm-1046:164v
S07 M Ea Lem-1047:155r
S07 M Ea Lem-1048:14Ir
S07 M Ea Lcm-1051:156r
S07 M Ea Y-M. 13/1:81
S07 M Ea Y-M. 13/2:81
S07 M Ea Y-M. 13/5:79
S07 M Ea Y-M. 13/4:75
S07 M EEs Lem-1048:14Ir
S07 M Fs Lcm-1051:156r
S07 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:28r
S07 M Hmn Lem-1046:164r
S07 M Hmn Lem-1047:155r
S07 M Hmn Lcm-1051:155v
S07 M Hmn Y-M. 13/1:80
S07 M Hmn Y-M. 13/2:80
S07 M Hmn Y-M. 13/5:78
S07 M Hmn Y-M. 13/4:74
S07 M Ims Lcm-1048:141r
S07 M Ims Lcm-1051:156r
S07 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:28r
S07 M Rt Lcm-1046:164r
S07 M Rt Lcm-1047:154v
S07 M Rt Lcm-1048:140v
S07 M Rt Lcm-1051:155v
S07 M Rt Y-M. 13/1:80
S07 M Rt Y-M. 13/2:79
S07 M Rt Y-M. 13/5:78
S07 M Rt Y-M. 13/4:74
S07 M Ths Lcm-1051:156r
S07 N AP Lcm-1048:141v
S07 N AP Lcm-1051:156v
S07 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:29r
S07 N standard 155v-156r
S07 N standard Lcm-1046:165r
S07 N standard Lem-1048:14Iv
S07 N standard Lem-1051:156v
S07 N standard Y-M. 13/1:83
S07 N standard Y-M. 13/2:82
S07 N standard Y-M. 13/5:80
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S07 N standard Y-M. 13/4:76
S07 T Fo Lem-1048:138v
S07 T H Lcm-1048:139r
S07 T H Lcm-1051:154r
S07 T Hgc Lem-1048:138v
S07 T Hgc Lcm-1051:153v
S07 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:25r
S07 T Kl Lcm-1046:161v
S07 T Kl Lcm-1047:152r
S07 T Kl Lcm-1048:138r
S07 T Kl Y-M. 13/1:73
S07 T Kl Y-M. 13/2:72
S07 T Kl Y-M. 13/5:70
S07 T Kl Y-M. 13/4:66
S07 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:25v
S07 T K2 Lcm-1046:161v
S07 T K2 Lcm-1047:152v
S07 T K2Lcm-1048:138v
S07 T K2 Y-M. 13/1:74
S07 T K2 Y-M. 13/2:73
S07 T K2 Y-M. 13/5:71
S07 T K2 Y-M. 13/4:67
S07 T Nfe Lcm-1048:139r
S07 T Nfe Lcm-1051:154r
S07 T Nfe Lbl-Add.29289:26v
S07 T Nfe Lcm-1046:162v
S07 T Nfe Lcm-1047:153v
S07 T Nfe Y-M. 13/2:75
S07 T Nfe Y-M. 13/1:76
S07 T Nfe Y-M. 13/5:73
S07 T Nfe Y-M. 13/4:69
S07 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:26r
S07 T Oe Lem-1047:153r
S07 T Oe Y-M. 13/1:74
S07 T Oe Y-M. 13/2:73
S07 T Oe Y-M. 13/5:72
S07 T Oe Y-M. 13/4:68
S07 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:25r
S07 T Req Lcm-1046:161v
S07 T Req Lcm-1047:152r
S07 T Req Lcm-1048:138r
S07 T Req Lcm-1051:153r
S07 T Req Y-M. 13/1:73
S07 T Req Y-M. 13/2:72
S07 T Req Y-M. 13/5:70
S07 T Req Y-M. 13/4:66
S07 T So Lbl-Add.29289:26r
S07 T So Lem-1046:162r
S07 T So Lcm-1047:153r
S07 T So Y-M. 13/1:75
S07 T So Y-M. 13/2:74
S07 T So Y-M. 13/5:72
S07 T So Y-M. 13/4:68
S07 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:25v
S07 T Ty Lem-1046:162r
S07 T Ty Y-M. 13/1:74
S07 T Ty Y-M. 13/2:73
S07 T Ty Y-M. 13/5:71
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S07 T Ty Y-M. 13/4:67
S07 V C Y-M. 13/1:71
S07 V C Y-M. 13/2:70
S07 V C Y-M. 13/5:68
S07 V C Y-M. 13/4:64
S07 V Hs Lcm-1048:137v
S07 V Hs Lcm-1051:152v
S07 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:24r
S07 V Oc Lem-1046:160v
S07 V Oc Lcm-1047:15Iv
S07 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:24r
S07 V Sv Lem-1046:160v
S07 V Sv Lcm-1047:15Iv
S07 V Sv Y-M. 13/1:71
S07 V Sv Y-M. 13/2:70
S07 V Sv Y-M. 13/4:64
S07 V that generation Y-M. 13/1:72
S07 V that generation Y-M. 13/5:69
S07 X B and Lbl-Add.29289:28r
S07 X B and Lcm-1046:163v
S07 X B and Lcm-1047:154v
S07 X B and Lcm-1048:140v
S07 X B and Lcm-1051:155v
S07 X Band Y-M. 13/1:78
S07 X B and Y-M. 13/2:77
S07 X Band Y-M. 13/5:75
S07 X Band Y-M. 13/4:71
S07 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:29r
S07 X M and Lcm-1046:164v
S07 X M and Lcm-1047:155v
S07 X M and Lcm-1048:141v
S07 X M and Lcm-1051:156r
S07 X M and Y-M. 13/1:82
S07 X M and Y-M. 13/2:81
S07 X M and Y-M. 13/5:80
S07 X M and Y-M. 13/4:76
S07 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:29r
S07 X N and Lcm-1046:165r
S07 X N and Lcm-1047:156r
S07 X N and Lcm-1048:141v
S07 X N and Lcm-1051:156v
S07 X N and Y-M. 13/1:83
S07 X Nand Y-M. 13/5:81
S07 X N and Y-M. 13/4:77
S07 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:25r
S07 X V and Lcm-1046:161r
S07 X V and Lcm-1047:152r
S07 X V and Lcm-1048:138r
S07 X V and Lcm-1051:152v
S07 X V and Y-M. 13/1:73
S07 X Vand Y-M. 13/2:71
S07 X Vand Y-M. 13/5:70
S07 X V and Y-M. 13/4:66
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John Sheppard Second Service
S08 B Ah DRc-E5:67
S08 B Ah DRc-E8:68
S08 B Ah DRc-Ell:66
S08 B Ah DRc-Ella:155
S08 B FI DRc-E5:66
S08 B FIs Lbl-Add.29289:32v
S08 B FIs Y-M. 13/1:63
S08 B FIs Y-M. 13/2:62
S08 B FIs Y-M. 13/5:60
S08 B FIs Y-M. 13/4:57
S08 B FIs DRc-C13:220
S08 B FIs DRc-E6:67
S08 B FIs DRc-E8:67
S08 B FIs DRc-E9:65
S08 B FIs DRc-El 1:66
S08 B FIs DRc-Ella:153
S08 B F2 Lbl-Add.29289:33r
S08 B F2 DRc-E5:66
S08 B F2 DRc-E6:67
S08 B F2 DRc-E8:67
S08 B F2 DRc-El l:67
S08 B F2 DRc-El la: Î53
S08 B F2s Y-M. 13/1:63
S08 B F2s Y-M. 13/2:62
S08 B F2s Y-M. 13/5:60
S08 B F2s Y-M. 13/4:57
S08 B F2s DRc-Cl3:220
S08 B F2s DRc-E9:65
S08 B Ht Lbl-Add.29289:32v
S08 B Ht Y-M. 13/1:62
S08 B Ht Y-M. 13/2:61
S08 B Ht Y-M. 13/5:59
S08 B Ht Y-M. 13/4:56
S08 B Ht DRc-El 1:66
S08 B Hv DRc-C13:219
S08 B Hv DRc-E5:65
S08 B Hv DRc-E6:66
S08 B Hv DRc-E8:66
S08 B Hv DRc-E9:64
S08 B Hv DRc-El la: 153
S08 B Lh DRc-E5:65
S08 B Lh unto vs DRc-El 1:66
S08 B Lh unto vs DRc-El la: 152
S08 B Lh unto vs DRc-E8:66
S08 C Sa Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C B3 Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C B3 DRc-E5:116
S08 C B3 DRc-E6:109
S08 C B3DRc-E8:116
S08 C B3 DRc-El la:291
S08 C B3? Y-M. 13/1:66
S08 C C3 Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C C3 Y-M. 13/1:66
S08 C C3 DRc-E5:115
S08 C C3 DRc-E6:109
S08 C C3 DRc-E8:116
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S08 C C3 DRc-El la:291
S08 C 1549 DRc-E5:116
S08 C 1549 DRc-E6:109
S08 C 1549 Y-M. 13/1:67
S08 C 1549 Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C 1549 Y-M. 13/5:64
S08 C 1549 Y-M. 13/4:60
S08 C 1549 DRc-E9:107
S08 C 1549 DRc-El 1:121
S08 C 1549 DRc-El la:292
S08 C G3 DRc-E8:117
S08 C G3 DRc-El 1:121
S08 C G3 DRc-El la:292
S08 C Ju Y-M. 13/1:65
S08 C Ju Y-M. 13/2:64
S08 C Ju Y-M. 13/5:62
S08 C Ju Y-M. 13/4:59
S08 C Ju DRc-C13:224
S08 C Ju DRc-E6:108
S08 C Ju DRc-E9:106
S08 C Pc Y-M. 13/1:66
S08 C Pc Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C Pc DRc-E5:116
S08 C Pc DRc-E6:109
S08 C Pc DRc-E8:116
S08 C Pc DRc-El la:291
S08 C R Y-M. 13/1:66
S08 C R Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C R Y-M. 13/5:63
S08 C R DRc-C 13:224
S08 C R DRc-E5:116
S08 C R DRc-E6:109
S08 C R DRc-E8:117
S08 C RDRc-E9:106
S08 C R DRc-El 1:120
S08 C R DRc-El la:291
S08 C Req Y-M. 13/1:65
S08 C Req Y-M. 13/2:64
S08 C Req Y-M. 13/5:62
S08 C Req Y-M. 13/4:59
S08 C Req DRc-C13:224
S08 C Req DRc-E5:115
S08 C Req DRc-E6:lO8
S08 C Req DRc-E8:116
S08 C Req DRc-E9:106
S08 C Req DRc-El 1:119
S08 C Req DRc-El la:290
S08 C S2 DRc-E5:116
S08 C S2 DRc-El la:291
S08 C S2? Y-M. 13/1:66
S08 C S3 Y-M. 13/2:65
S08 C S3 DRc-E6:109
S08 C S3 DRc-E8:116
S08 C Sa Y-M. 13/1:67
S08 C Sa Y-M. 13/5:63
S08 C Sa Y-M. 13/4:59
S08 C Sa DRc-C 13:224
S08 C Sa DRc-E5:116
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SOS c Sa DRc-E8:117
SOS c Sa DRc-E9:106
SOS c Sa DRc-El 1:120
SOS c So DRc-E6:109
SOS c W3 DRc-E8:117
SOS c W3 DRc-El 1:121
SOS c W3 DRc-El la:292
SOS K res BIS DRc-E5:114
SOS M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:34v
SOS M Ea Y-M. 13/1:69
SOS M Ea Y-M. 13/2:68
SOS M Ea Y-M. 13/5:66
SOS M Ea Y-M. 13/4:62
SOS M ea DRc-C13:227
SOS M Ea DRc-E5:138
SOS M Ea DRc-E6:134
SOS M ea DRc-E8:141
SOS M Ea DRc-El 1:142
SOS M Ea DRc-El la:421
SOS M FFs DRc-C13:227
SOS M FFs DRc-E9:133
SOS M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:35r
SOS M Fs Y-M. 13/1:69
SOS M Fs Y-M. 13/2:68
SOS M Fs Y-M. 13/5:66
SOS M Fs Y-M. 13/4:62
SOS M Fs DRc-E6:134
SOS M Hmn DRc-E5:137
SOS M Hmn DRc-E8:139
SOS M Hmn DRc-El 1:141
SOS M Hmn DRc-El la:420
SOS M ims Lbl-Add.29289:34v
SOS M Ims Y-M. 13/1:69
SOS M Ims Y-M. 13/2:67
SOS M Ims Y-M. 13/5:66
SOS M Ims Y-M. 13/4:62
SOS M ims DRc-C13:226
SOS M Ims DRc-E6:134
SOS M Ims DRc-E9:133
SOS M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:34r
SOS M Rt Y-M. 13/1:68
SOS M Rt Y-M. 13/2:66
SOS M Rt Y-M. 13/5:65
SOS M Rt Y-M. 13/4:61
SOS M Rt DRc-C 13:226
SOS M Rt DRc-E6:133
SOS M Rt DRc-E9:132
SOS N AP Lbl-Add.29289:35v
SOS N AP DRc-C 13:228
SOS N AP DRc-E6:135
SOS N AP DRc-E9:134
SOS N ATP Y-M. 13/4:63
SOS N standard Lbl-Add.29289:
SOS N standard Y-M. 13/1:70
SOS N standard Y-M. 13/2:69
SOS N standard Y-M. 13/4:63
SOS N standard DRc-C 13:228
SOS N standard DRc-E5 :139
S08 N standard DRc-E6:135-136
S08 N standard DRc-E8:142
S08 N standard DRc-E9:135
S08 N standard DRc-El 1:143
S08 N standard DRc-El la:423
S08 N TP Y-M. 13/1:70
S08 N TP Y-M. 13/2:69
S08 N TP Y-M. 13/5:67
S08 T beseech thee to keep DRc-E6:65
S08 T beseech thee to keep Y-M. 13/1:61-62
S08 T beseech thee to keep Y-M. 13/2:60
S08 T beseech thee to keep Y-M. 13/4:55
S08 T Fo DRc-C13:216
S08 T Fo DRc-E6:63
S08 T Fo DRc-E9:61
S08 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:31r
S08 T Fo thy majesty Y-M. 13/5:56
S08 T Fo Y-M. 13/2:58
S08 T Fo Y-M. 13/4:53
S08 T HG - pre DRc-E8:64
S08 T Hg - pre DRc-E5:63
S08 T H G -pre DRc-El la: 150
S08 T HG - pre C DRc-El 1:63
S08 T In Y-M. 13/5:58
S08 T Inc DRc-El la: 151
S08 T Ing DRc-E5:64
S08 T Ing DRc-E8:65
S08 T Ing DRc-El 1:64
S08 T Kl DRc-C13:216
S08 T Kl DRc-E5:62
S08 T Kl DRc-E6:63
S08 T Kl DRc-E8:63
S08 T Kl DRc-E9:61
S08 T Kl DRc-El 1:62
S08 T Kl DRc-El la: 149
S08 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:30v
S08 T Kl Y-M. 13/1:59
S08 T Kl Y-M. 13/2:58
S08 T Kl Y-M. 13/5:56
S08 T Kl Y-M. 13/4:53
S08 T K2 DRc-E5:62
S08 T K2 DRc-El 1:63
S08 T K2 DRc-C13:217
S08 T K2 DRc-E9:62
S08 T K2 DRc-El la: 149-150
S08 T K2 DRc-E6:64
S08 T K2 DRc-E8:64
S08 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:31r
S08 T K2 Y-M.13/l:60
S08 T K2 Y-M. 13/4:54
S08 T K2 Y-M. 13/5:57
S08 T K2 Y-M. 13/2:59
S08 T martyrs - pre DRc-E5:62
S08 T Nfe DRc-El 1:65
S08 T Nfe DRc-E9:63
S08 T Nfe DRc-E8:65
S08 T Nfe DRc-E5:64
S08 T Nfe DRc-E6:65
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S08 T Nfe Lbl-Add .29289:32r
S08 T Nfe Y-M. 13/2:60
S08 T Nfe Y-M. 13/5:59
S08 T Nfe Y-M. 13/4:55
S08 T Nfe Y-M. 13/1:61
S08 T Oe DRc-E5:63
S08 T Oe DRc-E8:64
S08 T Oe DRc-E9:62
S08 T Oe DRc-El 1:64
S08 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:31v
S08 T Oe Y-M. 13/1:60
S08 T Oe Y-M. 13/2:59
S08 T Oe Y-M. 13/4:54
S08 T Olg DRc-El 1:62
S08 T Olg DRc-El la: 149
S08 T Olg DRc-C13:216
S08 T Olg DRc-E8:63
S08 T Olg DRc-E9:61
S08 T Olg DRc-E6:63
S08 T Olg DRc-E5:62
S08 T Olg Lbl-Add.29289:31r
S08 T Olg Y-M. 13/5:56
S08 T Olg Y-M. 13/2:58
S08 T Olg Y-M. 13/4:53
S08 T on the right Y-M. 13/2:59
S08 T only son - pre Y-M. 13/1:60
S08 T only son - pre DRc-C13:217
S08 T only son - pre DRc-E6:64
S08 T only son - pre DRc-E9:62
S08 T only son - pre Y-M.13/5:57
S08 T only son - pre Y-M. 13/4:54
S08 T pre DRc-El 1:63
S08 T pre DRc-El la: 149
S08 T pre DRc-El 1:62
S08 T pre DRc-E8:63
S08 T pre DRc-E8:63
S08 T pre DRc-El la: 149
S08 T pre DRc-E5:62
S08 T pre Y-M. 13/2:59
S08 T Req DRc-C13:216
S08 T Req DRc-E5:62
S08 T Req DRc-E6:63
S08 T Req DRc-E8:63
S08 T Req DRc-E9:61
S08 T req DRc-El 1:62
S08 T Req DRc-El la: 149
S08 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:30v
S08 T Req Y-M. 13/1:59
S08 T Req Y-M. 13/2:58
S08 T Req Y-M.13/5:56
S08 T Req Y-M. 13/4:53
S08 T So DRc-C13:217
S08 T So DRc-E6:64
S08 T So DRc-E9:62
S08 T So Lbl-Add.29289:31v
S08 T So Y-M. 13/1:61
S08 T So Y-M. 13/5:58
S08 T So Y-M.13/4:54
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SOS T Tbf DRc-E5:62
SOS T Tbf DRc-El 1:63
SOS T Tbf DRc-C13:217
SOS T Tbf DRc-E9:62
SOS T Tbf DRc-El la: 149-150
SOS T Tbf DRc-E6:64
SOS T Tbf DRc-E8:64
SOS T Tbf Lbl-Add.29289:31r
SOS T Tbf Y-M. 13/4:54
SOS T Tbf Y-M. 13/5:57
SOS T Tbf Y-M. 13/2:59
SOS T Tbf Y-M. 13/1:60
SOS T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:3 Ir
SOS T Watf DRc-C 13:216
SOS T Watf DRc-E9:61
SOS T Watf Y-M. 13/4:53
SOS T Watf Y-M. 13/1:58
SOS T Watf Y-M. 13/2:58
SOS T Watf Y-M. 13/5:56
SOS V C Y-M. 13/1:57
SOS V C Y-M. 13/2:55
SOS V C Y-M. 13/5:54
SOS V C Y-M. 13/4:50
SOS V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:29v
SOS V Hs Y-M. 13/1:57
SOS V Hs Y-M. 13/2:56
SOS V Hs Y-M. 13/5:54
SOS V Hs Y-M. 13/4:51
SOS V Hs DRc-E5:60
SOS V Hs DRc-E8:61
SOS V Hs DRc-El 1:60
SOS V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:29v
SOS V Oc DRc-E5:60
SOS V Oc DRc-E8:61
SOS V Oc DRc-El 1:60
SOS V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:29v
SOS V Sv Y-M. 13/2:56
SOS V Sv Y-M. 13/4:51
SOS X B and Lbl-Add.29289:34r
SOS X Band Y-M. 13/1:65
SOS X B and Y-M. 13/2:63
SOS X B and Y-M. 13/5:62
SOS X B and Y-M. 13/4:58
SOS X B and DRc-C13:221
SOS X B and DRc-E5:68
SOS X B and DRc-E6:68
SOS X B and DRc-E8:69
SOS X B and DRc-E9:66
SOS X B and DRc-El 1:69
SOS X B and DRc-El la: 155
SOS X M and Lbl-Add.29289:35r
SOS X Mand Y-M. 13/1:69
SOS X M and Y-M. 13/2:68
SOS X M and Y-M. 13/5:67
SOS X M and Y-M. 13/4:62
SOS X M and DRc-C 13:227
SOS X M and DRc-E5:138
SOS X M and DRc-E6:135
S08 X M' andI DRc-E9:134
S08 X M: and1 DRc-El 1:142
S08 X M: andI DRc-El la:422
S08 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:35v
S08 X N and Y-M. 13/1:71
S08 X N and Y-M. 13/2:69
S08 X N and Y-M. 13/5:68
S08 X N and Y-M. 13/4:64
S08 X N and DRc-C13:229
S08 X N and DRc-E5:140
S08 X N and DRc-E6:136
S08 X N and DRc-E8:142
S08 X N and DRc-E9:135
S08 X N and DRc-El 1:144
S08 X N and DRc-El la:423
S08 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:30v
S08 X V and Y-M. 13/1:58
S08 X V and Y-M. 13/2:57
S08 X V and Y-M. 13/5:56
S08 X V and Y-M. 13/4:52
S08 X V and DRc-E5:61
S08 X V and DRc-E8:62
S08 X V and DRc-El 1:62
John Sheppard Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
S09 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:80r 
S09 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:79v 
S09 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:79v 
S09 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:80r 
S09 T H(mel) Lbl-Add.29289:79r 
S09 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:78v 
S09 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:78v 
S09 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:78v 
S09 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:79r 
S09 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:78v 
S09 T Tn Lbl-Add.29289:78v 
S09 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:80r 
S09 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:80r
John Sheppard Te Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis in e la mi
S10 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:77v 
S10 M Fs Lbl-Add.29289:77v 
S10 M Imn Lbl-Add.29289:77v 
S10 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:77r 
S10 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:78r 
S10 T H Lbl-Add.29289:77r 
S10 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:76v 
S10 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:76r 
S10 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:76r 
S10 T oe Lbl-Add.29289:76v 
S10 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:76r 
S10 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:76v
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S10 X M and Lbl-Add.29289:77v 
S10 X N and Lbl-Add.29289:78r
John Silver Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
S14 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90r
S14 M F Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90r
S14 M ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90v
S14 M Rt Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90v
S14 M Ths Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90r
S14 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89v
S14 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89v
S14 X M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso:90r
S14 X N and(added) Ob-Mus.e25 verso:89v
John Smith Te Deum, Benedictus
S15 B FFls Cp-475:94(b)r
S15 B FFls Cp-476:102(b)r
S15 B FFls Cp-480:90(b)r
S15 B FFls Cp-481:94(b)r
S15 B FF2s Cp-476:102(b)r
S15 B FFs Cp-478:lOlr
S15 B Ht Cp-475:94(b)r
S15 B Ht Cp-476:102(b)r
S15 B Ht Cp-481:94(b)r
S15 B Oh Cp-475:94(b)r
S15 B Oh Cp-480:90(b)r
S15 B Oh Cp-481:94(b)v
S15 B Oh Cp-476:102(b)v
S15 B Rm Cp-48 l:94(b)r
S15 M ims Cp-480:90(b)v
S15 M Rt Cp-480:90(b)v
S15 T Fo Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 T H Cp-481:94(a)v
S15 T HGC Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T HGC Cp-476:102(a)r
S15 T HGC Cp-480:90(a)r
S15 T HGC Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 T Ing Cp-475:94(a)v
S15 T Int Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T Int no mus Cp-476:102(a)r
S15 T Int no mus Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 T Kl Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T Kl Cp-476:102(a)r
S15 T Kl Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 T K2 Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T K2 Cp-476:102(a)r
S15 T K2 Cp-480:90(a)r
S15 T K2 Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 T So Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T Tn Cp-475:94(a)r
S15 T Tn Cp-476:102(a)r
S15 T Tn Cp-478:lOlr
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S15 T Tn Cp-480:90(a)r
S15 T Tn Cp-481:94(a)r
S15 X B is Cp-480:90(b)r
S15 X Bis Cp-481:94(b)v
S15 X B is Cp-475:94(b)r
S15 X M is Cp-476:102(b)v
William Smith First (=  Second) Kyrie, First Creed
S16 C B3 DRc-El la:335
S16 C 1552no DRc-C8:190
S16 C 1552no DRc-C13v:88
S16 C Pc DRc-El la:335
S16 C Req DRc-C8:189
S16 C Req DRc-C13v:87
S16 C Req DRc-El la:334
S16 C S3 DRc-El la:335
S16 C So DRc-El la:335
S16 K res DRc-C8:188
S16 K res DRc-C13v:87
S16 K res DRc-El la:334
William Smith Second (=  First) Kyrie, Second Creed
S17 C Req DRc-El la:336 
S17 C So DRc-C13v:89
S17 K res DRc-C8:192
S17 K res DRc-C13v:88
S17 K res DRc-El la:336
William Smith Kyrie, ten several ways
S18 K res DRc-El la:287
Robert Stevenson Whole Service
SOV B Ah DRc-El la: 134
SOV B FFls DRc-El la: 133
SOV B FF2 DRc-C8:118
SOV B FF2 DRc-C13:107
SOV B FF2 DRc-El la: 134
SOV B Ht DRc-C8:117
SOV B Hv DRc-C13:107
SOV B Hv DRc-El la: 133
SOV B Rm to us DRc-El la: 133
SOV C B3 DRc-El la:276
SOV C C3 DRc-El la:276
SOV C G3 DRc-C8:227
SOV C G3 DRc-C13:lll
SOV C G3 DRc-El la:277
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SOV c Js DRc-El la:275
SOV c 1552no DRc-C8:226
SOV c 1552no DRc-C13:110
SOV c 1552no DRc-El la:276
SOV c Pc DRc-El la:276
SOV c R DRc-C8:225
SOV c R DRc-C13:110
SOV c Req DRc-C8:224
SOV c Req DRc-C13:109
SOV c Req DRc-El la:275
SOV c S2 DRc-El la:276
SOV c Sa DRc-C8:226
SOV c Sa DRc-C13:110
SOV c Sa DRc-El la:276
SOV c W3 DRc-C8:227
SOV c W3 DRc-C13:lll
SOV c W3 DRc-El la:277
SOV K res DRc-C8:223
SOV K res DRc-C13:109
SOV K res DRc-El la:275
SOV M Ea DRc-C8:311
SOV M Ea DRc-C13:113
SOV M FF DRc-C8:311
SOV M FF DRc-C13:113
SOV M FF DRc-El la:397
SOV M Hmd DRc-El la:396
SOV M Hmn DRc-C8:309
SOV M Hmn DRc-C13:112
SOV M Ims DRc-C8:310
SOV M ims DRc-C13:113
SOV M ims DRc-El la:397
SOV M Rt DRc-C8:308
SOV M Rt DRc-C13:112
SOV M Rt DRc-El la:396
SOV N AP DRc-C8:313
SOV N AP DRc-C13:114
SOV N standard DRc-C13:114
SOV N standard DRc-El la:399
SOV T Fo DRc-C8:lll
SOV T Fo DRc-C13:103
SOV T H DRc-C8:115
SOV T H DRc-C13:106
SOV T HGC DRc-C8:112
SOV T HGC DRc-C13:104
SOV T HGC DRc-El la: 130
SOV T Kl DRc-C8:110
SOV T Kl DRc-C13:103
SOV T Kl DRc-El la: 129
SOV T K2DRc-C8:112
SOV T K2DRc-C13:104
SOV T k2 DRc-El la: 130
SOV T Mpb DRc-El la: 131
SOV T Oe DRc-C8:113
SOV T Oe DRc-El la: 130
SOV T Req DRc-C8:110
SOV T req DRc-C13:103
SOV T Req DRc-El la: 129
SOV T So DRc-El la: 131
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SOV T Tn DRc-C13:104
SOV T Ty DRc-C8:112
SOV T Ty DRc-El la: 130
SOV V C DRc-El la: 127
SOV V Hs DRc-El la: 127
SOV X B is DRc-C13:108
SOV X Bis DRc-El la: 135
SOV X M is DRc-C13:113
SOV X M is/and DRc-C8:312
SOV X M is/and DRc-El la:398
SOV X N and DRc-C13:114
SOV X N and DRc-El la:399
SOV X N is(mel) DRc-C8:316
SOV X V is(mel) DRc-C8:109
SOV X V is(mel) DRc-El la: 128
William Stonard Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
SOW M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:98r 
SOW M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:98v 
SOW M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:97v 
SOW M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:97r 
SOW M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:97v 
SOW M Rt Lbl-Harl.7337:96v 
SOW N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:99v 
SOW N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:100r 
SOW X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:98v 
SOW X N is Lbl-Harl.7337: lOOv
Nicholas Strogers Short Service
S19 B Ah Lbl-Add.29289:49r
S19 B Ah Cp-476:47v
S19 B Ah Ojc-181:57r
S19 B Ah DRc-C8:40
S19 B Ah DRc-C13:33
S19 B Ah BarlCTcan:10v
S19 B Ah BarlCTdec:llr
S19 B Ah BarBcan:10v
S19 B Ah BarBdec:llr
S19 B Ah BarMdec:llr
S19 B Ah BarTcan:10v
S19 B Ah BarTcan: 1 Ir
S19 B FI Cp-478:47v
S19 B FI DRc-El la:53
S19 B FI (s) Cp-480:43v
S19 B Fis Lbl-Add.29289:48v
S19 B Fis Cp-476:47r
S19 B Fis Cp-479:41v
S19 B Fis Cp-481:37v
S19 B Fis Cp-475:45r
S19 B Fis Ojc-181:56r
S19 B Fis Cp-489:llr
S19 B Fis Cp-490:Elv
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S19 B FIs Y-M. 1/2:7
S19 B FIs Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 B FIs Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 B FIs Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 B FIs DRc-C8:38
S19 B FIs DRc-C13:32
S19 B FIs BarlCTcan. lOr
S19 B FIs BarlCTdec:10v
S19 B FIs BarBcan:10r
S19 B FIs BarBdec:10v
S19 B FIs BarMdec:10v
S19 B FIs BarTcan:lOv
S19 B F2 Cp-475:45r
S19 B F2 Cp-476:47r
S19 B F2 Cp-478:47v
S19 B F2 Cp-479:41v
S19 B F2 Cp-481:37v
S19 B F2 Ojc-181:56r
S19 B F2 Cp-489: l l r
S19 B F2 Cp-490:Elv
S19 B F2 Y-M. 1/2:7
S19 B F2 Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 B F2 Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 B F2 DRc-C8:38
S19 B F2 DRc-El la:53
S19 B F2(s) Cp-480:43v
S19 B F2s Lbl-Add.29289:48v
S19 B F2s DRc-C13:32
S19 B F2s BarlCTcan:10v
S19 B F2s BarlCTdec:10v
S19 B F2s BarBcan:10v
S19 B F2s BarBdec:10v
S19 B F2s BarMdec:10v
S19 B F2s BarTcan: lOv
S19 B F2s BarTcan: lOv
S19 B Ht Cp-489:llr
S19 B Ht Cp-490:Elr
S19 B Ht BarBcan:10r
S19 B Hv Cp-481:37r
S19 B Hv Y-M. 1/2:7
S19 B Hv Y-M. 1/3:6
S19 B Hv DRc-El la:53
S19 B Hv BarlCTcan:10r
S19 B Hv BarTcan: lOr
S19 K res Cp-475:45v
S19 B mercies Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 B Oh Y-M. 1/2:7
S19 B Oh Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 B Oh Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:48r
S19 B Rm Cp-475:45r
S19 B Rm Cp-476:47r
S19 B Rm Ojc-181:55v
S19 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 B Rm DRc-C8:37
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S19 B Rm DRc-C13:31
S19 B Rm BarlCTdec:10r
S19 B Rm BarBdec:10r
S19 B Rm BarMdec:10r
S19 B Rm BarTcan:! Or
S19 C 1552 Cp-475:46r
S19 C 1552 Cp-476:48r
S19 C 1552 Cp-480:44r
S19 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:50r
S19 C 1552no Cp-481:38v
S19 C 1552no Ojc-181:59v
S19 C 1552no Cp-489:12v
S19 C 1552no Cp-490:D2v
S19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 C 1552no DRc-C8:179
S19 C 1552no DRc-C13:35
S19 C 1552no DRc-El la:262
S19 C 1552no BarlCTcan:12r
S19 C 1552no BarlCTdec:12v
S19 C 1552no BarBcan:12v
S19 C 1552no BarMcan:12r
S19 C 1552no BarMdec:12v
S19 C 1552no BarTcan: 12r
S19 C 1552no BarTcan: 12v
S19 C B3 Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C B3 Cp-480:44r
S19 C B3 Cp-481:38r
S19 C B3 Cp-489:12r
S19 C B3 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C B3 DRc-El la:261
S19 C B3 BarlCTcan:12r
S19 C B3 BarBcan: 12r
S19 C B3 BarMcan:12r
S19 C B3 BarTcan: 12r
S19 C C3 Cp-481:38r
S19 C C3 Cp-489:12r
S19 C C3 Cp-490:D2r
S19 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C C3 Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C C3 DRc-El la:261
S19 C C3 BarlCTcan:12r
S19 C C3 BarBcan: 12r
S19 C C3 BarMcan: 12r
S19 C C3 BarTcan: 12r
S19 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:50r
S19 C G3 Cp-475:46r
S19 C G3 Cp-480:44r
S19 C G3 Cp-481:38v
S19 C G3 Ojc-181:60r
S19 C G3 Cp-489:12v
S19 C G3 Cp-490:D2v
S19 C G3 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C G3 Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C G3 Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 C G3 Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 C G3 DRc-C8:180
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S19 C G3 DRc-C13:35
S19 C G3 DRc-El la:262
S19 C G3 BarlCTcan:12v
S19 C G3 BarlCTdec:12v
S19 C G3 BarBcan: 12v
S19 C G3 BarBdec:12v
S19 C G3 BarMcan: 12v
S19 C G3 BarMdec:12v
S19 C G3 BarTcan: 12v
S19 C G3 BarTcan: 12v
S19 C Js Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 C Js BarlCTcan:llv
S19 C Js BarlCTdec:12r
S19 C Js BarBcan: l lv
S19 C Js BarBdec:llv
S19 C Js BarMdec:12r
S19 C Js BarTcan:llv
S19 C Js BarTcan: 12r
S19 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:49v
S19 C Ju Cp-481:38r
S19 C Ju Ojc-181:58v
S19 C Ju Cp-489:12r
S19 C Ju Cp-490:D2r
S19 C Ju Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C Ju Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 C Ju DRc-C8:177
S19 C Ju DRc-C13:34
S19 C Ju DRc-El la:260
S19 C Pt3 Cp-489:12r
S19 C Pt3 Cp-490:D2r
S19 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C Pt3 DRc-El la:261
S19 C Pt3 BarlCTcan:12r
S19 C Pt3 BarBcan: 12r
S19 C Pt3 BarMcan: 12r
S19 C Pt3 BarTcan: 12r
S19 C R Cp-480:44r
S19 C R Cp-481:38r
S19 C R Cp-489:12r
S19 C R Cp-490:D2r
S19 C R Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C R Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C R DRc-El la:261
S19 C R BarlCTcan:12r
S19 C R BarBcan: 12r
S19 C R BarMcan: 12r
S19 C R BarTcan: 12r
S19 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:49v
S19 C Req Cp-475:45v
S19 C Req Cp-476:48r
S19 C Req Cp-478:47v
S19 C Req Cp-479:41v
S19 C Req Cp-480:44r
S19 C Req Ojc-181:58r
S19 C Req Cp-489:12r
S19 C Req Cp-490:D2r
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S19 C Req Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C Req Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 C Req Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 C Req Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 C Req DRc-C8:177
S19 C Req DRc-C 13:34
S19 C Req DRc-El la:260
S19 C Req BarlCTcan: 1 Iv
S19 C Req BarlCTdec:llv
S19 C Req BarBcan: 1 Iv
S19 C Req BarBdec: 1 Iv
S19 C Req BarMcan: 1 Iv
S19 C Req BarMdec: llv
S19 C Req BarTcan:llv
S19 C Req BarTcan:llv
S19 C S2 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C S2(corrected from 3) Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C S3 Cp-480:44r
S19 C S3 Cp-481:38r
S19 C S3 Cp-489:12r
S19 C S3 Cp-490:D2r
S19 C S3 DRc-El la:261
S19 C S3 BarlCTcan: 12r
S19 C S3 BarBcan: 12r
S19 C S3 BarMcan: 12r
S19 C S3 BarTcan: 12r
S19 C Sa Lbl-Add.29289:50r
S19 C Sa Cp-481:38v
S19 C Sa Ojc-181:59v
S19 C Sa Cp-489:12v
S19 C Sa Cp-490:D2v
S19 C Sa DRc-C8:179
S19 C Sa DRc-C13:34
S19 C Sa DRc-El la:261
S19 C So Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C So Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C So Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 C So Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 C So BarlCTcan: 12r
S19 C So BarlCTdec:12r
S19 C So BarBcan: 12r
S19 C So BarBdec: 12r
S19 C So BarMcan: 12r
S19 C So BarMdec: 12r
S19 C So BarTcan: 12r
S19 C So BarTcan: 12r
S19 C W3 BarTcan: 12v
S19 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:50r
S19 C W3 Cp-475:46r
S19 C W3 Cp-480:44r
S19 C W3 Cp-481:38v
S19 C W3 Ojc-181:60r
S19 C W3 Cp-489:12v
S19 C W3 Cp-490:D2v
S19 C W3 Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 C W3 Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:7
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S19 C W3 DRc-C8:180
S19 C W3 DRc-C13:35
S19 c W3 DRc-El la:262
S19 c W3 BarlCTcan: 12v
S19 c W3 BarlCTdec:12v
S19 c W3 BarBcan: 12v
S19 c W3 BarBdec: 12v
S19 c W3 BarMcan: 12v
S19 c W3 BarMdec: 12v
S19 c W3 BarTcan: 12v
S19 K res BarlCTcan:llr
S19 K res BarlCTdec:llv
S19 K res BarBcan:llv
S19 K res BarBdec:llv
S19 K res BarMcan:llr
S19 K res BarMdec:llv
S19 K res BarTcan:llr
S19 K res BarTcan:llv
S19 K res Lbl-Add.29289:49r
S19 K res Cp-476:47v
S19 K res Cp-478:47v
S19 K res Cp-479:41v
S19 K res Cp-480:44r
S19 K res Ojc-181:58r
S19 K res Cp-489:12r
S19 K res Cp-490:D2r
S19 K res Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 K res Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 K res Y-M. 1/8:7
S19 K res DRc-C8:176
S19 K res DRc-C13:33
S19 K res DRc-El la:260
S19 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:5 Ir
S19 M Ea Ojc-181:61v
S19 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 M Ea DRc-C8:260
S19 M Ea BarlCTdec:13v
S19 M Ea BarBdec: 13v
S19 M Ea BarMdec: 13v
S19 M Ea BarTcan: 13v
S19 M Eac DRc-C13:37
S19 M F Cp-481:39r
S19 M F Cp-489:13r
S19 M F(s) Cp-480:44v
S19 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 M Fs Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 M Fs BarlCTcan: 13v
S19 M Fs BarBcan: 13v
S19 M Fs BarMcan: 13v
S19 M Fs BarTcan: 13v
S19 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:8
S19 M hath Rd BarBcan: 13r
S19 M hath Rd BarBdec: 13r
S19 M Hmd BarlCTcan:7v
S19 M Hmd DRc-C8:258
S19 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:50v
S19 M Hmn Cp-475:46r
S19 M Hmn Cp-476:48v
S19 M Hmn Ojc-181:60v
S19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 M Hmn DRc-C 13:36
S19 M Hmn BarlCTdec:13r
S19 M Hmn BarBdec: 13r
S19 M Hmn BarMdec: 13r
S19 M Hmn BarTcan: 13r
S19 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:50v
S19 M Ims Cp-478:47v
S19 M ims Cp-479:44r
S19 M ims Cp-481:39r
S19 M Ims Ojc-181:61r
S19 M Ims Cp-489:13r
S19 M Ims Cp-490:D3r
S19 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 M Ims Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 M Ims DRc-C8:259
S19 M ims DRc-C13:36
S19 M ims DRc-El la:370
S19 M Ims BarlCTcan: 13v
S19 M Ims BarlCTdec:13v
S19 M Ims BarBcan: 13v
S19 M Ims BarBdec: 13v
S19 M Ims BarMcan: 13v
S19 M Ims BarMdec: 13v
S19 M Ims BarTcan: 13v
S19 M Ims BarTcan: 13v
S19 M Ims Cp-475:46r
S19 M Rd BarlCTcan: 13r
S19 M Rd BarlCTdec:13r
S19 M Rd BarMdec: 13r
S19 M Rd BarTcan: 13r
S19 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:50v
S19 M Rt Cp-478:47v
S19 M Rt Cp-479:44r
S19 M Rt Cp-481:39r
S19 M Rt Qjc-181:60v
S19 M Rt Cp-489:13r
S19 M Rt Cp-490:D2v
S19 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:8
S19 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 M Rt DRc-C8:258
S19 M Rt DRc-C13:36
S19 M Rt DRc-El la:369
S19 M Rt BarMcan: 13r
S19 M Rt BarTcan: 13r
S19 M T(added)hs Cp-490:D3r
S19 M Ths Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 M Ths DRc-El la:370
S19 M Ths BarlCTcan: 13v
S19 M Ths BarBcan: 13v
S19 M Ths BarMcan: 13v
S19 M Ths BarTcan: 13v
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S19 N AP Cp-480:45r
S19 N AP Cp-481:39v
S19 N AP Cp-489:13v
S19 N AP Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 N AP Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 N AP DRc-Ella:371
S19 N AP BarlCTcan:14r
S19 N AP BarBcan:14r
S19 N AP BarMcan:14r
S19 N AP BarTcan:14r
S19 N AT(added)P Cp-490:D3v
S19 N standard Lbl-Add.29289.Sir-
S19 N standard Cp-475:46v
S19 N standard Cp-476:49r
S19 N standard Cp-480:45r
S19 N standard Cp-481:39v
S19 N standard Cp-489:13v
S19 N standard Cp-490: D3v
S19 N standard Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 N standard Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 N standard Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 N standard Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 N standard DRc-C8:261
S19 N standard DRc-C13:37
S19 N standard DRc-Ella:371
S19 N standard BarlCTcan:14r
S19 N standard BarlCTdec:14r
S19 N standard BarBcan:14r
S19 N standard BarBdec:14r
S19 N standard BarMcan: 14r
S19 N standard BarMdec:14r
S19 N standard BarTcan:14r
S19 N standard BarTcan: 14r
S19 T FIs BarTcan: lOr
S19 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:47r
S19 T Fo Cp-475:44r
S19 T Fo Cp-476:46v
S19 T Fo Cp-481:36v
S19 T Fo Ojc-181:53r
S19 T Fo Cp-489: lOv
S19 T Fo Cp-490:D6r
S19 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T Fo DRc-C8:32
S19 T Fo DRc-C 13:29
S19 T Fo DRc-Ella:50
S19 T Fo BarlCTcan:8v
S19 T Fo BarlCTdec:8v
S19 T Fo BarBcan:8v
S19 T Fo BarBdec:8v
S19 T Fo BarMdec:8v
S19 T Fo BarTcan :8v
S19 T Fo BarTcan:8v
S19 T H Lbl-Add.29289:47v
S19 T H Cp-475:44v
S19 T H Cp-476:47r
S19 T HOjc-181:54v
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S19 T H Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 T H Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 T H DRc-C8:35
S19 T H DRc-C 13:30
S19 T H BarlCTdec:9v
S19 T H BarBdec:9v
S19 T H BarTcan:9v
S19 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:47r
S19 T HGC Cp-475:44r
S19 T HGC Cp-476:46v
S19 T HGC Cp-480:43r
S19 T HGC Ojc-181:53v
S19 T HGC Cp-489:lOv
S19 T HGC Cp-490:D6r
S19 T HGC Y-M. 1/2:6
S19 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:6
S19 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T HGC DRc-C8:33-34
S19 T HGC DRc-C 13:29
S19 T HGC DRc-Ella:50
S19 T Hgc BarlCTcan:9r
S19 T Hgc BarlCTdec:9r
S19 T Hgc BarBcan:9r
S19 T Hgc BarBdec:9r
S19 T HGC BarMdec:9r
S19 T Hgc BarTcan:9r
S19 T Hgc BarTcan :9r
S19 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:46v
S19 T K1 Cp-475:44r
S19 T K1 Cp-476:46v
S19 T K1 Cp-480:42v
S19 T K1 Cp-481:36v
S19 T K1 Ojc-181:52v
S19 T K1 Cp-489: lOv
S19 T K1 Cp-490:D6r
S19 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T K1 DRc-C8:32
S19 T K1 DRc-C 13:29
S19 T K1 DRc-Ella:50
S19 T K1 BarlCTdec:8v
S19 T K1 BarBcan:8v
S19 T K1 BarBdec:8v
S19 T K1 BarMdec:8v
S19 T K1 BarTcan: 8v
S19 T K1 BarTcan: 8v
S19 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:47r
S19 T K2 Cp-475:44r
S19 T K2 Cp-476:46v
S19 B K2 Cp-480:43v
S19 T K2 Cp-481:36v
S19 T K2 0jc-181:53r
S19 T K2 Cp-489: lOv
S19 T K2 Cp-490:D6r
S19 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:6
S19 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:6
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S19 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T K2 DRc-C8:32
S19 T K2 DRc-C 13:29
S19 T K2 DRc-Ella:50
S19 T K2 BarlCTcan:9r
S19 T K2 BarlCTdec:9r
S19 T K2 BarBdec:9r
S19 T K2 BarMdec:9
S19 T K2 BarTcan :9r
S19 T K2 BarTcan :9r
S19 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:47v
S19 T oe Cp-481:36v
S19 T Oe Ojc-181:53v
S19 T Oe Cp-489:Hr
S19 T Oe Y-M. 1/2:6
S19 T Oe Y-M. 1/3:6
S19 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T Oe DRc-C8:34
S19 T Oe DRc-C13:30
S19 T Oe BarlCTcan:9r
S19 T Oe BarlCTdec:9r
S19 T Oe BarBdec:9r
S19 T Oe BarMdec:9r
S19 T Oe BarTcan:9r
S19 T Oe BarTcan:9r
S19 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:46v
S19 T Req Cp-475:44r
S19 T Req Cp-476:46v
S19 T req Cp-478:47v
S19 T Req Cp-479:41v
S19 T Req Cp-480:42v
S19 T req Cp-481:36v
S19 T Req Ojc-181:52v
S19 T Req Cp-489:10v
S19 T Req Cp-490:D6v
S19 T Req Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 T Req Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T req Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T Req DRc-C8:32
S19 T Req DRc-C13:29
S19 T Req DRc-Ella:50
S19 T Req BarlCTdec:8v
S19 T Req BarBcan:8v
S19 T Req BarBdec:8v
S19 T Req BarMdec:8v
S19 T Req BarTcan:8v
S19 T Req BarTcan:8v
S19 T Sa BarlCTdec:9v
S19 T Sa BarMdec:9v
S19 T Sa BarTcan:9v
S19 T So Lbl-Add.29289:47v
S19 T So Cp-475:44v
S19 T So Cp-476:46v
S19 T So Ojc-181:54r
S19 T So Y-M. 1/6:5
S19 T So Y-M. 1/8:5
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S19 T So DRc-C8:34
S19 T So DRc-C 13:30
S19 T Tn Ojc-181:53r
S19 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:6
S19 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:5
S19 T Tn BarlCTcan:9r
S19 T Tn BarlCTdec:9r
S19 T Tn BarBcan:9r
S19 T Tn BarBdec:9r
S19 T Tn BarMdec:9r
S19 T Tn BarTcan:9r
S19 T Tn BarTcan:9r
S19 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:47r
S19 T Ty Cp-475:44r
S19 T Ty Cp-476:46v
S19 T Ty Cp-480:42v
S19 T Ty Cp-481:36v
S19 T Ty Cp-489: lOv
S19 T Ty Cp-490:D6r
S19 T Ty DRc-C8:32
S19 T Ty DRc-C 13:29
S19 T Ty DRc-Ella:50
S19 V C Cp-480:42r
S19 V Hd BarlCTdec:7v
S19 V Hd BarBcan:7v
S19 V Hd BarBdec:7v
S19 V Hd BarMdec:7v
S19 V Hd BarTcan:7v
S19 V Hd BarTcan:7v
S19 V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:46r
S19 V Hs Cp-475:43v
S19 V Hs Cp-476:46r
S19 V Hs Cp-479:41v
S19 V Hs Cp-481:36r
S19 V Hs Ojc-181:50v
S19 V Hs Cp-489: lOr
S19 V Hs Cp-490:D6r
S19 V Hs Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 V Hs Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:4
S19 V Hs DRc-C8:28
S19 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:46r
S19 V Oc Cp-475:43v
S19 V Oc Cp-476:46r
S19 V Oc Cp-481:36r
S19 V Oc Ojc-181:50v
S19 V Oc Cp-489: lOr
S19 V Oc Cp-490:D6r
S19 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:4
S19 V Oc DRc-C8:28
S19 V Oc BarlCTcan:7v
S19 V Oc BarlCTdec:7v
S19 V Oc BarBcan:7v
S19 V Oc BarBdec:7v
S19 V Oc BarMdec:7v
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S19 V Oc BarTcan :7v
S19 V Oc BarTcan:7v
S19 V provocation as in DRc-C8:30
S19 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:46r
S19 V Sv Cp-476:46r
S19 V Sv Ojc-181:50v
S19 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:4
S19 V Sv BarlCTdec:7v
S19 V Sv BarBdec:7v
S19 V Sv BarMdec:7v
S19 V Sv BarTcan:7v
S19 X B is Lbl-Add.29289:49r
S19 X B is Cp-479:41v
S19 X B is Ojc-181:57v
S19 X B is Cp-489: H r
S19 X B is Cp-490:Elv
S19 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:6
S19 X B is Cp-475:45v
S19 X B is Cp-476:47v
S19 X B is Cp-480:43v
S19 X B is Y-M. 1/2:7
S19 X Bis Y-M. 1/3:7
S19 X Bis Y-M. 1/8:6
S19 X B is DRc-C8:40
S19 X B is DRc-C13:33
S19 X B is DRc-Ella:54
S19 X B is BarlCTcan:llr
S19 X B is BarlCTdec:llr
S19 X B is BarBcan:llr
S19 X B is BarBdec:llr
S19 X B is BarMdec:llr
S19 X B is BarTcan: 1 Ir
S19 X B is BarTcan: H r
S19 X M and DRc-Ella:372
S19 X M is Lbl-Add.29289:51r
S19 X M is Cp-475:46v
S19 X M is Cp-476:48v
S19 X M is Cp-480:45r
S19 X M is Cp-478:47v
S19 X M is Cp-481:39r
S19 X M is Ojc-181:62r
S19 X M is Cp-489:13r
S19 X M is Cp-490:D3r
S19 X M is Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 X M is Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 X M is Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 X M is Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 X M is DRc-C8:260
S19 X M is DRc-C13:37
S19 X M is DRc-Ella:371
S19 X M is BarlCTcan:13v
S19 X M is BarlCTdec:13v
S19 X M is BarBcan:13v
S19 X M is BarBdec:13v
S19 X M is BarMcan: 13v
S19 X M is BarMdec:13v
S19 X M is BarTcan: 13v
S19 X M is BarTcan: 13v
S19 X N and Cp-478:47v
S19 X N and Cp-481:39v
S19 X N and Ojc-181:62v
S19 X N and Cp-489:13v
S19 X N and Cp-490:D3v
S19 X N and Y-M. 1/3:9
S19 X N and DRc-C8:262
S19 X N and DRc-C13:38
S19 X N and BarMdec:14r
S19 X N and BarTcan: 14r
S19 X N and BarTcan: 14r
S19 X N is Lbl-Add.29289:5 Iv
S19 X N is Y-M. 1/2:9
S19 X N is Y-M. 1/8:8
S19 X N is BarlCTcan:14r
S19 X N is BarlCTdec:14r
S19 X N is BarBcan: 14r
S19 X N is BarBdec:14r
S19 X N is BarMcan: 14r
S19 X N is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:7
S19 X V and Cp-479:41v
S19 X N and Cp-480:45r
S19 X V and Cp-480:42v
S19 X N and Cp-475:46v
S19 X V and Cp-481:36r
S19 X V and Ojc-181:52r
S19 X V and Cp-489: lOv
S19 X V and Cp-490:D6v
S19 X V and Y-M. 1/2:5
S19 X V and BarlCTdec:8r
S19 X V and BarBcan:8r
S19 X V and BarBdec:8r
S19 X V and BarMdec:8r
S19 X V and BarTcan: 8r
S19 X V and BarTcan:8r
S19 X V is Lbl-Add.29289:46v
S19 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:4
S19 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/8:5
Thomas Tallis Sanctus, Gloria
TOI G Req Cp-486:Flr
TOI G Req Cp-488:Clr
TOI G Req Cp-489:A2v
TOI S 1552 Cp-486:Flr
TOI S 1552 Cp-489:A2v
TOI S 1552 (1549?) Cp-488:Clr
TOI G 1549? Cp-490:G2r
TOI G art most highest(l note) Cp-490:G2v
TOI G Req Cp-490:G2r
TOI S 1552 Cp-490:G2r
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Thomas Tallis Benedictus
T02 B Ah Lbl-R.App.75:31v&32r
T02 B Ah Lbl-R.App.76:39v
T02 B and high Lbl-R.App.76:40r
T02 B Blessed by the lord Lbl-R.App.75:30r
T02 B face of our lord Lbl-R.App.76:38v
T02 B FIs Lbl-R.App.75:29v&30r
T02 B F2 Lbl-R.App.75:29v&30r
T02 B F2 Lbl-R.App.76:37v&38r
T02 B Ht Lbl-R.App.75:29v&30r
T02 B Ht Lbl-R.App.76:37v&38r
T02 B Lh Lbl-R.App.75:29v&30r
T02 B Lbl-R.App.76:37v& 38r
T02 B Prophet of the most heyst Lbl-R. App.75:30v&3 lr
T02 B Prophet of the most hyest Lbl-R. App.76:38v&39r
T02 X Band Lbl-R.App.75:31v&32r
T02 X B and Lbl-R.App.76:39v&40r
Thomas Tallis Te Deum in Five Parts
T03 T H Lcm-1051:77r
T03 T Hgn Lem-1046:59v
T03 T Hgn Lcm-1051:76v
T03 T Hgn Lcm-1047:59v
T03 T K1 Lcm-1046:59r
T03 T K1 Lcm-1047:59r
T03 T K1 Lcm-1051:76r
T03 T K2 Lem-1046:59r
T03 T K2 Lcm-1047:59r
T03 T K2 Lcm-1051:76r
T03 T Oe Lcm-1051:76v
T03 T Req Lem-1046:59r
T03 T Req Lcm-1047:59r
T03 T Req Lem-1051:76r
T03 T Rw Lcm-1051:76r
T03 T Rw Lcm-1047:59r
T03 T So Lem-1046:59v
T03 T So Lem-1047:59v
T03 T Tn Lem-1047:59v
T03 T Ty Lcm-1046:59r
T03 T Ty Lcm-1051:76r
Thomas Tallis Service in Five Parts
T04 B Ah Ojc-181:75r
T04 B FIs Ojc-181:73v
T04 B F2 0jc-181:73v
T04 B Hv Ojc-181:73r
T04 B RmOjc-181:73r
T04 C A Ojc-181:77v
T04 C B3 Ojc-181:77v
T04 C C3 Ojc-181:77r-v
T04 C G3 djc-181:78v
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T04 C Ju Ojc-181:76v
T04 C 1552noOjc-181:78r
T04 C Pt3 Ojc-181:77v
T04 C Sa Ojc-181:77v
T04 C W3 Ojc-181:78v
T04 C S3 Ojc-181:77v
T04 G 1549 Ojc-181:80r-v
T04 G Req Ojc-181:79v
T04 G sin (for sins) x 2 Ojc-181:80r-
T04 K res (1549?) Ojc-181:76r
T04 M F Ojc-181:82v
T04 M hath Rd Ojc-181:81r
T04 M Hmd Ojc-181:81r
T04 M Ims Ojc-181:82r
T04 N AP Ojc-181:83v
T04 N standard Ojc-181:83v
T04 S 1552 Ojc-181:79r
T04 T H Ojc-181:71v
T04 T HGC Ojc-181:70r
T04 T Kl Ojc-181:69r
T04 T K2 Ojc-181:70r
T04 T Req Ojc-181:69r
T04 T Rw Ojc-181:69v
T04 T SoOjc-181:71r
T04 T Tn Qjc-181:70r
T04 V C Ojc-181:66v
T04 V Hs Ojc-181:67r
T04 V Sv Ojc-181:66v
T04 X B is Ojc-181:75v
T04 X M is Ojc-181:83r
T04 X N and Ojc-181:84r
T04 X VisOjc-181:68v
Thomas Tallis Short Service
T05 B Ah Cp-489:15v
T05 B Ah DRc-Ella:40
T05 B Ah BarlCTcan:3v
T05 B Ah BarBcan:3v
T05 B Ah BarTcan:3v
T05 B FI Y-M. 1/3:2
T05 B FI DRc-Cl:135
T05 B FI (s) Lcm-1051:83r
T05 B Fis Lbl-Add.29289:42r
T05 B Fis Lbl-Harl.7337: lOv
T05 B Fis Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 B Fis Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 B Fis Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 B Fis Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:2(2)
T05 B Fis DRc-C8:9
T05 B Fis DRc-C 13:3
T05 B Fis BarlCTdec:2r
T05 B Fis BarBdec:3r
T05 B Fis BarMdec:3r
T05 B Fis BarTcan:3r
T05 B F2 Cp-489:15r
T05; b F2 Ob-Mus.c48:38v
T05; b F2 Ob-Mus.e23:5r
T05 B F2 Ob-Mus.e24:4v
T05 B F2 DRc-C12v:71
T05 B F2 DRc-Ella:39
T05 B F2(s) Lcm-1048:63r
T05 B F2(s) Cp-489:90v
T05 B F2s Lbl-Harl.7337: H r
T05 B F2s Cp-490:E3v
T05 B F2s BarlCTcan:3r
T05 B F2s BarBcan :3r
T05 B F2s BarTcan:3r
T05 B FFl(s) Cp-486:M3v
T05 B FFls Qjc-180:77r
T05 B FFls Ob-Mus.c48:38v
T05 B FF2 Y-M. 1/2:2
T05 B Ht Cp-486:M3v
T05 B Ht Ojc-180:77r
T05 B Ht Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 B Ht DRc-C8:8
T05 B Ht DRc-C13:3
T05 B Ht BarlCTdec:3r
T05 B Ht BarBdec:3r
T05 B Ht BarMdec:3r
T05 B Ht BarTcan:3r
T05 B Hv Lbl-Add.29289:42r
T05 B Hv Lbl-Harl.7337: lOr
T05 B Hv Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 B Hv Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:38v
T05 B Hv Ob-Mus.c48:38v
T05 B Hv Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:2(2)
T05 B Oh Lbl-Harl.7337:12r
T05 B Oh Y-M. 1/2:2
T05 B Oh Y-M. 1/3:2
T05 B Oh Ob-Mus.c48:39r
T05 B Oh Ob-Mus.e23:5v
T05 B Oh Ob-Mus.e24:5r
T05 B Oh DRc-Cl:136
T05 B prepare his way Lbl-Harl.7337: l lv
T05 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:42r
T05 B Rm Lbl-Harl.7337: lOr
T05 B Rm Lcm-1046:67r
T05 B Rm Lem-1047:66v
T05 B Rm Ojc-180:77r
T05 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 B Rm Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 B Rm Ob-Mus.c48:38v
T05 B Rm Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:2(2)
T05 B Rm DRc-C8:8
T05 B Rm DRc-C13:3
T05 B Rm BarlCTdec:3r
T05 B Rm BarBdec:3r
T05 B Rm BarMdec:3r
T05 B Rm BarTcan:3r
T05 C 1552 Lcm-1048:64r
T05 C 1552 Lcm-1051:84r
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T05 C 1552 Cp-490:E4r-v
T05 C 1552no Lbl-Harl.7337:16r
T05 C 1552no Cp-489:16v
T05 C 1552no Cp-489:91v
T05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 C 1552no Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e23:6r
T05 C 1552no Ob-Mus.e24:5v
T05 C 1552no DRc-C12v:74
T05 C 1552no DRc-Ella:254
T05 C 1552no BarlCTcan:4v
T05 C 1552no BarBcan :4v
T05 C 1552no BarTcan:4v
T05 C A Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C A Ojc-180:79v
T05 C A Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C B2 BarMdec:4v
T05 C B3 Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C B3 Lbl-Harl.7337:15v
T05 C B3 Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C B3 Cp-486:M4r
T05 C B3 Ojc-180:79v
T05 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C B3 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C B3 Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C B3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C b3DRc-C13:5
T05 C B3 BarlCTdec:4v
T05 C B3 BarBdec:4v
T05 C B3 BarTcan:4v
T05 C C3 BarBdec:4v
T05 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C C3 Lbl-Harl.7337:15r
T05 C C3 Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C C3 Lcm-1047:67v
T05 C C3Cp-486:M4r
T05 C C3 Qjc-180:79v
T05 C C3 Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C C3 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C C3 Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C C3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C C3DRc-C13:5
T05 C C3 BarlCTdec:4v
T05 C C3 BarBdec:4v
T05 C C3 BarMdec:4v
T05 C C3 BarTcan:4v
T05 C God of Gods Cp-486:M4r
T05 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C G3 Lbl-Harl.7337:16v
T05 C G3 Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C G3 Lcm-1047:67v
T05 C G3 Cp-486:M4r
T05 C G3 Ojc-180:80r
T05 C G3 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C G3 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
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T05 C G3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C G3 Ob-Mus.e25:3r
T05 C G3 DRc-C8:165
T05 C G3 DRc-C 13:6
T05 C G3 BarlCTdec:4v
T05 C G3 BarBdec:4v
T05 C G3 BarMdec:4v
T05 C G3 BarTcan:4v
T05 C Js Lbl-Harl.7337:14r
T05 C Js Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 C Js Ob-Mus.c48:32v
T05 C Js Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:3(2)
T05 C Js BarlCTdec:4r
T05 C Js BarBdec:4r
T05 C Js BarMdec:4r
T05 C Js BarTcan:4r
T05 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:43r
T05 C Ju Ojc-180:79r
T05 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C Ju Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C Ju DRc-C8:162
T05 C Ju DRc-C13:5
T05 C Pt2 Lbl-Harl.7337:15r
T05 C Pt2 Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C Pt3 Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C Pt3 Lem-1046:67v
T05 C Pt3 Lcm-1047:67v
T05 C Pt3 Cp-486:M4r
T05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C Pt3 DRc-C13:5
T05 C Pt3 BarlCTdec:4v
T05 C Pt3 BarBdec:4v
T05 C Pt3 BarMdec:4v
T05 C Pt3 BarTcan :4v
T05 C R Lbl-Harl.7337:15v
T05 C R Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C R Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C R Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C R Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C R Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C R DRc-C13:5
T05 C R BarlCTdec:4v
T05 C R BarBdec:4v
T05 C R BarMdec:4v
T05 C R BarTcan:4v
T05 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:43r
T05 C Req Lbl-Harl.7337:13v
T05 C Req Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C Req Lcm-1047:67r
T05 C Req Lcm-1048:63v
T05 C Req Lcm-1051:83v
T05 C Req Cp-486 :M4r
T05 C Req Qjc-180:78v
T05 C Req Cp-489:16r
T05 C Req Cp-489:91r
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T05 C Req Cp-490:E4r
T05 C Req Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 C Req Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 C Req Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 C Req Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 C Req Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:32v
T05 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:3(2)
T05 C Req Ob-Mus. e23: 6r
T05 C Req Ob-Mus.e24:5v
T05 C Req DRc-C8:162
T05 C Req DRc-C12v:73
T05 C Req DRc-C 13:5
T05 C Req DRc-El la:253
T05 C Req BarlCTcan:4r
T05 C Req BarlCTdec:4r
T05 C Req BarBcan:4r
T05 C Req BarBdec:4r
T05 C Req BarMdec:4r
T05 C Req BarTcan:4r
T05 C Req BarTcan:4r
T05 C S2 Lbl-Harl.7337:15r
T05 C S2 Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C S2 Cp-486:M4r
T05 C S2 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C S2 Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 C S2 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C S2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:4(2)
T05 C S2 DRc-C 13:5
T05 C S2 BarMdec:4v
T05 C S2 BarTcan:4v
T05 C S2? Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C S3 Ojc-180:79v
T05 C Sa Cp-489:16r
T05 C Sa Cp-490:E4r
T05 C Sa Ob-Mus.e24:5v
T05 C Sa DRc-C12v:74
T05 C Sa DRc-El la:254
T05 C Sa BarlCTcan:4v
T05 C Sa BarBcan:4v
T05 C Sa BarTcan:4v
T05 C Sa BarTcan:5v
T05 C So Lbl-Harl.7337:15v
T05 C So Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 C So Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 C So Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C So Ob-Mus.e23:6r
T05 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:43v
T05 C W3 Lbl-Harl.7337:16v
T05 C W3 Lcm-1046:67v
T05 C W3 Lcm-1047:67v
T05 C W3 Cp-486:M4r
T05 C W3 Ojc-180:80r
T05 C W3 Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 C W3 Ob-Mus.c48:33r
T05 C W3 Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:4(2)
T05 C W3 Ob-Mus.e25:3r
T05 C W3 DRc-C8:165
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T05 C W3 DRc-C 13:6
T05 c W3 BarlCTdec:4v
T05 c W3 BarBdec:4v
T05 c W3 BarMdec:4v
T05 c W3 BarTcan:4v
T05 G 1549 Lbl-Add.29289:44r
T05 G Req Lbl-Add.29289:44r
T05 G Req Lcm-1046:68r
T05 G Req Lcm-1048:65r
T05 G Req Lcm-1051:85r
T05 G Req Ojc-180:81r
T05 G Req BarlCTcan:5v
T05 G Req BarlCTdec:5v
T05 G Req BarBcan:5v
T05 G Req BarBdec:5v
T05 G Req BarMdec:5v
T05 G Req BarTcan:5v
T05 G Req BarTcan:5v
T05 Gs (also B05) Ob-Mus.c48:68r
T05 Gs (also B04, R05) Ob-Mus.c48:81v
T05 K res BarlCTcan:4r
T05 K res BarlCTdec:4r
T05 K res BarBcan:4r
T05 K res BarBdec:4r
T05 K res BarMdec:4r
T05 K res BarTcan:4r
T05 K res BarTcan:4r
T05 K res Lbl-Add.29289:43r
T05 K res Lbl-Harl.7337:13r
T05 K res Lcm-1047:67r
T05 K res Lcm-1048:63v
T05 K res Lcm-1051:83v
T05 K res Cp-486:Blr
T05 K res Cp-486:M3v
T05 K res Cp-488:A3r
T05 K res Ojc-180:78v
T05 K res Cp-489:16r
T05 K res Cp-489:91r
T05 K res Cp-490:41 :E4r
T05 K res Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 K res Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 K res Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 K res Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 K res Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 K res Ob-Mus.c48:32v
T05 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:3(2)
T05 K res Ob-Mus.e23:5v
T05 K res Ob-Mus.e24:5r
T05 K res DRc-C8:161
T05 K res DRc-C 12v:73
T05 K res DRc-C13:4
T05 K res DRc-El la:253
T05 M Ims DRc-C8:242
T05 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:45r
T05 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:19r
T05 M Ea Lcm-1047:68r
T05 M Ea Lcm-1048:64v
T05 M Ea Lcm-1051:84v
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T05 M Ea Cp-488:D5v
T05 M Ea Ojc-180:83r
T05 M Ea Cp-489:17r
T05 M Ea Cp-489:91v
T05 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 M Ea Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:33v
T05 M Ea Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:5(2)
T05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85r
T05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:79r
T05 M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98r
T05 M Ea DRc-Cl:138
T05 M Ea DRc-C8:243
T05 M Ea DRc-C 12v:76
T05 M Ea DRc-C 13:7
T05 M Ea BarlCTcan:6v
T05 M Ea BarBdec:6v
T05 M Ea BarMdec:6v
T05 M Ea BarTcan:6v
T05 M Ea BarTcan:6v
T05 M F Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98r
T05 M F Cp-490:E5r
T05 M F Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85r
T05 M F(mel) Ob-Mus.e24 verso:79r
T05 M F(s)(melis) Cp-486:M4v
T05 M FF Lbl-Harl.7337:19v
T05 M FF Lcm-1048:64v
T05 M FF Ojc-180:83r
T05 M FF DRc-El la:362
T05 M FF(mel) DRc-C8:244
T05 M FF(s) Lcm-1051:84v
T05 M FF(s) Cp-488:D5v
T05 M FF(s) 68v
T05 M FF2 BarTcan:6v
T05 M Ffs Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 M FFs Lbl-Add.29289:45r
T05 M FFs Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 M FFs Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 M FFs Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:5(2)
T05 M Ffs DRc-C12v:77
T05 M FFs BarlCTcan:6v
T05 M Ffs BarlCTdec:6v
T05 M FFs BarBcan:6v
T05 M Ffs BarBdec:6v
T05 M FFs BarTcan:6v
T05 M FFs(corrected) Y-M.1/5:4
T05 M FFs(s)? Cp-489:92r
T05 M Fs Cp-489:17r
T05 M Fs(mel) DRc-Cl:139
T05 M Fs(mel) DRc-C13:8
T05 M hath rd Lbl-Add.29289:44v
T05 M hath rd Lbl-Harl.7337:17v
T05 M hath rd Lcm-1048:64r
T05 M hath Rd Qjc-180:81v
T05 M hath Rd Cp-489:16v
T05 M hath Rd Cp-490:E4v
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T05 M hath rd Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 M hath rd Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 M hath rd Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 M hath rd Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 M hath rd Ob-Mus.c48:33v
T05 M hath rd Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:5(2)
T05 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85v
T05 M hath rd Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98v
T05 M Hath Rd DRc-C8:241
T05 M hath rd DRc-C 12v:75
T05 M hath Rd DRc-C13:6
T05 M hath rd DRc-El la:361
T05 M hath Rd BarlCTcan:6r
T05 M hath Rd BarlCTdec:6r
T05 M hath Rd BarBcan :6r
T05 M hath Rd BarBdec:6r
T05 M hath rd BarMdec:6r
T05 M hath Rd BarTcan:6r
T05 M hath Rd BarTcan:6r
T05 M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:18v
T05 M Hmn Lbl-Add.29289:44v
T05 M Hmn Lbl-Harl.7337:17v
T05 M Hmn Lcm-1046:68r
T05 M Hmn Lcm-1047:68r
T05 M Hmn Lem-1048:64r
T05 M Hmn Lcm-1051:84r
T05 M Hmn Cp-488:D5v
T05 M Hmn Ojc-180:82r
T05 M Hmn Cp-489:16v
T05 M Hmn Cp-489:91v
T05 M Hmn Cp-490:E4v
T05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 M Hmn Y-M. 1/8:3
T05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:33v
T05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:5(2)
T05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85v
T05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:79v
T05 M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98v
T05 M Hmn DRc-Cl:137
T05 M Hmn DRc-C8:241
T05 M Hmn DRc-C12v:75
T05 M Hmn DRc-C13:7
T05 M Hmn DRc-El la:361
T05 M Hmn BarlCTcan:6r
T05 M Hmn BarBcan:6r
T05 M Hmn BarBdec:6r
T05 M Hmn BarMdec:6r
T05 M Hmn BarTcan:6r
T05 M Hmn BarTcan:6r
T05 M ims Lbl-Add.29289:44v
T05 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:18v
T05 M Ims Lem-1048:64r
T05 M Ims Ojc-180:82v
T05 M Ims Cp-489:17r
T05 M Ims Cp-490:E5r
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T05 M ims Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 M Ims Y-M. 1/5:3
T05 M Ims Y-M.1/8:4
T05 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:33v
T05 M ims Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:5(2)
T05 M ims Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85v
T05 M Ims Ob-Mus.e24 verso:79v
T05 M ims Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98v
T05 M ims DRc-Cl:138
T05 M Ims DRc-C 12v:76
T05 M ims DRc-C 13:7
T05 M ims DRc-El la:361
T05 M ims BarlCTcan:6v
T05 M Ims BarBcan :6v
T05 M Ims BarBdec:6r
T05 M Ims BarMdec:6r
T05 M Ims BarTcan:6r
T05 M Ims BarTcan:6v
T05 M Ims Cp-488 :D5v
T05 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 M Rt Ob-Mus. e24 verso :79v
T05 M Rt DRc-Cl:137
T05 N AP Lbl-Add.29289:45v
T05 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:21r
T05 N AP Lem-1046:68v
T05 N AP Lcm-1047:68v
T05 N AP Lcm-1048:64v
T05 N AP Lcm-1051:84v
T05 N AP Cp-486:M5r
T05 N AP Cp-488 :D6r
T05 N AP Ojc-180:84r
T05 N AP Cp-489:17r
T05 N AP Cp-490:E5v
T05 N AP Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 N AP Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:34r
T05 N AP Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:6(2)
T05 N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:84v
T05 N AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:78v
T05 N AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso:97v
T05 N APDRc-Cl:140
T05 N AP DRc-C8:245
T05 N AP DRc-C12v:78
T05 N AP DRc-C13:9
T05 N AP DRc-El la:363
T05 N AP BarlCTcan:7r
T05 N AP BarlCTdec:7r
T05 N AP BarBcan:7r
T05 N AP BarBdec:7r
T05 N AP BarMdec:7r
T05 N AP BarTcan: 7r
T05 N AP BarTcan:7r
T05 N AP(mel) Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 N Ftl Cp-488 :D6r
T05 N standard Lbl-Add.29289:45v
T05 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:2lr
T05 N standard Lem-1046:68v
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T05 N standard Lem-1047:68v
T05 N standard Lcm-1048:64v
T05 N standard Lem-1051:84v
T05 N standard Cp-486:M5r
T05 N standard Qjc-180:84r
T05 N standard Cp-489:17v
T05 N standard Cp-489:92r
T05 N standard Cp-490:E5v
T05 N standard Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 N standard Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 N standard Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:34r
T05 N standard Ob-Mus.d 162 verso:6(2)
T05 N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:84v
T05 N standard Ob-Mus.e24 verso:78v
T05 N standard Ob-Mus.e25 verso:97v
T05 N standard DRc-C 1:140
T05 N standard DRc-C8:245
T05 N standard DRc-C12v:78
T05 N standard DRc-C13:9
T05 N standard DRc-El la:363
T05 N standard BarlCTcan:7r
T05 N standard BarlCTdec:7r
T05 N standard BarBcan:7r
T05 N standard BarBdec:7r
T05 N standard BarMdec:7r
T05 N standard BarTcan:7r
T05 N standard BarTcan:7r
T05 S 1552 Lbl-Add.29289:44r
T05 S 1552 Lcm-1046:68r
T05 s 1552 Lem-1047:67v
T05 s 1552 Lem-1048:65r
T05 s 1552 Lcm-1051:85r
T05 s 1552 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:21(2)
T05 s 1552 BarlCTcan:5r
T05 s 1552 BarlCTdec:5r
T05 s 1552 BarBcan:5r
T05 s 1552 BarBdec:5r
T05 s 1552 BarMdec:5r
T05 s 1552 BarTcan:4r
T05 s 1552 BarTcan:5r
T05 s 1552 rep Ob-Mus.c48:32v
T05 s HEis f  Ob-Mus.c48:68r
T05 T Also the HG being the C DRc-El la:37
T05 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:41r
T05 T Fo Lbl-Harl.7337:6r
T05 T Fo Lcm-1046:66v
T05 T Fo Lcm-1047:66r
T05 T Fo Cp-486:M3r
T05 T Fo Cp-488 :D5r
T05 T Fo Ojc-180:75r
T05 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T Fo Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:495:1
T05 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T Fo Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T Fo Ob-Mus.e25:2v
T05 T Fo DRc-C13:l
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T05 T Fo BarlCTdec:2r
T05 T Fo BarBdec:2r
T05 T Fo BarMdec:2r
T05 T Fo BarTcan:2r
T05 T H Lbl-Harl.7337:8v
T05 T H Lem-1048:62v
T05 T H Lcm-1051:82v
T05 T H Cp-489:15r
T05 T H Cp-489:90r
T05 T H Y-M. 1/2:2
T05 T H Y-M. 1/3:2
T05 T H Ob-Mus.c48:32r
T05 T H Ob-Mus.e23:4v
T05 T H Ob-Mus.e24:4r
T05 T H DRc-Cl:134
T05 T H DRc-C12v:70
T05 T H DRc-El la:38
T05 T H BarlCTcan:2v
T05 T H BarBcan:2v
T05 T H BarTcan:2v
T05 T Hg also(added) being the C Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T Hgc DRc-C12v:69
T05 T Hgn Lbl-Harl.7337:7r
T05 T Hgn Lcm-1048:62v
T05 T Hgn Lcm-1051:82v
T05 T Hgn Y-M. 1/3:1
T05 T Hgn Ob-Mus.e23:4r
T05 T Hgn Cp-489:14v
T05 T Hgn Ob-Mus.e24:3v
T05 T Hgn DRc-Cl:133
T05 T Hgn BarlCTcan:2r
T05 T Hgn BarBcan:2r
T05 T Hgn BarTcan:2r
T05 T In(del, no note)heritage Cp-490:E3r
T05 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:41r
T05 T K1 Lem-1046:66r
T05 T K1 Lem-1047:66r
T05 T K1 Lcm-1048:62v
T05 T K1 Lcm-1051:82v
T05 T K1 Cp-486:M3r
T05 T K1 Cp-488 :D5r
T05 T K1 Ojc-180:74v
T05 T K1 Cp-489:14v
T05 T K1 Cp-489:90r
T05 T K1 Cp-490:E2v
T05 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:1
T05 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T K1 Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T K1 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T K1 Ob-Mus.e23:4r
T05 T K1 Ob-Mus. e24:3v
T05 T K1 Ob-Mus. e25:2v
T05 T K1 DRc-Cl:133
T05 T K1 DRc-C 12v: 69
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T05 T Kl DRc-C13:l
T05 T Kl DRc-El la:37
T05 T Kl BarlCTcan:2r
T05 T Kl BarlCTdec:2r
T05 T Kl BarBcan:2r
T05 T Kl BarBdec:2r
T05 T Kl BarMdec:2r
T05 T Kl BarTcan:2r
T05 T Kl BarTcan:2r
T05 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:41v
T05 T K2 Lbl-Harl.7337:6v
T05 T K2 Lcm-1047:66v
T05 T K2 Cp-488:D5r
T05 T K2 Ojc-180:75r
T05 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T K2 Y-M.1/5:1
T05 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T K2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T K2 Ob-Mus.e25:2v
T05 T K2 DRc-C8:5
T05 T K2DRc-C13:l
T05 T K2 BarlCTdec:2r
T05 T K2 BarBdec:2r
T05 T K2 BarMdec:2r
T05 T K2 BarTcan:2r
T05 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:41v
T05 T Oe Lbl-Harl.7337:7v
T05 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T Oe Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:32r
T05 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T Oe Ob-Mus.e25:2v
T05 T Oe DRc-C13:l
T05 T Oe BarlCTdec:2v
T05 T Oe BarBdec:2v
T05 T Oe BarMdec:2v
T05 T Oe BarTcan:2v
T05 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:41r
T05 T Req Lcm-1046:66r
T05 T Req Lcm-1047:66r
T05 T Req Lcm-1048:62v
T05 T Req Lcm-1051:82v
T05 T Req Cp-486:M3r
T05 T Req Cp-488:D5r
T05 T Req Ojc-180:74v
T05 T Req Cp-489:14v
T05 T Req Cp-489:90r
T05 T Req Cp-490:E2v
T05 T Req Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 T Req Y-M.1/3:1
T05 T Req Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T Req Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 T Req Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T Req Ob-Mus.e23:4r
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T05 T Req Ob-Mus.e24:3v
T05 T Req Ob-Mus.e25:2v
T05 T Req DRc-Cl:133
T05 T Req DRc-C12v:69
T05 T Req DRc-C13:l
T05 T Req DRc-El la:37
T05 I Req BarlCTcan:2r
T05 T Req BarlCTdec:2r
T05 T Req BarBcan:2r
T05 T Req BarBdec:2r
T05 T Req BarMdec:2r
T05 T Req BarTcan:2r
T05 T Req BarTcan:2r
T05 T Sa Lbl-Harl.7337:7v
T05 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:2
T05 T Sa BarlCTcan:2v
T05 T Sa BarBcan:2v
T05 T Sa BarTcan:2v
T05 T So Cp-489:14v
T05 T So Cp-489:90r
T05 T So Cp-490:E3r
T05 T So Y-M. 1/3:2
T05 T So Ob-Mus.c48:32r
T05 T So Ob-Mus.e23:4v
T05 T So Ob-Mus.e24:4r
T05 T So DRc-Cl:134
T05 T So DRc-C12v:70
T05 T So DRc-El la:38
T05 T thy majesty of Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T M(del, no note)pb Cp-490:E3r
T05 T Tn Lbl-Harl.7337:6v
T05 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 T Tn Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 T Tn Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:31v
T05 T Tn Ob-Mus.e25:2v
T05 T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:41v
T05 T Ty Lcm-1046:66v
T05 T Ty Lcm-1047:66v
T05 T Ty Cp-486:M3r
T05 T Ty Cp-488:D5r
T05 T Ty Qjc-180:75r
T05 T Ty Ob-Mus.dl62 verso: 1(2)
T05 T Ty DRc-C8:5
T05 T Ty DRc-C13:l
T05 T Ty BarlCTdec:2r
T05 T Ty BarBdec:2r
T05 T Ty BarMdec:2r
T05 T Ty BarTcan:2r
T05 V C Ojc-180:73r
T05 V Hd BarlCTdec:lr
T05 V Hd BarBdec:lr
T05 V Hd BarMdec:lr
T05 V Hd BarTcan: lr
T05 V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:40v
T05 V Hs Lcm-1046:66r
T05 V Hs Lcm-1047:66r
T05 V Hs Ojc-180:73r
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T05 V Hs Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:40v
T05 V Oc Lcm-1046:66r
T05 V Oc Lcm-1047:66r
T05 V Oc Lem-1048:62r
T05 V Oc Lcm-1051:82r
T05 V Oc Cp-489:14r
T05 V Oc Cp-490:E2r
T05 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 V Oc Y-M. 1/3:1
T05 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 V Oc Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 V Oc DRc-Cl:131
T05 V Oc DRc-C8:l
T05 V Oc BarlCTcan:lr
T05 V Oc BarlCTdec:lr
T05 V Oc BarBcan: lr
T05 V Oc BarBdec:lr
T05 V Oc BarMdec:lr
T05 V Oc BarTcan: lr
T05 V Oc BarTcan: lr
T05 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:40v
T05 V Sv Ojc-180:73r
T05 V Sv Cp-489:14r
T05 V Sv Cp-490:E2r
T05 V Sv Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 V Sv Y-M. 1/3:1
T05 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 V Sv Y-M. 1/5:1
T05 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 V Sv DRc-Cl:131
T05 V Sv DRc-C8:l
T05 V Sv BarlCTcan:lr
T05 V Sv BarlCTdec:lr
T05 V Sv BarBcan: lr
T05 V Sv BarBdec:lr
T05 V Sv BarMdec:lr
T05 V Sv BarTcan: lr
T05 V Sv BarTcan: lr
T05 X B and Lcm-1046:67r
T05 X B and Ob-Mus.c48:39r
T05 X B is Lbl-Add.29289:42v
T05 X B is Lbl-Harl.7337:13r
T05 X B is Lcm-1047:67r
T05 X B is Lem-1048:63v
T05 X B is Lcm-1051:83v
T05 X B is Ojc-180:78r
T05 X B is Cp-489:15v
T05 X B is Cp-489:90v
T05 X Bis Y-M. 1/2:3
T05 X Bis Y-M. 1/3:3
T05 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:2
T05 X Bis Y-M. 1/8:2
T05 X B is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:3(2)
T05 X B is Ob-Mus.e23:5v
T05 X B is Ob-Mus.e24:5r
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T05 X Bis DRc-Cl:136
T05 X B is DRc-C12v:72
T05 X B is DRc-C 13:4
T05 X B is BarlCTcan:3v
T05 X B is BarlCTdec: 3v
T05 X B is BarBcan:3v
T05 X B is BarBdec:3v
T05 X B is BarMdec:3v
T05 X B is BarTcan:3v
T05 X B is BarTcan:3v
T05 X B is(mel) Y-M. 1/5:2
T05 X B is(mel) DRc-C8:10
T05 X B is(mel) DRc-El la:40
T05 X M is Lbl-Add.29289:45r
T05 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:20r
T05 X M is Lcm-1046:68v
T05 X M is Lcm-1047:68r
T05 X M is Lem-1048:64v
T05 X M is Lcm-1051:84v
T05 X M is Cp-486:M5r
T05 X M is Cp-488:D5v
T05 X M is Qjc-180:83v
T05 X M is Cp-489:17r
T05 X M is Cp-489:92r
T05 X M is Cp-490:E5r
T05 X M is Y-M. 1/2:4
T05 X M is Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 X M is Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:34r
T05 X M is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:6(2)
T05 X M is Ob-Mus.e23 verso:85r
T05 X M is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:79r
T05 X M is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:98r
T05 X M is DRc-C8:244
T05 X M is DRc-C13:8
T05 X M is DRc-El la:362
T05 X M is BarlCTcan:6v
T05 X M is BarlCTdec:6v
T05 X M is BarBcan:6v
T05 X M is BarBdec:6v
T05 X M is BarMdec:6v
T05 X M is BarTcan:6v
T05 X M is BarTcan:6v
T05 X M is(mel) DRc-C12v:77
T05 X N is Lbl-Add.29289:45v
T05 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:21v
T05 X N is Lem-1046:68v
T05 X N is Lcm-1051:84v
T05 X N is Cp-486:M5r
T05 X N is Cp-488 :D6r
T05 X N is Ojc-180:84v
T05 X N is Cp-489:17v
T05 X N is Cp-489:92r
T05 X N is Cp-490:E5v
T05 X N is Y-M. 1/2:5
T05 X N is Y-M. 1/6:3
T05 X N is Y-M. 1/8:4
T05 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:34r
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T05 X N is Ob-Mus.d!62 verso:6(2)
T05 X N is Ob-Mus.e24 verso:78v
T05 X N is Ob-Mus.e25 verso:97v
T05 X N is DRc-Cl:140
T05 X N is DRc-C8:246
T05 X N is DRc-C12v:78
T05 X N is DRc-C13:9
T05 X N is DRc-El la:363
T05 X N is BarlCTcan:7r
T05 X N is BarlCTdec:7r
T05 X N is BarBcan:7r
T05 X N is BarBdec:7r
T05 X N is BarMdec:7r
T05 X N is BarTcan:7r
T05 X N is BarTcan:7r
T05 X N is(mel) Lcm-1048:64v
T05 X V and (added) Cp-489:14v
T05 X V and Lbl-Add.29289:41r
T05 X V and Lcm-1046:66r
T05 X V and Y-M. 1/2:1
T05 X V and DRc-Cl:132
T05 X V and BarlCTcan:lv
T05 X V is Lem-1047:66r
T05 X V is Lcm-1051:82r
T05 X V is Ojc-180:74v
T05 X V is Cp-490:E2v
T05 X V is Y-M. 1/3:1
T05 X V is Y-M. 1/8:1
T05 X V is BarlCTdec: Iv
T05 X V is BarBcan: Iv
T05 X V is BarBdec:lv
T05 X V is BarMdec:lv
T05 X V is BarTcan: Iv
T05 X V is BarTcan: Iv
T05 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:1
T05 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/5:1
John Taverner WanZeyCommunion Service 9 (Meane Mass)
TOW Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:103r 
TOW Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:107v-108r 
TOW Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:103v 
TOW C A Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:101v 
TOW C AOb-Mus.Sch.e421:104v-105r 
TOW C A Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r 
TOW C B3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:101v 
TOW C B3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:105r 
TOW C B3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r 
TOW C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:101v 
TOW C C3Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:105r 
TOW C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r 
TOW C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:102r 
TOW C G3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102v 
TOW C G3 0b-Mus.Sch.e421:105v/106r 
TOW C JuOb-Mus.Sch.e420:101r 
TOW C JuOb-Mus.Sch.e421:103v/104r
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TOW C JuOb-Mus.Sch.e422:101r
TOW C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420: lOlv
TOW C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:105r
TOW C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r
TOW C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:100v
TOW C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:102v/103r
TOW C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:101r
TOW C S2Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:101v
TOW C S2Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:105r
TOW C S2 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r
TOW C SaOb-Mus.Sch.e420:101v
TOW C So Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:104v/105r
TOW C So Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102r
TOW C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:102r
TOW C W3 0b-Mus.Sch.e421:105v/106r
TOW C W3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:102v
TOW G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:100v
TOW G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:100v
TOW G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:102v/103r
TOW G art most highest Ob-Mus.Sch.e422: lOlr
TOW G Lord the only Ob-Mus.Sch.e42O: lOOr
TOW G Lord the only Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:101v/102r
TOW G Lord the only Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:100r
TOW G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:99v
TOW G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:101v/102r
TOW G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:lOOr
TOW G That(2) takest away Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:102v
TOW S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:102v
TOW S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:106v/107r
TOW S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:103r
John Taverner Wanley Communion Service 10 (Sancti Wilhelmi Devotio/Small 
Devotion Mass)
TOX Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:107r 
TOX Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:114v/l 15r 
TOX Ag Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:107v 
TOX C B3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:lllv/112r,
TOX C B3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:106r
TOX C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:11 lv/112r
TOX C C3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:106r
TOX C for to judge Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:105v
TOX C for to judge Ob-Mus.Sch.e42l: 112v/l 13r
TOX C for to judge Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:106v
TOX C JuOb-Mus.Sch.e421:lllv/112r
TOX C Pt3 0b-Mus.Sch.e421:lllv/112r
TOX C Pt3 Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:106r
TOX C ROb-Mus.Sch.e420:105v,
TOX C ROb-Mus.Sch.e421:lllv/112r
TOX C ROb-Mus.Sch.e422:106v
TOX C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:105r
TOX C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:110v/lllr 
TOX C Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:105v
TOX C SaOb-Mus.Sch.e420:105v
TOX C SaOb-Mus.Sch.e421:112v/113r
TOX C Sa Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:106v
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TOX G art most hyest Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:109v/l lOr
TOX G art most hyest Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:105v
TOX G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:103v
TOX G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:108v/109r
TOX G Req Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:104v
TOX G thanks unto thee Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:108v/109r
TOX S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:106v
TOX S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:113v/114r
TOX S 1549 Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:107r
John Tomkins Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
T06 M Ea Ojc-180:166v
T06 M Hmn Ojc-180:165v
T06 M Ims Ojc-180:166r
T06 M Rt Ojc-180:165v
T06 X N Ojc-180:167r
T06 X M and Ojc-180:166v
Thomas Tomkins First Service
T07 B Ah Lbl-Add.29289:7lr
T07 B Ah Cp-475:66v
T07 B Ah Ojc-180:112r
T07 B Ah DRc-C8:87
T07 B Ah DRc-C 13:77
T07 B F Cp-478:70r
T07 B F Cp-481:51v
T07 B FI DRc-El la:71
T07 B Fl(s) Cp-480:70(a)v
T07 B FIs Cp-481:51v
T07 B FIs Y-M. 1/3:15
T07 B F2O jc-180:lllv
T07 B F2 Y-M. 1/2:16
T07 B F2 Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 B F2 Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 B F2 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:87
T07 B F2 DRc-C8:86
T07 B F2 DRc-C 13:76
T07 B F2 DRc-El la:71
T07 B F2(s) Cp-480:70(a)v
T07 B F2s Lbl-Add.29289:70v
T07 B FFls Y-M. 1/2:16
T07 B FF2 Y-M. 1/3:15
T07 B Ht Lbl-Add.29289:70v
T07 B Ht DRc-C8:85
T07 B Ht DRc-C 13:76
T07 B Hv Cp-475:64r
T07 B Hv Ojc-180:lllr
T07 B Hv Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 B Hv Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 B Hv Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:88
T07 B Oh Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 B Oh Y-M. 1/8:13
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T07 B Oh Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:87
T07 B Rm Lbl-Add.29289:70r-v
T07 B Rm Cp-475:64r
T07 B Rm Cp-481:51v
T07 B Rm Ojc-180:lllr
T07 B Rm Y-M.1/2:16
T07 B Rm Y-M. 1/3:15
T07 B Rm Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 B Rm Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 B Rm Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:88
T07 B Rm DRc-C8:85
T07 B Rm DRc-C13:76
T07 B Rm DRc-Ella:70
T07 C 1552 Cp-480:71(a)r
T07 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:72r
T07 C 1552no Cp-475:65r
T07 C 1552no Ojc-180:115r
T07 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:17
T07 C 1552no Y-M.1/3:17
T07 C 1552no Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C 1552no Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C 1552no Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C 1552no Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:8
T07 C 1552no DRc-C8:210
T07 C 1552no DRc-Ella:268
T07 C 1552none Cp-48 l:52v
T07 C B3 Lbl-Add.29289:71v
T07 C B3 Cp-475:65r
T07 C B3Ojc-180:114v
T07 C B3 Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C B3 Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C B3 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C B3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:85
T07 C B3DRc-C8:209
T07 C B3DRc-C13:79
T07 C C3 Cp-481:52v
T07 C C3 Y-M. 1/2:17
T07 C C3 Y-M.1/3:16
T07 C C3 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C C3 DRc-Ella:267
T07 C G3 Cp-481:52v
T07 C G3 Y-M.1/3:17
T07 C 03 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C G3DRc-Ella:268
T07 C Js Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:86
T07 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:71v
T07 C Ju Cp-475:64v
T07 C Ju Ojc-180:113v
T07 C Ju Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 C Ju Ob-Mus.c48:35v
T07 C Ju DRc-C8:207
T07 C Ju DRc-C13:78
T07 C Pt3 Lbl-Add.29289:71v
T07 C Pt3 Ojc-180:114r
T07 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C Pt3 Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C Pt3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:85
T07 C Pt3 DRc-C8:209
T07 C Pt3 DRc-C 13:79
T07 C R Lbl-Add.29289:71v
T07 C R Cp-475:65r
T07 C R Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C R Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C R Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C R Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:85
T07 C R DRc-C8:209
T07 C R DRc-C 13:79
T07 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:71v
T07 C Req Cp-475:64v
T07 C Req Cp-478:70r
T07 C Req Cp-479:63v
T07 C Req Cp-479:65v
T07 C Req Cp-480:70(a)v
T07 C Req Cp-481:52r
T07 C Req Ojc-180:113v
T07 C Req Y-M. 1/2:17
T07 C Req Y-M. 1/3:16
T07 C Req Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 C Req Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C Req Ob-Mus.c48:35v
T07 C Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:86
T07 C Req DRc-C8:207
T07 C Req DRc-C 13:78
T07 C Req DRc-Ella:266
T07 C S3 Cp-480:71(a)r
T07 C S3 Cp-481:52v
T07 C S3 Y-M. 1/2:17
T07 C S3 Y-M. 1/3:16
T07 C S3 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C S3 DRc-Ella:267
T07 C Sa Cp-475:65r
T07 C Sa Cp-481:52v
T07 C Sa Qjc-180:114v
T07 C Sa DRc-C8:209
T07 C Sa DRc-C 13:79
T07 C So Lbl-Add.29289:72r
T07 C So Cp-478:70r
T07 C So Y-M. 1/2:17
T07 C So Y-M. 1/3:16
T07 C So Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C So Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C So Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C So Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:85
T07 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:72r
T07 C W3 Cp-475:65r
T07 C W3Ojc-180:115r
T07 C W3 Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 C W3 Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 C W3 Ob-Mus.c48:36r
T07 C W3 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:85
T07 C W3 DRc-C8:210
T07 C W3 DRc-C13:80
T07 K res Lbl-Add.29289:71r
T07 K res Cp-475:64v
T07 K res Cp-478:70r
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T07 K res Cp-479:63v
T07 K res Cp-479:65v
T07 K res Cp-480:70(a)v
T07 K res Cp-481:52r
T07 K res Cp-486:Blv
T07 K res Ojc-180:113r
T07 K res Y-M. 1/2:16
T07 K res Y-M. 1/3:16
T07 K res Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 K res Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 K res Ob-Mus.c48:35v
T07 K res Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:86
T07 K res DRc-C13:78
T07 K res DRc-Ella:266
T07 M Ea Lbl-Add.29289:72v
T07 M Ea Cp-475:65v
T07 M Ea Cp-476:62r
T07 M Ea Cp-48 l:53r
T07 M Ea Ojc-180:116v
T07 M Ea Y-M.l/2:18
T07 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:17
T07 M Ea Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 M Ea Y-M. 1/8:15
T07 M Ea Ob-Mus.c48:37r
T07 M Ea Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83(2)
T07 M Ea DRc-C8:290-291
T07 M Ea DRc-C13:81
T07 M Ea DRc-Ella:386
T07 M F Cp-481:53r
T07 M F(s) Cp-480:71(a)v
T07 M F DRc-El la:386
T07 M Fs Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 M FF Cp-479:67r
T07 M FFs Y-M.l/3:17
T07 M Fs Ob-Mus.c48:37r
T07 M Hmn Cp-480:7(a)lr
T07 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 M Hmn Ob-Mus.c48:36v
T07 M Hmn DRc-Ella:385
T07 M Ims Cp-481:53r
T07 M Ims Y-M.1/2:18
T07 M Ims Y-M.l/3:17
T07 M Ims Ob-Mus.c48:36v
T07 M ims DRc-Ella:385
T07 M Rt Lbl-Add.29289:72v
T07 M Rt Cp-476:61v
T07 M Rt Cp-478:70r
T07 M Rt Cp-481:53r
T07 M RtOjc-180:116r
T07 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:17
T07 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 M RtY-M.l/8:15
T07 M Rt Ob-Mus.c48:36v
T07 M Rt Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83(2)
T07 M Rt DRc-C8:289
T07 M Rt DRc-C13:80
T07 M Rt DRc-El la:385
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T07 M Ths Lbl-Add.29289:73r
T07 M Ths Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 M Ths Y-M. 1/3:17
T07 M Ths Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 M Ths Ob-Mus.c48:37r
T07 M Ths Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83
T07 M Ths DRc-C8:291
T07 M Ths DRc-C13:81
T07 M Ths DRc-El la:386
T07 N AP Cp-481:53r
T07 N AP Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 N AP Y-M. 1/3:18
T07 N AP Y-M. 1/6:15(2)
T07 N AP Ob-Mus.c48:37v
T07 N AP DRc-El la:387
T07 N standard Cp-475:65v
T07 N standard 2nd Lbl-Add.29289:73r
T07 N standard 2nd Ojc-180:117v
T07 N standard 2nd Y-M. 1/6:15(2)
T07 N standard 2nd Y-M.1/8:15
T07 N standard 2nd Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83
T07 N standard 2nd DRc-C8:292
T07 N standard 2nd DRc-C13:82
T07 N standard Cp-476:62r
T07 N standard Cp-481:53r
T07 N standard Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 N standard Y-M. 1/3:18
T07 N standard Ob-Mus.c48:37v
T07 N standard DRc-El la:387
T07 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:69v
T07 T Fo Cp-475:63v
T07 T Fo Cp-480:70(a)r
T07 T FO Cp-481:51r
T07 T Fo Ojc-180:108r
T07 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:15
T07 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 T Fo Ob-Mus.c48:34v
T07 T Fo Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:89
T07 T Fo DRc-C8:82
T07 T Fo DRc-C13:74
T07 T Fo DRc-El la:68
T07 T H HOv
T07 T H Cp-475:64r
T07 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:69v
T07 T HOC Cp-475:63v
T07 T HGC Ojc-180:109v
T07 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 T Hgc Ob-Mus.c48:34v
T07 T Hgc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:89
T07 T HGC DRc-C8:82
T07 T HGC DRc-C 13:74
T07 T Hs Lbl-Add.29289:68v
T07 T Inc Lbl-Add.29289:70r
T07 T Inc Cp-478:70r
T07 T Inc Y-M. 1/6:13
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T07 T Inc Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 T Inc Ob-Mus.c48:35r
T07 T Inc Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:88
T07 T Inc/g DRc-C8:84
T07 T Ing DRc-C13:75
T07 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:69r
T07 T K1 Cp-475:63v
T07 T K1 Cp-480:70(a)r
T07 T K1 Cp-481:51r
T07 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:15
T07 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 T K1 Ob-Mus.c48:34v
T07 T K1 Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:89
T07 T K1 DRc-C8:81
T07 T K1 DRc-C13:73
T07 T K1 DRc-El la:68
T07 T K1 Gjc-180:108v
T07 T K2 Cp-475:63v
T07 T K2 Cp-481:51r
T07 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:15
T07 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 T K2 Ob-Mus.c48:34v107 T K2 DRc-El la:68
T07 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:69v
T07 T Oe Cp-475:63v
T07 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:13
T07 T Oe Ob-Mus.c48:35r
T07 T Oe Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:89
T07 T Oe DRc-C8:83
T07 T Oe DRc-C 13:74
T07 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:69r
T07 T Req Cp-475:63v
T07 T Req Cp-478:70r
T07 T Req Cp-479:64v
T07 T Req Cp-480:70(a)r
T07 T Req Cp-481:51r
T07 T Req Ojc-180:108v
T07 T Req Y-M. 1/2:15
T07 T Req Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 T Req Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 T Req Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 T Req Ob-Mus.c48:34v
T07 T Req Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:89
T07 T Req DRc-C8:81
T07 T Req DRc-C13:73
T07 T Req DRc-El la:68
T07 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:15107 T Sa Y-M. 1/3:15
T07 T Sa DRc-El la:69107 T So Cp-48l:51r
T07 T So Ob-Mus.c48:35r
T07 T Tn Cp-479:64v
T07 T Tn Cp-481:51r
T07 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:15107 T Tn Y-M.1/3:14
T07 T Tn Ob-Mus.c48:34v
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T07 T Ty Cp-480:70(a)r
T07 T Ty DRc-El la:68
T07 V Hs Cp-475:63r
T07 V Hs Cp-476:69r
T07 V Hs Qjc-180:107v
T07 V Hs Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 V Hs Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:68v
T07 V Oc Cp-475:63r
T07 V Oc Cp-476:69r
T07 V Oc Cp-480:61r
T07 V Oc Cp-481:60r
T07 V Oc Ojc-180:107r
T07 V Oc Y-M. 1/2:14
T07 V Oc Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 V Oc Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 V Oc Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:68v
T07 V Sv Cp-475:63r
T07 V Sv Cp-476:69r
T07 V Sv Cp-480:6Ir
T07 V Sv Ojc-180:107r
T07 V Sv Y-M. 1/2:14
T07 V Sv Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 V Sv Y-M. 1/6:12
T07 V Sv Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 X Band Y-M. 1/8:14
T07 X B is Lbl-Add.29289:71r
T07 X B is Cp-478:70r
T07 X B is Cp-480:70(a)v
T07 X B is Cp-481:52r
T07 X B is Cp-475:64v
T07 X B is Y-M. 1/2:16
T07 X B is Y-M. 1/3:16
T07 X Bis Y-M. 1/6:13
T07 X B is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:87
T07 X B is DRc-C8:88
T07 X B is DRc-C13:77
T07 X B is DRc-El la:72
T07 X J is? Cp-479:63r
T07 X M is Lbl-Add.29289:73r
T07 X M is Cp-478:70r
T07 X M is Cp-481:53r
T07 X M is Cp-475:65v
T07 X M is Cp-476:62r
T07 X M is Ojc-180:117r
T07 X M is Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 X M is Y-M. 1/3:17
T07 X M is Y-M. 1/6:14
T07 X M is Y-M. 1/8:15
T07 X M is Ob-Mus.c48:37r
T07 X M is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83
T07 X M is DRc-C8:291
T07 X M is DRc-C13:82
T07 X M is DRc-El la:386
T07 X N is Lbl-Add.29289:73r
T07 X N is DRc-El la:387
T07 X N is Cp-480:71(a)v
T07 X N is Cp-481:53r
T07 X N is Cp-475:65v
T07 X N is Cp-476:62r
T07 X N isOjc-180:118r
T07 X N is Y-M. 1/2:18
T07 X N is Y-M.1/3:18
T07 X N is Y-M. 1/6:15(2)
T07 X N is Y-M. 1/8:15
T07 X N is Ob-Mus.c48:37v
T07 X N is Ob-Mus.dl62 verso:83
T07 X N is DRc-C8:293
T07 X N is DRc-C13:82
T07 X V and Cp-479:62r
T07 X V and Cp-480:61r
T07 X V and Qjc-180:108v
T07 X V and Y-M. 1/2:15
T07 X V and Y-M. 1/8:12
T07 X V
§11
T07 X V is Cp-475:63r
T07 X V is Lbl-Add.29289:69r
T07 X V is Cp-481:60r
T07 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:14
T07 X V is(mel) Y-M. 1/6:12
Thomas Tomkins Second Service
T08 C 1552no Ojc-181:46v
T08 C 1552no Y-M. 1/2:53
T08 c 1552no Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 c 1552no Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c 1552no Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 c B3 Ojc-181:46r
T08 c B3 Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c B3 Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 c C3 Ojc-181:46r
T08 c C3 Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c C3 Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 c G3 Ojc-181:47r
T08 c G3 Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 c G3 Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c G3 Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 c Gf Ojc-181:46v
T08 c Gf Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 c Gf Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c Gf Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 c Js Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 c Ju Ojc-181:45v
T08 c Ju Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c Pt2 Y-M. 1/3:50
T08 c R Y-M. 1/3:50
T08 c Req Ojc-181:45v
T08 c Req Y-M. 1/2:53
T08 c Req Y-M. 1/3:50
T08 c Req Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c Req Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 c S2 0jc-181:46r
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T08 C S2 Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c S2 Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 c Sa Ojc-181:46v
T08 c So Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 c So Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c So Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 c W3 Ojc-181:47r
T08 c W3 Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 c W3 Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 c W3 Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 K res Ojc-181:45r
T08 K res Y-M. 1/2:53
T08 K res Y-M. 1/3:50
T08 K res Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 K res Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 M Ea Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 M Ea Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 M Ffs Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 M FFs Y-M.1/3:51
T08 M Ffs Y-M. 1/6:47
T08 M Hmn Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 M Hmn Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 M Ims Ojc-181:48r
T08 M Ims Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 M Ims Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 M Ims Y-M. 1/6:47
T08 M ims Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 M Rt Ojc-181:47v
T08 M Rt Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 M Rt Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 M Rt Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 M Rt Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 M Ths Y-M. 1/3:51
T08 N AP Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 N AP Y-M. 1/3:52
T08 N standard Ojc-181:49v
T08 N standard Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 N standard Y-M. 1/3:52
T08 N standard Y-M. 1/6:47
T08 N standard Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 T Fo Ojc-181:41v
T08 T Fo Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T Fo Y-M. 1/3:48
T08 T Fo Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T Fo Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T H Ojc-181:43r
T08 T H Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T H Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T HGC Ojc-181:42r
T08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/3:49
T08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T Hgc Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T Int Ojc-181:41r
T08 T Int Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T Int Y-M. 1/3:48
T08 T Int Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T Int Y-M. 1/8:41
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T08 T K1 Ojc-181:41r
T08 T K1 Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T K1 Y-M. 1/3:48
T08 T K1 Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T K1 Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T K2 Ojc-181:42r
T08 T K2 Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T K2 Y-M. 1/3:49
T08 T K2 Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T K2 Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T Oe Ojc-181:42v
T08 T Oe Y-M. 1/3:49
T08 T Oe Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 T Oe Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T Sa Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T Sa Y-M. 1/3:49
T08 T So Ojc-181:42v
T08 T So Y-M. 1/8:41
T08 T Tn Ojc-181:42r
T08 T Tn Y-M. 1/2:51
T08 T Tn Y-M. 1/3:49
T08 T Tn Y-M. 1/6:45
T08 V Oc Ojc-181:39v
T08 V Sv Ojc-181:39v
T08 X J is Ojc-181:44v
T08 X J is Y-M. 1/2:53
T08 X J is Y-M. 1/3:50
T08 X J is Y-M. 1/6:46
T08 X J is Y-M. 1/8:42
T08 X M and Ojc-181:49r
T08 X M and Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 X M and Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 X M and/is Y-M.l/3:51
T08 X M is Y-M. 1/6:47
T08 X N is Ojc-181:49v
T08 X N is Y-M. 1/2:54
T08 X N is Y-M. 1/3:52
T08 X N is Y-M. 1/6:47
T08 X N is Y-M. 1/8:43
T08 X V and Ojc-181:40v
Thomas Tomkins Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis for Verses
T12 M Ea DRc-Cl:166
T12 M ea DRc-C13v:73
T12 M Ea DRc-C 18:22
T12 M Ea DRc-El la:508
T12 M F DRc-El la:508
T12 M Hmn DRc-Cl:165
T12 M Hmn DRc-C 13v:72
T12 M Hmn DRc-C18:21
T12 M Hmn DRc-El la:507
T12 M ims DRc-Cl:165
T12 M Ths DRc-El la:5O8
T12 M Ths (2nd) DRc-Cl:166
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T12 N AP DRc-Cl:167
T12 N AP DRc-C 13v:74
T12 N AP DRc-C18:22
T12 N AP DRc-El la:509
T12 N standard 2nd DRc-El la:509
T12 N standard DRc-Cl:167
T12 X M is DRc-Cl:166
T12 X M is DRc-C13v:73
T12 X M is DRc-C 18:22
T12 X M is DRc-El la:508
T12 X N and DRc-Cl:167
T12 X N and DRc-C13v:73
T12 X N and DRc-C18:22
T12 X N and DRc-El la:509
William (?) Tucker Benedicite Service (not included in Daniel and le Hu ray)
T1V Be 1552 Y-M. 1/2:77 
T1V Be 1552 Y-M. 1/3:67 
T1V Be 1552 Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V Be 1552 DRc-C12v:265 
T1V C 1552 Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V C 1552 Y-M. 1/3:69 
T1V C 1552 Y-M. 1/6:76 
T1V C B3 Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C C3 Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C G3 Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V C G3 Y-M. 1/3:69 
T1V C G3 Y-M. 1/6:76 
T1V C G3 DRc-C12v:270 
T1V C Ju Y-M. 1/3:69 
T1V C Pt2 Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C R Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C Req Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V C Req Y-M.l/3:69 
T1V C Req Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C Req DRc-C12v:269 
T1V C S2 Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V C Sa DRc-C12v:270 
T1V C W3 Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V C W3 Y-M.1/3:69 
T1V C W3 Y-M. 1/6:76 
T1V C W3 DRc-C12v:270 
T1V K res Y-M. 1/2:78 
T1V K res Y-M. 1/3:68 
T1V K res Y-M. 1/6:75 
T1V K res DRc-C12v:269 
T1V M Ea Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V M Ea Y-M. 1/3:69 
T1V M ea Y-M. 1/6:76 
T1V M Ea DRc-C12v:272 
T1V M FF(s) Y-M. 1/2:79 
T1V M FF(s) Y-M. 1/3:69 
T1V M Hm Y-M. 1/6:76 
T1V M Hm DRc-C12v:271 
T1V M Hmd Y-M. 1/2:79
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T1V M Hmd Y-M. 1/3:69
T1V M Rt DRc-C12v:271
T1V N AP Y-M. 1/3:69
T1V N standard Y-M. 1/2:80
T1V N standard Y-M. 1/6:77
T1V X Be and Y-M. 1/2:78
T1V X Be is Y-M. 1/6:75
T1V X Be is(mel) Y-M. 1/3:68
T1V X Be is(mel)73v:267
T1V X J is Y-M. 1/2:78
T1V X J is Y-M. 1/3:68
T1V X J is Y-M. 1/6:75
T1V X J is DRc-C12v:268
T1V X Mand Y-M. 1/3:69
T1V X M and DRc-C12v:272
T1V X M is Y-M. 1/2:79
T1V X M is Y-M. 1/6:77
T1V X N and Y-M. 1/2:80
T1V X N is Y-M. 1/6:77
William (?) Tucker Short Service (not included in Daniel and le Huray)
T1X M Ea Y-M. 1/6:79
T1X M hath rd Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X N AP Y-M. 1/6:79
T1X T A2 Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X T Fo Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X T H Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X T K1 Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X T Req Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X X land  Y-M. 1/6:78
T1X X M and Y-M. 1/6:79
T1X X N and Y-M. 1/6:79
Christopher Tye Evening Service to Parsley
T15 M Ea Lbl-Harl.7337:74v
T15 M Ea Cp-490:Llr
T15 M Ea DRc-El la:383
T15 M F Lbl-Harl.7337:74v
T15 M F Cp-488 :G3r
T15 M F DRc-C8:285
T15 M F DRc-C13:71
T15 M F(s) Cp-486:15r
T15 M hath rd Lbl-Harl.7337:72v
T15 M hath rd DRc-El la:382
T15 M Heart Lbl-Harl.7337:74r
T15 M Hmd Lbl-Harl.7337:73r
T15 M Hmd Cp-486:15r
T15 M Hmd DRc-C13:70
T15 M Hmn Cp-488:G3r
T15 M Hmn DRc-C8:283
T15 M ims Lbl-Harl.7337:74r
T15 M Ims Cp-488:G3r
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T15 M Ims DRc-C8:284
T15 M ims DRc-C 13:71
T15 M ims DRc-El la:383
T15 N AP Lbl-Harl.7337:76r
T15 N AP Cp-490:Llr
T15 N AP DRc-C8:287
T15 N AP DRc-C13:72
T15 N Ftl? Cp-486:15v
T15 N Ftl Cp-488:G3v
T15 N standard Lbl-Harl.7337:76r
T15 N standard DRc-C8:287
T15 N standard DRc-C13:72
T15 X M and Cp-486:15r
T15 X M is Lbl-Harl.7337:75r
T15 X M is Cp-488:G3r
T15 X M is Cp-490:Llr
T15 X M is DRc-C8:286
T15 X M is DRc-C13:72
T15 X M is DRc-El la:384
T15 X N is Lbl-Harl.7337:76v
T15 X N is Cp-486:15v
T15 X N is Cp-488 :G3v
T15 X N is Cp-490:Llr
T15 X N is DRc-C8:288
T15 X N is DRc-C 13:73
T15 X N is DRc-El la:384
Christopher Tye Nunc Dimittis
T16 N pre Lbl-Add.30480:19v
T16 N pre Lbl-Add.30481:21r
T16 N pre Lbl-Add.30482:18v
T16 N pre Lbl-Add.30483:21v
T16 N pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:8v
T16 N pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:7v
T16 N pre Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:8r
John Ward First Service
W01 M Ea BarlCTcan:69v
W01 M Ea Bar2CTcan:67r
W01 M Ea BarBcan:66v
W01 M Ea BarBdec:68r
W01 M Ea BarTcan:65v
W01 M Ea BarTdec:66v
W01 M FFs BarlCTcan:70r
W01 M Hmd BarBcan:66r
W01 M Hmd BarBdec:67v
W01 M Hmn BarlCTcan:69r
W01 M Hmn Bar2CTcan:66v
W01 M Hmn BarTcan:65r
W01 M Hmn BarTdec:66r
W01 M ims BarlCTcan:69v
W01 M Rt BarlCTcan:69r
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W01 N AP BarlCTcan:70v
W01 N AP BarlCTdec:70v
W01 N AP Bar2CTcan:67v
W01 N AP Bar2CTdec:69r
W01 N AP BarBcan:67r
W01 N AP BarBdec:68v
WOl N AP BarMcan:69v
WOl N AP BarMdec:70r
WOl N AP BarTcan:66r
WOl N AP BarTdec:67r
WOl N standard (1st) 70v
WOl N standard (2nd) BarlCTcan:70v
WOl N standard (2nd) BarBcan:67r
WOl N standard (2nd) BarBdec:68v
WOl N standard (2nd) BarTcan:66v
WOl N standard (2nd) BarTdec:67r
WOl N standard BarlCTdec:70v
WOl N standard BarMcan:69v
WOl N standard BarMdec:70r
WOl N standard(2nd) Bar2CTdec:69r
WOl X M and BarlCTcan:70r
WOl X M and BarlCTdec:70r
WOl X M and Bar2CTcan:67r
WOl X M and Bar2CTdec:68v
WOl X M and BarBcan:66v
WOl X M and BarBdec:68r
WOl X M and BarMcan:69r
WOl X M and BarMdec:69v
WOl X M and BarTcan:66r
WOl X M and/is? BarTdec:66v
WOl X N and BarlCTcan:70v
WOl X N and BarlCTdec:71r
WOl X N and Bar2CTcan:67v
WOl X N and Bar2CTdec:69v
WOl X N and BarBcan:67r
WOl X N and BarBdec:68v
WOl X N and BarMdec:70v
WOl X N and BarTdec:67v
John Ward Te Deum, Kyrie, Creed
W03 C B3 Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C C3 Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C G3 Lbl-Add.29289:109r 
W03 C Ju Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C 1552no Lbl-Add.29289:109r 
W03 C Pt2 Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C R Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C Req Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C S3 Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C So Lbl-Add.29289:108v 
W03 C W3 Lbl-Add.29289:109r 
W03 K res Lbl-Add.29289:108r 
W03 T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:107v 
W03 T H Lbl-Add.29289:108r 
W03 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:107v
W03 T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:107v 
W03 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:107v 
W03 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:107v 
W03 T So Lbl-Add.29289:108r 
W03 T Mpb Lbl-Add.29289:108r
Thomas Weelkes First Service
ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:89v 
Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:84r 
Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso: 101 v 
FFs Ob-Mus.e23 verso:89r 
FFs Ob-Mus.e24 verso:83v 
FFs Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOlv 
hath rd Ob-Mus.e25 verso:102r 
Hmn Ob-Mus.e23 verso:89v 
Hmn Ob-Mus.e24 verso:84r 
Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso: 102r 
Rt Ob-Mus.e23 verso:89v 
Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:84r 
AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:88v 
AP Ob-Mus.e24 verso:83r 
AP Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOlr 
Ftl Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOlr 
standard 2nd Ob-Mus.e23 verso:88v 
standard 2nd Ob-Mus.e24 verso:83r 
M and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:89r 
M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso: 101 v 
M is(mel) Ob-Mus.e24 verso:83v 
N and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:88v
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 M
W04 N
W04 N
W04 N
W04 N
W04 N
W04 N
W04 X
W04 X
W04 X
W04 X
Thomas Weelkes Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis for Trebles
W07 M AP Cp-476:41v
W07 M Ea Cp-476:41v
W07 M Ea Cp-476:57v
W07 M Ea Cp-481:45v
W07 M Ea DRc-Cl:185
W07 M Ea DRc-C13v:104
W07 M Ea DRc-C 18:73
W07 M Ea DRc-El la:518
W07 M FF DRc-Cl:185
W07 M FFs Cp-475:52r
W07 M FFs Cp-479:51r
W07 M hath Rd Cp-475:51v
W07 M hath rdDRc-Cl: 183
W07 M Hmn Cp-475:51v
W07 M Hmn DRc-Cl:184
W07 N AP Cp-475:52r
W07 N AP Cp-476:58r
W07 N AP Cp-480:49r
W07 N AP Cp-481:45v
W07 N AP DRc-Cl:186
W07 N AP DRc-C 18:74
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W07 N AP DRc-El la:519
W07 N F(added)tl + standard Cp-475:52r-52v
W07 N Ftl Cp-479:51r
W07 N F(added)tl DRc-Cl:187
W07 N standard (2nd) Cp-476:58r
W07 N standard 2nd DRc-C13v:105
W07 N standard 2nd DRc-C 18:74
W07 N standard 2nd DRc-El la:519
W07 X M and Cp-476:41v
W07 X M and Cp-476:57v
W07 X M and Cp-480:49r
W07 X M and Cp-478:53v
W07 X M and Cp-481:45v
W07 X M and DRc-Cl:185
W07 X M and DRc-C13v:104
W07 X M and DRc-C18:73
W07 X M and DRc-El la:518
W07 X N and Cp-478:53v
W07 X N and Cp-479:5 lr
W07 X N and Cp-475:52v
W07 X N and Cp-476:42r
W07 X N and Cp-476:58r
W07 X N and Cp-480:49v
W07 X N and Cp-481:46r
W07 X N and DRc-Cl:187
W07 X N and DRc-C13v:105
W07 X N and DRc-C18:74
W07 X N and DRc-El la:519
Thomas Weelkes Service of Four Parts
W10 M EaCp-489:114r
W10 M Ea Cp-490:R5r
W10 M Ea DRc-C13:147
W10 M FF Cp-489:114r
W10 M FF DRc-C13:147
WIO M FF(s) Cp-490:R5r
WIO M hath rd DRc-C13:145
WIO M Hmn Cp-489:114r
WIO M Hmn Cp-490:R5r
WIO M Hmn DRc-C13:145
WIO M ims DRc-C13:147
WIO M Rd Cp-490:R5r
WIO N Ftl? standard 2nd Cp-489:114v
WIO N AP Cp-489:114v
WIO N AP Cp-490:R5v
WIO N AP DRc-C13:148
WIO N Ftl standard 2nd Cp-490:R5v
WIO N standard DRc-C13:148
WIO T Fo Lbl-Add.29289:63v
WIO T Fo DRc-Ella:98
WIO T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:64r
WIO T HGC DRc-El la:99
WIO T Inc Lbl-Add.29289:64v
WIO T Inc DRc-C13:144
WIO T Kl Lbl-Add.29289:63v
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W10 T kl DRc-C13:143
W10 T Kl DRc-El la:98
W10 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:64r
WIO T K2 DRc-El la:99
WIO T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:64r
WIO T Req Lbl-Add.29289:63v
WIO T req DRc-C13:143
WIO T Req DRc-El la:98
WIO T So Lbl-Add.29289:64v
WIO T So DRc-C13:144
WIO T Tn DRc-El la:99
WIO T Ty Lbl-Add.29289:64r
WIO V Hs Lbl-Add.29289:62v
WIO V Oc Lbl-Add.29289:62r
WIO V Sv Lbl-Add.29289:62v
WIO X J and DRc-C13:144
WIO X J is Lbl-Add.29289:65v
WIO X J is Ob-Mus.e25:5v
WIO X l i s  DRc-El la: 101
WIO X J and Ob-Mus.e24:9v
WIO X M and Cp-489:114r
WIO X M and Cp-490:R5r
WIO X M and DRc-C13:147
WIO X N and Cp-489:114v
WIO X N and DRc-C13:148
WIO X V is Lbl-Add.29289:63v
Thomas Weelkes Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis o f Seven Parts
W12 M Ea Cp-475:53r
W12 M Ea Cp-476:43v
W12 M Ea Cp-476:60v
W12 M Ea Cp-481:46v
W12 M Ea DRc-Cl:306
W12 M Ea DRc-C18:81
W12 M F Cp-480:51v
W12 M F(s?) Cp-476:60v
W12 M FFs Cp-481:46v
W12 M Ffs DRc-C18:81
W12 M Fs Cp-479:53r
W12 M Fs DRc-Cl:307
W12 M Fs/FFs Cp-475:53v
W12 M Hmd Cp-476:43r
W12 M Hmd Cp-478:54v
W12 M Hmd/Hmn DRc-C18:80
W12 M Hmn Cp-475:52v
W12 M Hmn Cp-476:60r
W12 M Hmn Cp-48 l:46r
W12 M Ims Cp-475:53r 
W12 M ims Cp-478:54v 
W12 M ims Cp-479:53r 
W12 M ims Cp-480:51r-51v 
W12 M ims Cp-481:46v 
W12 M Ims DRc-C 1:306 
W12 M Ims DRc-C18:81 
W12 M Rt Cp-476:43r
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W12 M Rt Cp-478:54v
W12 M Rt Cp-479:53r
W12 M Rt Cp-481:46r
W12 M Rt DRc-Cl:304
W12 M Rt DRc-C 18:80
W12 N AP Cp-475:54r
W12 N AP Cp-476:44r
W12 N AP Cp-476:61r
W12 N AP Cp-480:52r
W12 N AP Cp-481:47r
W12 N AP DRc-C 1:308
W12 N AP DRc-C18:82
W12 N standard Cp-475:54r
W12 N standard Cp-476:61r
W12 N standard Cp-480:52r
W12 N standard Cp-481:47r-v
W12 N standard DRc-C1:308-309
W12 N standard DRc-C18:82-83
W12 X M and Cp-478:54v
W12 X M and Cp-481:47r
W12 X M and Cp-475:53v
W12 X M and Cp-476:60v
W12 X M and Cp-480:51v
W12 X M is Cp-476:43v
W12 X M and DRc-C18:81
W12 X M is Cp-479:53r
W12 X M is DRc-C 1:307
W12 X N and Cp-475:54r
W12 X N and Cp-476:44r
W12 X N and Cp-476:61v
W12 X N and Cp-480:52v
W12 X N and Cp-478:54v
W12 X N and Cp-479:53r
W12 X N and Cp-481:47v
W12 X N and DRc-Cl:309
W12 X N and DRc-C18:83
William West Sharp Service
W13 C 1552 Lem-1046:39v
W13 c 1552 Lem-1047:41v
W13 c 1552 Lcm-1048:34v
W13 c B3 Lem-1046:39v
W13 c B3 Lem-1047:41v
W13 c G3 Lcm-1046:39v
W13 c R Lcm-1046:39v
W13 c Req Lcm-1046:39v
W13 c Req Lcm-1047:41v
W13 c Req Lcm-1048:34r
W13 c Req Lcm-1051:40r
W13 c S2 Lcm-1046:39v
W13 c S3 Lcm-1047:41v
W13 c W3 Lcm-1048:34v
W13 c W3 Lcm-1051:40v
W13 K res Lcm-1046:39r
W13 K res Lem-1047:41r
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W13 K res L an-1048:34r
W13 K res Lcm-1051:40r
W13 M Ea Lan-1048:35r
W13 M Ea Lcm-1051:41r
W13 M F(s) Lcm-1046:40r
W13 M F(s) Lcm-1047:42r
W13 M F(s) Lcm-1051:41r
W13 N AP Lcm-1051:41r
W13 N AP L an-1048:35r
W13 N standard Lcm-1046:40v
W13 N standard Lcm-1051:41r
W13 N standard 42r-v
W13 T Fo Lan-1047:40v
W13 T Hgc Lcm-1046:38v
W13 T Hgc L an-1047:40v
W13 T Kl Lcm-1046:38v
W13 T Kl L an-1047:40v
W13 T Kl Lcm-1048:33v
W13 T Kl Lcm-1051:39v
W13 T K2 Lcm-1048:33v
W13 T Oe Lcm-1047:41r
W13 T Req Lcm-1046:38v
W13 T Req Lcm-1047:40v
W13 T Req Lcm-1048:33v
W13 T Req Lcm-1051:39v
W13 T Ty Lcm-1048:33v
W13 T Ty Lcm-1051:39v
W13 X M and Lcm-1048:35r
W13 X M is Lcm-1051:41r
W13 X N is Lcm-1046:40v
W13 X N is Lcm-1048:35r
W13 X N is Lcm-1051:41r
William Whitbroke Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis
W14 M Ea Day 17:49
W14 M Fs Day 17:60
W14 M hath Rd Day 17:2
W14 M Hmn Day 17:10
W14 M imn Day 17:36
W14 M pre Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:92r
W14 M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:95r
W14 M pre Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:90r
W14 M Req Day 17:1
W14 N = W1X?
W14 N AP Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:93v
W14 N AP Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:96r
W14 N AP Ob-Mus.Sch.e422:91v
W14 N pre Day 18
W14 N standard Ob-Mus. Sch. e420:93v
W14 N standard Ob-Mus.Sch.e421:95v
W14 N standard Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:91v
W14 X M and Day 17:72
W14 X N is Ob-Mus.Sch.e420:93v
W14 X N is Ob-Mus. Sch. e421:96v
W14 X N is Ob-Mus. Sch. e422:91v
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William Wigthorpe Jubilate and Magnificat in modo Lydio
WOV M Ea Ob-Mus.e23 verso:88r
WOV M Ea Ob-Mus.e24 verso:82v
WOV M Ea Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOOv
WOV M Hmn Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOOv
WOV M Rt Ob-Mus.e24 verso:82v
WOV N AP Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87v
WOV N standard Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87v 
WOV X J and Ob-Mus.e24:9v
WOV X J and 5046r
WOV X M and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:88r
WOV X M and Ob-Mus.e24 verso:82r
WOV X M and Ob-Mus.e25 verso: lOOr
WOV X N and Ob-Mus.e23 verso:87v
William/Thomas Wilkinson Te Deum, Benedictus
W17 B Ah DRc-C12v:128
W17 B Ah DRc-El la: 105
W17 B FIs DRc-C12v:127
W17 B F2 DRc-C 12v: 127
W17 B F2DRc-C13:151
W17 B F2 DRc-El la: 105
W17 B FFls DRc-El la: 104
W17 B Hv DRc-C12v:127
W17 B Hv DRc-El la: 104
W17 B Rm DRc-C13:151
W17 T Fo DRc-C13:149
W17 T HGC DRc-C13:149
W17 T Inc DRc-C13:150
W17 T K1 DRc-C13:149
W17 T K1 DRc-El la: 102
W17 T K2 DRc-C12v:125
W17 T K2 DRc-C13:149
W17 T K2 DRc-El la: 102
W17 T Oe DRc-C13:150
W17 T Req DRc-C13:149
W17 T Req DRc-El la: 102
W17 T So DRc-C 12v: 125
W17 T So DRc-El la: 103
W17 T Tn DRc-C 12v: 125
W17 T Tn DRc-El la: 102
W17 X B and DRc-C12v:128
W17 X B and DRc-C13:152
W17 X B and DRc-El la: 105
Thomas Wilson Venite [II]
wox V Hs Cp-489 :A5rwox V Hs Cp-489 :A5rwox V Hs Cp-490:A5rwox V Oc Cp-489 :A5r
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WOX V Sv Cp-488 :B6r 
WOX V Sv Cp-490:A5r 
WOX X V and Cp-490:A5(2)r
Thomas Wilson Sanctus
W19 S 1552 Cp-478:150v
Thomas Wilson Evening Service [I]
W20 M Ea Cp-486:Slr
W20 M Ea Cp-488 :R2v
W20 M Ea Cp-489:126v
W20 M Ea Cp-490:T3r
W20 M FF(s) Cp-486:Slr
W20 M FF(s) Cp-489:126v
W20 M FF(s) Cp-490:T3r
W20 M FFs Cp-488 :R3r
W20 M Hmn Cp-488 :R2v
W20 M Hmn Cp-489:126v
W20 M Hmn Cp-490:T3r
W20 M ims Cp-488 :R2v
W20 M Rd Cp-486:Slr
W20 M Rd Cp-488:R2v
W20 M Rd Cp-489:126v
W20 M Rd Cp-490:T3r
W20 M T(hs) Cp-489:126v
W20 M Ths Cp-486:Slr
W20 M Ths Cp-488 :R3r
W20 N AP Cp-486:Slv
W20 N AP Cp-488:R3r
W20 N AP Cp-489:127r
W20 N AP Cp-490:T3v
W20 N standard Cp-486:Slv
W20 N standard Cp-489:127r
W20 N standard Cp-490:T3v
W20 X M and Cp-488:R3r
W20 X M and Cp-490:T3v
W20 X N and Cp-486:Slv
W20 X N and Cp-488 :R3r
W20 X N and Cp-489:127r
W20 X N and Cp-490:T3v
Thomas Wilson Evening Service [II]
W21 M Ea Cp-486:05r
W21 M Ea Cp-488:02r
W21 M Ea Cp-489:76v
W21 M Ea Cp-490:N6v
W21 M FF(s) Cp-486:05r
W21 M Ff(s) Cp-490:N6v
W21 M Ffs A Cp-489:76v
W21 M Hmn Cp-488:02r
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W21 M Hmn Cp-489:76v 
W21 M Ths Cp-488:02r 
W21 M Ths Cp-489:76v 
W21 N AP Cp-488:02v 
W21 N AP Cp-490:Olr 
W21 N standard Cp-489:76(2)r 
W21 X M and Cp-486:05r
W21 X M and Cp-488:02v
W21 X M and Cp-490:N6v
W21 X N is Cp-488:02v
Leonard Woodson Te Deum in Four Parts
W22 T Fo BarBdec:69v
W22 T Fo BarMdec:71r
W22 T Fo BarTdec:68r
W22 T H Lbl-Add.29289:38r
W22 T H BarlCTdec:72v
W22 T H BarBdec:70v
W22 T H BarMdec:72r
W22 T H BarTdec:69r
W22 T Hgc Lbl-Add.29289:37v
W22 T Hgc BarlCTcan:72r
W22 T Hgc BarlCTdec:72r
W22 T Hgc BarBcan:68r
W22 T Hgc BarBdec:69v
W22 T Hgc BarMcan:71r
W22 T Hgc BarMdec:71v
W22 T Hgc BarTcan:67v
W22 T Hgc BarTdec:68v
W22 T K1 Lbl-Add.29289:37r
W22 T K1 BarlCTcan:71v
W22 T K1 BarlCTdec:71v
W22 T K1 BarBdec:69r
W22 T K1 BarMcan:70v
W22 T K1 BarMdec:71r
W22 T K1 BarTdec:68r
W22 T K2 Lbl-Add.29289:37v
W22 T K2 BarlCTcan:72r
W22 T K2 BarlCTdec:72r
W22 T K2 BarBcan:68r
W22 T K2 BarBdec:69v
W22 T K2 BarMcan:71r
W22 T K2 BarMdec:71v
W22 T K2 BarTcan:57v
W22 T K2 BarTdec:68v
W22 T Nfe Lbl-Add.29289:38v
W22 T Nfe BarlCTcan:72v
W22 T Nfe BarlCTdec:72v
W22 T Nfe BarBcan:68v
W22 T Nfe BarBdec:70v
W22 T Nfe BarMcan:71v
W22 T Nfe BarMdec:72r
W22 T Oe Lbl-Add.29289:38r
W22 T Oe BarlCTcan:72r
W22 T Oe BarBcan:68r
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W22 T Oe BarBdec:70r 
W22 T Oe BarMcan:71r 
W22 T Oe BarMdec:71v 
W22 T Oe BarTcan:67v 
W22 T Oe BarTdec:68v 
W22 T Req Lbl-Add.29289:37r 
W22 T Req BarlCTcan:71v 
W22 T Req BarlCTdec:71v 
W22 T Req BarBcan:67v 
W22 T Req BarBdec:69r 
W22 T Req BarMcan:70v 
W22 T Req BarMdec:71r 
W22 T Req BarTcan:67r 
W22 T Req BarTdec:68r 
W22 T Sa BarlCTcan:72v 
W22 T Sa BarBcan:68r 
W22 T Sa BarMcan:71r 
W22 T Sa BarTcan:67v 
W22 T Tn BarlCTcan:72r 
W22 T Tn BarlCTdec:72r 
W22 T Tn BarBcan:68r
■V.
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